AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JANUARY 5, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on January 5, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p .m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on a site plan for the enlargement of an
electrical sub station located at 590 East 70 South.
Review and action on a site plan for Mira Vista Plat A Lot 4
(Congregate Living Facility) located at 502 South 1040 East .
Review and action on an amended Val Vista Park Plat A
Subdiv ision located at 1180 North 1190 East.
Rev iew and action on the annexation agreement for the
Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street.
Continued discussion on various elements of the General
Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the December 15, 1999,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment .

Dated this 27 day of December, 1999.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

•
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AMERICAN FORK CITY .
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
JANUARY 5, 2000

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on.JanhJI)r 5, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J:lf; Hadfield, J,arp.es
Hansen, Councilmembers Tom Hunter and Juel Belmont, Michael Gedrgesqn: a!ld.Keii'Baldwin.
{It was not clear as to the voting status of Councilmember Belmont.. Her 'v otes are r~cprded.}
Others present included Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Pa~l Wa.shb~rn, Mina .
Pajela, Harold Dudley, Lynn Day, Mr. Childs, Dan Richards, Doug Warren, 'Ste~e So.wby; Denise
Pedersen, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield stated that Councilman Tom Hunter is the new councihnan responsible· for the
Planning Commission. He welcomed Councilman Hunter on the Planning Comriiisslon. '
Councilman Hunter said he is happy to be serving on the Planning Commission and 'said it sho~fd
be a good experience.
Chairman Hadfield excused Keith Richan because he was out-of-town and also excused Steve
Nielsen because he was sick.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR THE ENLARGEMENT OF AN
ELECTRICAL SUB STATION LOCATED AT 590 EAST 70 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Harold Dudley, a
representative from Pacific Corp.

Mr. Dudley said Pacific Corp. is upgrading the 46 KV Line along 500 East to a 138 KV Line, .
which is making it necessary to add an additional transformer at the sub station lo¢ated 590 .
East 70 South. He pointed out that as part of the expansion of the sub station there Is a need .to .::
enlarge the fenced area so the additional transformer can be added. Mr. Dudley said that.Pacifi2_, .
Corp. has had a hard time keeping people from dumping their junk on the site so t hey have .
decided that it would be best to fence the entire property. He said thatP.e is present tonighdo
request approval of the amended site plan to expand the substation area.

at

Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.

Mr. Denney expressed concern about access to the property. He said there is a roadway that , .
comes through the proposed site and enters into the Savage Brothers Site. He said it appears ih~t
the roadway to the Savage Brothers Site has not been used for some time. Mr. Denney . . ...
recommended that the City ask for a letter from Savage Brothers, which acknowledges that th::.e , ,
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access that goes through the proposed site to Savage Brothers will no longer exist and that they
have no problems with that.

Mr. Denney said the City is proposing to pull the planks across Elm Street to remove the railroad
crossing. He said by pulling the planks across E lm Street, the ability to access directly across the
tracks will be blocked. He said Pacific Corp. may have to access its property from the 500 East
direction.
Mr. Denney said another access issue is that the proposed site does not front on 50 South or Elm
Street and it appears that in order to access the site, Pacific Corp. has to go down part of the spur
right-of-way for the railroad. He said it needs to be confirmed that Pacific Corp. has the right-ofways to access down part of the spur right-of-way for the railroad in the future.

Mr. Denney said another issue that needs to be addressed is the drainage associated with the ditch
on the east side of the property. He asked Mr. Dudley if he attended the American Fork
Irrigation Meeting.
Mr. Dudley said he met with the American Fork Irrigation Company at their meeting last night
and they asked Pacific Corp. to pipe the irrigation ditch and to provide a clean out at the bottom
and a head gate at the top. He said Pacific Corp. is going to meet with the American Fork
Irrigation Company on site because Pacific Corp. is going to try to tie into the pipe on the north
end and have a clean out at the bottom, rather than having two openings.
Chairman Hadfield said that it will probably be the "wisest to put the clean out adjacent to the
railroad tracks."

Mr. Dudley said the American Fork Irrigation Company did ask Pacific Corp. to put the clean out
adjacent to the tracks. He said Pacific Corp. is going to see about tying into the existing culvert.
Mr. Denney suggested that the details showing the clean outs be added to the site plan.
Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's comments.

Mr. Despain explained that the site is in the I-1 Zone and the proposed site plan only requires
approval by the Planning Commission. He said the City can require landscaping in the I-1 Zone,
but it has been discussed that the site is not in a location where landscaping would be appropriate
or be required.
Mr. Baldwin asked what Pacific Corp. is going to do to keep the site clean and free of weeds.
Mr. Dudley explained that the entire fenced area will be treated. He said that when they put the
gravel down, the whole area will be treated for weeds so that there will not be any weeds in the
sub station or within the property, which would be 5 feet outside the fenced area. He said
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hopefully with the proposed gate, people will not dump their junk on the property and the site will
be clean.

Mr. Georgeson asked what kind of surface is going to be used.
Mr. Dudley said gravel will be used.
Councilmember Belmont asked what type of fencing is proposed.

Mr. Dudley said a chain-link fence is proposed. He said they have looked at using a vinyl-coated
chain-link fence, but they have used a vinyl-coated chain-link fence in the Salt Lake Area and they
were not able to get the proper grounding because the coating on the chain-link fence insulates
the fence . Mr. Dudley said they would be willing to put slats in the chain-link fence, if the
Planning Commission desires.
Councilmember Belmont suggested that the proposed fence not have slats. She said that the slats
go to pieces in a short amount oftime. Councilmember Belmont said a chain-link fence is
preferable to a chain-link fence with slats.
Chairman Hadfield said there is some benefit to having a chain-link fence without the slats
because of security reasons. He said usually there is some low lighting inside the sub station so
that the Police Department or the employees of Pacific Corp can monitor the site to make sure
that there are not people on the site that should not be there.

Mr. Dudley pointed out that staff had some questions about the lighting that is used on site. He
said there is one low level light on the control house. Mr. Dudley pointed out that there are other
lights on site, but they are only turned on in an emergency situation.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the ditch is on a recognized easement.

Mr. Despain said he does not know if the ditch is on a recognized easement.
Mr. Dudley said they have not found a recognized easement. He said in talking with the
American Fork Irrigation Company, they have asked that the ditch be piped and that it be kept 10
feet free .
Mr. Dudley said where the roadway comes through the proposed site and enters into the Savage
Brothers Site, Savage Brothers has requested that if possible, enough property be left so they can
access some front end loader equipment through that area so they do not have to be on the City
Streets as much. He said Pacific Corp. may pull the fence back five additional feet to give
Savage Brothers the access that they need along the railroad .

It was discussed that the waste water ditch drains water from a large area. It was discussed that
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the ditch carries irrigation water only to about Main Street and from there on down it becomes a
waste ditch. It was also discussed that some of the City's storm drain elements tie into the ditch
because it goes down under US-89 and past the old Fred Meyer Building and down to the Utah
Valley Business Park under the freeway down through the Bromley Property to Utah Lake.
After the discussion about the ditch and the above stated recognized drain channel, Mr. Dudley
said they could actually execute an easement with the American Fork Irrigation Company, if the
City would prefer.
Mr. Despain said the ditch has "commenced to function somewhat as a storm water facility." He
said it would be prudent for the City to gain a formal easement.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the site plan for the enlargement of an electrical sub
station located at 590 East 70 South subject to: (1) a letter being sent to Savage Brothers
notifying them of the closing of their access (2) the closure of the railroad crossing at Elm
Street (3) the drainage and arrangements with the American Fork Irrigation Company
being shown on the site plan, as well as an easement being obtained or being given to the
American Fork Irrigation Company for the ditch. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any discussion on the motion.
Mr. Despain said the easement should also be in the name of the City.

Mr. Georgeson amended his motion to include that the easement should also be in the
name of the City. Mr. Baldwin seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Hansen asked if the motion should include that the fence gate needs to be rearranged for
access.
Mr. Denney said the only thing that he would recommend is that Pacific Corp. work with the City
on the configuration so that Pacific Corp. has access to their property. He said that Pacific Corp.
may not have to rearrange their gate.

It was discussed that the motion already addresses Pacific Corp.'s access to their site.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifPacific Corp. decides to move the fence on the east side 5 feet will that
affect what the City is planning to do.

Chairman Hadfield said moving the fence on the east side is not going to have any impact on what
the City is doing
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Councilmember Tom Hunter, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Hansen, and Mr.
Baldwin. Councilmember Belmont abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR MIRA VISTA PLAT A LOT 4
(CONGREGATE LIVING FACILITY) LOCATED AT 502 SOUTH 1040 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He explained that the Planning Commission saw a site
plan for Mira Vista Plat A Lot 4 (Congregate Living Facility) at the last Planning Commission
Meeting and there were several subject to items discussed. He said that Mr. Washburn withdrew
his request in order to make some corrections and changes to the site plan. Chairman Hadfield
then turned the time over to Mr. Washburn.
Mr. Washburn said that when the Planning Commission reviewed the site plan for Mira Vista Plat
A Lot (Congregate Living Facility) at its last meeting the major issue was that the Planning
Commission agreed that the proposed parking was probably excessive. He said the number of
parking spaces has been modified so that there are less parking spaces and more open space. Mr.
Washburn said at the last Planning Commission Meeting he talked about putting a pavilion on site,
which is now proposed on the site plan. He said at the last Planning Commission there was also
a question on how the storm drain and sewer would be handled, which issues have now been
resolved. Mr. Washburn explained that Ms. Pajela has signed an easement allowing the City
storm water to be stored on site until the rest of the project is developed.

Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said Note# 8 on the proposed plat, which states "No off-site work needed or
proposed on the phase" needs to be deleted from the plat. He pointed out that there is already a
temporary easement for storm water storage and said the proposed storm water drainage will
eliminate the temporary easement for storm water drainage. Mr. Denney said the City ought to
release any holdings on the temporary storm water drainage.
Mr Denney said that he is still concerned about the depth of the storm drain pond. He said the
applicant is proposing to fence the storm drain pond. He said there is an outlet shown to the
pond and he does know how far it is to the natural drainage. He said he does not know if the
outlet to the pond is to be piped or whether it is to be a natural ditch.
Mr. Sowby said they have not resolved the issues in regards to storm water runoff. He said they
have made initial contact with Stan Smith and the LDS Church , who are the downstream users.
Mr. Denney said there is a note on the plat that says a letter from the downstream water users will
be submitted separately. He said the letter should be submitted separately, but it should be
submitted concurrently with the plan that is proceeding.

Councilmember Belmont asked Mr. Washburn to explain the fencing around the storm detention
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basin.
Mr. Washburn said they can fence around the pond with any material that the City would like. He
said the concern that he has is that they need to deal with storm water as they develop the
property. He pointed out that Ms. Pajela put in an incredible off-site improvement in terms of
putting the sewer into the site originally. Mr. Washburn said it will be years into the future
before the money spent for the off-site improvements will be recovered. He said that whatever
they do they would like it to be attractive, but they do not want to spend a fortune on something
they know will be removed within a few months or a few years.

Councilmember Belmont said the proposed project is a nice project and said that it would be a
pity to have something on the site that is an eyesore
Mr. Washburn said they could be directed to work with staff on the fencing around the storm
drain pond. He talked about possibly putting a chain-link fence around the pond. He said they
would not have a problem with screening the fence with some plants.

Chairman Hadfield said the road cross section and the tie in on 1100 East was submitted to the
Engineering Department and it was found to be satisfactory.
Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's comments.
Mr. Despain said there was some discussion at the last Planning Commission Meeting that some
of the parking would be covered. He said the December 15, 1999, Planning Commission
Minutes do not state where the covered parking would be located or how many spaces would be
covered. He said the applicant has not proposed any covered parking on the proposed site plan.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Nielsen recommend that there be some covered parking
near the proposed building and Mr. Washburn asked that the covered parking not be adjacent to
the building because they did not want the covered parking to distract from the nice looking
building. He said the December 15, 1999, Planning Commission Minutes do not show a specific
decision one way or the other regarding the covered parking.
Mr. Washburn said the proposed building is beautiful and they do not want the covered parking to
distract from the building. He said the real question is how many people living in the units will
have cars.
Mr. Despain said the reason why they may never have come to a conclusion about the covered
parking is because they do not really know how many people will have cars who live at the
facility.
Mr. Washburn said it is to their benefit to put in the covered parking to make the units
marketable, but it is a matter of determining how many parking spaces should be covered. He
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said they need to let the market tell them how many covered parking spaces there should be.

Mr. Despain said prior to final approval there will be some modifications to the condominium
documents applicable to the proposed project and it is also likely that a master of association
document, which bonds all the various lots together, will be required. He said the documents
need to be completed before the City Council takes action on the plat.
Mr. Despain said one other outstanding issue is the determination ofthe water rights associated
with the proposed project. He said the determination of the water rights is a technical issue that
can be addressed prior to final action by the City Council.
Mr Georgeson asked if the 4-foot high fence around the pond is adequate.
Mr. Washburn said they will put a 6-foot high fence around the pond.
Chairman Hadfield complimented Mr. Washburn on the proposed landscape design. He told Mr.
Washburn that if he does not plan on following the landscape plan, then he should not submit it.

Mr. Washburn said they want the proposed project to be nice.
Chairman Hadfield said he sees the entire project as a campus. He said that as the project
continues to expand, it "behooves the entire project to carry the same theme." He suggested that
the same level oflandscaping should be used all the way along in the project.

Mr. Denney pointed out that at this point in time the pond is a temporary solution. He said there
is a note on the plat that the oil and water separator will be maintained by the City. Mr. Denney
said he is not sure whether the City should be responsible for maintaining a temporary oil and
water separator.
Mr. Georgeson asked how frequently the oil and water separator would be cleaned out. He said
if it is going to originate on the property, then it would clearly be the applicant ' s responsibility;
but if it is originating elsewhere then it is not the applicant' s responsibility.
Mr. Washburn said the oil and water separator is only going to have to be cleaned every couple of
years unless there is an oil spill.
Mr. Georgeson asked how "temporary is temporary going to be."
Mr. Washburn said it depends on the market. He said it is their intention to start building right
away.
Chairman Hadfield said the note regarding the City maintaining the oil and water separator could
be stricken from the plat.
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Chairman Hadfield stated that at some point in time the entire project is going to reach a size
where a project identification sign will fit in. He suggested that Mr. Washburn may want to look
at having a project identification sign some time in the future . Chairman Hadfield pointed out that
the Planning Commission has not yet seen a project identification sign proposed.

Mr. Washburn said it is going to be awhile before they propose a project identification sign. He
said the logical place to put a project identification sign will be on 1100 East, but they need to
wait to see what will happen with 11 00 East.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission will approve the location of the proposed
monument sign, but pointed out that the monument sign will need to comply with the height and
frontage requirements.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the site plan for Mira Vista Plat A Lot 4 (Congregate
Living Facility) located at 502 South 1040 East subject to (1) Note #8 being removed from
the plat (2) the fence around the storm drain pond being a 6-foot fence (3) solving the
treatment on the runoff along with the letters from the downstream users, which should be
submitted concurrently with the final approval (4) the PUD master documents being
completed and submitted to the satisfaction of the City (5) the note regarding the oil
separation unit being maintained by the City being removed from the plat and (6)
conveyance of water rights. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the motion should include a requirement that a minium of 20% of the
parking be covered, rather than specifying a specific number of parking spaces that should be
covered.

Mr. Hansen asked if a minium of 20% of the parking spaces to be covered is really what the
Planning Commission wants to require.
Mr. Baldwin said a minimum of20% would give the applicant some flexibility.
Mr. Despain pointed out that there are 96 units proposed.
Mr. Denney said ifthe structure is more than 100 square feet, a building permit is required . He
said the proposed covered parking needs to be on the site plan.

Mr. Washburn said the reason they did not show the covered parking on the proposed site plan is
because they do not know where to put it. He asked if they could add a note to the plat that 20%
of the parking will be covered. He wondered if the covered parking could be included as part of
the bonding to the City and that it could be released when they do the amended site plan and have
determined where the covered parking should go.
Mr. Hansen again asked if the Planning Commission feels comfortable with requiring a minimum
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of20% ofthe parking spaces to be covered. Mr. Baldwin again said a minium of20% gives some
flexibility .

Mr. Hansen amended his motion to include that a minium of 20% of the parking spaces
should be covered. Mr. Georgeson seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Washburn asked ifthey can include as part ofthe approved site plan that the covered parking
will be on the northerly side of the plat in order to save them a trip back to the Planning
Commission.
Chairman Hadfield said he will write the words covered parking over where it says 8 parking
stalls and where it says 12 parking stalls on the north east side of the plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Georgeson.
Councilmember Belmont abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED VAL VISTA PARK PLAT A SUBDIVISION
LOCATED AT 1180 NORTH 1190 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Dan Richards.

Mr. Richards said the reason he wants to amend the plat is for marketing reasons. He pointed out
that on the west side of the property it was intended that there would be park area behind all the
homes, but people are not buying the lots on the west side. He said they thought it would be
aesthetically pertinent to the property to reduce the density and make some large lots on the west
side of the property. Mr. Richards said that people still want to be able to own all four corners of
their property so they can fence their property on all four corners. He said they are now
proposing more traditional lots.
Chairman Hadfield said the building footprint was approved for 14 single family dwellings, but
now Mr. Richards is proposing 12 single dwellings on the same amount of property.
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.

Mr. Denney said the City needs letters from the utility companies acknowledging that the current
public utility easements are to be done away with and replaced with the easements proposed on
the plat. He said the letter from the utility companies also needs to acknowledge that they have
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no planned use for the existing right-of-ways.

Mr. Denney pointed out that when construction began there were 14 laterals and water stubs put
in and now there are only go to be 12 lots instead of 14. He said the location of the water cans
and the sewer stubs need to be identified so they can see where they are on the existing lots so
that they can determine ifthey are in the logical places. Mr. Denney asked Mr. Richards if there
are situations where the water cans could be off and additional easements would be required to
access the water cans or sewer stubs.
Mr. Richards said they will have to measure out where the water cans are. He said he did not see
a problem especially since they have more than enough water cans and sewer stubs.
Mr. Denney said he has discussed with Mr. Sowby the issue regarding credits. He pointed out
that the impact fees for water and sewer were not paid. Mr. Denney said it appears that there
might be a credit back in water fees and park fees.
Mr. Richards stated that the park fees were pre-paid by the donation of extra property.
Mr. Despain said that he will have to talk to Mr. Wanlass about the possible credits. He said if
Mr. Richards gave land in lieu of fees, then all the City would need to do is issue a letter granting
that the credits could be used elsewhere.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there are any changes that need to be made to the PUD
documentation or the homeowners association document.

Mr. Despain said that he has not seen the documents.
Mr. Richards said that he is taking care of the documentation.
Mr. Despain said that when the proposed plan goes to the City Council, the City Council needs to
make a finding that neither the public nor any individual will be "materially damaged ." He
discussed the fence that is now going to be on private property. Mr. Despain said he assumes that
the fence will be maintained by the homeowner's association.
Mr. Richards said it is in the CC&Rs that the fence will be maintained.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed lots look really nice. He said he is not concerned about the
amount of open space for the proposed project.

Mr. Richards said they never wanted to decrease the size of the homes by making the lots smaller.
He said small lots and small homes do not work in his proposed project.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the amended Val Vista Park Plat A Subdivision located at
1180 North 1190 East subject to (1) the City receiving letters from the utility companies on
the old public common space, which acknowledge that the existing public utility easements
will be vacated (2) sewer and water stubs being properly placed on the lot or an easement
being granted so there is access properly for each lot (3) the PUD documents and
homeowners association document being properly amended and ( 4) the fence that will now
be on private property being covered in the CC&Rs. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any discussion on the motion.

Mr. Georgeson asked if the motion needs to include any mention of the credit for water rights and
park fees t hat might be given.
Mr. Despain said it would not hurt to include mention of the credits for water rights and park fees
that might be given.

Mr. Hansen amended his motion to include that the Planning Commission recognizes that
Mr. Richards had originally proposed 14 dwellings, but now he is proposing 12 dwellings
and it recognizes that there may be some credit due to Mr. Richards.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr. Baldwin.
Councilmember Belmont abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE MERRILL
ANNEXATION AT 1000 WEST MAIN STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that the Planning Commission saw the
Merrill Annexation at a previous Planning Commission Meeting, but there were several things that
were not clear so the Planning Commission asked Mr. Despain to go back and rework the
annexation agreement and to notify Mr. Childs. Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. D espain if Mr.
Childs has seen the proposed annexation agreement.

Mr. Despain said that Mr. Childs has not yet seen the proposed annexation agreement.
Chairman Hadfield said that when the City annexes property into the City the value of the
property usually increases; therefore, the City has to determine what zone the property will come
into the City under, it has to talk about the taking or giving of properties for the good of the
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public, it has to discuss whether streets need to be widened, and what the other improvements
should be.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to discuss the proposed annexation agreement.
Mr. Despain explained that a year or so ago the earlier version for annexation was based on a
request of what was the Merrill Annexation. He pointed out that the Merrill Annexation had
several properties in it and for a variety of reasons the annexation did not go forward . Mr.
Despain explained that the Child's parcel was part of the earlier Merrill Annexation. He said the
proposed annexation agreement needs to be viewed as draft #1 because there are still several
things that are unknown.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed annexation agreement states that there will be some form of
a concept plan. He said an annexation concept plan can have various levels of detail. He pointed
out that the concept plan that the City had under the original Merrill Annexation was limited to
the road rights-of-ways, which is something that should be on the concept plan for the proposed
annexation. Mr. Despain said another issue that needs to be addressed on the concept plan is
access to the site. He said there is really not any direct access to the site proposed for annexation.
Mr. Despain said it would not be appropriate to ask for where the buildings will be located on the
concept plan, but some sort of general plan that shows the intended access into the property and
how the intervening properties will be accommodated should be shown on the concept plan.
Mr. Despain said the City has indicated an intent to acquire additional land to expand the park and
ride facility on West Main Street and he said a portion of the property proposed in the annexation
may be needed to expand the park and ride. He said he does not know how much acreage would
be required to expand the park and ride. Mr. Despain said there has been a study done by
Mountain! and Association of Governments that discusses the needs for the park and ride, but he
does not know the details of the study. He said another element of the concept plan is a
determination of how much of the property proposed for annexation will be acquired for
expansion of the park and ride and how that will relate to the access issues. Mr. Despain said he
does not believe action can be taken on the proposed annexation agreement until there is some
conclusion on how much of the property proposed for annexation will be acquired for the park
and ride facility.

Mr. Despain said another issue that needs to be resolved is what the water rights requirements
will be. He said he can't assess the water right amount until he knows how much property is
going to be involved in the park and ride. Mr. Despain said the above stated issues need to be
resolved before the proposed annexation can go forward to the City Council.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that the water rights are also affected by the right-of-way for roads.

Chairman Hadfield explained that there are usually two more attachments that go with the
proposed annexation (1) a concept plan and (2) copies ofthe deeds and right-of-ways.
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Mr. Childs said that when he went through the annexation process the first time, the City wanted
the water rights and an undisclosed amount of footage on the west side of the property to go with
the street that is already there, which is 1020 West. Mr. Childs said that he already owns 15 feet
into the street. He asked if it is his responsibility to give away another 15 feet into the street for
people to get access into their property or is it up to the people to purchase the property from
him.

Mr. Despain told Mr. Childs that it is him that is requesting annexation. He said "the City does
not take for the benefit over one person or another." Mr. Despain said there are certain things
that the public has to do and it is the City's burden to determine those. He said if the City
believes a public road is necessary or a right-of-way is necessary for a public road it comes as a
condition of annexation.
Mr. Despain again stated that he does not think the proposed annexation can proceed until it is
determined how much of the property proposed for annexation will be needed to expand the park
and ride facility.

Chairman Hadfield said that if they can get a road scheme that will accommodate the UTA Buses
some where close to the park and ride, then maybe not as much property will be needed for
parking. He pointed out that the City has hired a consultant to look at other park and ride lots.
He said maybe the consultant needs to look at the West Main Street Park and Ride and make a
recommendation of how to redesign the park and ride lot. Chairman Hadfield said that he does
not think anyone is asking Mr. Childs to give away his property for a park and ride, but it
recognizes that there is a need in the public for more parking at the West Main Street Park and
Ride and it also recognizes that access is a part of the public's need. He said that maybe the City
and Mr. Childs can come to some agreement that is amicable to both parties.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the zone is an issue that needs to be addressed .
Mr. Despain said it is proposed that the property will come into the City under the GC-2 Zone.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that there is no culinary water on site and asked how that will
affect development.
Mr. Despain said it is included in the proposed annexation agreement that any development will
be withheld until culinary water is provided. He said the issue regarding there not being any
culinary water on site is a condition of development and is not a condition of annexation.

There was some discussion about whether there is a scope for the park and ride facility. It was
discussed that Horrocks Engineers has done a scope for the park and ride facility. There was
also some discussion about the number of spaces that will be required for the park and ride
facility.
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Chairman Hadfield asked if the City could ask Sear Brown & Associates, who are currently
reviewing some of the park and ride facilities in American Fork, to look at the West Main Street
Park and Ride to see what property UDOT currently owns and to see what reconfiguration could
be done.

Mr. Denney said Sear Brown might be able to look at the West Main Street Park and Ride to see
what property UDOT currently owns and to see what reconfiguration could be done. He pointed
out that the federal scope is very specific.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that any further discussion be postponed on the proposed annexation
until Mr. Childs has had time to review the proposed agreement and until Mr. Denney has had a
chance to review the study from Mountainland Association of Governments.
Mr. Childs asked how many parking spaces there currently are at the West Main Street Park and
Ride.
Mr. Denney said the maximum capacity for the park and ride lot is 120 spaces. He said the
average use of the park and ride lot is between 95 and 125 . He said the maximum number of
parking spaces is often exceeded.
Mr. Despain pointed out that there is upwards of 150 more vehicles that park in the Smith' s and
Big K parking lots.
Mr. Despain said the issue with regards to how much of the property proposed for annexation
would be needed for the park and ride needs to be resolved before the property is annexed into
the City because the fact of the matter is that annexation will increase the value of the property.
He said it does not make sense for the City to annex the property and then have to pay an
exorbitant price for it.

Mr. Georgeson said there are still several things that need to be resolved before the Planning
Commission can act on the proposed annexation agreement. He said in light of the additional
information that has been discussed tonight, the fact that Mr. Childs has not had an opportunity to
read the proposed annexation agreement, and until further discussions can be had on the park and
ride facility the Planning Commission can 't act on the proposed annexation agreement.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission should direct staff to see what direction
Sear Brown or Mountainland can give the City in regards to the park and ride lot.

Mr Georgeson said the City needs to work quickly on determining how much property is needed
to expand the park and ride lot.

Mr. Georgeson moved to direct staff to see what direction Sear Brown or Mountainland
Association of Governments can give the City in regards to the park and ride lot on West
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Main Street. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Georgeson.
Councilmember Belmont abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield explained to Mr. Childs that the Planning Commission has directed staff to do
their work to get some ideas on the configuration of the park and ride and to come back with
more than one recommendation on the configuration of the park and ride. He encouraged Mr.
Childs to look over the proposed annexation agreement and to bring it back to a future Planning
Commission Meeting.
Mr. Childs said tonight he is finding out things that he has never heard about because the City has
never talked to him about some of the items that were discussed tonight. He said he was annexed
once before and Mr. Colborn told him that he did not need to sign the annexation agreement until
he was ready to develop. Mr. Childs said the City knows more than he does about the park and
ride. He said that Mr. Despain said earlier tonight in the meeting that the City does not want to
annex his property until it comes to some agreement on purchasing property for the park and ride
because the City will have to pay more for the property if his property is annexed into the City.
Mr. Childs said that he really feels bad. He said the City owes him something because it already
approved his property for annexation and now it is coming up with reasons why the City can't
proceed with the proposed annexation. Mr. Childs said that he was told he could sign the
annexation agreement any time down the road, but now the City is saying that it can't annex his
property because the City wants to do something different. He said he feels like he is getting
shafted.

Mr. Despain said there were exactions imposed as part of the approval of the original annexation,
but Mr. Childs did want to give certain things; which he has expressed tonight. He said basically
what happened is that Mr. Childs wanted to back out of the original annexation with Mr.
Westwood and Mr. Westwood wanted to proceed and after a passage of time the past actions of
the City became null and void because the annexation was not pursued by all the parties.

Mr. Childs said that Mr. Westwood' s property was part of the annexation that he was originally
part of He said that when the original annexation was approved, different stipulations were put
on different properties. Mr. Childs said that he was told by the City that he needed to give up his
water and 15 feet of the road. He again stated that he was told he did not need to sign the
annexation agreement until he was ready to develop . Mr. Childs said Mr. Westwood was part of
his original annexation and he should have been able to sign the annexation agreement and
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proceed.
Mr. D espain said that Mr. Westwood went through the annexation process a second time. He
explained that Mr. Westwood made independent application because the original annexation had
been terminated.

Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Childs that if he has some concerns about things not being right, then
he should talk with Mr. Colborn and the City Attorney.
Mr. Childs said the City should have disclosed to him that it wanted to enlarge the park and ride
on West Main Street. He said "the City owes it to me to go ahead and annex, but Mr. Despain is
saying that the City does not want to annex his property because the City will have to pay more
for the property because it will be worth more. I do not like that. That is really one person on
one side."
Mr. Georgeson said that things can be worked out appropriately, but Mr. Childs needs to sit
down with staff and discuss the issues.
Mr. Despain said the matter of what size the park and ride should be enlarged to was not known
at the time Mr. Childs was originally trying to annex his property into the City.

Chairman Hadfield said the City still does not know how much the park and ride needs to be
enlarged.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain said the revised land use element for the south side planning district has been
reviewed by the Planning Commission and has been approved by the Planning Commission in
semi-final form . He said one area requiring reconsideration is whether the Planning Commission
wants to identify any specific commercial areas within the south side planning district to serve the
needs of the proposed residents. Mr. Despain said that Chairman Hadfield suggested that the
Planning Commission should discuss commercial zoning and whether it wants to make some
possible changes to the General Plan.
Mr. Depsain explained that commercial development in American Fork has historically been
concentrated in the corridor through the middle of the City and has extended out to either end of
State Street and also down 500 West. Mr. Despain said American Fork has not had any outlying
commercial shopping facilities in the past. He pointed out that American Fork does not have the
rna an pa grocery stores that many other communities have. Mr. Despain said American Fork
currently has a sort of focused commercial development.
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Mr. Despain pointed out that he has had repeated requests to provide some commercialization on
1100 East in the vicinity ofthe Mount Timpanogos Temple. He said many people want to put in
reception centers and bed and breakfasts on 1100 East.
Mr. Despain said there is some property that is proposed to be annexed into the City, which is in
the northern tip of American Fork in the vicinity of Cedar Hills and it is proposed to be in a
commercial area. He said the property proposed for annexation is adjacent to Cedar Hill' s
commercial area.
Mr. Despain said with the construction of the proposed Lindon-Pleasant Grove Interchange, there
have been discussions that some of the Planned Industrial Zone that is designated on the south
side of Sam White Lane ought to be changed to commercial.
Mr. Despain said there needs to be some discussion on whether the Planning Commission wants
to allow commercial development in the north side of the City up by Cedar Hills Drive and the
Lone Peak High School. He said the current General Plan shows low density residential in the
north side of the City up by Cedar Hills. Mr. Despain said the probability of developing the
property in the north side of the City in the vicinity of Cedar Hills is not too great because of the
arterial class road.
Chairman Hadfield asked what the use of the property is immediately north of the Murdock
Canal.

Mr. Despain said Highland Farms is located immediately north of the Murdock Canal. He said
Highland Farms is technically an agricultural activity.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Highland Farms does quite a bit of retail business.

Mr. Despain said Highland Farms wants some assurance of a commercial zone at some point.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the Cedar Hills has homes on 5000 square foot lots
immediately to the east ofHighland Farms. Mr. Despain pointed out that the homes in Cedar
Hills that are immediately east ofHighland Farms are roughly equivalent to American Fork City' s
R2-7500 Zone.

Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission would like to recommend that the property in the
north section of American Fork near Cedar Hills be reserved for commercial development or is
the Planning Commission content to leave the property zoned as single family residential
development.
There was some discussion that if Highland Farms were annexed into the City, it would have to
come into the City as a non-conforming use.
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Mr. Despain said that as the City looks at the property south ofl-1 5, there is enough property to
double the size of American Fork. He said the freeway and railroad tracks create a Chinese wall
and there is some fear that there may be an upper and lower American Fork, which is an issue that
needs to be addressed. Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission if it is married to the notion
that all of the commercial functions ought to remain in the middle of the City or should a different
approach be looked at. He asked if commercial areas should be placed in an area that provides
some form of service to the residents who will live south ofl -1 5.
There was some discussion about whether commercial should be placed at major intersections or
whether it should be placed in a more centralized area. Mr. Hansen asked if the major
intersections should be "clogged" up with commercial or does putting in commercial free up the
intersections.
Chairman Hadfield said there some things that they know that can help in the planning process.
He said it is not wise to put a grocery store next to the sewer disposal plant. He said that if the
City can get the park and ride and the commuter rail facility, there will be a certain amount of
walk-in commercial that will be conducive to that environment.

Mr. Georgeson said if there are going to be some office buildings built on the property south ofl15, it would be a good idea to have some restaurants that are convenient for people to go eat
lunch. He said the primary shopping areas ought to be in much the same location as they are
now, but allow designer zones for limited commercial development elsewhere in the community.
Mr. Washburn discussed some ways that the City could allow designer zones. He said with a
designer zone, it is up to the developer to come to the Planning Commission and prove that he or
she has a good idea. Mr. Washburn pointed out that on 1300 South in Orem there are seven
designer zones, but the development along that street all looks the same. He said that the Mira
Vista Project is much like a designer zone, but the City has "failed to call a spade a spade."
Councilmember Belmont said she does not want to see a huge blocks of commercial development
that will ruin a neighborhood, but she would like to see some convenience stores south of I -15 for
the residents who will live south ofl-15 . She said it is nice to go to the grocery store fairly
quickly. Councilmember Belmont said that she shops at Foothill Village in Salt Lake and it has a
wonderful mix of shops.

Mr. Despain said one reason the area south ofl-15 was not designated as commercial zones is
because of the dialogue that is taking place by many of the Planning Commission Members
tonight. He said if the intent is to have large commercial areas south ofl-15 , then it needs to be
decided where the commercial areas will be and there needs to be a road system put in that will
support it. Mr. Despain said if the approach is to have smaller shopping areas, but more frequent
shopping or "pantry kinds of approaches" as opposed to commercial, then they could be built in
as subsets of larger developments.
Mr. Despain said part ofthe problem with the area south ofl-15 is that the City has seen two or
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three schemes that show a "big blob of commercial." He asked if the General Plan should be
changed with regards to commercial development or should it still focus on the notion that
everyone should go to Main Street to do their shopping.
There was some discussion about designer zones. There was some discussion that when the City
gets a large annexation request of over 100 acres, the City could look at the whole design and
annex it with a zone in mind, which would encompass the whole area; but within the zone there
could be mixed uses that will not exceed certain areas. Mr. Despain said it sounds like the plan
itself would become the zone in a designer zone. Mr. Hansen said the whole annexation would
become the zone.
Mr. Baldwin said he has noticed in California that rather than having commercial zones, it has
commercial strips along major throughways. He said that he is concerned about the limited
access across I-15 and how that affects the development ofthe land south ofl-15. He said in
California where there is development along the major routes, it allows for a variety of
commercial services and it also allows the commercial to be in a local area so that the vehicular
traffic is not forced into bottlenecks.

Chairman Hadfield said the flood plane south of I -15 still needs to be looked at and it needs to
dictate certain uses. He said commercial development and residential development should not be
considered in certain flood planes.

Mr. Baldwin said the area south ofi-15 is also susceptible to earthquakes.
Mr. Despain said that based on the discussion tonight it sounds like, the Planning Commission is
comfortable with having several commercial "nodes," but not necessarily at major intersections.
Mr. Georgeson said he is not opposed to having commercial development at major intersections.
Mr. Baldwin said the character of the land and some of the liabilities that have been talked about
should be considered when the commercial areas south of I -15 are established.
Mr. Washburn said that the City does have some additional controls with designer zones. He
said if a boat manufacturer wanted to go into a designer zone, the City could limit the display
areas. Mr. Washburn said that if someone wanted to put a convenience store in a designer zone,
the City could require that 40% of the site be landscaped and that there be some additional
screening required. He said there are some things that the City can demand in designer zone that
it can 't demand in a CC-1 or CC-2 Zone.
It was discussed that there probably ought to be some commercial areas south of 1-15 to
accommodate the residents that may live in that area.
Chairman Hadfield said there may be some other areas in the City that ought to be considered for
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commercial development i.e. the cherry stem up by the Lone Peak High School.
Chairman Hadfield said it might be a good idea to let the developer come to the City and prove
that there is a need for a certain type of commercial development in some of the areas south of I15 and other areas of the City, instead of the Planning Commission being all wise and knowing
and designating zones for certain areas.
Mr. Despain said that the Planning Commission needs to arrive at a consensus of whether it wants
to use the design zone approach. He said there would also need to be an ordinance created that
implements the design zone approach. Mr. Despain said a design zone approach encourages
development on a large block basis as opposed to piecemeal development.
Mr. Hansen said a design zone approach could be used on the property south ofl-15 because
there are large blocks of land under a single ownership.

SITE PLAN COMMJTTEE REPORT
Mr. Despain had nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Washburn discussed the proposed Miller Annexation. He said the City Council suggested
that he bring the Miller Annexation back to the Planning Commission to get some direction on
which way he should proceed. Mr. Washburn said they would like to put a twin home proj ect on
the property that is proposed for annexation. He said each of the twin home units will sale for
$200,000 plus. He said they would like to develop an exclusive community. Mr. Washburn
said there has been some discussion regarding private roads in the proposed project. He said they
are proposing that the roads will be 32-feet wide and there will be an 88-foot cul-de-sac. Mr.
Washburn pointed out that the proposed density exceeds the density that is currently allowed in
the General Plan. He said there will be just short of 80% open space on the overall site.
Mr. Washburn showed a plan of what they would like to do on the property that is involved with
the proposed Miller Annexation. He said the twin homes will have a two-car garage and there
will be 1500 square feet on the main level. He said the housing will be very pricey. Mr.
Washburn said he feels the proposed project will benefit the community.

Councilmember Belmont asked if the neighbors have been talked to about the proposed project.
Mr. Washburn said the neighbors have been talked to. He said he has talked to the neighbors
individually and they do not have a problem with the proposed project, but when he talks to them
in a group they all hate the proposed project.
Mr. Washburn pointed out that the property proposed for annexation has had a lot of boundary
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line problems. He said they have managed to give away a lot of property over the last few weeks
in order to resolve the boundary line problems.
Councilmember Belmont said it looks like the garages are the focal point of the proposed twin
homes. She suggested that the garages not be the focal point of the twin homes.

Mr. Washburn said they can make some adjustments regarding the design of the twin homes.
He said the proposed twin homes will have tile roofs and other things to make the project nice.
Chairman Hadfield asked what the size of the entire parcel proposed for annexation is.

Mr. Washburn said the total parcel that is proposed for annexation is 12 acres.
Chairman Hadfield said if the PR-9000 Zone were used, Mr. Washburn could develop about 37
units.

Mr. Despain said there are two issue that have not been resolved (1) private street and narrower
streets and (2) the density and what the basis is for determining the density. He said the
Planning Commission never decided whether it was willing to accept private streets and narrower
streets. Mr. Despain asked if there are ways to handle extraneous parking and the parking of
private recreational vehicles.
Mr. Washburn said in terms of handling the parking, there is no more militant group alive than
homeowners associations.

Mr. Washburn pointed out that there was a homestead cemetery on the property, but they have
gone through the State process to deal with that.
Mr. Washburn said in terms of making an economically viable project, they need to have at least
44 units. He said the current General Plan will allow a base density on the property around 36 to
37 units. He said they could do a standard subdivision with 9000 plus lots, but that is not really
what they want to do .
Mr. Washburn asked if they should proceed with pursuing the proposed twin home project or
should they come back with a proposal for a standard subdivision.
Chairman Hadfield asked how the proposed project compares to Renaissance at Indian Springs
that is located in Pleasant Grove. Mr. Washburn did not know how the proposed project
compares to Renaissance at Indian Springs. Chairman Hadfield said he would like the proposed
project compared to Renaissance at Indian Springs.
Mr. Washburn said in terms of twin home projects, the proposed project is about 1/3 less the
density than they normally do.
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There was a lengthy discussion about the issue of allowing privates road in American Fork. Mr.
Georgeson expressed concern that the citizens who live in the proposed project will request that
the City should maintain the streets because they are tax payers.
Mr. Washburn said the concept of private streets is not an unusual situation. He said the problem
of citizens who live in a project with private streets and requesting that the City should maintain
them was a problem years ago, but is not as much of a problem today.
Mr. Washburn said they want to have a minium of 44 units so that when it comes to repairing the
streets there is a large enough base that it can be done without an undue burden on the individual
people.
Chairman Hadfield said he would like to see what impact the twelve acres has on the entire block.

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission has already looked at what impact the proposed
proj.ect will have on the adjacent property. He said the proposed project does not preclude the
adjacent property owners ability to develop.
Mr. Baldwin asked how the kids who live in the proposed project get to and from school.
Mr. Washburn said the kids will go out onto 1100 East to catch the bus.

It was discussed that the proposed project is not strictly reserved for senior housing, but it will
not be designed for families with seven or eight kids.
Mr. Hansen asked if the City would have to develop a zone so that the proposed project could be
done.
Mr. Despain explained that densities under the PR Zones, depending on the percentage of
territory committed to streets, are 4.3 units per net acre. He said to the extent that 10 acres of
the 12 acres of property proposed for annexation is not committed to streets, 43 units would be
allowed. Mr. Despain pointed out that the Planning Commission has not determined whether
private streets should be allowed in American Fork.
Mr. Hansen asked if the current ordinance allows private streets.
Mr. Despain said the current ordinance does not allow privates streets.

Mr. Washburn said the proposed Miller Annexation is an excellent opportunity for another design
zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission if it is willing to consider the proposed Merrill
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Annexation.
Councilman Hunter asked why the neighbors are against the proposed annexation.
Councilmember Belmont said the neighbors really like the open space. Mr. Hansen pointed out
that the neighbors want the property left as it is .
Councilmember Belmont said the least dense the proposed development can be the better it will
be.

Mr. Washburn said they have eliminated almost 13 percent of what was originally proposed.
Councilmember Belmont said the proposed project needs to be more palatable.

Mr. Washburn said if they can't have 44 units, they will have to go with a straight subdivision.
He asked if he should come back with the proposed twin home project or not.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission is not going to vote tonight on whether he
should come back with the proposed twin home project or not. He told Mr. Washburn to talk to
Mr. Despain about the proposed project.
Denise Pedersen asked when the General Plan is supposed to be completed.
Mr. Hansen said Mayor Barratt said in the newspaper that he would like the General Plan to be
completed in four to six months.
Mr. Despain said four to six months is a reasonable time frame.
Chairman Hadfield said there are two major elements of the General Plan that still require some
outside help (1) affordable housing and (2) the drainage element.
Mrs. Pedersen said that she has a copy of the parks and trails plan that she got from Mr. Despain
less than a year ago, but when she was talking to Mr. Dutson about the parks and trails plan he
informed her that some of the parks and trails plan had been changed and she had no idea that
changes had been made to the plan. She asked how the public finds out when the City has
changed some portion of the General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that every time the Planning Commission discussed the parks and
open space element of the General Plan it was on the agenda, which was published in the
newspaper.
Mrs. Pedersen said the results of the changed plan were not published in the newspaper.
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Mr. Despain said some times elements of the General Plan are discussion items on the agenda and
the Planning Commission does not make a motion. He said that after the Planning Commission
gives him sort of direction a document is generated and then there will be hearings on the
proposed plan.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that hearings have not been held on anything yet.
that there will be public hearings on each portion of the General Plan.

He explained

Mrs. Pedersen said Mr. Dutson said the equestrian trail from 100 East over to the equestrian park
had been taken off and she did not realize that had taken place. She said Mr. Dutson told her to
come to the Planning Commission and make a recommendation for an alternate route because the
route that was established was through City streets. Mrs. Pedersen asked when she would bring
up her suggestion for an alternate route. She asked if she could bring her recommendation up at
the public hearing.
Chairman Hadfield said she could bring her suggestion up at the public hearing. He said the
reason the trail was abolished is because Highland ' s plan showed their trail along the Murdock
Canal.
Mr. Despain told Mrs. Pedersen that she could bring any of her suggestions to him and he would
include them in the Planning Commission Packet.
Councilmember Belmont asked if any more work has been done on lighted signs in residential
neighborhoods. She expressed concern about the lighted signs at Forbes Elementary and the
doctor' s office on 300 North across from Heritage Convalescent Center. She said the signs are
on all night long and must be extremely irritating to the neighbors who live near Forbes
Elementary and the doctor' s office on 300 North.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission approved the current sign at Forbes Elementary.
The Planning Commission Members did not remember approving the sign at Forbes Elementary.
Mr. Despain said that he recalls the Planning Commission approving the sign at Forbes
Elementary.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the sign was replaced at the doctor' s office on 300 North with
a new sign that is lighted.
Mr. Despain said he did not know if Ron Morrill granted approval of the sign at the doctor's
office on 300 North.
Councilmember Belmont said the sign at the doctor' s office on 300 North is now vertical and it
used to be a horizontal sign with two low lights.
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Chairman Hadfield asked Councilmember Belmont what she is asking the Planning Commission to
do.
Councilmember Belmont asked if the lighted signs at Forbes and at the doctor' s office on 300
North are illegal or legal.
Chairman Hadfield told Councilmember Belmont that she needs to ask the City Attorney whether
the signs are legal or illegal. He said if the signs are found not to be in compliance with the City
ordinance, Mr. Hardy the enforcement officer should be sent out. Chairman Hadfield suggested
that the lights could be put on a timer and go off at a certain time.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the "billboard forD & B Real Estate" that is on 500 West
and that advertises "now leasing", which is located at the L&T Office Building. She said the
office buildings have been there five years and there is still a "now leasing billboard" up.
Chairman Hadfield asked Councilmember Belmont to bring up the issue of the sign at the L&T
Office Buildings with the City Council and asked her to ask the City Council to direct Mr. Hardy
to check into the sign.

Mr. Despain said the sign that Councilmember Belmont is talking about is really a project
identification sign. He said there is the feeling that when the buildings are under construction it is
ok to have the project identification sign that they are now leasing, but once the buildings are
completed the sign should come down. Mr. Despain said that when the General Plan is
completed, the Planning Commission needs to address signs in the Professional Office Zone.
Chairman Hadfield said there is a Citizen Planner Seminar in February in Midway and one in
March in St. George. He said if anyone is interested in attending the seminar, they should let Ms.
Marsh know and she will turn a request in to fund their expenses.

Mr. Baldwin said he drove to Salt Lake City and he was not reimbursed for his mileage.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Baldwin to turn in his mileage and the City will reimburse him for
that.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission Dinner will be held on February 11, 2000 at
Carver's in Orem at 6:30p.m. He said invitations will be sent to each of the Planning
Commission Members and their partner.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 15. 1999. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the December 15, 1999, Planning Commission with the
following corrections:

\
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On Page 4, Line 10 "that there is about a quarter of area that has not been counted" should be
changed to "that about a quarter of the area has not been counted." On Page 4, Line 36 "surface
problems" should be changed to " surface drainage problems." On Page 10, Line 18 "by a piping
process t o" should be changed to " by piping it to." On Page 11, Line 7 "good of a" should be
changed to "good a." On Page 12, Line 12 "back" should be changed to "drive." On Page 12,
Line 22 "the known disposition ofLot 7" should be changed to " the known disposition ofLot 7
by deeding it to the adjacent property owner or to the City." On Page 12, Line 25 "tying the"
should be changed to "tying the plat to the." On Page 15, Line 34 "congregates" should be
changed to "concentrates." On Page 15, Line 35 " congregation" should be changed to
"concentration." On Page 18, Line 16 " big of an" should be changed to " big an." Mr. Hansen
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Councilmember Belmont, Mr. Hansen, Mr.
Baldwin, and Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Georgeson moved to adjourn. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:03 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JANUARY 19, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on January 19, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p . m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M . - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

Presentation by, and discussion with Mayor Barratt.
Review and action on the preliminary and final plans of Plat
B a re-subdivision of Lot 2 of Conder Heights Plat A
Subdivision at 355 South Center Street.
Review and action on the preliminary and final plat of
Chipman Subdivision Phase 1 at 575 South 100 West.
Review and action on a site plan expansion for Burrell
Construction Products Company located at 698 East 50 South.
Discussion on a concept plan for the annexation agreement on
a portion of the Harbor Road Annexation located at 1500
South 100 West.
Continued discussion on various elements of the General
Plan.
Election of Officers for 2000.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the January 5, 200 0,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 10 day of January, 2000.

J . H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
JANUARY 19, 2000

The American Fork City Planning Corrunission met in regular session on January 19, 2000 at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00 p.m. Those present included Chairman J. H. Hadfield, James
Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Ken Baldwin, Michael Georgeson, and *Steve Nielsen. Others
present included *Mayor Barratt, *Kevin Bennett, Rod Despain, Councilmember Juel Belmont,
Ken Conder, Larry Howden, Darin Chipman, Eric Despain, K. Dale Despain, Don Allen, Jim
Hardy, Bill Young, Todd Lamph, Steve Sowby, Doug Warren, Vic Deauvono, Kevin Smith,
Jason Patrick, Daily Herald; Jasmine Richard, KBYU News; Lyman Kirkland, BYU Newsnet; and
Barbara Christiansen, New Utah.
Chairman Hadfield excused Keith Richan because he was out-of-town. He also excused Howard
Denney because he was attending an engineering conference.
PRESENTATION BY, AND DISCUSSION WITH MAYOR BARRATT
Mayor Barratt said Councilmember Belmont asked if he would address the Planning Commission
because there are some concerns regarding her appointment to the Planning Corrunission. He said
Mayor Green appointed Councilmember Belmont to the Planning Corrunission and her term was
to expire in 2001. He explained that shortly after Councilmember Belmont was appointed to the
Planning Commission she ran for City Council and was elected. Mayor Barratt said that shortly
after he became Mayor he had to make some appointments and he appointed Councilman Don
Hampton to the Planning Corrunission. He pointed out that Councilmember Belmont was already
serving on the Planning Commission when he appointed Councilman Hampton to the Planning,
which meant there were two City Council members serving on the Planning Corrunission.
Mayor Barratt said that he does not believe a member of the City Council should be sitting on the
Planning Commission. One reason he is opposed to having a member of the City Council serving
on the Planning Corrunission is because if someone wants to appeal to the City Council, there is
already one member of the City Council who has voted on a particular project, which he does not
think is very fair.
Mayor Barratt said that he has spoken to someone from Utah League of
Cities and Towns about what other cities do in regards to having a City Council member serving
on the Planning Corrunission and he was told that many cities do not have a member of the City
Council serving on the Planning Corrunission. He said some cities have the City Council and
Planning Commission operate as two distinct bodies, which in his personal opinion is how it
should be.
Mayor Barratt said for a short time both Councilman Hampton and Councilmember Belmont
served on the Planning Commission, but he was already opposed to having one member of the

City Council serving on the Planning Commission so he was "way opposed" to having two City
Council members serving on the Planning Commission so he talked to the City Council and staff
about how he felt that a member of the City Council should not serve on the Planning
Commission. Mayor Barratt said that the staff and City Council felt like the City Council was
best served by a member of the City Council serving on the Planning Commission. He said that
after he talked with staff and City Council he decided that only one member of the City Council
would serve on the Planning Commission so he talked to both Councilman Hampton and
Councilmember Belmont. Mayor Barratt said that when he talked to Councilmember Belmont
she told him that she had an assignment on the Planning Commission and wanted to fulfill her
assignment and she also expressed her desire to help in finishing update the General Plan. He said
that Councilman Hampton "did not care" if he was taken off the Planning Commission. After
talking with both Councilman Hampton and Councilmember Belmont, Mayor Barratt said he
appointed Councilmember Belmont to the Planning Commission and then he took Councilmember
Belmont's assignment and gave it to Steve Nielsen. He stated that Steve Nielsen is fulfilling
Councilmember Belmont's assignment on the Planning Commission. Mayor Barratt explained
that the assignment of Councilmember Belmont serving as the City Council representative on the
Planning Commission and the appointment of Steve Nielsen to fulfill the rest of Councilmember
Belmont's unexpired term went before the City Council and was approved. Mayor Barratt said
on January 3, 2000, when the City Council appointments were made, the City Council
unanimously approved that Councilman Hunter would serve on the Planning Commission.
Mayor Barratt said if he had it his way the Planning Commission would not have a member of the
City Council serving on the Planning Commission and the Chairman of the Planning Commission
would make a report to the City Council that way when someone wanted to appeal to the City
Council, they would not already have a vote against their project. He said the City Council
member who serves on the Planning Commission better not vote against a particular project at the
Planning Commission Meeting and then vote in favor of it at the City Council Meeting.
Mayor Barratt said that Councilmember Belmont has been an excellent member of the Planning
Commission. He said no one has served better than she has. He said she brings to the Planning
Commission something that none of the other Planning Commissioners bring. Mayor Barratt
said her gender needs to be heard, which is one disadvantage to not having her on the Planning
Commission. He said she has a lot of expertise in a lot of areas.
Mayor Barratt said that when he was elected to be Mayor, he told his City Council members that
they would receive assignments for two years and then they would be changed every two years
because he wanted them to have a variety of experiences. He said they deserve an opportunity of
getting a well-rounded opportunity to serve in city government and should not get stuck in one
assignment for four straight years.
Mayor Barratt said that having served as a City Councilman years ago he knows what it is like
and he wished that he could have been involved in some other areas of city government.
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Mayor Barratt asked the Planning Commission if it had any questions. He said serving on the
Planning Commission is not an easy "calling." He expressed his appreciation for the Planning
Commission member's willingness to serve.
Mayor Barratt said the Planning Commission sometimes has to help people realize that certain
things just can't be and that is difficult for some people to understand. He encouraged the
Planning Commission to always try to see the vision of what the people who come to the Planning
Commission are trying to do and to help them in any way possible. Mayor Barratt said his dad
used to tell him to do the best job with the tools that you've got.
Mayor Barratt said he remembers what it is like sitting on the Planning Commission as a member
of the City Council and being "ate alive" by individuals that he called his neighbors and friends
because they were opposed to his opinion and did not agree with the action taken on a particular
project. He said when he was a City Councilman serving on the Planning Commission he was
"tortured" at Planning Commission Meetings and then got "tortured" at City Council Meetings.
Mayor Barratt said the Planning Commission definitely fights on the battle front. He said the
Planning Commission Members are the warriors that go the very front of the battle and catch the
heat and disappointment. Mayor Barratt again expressed his appreciation for the Planning
Commission members willingness to serve. He said it is a long and hard responsibility to come to
the Planning Commission Meetings twice a month.
Mayor Barratt encouraged the Planning Commission Members to never fail to look at their
responsibility and to look at how they can improve and do a better job. He also encouraged the
Pla1ming Commission to never let it be said, for whatever reason other than the ordinances of the
City, that the City "dashed" someone else' s dreams just because it did not like the proposed
project or presentation. He said the Planning Commission represents American Fork. Mayor
Barratt said for a lot of individuals the Planning Commission is American Fork because it is the
only experience some people have with American Fork. Mayor Barratt said he has a lot of faith
the Planning Commission will represent American Fork well. He said the Planning Commission
has done a good job representing American Fork.
Mayor Barratt told the Planning Commission if it had any questions about Councilrnember
Belmont's assignment to come talk to him. He said there will be another time for Councilmember
Belmont to serve on the Planning Commission. He stated that Councilman Hunter has been
unanimously assigned by the Mayor and City Council to serve on the Planning Commission at thi s
time.
Mayor Barratt asked what he can do as Mayor of American Fork to benefit the Planning
Commission.

Mr. Nielsen suggested that the Planning Commission members and their immediate family be
given a :free pass to the American Fork Fitness Center.
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Mr. Georgeson pointed out that Councilmember Belmont was appointed for a six-year term on
the Planning Commission and then she was elected to the City Council. He asked Mayor Barratt
how he appointed someone else to fill her unexpired term before her term on the Planning
Commission expired.

Mayor Barratt explained that he chose not to have two City Council members serving on the
Planing Commission so he asked Councilmember Belmont if she would be the City Council
representative on the Planning Commission and explained that if she was the City Council
representative he would appoint Steve Nielsen to fulfill the rest of her term.
Mr. Georgeson asked if when Councilmember Belmont accepted the assignment to be the City
Council Representative on the Planning Commission that was essentially a defacto resignation
from her appointed term.

Mayor Barratt said that when Councilmember Belmont accepted the assignment to be the City
Council representative on the Planning Commission it was a defacto resignation from her
appointed term. He said Councilmember Belmont did not understand it that way.
Councilmember Belmont said she and Mayor Barratt have a difference of opinion.
Mayor Barratt said if the City Council decided someone was not going to serve on the Planning
Commission, it could replace that person.
Councilmember Belmont said it comes down to cause.
Mayor Barratt said the members of the Planning Commission were appointed by the City Council
under the recommendation of the Mayor and they can be removed in that same fashion even
though their term has not been expired.
Chairman Hadfield said when he was originally appointed to the Planning Commission, he was
appointed to fill the unexpired portion ofRandy Matt' s term because Randy resigned from the
Planing Commission for business reasons.
Councilmember Belmont said she thinks the person has to resign before someone else can be
appointed to fulfill his or her term.
Mayor Barratt said as far as he knows that is not the case. He said people appointed to the
Planning Commission serve at the will of the Mayor and City Council.
Mayor Barratt again asked the Planning Commission if there is anything that he can do to help the
Planning Commission achieve its goals and to function at the level it would like to go about
fulfilling the dreams of the individuals that come to the Planning Commission with a proposal.
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Chairman Hadfield asked that the City Council continue to support the Planning Commission.
He said many times the Planing Commission labors for hours and hours on issues in order to come
up with, in most cases, a well-thought recommendation and many times the Planning
Commission's recommendation is not always presented in that light. He said many times when a
particular project comes to the City Council someone who opposes the Planning Commission's
recommendation makes a presentation and in two minutes a decision that took 15 months to
render is changed. Chairman Hadfield said he appreciates Mayor Barratt's continued support.
*Mayor Barratt was excused.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLANS OF PLAT BARESUBDIVISION OF LOT 2 OF CONDER HEIGHTS PLAT A SUBDIVISION AT 355 SOUTH
CENTER STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He explained that the Planning Commission saw the
proposed subdivision originally as two lots. He said Lot 1 has now been built upon and is not
part of the proposed plat. Chairman Hadfield said the applicant is now proposing to subdivide
Lot 2 into two lots. He said each of the proposed lots are in excess of 8000 square feet.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the original house has some grandfather rights. He pointed
out that there is a garage with the original house that will be relocated or removed to make Lot 2
whole. He stated that the original improvements that were required when Lot 1 and Lot 2 were
originally approved have been put in. He pointed out that the curb and gutter is in. Chairman
Hadfield said the drainage requirements that the American Fork Irrigation Company requested
have been taken care of
Mr. Georgeson asked if the driveway is going to remain where it is now.
Ken Conder said there is a drive approach to the existing home, which is at 345 South and it will
face west.
Mr. Georgeson said the reason he is concerned about the driveway is because of the curve that
may make it difficult for people trying to back out of the driveway into the traffic to see the
oncoming traffic.
Mr. Conder said Lot 3 will be facing more to the south with the new lot. He pointed out that they
are trying to groom the trees on the existing lot.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Denney had no concerns on the preliminary plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain' s concerns.
Mr. Despain had no concerns on the preliminary plat.
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Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary plan of Plat B a re-subdivision of Lot 2
of Conder Heights Plat A at 355 South Center. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Conder that now that he has the grade on the sidewalk he needs to
raise the fire hydrant.

Mr. Baldwin asked if the fire hydrant is going to be in the sidewalk.
Chairman Hadfield said the fire hydrant will not be in the sidewalk. He said the fire hydrant will
be in the planter strip .
Chairman Hadfield stated the engineering concerns that Mr. Denney asked him to present.
Following are a list of the concerns:
1.

Slight error on the curve data.

2.

The flood plane elevation needs to be identified.

3.

Subdivision needs to be tied to two section comers.

4.

Should be approved subject to the American Fork Irrigation Company's approval.
(American Fork Irrigation Company has concern that the grate on the drop box is not the
right type.)

5.

Some water shares need to be deeded to American Fork City because Lot 2 is being made
into two lots.

Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's concerns.

Mr. Despain explained that the proposed plat is t echnically a re-division of a subdivision that has
already been approved and recorded. He said the City needs to receive a consent form signed by
the owners of all the lots in the original subdivision acknowledging that they concur with the
proposed amended plat in order to avoid having a public hearing on the proposed amended plat.
Mr. Despain said there needs to be an additional statement put on the plat that states that the
public nor any individual will be materially damaged. He pointed out that the above mentioned
statement is required by the Utah County Recorder' s Office when a plat is amended.
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Mr. Despain said one acre feet of water needs to be given to the City for t he new lot.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend approval of the final plat for Conder Heights
Subdivision Plat B at 355 South Center and recommend the vacation of Plat A with the
following conditions: (1) the curve data be revised per the City Engineer's concerns (2) that
the flood plane elevation be identified on the plat and appropriate references made to the
lot (3) ties to two section corners need to be provided (4) American Fork Irrigation
Company's approval needs to be obtained in regards to the handling of the irrigation ditch
(5) water shares equivalent to one acre foot need to be given to the City (6) consent from all
the owners in the original subdivision acknowledging that they concur with the amended
plat and accept the vacation of the original plat (7) a note be added to the plat that no one
is materially damaged by this revision. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLAT OF CHIPMAN
SUBDIVISION PHASE 1 AT 575 SOUTH 100 WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and explained that when Mr. Chipman came to the
technical review meeting they talked about him submitting a preliminary plat and final plat to go
out in the packets, but most of the final work had been done and only a final plat was submitted to
go out in the packets. He said the American Fork Engineering Office did receive the plan and
profile sheets, which Mr. Denney said he was willing to accept as the preliminary plat. He said
the Planning Commission can consider the preliminary and final with just the final plat that was
included in the packets.

Mr. Hansen asked if the annexation has been completed.
Mr. Despain said the annexation has not yet been completed.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that any action on the proposed plat will have to be subject to completion
of the annexation.
Chairman Hadfield stated the following engineering concerns:
1.

There is a closure error.

2.

The subdivision monuments have been identified in the street, but they have not been
"called out" with state plane coordinates.
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3.

Corrections need to be made to the plan and profile sheets. There are quite a few typographical errors and the surveyor' certificate should include a statement that the property
has been properly staked in the field.

4.

The public utility easements need to be labeled correctly.

5.

The heavy line on the plat that shows the original Chipman Subdivision needs to be
removed from the plat.

Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain' s concerns.
Mr. Despain said the annexation agreement was modified slightly to provide that the road in the
front becomes a condition of approval at the final plat stage. He said Mr. Chipman needs to sign
the revised annexation agreement. He also stated that one acre foot of water needs to be
conveyed to the City.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any questions from the Planning Commission.
There were no further questions.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary and final plat of Chipman Subdivision
Phase 1 at 575 South 100 West subject to: (1) completion of the annexation agreement,
which means that Mr. Chipman will sign the revised annexation agreement (2) correction
of the closure error (3) the subdivision monuments be identified and tied to the lot (3)
corrections be made as required by the City Engineer to the plan of profile sheets (4) that
the public utility easement dimensions on the northwest of the lot be shown on the plat (5)
water share equivalent to one acre feet be transferred to the City and (6) heavy line be
removed from the plat. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
Nielsen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN EXPANSION FOR BURRELL
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS COMPANY LOCATED AT 698 EAST 50 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Larry Howden.

Mr. Howden said the owners of Burrell Construction Products would like to improve the visual
look of their site. He said they are proposing to move the parking from the east side of the
property to the north side of the property and are also proposing doing some landscaping. He
said they are also proposing to add curb, gutter and sidewalk on the north and east sides of the
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property. Mr. Howden said it is also proposed to install a 6-foot high chain-link fence and to
plant shrubbery that will climb the fence in order to block the view of the loading area, which is
on the north side of the building.

Mr. Howden said the owners ofBurrell Construction would also like to increase the functionality
of the existing facility so they are proposing to install a dryer and expanded dust collection system
that will have an improved bagging system that will clean the dust out so it will not be carried off
into the neighborhood.
Dale Despain, owner of Burrell Construction, said by adding the new dryer and expanded dust
collection system they will have better control of the dust and emissions that take place on the
property. He said the plant is an older plant and they are trying to bring it up to standard and
above standard in order to make it more compatible with the community and the surrounding
area. He said the new equipment that will be installed will also increase the effectiveness of the
plant.
Chairman Hadfield said that Mr. Denney pointed out that the water will be controlled on site as
per the American Fork City Ordinance. He said Mr. Denney also wanted the Planning
Commission to realize that the plant has a significant vacuuming system that will control the dust.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Denney also wanted the Planning Commission to be aware that
whatever the people from the Utah State Quality Air Department require relative to dust control
is what the City expects and will settle for nothing less. Chairman Hadfield stated that the
Industrial Zone does not allow for the omission of vibrations, noise, noxious order, fumes, smoke
or vapor, etc. He said the noise and vibration controls need to meet with the American Fork City
Ordinances.

Mr. Nielsen asked where the location ofthe new equipment will be.
Mr. Howden said the new equipment will be located on the south side ofthe building.

Mr. Nielsen asked if the Planning Commission needs to be concerned about the height of the
proposed equipment.
Mr. Howden stated that the present equipment is 60 feet high and stated that the proposed
equipment will be shorter than 60 feet high .
Mr. Nielsen asked if the new equipment will replace some old equipment.
Mr. Howden said the new equipment will not replace old equipment. He said the proposed
equipment is a new system that they are planning to install.
Rod Despain said there is no height restriction in the Industrial Zone. He said the use is
permitted in the Industrial Zone. He said the question the Planning Commission should be asking
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is whether it is content with the stipulations in regards to the operation of the activity in terms of
the performance criteria, i.e. the smoke, noise, etc.
Rod Despain pointed out that Dale Despain is his brother and he declared a possible conflict of
interest that may be perceived. He said that he has no financial interest in Burrell Construction.
Mr. Georgeson stated that he could not find the north arrow on the proposed site plan.
Mr. Nielsen asked what kind of noise the proposed equipment will make.
Dale Despain said it is not a loud operation. He said the equipment will not add to the noise of
the operation.
It was discussed that the combination, curb, gutter and sidewalk that is proposed is what is
currently on two ofthe comers.
Mr. Georgeson asked if there will be any grass planted in the new landscaping portion adjacent to
700 East.
Dale Despain said there will be grass planted in the new landscaping portion that is adjacent to
700 East.
Mr. Hansen asked why the curb and gutter is not going to be continued down 700 East.
Dale Despain said as the property to the south of their site develops, the curb and gutter will
eventually go in, but they do not know what will be developed to the south of them.
Mr. Hansen said the sidewalk, curb & gutter, and landscaping ought to continue to the edge of
the property.

It was discussed that the existing shed will be removed.
Mr. Nielsen recommended that the curb and gutter run the length of the property.
Dale Despain said extending the curb and gutter the length of the property will certainly improve
the area. He said he does not see extending the curb and gutter the length of the property as a
problem. He said the only thing he was primarily concerned about is curb cuts. Dale Despain
said the way the property is right now is certainly not the way it is going to be for a long period of
time. He said it would be logical to wait until the property to the south of their property is
developed before they install the curb and gutter, but if they installed curb and gutter now he
would not have to cut down the weeds.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Dale Despain has come to the City many times to discuss the
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issue of people who cut the corner short at 700 East and drive through his property, which causes
a hazard to the oncoming traffic and to the people who work on the premises. He said the
proposed improvements will help resolve a number of issues.
Dale Despain said there is a bi-weekly wreck on the corner of 700 East and 50 South and they
hope that by putting in curb and gutter it will help to eliminate some of the wrecks.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further questions.

Mr. Nielsen asked how the plant operates.
Dale Despain explained how the plant operates. He said the plant has been in operation for 30
years and it has provided employment to a number of people. He said they enjoy being in
American Fork.
There was some discussion on whether the new equipment will help to reduce the dust that is
created from the plant. Dale Despain explained that the dryer and new dust collection system will
clean the facility a lot better than it has in the past. He pointed out that the plant is inspected by
the people from Air Quality Control bi-weekly to make sure they are in compliance with the air
quality control systems. Dale Despain said the plant has been in complete compliance for the last
4 years.

Mr. Baldwin asked about the lighting on the site.
Dale Despain said there is some yard lighting on the site.

Mr. Baldwin expressed some concern about whether the lighting on the site would interfere with
the traffic.
Councilmember Belmont said there is not objectionable lighting on the site. She said the lighting
does not interfere with the traffic.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the entry on 700 East needs to be labeled. He also pointed
out that the motion should include a statement that the dust control is to be permitted through the
people from the Utah State Air Quality Department. He said there also needs to be an ADA
Ramp on the radius.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further comments.
There were no further comments.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the site plan expansion for Burrell Construction Products
Company located at 698 East 50 South subject to: (1) the entry on 700 East being labeled
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(2) ADA Ramp on radius (3) dust control permitted through Utah State Air Quality people
(4) noise and vibration controls meeting the American Fork City Ordinances and (5) curb
& gutter being extended on 700 East to the south end of the property. Mr. Georgeson
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Bennett was excused.

DISCUSSION ON A CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT ON A
PORTION OF THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION LOCATED AT 1500 SOUTH 100
WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Howden.
Mr. Howden said the proposed development will include some single family homes, townhouses,
a private golf course, a professional water ski course, a man made lake and some commercial
developments that are lake related, i.e. boat sales and rentals, an equestrian course, and a trail
system for biking and walking. He pointed out that proposed annexation is 240 acres with a
density of 1.97 units per acre.

Doug Warren asked Kevin Smith from the Utah Water Ski Association to discuss the proposed
professional water ski course and to also discuss professional water skiing in general.
Mr. Smith said the Utah Water Ski Association has permits to have ski courses on Utah Lake.
He said the Utah Water Ski Association would like to see a controlled environment for
professional water skiing. He said the proposed professional water ski course would provide a
unique situation for American Fork. Mr. Smith said there is a high level of interest in having a
professional water skiing course.

Mr. Smith said the noise from the boats that are used for professional water skiing is less than
what it is for just a regular water ski boat like you would see at Lake Powell. He said any
concerns relative to noise are going to come from the road rather than from the lake.
After Mr. Smith discussed the proposed professional water ski course, Mr. Howden said they
would like to have some commercial areas in their proposed annexation so that there were
services like a doctor or small grocery store that were in walking distance for the residents who
will live in the area proposed for development. He said they would like to promote Envision
Utah.
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Chairman Hadfield said the proposed concept plan is getting closer to the intent of the General
Plan. He expressed concern about putting permanent structures in the 100-year flood plane.
Mr. Georgeson asked the applicants if they had checked with the State Engineer to see what
would be required to provide the man made lakes and professional water ski area. He asked if
there are rights that would have to be obtained in order to provide the man made lakes and
professional water ski area.
Mr. Howden said they have not checked with the State Engineer yet to see what would be
required to develop the proposed man made lakes and professional water ski area.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the property used to calculate the density includes the water surface.
Mr. Warren said the water surface was used to calculate the density. He said everything within
the borders was used to calculate the density, but they did subtract out the commercial.

It was discussed that the water ski course will be leased to the Utah Water Ski Association. It
was discussed that the water ski course was going to be built for the Utah Water Ski Association.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the proposed 9-hole golf course was going to be expanded to an 18-hole golf
course.
Mr. Warren said it is not intended that the 9-hole golf course will be expanded to an 18-hole golf
course. He explained that the golf course will be privately owned an maintained by the
homeowners association. He said they are trying to do a "benchmark project." He said he feel s
great about the proposed "wonderful development."
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about being able to meet the public safety needs of the people
that will live in the proposed development. He said that he does not see a place proposed for a
police and fire station. Mr. Baldwin said the proposed concept plan is much closer to meeting
some of the concerns that the Planning Commission has discussed at previous meetings.
Mr. Warren said he feels the proposed project is as viable as the Alta Ski Resort. He said Utah
Lake is a wonderful recreation potential for the Rocky Mountain Area. He said they would like
to put in a restaurant that overlooks the whole water skiing area.
Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about the potential for earthquakes in the area proposed for
development. He also expressed concern about the fill that will have to be brought in.
Mr. Howden said they will hire soils engineers to help them determine the kind of fill that will
have to brought in. He said they will take a good hard look at the fill that will be brought in.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about the number of driveways that will front onto the Boat
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Harbor Road. He asked if there is a way to have fewer driveways fronting on the Boat Harbor
Road.
Mr. Howden said they will look into trying to make it so that fewer driveways front onto the Boat
Harbor Road.
Mr. Despain said there has been some conversation about the roads being private.
Chairman Hadfield said he has never heard any discussions regarding the roads being private.
Mr. Despain said the applicants have talked to him about the roads being private. He said the
applicant has wondered about the notion of the proposed development being a gated-community.
Mr. Despain said certainly the arterial and major streets can't be private. He said the City needs
to decide whether it wants to own and maintain the streets or whether they would allow the
streets to be maintained by the homeowner's association.
Mr. Despain expressed concern that some of the area that is proposed as common open space for
the housing areas may be taking on a very commercial character. He said that he sees some of
the areas that are being proposed as common open space and being used to support the proposed
densities as really a commercial activity, which is a "major stumbling block" that needs to be
overcome.
Mr. Warren explained that the restaurants would not be included as part of the density. He said
ski park will have a relationship with the community itself and the people who live in the
community will be able to use it. He said part of the lease that the homeowners association will
have with the ski club is that they will have rights to the water ski park. He said the homeowners
will be able to use the water ski park just like they will be able to use the golf course.
Mr. Nielsen said if makes sense to have open space that provides a return to the homeowners and
makes everyone happy.
Mr. Despain said there are a number of commercial ventures that can be promoted as open space
for the housing. He pointed out that there are 29 acres designated as commercial. He expressed
concern that some ofthe proposed commercial development looks like a strip commercial project
rather than a designer zone. Mr. Despain said there needs to be some closure on what is going to
be a designer zone and if a strip commercial development is going to be allowed.
Chairman Hadfield said they need to compare the proposed concept plan to the City's trails plan
in order to see where their proposed trails tie into the City's trails. He said the road data and
drainage element need to be compatible with the City's General Plan.
Mr. Warren discussed the trails that they would like to put in. He said they would like to have
biking, roller-blading and running trails. He said they would also like to have equestrian trails.
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Mr. Warren said they would like to have a running and riding path all around the lake. He
discussed the trails that they insisted be put in front ofthe houses at Saratoga Springs. Mr.
Warren said people enjoy watching people run along the trail that is along the lake out at Saratoga
Springs.
Mr. Warrens said one Herringer Marine would love to put in a facility near the lake. He said they
are not proposing to put in strip mall type of development. He said in regards to the commercial
developments, they are designing architecturally beautiful buildings. He said there will be no
glaring signs associated with the commercial projects. Mr. Warren said they would also like to
put in an amphitheater some where. He said they would like to have a row of restaurants along
the lake front. Some of the other commercial activities they would like to see in their proposed
project are doctor, dentist, and engineering offices, a speciality furniture store, a copy center, and
a farmer's market. Mr. Warren said the proposed water ski park will be a great contribution to
the State ofUtah.
Mr. Despain discussed some of his concerns relative to the commercial activity that is proposed.
He asked how the City would regulate or control the kinds of tenants that would be allowed to go
in the commercial area. He pointed out that there are 240 acres involved in the proposed
annexation and 29 of the 240 acres are designated as commercial land. He said based on the
densities, five to six acres of commercial land would be sufficient to support the people who will
live in the proposed development.
Mr. Howden pointed out that part ofthe 29 acres includes the boat harbor and equestrian area.
Mr. Despain said he understands that part of the 29 acres includes the boat harbor and equestrian
area. He said it will be difficult to have an ordinance structure and agreements that ensure the
City will get what is anticipated from the outset. Mr. Despain said maybe the City does not really
care how the commercial area develops. He said maybe the economics should dictate how the
commercial develops and the City should set some very general guidelines.

Mr. Despain said one thing he would like to emphasize is that when there starts to be a
concentration of large areas of open space, the net result is that there will be a significant amount
of attached housing.
Chairman Hadfield asked what council the Planning Commission would give to Mr. Despain in
regards to the proposed annexation.
Mr. Nielsen said he would like the roads and drainage to be consistent with the General Plan and
trails system. He said he is not opposed to the commercial, but it may be a little too much. Mr.
Nielsen said the commercial usually comes last and pointed out that it will take care of itself He
said a lot of what is being called open space is really commercial. Mr. Nielsen said on the surface
it appears that there is too much commercial. He said 29 acres is proposed for commercial right
now, but once development starts there may really only be a need for 10 to 15 acres of
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commercial. He said the decision in regards to the commercial areas can be made down the road .

Mr. Warren discussed how beautiful Manhattan Beach is. He said Manhattan Beach has held its
charm because of certain designations that were made, i.e. if a restaurant were designated as a
restaurant originally it should not be turned into something else. He said Mission Bay was
developed the same way that Manhattan Beach was developed with certain designations being
made and not changed. He said if he ever sold out he would like to see the original design
continue forth .
Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about the housing that is proposed under the electrical
transmission line. He said he does not know how marketable the units that are proposed under
the electrical transmission line will be.
Mr. Howden stated that the units that are under the electrical transmission line are outside the
300-foot easement.
Mr. Georgeson emphasized the need for the applicants to get the water rights in order to create
the impoundments. He said he does not know if the water rights could be obtained.
Mr. Howden said it is not their intention to hold the water.
Mr. Georgeson said he understands that they do not intend to hold the water, but the water rights
are still needed because the water needs to flow through the property.
Mr. Despain pointed out that there a number of people on ditches who hold water rights. He said
some of the owners of the land may be the people who hold water rights and that may be a moot
issue. He said there will be issues that need to be resolved when the channels are moved.

Mr. Hansen said the proposed project has come a long way. He expressed concern about
annexing the proposed annexation, which is part of a bigger annexation. He said the proposed
annexation is not contiguous with American Fork, which needs to be resolved.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about the implementation ordinances that will need to be in place.
He also expressed concern about how the City will provide services such as ambulance, fire, and
police protection, etc and also other elements like churches. He said it may take more area to be
able to provide the services that the residents who live in the proposed project will need . He said
he would classify most of the commercial development as resort type.
Mr. Hunter said ifthe applicants can get over all the hurdles it sounds like it will be a great
development. He said iffive 12-plexes are built, there will be a lot of kids. He asked where the
kids are going to play. Mr. Hunter said there needs to be play toys, a volleyball sand pit, swings,
etc. in order to accommodate the kids as well as the adults.
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Mr. Howden said there is open space under the easement where they can put some of the above
mentioned things like, play toys, volleyball sand, etc. He pointed out that the apartments will not
be inexpensive.

Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission will take no action on this item because it
is just a discussion item. He directed Mr. Despain to work with the developer on trying to clear
up some of the issues. Chairman Hadfield encouraged the applicants to follow the current
ordinances that are in place and to not come back to the City with a proposal that shows 60 X 90
lots with a 22-foot setback in front and a 6-foot side yard.
Mr. Nielsen said the patent issue needs to be resolved with the State ofUtah on whether the
applicants have rights to the land on the south end of the property.

Vic Deauvono said the property that he owns is contiguous with the property proposed for
annexation. He said he has spoken with Doug Warren and he thinks what Mr. Warren is
proposing to do with the lake is wonderful. He said he is involved with the Boat Harbor
Annexation and will be coming to the Planning Commission in the couple of weeks. He said
their project will not be private like what Mr. Warren is proposing to do .
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain discussed the designer zone concept. He raised the question about what a designer
zone is. He asked if a designer zone is a zone that says a person can do anything he or she can
talk the Planning Commission into or asked if there should be some parameters attached to the
designer zone.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission has to decided how they are going to address
commercial areas south of I -15. He said there has been some discussion about spreading the
commercial around.

Chairman Hadfield said there should be some neighborhood shopping centers south of I-1 5, but
there should not be more Kmarts and Wal-mart type shopping centers built.
Mr. Despain said if the City allows 30 plus acres to be designated as commercial in the proposed
Harbor Road Annexation that was previously discussed, it will be difficult to keep out the large
grocery stores and many other general commercial uses. Mr. Despain said there has been a lot of
discussion that commercial areas in the Harbor Road Annexation will focus around boat sales.

Chairman Hadfield said he can see the boat sales only working for about four months out of the
year.
Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission wants to "catch the vision" of what the people
involved with the Harbor Road Annexation are trying to present in regards to having boat
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oriented kinds of commercial activities, then the City may need to come up with some kind of
designer zone that will help accommodate the proposed boat-orientated kinds of commercial
activities.
Chairman Hadfield said businesses are great when they are first built, but after the building(s) have
stood vacant for 12 to 15 months the building(s) is/are leased or sold to the people who can pay
the rent and it does not matter whether it is a tattoo store, adult book store or whatever that goes
m.

Councilman Hunter asked if restrictions can be built into the ordinance to make sure that certain
types of commercial uses do not go in the commercial areas that are designated.
Chairman Hadfield said some of the proposed commercial areas in the proposed Harbor Road
Annexation are involved with the PUD so there can be something put in the CC&R' s to look out
for the intent of the property owners who will live in the PUD.
Mr. Nielsen said that he envisions some commercial near the main intersections. He said that he
does not think that a strip mall needs 400 foot of depth to support it.
Chairman Hadfield said that he is not comfortable saying that the proposed Harbor Road
Annexation can have any type of commercial uses that it would like, but he said there does need
to be some commercial mix. He said the commercial has to be tied to the project.
Mr. Georgeson said he envisions the commercial to be resort type related, but he does not know
how it will tie into the project.
Mr. Despain said that from the discussions that have gone on tonight in regards to designating
some of the land south ofl-15 as commercial, he has concluded that the Planning Commission
would like to decide specific locations for commercial and include those in the General Plan as
opposed to mixing the commercial with developments that may come. He pointed out that Mr.
Nielsen said he sees commercial being placed near the main intersections, which is easy to
determine and can be reflected in the General Plan right now.
Mr. Warren said he would like to see the theme related throughout the whole west side of the
property proposed for annexation. He said his son-in-law just went to Columbia, Missouri and
he told him that there are a lot of little lakes with homes around them and little commercial areas
all over the place. He said he was going to take a trip and video and take pictures of several
places that have been developed in the way that he is proposing to develop, if the Planning
Commission is interested in seeing some other developments in other places.
Chairman Hadfield said the commercial uses need to be towards the theme of the golf course, the
equestrian uses, and the water sports. He said businesses that do not relate to the proposed
project should not be allowed in the designated commercial areas.
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Mr. Warren said Chairman Hadfield is absolutely right about not allowing businesses that do not
relate to the environment of the proposed project. He said there needs to be some professional
offices and convenience type shopping areas, but most everything else should relate to the theme
ofthe proposed project, i.e. boat-related things.
Mr. Deauvono said he is hoping that the City will adopt an overlay zone, which could be the
designer zone.
Mr. Warren said he and the City have a wonderful opportunity to cooperate and work together
for the best use of the land.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Warren that he thinks the Planning Commission is in favor of the
proposed project, but some ofthe details need to be ironed out.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that the City has never really had private commercial areas such as the
proposed water ski park that qualify as open space.
Mr. Georgeson said the transportation element of the General Plan is a major hurdle that needs to
be resolved before development begins south of I -15 and he does not know how it will be
resolved.

Mr. Deauvono talked about trying to develop the land south ofi-15 so that it would be a selfcontained area so that the people who live south ofl-15 do not have to come into town to do
their shopping.
Mr. Georgeson said the proposed developments will not be self-contained because the hospital,
high school, library, etc are north ofl -15 .
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Mr. Hansen moved to appoint J.H. Hadfield as Chairman of the Planning Commission.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Georgeson moved to nominate James Hansen as Vice-Chair of the Planning
Commission. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilmember Belmont. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
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SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Gary Miller Annexation- Mr. Washburn' s Proposed Project

Mr. Despain said he needs to receive some direction from the Planning Commission in regards to
how it would like to see the property involved with the Gary Miller Annexation developed.
Councilman Hunter said the proposed preferred plan that Mr. Washburn presented needs less
density.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed density in the preferred plan is close enough to the PR-9000
Zone that he thinks the majority of the Planning Commission felt comfortable with it and told him
to come back to the Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Washburn is proposing 44 units and the PR-9000 Zone only allows 42
units. He explained that the PR-9000 Zone has a density on a net area basis of 4.3 dwelling units
per acre. Mr. Despain said the proposed project has more net area because it has less territory
committed to roads.

Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission wants to see the proposed Gary Miller Annexation
developed with Mr. Washburn's preferred plan, some adjustments have to be made. He said one
adjustment that needs to be made to the ordinances is the issue of allowing private and
substandard streets, meaning less than City standards. He pointed out that roads that are less than
36 feet in width are substandard streets. Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to
decide if it will accept narrower roads and private streets on one and two family units.

Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission likes Mr. Washburn' s proposed project it could
decide to change the density that is allowed in the PR-9000 Zone from 4.3 units per acre to 4.5 or
4.7 units per acre in order to allow the proposed density and still keep the wider streets. He
asked the Planning Commission if it would like to change the density criteria.
Mr. Hansen said he can't see calling the proposed units one or two family PUDs. He said if the
Planning Commission is going to allow private streets and narrower streets, it needs to be called a
gated-community and it needs to be well-defined that there is a gate out front and that the street is
not a public street.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if the proposed project fit s the intent of the inner block
ordinance.

Mr. Despain said the proposed project does not fit the criteria for an inner block project.
Mr. Georgeson said it does not matter whether the streets are privately owned or not people still
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need to drive and park on them. He said he does not have a problem with the streets being
private as long as there is no on-street parking allowed and as long as there is adequate visitor
parking.

Mr. Despain said the concern the City has with allowing private streets is the ability to provide
emergency services to the residents who live in a subdivision with private streets. He said there is
always the argument raised that why does the City care about the streets if they are private
because the point is always made that the homeowners association will police them . Mr. Despain
said narrower and private streets is not an unusual concept, but the City has never bought into
allowing them because it has been fearful of inheriting "substandard streets" as public streets.
He said he agrees with Mr. Hansen that if the streets are going to be private streets, there has to
be absolutely no question that the streets are private and they will always be private.
Mr. Despain said if the ordinance is modified to allow public and private streets in PUDs, the City
will have to include a provision in the ordinance to make sure that the fees are sufficient to handle
not only landscaping, but also snow removal and whatever else.
There was some concern about whether a snowplow or garbage truck could turn around on the
narrow streets that are proposed. Mr. Baldwin pointed out that his brother lives in a condo in
Lindon that has narrow streets and there is off-street parking and the people who live in the
condos where his brother lives have to pay someone to plow their snow with a pick-up truck.

Mr. Hansen said that when he was talking about having a gated community, he did not think the
garbage truck would be going into the gated community. He said he thought the people who
lived in the gated community would have to bring there garbage out of the gated community.
Mr. Despain said gated communities do not mean a complete avoidance of common kind of
things.
Mr. Despain said he will prepare an amendment to the ordinance that will allow the proposed
project. He pointed out that even with the 28-foot streets that are proposed, the proposed
project has two more units that what is allowed under the current ordinance. Mr. Despain asked
whether there should be some provision to give density bonuses for certain things in order to
allow the proposed development to keep the 44 units that are proposed.
There was some discussion about the problems associated with having a provision that allows
bonuses for certain types of amenities. It was discussed that bonuses require subjective
judgments, which can get the City in trouble.

Mr. Despain raised the issue of whether the City would maintain the water and sewer lines in a
gated community. Mr. Hansen said the City would not maintain the water and sewer lines in a
gated community. He said the gated community would have to be self-contained. Mr. Hansen
said if the City gets into maintaining the streets and the water lines, then it gets back to the issue
of who owns the streets.
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Mr. Despain said he is going to let Mr. Washburn know that the Planning Commission has

authorized him to look at two things (1) gated communities and narrower roads and (2) some
provision for bonuses.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not going to favor a provision in the ordinance for bonuses. He said
that Mr. Washburn needs to take away two units to get the density to where it needs to be.
Mr. Despain asked if the criteria for determining the density should be changed.
Chairman Hadfield said he did not think the criteria for determining the density should be
changed.
Councilman Hunter pointed out that Mr. Washburn told the Planning Commission last week that
he could not do the proposed project with 42 units.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Washburn originally started with 52 units and has come down

to 44 units.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Washburn needs to comply with the ordinance for the PR-9000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said from the discussion that has been held tonight he understands that there will be

no change in density, no change in the method of calculating density, but the Planning
Commission will consider private and narrow roads.
Mr. Baldwin said there needs to be some restrictions on what the City will provide in those

private roads.
Discussion ofBill Young' s Project at 35 North 300 East
Mr. Young said that he owns a parcel ofland at 35 North 300 East for which the City approved

his plans for a professional office building. He said that he was planning on putting in some sort
of a "quasi medical type facility," but the market started to slip in the office building arena and so
he and his partner have been holding off on building the office building in hopes that the market
would return, but it has not. Mr. Young said American Fork is probably over supplied with
office buildings for the next five years. He said that he is trying to find another use for the
property.
Mr. Young said the property at 35 North 300 East consists of one acre. He pointed out that the
property backs onto the UP& L Service Lot. He said he has talked to Mr. Despain and Chairman

Hadfield about doing some multiple-family housing. He said the property is currently in the
CC-2 Zone and across the street from the property is the R-2 Zone and the property is a block
from the R-4 Zone. Mr. Young said they would like to be able to get the property zoned R-4.
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Mr. Despain pointed out that the use in the area near the property is primarily residential.
Mr. Young said that when he bought the home from Zelda Anderson he gave her salvage rights
because he thought they would be tearing down the home and building the office building soon.
He said it would cost about $22,000 to put the home back together so that it could be rented
because Ms. Anderson took all the fixtures and cabinets.
Mr. Young said he would like to tear the house down and build two eight-plexes.

Mr. Nielsen asked if 16 units was too dense for the R-4 Zone.
Mr. Despain said if the property is changed to the R-4 Zone, the frontage requirement for a fourplex is 100 feet plus 7 lh feet for each unit thereafter, which means that each eight-plex would
have to have 130 feet of frontage . He said 260 feet of width would be needed in order to build
two eight-plexes.
Mr. Young said as the property sits now it will qualify for 13.66 units under the R-4 Zone. He
said he is intending on purchasing some additional property from UP&L so that he can have 16
units under the R -4 Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission if it would accept a higher density in the block
where Mr. Young's property is located.

Mr. Nielsen asked if the property would have to be rezoned or ifthere would have to be added a
high density component to the commercial zone.
Chairman Hadfield said the property would have to be rezoned .

Mr. Young suggested that the City have a conditional use overlay that could be put over the
property at 35 North 300 East so that the property in the commercial zone would not have to be
rezoned.
Mr. Nielsen said adding a high density component to the commercial zone would make more
sense than rezoning the property.
Mr. Despain said the City used to allow four-plexes in the CC-1 Zone, but it did not have good
experiences with that so it changed the ordinance so that four-plexes were not allowed in the
CC-1 Zone. He said if the Planning Commission wants to revisit the notion of allowing some
residences as a form of a conditional use in certain commercial zones that is another option.
There was some discussion that the property is really in the CC-1 Zone and not the CC-2 Zone.
Mr. Young pointed out he received approval for the professional office building in the CC-2
Zone.
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Mr. Despain said the real question is whether high density is a logical use for the property at 35
North 300 East because the surrounding area is currently designated as commercial.
Chairman Hadfield said the reason he would entertain Mr. Young's request for multiple family
housing is because the General Plan calls for higher density closer to the center of town and lower
density as you move away from the center oftown. He said there is some benefit from going
from an R-1 to and R-2 and from and R-2 to and R-4, but he is not sure if it is beneficial to go
from a commercial zone to the R-4 Zone.
Mr. Georgeson said he could not visualize two eight-plexes on the property at 35 North 300 East.
He said he needs to go look at the area to see what they are really talking about it.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Young that the Planning Commission is not leaning one way or the other at
this time because it needs time to go out and look at the area to get a better idea of what should
be done on the property.
Mr. Young asked ifhe could come back to the next Planning Commission to see what the
Planning Commission has decided .
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Young could come back to the next Planning Commission to see
what the Planning Commission has decided . He said it will just be a discussion item and no action
will be taken.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Young to provide a reduced plat ofthe area.
Mr. Young said he would provide a reduce plat ofthe area.
Childs Annexation
Mr. Despain showed the Planning Commission a proposal that Mr. Childs came up with in order
to show how the park and ride could be expanded with the use of some of his property.
After Mr. Despain showed Mr. Child' s proposed plan, Chairman Hadfield said he was hoping to
close the narrow 25-foot wide road right at the bottom of the hill and have the park and ride
remain where it currently is and enlarge it by an acre. He said he would like to see a loading
station so the people could board the bus and it would not have to negotiate through the park and
ride. Chairman Hadfield said that Sear Brown recommends that if one or more acre were
acquired, there could be a total of220 or 230 parking spaces.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Child's proposal does not show much more than an additional
100 parking spaces.
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Boyd Williams Annexation
Mr. Despain reported that the linkage between the Boyd Williams Annexation and Mr. Hatch' s
property is no longer there. He said the Planning Commission will probably see Boyd Williams in
the future . Mr. Despain said ~he Boyd Williams Property may take a whole different look, but
the issues regarding development of the property will not change.
Discussion on Density and Open Space South ofl-15
Mr. Despain said that after the presentation on the Harbor Road Annexation, what he sees
happening is a commercial venture in which the density is being piggybacked off from the
commercial lands.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not sure that the density is being piggybacked off from the
commercial lands. He said he asked Mr. Howden about the density and he said that the
commercial was being excluded from the area in which they figured the density against.
Mr. Despain it is true that the commercial area was excluded from the area in which the density
was figured against, but he is still concerned because the more he learned about the water ski area
he realized that the housing facility will almost have nothing to do with it. He said that some of
the feedback that he is getting tonight from some of the Planning Commission Members is that as
long as there is open space, the City does not care what it is used for and the density can be
counted against it.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not sure that Mr. Despain' s above comment about open space is
accurate.
Mr. Despain said the issue of the open space is a very critical issue that needs to be discussed. He
said the golf course is another thing that is being counted as open space, but it could be turned
into commercial. He said if money can be made off the golf course, but is that something that the
City cares about as long it stays open and does the City care if the developer is given the
commercial use of the property and also the density credits that would be applied from the open
space. He said the point he is trying to raise is whether the City should care if the open space is
private or commercial. Mr. Despain said he needs to know how the Planning Commission feels
about the open space that is proposed in the Harbor Road Annexation.
Mr. Nielsen said that he is not sure if Mr. Warren will really be able to build the lakes that he is
proposing. He said the land can be designated as open space and when Mr. Warren really gets
going on the project he may find out that he can't build the lakes and the land will just be left as
open space.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the current philosophy about open space and PUD type open space
is that it is for the sole and primary benefit of the those who live in the project, not just for the
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purpose of density.

Mr. Hansen said he brought up the issue of the open space being used as commercial earlier in the
meeting because that is something the City has not seen before. He said what they are really
seeing in the proposed Harbor Road Annexation is a commercial golf course that is counted as
open space when in reality the golf course is going to be charging fees for the whole surrounding
community.
Mr. Despain said how does the Planning Commission want to address the issue of open space for
the land south of I -15 .
Chairman Hadfield asked if a ballfield at an LDS Church can be counted as open space for
particular residential project.

Mr. Hansen and Mr. Nielsen said open space from schools and churches can't be counted towards
the open space for a particular residential project.
Mr. Nielsen said if the homeowners association can make some money from the water ski park
and golf course that is proposed in the Harbor Road Annexation, then people are getting the best
of both worlds because there is open space that is professionally manicured.
Mr. Georgeson asked what benefit the people who live in the dwellings will get from the open
space. He express concern about the people who live in the dwellings receiving no benefit from
the "open space," but they end up being " saddled" with deficient and substandard yards and
playgrounds and have no access to the golf course and "open space."
Mr. Hansen said if the open space is commercial, yet open it would look better than fenced in
bulrushes like is out at the development by Smith' s.
Mr. Georgeson said it would not bother him if the open space was commercial as long as the
homeowners had an interest in the commercial land.
Mr. Despain said that what he hears is that the Planning Commission is comfortable with basing
the allowed density on the whole area that is designated as open space, even though a portion of
the open space will be commercial.
Mr. Nielsen said it bothers him that they are including the lake in order to calculate their density.
He said the lake should be backed out.
Mr. Despain said that he struggles with the notion of granting density credits over open water.
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OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Georgeson said if he is not reappointed it has been great serving on the Planning
Commission.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Ms. Marsh mailed out the invitations to the Planning
Commission Dinner that will be held on February 11, 2000 at Carvers. He stated that he would
not be in attendance at the next meeting because he will be in Washington, D.C. He said that he
has asked Mr. Hansen, Vice-Chair to conduct the meeting on February 2, 2000

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE JANUARY 5. 2000 PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
Mr. Nielsen was excused because he was not present at the January 5, 2000, Planning
Commission Meeting.

Mr. Georgeson moved approval of the January 5, 2000, Planing Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 2, Line 27 "asked" should be changed to "ask." On Page 2, Line 27 "Mr." should
be changed to "Mr." On Page 3, Line 24" not be" should be changed to "not be there."
On Page 4, Line 1 "waste water ditch carries a large area" should be changed to "waste
water ditch drains water from a large area." On Page 5, Line 19 "which those issues"
should be changed to "which issues." On Page 5, Line 26 "off' should be changed to
"from." On Page 6, Line 4 "as they develop" should be changed to "as they develop the
property." On Page 7, Line 4 "Master of Association Document" should be changed to
"master association document." On Page 8, Line 10 "state" should be changed to "stated."
On Page 8, Line 16 "to solving" should be changed to "solving." On Page 8, Line 18
"Master Documents" should be changed to "master documents." On Page 14, Line 25
"need to resolved" should be changed to "needs to be resolved." On Page 14, Line 27
"absorbent" should be changed to "exorbitant." On Page 15, Line 33 "thing" should be
changed to "things." On Page 18, Line 14 "known" should be changed to "know."
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
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The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 11 :05 p.m.

77/~Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 2, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on February 2, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p .m. The agenda shall be as follows :
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Tony Winowski of Mountainlands Association of Governments
will present the 21st Century Communities Program.
Review and action on a site plan for Competition Oil
Convenience Store at 309 West Main.
Review and action on the Annexation Agreement for the
Childs/Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street.
Discussion on possible amendments to the PR-9000 zone
concerning gated communities and private roads.
Continued discussion of the General Plan and implement i ng
Ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the January 19, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of January, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
Published in New Utah! January 26, 2000.

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
FEBRUARY 2, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on February 2, 2000 at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included James Hansen, Councilman Tom
Hunter, Ken Baldwin, and Michael Georgeson. Others present included Paul Washburn, Bill
Young, Tony Widowski, Larry Howden, and Barbara Christensen, a member ofthe press.
Vice-Chairman Hansen conducted the meeting in the absence of Chairman Hadfield, who was
out-of-town. Vice-Chairman Hansen excused Chairman Hadfield and Mr. Richan.
TONY WIDOWSKI OF MOUNTAINLANDS ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS WILL
PRESENT THE 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITIES PROGRAM
Vice-Chairman Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Tony Widowski of
Mountainlands Association of Governments.
Mr. Widowski discussed the 21st Century Communities Program. Attached to the minutes as
Attachment #1 is description ofthe 21st Century Communities Program. Mr. Widowski
explained that the State ofUtah and the Governor's Rural Partnership Office developed the 21st
Century Communities Program and has given it to all the regional planning agencies to see if the
program is something that communities would be interested in. Mr. Widowski explained that the
21st Century Communities Program is an assessment process developed specifically for the
communities.
Mr. Widowski explained that the 21st Century Communities Program is set up basically for rural
communities. He said American Fork is more advanced than a rural community so it should be
able to get through the program a lot faster than a rural community.
Mr. Widowski pointed out that the 21st Century Communities Program is sponsored by the Utah
Grizzlies and he also pointed out that each participating community who submits a completed
application to participate in the 21st Century Communities Pr ogram will receive a shadow box
which contains a letter from the Governor and a hockey puck provided by the Utah Grizzlies. He
also explained the awards that a community can receive once it has completed certain
assessments.

Mr. Widowski stated that there are about seven communities in Utah County that are working on
the 21st Century Communities Program.
Mr. Widowski explained that there is something in the 21st Century Communities Program called
community vision credits, which are to help ensure that the planning commissioners and planning
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staff are continually being trained.

Mr. Hansen asked if cities with populations more than 20,000 are eligible to participate in the
21st Century Communities Program.
Mr. Widowski said every city, but Provo and Orem are eligible to participate in the program.
Mr. Despain said he sees the 21st Century Communities Program closely paralleling Envision
Utah. He said one main feature ofthe 21st Century Communities Program is an affordable
housing element. He said he feels that part of the reason for the 21st Century Communities
Program is to stimulate affordable housing. Mr. Despain said the City has had an affordable
housing element prepared for some time, but when the City did its initial assessment on affordable
housing it realized the City has a surplus of affordable housing for the next five years in terms of
meeting the moderate income housing criteria.
Mr. Georgeson asked what the definition of affordable housing is.
Mr. Despain said affordable housing is what one can afford, committing 30% of one' s annual
income, if at 80% of the median income.

Mr. Denney pointed out that one of the nine assessments is local governance. He asked how local
governance is assessed.
Mr. Widowski explained that the local governance assessment is to make sure communities have a
planning commission and city council and to make sure they function properly, i.e. minutes taken.
He said the local governance assessment can be assessed by following the Utah State Municipality
Code.
Councilman Hunter asked why American Fork City would not want to participate in the 21st
Century Communities Program.
Vice-Chairman Hansen said that he talked to Chairman Hadfield about the 21st Century
Communities Program and he would be willing to do what he could to help American Fork
become a 21st Century Community.
It was discussed that the City Council will need to take action on whether it wants American Fork
to participate in the 2 1st Century Communities Program. Mr. Widowski said Mountainlands
Association of Governments has a copy of a resolution that other cities are adopting as part of the
process to work toward becoming a 21st Century Communities Program.
Mr. Despain asked Mr. Widowski to fax him the resolution so that the 21st Century Communities
Program can be put on the City Council Agenda for action by the City Council.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR COMPETITION CONVENIENCE STORE
AT 309 WEST MAIN
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Larry Howden.
Mr. Howden said the plans are to raze the existing building and pull out all the pumps and tanks.
Mr. Georgeson said new tanks were put in when Stars came in and they are not that old.
Mr. Howden said they are proposing to build a new building that is between 2000 and 2100
square feet and to put in new tanks and pumps and to bring everything up to code so it meets the
EPA requirements. He pointed out that 10 parking spaces are proposed. He said it is proposed
that there will be 42-inch high screen walls on both sides of the property from the building up to
the property line and there will be planting strips between the screen wall and the parking. He
said there will be a low planting strip on the corner. Mr. Howden said the sign will be located
away from the corner. He stated that they are proposing to increase the radius on the corner from
about 20 feet to 30 feet, which will probably require relocating the irrigation box.

Vice-Chairman Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said there needs to be a note on the plat that the sampling manhole and grease trap
will be installed in accordance with the Timp Special Service District specifications or it needs to
be shown that the sampling manhole will be remote from the grease trap. He said there needs to
be a note placed on the plat that the existing building will be razed. Mr. Denney said the
applicant will also have to obtain an access permit from UDOT.
Mr. Howden said he has talked to UDOT about obtaining an access permit from UDOT.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that on the fence plan the accessses the arrow is pointing in the wrong
direction.
Mr. Denney explained that the arrow is pointing to the sewer outfall line and it needs to be pulled
back. He expressed his appreciation for the owner of the property working with the City and
increasing the radius for the curve.

Vice-Chairman asked for Mr. Despain's concerns.
Mr. Despain stated that the City's current ordinance would require some setback from the
building adjacent to the residential area particularly to the south. He said the proposed building is
a replacement structure. He pointed out that the current structure is up against the property line.
Mr. Despain said "in balance, this is about as good as the City can get." He said in the future a
semaphore may be placed at the intersection of 300 West.
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Mr. Denney said it would be nice if the owner would be willing to work with the City on an
easement in the future for a pole location for a semaphore. He said the City does not know if
there is going to be a semaphore put in at the intersection of300 West so there should not be an
extraction at this time.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the site plan for Competition Oil Convenience Store at
309 West Main Street subject to (1) the misdirected arrow on the fence being relocated (2)
the access permit from UDOT being obtained (3) the sampling manhole and grease trap
being installed in accordance with the Timp Special Service District specifications (4) a
note being placed on the plat indicating that the existing building on the site will be razed.
Mr. Baldwin asked if part of the motion should include a statement about the owner being willing
to work with the City on a future easement for a semaphore at the intersection of300 West.

Mr. Georgeson included in his motion that the owner be willing to talk to the City about an
easement for a semaphore and also included that the Planning Commission finds that the
proposed building is a replacement structure. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Vice-Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and Councilman Hunter.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CHILDS/MERRilL ANNEXATION AT 1000 WEST MAIN STREET
It was noted that Mr. Childs will not be present tonight because he has some family matters to
attend to.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the proposed Childs/Merrill Annexation was before the Planning
Commission a couple of meetings ago, but there were a number of issues unresolved. He stated
that there are still some unresolved issues. Mr. Despain told the Planning Commission Members
that the proposed annexation agreement that is before them is a redrafted version from what they
saw a couple ofweeks ago . He said the annexation concept plan needs to be specific enough to
identify approximately the territory needed in order to expand the park and ride. Mr. Despain
said the annexation concept plan needs to also have some information relative to roads and
entrances. Mr. Despain said the City has not received anything that could qualify as any kind of
detailed annexation concept plan.
Mr. Despain said action on the annexation agreement needs to be delayed pending the preparation
of a more acceptable annexation concept plan with staff's participation. He said that he has
informed Mr. Childs that the annexation concept plan needs to be more detailed. Mr. Despain
recommended that the Planning Commission table action on this item and direct staff to work
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with Mr. Childs on generating a more specific annexation concept plan.
Mr. Georgeson asked what the status of the park and ride is. He asked if there has been some
recommendation on how much property is needed to expand the park and ride.
Mr. Denney said Bill Baranowski of Sear Brown recommended that an additional 1 Y2 to 2 acres
be acquired to expand the park and ride. He said the additional 1 1;2 to 2 acres would include
having a bus turn around and a kiss and ride. Mr. Denney said he recommends that the
proposed annexation have an entrance begin where CPC has its entrance. He said that he
realizes that Mr. Childs is only requesting to annex four acres and the City needs 1/ 12 to 2 acres
to expand the park and ride.
Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about Mr. Childs being required to reduce his project in order
for the park and ride to be expanded.
Mr. Denney said he thinks Mr. Childs is willing to talk to the City about the City purchasing
around an acre of his property for the park and ride, but he does not think Mr. Childs will be
willing to talk to the City about selling it 2 acres or more of his property proposed for annexation.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifMr. Childs has read the draft annexation agreement.
Mr. Despain said Mr. Childs picked up a copy of the proposed annexation agreement today. He
said Mr. Childs would like the opportunity to delay conveyance of the water right until the time of
development, which he can work into the agreement.
Mr. Denney pointed out that there is a 2.55 ft . closure error. He said the annexation should be
about 32 feet away from the Walter's Property. Mr. Denney said the proposed annexation goes
to the property line instead of the center of the road where the Walter's Annexation is. Mr.
Denney said the plat needs to be corrected.

Mr. Georgeson moved to refer the agreement for the proposed Childs/Merrill Annexation
to staff for further negotiations with Mr. Childs and that the Planning Commission
recommends that Mr. Childs have the plat revised to correct the closure error and extend
the annexation area to about 32 feet to the west. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Vice-Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and Councilman Hunter.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE PR-9000 ZONE CONCERNING
GATED COMMUNITIES AND PRIVATE ROADS
Vice-Chairman Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
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Mr. Despain discussed possible amendments to the PR-9000 concerning gated communities and
private roads. He pointed out that the only way streets are acceptable to the City for PUDs in
the PR-9000 Zone are if they are dedicated as public streets and are a minimum of 42 feet wide,
which accommodates the standard travelway of 36 feet.
Mr. Despain said the possible amendments to the ordinance that he discusses in his memo to the
Planning Commission would provide an alternative so the streets could be private or public.
He asked the Planning Commission under what conditions it would be interested in allowing
private roads. He asked if the City really wants to allow private streets. Mr. Despain said private
roads and gated communities are not an unusual condition in other cities. He said most cities
have allowed private street alternatives and gated communities.
Mr. Despain said the private street option is not without reservations or concerns. He said that in
the subdivision process, the City requires that public streets continue to the adjacent properties on
the theory that as adjacent properties develop there will be a circulation system capable of
accommodating the adjacent properties. He said one criterion that needs to be looked at in
regards to private streets is that through traffic should not be encouraged. He said the City will
have to be more concerned about the impact the approval of a private street will have on the
surrounding properties.

Mr. Despain said the following shall apply when the plan provides that the travelway and
pedestrian system is to be privately owned:
1.

The layout of the travelway and pedestrian system shall be designed in a manner which
discourages through traffic.

2.

All dwellings should be accessed only through the internal travelway and pedestrian
system.

3.

Each vehicular entrance/exit to the project from the public street shall include an
entrance monument identifying the name of the project and indicating the travelways
are private, and a moveable gate capable of physically blocking vehicular access to the
project. The sign may be as important as the gate in terms of warning off any future
requests for public access.

4.

Each travelway shall have a minimum width of travel surface of28 feet and the crosssection, quality of construction, and other elements shall conform to City standards for
private streets.

5.

The design shall provide adequate off-street parking for residents, visitors and storage
of recreation vehicles. The City may require the construction of off-street parking areas
in addition to those appurtenant to each unit.
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6.

Where the proposed project area is adjacent to public streets, all required public
improvements to the adjacent public street shall be construed as a condition of
approval.

Mr. Despain pointed out that a minimum width of28-feet of travel surface allows for two 10-foot
travel lanes and potentially parking on one side of the street, but not on both sides of the street.
Mr. Despain discussed perimeter fencing under the public street option. He said the outer
perimeter of the project shall be enclosed in a continuous fence or wall having a height of
approximately six feet.
Mr. Georgeson asked if there should be a design standard put in the ordinance for the fence or
wall. He said there is a concrete block wall in his neighborhood where the owner of the block
wall has the side that faces his property very nicely finished, but the other side of the wall could be
a graffiti wall.
Mr. Despain said it may be a good idea to put in the ordinance a design standard for the fence or
wall.
Mr. Baldwin asked Mr. Despain if he has talked to the police department, fire department and
garbage collection company to get their input to see how narrower streets will impact their
operations.
Mr. Denney said when Riverwalk was proposed most of the department heads said they were not
in favor of the narrower road, but Riverwalk was developed with narrower roads and so most of
the department heads felt their comments were ignored and that their comments did not matter.
He said they can ask the department heads again how they feel about narrower roads, but he is
not sure they will be as adamant about how they feel.

It was discussed that there has to be adequate provisions for emergency vehicles. It was
discussed that there needs to be some input received from the police department, fire department,
and garbage collection company regarding how narrow and private streets in a gated community
will impact their operations.
Mr. Georgeson said the master plan for the City' s road network ought to be substantially
maintained.
Mr. Hansen made some comments relative to density. He said the current ordinance talks about
net area in regards to density. Mr. Hansen said in Mr. Despain' s memo to the Planning
Commission, he says that one practical effect is that narrower streets will result in more net
project areas thus allowing greater density and the incentive to the change would be toward
encouraging private projects. He said private streets ought to be an option, but he questions
whether they should encourage private streets so people can get greater density. He said if
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possible, he would like to see the encouragement for density because of the greater net area be
removed and see something that allows density in some other form.
Mr. Despain asked if Mr. Hansen was saying that he would like to see the encouragement for net
density based on the narrower roads or increased density based on the narrower roads removed
and attach some sort of"bonusing" provision.
Mr. Hansen said that he does not think that the City should allow for greater densities just
because it is allowing narrower roads. He said if the City is going to allow for greater densities it
should allow greater densities for something else other than narrower roads .
Mr. Despain said he did not know how to respond to Mr. Hansen' s request regarding making the
ordinance so that by allowing narrower streets it does not encourage more density.
Mr. Despain said he hopes that every cul-de-sac does not become a private street in order to get
more units. He also expressed concern about allowing private streets because when the
developer is gone the people who live on the private streets come to the City to solve their
problems.
Paul Washburn said it is important that the homeowner' s association be strong enough to handle
the ongoing repairs ofthe streets. He said there has been talk that it is only a couple of units,
but the truth is that a number of units makes a difference in what the people can afford and how
much they can pay to do repairs that are needed . Mr. Washburn explained that they have a 20year proforma that details such things as snow removal, street repair schedules, maintenance of
the park, etc. He said he agrees that not every cul-de-sac should be a private street. Mr.
Washburn said if someone wants to have a private road they have to have a minimum of 10 acres.
There was some discussion about the proforma costs. Mr. Despain said that some attorneys who
work with the developers do not want to provide the proforma costs to the City because they feel
it does not preserve the possibility of raising the association fees if they need to.
Doug Warren said one thing that is really necessary is full disclosure. He said full disclosure is
very important in the CC&Rs. He said he agrees that some sort of minimum acreage should be
required in order for someone to have private roads. Mr. Warren said things are really getting
more sophisticated. He told the Planning Commission Members that they really need to educate
themselves. He also told the Planning Commission Members that it is not enough for them to
come to the Planning Commission Meetings and listen to the presentations and then forget about
it. Mr. Warren encouraged the Planning Commission Members to really get out and look at
developments. He told the Planning Commission Members that it was up to them to be
sophisticated enough about development to make objective judgements. He said the issues are
not just in regards to density, but are also in regards to design.
Mr. Despain said the issue of private streets and gated communities is something that he has
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thought and thought about. He said in past years he has encouraged the Planning Commission
not to "embrace" the idea of private roads and gated communities, but over time he is "warming"
to the idea of private roads and gated communities. He said the issue of narrow roads raises a lot
of concerns. Mr. Despain said if some of the issues can be properly addressed, private streets
and gated communities may add a dimension to the City that is good. He expressed concern
about whether gated communities really work.
There was some discussion about whether the City has any provision for covenants that can be
enforced in a development like what is being proposed for the property involved with the
proposed Miller Annexation. Mr. Despain said the City does have provisions for covenants that
can be required and must be required, but the City "can't legislate resolve." Mr. Baldwin asked if
there could be a provision put in the covenants that if certain things like street repair fall below a
certain standard, the City can come in and repair the streets and bill the association. Mr. Despain
said the provision Mr. Baldwin asked about is a difficult standard. Mr. Baldwin said he is just
looking at some way the City can establish responsibility in the homeowner' s association.
Mr. Washburn said it is better to work with the homeowners association rather than put certain
things in the CC&Rs. He said there is no more radical group or zealous group than a
homeowner's association. Mr. Washburn said homeowner's associations really make sure things
get done.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there is a mechanism that assures a strong homeowner's association.
Mr. Washburn said the burden can be put back on the developer by requiring the developer to
provide the City a copy of the CC&Rs and a copy of the way the homeowner's association will be
set up so it can review them. He said the City can also require the developer to put a certain
amount of money into the homeowner' s association at the beginning so that there will be a
sizeable amount of money that can be used for necessary repairs, ifthere is a slow selling period.
After much discussion about private street and gated communities, Mr. Despain said he is inclined
to think that it is worth pursuing the option of allowing private streets and gated communities in
the City. He said he believes private streets and gated communities would produce an element to
the City's development option that is probably worthwhile.
Mr. Despain pointed out that when the Planning Commission last saw the proposed Miller
Annexation, Mr. Washburn was proposing 42 units. He said that he has met with Mr. Washburn
and suggested some design changes and now Mr. Washburn is able to get 44 units. Mr. Despain
said they eliminated one of the roads.
Mr. Georgeson asked ifthe new proposal with 44 units now creates a single in an out.
Mr. Despain said the new proposal does create a single in an out. He said the new proposal with
44 units certainly does not encourage thru traffic.
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF THE GENERAL PLAN AND IMPLEMENTING
ORDINANCES
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain referred the Planning Commission to the memo regarding the south side residential
zoning. The memo is attached to the minutes as Attachment #2.

Mr. Despain said given the direction that is intended for the General Plan, the City may be looking
at the possibility of three new potential design zones. He said the criteria for the south side of the
City is that virtually all developments are going to have to be or should be designed in a design
zone or PR Zone to allow the flexibility needed in order to accommodate the drainage or natural
features that are in the area south ofl-15. The three design zones could be the following:
1.
2.
3.

TR-1 Townsite Residential
PR-12,000 Residential (3 dulac)
PR-20,000 Residential (2 dulac)

Mr. Despain pointed out that the memo only addresses the qualifications and design criteria for a
proposed Townsite Residential Zone.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that the minimum project area for the designer zones must be 40 acres.
He said the project area can be larger, but it can't be smaller than 40 acres.
Mr. Despain said he thinks the project area needs to be substantially larger than 40 acres. He said
it is really hard to truly get a townsite with 40 acres.
Mr. Denney asked if townsite is really the right word to be using. He asked if they were talking
more about a neighborhood.
Mr. Warren said he thinks townsite is the right word, but the project area has to be a minimum of
40 acres and when one gets into designing commercial areas the project areas should be more
than 40 acres.

Mr. Despain said he thinks the project area needs to be in the magnitude of 100 acres.
Mr. Despain asked what portion of the project area should be used as the basis for determining
the allowable number of units. He said some how they have to pick and choose what the project
area is. Mr. Despain said at this point in time there is not unanimity as to what the basis is for the
density calculation.
Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission what uses should be allowed in the TR-1 Zone. He
asked the TR-1 Zone should be strictly residential or should it also include some office and
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commercial.
Mr. Despain discussed diversity ofbuilding style and value. He asked ifthere should be a
mandatory mix of dwelling styles or economic levels. He asked if large (200 to 300 units)
homogeneous projects should be allowed. Mr. Despain said the current General Plan talks about
variety and diversity and he thinks the City needs to demand that there be variety and diversity
because there are certain people who specialize in certain kinds of projects and ifyou do not insist
on variety and diversity, then the City will get what a particular developer specializes in.
Mr. Warren said he agrees with Mr. Despain that there needs to be diversity. He said diversity
makes a better community.
Mr. Despain discussed open space. He asked what the minimum percentage of open space should
be. He said the minimum amount of open space required in the PR-9000 Zone is 25%. He asked
how open space should be calculated. He asked if open space provided by other developments
would qualify, i.e. school yards, temple grounds. He said the issues with regards to open space
have to be addressed.

Mr. Despain said the ownership of the roads needs to be addressed. He said Mr. Warren is
looking at the notion ofhaving private roads.
Mr. Despain said he needs to get some reaction from the Planning Commission on the various
questions and issues that he has raised tonight before he can prepare an ordinance.

Vice-Chairman Hansen asked the Planning Commission to review the discussion outline that Mr.
Despain has given them tonight and to write down some ideas and thoughts regarding some of the
issues that have been discussed tonight. He said he will ask Chairman Hadfield if he could put this
item on a future agenda so Mr. Despain can get some direction from the Planning Commission.
Mr. Warren said some ofthe proposed developments south ofi-15, especially his proposed
project, will benefit the City because of the many recreational aspects. He said some of the
recreational areas are best managed outside the homeowner' s association.

SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Despain had nothing to report.

OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Denney said the Public Works Open House was very successful. He said there were about
200 people who went through the new Public Works Building. He said it was good for the
people to tour the new Public Works Building because it gave people the opportunity to learn
more about what goes on at Public Works.
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Mr. Denney pointed out that at the Public Hearing that was held last night, it was decided not to
continue 980 North to 900 East.
Councilman Hunter said at the Public Hearing that was held last night it was decided not have 980
North go through the Developmental Center Park as an east-west thoroughfare and so the City
Council sent the architect back to redesign the park using the existing road coming in off of 700
North

Mr. Denney said one ofthe ramifications of not extending 980 North to 900 East is that the
transportation element of the General Plan will have to be re-looked at.
Mr. Despain said 980 North has been on the General Plan long before the City thought about
buying the Developmental Property. He said it is important that the right-of-way not be sold
because there may be a time when 980 North will be essential.
Mr. Despain said that he also understands that the link between 200 East going west along 980
North and turning south on 500 East as an access to 500 East is also not going to happen.
Councilman Hunter said there was some discussion that the link between 200 East going west
along 980 North and turning south on 500 East as an access to 500 East is still going to be there.
Mr. Despain said the reason the 980 North Street is needed is because ofthe narrow character of
700 North. He said the rock wall around the Developmental Center Property will probably have
to be removed, which some people will not like.

Mr. Denney said the problem he has with eliminating 980 North is because the City just
completed road improvements on 700 North along with the completion of the bridge and those
improvements should last for over 20 years, but last night there was discussion that 700 North is
not big enough. He said there is now talk about taking out part of the bridge on 700 North,
which was just completed and the City spent over a quarter of a million dollars on. He expressed
concern about the City spending a lot of money to make improvements on 700 North and now all
those improvements are going to be no good because of what was decided at the meeting last
night. He said the City needs to be careful.
Vice-Chair Hansen asked if the proposed Developmental Park Plan will come to the Planning
Commission.
Councilman Hunter said the proposed Developmental Park Plan will eventually come to the
Planning Commission. He said that he can see the concern about running 980 North through the
Developmental Center Park Property. Councilman Hunter said there are going to be a lot of
tough decisions that have to be made and some of the decisions are not going to be very popular.
He said a lot of decisions in the next couple of years are not going to be very popular.
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Vice-Chairman Hansen said a lot of people do not want to see the Developmental Center Park
improved at all.
Mr. Despain said many people see 980 North as the road that solves Highland ' s problems and that
is as far as the analysis goes. He said 980 North would serve as a through function, but it would
also serve as a matter of convenience for the citizens who live to the east of the Developmental
Center Park Property. Mr. Despain said it may be wise not to construct 980 North until
Highland constructs its east-west road . He said it is a timing issue.
Mr. Warren said someone from American Fork City needs to sit down and talk with the people
from Highland City to work on getting the east-west road constructed. He said American Fork
City can't sit and wait for Highland to do something because the cost of property gets higher.
Mr. Warren said there needs to be a cooperative effort between Highland and American Fork.

Ms. Marsh noted that the Planning Commission Party will be held on Friday, February 11, 2000,
at 6:00 p.m. at Carvers.
Bill Young's Project at 35 North 300 East
Vice-Chairman Hansen pointed out that Mr. Young came to the last Planning Commission
Meeting to discuss changing the zone of the property at 35 North 300 East. He then turned the
time over to Mr. Young.
Mr. Young said he would like to get the property at 35 North 300 East changed to the R4-7500
Zone. He said the R4-7500 Zone is only a block away from 35 North 300 East and he said Mr.
Despain said "spot zoning would not be so bad because it falls within the realm of the master
plan." Mr. Young stated that 35 North 300 East is currently in the CC-1 Zone.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that there is a home to the north and home to the south of the property
located at 35 North 300 East. He said the CC-2 Zone surrounds 35 North 300 East and across
the street is the R2 Zone and to the north of it is the R4 Zone.

Mr. Denney pointed out that there is only about 200 feet of frontage.
Mr. Young said 200 feet of frontage meets the City's requirements for 16 units.
Mr. Despain said the maximum number ofunits allowed under the R4 Zone is 12.

Mr. Young said he is looking at doing two eight plexes.
Mr. Despain said he needs to talk to Mr. Young because the frontage is going to be the " kicker."
He explained that two four plexes would require 100 feet of frontage if done on two lots and if
done on one lot, there would be one 12-plex allowed with the frontage that is currently there.

(Planning Commission Minutes- February 2, 2000)
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Mr. Young asked if it could be done as a complex.
Mr. Despain said it could not be done as a complex. He said 20 years ago the City got away from
allowing multiple units on one lot. Mr. Despain said if a PUD were to be done in the R4 Zone,
there would have to be a minimum of four acres. He told Mr. Young that he is limited by the
width ofthe property.
Vice-Chairman Hansen told Mr. Young that he needs to talk to Mr. Despain further about how he
could develop the property and told him that if he wants to come back to the Planning
Commission again, it would be happy to hear his proposal.
Mr. Young asked the Planning Commission if it is against the R4 Zone.
Mr. Hansen said he sees the area near 35 North 300 East as a residential area and he does not see
a problem with rezoning the property to the R4 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the area near 35 North 300 East is commercial zone primarily occupied by
residential.
Mr. Hansen said he is not opposed to changing the zone of35 North 300 East to the R4 Zone.
Mr. Georgeson said at the outset he does not have any problems with changing the zone to the R4
Zone.
There was some discussion that ifMr. Young were able to acquire the UP&L Property, he would
probably be able to do a PUD if he had over 4 acres. Mr. Despain said if Mr. Young were able to
purchase the UP&L Property, he should probably try to do something commercial because the
property is in an RDA. Mr. Young said that he has been told that UP&L will probably not be
selling its property for at least three years and he needs to do something soon with the property at
35 North 300 East.
Mr. Young said he will get with Mr. Despain and Chairman Hadfield to discuss possible options
for developing his property at 3 5 North 300 East.
Vice-Chairman Hansen told the Planning Commission Members if they want to attend the Citizen
Planner Conference on March 17 & 18 in St. George, they need to let Ms. Marsh know.
Councilman Hunter said that he wants to attend the Citizen Planner Conference in St. George and
he said that he turned his information in to Dick Colborn.
Mr. Georgeson said on March 3 he will be touring St. George' s master plan facilities and asked if
that will count toward the vision credits for the 21st Century Communities Program. Mr.
Despain said he will check to see if Mr. Georgeson' s tour of St. George' s master plan facilities
will count toward the vision credits.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF JANUARY 19, 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Georgeson moved approval of the January 19, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes
subject to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 42 the second "both" on that line should be deleted. On Page 4, Line 37
"what" should be changed to "that." On Page 6, Line 10 "raised" should be changed to
"raise." On Page 7, Line 4 "a" should be changed to "the." On Page 9, Line 8
"neighborhoods" should be changed to "neighborhood." On Page 10, Line 4 "a conflict"
should be changed to "a possible conflict." On Page 10, Line 23 "gutter is" should be
changed to "gutter is not." On Page 12, Line 18 "gold" should be changed to "golf." On
Page 15, Line 35 "to the roads" should be changed to "the roads." On Page 16, Line 27
"along" should be changed to "a long." On Page 16, Line 34 "more than 140 acres" should
be changed to "more area." On Page 16, Line 43 "plays toys" should be changed to "play
toys." On Page 17, Line 4 "work the" should be changed to "work with the." On Page
17, Line 15 "becoming" should be changed to "be coming." On Page 17, Line 16 "there"
should be changed to "their." On Page 17, Line 22 "perimeters" should be changed to
"parameters." On Page 18, Line 36 "have are" should be changed to "have been." On
Page 18, Line 43 "now allowing" should be changed to "not allowing." On Page 21, Line 6
"does not the" should be changed to "does the." On Page 21, Line 7 "because and the"
should be changed to "because the." On Page 21, Line 25 "or common kings" should be
changed to "of common kind." On Page 22, Line 30 "300 East, which the City" should be
changed to "300 East for which the City." On Page 22, Line 31 "planing" should be
changed to "planning." On Page 23, Line 10 "to" should be changed to "too." On Page 23,
Line 13 "each thereafter" should be changed to " each unit thereafter." On Page 23, Line
24 "to add a high" should be changed to "to be added a high." On Page 25, Line 6 "the
issues with regard will not change" should be changed to "the issues regarding
development of the property will not change." On Page 25, Line 29 "another thing is"
should be changed to "another thing that is." On Page 25 Line 30 "it" should be changed
to " if." On Page 25, Line 39 "can" should be changed to "can't." On Page 26, Line 4
"see" should be changed to "seeing."
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion

Vice-Chairman Hansen called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, and Councilman Hunter.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

(Planning Commission Minutes - February 2, 2000)
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Councilman Hunter moved to adjourn. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion. All voted in
favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:35 p.m.

Melanie Marsh

(Planning Commission Minutes - February 2, 2000)
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21st Century
Communities Program
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Skating to Where the Puck Will Be

The 21st Century Community Challenge
Governor Leavitt and the
Governor's Rural Partnership
Office extend an invitation and
a challenge to rural cities,
towns, counties and tribal
organizations to engage in the
planning and development
processes that will lead to
designation as a 21" Century
Community.

BJQIBIUIT
Eligible participants in
the 21· Century
Communities Program
include:

Rural cities

Rural Towns
Rural Counties

The challenge of the 21"
Century Communities Program
is to:

Tribal organizations
While this is primarily a
rural program, other
entities may be considered for participation.

•

•

Prepare rural Utah for
unprecedented population
and visitor growth
Create new jobs and
reduce unemployment

•

Diversify rural economies

•

Protect quality of life

This challenge includes a
call fur rural leaders to look to
the future and begin now to
develop a game plan for community prosperity and success. It is a call to evaluate
the forces of change that are
shaping the future, to assess
community needs and opportunities , to improve leadership
skills and knowledge and to
develop strategies to resolve
problems and achieve community goals .
The 21" Century
Communities program stands

"The coals of the 21" Cenblry

CommunltJes Proo-am tre to prepare
rurel Utah for unprecedented population and visitor growth, to create new
jobs and reduce unemployment. to
diversify rurel economies and to protect
our quality of IHe. Its a sweeplnc vision.
Let us plan confldenUy and boldly for a
fUblre that has never looked brtgtrter.•

-Governor Leavitt
ready to assist rural leaders
who accept the challenge of
becoming 21" Century
Communities. 0

I
\

lnthislulle:
21st Century Cornm~nity
Oesi"ation Process
Requiremarts in Six Arus:
1. Commllflity~t:

2. Community VISion Credits
3.

4.

2
2

3

111~ 21' Ctntury

Community Pruj«;t

4

111~ 21' Ctntury

Community Worlip/an

5. lmp/f!mMtint the 21'

4

4

C~nturr Community Wotftplan
S.G~Pfan

4

eo~~R~mon

5

Commun~ SUpport Resources
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Becoming a 21st Century Community
Becoming a 21~ Century ·
Community is both a journey
and a destination . The beauty
of the 21" Century
Communities program is that is
allows each community to
choose its own unique
destination - and lay out its
own route for arriving there .
As a result. each community
will follow a different path to
becoming a 21" Century
Community. Because each
community has different
capabilities, needs and circumstances, 1t will be left to the
community to decide their
directJon.

program provides the process ,
the tools and the support to
help communities develop their
own personalized 'road map·
to becoming a 21" Century
Community.

Community workplan based on
local priorities and what it is
capable of accomplishing, and
submit it for approval by the
Governor's Rural Partnership
Board .

This road map - also known
as the community's 21"
Century Community Workplan
- will be designed by each
individual community. The role
of the 21"" Century
Communities program is to
help communities develop their
road maps - or workplans through a community assessment and planning process

Once approved, the community begins to implement the
workplan. As soon as the
community can demonstrate
meaningful progress toward
implementing its wori<plan. it
will be designated a 21•
Century Community - complete
with the signs and
celebrations, rewards and
recognitions that accompany
this prestigious

<: · - - '•

.... -

~-

.. ... -
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\

\
\
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The 21·' Century Community Designation Process

A natural ~of tne community
assessment pnx:ess will be a 21•
Century tomi!'IUNty Worllplan and a

cunent General 1'\an.

To help communities design
an accurate and comprehensive
· roadmap· for a better future,
the 21" Century Communities
Program has outlined a ~
for communities to follow in
developing their 2 1" Century
Community Workpians. This
process includes some
requirements that communities must meet and provides tools
and assistance to help communities design a ·road map· that
will lead them to the future
they envision.

The process requires that
communities evaluate
themselves and their opportunities by completing a number of
community auessment3
which cover a variety of
pertinent topics. The natural
outcome of the community
assessment proceu will be a
21" Century Community
Workplan. Another ultimate outcome - and requirement - will
be a current General Plan for
each community, which
includes the affordable

housing elements required by
state statute.
Other requirements include a
training and certification requirement for local leaders and planning commissioners , as well as
the selection of a 21• Century
Community Project The specifics
of the requirements for becoming a 21• Century Community are
outlined in the following paragraphs. 0

Requirements for becoming a 21' 1 Century Community
In orde r t o become a 21 · Century Community. participants must meet requirements in six areas:

0 ne goal of the
Commur.ity ~4ssessment
Process is to help
co?r.'71mities det·e!op
good p~;nning processes
11 bich will lead to
qua!i~. General Plans
~r:d 2 1'' Century
Commlf.'::t)' rWorkplans.

The assessmen: tDOI, lt11idl will be used
'"'en doing tN ;x)mmunity assessment
can be a a:~ 'li a tile Internet!
http:: L::lnreacfl.usu.edu

.:1..•'The Community
Assessment Process
The Community
Assessment Tool
The Community Assessment
process is the centerpiece of
the 21" Century Communities
program. This process involves
a truly innovative assessment
tool, which can be accessed via
the Internet. This assessment
tool is intended to be a valuable resource for rural communities. It helps communities
evaluate their strengths and
weaknesses , it helps them set
priorities and it directs them to
such things as financial
resources. programs. technical
assistance and information
sources.
Fifteen different Community
Assessments , covering a variety
of i'mportant topics, are available to help communities evaluate their needs and prionties.
Topics addressed by the
assessments include economic
development. community plan-

ning. tourism and heritage
development, transportation
planning, governance, public
safety, education. health care
and many others.
Required Assessments
Communities must complete
nine assessments in order to
become a 21" Century community. There are three required
assessments that must be
completed by all communities
as part of their nine assessments . The required assessments are: 1) Local
Governance; 2 ) The Community
Planning Process; 3 ) Affordable
Housing. The other six assessme nts are left to community
choic e based on local needs.
One goal of the Community
Assess ment Process is to help
communities develop good
planning processes which will
ultJmately lead to quality
General Plans and to a 2 1"
Cent ury Community Workplan.
One r equirement for becoming a 2 1" Century Community is

to have a current General Plan
which includes a current
Affordable Housing Plan as one
of its components (as required
by state statute). Communities
are encouraged to use the
assessment process as
ameans for developing and/ or
improving their General Pl ans.
Assessment Waivers
Communities that have
recently completed or updated
their General Plans do not need
to complete assessments in
those categories that are adequately covered by their
General Plans. In these cases
they may request a waiver. For
example, if a community's
recently updated General P1 an
includes a section on affordable housing that complies With
state requirements, that community does not need to do the
affordable housin g assessment
and may request a waiver in
that category. The same concept would apply to other
assessment categories that are
included in General Plans .
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2. Community Vision
Credits: participation in
training opportunitieS
Participation by community
leaders in training programs
and conferences, in order- to
broaden their understanding
and increase their awareness
of new concepts and innovative
approaches to addressing rural
challenges , is one of the most
essential elements of the 21"
Century Communities initiative.
To underscore the
importance of increasing local
capacity through participation
in on-going training opportunities . the 2r Century
Communities Program has an
expectation that local leaders
will seek to enhance their skills
and knowledge - and in some
cases receive certification - in
order to receive designation as
a 21" Century Community.
Improving Skills and
Knowledge Through Training
Opportunities
The training component of
the 21" Century Communities
Program requires participation
in two different types of training
opportunities:
1. Community Vision Credits:
It is expected that 21" Century
Communities will acquire at
least 5 Community Vision
Credits each year. Community
Vision Credits may be obtained
by attending any of a number of
conferences and workshops
that are currently available
throughout the state. Examples
nclude League of Cities &
Towns and Utah Association of
Counties conferences , the Utah
Rural Summit and other appropriate workshops . seminars
and conferences.
Each time a member of the

community team particapates in
one of these training
opportunities, the community
will receive a Community Vision
Credit. If two or more team
members participate in the
same training, the community
will receive up to two credits
(one credit for each participant.
but not more than two credits
for any one training segment).
Some of the more extensive
training meetings may even
allow for two credits per
participant. Community leaders
will be allowed to pick and
choose the training that is most
applicable to their personal
needs and desires. It will be up
to the community to keep track
of its own Community Vasion
Credits and be able to present
a record of them to the
Governor's Rural Partnership
Board when requesting
designation as a 21" Century
Community.
2 . Planning Certification:
Community planning is the primary focus of the 21" Century
Communities Program.
Because the local planning
commission plays a central
(and complex) role in the
plannang process, it is expected
that a majority of the members
of the planning commission will
obtain planning certification.
Opportunities for planning commission members to obtain
certrficatJon will be provided by
the 21'" Century Communities
Program and will be delivered
through a variety of convenient
means. Completion of
certification training will also
count towards Community
Vision Credits .

Delivery and kcessibility of
Training Opportunities
The 21'" Century Community
Program will sponsor various
traanang opportunities for rural

leaders, but the main vehicle
for delivering training programs
will be through existing
organizations using existing
programs.
Organizations such as the
Utah Association of Counties ,
the Utah League of Cities &
Towns, the Utah Local
Governments Trust, regional
Associations of Governments,
as well as many others, already
have programs and staff
capable of delivering much of
the needed training. These
programs will be endorsed by
the 21" Century Communities
Program and will be available
through existing forums already
sponsored by these
organizations.
In addition to the existing
forums, the 21" Century
Communities Program will
deliver training through a
variety of options, including
Ednet, videos , Internet, hard
copy, regional and community
workshops and through
Associations of Governments.
The goal will be to make
training easily accessible at
the local level, or through
meetings that rural leaders are
already attending.

Acquiring COinmunity ~~~~
Credits drhes yaur COIMIIity
doMr to ldllllllnC 21• CtnUy
Comnmlty status.

Parlicipation I?J·
community leaders in
training programs and
conferences is one of the
most essential ekments
of the 21' Century
Communities initiatit ~.
1

From a communi()· leader:
"Going through the
assessment process has
been a real
ey~pener for us . It's
been a long time since
we've taken a good look
at ourselves. and we 're
recognizing needs we
havn't looked at for years.
This has been very
positive."

Co111111.1nity VisiCII Credits IMJ be
obUinecl by attencing any of a nulllba- ti
conferences and wottanops.
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3. The 21.~Century
Community Project
As part of the 21" Century
Communities Program each
community will select a 21"
Century Community Project.
This project needs to be

The 21• Century Community Project Cln
range fnlm a COIII.Inity 11111--..-.t

P"liect. sud! as a pan or lltnry, or

4. The 21st Century
Community Workplan

deweloping a General Plan.

A!!mvingfor
inditidua!ized goals
and workp!ans,
designation as a 21
Century Community is
a reachable goalfor
any community,

The development and
implementation of a
Community Workplan is the
primary objective of the 21"
Century Communities Program.
This program allows each
community the flexibility to
develop its own individualized
goals and workplan for
designation as a 21" Century
Community - based on local
needs and capacity -thus
making designation as a 21"

consistent with the 21" Century
Community Workplan and the
community's General Plan.
Project selection is left entirely
up to the community. This
could consist of anything that
fits community desires
and capabilities, ranging from a
community enhancement

project- such as a park, pavilion or library - to a planning
project, such as the develop.
ment of a General Plan. The
idea is to have something visible to serve as a focal point of
community effort as part of
participation in the 21• Century
Communities Program.

Century Community a
reachable goal for communities
of any size and capability. The
workplan can be derived from
the General Plan and/or the
Community Assessments
completed by the community.

The development of a General
Plan may even be selected as
the community's 21" Century
Community Project

The workplan is not
necessarily the same thing as
the General Plan. In fact, if a
community doesn't have a
current General Plan, it may
want to include the
development or updating of the
General Plan as part of its 21"
Century Community Workplan .

Once the 21• Century
Community Workplan is
completed, it is sent to the
Governor's Rural Partnership
Board for review and approval.
If approved, the workplan
becomes the community's
individual road map to becoming a 21st Century Community.
At this point the community
simply implements -or puts
into action - its workplan.

11

The entire procas for becoming a
21• Century Community is d~ed to
help com1111nltles in dewloping and
updating tlleir Genenl Plans.

5. Implementing the
21st century
Communrty Workptan
Once the community can
demonstrate meaningful
progress toward meeting the
goals and objectives of its 21"
Century Community Workplan ,
it can petition the Governor's
Rural Partnership Board and
make its case as to why it
should receive 21" Century
Community designation. If the
Board agrees. the community
will receive designation as a
21" Century Community.

6. A Current
General Plan
Having a current General
Plan in the core requirement
for becoming a 21" Century
Community. In order to receive
21" Century Community
designation a community must
have a legally adopted General
Plan that includes the
affordable housing elements
required by state statute. As a
rule of thumb, the General Plan
should have been adopted · or
reviewed and updated· within
two years prior to designation .
The entire process for
becoming a 21" Century
Community is designed to help
communities in developing and
updating their General Plans .
The Community Assessment

Tool is specificaly designed to
assist in developing a general
plan. Ukewise, the 21" Century
Community Workplan IS ~nteno
ed to reflect and
complement the community's
General Plan.
Communities that already
have current General Ptans are
expected to use them as the1r
individual "road map· tor 21"
Century Commjnity designation
and as the basis for the1r 21"
Century Community Workplan.
It is hoped that these
communities will use the
Assessment Tool as a way to
improve and strengther. their
existing General Plans.
To avoid duplication of effort,
assessment waivers may be
requested for those assessments that are already
adequately addressed 1n th e
community"s General D<a n :::
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Community Recognition
Participation and achievement in the 21" Century
Communities Program is
intended to be a source of local
pride and accomplishment for
the communities involved. For
this reason there are several
levels of recognition that communities can receive throughout the process of becoming a
21" Century Community.
Among the awards that are
available along the way to
becoming a 21" Century
Community are:

11
Bronze Level Community:

Communities reach the
Bronze level when the
Community Team has completed three of the community
assessments. For this achievement the community receives a
bronze hockey puck which can
be attached to the Community
Participation Award.
Silver Level Community:

Community
Participation Award:
Each community that submits
a completed application to participate in the 21" Century
Community Program will
receive an elegant shadow-box
which contains a letter from the
governor and a special hockey
puck provided by the Utah
Grizzlies with an inscription of
the 21" Century Communities
Program motto: "Skating to
where the puck will be. • This
award is an attractive conversation piece that will let citizens
know they are part of a dynamic community which is working
hard for a better Mure.

Communities reach the Silver
Level when the Community
Team has completed a total of
six of the community assessments . For this achievement
the community receives a silver
hockey puck which can be
attached to the Community
Participation Award.
Gold Level Community:
Communities reach the Gold
Level when the community
Team has completed a total of
nine of the community assessments (including the three
required assessments) and
have completed their 21"
Century Community Workplan
and had it approved by the
Governor's Rural Partnership
~

Community Support Resources •
The 2F Century
Commumties Program 1s
centered on supporting
local leaders and local
initiative. The 21' Century
Communities Program
will provide leaders with a
new level of support and
focus to help them reach
their goals. General support will be provided
through the Governor's
Rural Partnership Office
in conjunction with various state and reg1onal
oartners organ1zed to

assist communities through
the process of becoming a
21" Century Community.
The 21" Century
Communities Program will
also sponsor various training and certification oppor·
tunities for local leaders. In
addition, participating communities will have access
to professional planmng
expertise at the local level
through 21" Century
Communities Circuit Rider
Planner Grants .

Board. For this achievement
the community receives a gold·
en hockey puck which can be
attached to the Community
Participation Award.

2.1.11 Centurv Community
Designation :
The ultimate recognition will
be designation as a 21•
Century Community. This
achievement will be recognized
in several ways, including signs
for community entrances to tell
the world that this is a 21•
Century Community.
Designation will also bring
recognition from the governor,
a plaque for the city office, various rewards and featured inclusion in state publications and
business recruitment marketing
materials. Most meaningful of
all. this prestigious recognition
will bring the satisfaction of
knowing that community leaders have done their best to
position their communities to
meet the challenges and opportunities of the 21" Century. :

Circuit Rider
Planner Grants
The purpose of 21" Century
Communities Circuit Rider Planner
Grants is to provide circuit rider
planners and other planning assistance to groups - or consortiums of rural communities. The intent is to
help communities through the
process of receiving designation as
21" Century Community, and to help
address their local planning needs.
Special emphasis will be given to
helping communities meet the state
requirement to prepare and adopt
Affordable Housmg Plans.

Eadl PlrtldpdnJ CDIIIIUIIty . .
...,.Mtllplltti!Miaa bOIIIIID
caatalnselettlrfrDm lit~ IIIII
llplldllllockeJ pudl pmldtd ..,. .
Utah Grtz:zlles IIHIIIIIinlatpiiGII IfIll
21• Century Comnunltles flr'DWI•

mattD:
"SUtinK ID rtlltn II¥ f1ld rrflf be. •

Knowing they
have positioned
their community to
meet future ch.;f/enges
will be one of the
rewards for leaders from
participatirm in
the 21s~ Century
. Communities
program.

~mor Michael 0. Leavitt
'7/Je objectr;e is to det'elop
Utah intiJ a network ofsmall to.e
quality with global sophisticiatiOtf. •

IV,_
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Governor's Rural Partnership

Cirruil Rider Grants cunu'nued:

Office

These grants are only available
to rural communities and counties
that are willing to work together in
a consortium with other communi·
ties and/or county governments.
The size and make-up of the consortiums will be left to local discretion. Communi~es are encouraged
to join with other communities with
whom they have natural ties (i.e.
geography or county jurisdiction),
which would provide for a practical
working arrangement for a circuit
rider planner. County participation
in community consortiums is
strongly encouraged.

351 W Center, Ste 304
Cedar City, UT 84720
Phone: 435.586.7738
Fax: 435.586.5475
email: wesc@ext.usu.edu

21." Century Communities Program
SKAnNG TO WHERE TliE PUCK WILL BE

Circuit Rider Planner Grants will
only be available to communities
that are participating in the 21•
Century Communities Program.
Communities become participants
in this program upon completion
and submission of the 21" Century
Communities Application. 0

\'t' E'RE ON TilE WEB!
'\ltww.. http:/ /utahreach.usu.edu / rosie

In Summary: The Steps and Requirements for Becoming a 21't Century Community
STEPS TO BECOMING A 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITY:

REQUIREMENTS TO BECOMING A 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITY:

=>

Appoint a 21" Century Community Team & Team Leader

v

Completion of nine Community Assessments , including
the three required assessments

->

Create a 2r Century Community Vision Statement

v

Acqu ire at least five Community Vision Credits annually

=>

Submit an application indicating desire to participate

v

Certification for a majority of the members of the Planning
and Zoning Commission

>

Complete the 21" Century Community Assessment process

=->

Identify a 21" Century Comm unity Project(s)

v

Selection of a 2F Century Commun ity Project

->

Meet community training and certification requirements

v

A current General Plan which includes the affordable
housing elements required by state statute

=>

Develop a 21" Century Community Workplan

-:-)

Implement the 21" Century Community Workplan

:.>

Petition the Governor's Rural Partnership Board for designation
based on successful implementation of the 2F Century
Co mmunrty Workplan
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MEMORANDUM
Date: Feb 2, 2000

TO: AFPC

From: Rod Despain

SUbject

Discussion outline - southside

residential zoning

The draft general plan suggests that development approval for the
south side area should utilize design zones approach. The primary
advantage to such an approach is the design flexible which
permits accommodation of the natural constraints and policy
limitations.
Flexible design is a well established approach in
the City. All of the PR zones, most of the commercial zones and
the PI planned industrial zone are based on this concept. This is
in effect our version of the "Designer Zones" .
The primary effort for the south side area is to generate the
ordinances which will accomplish the desired result.
Following
is a summary of most of the critical issues that the ordinance
should address.
Ultimately, the PC will need to conclude on the specific standard
or requirement applicable to each.
It is the intent of this
outline to serve as basis for discussion.
However, no conclusion
is anticipated tonight .
In summary, I believe that three additional residential zones
will be required.
For discussion purposes these have been
identified as:
1.
2.
3.

TR-1 Townsite Residential
PR-12,000 Residential (3 du/ac)
PR-20,000 Residential (2 du/ac

The PR-12,000 and PR-20,000 could be patterned after the existing
PR-15,000 and PR-9,000, with appropriate adjustments, of course.
A copy of the PR-9,000 is attached for reference.
The TR-1 Townsite Residential represents a substantial change and
I believe requires a major revisiting of the issues.
Following
is a summary of the major issues to be included.
The presentation last meeting of a proposed housing development
should provide some basis for the scope of the regulations
ultimately adopted.
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2-2-00
DISCUSSION OUTLINE
QUALIFICATION AND DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PROPOSED TOWNSITE
RESIDENTIAL (TR-1) ZONE.

1.

Legislative Intent
The intent in establishing the TR-1 zone is to prov ide
a framework for the comprehensive planning and
development of large acreage projects providing a
mixture of development densities and housing styles,
· intermixed with open space areas, schools, churches and
other non residential uses, all to the end that the
project will provide for economic diversity and a good,
safe and convenient living environment for the
residents.

1.

Minimum Project area - how big an area does it take to
qualify? 10 acres? 100 acres?
ADAc.-- ~~·
•

2.

Density - What portion of the project area should be the
basis for determining the allowable number of housing units?
a.
b.

c.
d.
3.

4.

Allowable
Zone?
a.
b.
c.

uses - What uses should be allowed in the TR-1
Residential
Office and/or commercial uses
schools, churches

What are the range of residential alternatives styles
a.
b.
c.

5.

All project area, regardless of use.
All project area, except Commercial/industrial
Schools, churches etc.
Roads
Utah Lake surface
All project area, with reduced amounts for nondevelopment areas (lake surface, wetland areas,
etc.
Other

one family detached
twin homes / duplex
Attached housing
4-plex
12-plex
unlimited size

Diversity of building style and value - Should there be a
mandatory mix of dwelling styles / economic levels (the
affordable housing issue)? should large (200-300 units)
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homogeneous projects be allowed and/or a limitation on the
size of a particular component (ie. limit on number of lots
in a subdivision component - maximum project size/no. of
units in an apartment complex.
6.

Open Space
a.
b.

c.

What should the minimum percentage be (PR-9000 is
at 25%)
How should open space be calculated? everything
not covered by houses and roads qualifies?
Individual lot area and typical setback areas
excluded.
Open space provided by others qualifies? - school
yards etc.

7.

Ownership of roads-development standards-development
fronting major streets
a.
public vs. private streets.

8.

Other Issues ______________________________________________________
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disposal. All such facilities shall be in
accordance with City standards as directed by
the City Engineer.
(Paragraph F amended by Ord. 95-10-41)

G.

Special Provisions for Mixed Density Projects
1.

Area, Density and Lot Size
a.

The requirements for area, density, and lot
size within a single family cluster project
shall be as follows:

Min. Area
in Project
(in acres)

Zone

20

PR-15,000
PR-9000

1.5

Max. D.U./
Structure

2
4

Max. Density
(D. U. /Acre )

2.8
4.3

For purposes of determining compliance with the
standards set forth in the above table:
(1)

"Minimum Project Area" shall mean the total
area located within the boundary of the
project. A Minimum Project Area containing
less than the amount set forth in the above
table may be approved upon a finding by the
Planning Commission and City Council that the
layout of the proposed project constitutes a
logical and independent design unit
conforming to the intent for the approval of
Planned Unit Developments as set forth under
Section 2-6.3-A.
The initial phase of any development shall
contain all territory within the Minimum
Project Area. Subsequent additions to a
project may contain less than the minimum
project area as set forth in the above table
provided that the addition represents a
logical extension of the project and all
other requirements are met.

(2)

"Net Project Area" shall mean the total area
within the project boundary, less that
portion of the project area dev oted to
streets and travelways and pedestrian
walkways.

(Sub-section G-1-a amended by Ord . 95-12-43 )

2 - 6-29
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b.
The Maximum number of dwelling units
permitted within a PUD project (Maximum
Allowable Density) shall be determined by
multiplying the number of acres of Net
Project Area by the Maximum Density factor
for the zone district in which the project is
located .
2.

Design Criteria
a.

Streets and Pedestrian Ways
(1) All streets shall contain a
vehicular travel right-of-way of not less
than forty-two (42) feet in width which shall
be improved in accordance with City standards
and dedicated to the City.
(2) Pedestrian walkways (sidewalks)
shall be provided adjacent to the street in
locations approved by the City. The corridor
containing the pedestrian walkway shall be
not less than 5 feet in width when located
apart from the vehicular travelway or 4 feet
in width when contiguous thereto . Access to
and use of the walkway by the public shall be
secured through the attachment of a travel
and public utility easement or by dedication
to the City as part of the dedication of the
adjacent street . All pedestrian walkways
shall be improved in accordance with City
standards.
(3) Streets and pedestrian walkways on
the boundaries of a project shall conform to
City standards for subdivisions .

b.

Building Sites
.
Dwellings within the project area may be
placed on individual lots (Subdivision
option), on land to be held in common with
other project owners (Condominium option), on
parcels which correspond to the building
footprint only (Footprint Option)~ or a
combination of the· above
(1) Subdivision Option. Where the
proposed plan provides for placement of
dwellings on individual lots said lots shall
conform to the following:
PR-15,000 Zone
1 family dwellings - 10,000 sq . ft .
2 family dwellings - 12,000 sq . ft .
2-6-3 0
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PR-9000 Zone
1
2
3
4

family
family
family
family

dwellings - 7,500
dwellings - 12,000
dwellings - 16,500
dwellings - 20,000

sq .
sq.
sq .
sq.

ft .
ft.
ft .
ft .

(2) Condominium or Footprint Option .
Where the proposed plan provides for the
placement of homes on common properties or
parcels which correspond to the dwelling
footprint, the design shall provide for
separation of structures in accordance with
the setback guidelines under Paragraph d.
below, except that no occupied structure
shall be located closer than 15 feet to an
adjacent structure.
(Sub-paragraph b amended by Ord. 95-12-43)

c.

Access to Lots
Each lot or building shall abut upon and have
access to a City street . The distance along
said abutting side shall be not less than 60
feet except that the length of said abutting
side may be reduced in accordance with the
following:
(1)

(2)

d.

The side abutting the street may be
reduced to not less than 30 feet when
the lot fronts upon a cul-de-sac or
curve and the side lot lines radiate in
such a manner that t~e width requirement
will be met at a distance of not more
than 45 feet from the abutting front
line, or
The side abutting the street may be
reduced to not less than 20 feet when
the lot qualifies and is approved as a
"flag lot" .

Setback of Building
All dwellings shall be set back in accordance
with setback lines shown on the final site
plan provided that said setback lines shall
be established in accordance with the
following criteria .
(1) Front Setback - A minimum of 25 feet as
measured from the right-of-way or
walkway easement line as applicable ,
provided that in cul-de-sacs and flag
lots the setback lines shall be at the
2-6-31
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(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

e.

depth where the width requirements are
met, but in no case less than 25 feet .
Side Setback - Corner Lot - A minimum of
20 feet as measured from the right-of way or walkway easement line, adjacent
to the street .
Side Setback - Interior Lot Lines - A
minimum of 5 feet with a combined total
for the two side yards of 20 feet,
except that when part of a zero lot line
or twin home project, the setback
requirement on the zero lot line or ·
common wall side shall be reduced to
zero.
Rear Setback - A minimum of 20 feet as
measured from the rear lot line .
The Council, subject to the prior
recommendation of the Planning
Commission, may approve a Designated
Setback Envelope for one or more lots
within a PUD project at variance with
the above standard, upon a finding that
such variance is appropriate for the
proper development of the lot and that
such reduction will not result in the
establishment of a hazardous condition .

Open Soace
Not less than twenty-five (25) percent of the
net project area of the development shall be
retained as useable common open space, parks,
playgrounds and recreational facilities for
the benefit of the residents. Open space
areas shall be accessible and conveniently
located for use by the residents. Land
proposed to be used as pedestrian walkway, R.
v. storage areas and isolated and small odd
shaped parcels not practically useful or
accessible shall not be included in meeting
this open space requirement .
Where the design provides for placement of
homes on common property or on parcels which
correspond to the building footprint area,
the required common open space amount shall
be increased by an amount equal to the
territory adjacent to each structure
determined in accordance the lot area
criteria set forth under paragraph b . above .
The designated open space area shall be
maintained so that its use and enjoyment as
open space are not diminished or destroyed .
2-6- 32
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To assure that all designated open space area
wil l remain as open space, the
applicants / owners shall either .
1.

Dedicate or otherwise conve y titl e to
the open space area to the City for open
space purposes, or

2.

Convey ownership of the open space area
to the homeowners association
established as part of the approval of
the PUD or to an independent open space
preservation trust organization approved
by the City .

In the event this alternative 2 is used, the
developer shall also execute an open space
preservation easement or agreement with the
City, the effect of which shall be to
prohibit any excavating, making additional
roadways, installing additional utilities,
constructing any dwellings or other
structures, or conducting or allowing the
conduct of any activity which would alter t he
character of the open space area from that
initially approved, without the prior
approval of the City .
The appropriate method for insuring
preservation shall be as determined by the
City at the time of development approv al, or
3.

A combination of 1 and 2 above.

Where the proposed open space includes
developed or useable space or facilities
(tennis courts, pavilions, swimming pools)
intended for the use by project residents,
the organizational documents shall include
provisions for the assessment of adequate
performance guarantees required to secure the
construction of required improvements
including the costs of installation of all
landscaping and common amenities, and also
the preparation of a maintenance fee
schedule, to be incorporated into the
organizational documents, establishing the
reasonable costs for maint enance of common
facilities.
f.

Recreation Vehicles Parking
Each project which contains one or more
structures hav ing more t han two dwelling
2-6-33
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units per structure shall contain an area for
the storage of recreation vehicles in an
amount not less than 150 square feet per
dwelling unit . Said area shall by readily
accessible from the street system and be
lighted and enclosed within a fence or wall.
The area may also include enclosed storage
units for the use of the residents .
g.

General Layout
Each Planned Unit Development Project should
be designed as a separate integrated design
unit and shall not be considered as an
extension of an adjacent project unless the
approved plan represents a phase of a larger
project.
The plan shall provide for a high level of
pedestrian and vehicular circulation through
the project area.
Projects providing a variety of housing types
shall be designed to provide adequate
"buffering" of incongruous uses and building
styles with development on adjacent
properties. Where adjacent properties are
undeveloped the plan shall assume the
eventual development as a single family
subdivision project.

h.

Building Design
The City may require the submission of
typical or specific building plans and
elevations for dwellings and other structures
proposed within the project.

(Paragraph G added by Ord. 95-10-41)
A.

Combined Developments
The following rules shall apply where ·a proposed
project contains land in more than one zone .
1.

2.

Maximum Density - The allowable maximum
density of the project shall be the sum of
the density for each of the individual zone
areas within the project as determined in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph
E-1 , F-1 above and G-1.
Distribution of Housing Types - The type of
housing permitted within the various parts of
a combined development shall be in accordance
with the requirements of the underlying zone
2-6 -3 4
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 16, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on February 16, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7 : 00 p . m. The agenda shall be as follows :
7 : 00 P .M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13 .

Review and action on an amended site plan for Ensign School
located at 215 North Center.
Review and action on the final plat of the Greene-Okey
Subdivision at 250 South 100 East.
Review and action on subdivision plats at the North Pointe
Business Park located at 739 East 1300 South .
Review and action on the site plan for Buildings A and B at
the North Pointe Business Park at 739 East 1300 South.
Review and action on a revised landscape plan - entrance
monument for North Pointe Business Park at 630 East 1100
South.
Review and action on the Annexati on Agreement for the
Childs/Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street .
Review and action on the Annexation Agreement for the Harbor
Road Annexation located at 1100 South 100 West.
Discussion on possible amendments to the PR-9000 zone
concerning gated communities and private roads.
Continued discussion of the General Plan and implementing
Ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the February 2, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of February, 2000 .

J . H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
FEBRUARY 16, 2000

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on February 16, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7 :00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James
Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Ken Baldwin, Michael Georgeson, and Steve Nielsen. Others
present included Rod Despain, Jim Hardy, Kevin Bennett, Melanie Marsh, Councilmember Juel
Belmont, Roger Otis, Sue Otis, D.R. Greene, Jolene Greene, Mark Robinson, Reid Bromley, Neil
Christensen, Wayne Christensen, Larry Howden, Don Oveson, Doug Warren, Viv Deauvono, and
Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Howard Denney and Keith Richan.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR ENSIGN SCHOOLS
LOCATED AT 215 NORTH CENTER
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Roger Otis.
Mr. Otis discussed the amended site plan for Ensign Schools located at 215 North Center. He
said they are proposing seven classrooms. He stated that there will be a sump to handle the
drainage. He said he has talked to Jerry Edwards about purchasing his property, which is to the
north ofhis property, so that he can put in a theater.
Mr. Despain said from a zoning standpoint, he does not see any difficulty with approving the
amended site plan. He explained that the Planning Commission had originally approved a
caretaker dwelling on the proposed site, but Mr. Otis is renting a home next to the school and so
there is no need for the caretaker dwelling. Mr. Despain said the motion should indicate that the
previous approval relative to the caretaker dwelling is now vacated.
Mr. Despain stated that it is premature to deny or approve the proposed theater because the
Planning Commission does not know all the details relative to the theater. He said any approval
ofthe amended site plan should be limited to the classroom portion only.
Chairman Hadfield stated the following engineering concerns:
1.
2.
3.

The motion needs to be subject to approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company.
The commercial site plan check list needs to be completed.
Mr. Denney needs to review the drainage calculations for the impermeable surfaces.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Otis will be attending the American Fork Irrigation
Meeting on March 7, 2000.

1

Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about there not being enough parking.
Mr. Despain explained that there is parking out front of the existing facility. He said the proposed
parking is really supplemental. He explained that there is one parking space for each classroom.
Mr. Nielsen asked if there are parking requirements for schools.

Mr. Despain said the parking requirements for schools are whatever the City decides are
necessary.
Mr. Otis said there will be two additional parking spaces because the front buildings are not going
to be put in. He said there will be 12 parking spaces instead of 10.
There was some discussion that the handicap spaces need to be identified and the two additional
parking spaces need to be shown on the plan.
Mr. Despain said he feels comfortable with the two additional parking spaces, but he has
"wrestled" with how many parking spaces should be required.
Mr. Georgeson said he does not see the street light shown on the proposed plan.

Mr. Otis said he can show the street light on the proposed plan.
There was some discussion about what type of theater Mr. Otis is proposing. Mr. Otis explained
that he would like to build a children's theater for parents to come watch their children perform.
Councilmember Belmont asked why Mr. Otis was meeting with the American Fork Irrigation
Company.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Otis is meeting with the American Fork Irrigation Company because
a ditch is going to be abandoned and that requires approval from the American Fork Irrigation
Company.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the amended site plan for Ensign Schools located at 215
North Center subject to (1) vacating the approval of the caretaker dwelling in the previous
approval (2) only approving Phase I as outlined on the drawing (3) the American Fork
Irrigation Company's approval (4) the drainage calculations (5) approval by the City
Engineer (6) completion of the commercial site plan check list (7) noting the addition of the
street light on the plan (8) submission of a revised site plan because of the removal of two
classrooms and the additional parking spaces and the handicap parking spaces need to be
shown. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked ifMr. Otis is still required to put in the curb and gutter along 200
North.
Mr. Hansen said his motion is only removing the caretaker dwelling and he stated that the other
requirements with the previous approval are still required.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
Mr. Otis said that he did not understand what he was being required to do.
Chairman Hadfield explained that the motion is to vacate the previous approval of the caretaker
cottage, but that he is still required to make some improvements on 200 North.
Mr. Otis asked ifthe motion is requiring him to move the irrigation box. He said he has no
problem with putting in the curb and gutter on 200 North, but he does not feel that he should be
required to move the irrigation box to the center of the street. He said he does not want the
American Fork Irrigation Company to hold him up because they want him to possibly move the
irrigation box. He said he is not doing a subdivision and he should not be required to move the
irrigation box. Mr. Otis said the reason he has not put in the curb and gutter along 200 North is
because the irrigation box needs to be moved.
·
In regards to the irrigation box, Chairman Hadfield said it is just a matter of getting the right
players involved. He said at some point in time it becomes a moral issue on what is fair to the
developer, the City, and the American Fork Irrigation Company. He said all three parties have an
interest in seeing the proposed project completed successfully.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Otis has repaired the damaged sidewalk on 200 North.
He said the issue is in regards to placement of curb and gutter on 200 North. He said if curb and
gutter is put in on 200 North where does it drain to . He pointed out that there is no further curb
and gutter to the west of the property proposed for development. He said the water is going to
have to drain to the east and the drain water is going to have to go into the irrigation ditch.
Chairman Hadfield said the issue with regards to the drainage is something that is going to have to
be worked out with the City Engineer, Mr. Otis and to the American Fork Irrigation Company's
satisfaction.
Mr. Otis said the satisfaction part is what he is concerned about because the reason he did not do
the caretaker' s house is because of the two-month long delay in coordination between the City
and the American Fork Irrigation Company regarding the drainage issue. He said this is a time
sensitive issue. He said the school has to open in August.
Chairman Hadfield said he understands that timing is an issue, but he does not want the proposed
project to move forward without some requirements being completed. He told Mr. Otis that the
curb and gutter on 200 North will benefit his proposed project.
(Planning Commission Minutes - February 16, 200 0)
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Mr. Otis said he would be happy to have the curb and gutter on 200 North put in tomorrow, but
he is just waiting for the irrigation box to be moved.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Chairman Hadfield, and
Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield asked if Mr. Otis has to get permission to remove the existing house.
Mr. Despain said there is a separate ordinance dealing with the demolition of structures. He said
that Mr. Otis needs to meet with Mr. Morrill to obtain a permit to remove the existing house.
Mr. Despain noted that there is no water right requirement because it has been determined that
the school will not require any more water than the home did.
Mr. Bennett asked about the gate.
Chairman Hadfield said he spoke to Mr. Otis prior to the meeting tonight about the gate.
Mr. Otis said he will take care of the issues relative to the gate.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GREENE-OKEY SUBDIVISION AT 250 SOUTH 100
EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to D .R. Greene.
Mr. Greene stated that he has received a letter from Alpine School District, which states that they
will grant the easement once the easement is finally drawn up in legal form. He stated that he
will be meeting with Dean Fraughton of the American Fork Irrigation Company tomorrow and
they will decide on how the irrigation ditch will be buried. He also stated that Mr. Kogianes is
willing to accept the piece of property to the south ofthe road .
Chairman Hadfield stated the following engineering concerns:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Need approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company
Water rights conveyance
Applicant needs to obtain the easement from Alpine School District
Mr. Denney wants to again review the storm drain retention for the 100-year event on site
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5.

Closure error of about 4.21 feet

Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's comments.
Mr. Despain said a copy of the deed to Mr. Kogianes needs to come to the City and be recorded
at the same time the plat is recorded. He also suggested that Mr. Greene have his engineer define
the easement so that Alpine School District can issue the easement and not just give a promise so
that when the final plat goes to the City Council, Mr. Greene has the easement. He also
recommended that the motion be subject to technical engineering matters.
Mr. Georgeson said he does not see the postal easement and he said it should be tied down by
state plane coordinates.

Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the final plat of the Green e-O key Subdivision at 250
South 100 East subject to (1) satisfactory agreement with the American Fork Irrigation
Company regarding burial of the irrigation ditch or replacement with a pipe line (2) water
rights conveyance (3) review of the storm drain calculations (4) correction of the closure
error (5) the City receiving a copy of the deed of Lot 7 to Kogianes before final recording of
the plat (6) an easement from the Alpine School District (7) the postal easement. Mr.
Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Chairman Hadfield and
Mr. Baldwin. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISION PLATS AT THE NORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK LOCATED AT 739 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He explained that the only thing the Planning
Commission has seen up to this point in time has been a road dedication road plat and it also saw
a preliminary landscape plan where it was determined that all the drainage would be above ground
and there would also be a 35-foot landscape easement. He said the Planning Commission is now
seeing the first subdivision of the property proposed for development. He said the proposed plat
before the Planning Commission is Plat A ofNorth Pointe Business Park.
(Planning Commission Minutes - February 16, 2000)
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Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's comments.

Mr. Despain said the City has received the title to the roads and they have been improved based
on the road dedication plat. He said the proposed plat is basically a two-lot subdivision that
involves the eastern half of the center of the North Pointe Business Park. He said there are not
any improvement requirements with regard to the subdivision because those improvements are in
and so it is "almost a supplementary thing to the site plan."
Chairman Hadfield stated the following engineering concerns:
1.
2.

There needs to be a reciprocal easement agreement between the two parcels.
Subdivision needs to be tied to two subdivision monuments.

Chairman Hadfield also suggested that approval be subject to any other engineer concerns that are
not stated above.

Mr. Hansen asked if it is important to have the easement go to the road and not stop in the
middle.
Chairman Hadfield said that is something that he questioned. He said he has not had a chance to
talk to Mr. Denney as he has been out-of-town.

Mr. Hansen said it seems the easement ought to come out to the road.
Chairman Hadfield said the issue of the easement is another matter that should be left as an
engineering issue that Mr. Denney will need to address.
There was some discussion that the easement may need to be drawn differently than it is rendered
on the proposed plat. It was discussed that the easement should go out to the public street.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend approval of Plat A, North Pointe Business Park
located at 739 East 1300 South subject to (1) two subdivision monuments being provided
(2) any other engineering concerns and (3) resolution of the public utility easement shown
in the approximate middle of the subdivision and it needing to exit onto a public road.
Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
(Planning Commission Minutes- Febru81y 16, 2000)
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, Councilman Hunter, Chairman
Hadfield, and Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR BUILDINGS A AND B AT THE
NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK AT 739 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mark Robinson.

Mr. Robinson said there was some concern that the parking spaces in the middle ofthe proposed
project were not large enough so they were able to shift the building down a little and make the
size ofthe parking spaces larger. He stated that they are proposing 6.11 parking spaces per
thousand square feet. He explained that the requirement for a normal, fixed wall office is five per
thousand square feet.
Mr. Robinson said the proposed landscaping is way over the required amount. He said they are
proposing 25% landscaping on the whole project. He said he has added the light posts at the
request of the City. He said the buildings will be very well lit. He also marked the OS&Y at the
service entrance.
Chairman Hadfield said the cross easement agreement for parking and traffic access is still needed .
He asked for Mr. Despain' s comments.

Mr. Despain said any approval should be subject to determination of the water rights. He said
Mr. Bromley will be providing the water rights and he needs to "secure approved change
applications with the State Engineer." He said any approval should also be subject to the
reciprocal parking access easement and verification ofthe parking amounts.
Mr. Despain said parking standards are set at one per 200 square feet for fixed wall and one per
150 square feet for open wall, i.e., telemarketing offices. He said he is assuming that some of
the buildings will be fixed wall and some will be open, but he is not sure because they do not
know who the tenants will be. He said his guess is that there will not be enough parking, but the
applicant has indicated to the City that there will be a mix of clients. He said that he has come to
the notion that 6.1 parking spaces per 1000 square feet is a reasonable balance given what little is
known about the tenants.
Mr. Bromley said the five or six groups that are looking at locating in the North Pointe Business
Park are not telemarketers.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission will approve the location of the
monument signs, but the size and type of monument signs will fall within the purview of the
ordinance.
(Planning Commission Minutes- Februal)' 16, 2000)
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Chairman Hadfield said the motion should also be subject to review of the City Engineer.
Councilmember Belmont asked about the lighting. She asked how high the lights will be and if
the lights will be downcast.
Mr. Robinson explained that the lights will be about 25 feet tall and will be downcast.

Councilmember Belmont said she would like to see one of the streets in the project named after
the Bromleys because they were one of first families to come to American Fork.
Mr. Nielsen said he thought parking was calculated on gross area, not useable area.
Mr. Despain said they have calculated parking on gross area and useable area.
Mr. Despain said they have discounted the width of the exterior wall and the common entry
spaces that are not likely or capable of being occupied. He said that at the request of one of
Woodbury's developments the City "relented on the gross areas verses the net area." He said
Woodbury also wanted to take out closets and restrooms, but the City decided that was taking
things too far. Mr. Despain said the policy is to calculate parking requirements for office
buildings on what is defined as net space, not gross space.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the site plan for Buildings A and Bat the North Pointe
Business Park at 739 East 1300 South subject to (1) the engineering concerns (2)water
rights conveyance (3) verification of the parking and (4) reciprocal agreement on the
parking easement. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Chairman Hadfield, Mr.
Georgeson, and Mr. Nielsen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED LANDSCAPE PLAN- ENTRANCE MONUMENT
FOR NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Bromley.
Mr. Bromley said when they first started the proposed project, they had a landscaping easement
that covered 25 feet and went around all the roadways in the project. He said they have now
added a "little bit" to the landscaping that is different from the original plan. He said rather than
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having a 25-foot easement that goes all around the roadways in the project, he is proposing a
triangular easement. He said he is proposing the triangular easement to incorporate the entrance
monument that has the identification of North Pointe with a reflector pool just below the sign and
two waterfall drops.
Mr. Despain explained that Mr. Morrill sent Mr. Bromley to the Planning Commission because he
did not feel there was evidence that the proposed change to the landscaping had been properly
approved . He said the question is whether the entrance monument is going to be maintained by
Miranda as part oftheir facility or whether it will be part of the common amenities. He said he
assumes that the landscaping and so forth are part ofthe common amenities. Mr. Despain said
the easement needs to be in favor of the North Pointe Property Owners Association or whatever
organization oversees the landscaping and so forth of the proposed project. He said an
appropriate motion would be to approve the monument as constructed subject to receipt of an
easement showing the conveyance ofthe entitlement to the association and approval of the sign.
Mr. Despain said there should also be a finding that the proposed change is incidental.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the revised landscape plan relative to the entrance
monument for North Pointe Business Park at 630 East 1100 South subject to (1) the
easement shown on the site plan be revised to show the entrance way as constructed (2) the
sign and associated monument be approved and (3) evidence that the easement be
conveyed to the association and the association subsequently will be responsible for the
maintenance of the entrance and ( 4) the Planning Commission finds that the change is an
incidental amendment. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson,
Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Nielsen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CHILDS/MERRil-L ANNEXATION AT 1000 WEST MAIN STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He stated that Mr. Despain now has a rendering that
shows the location and appropriate size for the future park and ride lot. Chairman Hadfield
turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain said that at the last meeting he was directed to work with Mr. Merrill to try to come
up with an alignment that would be satisfactory. Mr. Despain showed a proposed road alignment
that he discussed with Mr. Merrill yesterday. He said the proposed road alignment is still not
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acceptable to Mr. Childs. Mr. Despain further discussed the proposed road alignment. He said
there needs to be some provision for the City to expand the park and ride lot to the north in the
future.
Mr. Despain then discussed the proposed size ofthe future park and ride lot expansion. He said
the proposed park and ride lot expansion would provide 118 additional parking spaces plus a
provision for bus access.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the property involved with the Childs/Merrill Annexation will
probably be placed in the Freeway Sign Overlay Zone, which he said raises some concern about
signage. He said only one project sign is allowed in the Freeway Sign Overlay Zone, not
individual pole signs. Mr. Despain said some business, i.e., Flying J. may not be content with
one project sign. He said commercial signage is going to be an issue.
Mr. Hansen asked if the little piece that is remaining could be added to the park and ride lot.

Mr. Despain said the little piece will be added to the park and ride lot.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he is proposing that he go back and negotiate with Mr.
Childs again.
Mr. Despain said "with some unprepared parking scheme" the best thing to do is come back.
Chairman Hadfield said he likes the proposed road layout because there is one way in and there is
the capability to stack three buses deep in the widened part of the road and they are not taking
parking spaces for the buses. He said if Mr. Childs is going to put a cul-de-sac in and it is going
to be different on the north, the Planning Commission needs to look at it again.

Mr. Nielsen moved to table action on the annexation agreement for the Childs/Merrill
Annexation at 1000 West Main Street until such time as the appropriate plan is discussed
and agreed upon. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson,
Chairman Hadfield, and Mr. Nielsen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE HARBOR
ROAD ANNEXATION LOCATED AT 1100 SOUTH 100 WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Vic Deauvono.

Mr. Deauvono discussed the proposed density. He said the total density was proposed at 880
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units, but now he is proposing a total of 926 units. He said the density for the entire project is
2.38 units per acre. Mr. Deauvono said the overall density is within the parameter of the City' s
General Plan. He stated that the overall density in American Fork for 1998 is 4.34 units per acre
and he is proposing 2.38 units per acre.
Mr. Deauvono said the proposed project has great mixed use in the entire project. He talked
about theming, i.e., village, cape cod, traditional, and southwestern.
Mr. Howden said they are trying to make the whole proposed development a showcase for
American Fork. He said the proposed development will be an asset to American Fork. He said
the trails and parks will be attractive.

Chairman Hadfield asked about development near the 345 KV A Line.
Mr. Deauvono said the 345 KVA Line does not go across any residential.
Mr. Deauvono said they have identified the roads and the areas for commercial activities.
Mr. Deauvono asked Don Oveson from Horrocks Engineer to discuss some of the engineering
tssues.
Mr. Oveson discussed concept designs for the culinary water system, sewer system, storm drain
system and he also discussed the ground water areas.
He said the culinary water system can
provide the required flows, storage, pressure, and fire flow. He said the proposed development
will have static pressure between 121 and 145 PSI. He said peak day water pressure will range
between 11 7 and 140 PSI. He said peak day water pressure will not be adversely affected. He
also said system wide fire flows will not be significantly impacted. Mr. Oveson said the culinary
water system can be done.
Mr. Oveson then discussed the sewer concept plan. He pointed out that there will be some
daylight problems in one area. He said Mr. Powell ofHorrocks said the proposed sewer system
would work well.

There was some discussion that the Christensens have claims on the North Hunter, West Hunter,
Nelson, Middle Hunter, and South Hunter Sloughs.
Mr. Oveson said the main objective is that as the proposed development is developed, no
irrigation water will be intercepted or turned in any other direction than the way it is currently
going. He said the main concept is that they continue existing irrigation ditches until the property
that it irrigates is no longer used for farming and then at that point it would be turned into the
system.

Wayne Christensen expressed concern about the waters running south because engineers think
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that is economically more feasible. He said the waters flow as much to the west as they do to the
south. He said there are going to be problems. He said some water is going to flow
underground .
Mr. Oveson said they are going to have a detention pond that will be used as a sedimentation
basin to start cleaning the water before it is discharged into the lake. He said the ground water is
actually going to fill the ponds and be directed to the lake. He said they want water year around
and there will be a system of dikes and gates to make sure the water stays in the ponds.
There was some discussion about how high the lake got in 1983 and 1984. Mr. Oveson said he
did not think the lake would ever get as high as it did in 1983 and 1984.
Mr. Oveson said his concern with the drainage system is that he wants to make sure there is
enough water to keep the ponds full so that the ponds do not get stinky.
Mr. Warren said in the winter they want to bring the level of the pond to about 16 inches so that
they can put in an ice-skating area.
Mr. Hansen asked about the white area in the middle of the property proposed for annexation.
Mr. Deauvono said his group does not own the white area in the middle of the property.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the white area has been figured into the total acreage used to calculate
the density.
Mr. Deauvono said the density is strictly based on the colored area.
Chairman Hadfield said one issue that needs to be addressed is what the City should allow to be
piped and what the City should encourage to be left open. Another question that needs to be
addressed is that if it is an open slough, at what point should development be set back from an
open slough.
Mr. Oveson said the hydraulics drawing could be enhanced by keeping the slough open, rather
than piping it in one segment.
Mr. Oveson said he feels comfortable that the proposed project could be engineered.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the proposed project will be slab on grade.
Mr. Deauvono said there will be no basements. He said the proposed project will be slab on
grade.
Mr. Baldwin said there are water rights that should not be disrupted .
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Mr. Warren said their project is " not going to influence anything underground."
Mr. Oveson said what they are proposing to do will directly affect the underground water
transportation and what they are doing can enhance the overlap.
Mr. Deauvono said their commitment is not to impede anyone's water rights.
There was some discussion that the commercial will be on the east side of 100 East.
Chairman Hadfield said there has been some discussion about how far the Planned Industrial Zone
should go and when should the residential zoning start on the General Plan. He said he is not sure
the Planning Commission has decided on all the zoning designations for the General Plan south of
the freeway.

Mr. Deauvono encouraged the Planning Commission to create a Township Master Overlay Zone.
Mr. Warren took some time to discuss the proposed recreation area. He talked about donating
some property to the City to make a parking lot near the lake. He talked about having a
building where people can go for physical therapy and recreational programs. He said they also
want to have a "premiere restaurant area" similar to what is in Mission Bay. He said they also
want to have fast food places for the kids. Mr. Despain said they are working with the state to
move the jetty.
Mr. Deauvono talked about having a par 4 golf course instead of a 3 par golf course.
Mr. Deauvono said what is being proposed is "tremendous planning." He said there is a
"tremendous" amount of open space proposed. He said they cannot go less than the proposed
2.38 units per acre. He said with 2.38 units per acre they are not making " big money," but are
making "good money." He said the ground is a lot more difficult to develop and it is becoming
more difficult working with the cities.

Mr. Deauvono said they are hoping that the Planning Commission will direct Mr. Despain and
Chairman Hadfield to work on developing an annexation agreement. He said he wants to
encourage the Planning Commission to include as part of their annexation that it be brought into
the City under a Township Overlay Zone. He said a Township Overlay Zone should start at 20
acres.
Chairman Hadfield said action on the proposed Harbor Road Annexation is premature at this
point in time until they have an ordinance in place regarding the Township Overlay Zone.
Mr. Warren asked ifthere is a way that they can move the ordinance along and that they can
move along with the ordinance.
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Mr. Deauvono stated that not one of the proposed lots is less than 7,000 square feet.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono that they are asking the Planning
Commission to approve something when there is not an ordinance in place to allow what they are
proposing. He told Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono that he understands their predicament, but
the Planning Commission has to deal with "hard and fast approvals."

Mr. Georgeson moved to table this item. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
Nielsen. Those voting nay: Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
Councilman Hunter asked how Mr. Deauvono can "get away from still carrying a rninium lot size
to put a house on."
Mr. Deauvono said there is not one lot that is under 70' X 100'. He said the average lot is closer
to 8,000 square feet. He said 65% of the current listings are less than .24 and half of those less
than .24 are .20.
Councilman Hunter said that he understands "that the current code calls for 7500 square feet
lots."
Chairman Hadfield said many of the listings that Mr. Deauvono is referring to are for planned unit
developments where there is common open space and a footprint of the lot.
Mr. Despain explained that the City does not have a good ordinance system that would address
the proposed development. He said the notion of the Townsite Residential Zone is in essence a
new zone that would possibly accommodate or provide the parameters for which the proposed
project and projects like the one proposed could be developed in American Fork.

Mr. Despain said the question with regards to the proposed project is that they want to annex the
property, but the problem is if the City annexes the property now it would have to annex it
unzoned or into a zone that the City currrently has.
Chairman Hadfield said the City needs to have an ordinance in place before it can annex.
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DISCUSSION ON POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE PR-9000 ZONE CONCERNING
GATED COMMUNITIES AND PRIVATE ROADS
Mr. Despain discussed Draft #2, which is a follow up to the discussion at the last Planning
Commission regarding amending the PR-9000 Zone.

Mr. Hansen said at the last Planning Commission Meeting, there was some discussion on what the
height of the fence should be. He said at the last Planning Commission it was discussed that the
perimeter fencing should not be less than six feet high and in Draft #2 it states the fencing should
not be less than 5 feet high.
Mr. Despain explained that when he looked at some ofthe fencing options, particularly vinyl
fencing, i.e., the picket fence option is at the five feet range. He said in Draft #2 it is proposed
that the fence could be five feet, but not less than five feet so that people still have some options.
Mr. Georgeson expressed the need for some type of design standard for the fencing. He said he
does not want a concrete block wall.
Mr. Deauvono asked Mr. Georgeson if he would object to a painted concrete block wall.
Mr. Georgeson said he would object to a painted concrete block wall.

Mr. Despain said that all forms of block fences are not ugly.
Mr. Georgeson agreed with Mr. Despain that some forms of block fences are not ugly.
Mr. Baldwin said there should be a provision in the ordinance that requires emergency services to
review the proposed streets and travelways in a particular development to make sure they can
adequately provide emergency services.
Mr. Despain said he can add a provision requiring emergency services to review the proposed
streets and travelways to make sure they can adequately get in and out of the proposed
development in order to provide emergency services.

Mr. Baldwin said under Section F ofDraft #2 where it reads "the area also may include enclosed
storage units" should be changed to say "additional area over 150 square feet. " He said the way it
is currently written makes it sound like you can take the 150 square feet and make parking and
storage area.
Mr. Hansen said the recreation vehicle space should be less than 150 square feet per unit.
Mr. Georgeson said the private streets should not interfere with the major road system in the
City.
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Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about Section F in Draft #2. He said some "good quality places
may not want a used recreational vehicle storage yard." He asked why the City should require
that there be recreation vehicle storage space of 150 feet per unit. He said if a particular project
wants to allow recreational storage, then there should be a provision that says the recreation
vehicle storage spaces has to be not less than 150 square feet.
There was some discussion about how the City can enforce CC&R's. Mr. Deauvono said as long
as CC&R' s are filed with the County and recognized by the State, the City can enforce them.
There was some discussion that CC&R's are no better than the homeowners association that
enforces them.

Mr. Hansen asked about having a single water meter for the whole project. He said if the streets
are going to be private, there needs to be something to make them look private. He said how can
the City' s Water Department be asked to maintain a meter on a private street.
Mr. Deauvono said the City' s Water Department can be asked to maintain a meter on a private
street because the City still has the easements.
Mr. Despain said if the City' s Water Department is to maintain the meter, then the City will have
to be granted an easement and the metering can will belong to the City.
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about the City tearing up a private street to repair a water meter.
He said if the City is going to allow private streets, the City should not tear the private streets up
to fix a problem with a water meter.
There was some discussion about requiring a mandatory master meter if a particular project is
going to have private streets. Mr. Deauvono said he did not know of one development that had
one master meter that the city taxes and county taxes. He said he thinks the City needs to check
with its attorney to see if they can tax the residents when there is only one meter.

Mr. Hansen pointed out that the City would already be taxing the residents for the roads, even
though they would be private.
Mr. Deauvono said the residents are not charged a monthly road tax, but the residents would be
charged a monthly water and sewer fee.
Mr. Hansen said the water and sewer fee would be charging the residents as a group and the bill
would be paid by the group.
Mr. Georgeson asked if a homeowners association can own the sewer lines.
Mr. Despain said a homeowners association can own the sewer lines.
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Mr. Despain said he does not think there is a legal question regarding requiring a mandatory
master meter, if a project has private streets. He said the City may have to generate a master
meter rate.
There was some discussion that if a master meter were required, it would have to be big enough
to have fire lines.

Mr. Georgeson said he agrees with Mr. Hansen that City Employees should not dig up private
streets to repair a problem with a water and sewer line because that would leave the City open to
claims if things are not done right.
Mr. Deauvono asked ifthe City will lose a lot of revenue by requiring a master meter.
Mr. Despain said he does not know what the fee structure would be.
Chairman Hadfield said he will put discussion of possible amendments to the PR-9000 Zone on
the next agenda. He asked Mr. Despain to meet with Carl Wanlass to discuss the financial side of
requiring one master meter and to also to talk Kevin Bennett about the legal issues regarding
requiring a master meter.

Mr. Georgeson said connection fees may be taken away by requiring one master meter, but
impact fees would not be taken away.

Mr. Baldwin asked if they could get something in writing on the proposed amendments before the
meeting.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF THE GENERAL PLAN AND IMPLEMENTING
ORDINANCES
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Warren has done a good job on the piece of property to the south and
now they need to look at the piece of property to the north.

Mr: Warren said the parking needs to be analyzed . He said they are really short of parking and
need to make sure there is parking at the parks.

Mr. Hansen expressed concern that Mr. Deauvono ' s and Mr. Warren' s projects have only
provided for homes and commercial uses and have not provided for churches and schools. He
said if the City adopts a Townsite Zone, there has to be sites set aside for churches and schools.
Mr. Despain explained that historically school and church sites have been negotiated by those
institutions that need them. He said the City has not required that sites be reserved for schools
and churches. Mr. Despain said it is nice to be concerned about the parties who need to build
churches and schools, but these parties also need to be concerned about themselves.
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Mr. Deauvono said they have talked to the Alpine School District and it feels a good location for
a school would be on the east side going towards the freeway .
There was some discussion that there should be provisions made to reserve sites for the public
facilities, i.e., public safety buildings, churches, schools, etc.

Mr. Deauvono said he would be willing to state in the annexation agreement that they will be
happy to meet with people from the churches and schools and try to make areas for them if it is
feasible. He said the issue is that they can't go less than 2.38 units per acre because then the
project will not be feasible .
Mr. Hansen said with 650 acres there are going to be a lot of people and churches and schools are
going to be necessary. He told Mr. Deauvono that he can't force things onto other people just
because he does not own the land . He told Mr. Deauvono that he is forcing things onto other
people when he has not planned for schools, churches, etc. on the land that he owns.
Mr. Deauvono said he is not forcing things onto people. He again stated that he would be willing
to state in the annexation agreement that he will meet with Alpine School District, the churches,
etc. and try to work out with them the areas that they need for their buildings.

Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission is talking about creating a general ordinance that
applies to everything and is not talking about a specific area or project.
Mr. Despain expressed concern about being the Planning Commission for the schools and
churches. He said the Planning Commission knows that schools and churches are going to be
required and then asked what role the Planning Commission should play.
Chairman Hadfield talked about diversity in American Fork's neighborhoods. He said diversity
has kept American Fork a viable community.

Mr. Despain said in a true Townsite Zone there should be more than just houses, open space and
commercial buildings. He said a Townsite Zone has to have enough mass to be a legitimate
townsite. Mr. Despain said 10 to 20 acres is really just a project and not a townsite.
Chairman Hadfield said he will put discussion of the General Plan and implementing ordinances on
the next agenda.

Mr. Despain discussed the density calculations for the north side of the proposed Harbor Road
Annexation. He said he does not get the same density that Mr. Deauvono is stating there will be
for the north side of the proposed Harbor Road Annexation. He said after doing his analysis, he
has determined that there will be 4.17 units per acre on the north side.
Mr. Deauvono said the density for the north side of the proposed Harbor Road Annexation is not
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4. 17 units per acre. He said the density for the north side is at 3 .13 units per acre.
SITE PLAN COM:MITTEE REPORT
It was discussed that the Public Hearing for the Spring Creek Annexation will be held on February
22, but no action will be taken. It was discussed that it will not be long before the Planning
Commission will be seeing the Spring Creek Annexation.
Mr. Warren asked if it is possible to have Mr. Despain work up his best concept of what the
ordinance will look and be able to discuss it at the next meeting.
Chairman Hadfield polled the Planning Commission to see if it was ready to move forward with
the ordinance.

Mr. Nielsen said the ordinance is going to take a couple of meetings to work through so they
might as well get working on it.
Mr. Hansen said he does not know if they are ready to start writing the ordinance.
Chairman Hadfield asked if one gets the same density for water as one would get for ground .
He said the Planning Commission needs to have more discussion before it is ready to get to the
ordinance stage.

Mr. Despain said if he prepares an ordinances before there is further discussion, there will be a lot
of biases. He said there are some critical issues that he has got mixed reactions from the Planning
Commission Members.
Mr. Baldwin said in general, he has felt good about what he has read. He told Mr. Despain if he
has areas of concern to call the members of the Planning Commission and discuss it with them.
Mr. Baldwin said they have to start somewhere.
Mr. Despain raised the issue of whether a Townsite Zone has to be developed as a Planned Unit
Development. He said density and annexation and development as a PUD are not the same.
There was some discussion about open space and development rights. It was discussed that one
way of severing development rights, if it is not in a PUD, is to possibly have a conservation
easement.
Councilman Hunter said he is in favor of having Mr. Despain draft an ordinance for a TR-1 Zone
with the provision that a TR-1 Zone can't be less than 100 acres. He said water surface should
not be taken into account for density.

Mr. Nielsen said all the area that is south of the compromise line needs to be excluded until that is
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settled with the State.
The Planning Commission directed Mr. Despain to prepare a draft ordinance.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield discussed the City Council's direction to have Swaner eliminate the east-west
road off the site plan for the Developmental Center Park Property. He said eventually the day will
come when the east-west road will have to be put in.
Councilman Hunter said the City Council understands that the east-west corridor will eventually
have to go through, but there were a lot of people at the public hearing that do not want to see
that happen.
Chairman Hadfield encouraged Councilman Hunter to talk to the City Council about leaving the
east-west road on the General Plan and just eliminating from the site plan for the Developmental
Center Park Property. He said the citizens will demand other collector class roads.
Chairman Hadfield told the Planning Commission Members if they were interested in attending
the Citizen Planner Conference in St. Georgeson to let Melanie know. He also reported that the
APA Spring Conference will be March 30 in Moab. He said he would mail each member ofthe
Planning Commission a copy of the registration form.
Mr. Nielsen said it is a mistake to use the net area to determine the parking for North Pointe
Business Park. He said the parking should be based on gross area. He said parking is important
and asked why the City wants to continue the mistake of using the net area to calculate the
parking requirements when some of the office buildings in American Fork are short on parking
spaces.

Mr. Nielsen moved to stick with gross area to determine the parking requirements.
He said that when Mr. Despain does his calculations for parking he needs to figure 60 fixed wall
and 40 open.

The motion died for lack of a second.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Nielsen has brought up some good ideas and he said in the future the
Planning Commission may want to follow the ordinance very closely.
Mr. Despain said the ordinance on parking says parking is supposed to be calculated on gross
area, but then it says the Planning Commission can modify the parking requirement based on the
information that is presented and it may determine that a different standard is appropriate.
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Mr. Nielsen asked if it is ok to be short on parking spaces at some ofthe various projects in the
City. He expressed some concern about Broadstone not having enough parking spaces.
Mr. Georgeson said at this point he does not have enough information to make a decision.
He said this is the first time that he has heard that there is not enough parking at Broadstone.

Chairman Hadfield thanked the Planning Commission Members for their attendance at the
Planning Commission Dinner.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE FEBRUARY 2. 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Hansen moved approval of the February 2, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 21 "copy of what" should be changed to "description of." On Page 1, Line
21 deleted the second "is" on that line. On Page 1, Line 25 "process. The 21st Century
Communities Program is developed" should be changed to "process developed." On Page
2, Line 1 "He said the 21st Century Communities Program is really a neat program" should
be deleted. On Page 2, Line 4 "50,000" should be changed to "20,000." On Page 3, Line
19 a comma should be placed after "afford." On Page 3, Line 6 "raise" should be
changed to "raze." On Page 3, Line 24 "raised" should be changed to "razed." On Page
3, Line 29 "on the fence" should be changed to "on the fence plan the." On Page 4, Line 9
"raised" should be changed to "razed." On Page 4, Line 34 "the line of territory" should
be changed to "the territory." On Page 5, Line 24 "2.55 closure" should be changed to
"2.55 ft. closure." On Page 5, Line 26 "instead of to the" should be changed to "instead of
the." On Page 6, Line 30 "and" should be changed to "an." On Page 6, Line 34
"ownerships" should be changed to "access." On Page 8, Line 20 "is strong" should be
changed to "be strong." On Page 8, Line 30 "do want" should be changed to "do not
want." On Page 14, Line 42 "into" should be changed to "in to."
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, and Mr. Georgeson.
Chairman Hadfield and Mr. Nielsen abstained from the vote because they were not present
at the February 2, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.
It was noted that Mr. Georgeson will not be present at the March1 ,2000, Planning Commission
Meeting because he will be in St. George.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
(Planning Commission Minutes - February 16, 2000)
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The mQtion carried.

The meeting adjourned at 11 :35 p.m.

Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 1, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on March 1, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .

Review and action on a site plan for a public service sign
for American Fork Hospital on the north west corner of 1100
East State.
Review and action on a zone change request for .55 acres at
610 West 1040 North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000,
Single Family Residential zone.
Review and action on the preliminary and final plats for the
Searle Hills Subdivision Plat A consisting of one lot at 610
West 1040 North.
Review and action on a revised preliminary plan for West
Side Farms at 550 North 900 West.
Review and action on the final plat of West Side Farms Plat
A, B, & C, located at 550 North 900 West .
Review and action on the Annexation Agreement for the
Childs / Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Stre et.
Review and action on a proposed amendment to the PR-9000
zone to allow gated communities and private streets.
Discussion regarding proposed zoning Ordinances for the
development of the Southside Planning Area.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and acti on on the minutes of the February 16, 20 0 0,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day o f February, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
MARCH 1, 2000
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on March 1, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Steve
Nielsen and Chairman J.H. Hadfield. Others present included Howard Denney Rod Despain,
Melanie Marsh, Diane Wilson, Joyce Snow, Jeff Searle, LeAnne Searle, Larry Searle, Holly
Johnson, Robert Ballantyne, Lael Ballantyne, R. Wade Carson, Francis Carson, Chris Johnson,
Doug West, Vic Deauvono, Doug Warren, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson and Councilman Tom Hunter.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A PUBLIC SERVICE SIGN FOR
AMERICAN FORK HOSPITAL ON THE NORTH WEST CORNER OF 1100 EAST STATE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Chris Johnson, a
representative from American Fork Hospital.
Mr. Johnson said that he is present tonight to receive a permit to relocate the public service sign
for the American Fork Hospital to the northwest corner of 1100 East. He noted that the current
sign is currently located at 1100 East and State Street on the east side of the road in Pleasant
Grove City.

After Mr. Johnson made his presentation, Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Denney to state the
engmeenng concerns.
Mr. Denney expressed concern that the proposed location of the sign may obscure visibility down
the railroad tracks. He explained that the reason American Fork Hospital is requesting to
relocate the sign is because the utility building for the cross arms blocks the visibility of the
current sign. He recommended that the proposed sign be put farther back near the power pole
so that it does not block visibility down the railroad tracks. Mr. Denney said the proposed sign
would need to be put in front of the power pole so that it will not be blocked.

Mr. Denney said if the applicant wants to keep the sign in the proposed location, the proposed
sign could be put on a different base, i.e. , a pole sign. He pointed out that the proposed sign is
about 5 Y2 feet wide and 18 feet high.
After Mr. Denney stated the engineering concerns, Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain for his
comments.
Mr. Despain said the proposed sign qualifies as a directional or public service sign. He stated
that because the proposed sign is greater than 24 square feet it requires approval from the City
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Council. Mr. Despain explained that for all "intense and purposes the proposed sign is an offsite, non-accessory sign." He said the only reason it is permitted as an off-site sign is because it
is a public service sign.
Mr. Despain stated that "some very formal permission to put the sign on the adjacent property
needs to be provided to the City." He said that he understand American Fork Hospital has verbal
permission to put the sign on RKL Cycle's property, but for American Fork Hospital's protection
there should be an easement granted from RKL Cycle.
Mr. Despain said he agrees with Mr. Denney that the proposed sign needs to be placed further to
the north than is shown on the proposed plan. He said if the proposed sign were to be placed
just south of the power pole, it would provide adequate sight distances for all concerned. Mr.
Despain pointed out that technically the sign should be placed 45 feet from the intersection. He
pointed out that American Fork Hospital could talk to UDOT about putting a directional sign
over the arm of the signal arm in addition to the placement of the proposed sign.
Mr. Denney discussed some other options that American Fork Hospital might do in regards to
changing the character of the proposed sign so that visibility of the railroad tracks would not be
impaired. He suggested that the panels could be rearranged and the whole sign could be raised.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifthe proposed sign will be lighted.
Mr. Johnson said the proposed sign will be lighted.
Mr. Johnson explained that American Fork Hospital is limited with what it can do on the
proposed sign because they have to stay within the corporate identity for signage. He said
moving the panels are not allowed by corporate. Mr. Johnson said it will be most affective to
maintain the corporate identity and move the proposed sign to the north as directed by Mr.
Denney. He said adding signage to the signal arm is something that he will explore.

Mr. Hansen moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the site plan for a public
service sign for American Fori< Hospital on the northwest corner of 1100 East State Road
subject to (1) obtaining an easement from RKL Cycle and (2) the sign being located just
south of the electrical pole as noted by the City Engineer. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
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was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain asked that the motion be amended to include that the Planing Commission
recommends to the City Council approval of the square footage of the proposed sign.

Mr. Hansen amended the motion to include that the Planning Commission recommends to
the City Council approval of the square footage of the proposed sign. Mr. Baldwin
seconded the amended motion. All voted in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR .55 ACRES AT 610 WEST
1040 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE RA-15,000 SINGLE FAMJLY
RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Larry Searle.
Mr. Searle said he would like to change the zone for the property located at 610 West 1040 North
from the existing RA-1 Zone to the Rl-9000 Zone, instead of the Rl-15,000, which was noted on
the Zone Change Application. He said he has decided that the R1-9000 Zone would be a better
zone for the area.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Rl-9000 is the adjacent zone to the property located at 610 West
1040 North. Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to make sure that any actions
taken are consistent with the size of the lots in the subdivision.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the zone change request for .55 acres at 610 West 1040
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 Single Family Residential Zone. Mr. Nielsen
seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin said he would have appreciated if the application had talked more about how the
road change will affect the road circulation for future inhabitants. He also said he would
appreciate it if the completed application had more fully addressed the questions on the Zone
Change Application.
Chairman Hadfield said staff will try to prompt the applicants to be more cautious when they are
filling out the Zone Change Application.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
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was unanimous. The motion carried.
It was discussed that Mr. Searle needs to "physically change" the Zone Change Application so
that it requests that the zone be changed from the RA-1 t o the R1-9000 instead ofthe R1-15 ,000,
which Mr. Searle had originally requested.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLATS FOR THE SEARLE
HILLS SUBDIVISION PLAT A CONSISTING OF ONE LOT AT 610 WEST 1040 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He said there was some question about the proximity of
the closest fire hydrant. He said by ordinance any home built has to be within 250 feet of a fire
hydrant. He said the preliminary plat did not show the location of the fire hydrant. He pointed
out that there is a fire hydrant inside the first lot in the Lakeview Hills Subdivision.

Mr. D enney said he would like the preliminary plat to show that the proposed subdivision is in
compliance with the fire protection regulations.
Mr. Denney stated the following engineering concerns:
1.
2.
3.

Irrigation ditch needs to be piped through the subdivision boundaries.
American Fork Irrigation Company needs to sign off on Plat A.
The applicant needs t o work with the landowner to the east, which is the Cannons, to see
ifthey can transition the asphalt ofthe road some on the north.

Mr. Denney said it would be good to have some transition back to the old oil so it is not just
dropping off the curb . In regards to paving the road, Mr. Despain said the issue is not going to
the house; but the issue is coming from the house.
Mr. Despain said neither the R1-9000 Zone nor the R l -15,000 Zone allows animal rights. He
said any animals will have t o be tied to the property that is still in the RA-1 Zone.
Chairman Hadfield t old Mr. Searle that the City would like to work with him on t he placement of
the future roads.

Mr. Hansen moved approval of tire preliminary plat for the Searle Hills Subdivision Plat A
consisting of one lot at 610 West 1040 North subject to (1) adding the location ofthe fire
hydrant to the preliminaiJ' plat (2) piping the irrigation ditch (3) sign off from the
American Fork Irrigation Company and (4) working with the landowner to the east to see
if they can transition the asphalt of the road some on the north. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Final Plat for the Searle Hills Subdivision
Mr. Denney said he needs to receive the final engineering drawings and plans of profiles for the
street improvements, sewer extension, and water extension. He said that the street improvements,
sewer extension, and water extension are planned on the preliminary plat, but he does not have
the associated grades.
Mr. Despain said the approval of the final plat "will be dependent upon the actions of the City
Council." He recommended that the City Council take no action on the final plat until the matter
ofthe zone change has been resolved. He said one acre foot of water needs to be conveyed to
the City in the form of either well rights or irrigation shares.
Mr. Despain said there needs to be some clarification as to the level of improvements that are
required on 1040 North Street. He said it is proposed that the entire width will be conveyed or
dedicated to the City as part of the final plat, which automatically suggests that the improvements
will be done on both sides of the street.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the preliminary plat that the Planning Commission just approved
shows that the curb and gutter will only be placed on the south side of 1040 North Street.

Mr. Despain said it is not uncommon to only have curb and gutter put in on one side at this time,
but when the City Council acts on the final plat it needs to identify the improvements that will be
delayed.
It was discussed that there needs to be a wider easement along the east side of the property in
order to facilitate the piping of the irrigation ditch. It was also discussed that the applicant's
engineer needs to provide the engineer drawings to Mr. Denney.
Chairman Hadfield explained that the zone change and the final plat will be tied together and the
City Council will take action on them at the same City Council Meeting.
Mr. Searle had some questions about the improvements that are required on 10 40 North Street.
He said he did not realize that they would have to be putting in curb and gutter on the south side
of the street. He asked if they could just asphalt the north half where the lot is.
Mr. Despain said that staff assumed that all the asphalt would be put in on 1040 North Street. He
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said the reason for requiring all the asphalt to be put in on 1040 North Street is because it is a
safety issue.
Mr. Searle asked if the curb and gutter has to be put in on the south side of 1040 North Street.
Mr. Denney said that it is shown on the preliminary plat that the curb and gutter will be put in on
the south side and that was part of the Planning Commission's approval on the preliminary plat.
Mr. Nielsen asked what is going on with the land to the south of the property proposed for
development.

Chairman Hadfield said the land to the south of the property proposed for development is
remaining in the RA-1 Zone.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Searle that the curb and gutter is for his protection. He said one
reason for requiring curb and gutter is because it keeps the runoff in the City street and not on the
adjacent property.
Mr. Despain expressed concern about the proposed long, dead end street with no cul-de-sac. He
suggested that at the end of the road Mr. Searle should place some gravel so that there is some
type ofturn around.

Mr. Hansen moved to amend the approval on the preliminary plat to show that the curb
and gutter on the south side be eliminated, but that the full width of asphalt is required.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Hansen moved to approve the final plat for Searle Hills Subdivision Plat A consisting
of one lot at 610 West 1040 North subject to: (1) completion of the zone change and that
the zone change and plat both be filed concurrently (2) the City engineer making the final
approval on the plans and profiles (3)conveyance of the water rights and (4) widening of
the PUE easement on the east side to allow for irrigation piping. Mr. Baldwin seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: M1·. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR WEST SIDE FARMS
AT 550 NORTH 900 WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Carson.
Mr. Carson stated that the revised preliminary plan has been divided into three phases.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the lots on the revised preliminary plan are very close to the
same size and the same number of lots. He then asked Mr. Denney to state the engineering
concerns.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the changes on the revised preliminary plat. He said the widths of
the lots have changed and the drainage element has been added . He expressed concern about the
proposed drainage element. He said it is proposed that the drainage will be sent off site, but
there is no evidence that the applicant has an easement or a right to do that.

Chairman Hadfield said there has been some discussion at some of the previous meetings that staff
has had with the applicant' s engineer regarding a sump on 900 West in the vicinity of 500 North.
Mr. Denney said the sump on 900 West is identified on the plat.
Mr. Denney said the boundaries have been firmed up and he is comfortable with the boundaries,
but he does need to receive evidence of the clearing of titles for the boundaries.

It was discussed that the proposed plan transports the water through the project to the southern
boundary of the project and dumps it into the waste ditch. The question was raised as to whether
there has to be some acceptance of the water from the downstream users. It was also discussed
whether the applicant has the right to dispose of storm water into the waste ditch.
Chairman Hadfield asked who the downstream water user is.
Mr. Carson said the waste water goes straight to the Mill Pond.

Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carson what the American Fork Irrigation Company required of
him in regards to the original preliminary plan.
Mr. Carson said when he met with the American Fork Irrigation Company on the original
preliminary plan the north end of the property was discussed and he was asked to move the
irrigation box and pipe the irrigation ditch.

Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Carson that the American Fork Irrigation Company will need to sign
off on the proposed revised preliminary plat.
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Mr. Denney stated that a storm drain easement needs to be obtained. He also raised the questio n
of whether the ditch will need to be piped off site because the nature and character of the water is
being changed.
There was some discussion about the flow of the irrigation water. Mr. Carson explained that
when he irrigates all his water goes dow n to the pipe that goes underneath the road. He said the
water never goes to the west when he irrigates. Mr. Despain said the proposed plan proposes
that the water goes to the west. Mr. Carson said Mr. Denney thinks the irrigation water goes to
the west, but it really goes to the east. He said when the water hits the north side ofthe railroad
tracks, it "jumps into the pipe to the main road." He said once the water hits the tracks it goes
east. It was discussed that Pattersons are the downstream water users. It was also discussed
that the water will ultimately get to the same pipe that North Park Subdivision uses.

Mr. Carson stated that the pipe is a 36-inch pipe and it will be big enough to handle all the
drainage.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the problem with the drainage plan is that the drainage is going
across private land.
Mr. Carson said the drainage goes down the railroad tracks. He asked if the railroad tracks are
private.
Mr. Denney said the railroad is "very much private."
After much discussion about the drainage element of the proposed plan, Chairman Hadfield said
there are some drainage issues that need to be cleaned up.

Mr. Despain said the three primary changes from the previous preliminary plat are (1) the manner
in which the drainage is going to be accommodated (2) few small changes in the lot sizes to
accommodate the phasing and the (3 ) phasing. He said the changes to the lot sizes are incidental.
He said the matter of the phasing is appropriate. Mr. Despain said the issue has to do with the
drainage.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission can approve the revised preliminary plan subject to the
corrections on the preliminary plan and subject to evidence of entitlement from Hunters, Abbotts,
and Wayne Patterson or the City in order to go into North Park in regards to the drainage plan or
it can ask the applicant to get the appropriate easements and come back to the Planning
Commission when he has obtained the easements.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the revised preliminary plan for West Side Farms at 550
North 900 West subject to (1) obtaining the necessary easements for the drainage (2)
adding the sump on 900 West (3) approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company,
and (4) final evidence on cleaning up any boundary disputes. Mr. Nielsen seconded the
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motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF WEST SIDE FARMS PLAT A B. & C,
LOCATED AT 550 NORTH 900 WEST

Mr. Nielsen move to table the final plat of West Side Farms Plat A, B, & C until the
easements have been arranged for the runoff.
Chairman Hadfield said he thinks there are some things that need to be discussed with Mr. Carson
before the item is tabled.

Mr. Nielsen withdrew the motion.
Mr. Denney said he need s to have more detail on the proposed drainage plan, i.e. calculations,
flows, size ofthe piping or the cross section ofthe ditches. He said there are more issues with the
drainage than just the easements.

Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carson why he chose to phase the project.
Mr. Carson said he chose to phase the project for economic reasons.

There was some discussion about what portion is bonded for when phasing is involved. Mr.
Despain explained that the current policy is that when someone seeks final approval that means
they will bond immediately. He said the bond has to be in place concurrently with or shortly after
the final plat is approved. Mr. Despain said the City does not want to have a situation where the
City Council has given final approval and the applicant chooses to not develop for an extended
period of time. He said if the applicant wants to do the three phases in three successive plats,
then what the applicant really needs to do is determine which portion he wants to build
immediately and seek final approval for that and withhold the request for final approval on the
other two plats until such time as he is ready to proceed with those plats. Mr. Despain said he
assumes that the applicant would want to identify Plat A as the initial plat to go forward with.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the 18-inch waterline is up 900 West and said part ofthat waterline
is intended to be used for the subdivision because they do have lots that face out onto 900 West,
but in Phase A there is no reason to charge that whole line at this point in time because there is no
usage on it. He said at this point in time he proposes that they leave the valve shut on 500 North
until the development occurs.
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Mr. Denney pointed out that Plat C can't be done after Plat A because there would be two lots
that do not have improved roads on them. He said, "there is some madness" to the way the
phasing is put together. He said Plat A has to be completed first, then Plat B and then Plat C.
He said the applicant can' t just choose which plat to do first.
Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission to realize that Plats B and C actually involve two
lots in an earlier subdivision and at the staff's request, the applicant's surveyor has put the
necessary language on the proposed Plats B and C to note that this is an amended plat vacating or
altering the prior plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission if it wanted to go ahead and look at Plat A
and grant final approval for Plat A and hold action on Plats B and C until the applicant is ready to
develop.

Mr. Despain recommended that the Planning Commission not grant final approval for Plats B and
C until the applicant is ready to bond for the improvements.
Mr. Denney recommended not approving Plat A until he has received the drainage solution.

Mr. Nielsen moved to table the final plat of West Side Farms Plats A, B, and C located at
550 North 900 West until the easements have been granted to allow for off-site drainage.
Mr. Carson asked ifhe can get to the City Council on the condition that the drainage issue will be
resolved.
Mr. Baldwin asked if Mr. Carson is comfortable with the Planning Commission taking action on
Plat A and holding any action on Plats B and C.
Mr. Carson said he was comfortable with the Planning Commission only taking action on Plat A
at this time.
Mr. Denney pointed out that part of the land may be left as an agricultural use and the
downstream area may be for irrigation purposes. He said there needs to be some provision for the
interception of the water so that when the other phases are developed and the pasture is still being
irrigated, the water will not get in the basements down the street.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that some sort of berming or ditching could be done to prevent
water from getting into the basements.

After some discussion, Mr. Nielsen withdrew his motion.
It was discussed that Mr. Denney needs to know the size of the pipe, the location of the ditches,
needs the detail for the plan and profiles. It was also discussed that the motion for Plat A should
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also be subject to the engineering concerns relative to the drainage element. Mr. Denney pointed
out that the drainage is not addressed in the plan and profiles. He said he only knows the drainage
to the pond.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the drainage issues are normally worked out with the developer' s
engineer and the City Engineer. He asked if the Planning Commission is comfortable with
allowing Mr. Denney to work with the developer's engineer on the drainage issues.
The Planning Commission was comfortable with allowing Mr. Denney to work with the
developer's engineer on the drainage issues.
Mr. Denney stated that the drainage issue needs to be resolved before the final plat is forwarded
to the City Council.
Chairman Hadfield said each individual lot on Plat A needs to be addressed before the plat can be
recorded.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the final plat of West Sider Farms Plat A located at 550
North 900 West subject to (1) adding the detail on the plan of profiles (2) piping the ditch
(3) berming along the north side of the plat to prevent potential flooding into Plat A ( 4) the
drainage report for the 100-year event being submitted (5) addressing each lot on the final
plat (6) meeting the drainage issues satisfactory to the City Engineering. Mr. Baldwin
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin moved to table Plats Band C of West Side Farm until Mr. Carson is ready to
move forward. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
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was unanimous. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CHILDS/MERRilL ANNEXATION AT 1000 WEST MAIN STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.

Mr. Despain showed a concept plan for the possible expansion ofthe park and ride lot on West
Main Street. He pointed out that staff has had meetings with MAG on the issue ofthe park and
ride lot. He stated that the funding for the park and ride lot will probably not be available until
around October or even into next year. Mr. Despain said the funding for the park and ride lot is
primarily coming from UDOT. He said regardless of the issue concerning the future expansion of
the park and ride lot, Mr. Childs wants to move forward with his proposed annexation. Mr.
Despain stated that the City may be able to define the property that it would like to purchase from
Mr. Childs for the expansion of the park and ride lot, but the City does not have the money at this
point in time to purchase the prope11y.
Mr. Despain said ifthe annexation goes forward, there needs to be an option to purchase
agreement because he does not believe that Mr. Childs will want to convey the property to the
City until the City has paid him for the property.

Mr. Despain said the proposed concept plan for the park and ride comes close to meeting both the
City's needs in regard s to the expansion of the park and ride lot and Mr. Child's needs.

It was noted that staff has had meetings with UDOT, UTA, and Sear Brown regarding the park
and ride lot on West Main Street and the proposed park and ride lot at 500 East.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he has shared the proposed concept plan with Mr.
Childs.

Mr. Despain said that he had not shown Mr. Childs the proposed concept plan. He said any
action the Planning Commission takes on the proposed annexation agreement for the
Merrill/Childs Annexation at 1000 West Main should be predicated upon Mr. Childs acceptance
of the proposed concept plan. He said if the Planning Commission is comfortable with the
proposed concept plan, "he would be happy to show the proposed plan to Mr. Childs to see how
he feels about it."
Mr. Despain indicated that the language in the proposed annexation agreement will have to be
modified slightly because it is currently written in the annexation agreement that Mr. Childs will
convey the property for the park and ride lot to the City and the City will pay him, but at this
point in time there is not money available to pay Mr. Childs for the property.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain " if Mr. Childs will be willing to go forward with the future
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conveyance."

Mr. Despain said he did not know if Mr. Childs will be willing to go forward with the "future
conveyance."
Mr. Hansen stated that where the road is proposed on the concept plan is where it needs to be in
order to get it away from the exit and in order to not create a bottleneck.

Mr. Hansen moved to direct Mr·. Despain to show the proposed plan to Mr. Childs and to
make the necessary modifications to the annexation agreement and asked that the proposed
annexation agreement be placed on a future agenda for final action. Mr. Baldwin seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Voting
was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE PR-9000 ZONE TO
ALLOW GATED COMMUNITIES AND PRIVATE STREETS
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.

Mr. Despain said at the last Planning Commission Meeting when they discussed possible changes
to the PR-9000 Zone in order to allow gated communities and private streets the following three
changes were recommended should be made to the proposed draft ordinance:
1.
2.
3.

Require a safety review by the City in regards to providing adequate emergency services
Recreation vehicle parking should not be mandatory
Some standards should be associated with the perimeter fencing

In reference to the above stated changes, Mr. Despain said he has made those changes to the draft
ordinance. He stated that Mr. Bennett, City Attorney, has also suggested some technical
modifications to the draft ordinance, particularly in Section 2A. He said that he has no problems
with the changes that Mr. Bennett is requesting to be made to the draft ordinance. Mr. Despain
said that one change Mr. Bennett is recommending is in regards to the wording on Page 4,
Subsection D where it states "Each travelway shall have a minium travel surface width of 28 feet. "
He said Mr. Bennett has suggested that a specific width should not be identified in the ordinance
and that the language in the ordinance should state that the travelway will conform to the city
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standards for private streets, w hich will not be less than 28 feet.

Mr. Despain said under Section 3 it was also suggested that rather than stating that the perimeter
fencing should conform to just the City standards, it was felt that the statement should be changed
to "be constructed in accordance with City standards for perimeter fencing and as approved as
part of the final plat." He stated that the style offence would also be approved.
Mr. Despain said at the last Pl anning Commission Meeting he was also asked to look at the issue
of whether the proposed ordinance should require a master meter or individual connections. He
said he spoke with Carl Wanlass and the current standards allow a master meter. He explained
that rather than having the impact fees or going by a set number of units, which is what currently
applies with individual connections, the ordinance would set the fees based on the size of the
master meter.
Mr. Despain said there is one complication with going with a master meter, which is that the same
size lines are not needed for both culinary and fire suppression purposes. He said even if they
choose not to go with the "common connection feature," there will have to be some public system
inside them in order to provide the proximity to the fire plugs.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Wanlass does not care if the master meter feature is used or the
individual connections are used . He pointed out that the master meter feature has been done in
the past with commercial projects, but it has not been done with residential projects. He said the
practical impact of going with the master meter feature is that the City will require less in the form
of impact fees. Mr. Despain said the current ordinance does allow for the master meter feature .
Mr. Denney expressed concern about the possibility of having two separate systems (1) a fire
system and (2) a culinary system. He said the reason he is concerned about having two separate
systems is because one of the fastest ways for the City go find out that a fire line is inoperable is
when the culinary water does not reach a residence. Another concern he has with the two
separate systems is that in the winter time there is not much movement in the fire line, the line
may freeze and the City would not know if there was a problem until they have to turn on the fire
hydrant and no water comes out.
Chairman Hadfield said he would like to see some wording in the ordinance relative to the road
being constructed to City standards in regards to construction standards, i.e. a certain amount of
compacted road base has to be put in.

Mr. Despain said the issue of the construction ofthe roads is addressed in the proposed
ordinance on Page 4, under Paragraph D.
Mr. Hansen asked why the ordinance can't say that the private street has to conform to the City
standards for a public street.
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Mr. Despain said the ordinance can' t state that it has to conform to the City standards for a public
street in regards to the width, but it can state that it has to conform to the construction standards
for a public street.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain if he would change Paragraph D from "Each travelway shall have
a minium travel surface of28 feet . The specific cross-section, location of utility systems, quality
of construction for improvements and other elements shall conform to City standards for private
streets" to "Each travelway shall have a minium. The location of utility systems, quality of
construction for improvements, and other elements shall conform to City standards for public
streets."
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to strike the word "private streets" on Page 4 ofParagraph
D and change it to " public streets." He said all streets have the same standard for construction
and placement of the utility easements and so forth regardless of whether they are public or
private.
Mr. Deauvono asked what the current pavement standard is. He said he thinks 28 feet of asphalt
in most circumstances is pretty adequate. He said he agrees that the road base should always be
done to the City standards. Mr. Deauvono also asked how the Planning Commission is
addressing common driveways for condos or town homes.
Chairman Hadfield said they are talking about gated communities. He said if they go back to
what the ordinance allows in the City and the Planning Commission looks at it on a case by case
basis, it is in a better position to dictate what is appropriate and what is not. He pointed out that
the City standard is a 60-foot cross section, which gives two sidewalks on both sides, a 5-foot
planter strip, and two foot of curb and gutter on each side. He asked Mr. Deauvono how people
can get back and forth on a 20-foot driveway or a 20-foot street.
Mr. Deauvono said in the developments that he has done there has not been a problem with a 20foot driveway or a 20-foot street. He asked why have an ordinance for a private driveway. He
said when people belong to an association there are certain things that they have to live by.
In regards to the Mr. Deauvono ' s above statement about private driveways, Mr. Despain said the
operative word is driveway vs. private street.
Mr. Despain said the proposed ordinance "does not quite go to the notion of common
driveways," but there is some flexibility to allow for common driveways. He said what the
proposed ordinance is really talking about is the primary travelways as opposed to the streets.

Mr. Hansen moved to direct Mr. Despain to make the technical corrections that need to be
made to the proposed ordinance and asked that the proposed ordinance be brought back to
the Planning Commission for final approval at a future meeting. Mr. Nielsen seconded the
motion.
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Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about requiring a rninium of 40 units in a project that has private
streets.
Mr. Despain said the reason for requiring a rninium of 40 units in a project that is going to have
private streets is so that the project will be of sufficient size so that there will be enough money
generated to pay for things like snow plowing and the periodic street overlay that will be needed .
Mr. Hansen said he likes the requirement of a minium of 40 units.
Mr. Nielsen said 40 units is just an arbitrary number.
Mr. Despain said 40 is an arbi trary number with a purpose
Mr. Nielsen said 40 units seems like a lot.
Chairman Hadfield said the reason for having the requirement that there has to be a rninium of 40
units in order t o have a gated community is because it was discussed that it would be important to
have sufficient un its to do the " project right" and so that there would not be the encouragement
for every odd-shaped lot to be developed as a gated community.

Mr. Despain said the practical affect of requiring a minium of 40 units is that about 10 acres are
needed in order to qualifY for the private street alternative. He said ifless than 40 units are
required, there is the possibility of "encouraging privatization of projects that really do not merit a
private project."
Mr. Nielsen again expressed his concern that 40 units seems like a lot. He suggested that maybe
there should be a minium amount of acres required in order to do a gated community, but he does
not think requiring a minium of 40 units is a good idea. He said that if the ordinance states that
there has to be a minium of 40 units in order to do a gated community, then what the ordinance is
saying is that all gat ed communities will have high density and there will not be the option for
developers to build nice estates.
Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission if it would like him to take out the requirement that
a minium of 40 units have to be required.
Mr. Nielsen said he feels that gated communities are the places for bigger, nicer homes; but if the
40 unit rninium is kept in the proposed ordinance, then all gated communities will be condos or 4plexes or small homes. He said it would work better if the ordinance had a rninium size of area
required instead requiring a minium number of units.
Mr. Hansen suggested t hat on Page 5, Paragraph I, where it states "but not less than 40 dwelling
units" could be changed to not less than so many acres.
Mr. Despain said t hat 10 acres would be a good rninium to require. Mr. Hansen said he is
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comfortable wit h requiring a minium of 10 acres.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, M r. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, Chairman Hadfield. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION R EGARDING PROPOSED ZONING ORDINANCES FOR THE
DEVELOP!vfENT OF THE SOUTHSIDE PLANNING AREA
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.

Mr. Despain stated that at the last Planning Commission he was directed to start the process of
beginning to put the ordinances together that would seek to implement the development
objectives of the General Plan relating to the south side planning area.
Mr. Despain explained that the Planning Commission has talked some about having a Townsite
Zone, but the Planning Commission must discuss and agree upon some major adjustments to the
Development Code before they can address the issue of a Townsite Zone.
Mr. Despain discussed seven new zone classifications. Following is a list ofthe seven new zone
classifications that Mr. Despain discussed :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

R-1-20,000
R-1-12,000
PR-2.0
PR-2.3
PR-3 .0
PR-4.3
SP

Residential Zone
Residential Zone
Planned Residential Zone
Planned Residential Zone
Planned Residential Zone
Planned Residential Zone
Shoreline Preservation Zone

Mr. Despain said he is proposing that the R-1 -12,000 Zone would replace the R-1-15,000 Zone.
He said the R-1- 15, 000 Zone has not been used a great deal. He asked the Planning Commission
if it wants to keep the R-1-15,000 Zone or if it would like to replace it with the R-1-12,000 Zone.

Mr. Hansen said on Page 5 of the Text Amendments, PC Draft # 1 where it talks about height of
dwellings that needs to be corrected because the ordinance regarding height of dwellings was
amended.
Mr. Despain said he has corrected the ordinance regarding height of dwellings, but his disk that
has the basic Development Code has not been changed . He said he will make the appropriate
changes regarding the height of dwellings to his disk.
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Mr. Despain raised the issue of whether the R-1-20,000 Zone should be an "animal permissive
zone" that allow limited animals. He also raised the question ofwhether a 100-foot width in the
R-1-20,000 is sufficient width .
Mr. Nielsen said in the R-1-20,000 Zone there are the large lots, but the homes are still sitting on
top of each other.
Mr. Despain discu ssed sending areas and receiving areas in regards to transfer of development
rights. He also discussed the proposed Shoreline Preservation Zone. He said the Shoreline
Preservation Zone covers the riparian areas adjacent to Utah Lake. Mr. Despain said one
question that need s to be addressed is whether or not Mr. Warren' s proposed project or
something like his proposed project would be applicable in the Shoreline Preservation Zone or
whether the City need s to create an additional zone, i.e. a Resort Development Zone that would
operate independent of the shoreline protection area.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission if it wants to keep the R-1-15 ,000 Zone or
does it want to replace the R-1 - 15,000 Zone with the R-1-12,000 Zone.
Mr. Hansen said he w ould like to replace the R-1-15,000 Zone with the R-1-12,000 Zone.
After Mr. Despain discussed the proposed new zone classifications and discussed sending and
receiving zones, Mr. Hansen said he would like to next see the "township part" of the proposed
ordinance.

Mr. Warren said he thought the Planning Commission was supposed to be looking at a proposed
township ordinance tonight.
Mr. Nielsen stated that there are specific zones within the township.
Mr. Despain explained that the township zone will function as an overlay zone over the top of the
other zones.
Mr. Deauvono said a lot of money and a lot of time has been spent working on their proposed
plan. He said their proposed plan has an average density of2.5 units per acre. He said he is
present tonight to see what he can do to help further his proposed project along. He said years
can be spent talking about zones and ordinances. He said he thought they could do some
preliminary development and an annexation agreement that would include some ofthe current
things that the City has plus take a look at a township residential overlay zone, which has been
talked about for the last coupl e of months. He said he thought the township overlay zone was
going to be discussed tonight.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission has to have a foundation to start with.
He pointed out that Mr. Despain has presented zones that the City currently has not had. He told
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Mr. Deauvono to not ask the Planning Commission "to put the roof on the General Plan until it
gets all the documents that it needs." He said the Planning Commission can now build upon what
Mr. Despain has presented tonight and start to talk about a Township Zone and start talking
about what percentage should be commercial and what percentage should be mixed housing.
Mr. Despain explained that the proposed ordinance is not an ordinance for a specific project. He
said the Planning Commission has seen the desires of the developers and the desires of the
developers may well fit in with the proposed ordinance, but the proposed ordinance "is not
intended t o do anythi ng other than generat e the system that would be in place when other projects
come to the City for approval. "
Mr. Nielsen said the Planning Commission needs to "nail down the transfer of development rights
from one piece to another."

Mr. Despain explained to Mr. Deauvono that the Planning Commission is trying to create a
system to accommodate all of the projects that will come to the City. He said the next thing that
the Planning Commission needs to discuss at a future meeting are the requirements dealing with
transfer of development rights (TDR Ordinance). He said after the Planning Commission talks
about a TDR Ordinance, it will then talk about a Townsite Ordinance and then it will discuss
modifications to the PR-2 and PR-3 Zones.
Mr. Despain stated that not all projects that come to the City will be townsites. He said many
projects that come to the City will be relatively small projects.
Mr. Deauvono began discussing the requirements for his proposed annexation and concept plan,
and Mr. Despain told Mr. Deauvono that his proposed plan needs to conform to the ordinance.
Mr. Hansen told Mr. Deauvono that the discussion being held right now is between Mr. Despain
and the Planning Commission. He told Mr. Deauvono that if he wants to conform to the
ordinance now, then he would have to change his proposed concept plan and annexation so that it
conforms to the requirements of the RA-1 because that is what the current General Plan shows
the zone designation as. Mr. Hansen said that the Planning Commission is moving as fast as it
can to create the necessary ordinances to allow for more than development in the RA-1 Zone for
the property that is south ofl -15.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Deauvono that the Planning Commission is trying to create zones that will
accommodate his proposed plan.

Mr. Deauvono said he likes to participate and help in the process of developing ordinances that
will affect a particular project that he is working on. He said he feels he has a right to participate.
Mr. Hansen told 1\ll r. Deauvono that he does have a right to participate in the process of
developing ordinances that will affect his proposed project.
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There was some fu rther discussion about the Shoreline Preservation Zone and whether a Resort
Zone approach is needed. Chairman H adfield said that he does not think that a Resort Zone and
a Shoreline Preservation Zone "wash in the same machine."

Mr. Despain expressed concern about the language in the proposed Shoreline Preservation Zone.
He said the City is charting new territory with the Shoreline Preservation Zone.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed new zones "dovetail in" with the existing ordinances and
there is nothing sti cking out that will cause a problem.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission to give some consideration to the Shoreline
Protection Zone and to determine where its comfort level is and to decide what it would like to
see included and excluded in that zone.
There was some discussion about whether the proposed Shoreline Preservation Zone will
accommodate Mr. Warren's proposed plan. Mr. Despain stated that proposed Shoreline
Preservation Zone the way it is currently written will permit the boat launch facility and marinas.
He said the Shoreline Preservation Zone could be extended to allow Mr. Warren's proposed
competition ski area.
There was some futiher discussion about the transfer of development rights. Mr. Nielsen said he
hates to transfer development rights down by the lake to up by the Mount Timpanogos Temple.
He said the transfer of development rights have to stay within the same planning district.

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission will discuss TDR's at a future Planning Commission
Meeting, but he pointed out that the t raditional way to create a TDR is to have a TDR Sending
Zone and TDR Receiving Overlay Zone. He pointed out that he has not come to closure on
where the receiving zones will be. Mr. Despain said there is never a problem figuring out where
the sending zones will be, but there is trouble figuring out where the receiving zones will be.
Mr. Baldwin said as he reviewed the proposed amendments relating to development of the south
side area, he generally felt good about them. He said he saw no significant disconnect between
the proposed Shoreline Preservation Zone and what Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono are
proposing. He said the proposed ordinance seems to be as general as an ordinance should be.
Mr. Despain stated the remaining issues that need to be worked on. Following is a list of the
issues that still need t o be worked on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Amendments to the PUE Provisions
General Commercial Overlay Zone
Transfer of development rights
Sensitive Lands Section
Any other commercial
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Mr. Despain said he would like to keep moving the process along in regards to creating
ordinances for the Southside Planning Area.

SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Denney reported that he has been invited to attend a scoping and concept plan meeting with
UDOT regarding the widening of SR-73, which is American Fork' s 100 East. He said the
widening of SR-73 will go from 1120 North in American Fork up to Alpine' s city limits. Mr.
Denney noted that there is talk about widening SR-73 to a five-lane road. He said there will have
to be some determination made on how the widening of SR-73 will impact the Boley Well.

Mr. Nielsen asked if there is being any research done regarding parking issues for office buildings.
Mr. Despain said no research is being done regarding parking issues for office buildings.
There was some discussion about whether the parking requirements are calculated on gross or net
area. Mr. Despain explained that the ordinance states that the standard for calculating parking is
based on gross area, but he noted that there is also a provision in the ordinance that lets the
Planning Commission modify the parking requirements based upon its good judgment.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission needs to "hold the line" and not let the
developer get away with having less parking than is required based on the gross area.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the market should be surveyed to find out what percent of the office
buildings are open wall.
Mr. Despain said that part of the City's standard for calculating parking spaces for office buildings
was generated by using a national publication that surveys the parking requirements for many
other communities nationwide. He said American Fork City is pretty standard, but the ordinance
pre-dates call centers.
Mr. Despain said maybe office buildings should be required to have 1 space per 150 square feet
unless the developer can justify something different. Chairman Hadfield suggested that the
parking requirements for office buildings could be calculated on a split of 60% fixed wall and 40%
open wall.

Mr. Nielsen said the Planning Commission " ought to at least hold to the requirement of 1 parking
spaces per 200 square feet in every case based on gross area."
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Mr. Baldwin reported that he will not be in attendance at the next Planning Commission Meeting
because he will be in California.
Chairman Hadfield stated that Ms. Marsh mailed out a copy of the agenda for the March 30, 2000
APA Utah Chapter Conference in Moab and told the members ofthe Planning Commission to let
him or Ms. Marsh know if they would like to attend so that they can get registered.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE FEBRUARY 16, 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Hansen moved approval of the February 16, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 4, Line 21 "Baldwin" should be changed to "Bennett." On Page 6, Line 25 "the
issue with regar·ds to the easement is another issue" should be changed to "the issue of the
easement is another matter." On Page 7, Line 7 "SPARK" should be changed to "PARK."
On Page 18, Line 4 "reserve sites for made for" should be changed to "reserve sites for
the." On Page 18, Line 38 "prosed" should be changed to "proposed." On Page 19, Line
36 a comma should be placed after· PUD.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. The
motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:20 p.m.

f{Jk,;._,_ ~~
Melanie M arsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 15, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in regular
session on March 15, 2000, in the American Fork City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. The
agenda shall be as follows:
7:00P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

Review and action on a zone change request for property located at 35 North 300 East
from the current CC-1 , Commercial Zone to the proposed R-4, Multiple Family
Residential Zone.
Review and action on Broadstone V, a two lot subdivision located at 834 and 852 East
State Road.
Review and action on are-subdivision plat ofLot #3 Utah Auto Mall (Christensen Auto)
located at 630 East 1000 South
Review and action on a site plan for Landrover of Utah, an automobile dealership located
at 1085 South 630 East.
Discussion on the B. Joe Barney Annexation containing 15.38 acres located at 1125 East
1100 North.
Review and action on the amended ordinance relating to private streets and gated
communities in the Planned Residential Zones.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan and implementing ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes ofthe March 1, 2000, Planning Commission
Meeting.
Adjournment

Dated this 6 day ofMarch, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

r•

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
MARCH 15, 2000
ATTACHMENTS (1)

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on March 15, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James
Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Michael Georgeson, and *Steve Nielsen. Others present
included Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Melanie Marsh, Mary L. Smith, Eric Smith,
Councilmember Juel Belmont, Vern Latham, David Alter, Garth Norman, H.L. & Sherlene
Adams, SharifHadley, Bill Young, Marlon Lott, Teree Hoggard, Doug Warren, Vic Deauvono,
Barabara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Ken Baldwin, Keith Richan, and Rod Despain.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 35 NORTH 300 EAST FROM THE CURRENT CC-1. COMMERCIAL ZONE TO THE
PROPOSED R-4. MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Bill Young.
Mr. Young stated that he has been to two previous Planning Commission Meetings to discuss
changing the zone ofthe property located at 35 North 300 East from the current CC-1 Zone,
Commercial Zone to the R-4, Multiple Family Residential Zone. He said changing the zone from
the CC-1 to the R-4 Zone would create a "good buffer" between the commercial and the
residential units that are already in that area. He said the property proposed for the zone change
is "sort of a quasi commercial."
Mr. Young explained that he had originally wanted to put an office building on the property
proposed for the zone change, but the "office market has dropped off."
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments from the public.
Garth Norman said he was asked to represent Timo Mostert and Daniel Milkovich. He said some
of their concerns are the impact that the proposed zone change will have on the valuation of their
property. Mr. Norman asked if there are specific criteria for the designation of multiple unit
housing within a commercial zone.
Mr. Georgeson said there are no provisions for multiple housing in a commercial zone and that is
why the zone change is requested. He stated that the residential use that existed prior to the
property being zoned commercially can continue to exist, but no new residential can be
established and that is why the applicant is requesting the zone change.
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Mr. Norman submitted a petition from some of the residents in the area near the property
proposed for the zone change. The petition is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1.
Mr. Adams said that he has some of the same concerns that Mr. Norman previously expressed.
He also expressed concern about overcrowding. Mr. Adams said if the zone change is granted,
there will be no "policing by engineering." He said that engineering is impossible to get an answer
out of Mr. Adams stated that "he has called Mr. Denney for three months and he finally had to
talk to his boss to get him to call him and two months later he still had not received an answer on
his question." Mr. Adams said "there are a lot of things that just do not make sense to him and
he does not want another apartment building that is as messed up as the one that is behind his
backyard."
Marlon Lott said from the proposed drawing the apartment complex looks very attractive, but
within two to four blocks of 35 North 300 East there are quite a number of other apartment
complexes. He said that it seems that the rental units are "tending to congregate in the central
part of the community." Mr. Lott said that he likes apartment complexes because that is how he
started out, but they need to be mixed within the rest ofthe community. He said that ifthe
property at 35 North 300 East is zoned R-4 and the proposed apartment complex is allowed,
someone will try to develop the property to the north as an apartment complex also and that will
not be a benefit to the community.
Councilman Hunter asked the residents if they had a problem with the property at 35 North 300
East being developed as commercial property with a commercial office building on it.
The residents present said that they would have no problems if an office building was built on the
property.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Young had a commercial project approved by the City at
35 North 300 East and there were no objections by any of the surrounding property owners.
Mr. Young said he appreciates the feedback ofthe community. He stated that any commercial
development is going to create "much more traffic than 12 apartment units. " He stated that
commercial property has much more impact on a residential community than a high density
residential building. He said buffering "commercial things" with multi-residential is a common
occurrence. Mr. Young said that the property to the south of 3 5 North 300 East will not be
impacted at all by the proposed apartments because that property is still in a commercial zone and
is still contiguous with all the other commercial things in that area.
Mr. Young said that as communities grow, it is being found that the downtown area is the area
that is a good place to put apartments because it creates more foot traffic and commerce works
better in the downtown area. Mr. Young said the proposed 12-plex will not create a lot of
impact on the single-family residents. He pointed out that the proposed 12-plex is close to an
arterial class road. Mr. Young said that he did not feel the property that is south and north of the
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property proposed for the zone change will ever be retail commercial.
Mr. Young said putting a 12-plex on the property located at 35 North 300 East will be a good use
of the property. He said the proposed 12-plex will not create any traffic impact in the
neighborhood because all the traffic will go south.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that the land use plan on the current General Plan stops the commercial
about halfway in the block. He raised the question of why the property proposed for the zone
change was zoned commercial, but was still shown as residential property.
Mr. Denney said when the property proposed for the zone change was going to be changed from
the residential zone to the commercial zone it was discussed that the property could be used as
residential and the reason for the zone change was to bring the property in conformance with the
current uses.
Mr. Adams said that when Mr. Young talks about the traffic going south that is a "misnomer."
He said the only way the traffic will go south is if people are heading toward Provo or toward
Pleasant Grove.

There was some discussion about the future of the Utah Power & Light Property. Mr. Denney
said he did not know what was going on with the Utah Power & Light Property. Mr. Adams said
that Utah Power and Light wants to sell the building on Main Street and the building on 300
North and receive no money for the property, but have the people who purchase the property
build Utah Power and Light a new building on Sam White Lane.
Mr. Young said he made Utah Power & Light an offer on its property and his offer was turned
down. He said Utah Power & Light told him that it was not selling the property at this time.
Mr. Young said that Mr. Despain is the one that told him to pursue changing the zone from the
CC-1 Zone to the R-4 Zone. He said that Mr. Despain "felt ok with the proposed zone change
and felt the proposed 12-plex would be a good use of the property."
Mr. Georgeson stated that an apartment complex would be much less of an impact than a
commercial project. He pointed out that in the proposed plan a third of the area is designated as
open space.

There was some discussion about whether the proposed units would be sold or rented. It was
discussed that the units would be for sale, but in the beginning some may be temporally rented.
There was some discussion that if an office building were built on the property at 35 North 300
East, there would be more traffic generated than if a 12-plex were built on the property.
Councilmember Belmont said she disagrees with Mr. Young that the proposed 12-plex will have
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less impact in the neighborhood than a commercial building. She said at 5:00p.m. the business
people go home and with an apartment building people are coming and going all day and night.
She said if an office building is built, there are certain times when the office building is not in
operation and there is some relief from the constant traffic and noise.
Teree Hoggard asked when "enough is enough saturation in one area." She said that between
Main Street and 700 North and between 100 East and 300 East there are 129 rental units. She
again asked when is enough? She asked the Planning Commission Members if they want that
many rental units in their backyard.
Mr. Hansen said that he has about 220 rental units in his neighborhood between 100 North and
200 South and 100 West and 300 West.

Mrs. Hoggard said the rental units need to be spread more throughout the community.
Mr. Lott asked how much play area there will be for the children who live in the proposed
apartments.
Mr. Young said one third of the property will be in open space and part of the proposed open
space is dedicated to a playground.
Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about how the proposed development will be tied to the
proposed zone change. He said the Planning Commission has been disappointed in the past when
a zone change has taken place with promised results, but when development takes place it is not
developed to the standard that was discussed when the zone change was granted. Mr.
Georgeson again stated that he thinks that an R-4 Zone designation will have less impact on the
surrounding residents than the CC-1 Zone.
Mr. Young said he is prepared to tie the proposed concept plan to the zone change. He said that
Mr. Despain and Chairman Hadfield both told him that the zone change would have to be tied to
the site plan.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern that the proposed zone change is spot zoning. He said if the
zone change is approved, then there has to be the thought that the whole block will be changed to
the R-4 Zone. He stated that there is plenty of need for office buildings. Mr. Nielsen said people
who live near the property located at 35 North 300 East' bought their property or live in that area
with the intent t hat the property at 35 North 300 East is going to be in the CC-1 Zone. He said
clearly the neighbors who live near 35 North 300 East do not want the property rezoned to R-4.
He said that if office development was clearly not feasible, he would give a second look at
changing the property to the R-4 Zone; but he feels office buildings are feasible.

Mr. Nielsen moved to deny the zone request at 35 North 300 East from the current CC-1,
Commercial Zone to the proposed R-4 Multiple Family Residential Zone.
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The motion died for lack of a second.
Mr. Norman said that the residents who live near the proposed zone change need to be given
some kind of public announcement that the property at 35 North 300 East is being requested to be
changed from the CC-1 Zone to the R-4 Zone.

Chairman Hadfield explained that the Planning Commission is the recommending body and the
zone change request will have to go onto the City Council for its action. He said that ifthe zone
change gets forwarded to the City Council, prior to action by the City Council everybody who
lives within 3 00 feet of the proposed zone change will receive a notice in the mail notifying them
of the proposed zone change.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council the zone change request at 35
North 300 East from the current, CC-1, Commercial Zone to the proposed R-4, Multiple
Family Residential Zone with the recommendation that the action not be finalized until a
site plan is proposed and approved for this particular property. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the City has a policy regarding spot zoning.
Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission has discussed in the past whether changing the
zone from the CC-1 Zone to the R-4 Zone would be spot zoning and it was discussed that it
would not be spot zoning.
It was discussed that the City does not have an ordinance that addresses spot zoning. Mr.
Bennett noted that there is nothing in American Fork' s Development Code or the State Code
regarding spot zoning. He said it is a general concept that spot zoning not be done because it is
poor planning.

Mr. Nielsen said spot zoning lowers the value of all the properties in the immediate neighborhood.
He said putting an R-4 Zone in the middle ofCC-1 Zone would lower the value ofthe neighbors '
properties.
Mr. Georgeson said that he does not know if the property proposed for the zone change is in the
middle of a CC Zone. He said the property proposed for the zone change is at the end of the CC
Zone.
Mr. Nielsen said the property at 35 North 300 East should not be granted the R-4 Zone.
Mr. Young said that Mr. Despain told him that the proposed zone change would be in
conformance with the Master Plan because the Master Plan shows a residential overlap. He said
"a spot zone is a zone that is put outside of the master plan." He said the property proposed for
the zone change is not outside of the Master Plan.
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There was some further discussion about why when the property was zoned as commercial
property, the commercial zone did not go all the way to 300 East and why it is shown on the land
use map as being in the medium density residential zone. There was some discussion about what
medium density is. Without Mr. Despain being present, the Planning Commission could not
comfortably define what medium density means and it also did not know how to explain the
discrepancy in the old land use map and current land use map.
Mr. Nielsen said that he felt an R2 Zone would fall under the medium density category and he
would be in favor of changing the zone to the R2 Zone because in his opinion that is not spot
zoning. He also said that the R2 Zone would be in harmony with the Master Plan.

Mr. Georgeson withdrew his motion and moved to refer this item to the Planning
Administrator for clarification of the General Plan. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, and
Chairman Hadfield. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON BROADSTONE V. A TWO LOT SUBDIVISION LOCATED
AT 834 AND 852 EAST STATE ROAD

Mr. Hansen moved to defer this item to a future meeting until the applicant can be present
at the meeting. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, Councilman Hunter and
Chairman Hadfield. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RE-SUBDIVISION PLAT OF LOT #3 UTAH AUTO MALL
(CHRISTENSEN AUTO) LOCATED AT 630 EAST 1000 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and explained that when the Utah Auto Mall Subdivision
was divided it was divided into three lots. He pointed out that the lots that are facing 500 East
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are still undeveloped. He said the applicant is proposing to subdivide Lot 3 of the Utah Auto
Mall Subdivision Plat B into site 1 and 2. He said Lot 3 is located in the southeastern portion of
the Christensen Auto Dealership. Chairman Hadfield then asked Mr. Denney to state the
engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said the state plane coordinates needs to be attached to the subdivision monument.

There was some discussion about why the subdivision jogs the way it does in the area near Sam
White Lane. It was discussed that the subdivision jogs the way it does because the State of Utah
had to acquire some of the property for the right of way.
Mr. Georgeson asked why the street monuments were not found when the subdivision is such a
recent construction. He said the subdivision monuments should be there.
Mr. Denney said he is not sure why the street monuments have not been found. He said there
could be some "chip seal over the top of the road" that makes it difficult to find the street
monuments. He said some of the monuments that could not be found are likely section corners.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the re-subdivision of plat of Lot 3 Utah Auto Mall
(Christensen Auto) located at 630 East 1000 South subject to tying the state plane
coordinates to the subdivision monuments. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
There was some discussion about whether the correct terminology is being used when there is
reference made to Site 5 and Site 6. It was discussed that referring to Site 5 and 6 is fine .
Chairman Hadfield said the plat needs to have the street addresses put on it before it goes to Utah
County for recording. Mr. Denney noted that the street address of 630 East Street and the lot
address of 1085 South needs to be put on the plat.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Hansen and Mr.
Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Steve Nielsen did not vote on this item because he was not yet present at the meeting. This item
was the first item discussed in the meeting because the petitioners for the above items on the
agenda were not yet present. The site plan for the Landrover of Utah was discussed immediately
following this item and then the zone change request for the property at 35 North 300 East was
discussed immediately following, then Broadstone V, a two lot subdivision was tabled because the
petitioner was not present when the meeting started. The rest of the agenda was followed as
outlined.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR LANDROVER OF UTAH. AN
AUTOMOBILE DEALERSIDP LOCATED AT 1085 SOUTH 630 EAST
*Mr. Nielsen arrived.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Denney to state the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said on Page 1 of the proposed site plan there are a couple of problems on the
vicinity map (1) I-15 South is where I-15 North should be (2) Christensen Pontiac is misspelled.
On Page A0 .1 Christensen Pontiac is spelled many different ways and needs to be corrected.
He also noted that there is a note on Page A0.1 that states the existing fence is to remain. Mr.
Denney explained that about three months ago UDOT Region 3 sent a letter out to the cities in
Region 3 and asked the cities to ask that any time there is a development along the freeway those
developments be asked to put up chainlink fence rather than a "field type fence." He said he
does not know whether the Planning Commission wants to require the proposed development to
put up a chainlink fence, but he brings it up as a matter of discussion.
Mr. Denney also discussed the need for curb, gutter, and sidewalk and asphalt where the road
starts to climb uphill. He also stated that the ditches need to be piped.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there is going to be a sign placed on 1100 South or Sam White Lane.
He explained to the applicant that he can have two signs because he has two frontages . He told
the applicant that if he wants two signs, now is the time to put another sign on the site plan.
Mr. Denney discussed the drainage ponds. He said that when previous construction went on in
the area proposed for development to North Pointe Business Park there were some blockages in
the drainage ditch. He said that when the blockage occurred it appeared that the water was being
piped underneath the road coming up the hill. He said if a major treatment is going to be done,
they have to be cautious in order to prevent the piping of water to the soils. Mr. Denney said
there needs to be some engineering detail shown on the plan regarding how the pond will be
designed.
Mr. Denney said on Page C-1 , the address for the building should be 630 East 1038 South. Mr.
Denney also expressed some concern with what is happening with piping of some of the irrigation
ditches. Mr. Denney said on Page C-2 the address needs to be corrected from 1100 East to
1100 South. He also stated that the landscape plan is very extensive, but it would be helpful if
there was a legend that showed the different varieties of trees and plants. He said that on Page
A0 .5 it does not show the width of some of the curbs. He said it looks like some of the curbs
that will be on the City roads are proposed at 30 inches and the City' s requirement is only a 24inch curb. He said that any curb that is out in the public street needs to be 24 inches. Mr. Denney
also stated that the downstream water users need to sign off on the drainage proposal and
calculations.
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that on Page A0.1 it shows that 8% of the site will be building,
53% ofthe site will be hardscaping, and 39% ofthe site will be softscaping. He said if the
landscaping is extended off their site along 11 00 South, which is the frontage of the proposed
dealership that will greatly enhance the proposed dealership.
It was discussed that on there-subdivision plat ofLot #3 Utah Valley Auto Mall (Christensen
Auto) that was just approved it designated the proposed property as Site 5 and Site 6 and on the
site plan for Landrover the property is now being called Landrover Site B. It was discussed that
those designations need to be consistent with the subdivision plat.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Denney when UDOT sent him the letter regarding the issue of
recommending chainlink fencing for new developments along the freeway .

Mr. Denney said the letter he received from UDOT was dated in November 1999. He said that
UDOT Region 3 feels that Region 3 is no longer a rural area so a different style of fencing needs
to be done as development occurs along the freeway. He pointed out that Region 3 covers 4 Y2
counties.
The Planning Commission did not feel comfortable requiring new developments along the freeway
to put up chainlink fence. Mr. Nielsen asked if it is the Planning Commission's responsibility to
require the developers who develop along the freeway to put up chainlink fencing. Mr. Denney
said he did not know if the Planning Commission was supposed to require chainlink fencing for
new developments along the freeway. He said the letter from UDOT Region 3 is asking the City
to require chainlink fencing for new developments along the freeway, but he does not know if the
City wants to require that. He said he will try to include the letter from UDOT Region 3 in the
next Planning Commission Packets so that the Planning Commission can review it and they can
discuss it further.
Mr. Nielsen recommended that the Planning Commission not require the applicant to have to put
up chainlink fencing.

Councilmember Belmont asked if the existing trees will be maintained.
Chairman Hadfield said the Black Willow Trees will be trimmed and maintained.
discussed that the large trees on the property will remain.

It was also

Councilmember Belmont said that she hopes some day there will be a street sign that shows Sam
White Lane.
SharifHadley, owner of the proposed Landrover Project, said the proposed project will have a
South African Theme. He stated that a chainlink fence would not look good with his proposed
project. He pointed out that 40% ofthe proposed project will be in landscaping. He also said
that a chainlink fence would not allow good visibility ofthe proposed dealership, which is
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important for showcasing their goods.
Mr. Hansen said that at this point in time he is not "willing to require or suggest that chainlink
fence be installed."
Mr. Latham expressed concern about being required to improve along Sam White Lane up to
where the slope starts because that is not really part ofLandrover' s property. He said it is
proposed that Landrover will irrigate and keep the area green and will "throw some wild flower
seed out," but they did not really intend to improve a lot of the existing piece of property between
Sam White Lane and Landrover's property.
Chairman Hadfield said that improving along Sam White Lane would really enhance the proposed
Landrover Project. He said putting in the curb and gutter along Sam White up to where the
slopes starts will help with the traffic.
Mr. Latham said he agrees that making the improvements along Sam White Lane will help
enhance the project, but he does not know if the owner is willing to put in the curb, gutter, and
sidewalk along Sam White Lane.
Mr. Denney pointed out that curb, gutter and sidewalk is never put on the individual' s property.
He said curb, gutter, and sidewalk is always put on the City's or State's property.
Mr. Nielsen asked why the applicant should be required to put in the curb, gutter, and sidewalk on
UDOT's property, ifthe road is eventually going to be widened. He asked if it would be a good
idea to require the applicant to put the curb, gutter, and sidewalk along the applicant's south
property line.
Mr. Denney asked what good the curb, gutter, and sidewalk would do on the applicant's south
property line.
There was some discussion that the curb and gutter would help drain the water on the asphalt. It
was pointed out that curb and gutter helps protect the edge of the asphalt. Mr. Denney pointed
out that there is currently no proposal to widen the bridge.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that there is a significant drainage element that comes across the
freeway. He said the reason for the curb and gutter is to protect the proposed dealership and
also the traveling public.
Mr. Denney pointed out that there is a City Ordinance that addresses minimum improvements that
must be put in, i.e. curb, gutter and sidewalk.
Mr. Latham said that he understands why the City wants the property along Sam White to be
improved, but he does not know if it is fair for the developer to improve and berm along Sam
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White Lane when he did not purchase the property right up by Sam White Lane. He expressed
concern about how much it will cost to put in the curb and gutter along Sam White.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission is the recommending body. He said the
issue with regards to finances is something that should be brought up with the City Council.
Mr. Georgeson said the improvements that are being asked to be made are not anything different
from what the City has asked other developers to do other than the property is wider.
Mr. Nielsen said the improvements being asked for are definitely off site.
Mr. Georgeson said the improvements being asked for are not off site.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the property that is being asked to be improved is in UDOT' s
name because of the significant drainage feature that goes across the freeway.
Mr. Latham again expressed concern about being required to improve about a 50-foot wide area
of property that Landrover can't use. He said putting in curb and gutter is very expensive.
Mr. Denney said that development is always expensive.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the site plan for Land rover of Utah, an automobile
dealership located at 1085 South 630 East subject to: (1) sealing of the pond or some other
such treatment (2) the identification of the lot being consistent with the subdivision plat (3)
the downstream water users sign off on the drainage plan ( 4)curb, gutter, and sidewalk
being provided along the southerly edge of the property and Sam White Lane (5) the
addressing being provided (6) street designations being corrected (7)the landscaping plan
listing the variety of plants/trees that will be planted (8) the 24-inch curb being provided on
the City roads and (8) correct spelling of Christensen on the plat. Mr. Hansen seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Hansen, and, Mr.
Georgeson. Those voting nay: Mr. Nielsen. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON THE B. JOE BARNEY ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.38 ACRES
LOCATED AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
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Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He said the applicants for the B. Joe Barney Annexation
have requested that the property come into the City under the R1-9000 Zone. He pointed out
that in the discussion outline that Mr. Despain provided it indicates that the property proposed for
annexation does not lend itself to a PUD type development. He said the Planning Commission
needs to decide what the property should be annexed into the City under. He said Mr. Despain
has indicated in his discussion outline that the R1-9000 Zone allows for a greater density than the
General Plan identifies and the R1-15,000 Zone is less than the General Plan, but does not lay out
very well on the parcel.
There was some discussion about where the roads will come into the parcel proposed for
annexation. Mr. Denney showed where the roads will come into the parcel proposed for
annexation. It was discussed that 1100 East is an important street because that is where the
Cedar Hills Sewer Outfall Line is.
Chairman Hadfield talked about the importance of the park. He pointed out that Mr. Carlisle
has given property to the City to make the park whole. He pointed out that the applicants with
the proposed annexation are not anxious to develop the park because they would rather have
homes.
Mr. Georgeson said that he has no problem annexing the property into the City under the Rl 9000 Zone to facilitate the layout, but he would expect that the lot sizes to be substantially larger
than 9000 square feet.
Mr. Hansen said the property could be annexed into the City under the R1-9000 Zone for layout,
but the development agreement could be worded so that the density is more in conformance with
the R1-15,000 Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the City is going to ask the Scadons to rezone their property from the
R1-15,000 to the Rl-9000, ifthe property proposed for annexation is going to come into the City
under the R1-9000.
Mr. Nielsen asked how the City "is going to hold someone to an R1-15,000 Zone, ifthe property
is annexed into the City under the R1-9000 Zone."
Mr. Hansen said the concept plan and number of lots can be tied to the annexation.

Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about tieing the concept plan and the number oflots to the
annexation. He said that if he has property in the R1-9000 Zone, he has the right to develop at
the density of the R1-9000 Zone.
Mr. Hansen said at the time of annexation, a certain number oflots can be tied to the annexation
with the annexation agreement. He said the Planning Commission has tied the number of lots to
an annexation several times.
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Chairman Hadfield said the applicants need to know how much property the City expects for the
park and they need to know where the City expects the roads to be and then the applicants can
work on their concept plan for either a straight subdivision or a PUD. He said the question that
needs to be addressed is whether the Scadon Property will need to be rezoned because it will be
the only piece of property that is in the R1-15,000 Zone in that area.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the Scadons have started building.
Chairman Hadfield said he did not know if the Scadons had started building.
Chairman Hadfield said that in the discussion outline Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission
to consider water rights, which is determined by the American Fork City Development Code. He
said it needs to be determined whether the additional park land will be required to expand the park
or whether the City will settle for payment of the park impact fee.
Chairman Hadfield said he recommends that the park be continued so that there will be a street on
three sides of the park. He said the applicant has stated that he prefers to pay the park impact
fee, but he recommends that the City require land. Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Carlisle has
previously conveyed surplus land for the park. He recommended asking Mr. Carlisle for more
property for the park and giving him credits that could be carried forward to the 25 acres that he
has yet to develop. Chairman Hadfield said the annexation agreement will need to identify the
amount of surplus land previously conveyed. He said the design of the Carlisle portion will be
directed in part by the Cedar Hills Outfall Line.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission had any direction that it would like him to
forward to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Hansen said he can't decide whether the property should be annexed under the R1-15,000
Zone or the Rl-9000 Zone. He said the property probably needs to be annexed into the City
under the Rl-9000 Zone for the road to fit.
Mr. Georgeson said the City should tell the applicants where it would like to see the roads be and
then ask the applicants to come to the City with their best concept plan. He said the City needs
to take the park down to the north road.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMENDED ORDINANCE RELATING TO PRIVATE
STREETS AND GATED COMMUNITIES IN THE PLANNED RESIDENTIAL ZONES
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed ordinance incorporates the changes that were recommended
by the Planning Commission at its last meeting and the changes recommended by Mr. Bennett.
He said that he has some concern with some places in the ordinance where it states " may contain"
and in some places it says "shall contain." He said on Page 2, Subparagraph E it states "the
design shall provide adequate off site parking" and on Page 4, Subparagraph F, it states " structure
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may contain an area." He said it seems like a conflict to say "may contain" in one area and in
another area say "shall contain."
Mr. Hansen said on Page 4, Subparagraph F the reason it says "may contain" is because some
gated communities might not want to have recreation vehicles stored in their project. He said
there is difference between Page 2, Subparagraph E where it states "shall contain" because that is
talking about off site parking, which is needed and Page 4, Subparagraph F where it is talking
about recreational vehicle storage, which is not necessarily needed.
Chairman Hadfield said in Section 3 where it talks about perimeter fencing, he does not like the
sentence that uses shall twice in the same sentence. He proposed that the new sentence be
changed to read as follows: "the design and type offence shall be approved as part of the final
plat and constructed in accordance with City standards for perimeter fencing in a PUD project."
Mr. Denney pointed out that the City currently does not have standards for perimeter fencing.
The Planning Commission discussed that it could come up with some standards for perimeter
fencing.
Mr. Bennett said that on Page 4, there is an inconstancy between Paragraph F and Subparagraph
F and Paragraph E and G. He said in regards to the recreational vehicle storage, the way it is
currently proposed in the ordinance it states that it is mandatory in a single family development to
have recreational vehicle storage, but it is not mandatory in multiple family projects. He also
expressed concern about where the recreational vehicles are going to end up if there is not a place
set aside for them.
Mr. Hansen said that some developments may not want recreational vehicles parked in their
project and that is something that will have to be addressed in the CC&Rs. He said if it is
addressed in the CC&Rs that recreation vehicle storage will not be allowed, the owners of
recreation vehicles will have to find a place out of their development to park them.
Mr. Bennett said the ordinance needs to be clarified so that it is understood that if recreational
vehicles are not allowed to be parked in a particular development it must be covered in the
CC&Rs so that the homeowners are fully aware that recreational vehicle storage will not be
provided.
It was discussed that Chairman Hadfield would need to meet with Mr. Despain to help clean up
and clarify some things in Paragraph F.

Mr. Georgeson moved to table this item until Mr. Despain has had time to clean up the
proposed ordinance. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion .
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Hansen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN AND
IIviPLEMENTING ORDINANCES
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and pointed out that Mr. Despain provided the revised
draft amendment for the ordinance relating to development in the south side area, which
incorporates the changes that were discussed at the last meeting and he also added an Agricultural
Zone (A-1 Zone) at his request. He said the reason he suggested that an A-1 Zone be added is
because there are many people who own property south ofl-15 that would like to maintain their
greenbelt status. He stated that he talked with the Christensen Brothers today and they felt like
the proposed A-1 Zone is a good addition to the proposed ordinance. He pointed out that like
the RA-1 and the R1-15,000, the A-1 Zone will not require a concept plan at the time of
annexation.
Mr. Denney said Part I of the proposed ordinance, which is called Text Amendments, lists the
zones; but the "stacking of the listed zones" does not correlate with the page number of the text
ofthe zones, i.e. A-1 is the first zone listed on the list ofthe zones, but it is on the last page of all
the described zones.

Mr. Nielsen asked if the City will be annexing all the property in the south side area under the A-1
Zone and then make zoning changes based on applications that meet the General Plan. He asked
if the Planning Commission is going to be giving certain zone designations to the whole 600 acres
at once or is the City going to bring the whole 600 acres into the City under the A-1 Zone. He
said that if the applicant wants to develop 10 or 20 acres at a time, it could change the zone on a
piecemeal basis as long as the zone is consistent with the General Plan. Mr. Nielsen said right
now it is "too hard to plan whatever dot and twiddle is going to be and what the zones should
be"for the property south ofl-15 .
Chairman Hadfield said the intent ofthe A-1 Zone is not to be "a catch all."

Mr. Nielsen said he sees the A-1 Zone as a holding zone. He said those people who want to keep
their property in the A-1 Zone can.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not sure that the A-1 Zone is a holding zone. He said that when
someone has property in the Agricultural Zone, they have specific obligations on that property
and there are certain things that can't be done on property that is in the Agricultural Zone.
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Mr. Nielsen said there are certain people that will want to keep their property in the A-1 Zone and
there will be others that will want to change the zone. He suggested that all the property be
brought in under the A-1 Zone and then those that want to change the zone can petition for a
zone change.
Chairman Hadfield said that he is not sure that he agrees with annexing all the property under the
A-1 Zone because the time for "taking is at the time of annexation."
Mr. Georgeson said the time for decision making regarding the General Plan for property
proposed for annexation is at the time of annexation, which would include deciding on what zone
the property should come into the City under.
Mr. Denney said another thing that is being decided at the time of annexation is how big the
utilities will need to be.
Mr. Nielsen again expressed concern about what the zone the property will be annexed into the
City under.
Mr. Hansen said there may be three or four different zones that the property will be annexed into
the City under.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about annexing the property into the City under a certain zone and
then the developer saying that the zone that the property was annexed into the City under is not
going to work.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Nielsen to keep in mind that there will be a development agreement
that will be agreed upon before the property is annexed and when the development ofthe property
takes place it will have to be in significant compliance with or the process will start all over again.
He said the time for "takings", i.e. a 96-foot road, parks, etc. is during the annexation process
when there is still some flexibility.
Mr. Warren asked when the Planning Commission will be looking at a Townsite Ordinance. He
said he thought a couple of meetings ago Mr. Despain was directed to draft a Townsite
Ordinance.
Chairman Hadfield said the Townsite Ordinance is the next step.
Mr. Nielsen again expressed concern about annexing the property under certain zones because the
plan that comes with the annexation agreement is just a concept plan and he said that there is
nothing that says the concept plan will be followed over a 20-year period.
Mr. Deauvono said that he can't see he will be alive tomorrow, but what he is willing to sign a
development agreement agreeing to do certain things. He said he is willing to bond and follow all
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the City's regulations and is willing to help change ordinances in order to help make his proposed
project work.
There was some discussion that there should be some diversity a Townsite Zone. Chairman
Hadfield said the last thing that he wants to see is 600 acres of low income housing south ofl -1 5.

Mr. Nielsen said one way to protect the City's ability to control what happens is to stipulate that
in order to get a zone change, the City must approve your concept plan. He said if the City gives
everything a specific zone, the people who own the 600 plus acres can sell off 10 acres here and
20 acres there to anyone and then the City does not have any control and the property can be
built on any way that the property owner likes as long as it meets the zone.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that regardless of who the owner of the property is, the
development will have to comply with the concept plan that is approved.
Mr. Nielsen again expressed great concern about designating certain zones because he feels that
once the property is annexed into the City under a specific zone the owner can develop the
property any way that he or she likes as long as it meets the requirements of the zone.

Mr. Hansen said the owner can't develop the property any way he or she wants because there will
be a concept plan that is approved at the time of annexation and that concept plan will show
where the streets, parks, etc. will be and it has to be followed.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed preliminary plan has to be in significant compliance with the
concept plan. He said staff's first responsibility is to make sure that the proposed preliminary plan
is in significant compliance with the approved concept plan.

Mr. Warren said "life is too short to spend it on anything, but the finest things that occur to you."
He said in order to do the finest things, the surrounding areas have to be compatible with the
other surrounding areas that are being developed. Mr. Warren said people may not always do the
finest things, but people should try to do the finest things. He said that hopefully they can all
work together to do the finest things possible. He said that the Town Site Ordinance will be a
good ordinance to have.
Mr. Nielsen again said that he wants to be in control of zoning the property as it is developed.
He said zoning is what the City has for its control.
Mr. Warren said he wants controls too. He said he wants to see some theming done.
Mr. Nielsen asked what difference it makes to bring the property in under the A-1 Zone and then
come back to the City for a zone change at a later time.
Mr. Deauvono said if the property is brought in under the A-1 Zone, they will have to keep
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coming back to the City to get certain property zoned a specific zone and another parcel another
zone.
Mr. Nielsen said his fear is that the property will all be given a certain zone and then Mr.
Deauvono will subdivide the property.
Mr. Deauvono asked what difference it makes ifthe property is subdivided.
Mr. Nielsen said it matters if the property is subdivided because then the City does not have any
control.
Chairman Hadfield again pointed out that whoever the owner of the property is will have to
conform to the development agreement and ifthey can't conform to the development agreement,
they will "have to go back to square one."
Mr. Deauvono said the City can only be in so much control because people still have the right of
ownership.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission to keep in mind that the proposed ordinance is
not only for Mr. Warren's and Mr. Deauvono's proposed projects. He said he feels the
proposed ordinance is a good start. He said he will share the comments that have been given
tonight with Mr. Despain and put this item on the next Planning Commission Agenda.
Mr. Deauvono said that he does not like it where every house has exactly a 20-foot or 25-foot
setback. He said that a great community has variable setbacks. He asked the Planning
Commission to consider having variable setbacks. He said that a 15-foot or a 18-foot front
setback for a house that has a side entry garage does not impair the walking space on the
sidewalk.
Mr. Warren asked if it is possible to direct Mr. Despain to work on the Townsite Ordinance.
Chairman Hadfield said the Townsite Ordinance will be the second level of the proposed
ordinance. He said the Planning Commission is making a lot of progress. He asked the Planning
Commission to review the proposed ordinance.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Hunter asked if designer zones are still being considered.
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Chairman Hadfield said that the Townsite Zone will talk about theming and how everything that is
developed in a particular area will have to tie in with the particular theme for that area. He talked
about the idea of possibly having some type of "bonusing" for designer zones. Chairman
Hadfield said there would have to be some checks and balances if"bonusing" is allowed.
Mr. Hansen suggested that there be some type of ordinance created that sets a time frame on how
long an approval is good for on final plats and site plans. He said there are some final plats and
site plans that get approved and nothing gets done on them for 15 years or so and by then
ordinances have changed and that project that was approved 15 years earlier does not comply
with the City' s ordinance.
Mr. Denney said it would help staff a great deal if there was an expiration date on how long an
approval for a final plat and site plan is good for. He pointed out that currently the City has an
expiration date for preliminary plans, but not one for final plans.
Chairman Hadfield recommended two years as a good time frame for how long an approval on a
final plan and site plan should be good for. He said he will put an item on the next Planning
Commission Agenda regarding an ordinance that establishes an expiration date for approved final
plans and site plans.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE MARCH 1 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
I

Mr. Ge3rgeson moved approval of the March 1, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 22 "left"should be changed to "east." On Page 2, Line 1 "intensive
purposes" should be changed to "intense and purposes." On Page 12, Line 15 "park and
lot" should be changed to "park and ride lot." On Page 14, Line 16 "fighter" should be
changed to "suppression." On Page 14, Line 28 "go find out that a fire line is not in use"
should be changed to "to find out that a fire line is inoperable." On Page 14, Line 30 "time
when there" should be changed to "time there." On Page 14, Line 30 "on the fire" should
be changed to "in the fire." On Page 18, Line 34 "there" should be changed to "their."
On Page 21, Line 39 "coudl" should be changed to "could."
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Mr. Georgeson and
Counci!man Hunter abstained. The motion carried.
Bill Young's Comments
Mr. Young said that when he came to the Planning Commission Meetings twice before he got an
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affirmative feeling from the Planning Commission that it was comfortable with his proposed
project and zone change or he would not have pursued the issue any farther. He said tonight he
felt like "all of a sudden he hit a stone wall." Mr. Young said he does not feel he was given
proper guidance from the beginning. He said Mr. Despain lead him in the direction that he has
proceeded. He said that if some of the objections that were raised tonight had been discussed two
weeks ago, i.e. spot zoning he would not have J=roceeded in the direGtion that l1e has been going.
Chairman Hadfield reminded Mr. Young that two members of the Planning Commission were not
present tonight and said possibly things may have gone differently than they went toright, if all
members of the Planning Commission had been present.
Mr. Young said he feels that ifMr. Despain had been present tonight things would have gone
differently.
Mr. Georgeson said that spot zoning was discussed at a previous Planning Commission Meeting
and it was not an issue that concerned him. He said the thing that concerns him is that the current
General Plan shows the area proposed for the zone change in the medium density zone and he
needs some clarification on the current General Plan and the old General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield said "there is adversity in all things."
Mr. Young was promised by Mr. Despain.

He said that he does not know what

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Georgeson moved to adjourn. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All voted in
favor. The meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO MARCH 15, 2000 PC MINUTES - PAGE 1 OF 3

(

WE, the undersigned do hereby request that there will be no change in the ZONING ofthe property located
at 35 North 300 East. We have an abundance ofMultiple Family units in this central area of American
Fork and do not want another such dwelling built bringing more traffic, responsibility and aowded
conditions into our already overcrowded neighborhoods in this central area of the city. The original owner,
Zelda Anderson, sold it for commercial Zoning only. The residents of this central American Fork
community do not want another Multiple Family unit built on this property.

ATTACHMENT #1 TO MARCH 15,2000 PC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 3

(

Wf; the undersigned do hereby request that there will be no change in the
ZONING of the property located at 35 North 300 East, in American Fork. There is
already an abundance ofMultiple Family units in the adjacent central area of the city.
We do not want this address to further contribute to the traffic and overcrowded condition
of the adjoining neighborhoods. The original owner, Zelda Anderson, sold it for
commercial zoning only. We would prefer that the property not be zoned for another
multiple family housing unit.

Name

Date

Phone
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13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

· This issue will be discussed at Council Meeting at the American Fork City Hall
on Wednesday, March 15 at 7:00p.m. Please attend if you can.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 5, 2000
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is h ereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on April 5, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p . m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
*1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.
12.
13.
14 .
15.
16.
17 .
18.

Review and action on a development agreement for Baker
Estates Subdivision at 275 Eas t 500 North.
Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at 35 North 300 East from the current CC-1,
commercial zone to the proposed R-4, multiple family
residential zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at approximately 805 North 200 East from the current
RA-1, residential agricultural zone to the proposed R1-9000,
single family residential zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at 1075 North 200 Eas t f ·rom the current RA-1,
residential agricultural zone to the proposed R1-9000,
single family residential zone.
Review and action on Broadstone V, a two lot PUD located at
834 & 852 East State Road.
Review and action on the s ite plan for Broadstone V PUD at
834 & 852 East State Road.
Review and action on the Annexation Agreement for the
Childs/Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street.
Review and action on the B. Joe Barney Annexation containing
15.38 acres located at 1125 East 1100 North .
Discussion on the Spring Creek Annexation containing 410.746
acres located at approximately 1200 West 200 South.
City Engineer will make a presentation on projects in
American Fork City that are federally funded.
Rev iew and action on an amended ordi nance relating to
private streets and gated communities in Planned Residential
zones.
Review and action on a propose Ordinance to establish a
"Cindere lla Clause " on final plats and site plans.
Rev iew a nd action on a proposed amendment to the residenti al
zones to include additional residential and planned
residential zones .
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan and
implementing ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report .
Other business .
Review and action on the minut es of the March 1 5 , 20 00,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

\

Dated this 29 day of March, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 5, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on April 5, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at 35 North 300 East from the current CC-1,
commercial zone to the proposed R-4, multiple family
residential zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at approximately 805 North 200 East from the current
RA-1, residential agricultural zone to the proposed R1-9000,
single family residential zone.
Review and action on a zone change request for property
located at 1075 North 200 East from the current RA-1,
residential agricultural zone to the proposed R1-9000,
single family residential zone.
Review and action on Broadstone V, a two lot PUD located at
834 & 852 East State Road.
Review and action on the site plan for Broadstone V PUD at
834 & 852 East State Road.
Review and action on the Annexation Agreement for the
Childs/Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street.
Review and action on the B. Joe Barney Annexation containing
15.38 acres located at 1125 East 1100 North.
Discussion on the Spring Creek Annexation containing 410.746
acres located at approximately 1200 West 200 South.
City Engineer will make a presentation on projects in
American Fork City that are federally funded.
Review and action on an amended ordinance relating to
private streets and gated communities in Planned Residential
zones.
Review and action on a propose Ordinance to establish a
"Cinderella Clause" on final plats and site plans.
Review and action on a proposed amendment to the residential
zones to include additional residential and planned
residential zones.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan and
implementing ordinances.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the March 15, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day of March, 2000.
J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
APRIL 5, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on April 5, 2000, at the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Keith
Richan, Councilman Tom Hunter, Chairman J..H. Hadfield and Michael Georgeson. Others
present included Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Jim Hardy, Zelda Anderson,
Mary Smith, Eric Smith, Cassie Allred, Neal Allred, Jason Robison, Roland Robison, Tim
Crawley, Dean Wright, Paul Washburn, John Hansen, Doug Warren, H.L. & Sherlene Adams,
Marlon Lott, Guy Hatch, Sherry Barney, B. Joe Barney, Robert Carlisle, Dan Richards, Heather
Smith, Kyle Spencer, T.J. Smith, Dwayne Hatch, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the
press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Steve Nielsen.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR BAKER ESTATES
SUBDIVISION AT 275 EAST 500 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that the development agreement for the
Baker Estates Subdivision was approved by the City Council at the City Council Meeting that was
held on March 28, 2000. He asked for any discussion on the development agreement.

Mr. Georgeson asked if the Baker Estates Subdivision is going to be developed in Phase I and
Phase II. He expressed concern about phasing the project because he did not want the adjacent
property to be landlocked, if the phasing did not take place.
Mr. Denney said one of the documents that is provided is that the applicant for the Baker Estates
Subdivision will provide the 35-foot road dedication for the full length of the property so there
will still be access for a potential development on 600 North.
Chairman Hadfield stated that American Fork City is the owner of the right-of-way to put 600
North from the proposed Baker Estates Subdivision to 200 East. He said there are no
guarantees that 600 North will go through, but the City does have the easement on the cul-de-sac
and the City does have the road dedication all the way through.
Mr. Despain said the applicant was required to get a revised deed, get a deed for the water and
show evidence that the bond has been properly posted, which the applicant has done.

Mr. Richan moved approval of the development agreement for Baker Estates Subdivision
at 275 East 500 North. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
1

Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 35 NORTH 300 EAST FROM THE CURRENT CC-1, COMMERCIAL ZONE TO THE
PROPOSED R-4. MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that at the Planing Commission Meeting
that was held on March 15, 2000, the Planning Commission received a petition from some
neighbors in the vicinity of35 North 300 East and from "some interested ward members" who are
against changing the zone for the property located at 35 North 300 East to the R-4, Multiple
Family Residential Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments from the public.

H.L. Adams reiterated his same concerns that he stated at the Planning Commission Meeting on
March 15, 2000, regarding traffic congestion. He stated that 12 apartments are too much density
for the area in the vicinity of35 North 300 East. He also expressed concern about the noise level
being increased with 12 apartments.
Marlon Lott said he has spoken to several ward members that live in the area of35 North 300
East (some people he spoke to were Ralph Binnall and Phil Jensen, who both felt part of the
problem with the proposed project is that there would not be enough space to accommodate the
number of children that possibly could live in the apartments.) He also expressed concern about
the increased traffic that would be seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Mr. Despain showed a zoning map of the area in the vicinity of 35 North 300 East to show the
surrounding zones. Mr. Despain said the property proposed for the zone change was acquired
with the thought of putting office structures on it, but the "perceived market for additional offices
is not there" so the owner of the property is now trying to get the property zoned so that he can
put a 12-plex on the property. He pointed out that the owner of the property is requesting that
the zoned be changed to the R-4 Zone, which is the most dense zone that the City has. Mr.
Despain pointed out that the property proposed for the zone change does not touch any property
that is in the R4-7500 Zone, which is one complication.
Mr. Despain pointed out that in the last updated version of the General Plan, the City Council
concluded that the property at 35 North 300 East should not remain in the CC-1 Zone. He said
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"while the property is zoned commercial, the intent of the General Plan is that the appropriate use
is really medium density residential. " He said ifthe property was to be rezoned to the R4-7500
Zone, there would have to be a change in the General Plan as well as a change in the zone that
would allow the proposed level of density. He pointed out that the zone map is inconsistent
with the General Plan. He said the ideal thing to do would be to make the zone map consistent
with the General Plan.
Mr. Richan asked ifBill Young, the owner ofthe property was present. Mr. Young was not
present.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the capacity ofthe lots would be if the property was zoned R2 .
Mr. Despain said he has not analyzed the property to see how an R2 Zone would work. He said
the R2 Zone would allow twin homes with 85 feet of frontage and it might be possible to get two
twin homes on the property.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the R2 Zone would be consistent with what is across the street from the
property located at 35 North 300 East.
Mr. Despain said the R2 Zone would be consistent with what is across the street from the
property located at 35 North 300 East.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Young has requested a level of density which is greater than is
currently in the immediate neighborhood.
It was discussed that the "break off line" between commercial and medium density is at the back
lot line of the property at 35 North 300 East and the Utah Power & Light Property.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend denial of the zone change request for property
located at 35 North 300 East from the current CC-1, commercial zone to the proposed R-4,
multiple family residential zone and recommended upholding the scheme of the General
Plan. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
Mr. Hansen asked if the reason Mr. Georgeson is moving for denial of the zone change request is
because the request is for the R4 Zone. He also asked Mr. Georgeson if he would consider
changing the zone to the R2 Zone, if that were requested.
Mr. Georgeson said if the owner was requesting changing the zone to the R2 Zone, he would be
ok with that.
Mr. Richan asked about the layout ofthe proposed project. He asked ifthere have been
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provisions made to accommodate the number of children that could possibly live in the proposed
apartments.
Chairman Hadfield said the request is for a zone change and at this point in time the applicant is
not required to show a layout ofthe lot; however, Mr. Young did provide a layout. He stated
that the Planning Commission could tie the zone change to a site plan, if it so chooses.
Mr. Georgeson said he offered a motion at the last Planning Commission Meeting to approve the
zone change request and then he withdrew his motion because he realized the General Plan for the
area in the vicinity of35 North 300 East "called for that area to be medium density" and he
wanted clarification on that issue. He said after much thought since the last Planning
Commission Meeting, he came to the conclusion that the Planning Commission ought to uphold
the provisions ofthe General Plan. He said ifMr. Young would like to make a request to have
the property rezoned to the R2 Zone, he would support that request because it would conform to
the General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR PROPERTY LOCATED
AT APPROXIMATELY 805 NORTH 200 EAST FROM THE CURRENT RA-1.
RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL ZONE TO THE PROPOSED Rl-9000. SINGLE FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL ZONE.
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Dean Wright, the petitioner.
Mr. Wright said he is the property owner and is planning to build his home on the property that is
proposed for the zone change.
Mr. Despain showed a zone map that shows the property in relationship to the surrounding area.
He pointed out that the property proposed for the zone change is immediately adjacent to the Rl9000 Zone. Mr. Despain said the proposed zone change is consistent with the General Plan.
Mr. Hansen asked what the acreage of the property proposed for the zone change is.
Mr. Wright said the property is almost two acres.
Mr. Hansen moved to recommend to the City Council the zone change request for the
property located at approximately 805 North 200 East from the current RA-1, residential
agricultural zone to the proposed Rl-9000, single family residential zone. Mr. Richan
seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST FOR PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 1075 NORTH 200 EAST FROM THE CURRENT RA-1. RESIDENTIAL
AGRICULTURAL ZONE TO THE PROPOSED R1-9000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
ZONE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain said that he has a letter from Bryan and Missy Halladay, who live near the property
proposed for the zone change. The letter from Bryan and Missy Halladay is attached to the
minutes as ATTACHMENT #1. He said the Halladays are not opposing the zone change
request, but do have some concerns with it. Mr. Despain said the Halladays are concerned
because of the "irregular nature of the zone change." He pointed out that the Halladays are
concerned about the access to their property because their access comes from an easement that
comes across some of the property that is proposed for the zone change.
Mr. Despain showed a zoning map of the area to show the property proposed for the zone change
in relationship to the surrounding area.
It was discussed that the T-Intersection at 1120 North would be continued.

Mr. Richan asked how much land is involved in the proposed zone change.
Chairman Hadfield said there is about 2.38 acres efland involved in the zone change.
Mr. Hansen said it would be nice if on the Zone Change Application there was a place where the
petitioner could put down the number of acres that he/she is requesting to be changed to a
different zone.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the other parcels that are in the RA-1 Zone near the property proposed
for the zone change are at risk of a zone change being forced upon them or would the other
parcels be left in the RA-1 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the property that is currently in the RA-1 Zone near the proposed zone change
will remain in the RA-1 Zone unless the property owner seeks a zone change.
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Mr. Georgeson asked what protection the Halladays have from complaints about their animals
from homeowners who will live near them.
Mr. Despain said the Halladays have no protection from complaints. He said the question is
whether the complaints will be honored and whether the Halladays will have to do something
different in regards to their animals.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about the island of two RA-1 Zones that will be created if the
proposed zone is approved. It was discussed that the two parcels that will remain in the RA-1
Zone are about an acre or just a little under an acre each. Mr. Baldwin pointed out that under
the RA-1 Zone in the proposed ordinance it is the intent ofthe RA-1 Zone to maintain a farming
operation and he said it looks like the two parcels that will be left in the RA-1 Zone will not be
large enough to meet the criteria ofthe proposed RA-1 Zone.
Mr. Despain said "it is probably true" that two remaining lots are not large enough to be "a
legitimate farming operation." He said "it gets to the right ofthe individual to have animal
rights."
Mr. Despain said the proposed zone change request is consistent with the General Plan.
Mr. Richan asked ifthe surrounding property owners will be notified ofthe zone change request
before the City Council takes action on the zone change request. Mr. Despain said the
surrounding property owners will be notified in writing before the City Council acts on the zone
change request.

There was some discussion about the easement that the Halladays refer to in their letter. It was
discussed that the easement may not be a legal easement. It was discussed that zone change will
not affect the easement.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the zone change
request for property located at 1075 North 200 East from the current RA-1, residential
agricultural zone to the proposed R1-9000, single family residential zone. Mr. Richan
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Baldwin and Mr.
Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON BROADSTONE V. A TWO LOT PUD LOCATED AT 834 &
852 EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain discussed the memo that was included in the Planning Commission Packet. It is
attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Clove is now
requesting that his property be separated from Broadstone. He owns Lot 1 (Shoney's) and Lot 2
(Fazoli's) ofPhase 5. Mr. Despain pointed that Mr. Hatch had originally promised that Mr.
Clove's property would be provided to help make up some of the deficiency in parking spaces for
the two office buildings. Mr. Despain said that at one point Mr. Clove was favorable to allowing
some of his parking stalls to be counted toward Mr. Hatch's project, but he is no longer favorable
to that.
Chairman Hadfield said the applicant has provided the document from UDOT that shows the
approval of the relocation of the previously approved access off ofUS-89 and State Street. He
said the proposed relocation of the access off ofUS-89 and State Street fits the subdivision plan.
Chairman Hadfield said there was some giving of property along US-89 (860 East and 230
South) that is not rendered on t he document.
Mr. Denney said reference to the subdivision monument needs to be shown on the plat. He said
the road alignment on 860 East needs to match the 76-foot road that was approved earlier by the
City Council and directed Mr. Spencer to use the Horrocks Engineer Alignment for 860 East.
Mr. Hansen asked if there is an access easement allowed for vehicular access to US-89 from the
Broadstone Development. Mr. Spencer said the plan shows a 36-foot travel easement running
north and south through the property, which should be sufficient for access to preclude the
possibility of putting up barriers. While placement of the easement on the plat is helpful, a written
cross-easement should be provided to eliminate the possibility ofbarriers.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission whether Mr. Clove should be required to
allow some of his parking spaces to be counted toward Mr. Hatch's office buildings or whether
there are other ways Mr. Hatch can meet the parking requirements for his buildings.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Hatch provided him an analysis ofthe number of parking spaces for
his project and he shows that he has a surplus of 10 parking spaces. Mr. Despain does not believe
there is surplus of parking spaces. He said he needs to get with Mr. Morrill because he can
provide him with the specifics on the various buildings so that he can determine the number of
parking spaces that are in the project.
Mr. Georgeson said that he does not feel Mr. Clove has the obligation to help Mr. Hatch meet the
parking requirements for his project.
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Hatch has two buildings now ready to be occupied, but
he has not been given certificates of occupancy for the final building.
It was discussed that the City Council chose to move forward with the hearing process on Mr.
Hatch's project when the parking and various other issues were still not resolved and now the
City is in an awkward situation because the issue with regards to the parking issue still has not
been resolved. Mr. Richan expressed concern about whether the City Council has the right to
approve something that does not comply with the ordinance.
Mr. Georgeson said the issue is not whether the City Council had the right to approve something
that does not comply with the ordinance. He said the Planning Commission needs to focus on the
present situation.

Mr. Georgeson said that Mr. Clove has made his wishes known and he feels that the Planning
Commission has "no grounds to withhold approval because of a previous representation made for
Broadstone 3 and 4."

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council approval of Broadstone V, a two
lot PUD located at 834 & 852 East State Road subject to (1) the subdivision monument
being referenced (2) the road alignment on 860 East meeting the existing road (3) the access
and egress easement with Broadstone being consummated. Councilman Hunter seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR BROADSTONE V PUD AT 834 & 852
EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that the site plan for Broadstone V PUD
at 834 & 852 East State Road was approved at the October 20, 1999, Planning Commission
Meeting with some subject to items, one item being parking. He asked if the Planning
Commission needs to approve the elimination of the parking spaces that Mr. Clove will no longer
dedicate to Mr. Hatch's project or is that an administrative review item.
Mr. Despain said that the Planning Commission does not need to approve the elimination of the
parking spaces.
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There was some discussion about the parking. Chairman Hadfield pointed out that parking is
dictated by the number of chairs in the restaurant. He said someone from the City will count the
number of chairs in the restaurant and the number of parking stalls to make sure the parking
requirements have been met.

Mr. Denney said all the subject to items have been cleaned up and he recommends approval ofthe
site plan.
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about how Mr. Hatch's project and Mr. Clove's project could be
divorced from each other when the dumpster for Mr. Clove's project sits on Mr. Hatch's lot.
Mr. Hansen said Mr. Clove and Mr. Hatch need to work together to solve the parking and the
fact that it looks like the two sites are dependent on each other.

Mr. Hansen moved to deny the revised site plan until the parking issue is solved because it
seems to him that the Planning Commission can't approve the site plan that shows a
dumpster on someone else's lot and with the fact that Mr. Clove wants to divorce the
parking between his project and Mr. Hatch's project, but he does not want to acknowledge
the fact that he has requirements of his site plan sitting on Mr. Hatch's project. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Spencer to call him on Monday so they could work out the details
to get this item back on the agenda.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Hansen, Mr.
Baldwin, and Mr. Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
CHILDS/MERRILL ANNEXATION AT 1000 WEST MAIN STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.

Mr. Despain said the primary difference between this annexation agreement and the other
proposed agreements has to do with the fact that the City now has some time frames and better
information about the purchase of the property that would be involved in the expansion of the
park and ride facility. He said Section 6 and Section 7 provide the opportunity for the City to
"gain a purchase agreement or an option on the 1.2 acres of property that would be acquired by
the City for the expansion of the West Main Street Park and Ride Lot." Mr. Despain pointed
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out that the funds from UDOT to purchase the property are not available until October, but the
proposed annexation agreement facilitates going forward with the annexation without the actual
purchase ofthe property.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that on Page 3, under Item 2 "900 East" should be changed to " 900
West. "
Mr. Denney expressed concern about the statement on Page 3, Section 7 that states "a qualified
appraiser acceptable to both parties." Mr. Denney pointed out that there is only one qualified
appraiser in Utah County.

Mr. Despain suggested that the statement be changed to "approved by both parties and approved
by UDOT."
Mr. Denney felt more comfortable with changing the statement to include that both parties and
UDOT will have to approve the appraiser.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council adoption of the annexation
agreement for the Childs/Merrill Annexation at 1000 West Main Street subject to the
revisions that have just been stated. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain said he will get a copy of the annexation agreement to Mr. Childs to see if he still is
interested in annexing.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE B. JOE BARNEY ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.38
ACRES LOCATED AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that there is a Barney Parcel and a
Carlisle Parcel so there are two proposed annexation agreements. The proposed B. Joe Barney
Annexation Agreement was discussed first.
B. Joe Barney Parcel
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the B. Joe Barney Parcel is bordered on the east by Val Vista
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Plat A.
Mr. Despain said the first question that needs to be addressed is what the appropriate zone
designation should be. He pointed out that the properties immediately to the east of the Barney
Parcel are in the PR-15 ,000 Zone and the Scadon Parcel, which is to the west of the Barney
Parcel is in the Rl-15 ,000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the proposed annexation concept plan is something he prepared "simply as a
discussion document that reflects what he believes to be compatible with the current road system
in the area. I am not representing Mr. Barney, but the proposed concept plan identifies a potential
development scenario for Mr. Barney's property." He said the zone designation will dictate the
size and number of lots and that is really the critical issue. Mr. Despain pointed out that it is
harder to get lots that will conform to the R1-15,000 Zone than it is to get lots that will conform
to the R1-9000 because of the shape of the parcel, but it is developable under either scenario.

It was discussed that Section 6 of the proposed annexation agreement, which addresses the issue
of additional right-of-way being required on 1100 North Street can be eliminated from the
agreement because that issue was already addressed when the Val Vista Property came into the
City. Mr. Despain will review the City records and verify this.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Section 7 ofthe proposed agreement addresses the question ofthe
possible enlargement of the Val Vista Park Property. He said the City would purchase the
property from the Barneys in order to expand the park, if it is decided that the City wants to
expand the park. He said "the real question is whether the City feels keenly about expanding the
park."

Mr. Barney expressed concern about part of his property going to a park. He said he feels like
. 7 5 acres of his property is an excessive amount of property to take for the park when his total
amount of property is only 5.86 acres. He said that he had already lost one potential buyer for his
property because of the amount of property that could possibly be taken for the park. He said he
is not opposed to the park, but he does not like losing that much of his property for the park.
Chairman Hadfield said the park has been an issue "since the original Val Vista came into the
City." He said it has always been the intent to make the park whole in and to be in excess of 5
acres because it gives a wider variety of uses for the park.
Dan Richards said the park was put there for a purpose so that kids would have a place to play.
He said he does not have a problem with having a park, but what he does have a problem with is
that the property for the park sits there and is not improved. He said he believes that it is time the
other portion of the property needed for the park be annexed into the City so the park property
can be expanded and it is time for the park property to be improved.
Chairman Hadfield said it is the City Council that obligates the funds for the development of parks
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in the City. He said you can say what you like about a park, but it usually is a good neighbor.
He said that he can see why a developer would not want a park because they want to be able to
get as many lots as they can. Chairman Hadfield said the City has always had the intention that
the park would be 5.8 acres and that there would be a City Street on all three sides of it.
Chairman Hadfield said that without the developer putting in a concept plan, Mr. Despain has
done what he thinks is appropriate for both the B. Joe Barney Parcel and the Carlisle Parcel. He
told Mr. Barney that if the concept plan is not good, then he needs to show them where the road
could be tweaked. Chairman Hadfield said the issue of the zone classification needs to be
decided first.
Mr. Barney said that giving .75 of his property for a park seems like an excessive amount when
Mr. Richards, who developed 55 acres in Val Vista only lost 3 1h acres for the park and Mr.
Carlisle only lost 1 Yz acres of his 3 0 acres for the park.

There was a little further discussion on the park, then Chairman Hadfield stated that the focus
tonight needs to be on the annexation agreement. He asked Mr. Barney if he wants to annex his
property or not.
Mr. Barney said that he is not sure if he wants to annex his property now. He said that he
realizes that one day he is going to be a part of American Fork City one way or another. He said
"maybe I need to talk to an attorney."
Mr. Despain pointed out that the City is not taking the land for the park, but it will compensate
him for the land.
Mr. Barney again stated that he has lost one of his potential buyers for his property because of the
issue that some of the property will go toward the expansion of the park. He said that as long as
he owns the property he is not going to develop it and that is why he has not come up with any
"real concept plan"

Chairman Hadfield said nothing can happen with the property until such time as the property is
annexed . He explained that during the annexation process the zone is determined and there has
to be some type of concept plan so that when development begins it is in significant compliance
with the concept plan.

Mr. Barney asked if there is any discussion on the park.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission is the recommending body. He told Mr. Barney
that the Planning Commission may recommend one thing and that he has a right to challenge its
recommendation before the City Council. He said the City Council makes the final
determination.
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Mr. Baldwin told Mr. Barney that if he is unsure of what he would like to do, the Planning
Commission can table this item until he has had time to review the proposed annexation
agreement and determine what he would like to do .
Mrs. Barney said they have a potential buyer that is waiting to see what happens tonight. She said
they have had many people interested in purchasing their property, but when the potential buyers
find out how much is going to be donated to the park they decide they do not want to buy the
property.
It was discussed that if the City decides that it wants to buy the property from the Barneys for the
park, it will be bought at fair market value.

Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission needs to determine some issues: (1) how much
property or if any property is going to go toward the park (2) zone classification and (3) the
road alignment needs to be discussed.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Barney if he has any problem with the number of water shares that
will need to be provided to the City. Mr. Barney said that he did not have any problem with the
number ofwater shares that will need to be provided to the City.
There was some discussion on what size lots could be developed on the Barney Parcel. Mr.
Richan said "an R1-15,000 Zone is a good concept, but is it really practical." He asked Mr.
Richards what zone he would develop the property under if he owned the property. He also
asked Mr. Richards if people really like having a 15,000 square foot lot.
Mr. Richards said many people do want to have a bigger lot, but the bigger the lot, the higher the
cost ofthe lot. He said "there is still a decent demand for a bigger piece of property." He said
that if the developer wants to build something that is more affordable, then he/she should go with
the R1-9000 Zone. If the developer wants to do something that is more upscale and not for
everyone, then he/she should go with the R1-15,000 Zone. Mr. Richards said if he owned the
property he would request the R1-15,000 Zone.
Mr. Barney said that he does not care if the property is zoned R1-9000 or R1-15,000, but the
potential buyers tell him that the property will develop better under the R1-9000 Zone. He said "I
am not an architect. I am just trying to get the most out of what I've got."
Mr. Georgeson said his inclination is to maintain the R1-15 ,000 Zone, but to recognize the
limitations of the piece of property. He said a great deal depends on what type of development
Mr. Barney wants to have in his neighborhood because he will probably still be living in that area.
Mr. Barney said that tax wise, he will have to change residence in order to come out ok.
Mr. Georgeson told Mr. Barney that at any rate it will his legacy and that he will have some
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interest in what is developed . He told Mr. Barney that he would recommend that he think things
over and get some people that can help him and then he can come back to the Planning
Commission at a later date.
Mr. Barney said that there is only two or three lots difference if he goes with the Rl-9000 and not
the Rl -15,000 Zone. He said the Carlisle Parcel is already pre-planned for the Rl-9000 Zone.
He said that his piece of land is not going to make much difference.
Mr. Georgeson said that he does not understand the reluctance of the developers regarding the
park plan.
Mr. Barney said the reason the developers have reluctance regarding the park plan is because they
will lose buildable lots, but if there is compensation for the property then maybe it is not a big
deal.
Chairman Hadfield said the City learned a valuable lesson when Hillcrest Subdivision was
developed. He said there are 9000 square foot lots in the Hillcrest Subdivision, but the roads do
not go through so one can't get from one point to another and there are no parks in the area of
that subdivision.
Mr. Barney asked if it is a problem ifthe property is zoned Rl-9000, but the developer ends up
wanting to make the lots bigger.
Chairman Hadfield explained that the zone only calls for the minimum lot size. He said you can't
have less than a 9000 square foot lot in the Rl-9000 Zone, but a lot can be larger than 9000
square feet.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Barney what the value of the land is as it currently sits. He told
Mr. Barney that if he wants to develop he could go to the County to see what could be done. He
said he believes there is some value to annexing the property into the City. Chairman Hadfield
said if the property is annexed into the City, the zone will dictate some rights and privileges.

Mr. Georgeson moved to postpone consideration of this issue for two weeks in order to
allow Mr. Barney an opportunity to develop a request for the zone. Mr. Richan seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission is also asking Mr. Barney to submit an
annexation concept plan because when development occurs, it must be in significant compliance
with the concept plan. He pointed out that right now the Planning Commission has a concept
plan that Mr. Despain prepared as to what he thinks is the highest and best use of the property.
Mr. Georgeson said that he is not sure if Mr. Barney would be able to prepare a concept plan at
this time.
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Mr. Barney said that he has no intention of developing the property unless someone buys it. He
asked if the Planning Commission is saying that he can' t annex his property into American Fork
until he submits a concept plan.
Chairman Hadfield noted that the ordinance states that any thing less than the R 1-15,000 Zone
requires a concept plan.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr.
Baldwin. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that in Section 6 of the proposed agreement, the first word in that
paragraph should be "The" instead of "Then."
Carlisle Parcel
Chairman Hadfield stated that Mr. Carlisle gave "excessive property when the Val Vista Park was
designed" and that he has some credits that are to be applied to future development. He asked
Mr. Despain if Mr. Carlisle can proceed with his annexation if Mr. Barney chooses not to.
Mr. Despain said it has been established that annexations that have gone through the hearing
process can be taken piece meal. He said he assumes that Mr. Carlisle' s property can be annexed
into the City ifMr. Barney chooses not to annex.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carlisle if it is his desire to continue the Rl -9000 Zone.
Mr. Carlisle said that he does not think that he has any choice but to continue the R1-9000 Zone
because of the Cedar Hills Sewer Line.
Mr. Despain said there are some design constraints because of the Cedar Hills Sewer Line.
Mr. Despain said at this point he is uncertain about the open space component. He said the City
needs to verify whether there is additional open space that is required. He said Mr. Carlisle may
have given the City more land in the past than was required under his past project, but the City
needs to verify that.

Mr. Carlisle stated that he gave almost an acre ofland to the City.
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Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carlisle if conveying .29 acres for the park to the City is a
"stumbling block."
Mr. Carlisle said "it is a stumbling block if Mr. Barney has homes and he does not. "
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carlisle ifthere is a problem with taking ofthe right-of-way on
1100 North to accommodate the width ofthe street.
Mr. Carlisle said he did not have a problem with the taking of the right-of-way on 1100 North.

Mr. Carlisle asked what the City needs in terms of a concept plan.
Chairman Hadfield asked if Mr. Carlisle is comfortable with the proposed concept plan.

Mr. Carlisle said he is comfortable with the proposed concept plan.
west roC~.ds are necessary.

He asked if both the east-

Chairman Hadfield said there is value in having both east-west roads especially if there is a school
developed in the future on some of his property.

Mr. Carlisle expressed concern about the number of proposed roads, but said he is ok with having
the two east-west roads.
There was some discussion about the proposed "middle road." Mr. Carlisle expressed concern
about the middle road because it opens up his ground and it bumps right into his barn. Chairman
Hadfield suggested that the middle road could be made into aT and could go north 100 or 120
feet. He said the reason for the middle road is that he hates to see a landlocked parcel that one
can see, but can 't get to it.
Mr. Carlisle said it seems like there are a lot of roads. Mr. Despain
pointed out that there has to be a road every two hundred feet in order to get frontage.
Chairman Hadfield said the lots could be made bigger, then fewer roads would be required.

Mr. Georgeson suggested that Mr. Carlisle be allowed to work on the concept plan a little bit and
then come back to the next Planning Commission Meeting with a more firm decision on the road
situation and what that may require as far as the lot size.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the number of lots and the lot size will dictate the number of
water shares required. He told Mr. Carlisle that if he wants to be on the next Planning
Commission Agenda, he needs to contact him.

Mr. Carlisle said he is ok with having the property brought in under the Rl-9000 Zone.

Mr. Georgeson moved to postpone consideration of this item until the next meeting.
Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Councilman Hunter, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON THE SPRING CREEK ANNEXATION CONTAINING 410.746 ACRES
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 1200 WEST 200 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain showed a map of the property involved in the Spring Creek Annexation. He
explained that in comparing the draft annexation boundary for Spring Creek with that which was
actually annexed by Lehi there is a small gap between the two.
Mr. Despain said an annexation agreement for the proposed annexation will not be prepared until
the Planning Commission actually completes the work on the General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield said there are still a number of issues that need to be resolved before the
proposed annexation can be completed. He raised the issue of whether the City can extend the
sewer and water to accommodate the homeowners. He said there are also some transportation
issues that need to be resolved. He pointed out that this is only a discussion item.
Mrs. Allred said he would like the City to adopt their agricultural protection area.
Chairman Hadfield said that the Planning Commission will take action on some recommended
zone changes, ofwhich one ofthe recommended zone changes (A-1 Zone) involves the
agricultural protection area. He said the proposed A-1 Zone is a new zone for American Fork
City. He said the A-1 Zone is the pure agricultural zone.
Mrs. Allred asked if the proposed A-1 Zone will give them the protection that they currently have.
Mr. Despain said that Mrs. Allred needs to come talk to him about the issue of protection in the
A-1 Zone. He said the annexation will honor the agricultural protection zone.
Cassie Allred said they have no plans to develop their property.
Chairman Hadfield explained that the A-1 Zone is a pure agricultural zone and the farming issue
becomes a primary issue as opposed to the RA-1 Zone that allows for a great deal of flexibility.
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Chairman Hadfield said that he does not have a problem with the proposed road because there is
already an easement through the agricultural area where the outfall line is and no one will build
over the outfall line so it is the ideal place for the future road .
Mrs. Allred expressed concern about how development will affect the Fenn' s mink ranch.
Chairman Hadfield said the Fenns are working on annexing their property and the Planning
Commission will be hearing from the Fenns soon.
Mr. Despain asked Mrs. Allred to come visit with him.
This was just a discussion item; therefore, no action was taken.
CITY ENGINEER WILL MAKE A PRESENTATION ON PROJECTS IN AMERICAN FORK
CITY THAT ARE FEDERALLY FUNDED
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Denney.
Mr. Denney said there are four primary projects that the City is moving forward on with the
assistance of Mountainland Association of Governments:
1.

500 East Park and Ride (to be located halfway between the 500 East Interchange and the
new proposed Pleasant Grove-Lindon Interchange). The proposal is to purchase about
seven acres of ground initially and to develop five of the seven acres. Mountainland
Association of Governments has "promoted about 1. 5 million dollars to go toward the
purchase and construction of the project." Mr. Denney pointed out that the
environmental process is almost completed. He said design of the park and ride will
start fairly quickly. He said the engineer' s estimate is for about 2.2 million dollars and so
he is going back to Mountainland Construction to ask for additional funds. It was
discussed that the City' s match is 6. 77 percent.

Mr. Richan asked what UDOT' s and UTA's match is for the 500 East Park Ride.
Mr. Denney said there is no match from UTA and UDOT. He said American Fork City is the
sponsor. He said if American Fork did not sponsor the 500 East Park and Ride at this time, no
one else would.
Mr. Richan said UTA and UDOT should be the ones sponsoring the 500 East Park and Ride.
Mr. Denney said it is probably true that UTA and UDOT should be the ones sponsoring the 500
East Park and Ride, but the park and ride is "small apples to UTA." He said UTA' s "brightest
star at this point in time is light rail and all their dedication is going to promoting light rail. "
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Mr. Denney said that UDOT feels like the proposed location for the park and ride is an ideal
location.
2.

Expansion of the Main Street Park and Ride -About 1.2 acres is proposed for expansion
of the park and ride to help with some of the congestion problems. It was pointed at that
the City's share is 6.77 percent.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the City is trying to get the commuter buses to make their
stop at the West Main Street Park and Ride instead of at Smith' s parking lot and Kmart' s parking
lot. He said it is just a matter of time before the store owners say that they do not want people
to park their cars in their lot and then ride the bus. He said another reason they are encouraging
the buses to make their stop at the Main Street Park and Ride is because there was a fatality last
year from someone who was trying to cross the highway and did not see the oncoming traffic.
Mr. Despain said there is roughly $200,000 allocated to the expansion ofthe West Main Street
Park and Ride Lot, but those funds are not available until after October 1, 2000.
Mr. Denney asked if there is any other direction the Planning Commission would like to give
before the expansion of the park and ride lot is designed.
3.

Signal Coordination - This would be helpful when I-15 is closed down because it would
cue groups of cars so the traffic would be able to move east and west through the City.

4.

Linear Park (trailway down the American Fork River)- Intent is to start from the Art Dye
Ball Park and see how far down the River they can go. The environmental
assessment and clearance have to be completed. The engineer's estimate has not yet
been done. Mr. Denney said the City will have to "fight for the right-of-way down 300
North."

It was discussed that Mr. Denney applied for trails on the Union Pacific Railroad Right-of-Way
on Pacific Avenue and 100 North and also from Center Street to about 600 North to 400 South,
which is a 100-foot right-of-way that has plenty of width for a bike path. Mr. Denney asked if
the Planning Commission has a priority over the Union Pacific Corridor or the Center Street
Corridor.

Mr. Richan asked what Lehi and Lindon are doing.
Mr. Denney said at this point in time, Lehi and Pleasant Grove are the closet neighbors to
American Fork. He said Lehi has not included the trails in its master plan. He said Pleasant
Grove has shown it in connection with the roadway going parallel to the railroad. He stated that
Lindon would have to be the railhead because there is too much manufacturing in Lindon.
Mr. Richan asked if there is room to put a trail on 100 East to 300 East.
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Mr. Denney said they are trying to figure out if there is room to put a trail on 100 East to 3 00
East. He said there is a 6-foot fence between the railroad and the trail so there is a safety issue
and that is the reason the trail was not approved last time. He said there are some areas along
the river that need to be widened. He said one of the big advantages is where the rail parallels
State Street and US-89 because there are federal enhancement monies available.
Mr. Denney again asked the Planning Commission if it had a preference on whether he makes
application for the Union Pacific Corridor or the Center Street Corridor.
Mr. Richan said Lehi, Pleasant Grove, and Lindon should be involved.
Mr. Denney said that Mountainland Association of Governments is the sponsoring agent.

Chairman Hadfield said Center Street is 100 feet wide. He said the City owns the right-of-way
on Center Street. He said if the City is going to get some funding, let's go with something that is
going to enhance American Fork City because the City can always "fall back on the Center Street
option."
Chairman Hadfield thanked Mr. Denney for his work on the above mention projects and thanked
him for his presentation.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED ORDINANCE RELATING TO PRIVATE
STREETS AND GATED CO.l\1MUNITIES IN PLANNED RESIDENTIAL ZONES
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and stated that Mr. Despain has made the changes to the
proposed amended ordinance relating to private streets and gated communities in planned
residential zones.
Mr. Despain said his memo that was included in the Planning Commission Packet identifies the
changes that have been made to the proposed ordinance. He said the proposed ordinance also
includes a "Cinderella Clause" as was requested by Mr. Hansen so that approvals on projects are
not good forever. The " Cinderella Clause" is included in Section 4 in the proposed ordinance.

Chairman Hadfield stated that he also asked Mr. Despain to address in the proposed ordinance
derelict parcels and unapproved residual lots so there will be an ordinance in place to cover those.

Mr. Hansen complimented Mr. Despain for the way that he worded the section of the proposed
ordinance that deals with recreation vehicle storage on site.

Don Bartholomew asked the Planning Commission to explain the proposed ordinance. He asked
if the ordinance is an approval process for gated communities.
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Chairman Hadfield said there have been a number of people in the past who have requested gated
communities. He said the Planning Commission is the recommending body and if the ordinance
is approved tonight by the Planning Commission, Councilman Hunter will report that at the next
City Council Meeting and the public hearing process for the proposed ordinance will begin.

Mr. Despain gave a brief overview of the proposed ordinance to the citizens present. He
explained that the proposed ordinance is to change the City's current ordinance so that certain
planned unit developments can now have the option of either public streets or private streets. He
said the current City ordinance does not allow private streets. He talked about the City's fear of
people who live in developments with private streets corning to the City to ask the City to
maintain their streets, but pointed out that the ordinance is worded in such a way that it makes the
homeowners association responsible for the maintenance of their private streets.
Mr. Bartholomew said it seems the Planning Commission "is reversing the direction of the current
ordinance."
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Sunset Hills is a "very active and private community." He
said Sunset Hills has one water meter for all the homes that are in that association. He pointed
at the R~naissance at Indian Springs in Pleasant Grove is an example of a gated community.
Chairman Hadfield said a lot of people want to live in a gated community for the security. He
said the City has now determined there is a need for gated communities in American Fork.
John Hansen asked if the proposed ordinance is a step forward or a step backward. He said that
he has seen gated communities that have deteriorated and have not become the kind of
neighborhood that was expected. He said "being a slum lord I know what they can become."
Chairman Hadfield said he does not know if it is a step forward or step backward. He said beauty
is in the eye of the beholder.
Mr. Bartholomew asked if the proposed gated community in their neighbor is beauty or is it ugly.
He said the Planning Commission is making the recommendation, but "it is just their
neighborhood."
Mr. Richan said he does not agree with the notion that a gated community means automatic
deterioration.

Mr. Bartholomew said "it is a flip of the coin."
A citizen said in the neighborhood of a proposed gated community in the vicinity of 300 North
and 1100 East said the neighbors in her neighborhood have signed a petition against the proposed
gated community, but the Planning Commission is not even considering that.

Mr. Hansen pointed out that the proposed ordinance is not consideration for anyone particular
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piece of property.

He said the proposed ordinance covers all of American Fork.

There was some discussion about who is pushing the proposed ordinance. Mr. Bartholomew said
the developer is pushing for the proposed ordinance.

Mr. Bartholomew said it sounds like the Planning Commission feels like it is time to change the
policy in the City.
Chairman Hadfield said that he has friends that have moved to Provo because they want to live in
a gated community because of the security and because the association takes care of the yard
work. ·

Mr. Bartholomew again stated that it sounds like there is an attitude change in the City.
Mr. Richan said "you better have attitude changes because things are changing so fast that you
have to be flexible."
Mr. Bartholomew said no one has asked his opinion because he can't vote.
Mr. Richan told Mr. Bartholomew that he is making input tonight.
Mr. Bartholomew asked what the attitude of the people governing the City is.
Mr. Despain said he has seen other communities that have done gated communities and they do
not all turn into slums. He said the Planning Commission has seen requests from other people
who want to do gated communities, which has made the City realize that gated communities
should be an option.
Chairman Hadfield said sufficient checks and balances have been built into the ordinance. He
said the draft of the proposed ordinance is the 5111 draft the Planning Commission has looked at.
Chairman Hadfield said changes are being made in the City and he feels that some of the changes
that are being made are for the better. He stated that people have the right to develop their
property to the highest and greatest potential.

Mr. Washburn said he knows that the Planning Commission has been working on the proposed
ordinance for several weeks so he purposely did not attend the meetings so that the Planning
Commission could work on coming up with an ordinance on gated communities that it thinks
would be good. He said that if his proposed gated community gets approved, a pro forma
statement will be done to show the schedule of when the streets will have to be replaced and it
will have to be guaranteed in the homeowners association document that the funds will be
available to repair the streets. He said his proposed gated community project will have a lot of
amenities.
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Mr. Richan told the citizens present that they need to look at the total picture. He said it costs
around $9.00 to read a single meter in American Fork. He pointed out that there is only one
meter in Sunset Hills, but the City gets payment from 34 homes.
Chairman Hadfield said that there is some benefit to having a homeowners association because
there are policies in place and it can help make sure that certain things happen, i.e. , maintenance
of homes and of yards.

Mr. John Hansen asked if a 28-foot road is wide enough for the City to maintain, if it ever has to .
Chairman Hadfield said the road will be a 60-foot wide road. He said there will be the same travel
lanes in and out, but people can only park on one side. He said parking on the road is more of an
issue than the travel lane.
Mr. Despain said he does not know if the assumption that the City will inherit the roads is a valid
assumption.

Mr. James Hansen said the ordinance has been written in a way to help make sure that the City
does not inherit maintenance ofthe roads in gated communities. He said the homeowners
association has to put in enough money so that it can afford to maintain the roads.
Mr. Georgeson said the thing that has governed his actions is that there is now a demand for
gated communities in American Fork and he feels that "it is his responsibility as a member of the
Planning Commission to provide input, rules and advice to the legislative body of American Fork
City." He said the City Council is going to be the one that has the final say as to whether
American Fork City will allow gated communities.
There was some concern expressed by the neighbors as to how the proposed gated community in
their neighborhood will affect the other neighbors who may want to develop in the future.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission does not feel that the proposed gated
community in the vicinity of 1100 East and 300 North will take away any potential development
for any ofthe adjacent neighbors.
A citizen said she wrote down the following things that Chairman Hadfield said throughout the
meeting tonight: (1) does not like the roads in Hillcrest because they do not go any where they are
too narrow and there is only one way in and out and (2) does not like narrow roads with no street
parking. She said it is a shame that the Planning Commission is deciding to allow a gated
community that will have the above-mentioned things in her neighborhood. She said they have
been in a single family neighborhood for so long. She said they know the property is going to be
developed and that is not the problem. She said the problem is that they have been in a single
family area for so long. She said that she realizes that Gary Miller is trying to push things
through. She said "it is just our neighborhood."
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the proposed ordinance is relative to every neighborhood in
the City.
After a great deal of public comment, Chairman Hadfield asked for discussion from the Planning
Commission.

Mr. Despain pointed out that Section 4 has been added since the last time the Planning
Commission looked at the proposed ordinance. He pointed out that Section 6 addresses the issue
of derelict parcels and residual lots.
Mr. Richan asked ifthe derelict parcel issue is applicable to all areas.
Mr. Despain said the derelict parcel issue is applicable to all areas in the City.
Mr. Richan asked if everyone felt comfortable with the 12-month time limit for approvals.
Mr. Hansen said that is what the Planning Commission had discussed.
Mr. Richan asked what Paul Washburn thought.
Mr. Washburn said in essence a developer has 24 months to complete the project. He pointed out
that there is also 12 months allowed for the preliminary plan and a developer should be able to
complete a project in 24 months.

Mr. Richan said that he had forgotten about the 12 months allowed for the preliminary plan. He
said he was comfortable with the proposed "Cinderella clause."

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council adoption of the amended
ordinance relating to private streets and gated communities in Planned Residential zones to
the City. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin.
Councilman Hunter abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
Councilman Hunter said the reason he abstained from the vote now is because if he votes one way
here, then he is obligated to vote the same way at the City Council Meeting and he would like to
leave that option open.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED ORDINANCE TO ESTABLISH A
"CINDERELLA CLAUSE" ON FINAL PLATS AND SITE PLANS
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This item was acted on with the above item because it was included as part ofthe amended
ordinance on private streets and gated communities in planned residential zones.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE RESIDENTIAL
ZONES TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL AND PLANNED RESIDENTIAL
ZONES
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain said that he has added section numbers for each of the proposed zones as was
requested at the last Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Hansen asked if the Rl-12,000 Zone will replace the Rl-15,000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the Rl-12,000 Zone will replace the R1-15,000 Zone. He said the R1-15,000
Zone could be continued, but it has not been used very much. He pointed out that the proposed
PR 2.3 Zone is the equivalent of the PR-15,000 Zone.
It was discussed that if the proposed amendments to the residential zones are approved, the
Scadons and Barneys would have the option to develop in the R1-12,000 Zone, ifthey so desired.
It was discussed that the Rl-12,000 Zone works out to be 3 units per acre.

Mr. Hansen moved to recommend to the City Council the proposed amendment to the
residential zones to include additional residential and planned residential zones. Mr.
Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN AND
IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES
Mr. Despain discussed mixed density projects. He said that recently only two projects have
chosen to mix the dwelling types, i.e., Val Vista and Temple Meadows. He said most of the
other projects that have developed under the category of mixed dwelling projects have stayed
with the homogeneous styles. He said in the past the discretion has been left to the developer on
whether to mix the dwelling types. Mr. Despain said the policy in American Fork is to some
degree mix the housing styles so that the City does not get a Strawberry Pointe like is in Pleasant
Grove or a Pilgrims Landing like is in Lehi, which are multiple family projects.
Mr. Despain said the question is whether or not the City wants to continue to rely on the
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discretion of the developer to provide mixed housing styles or does the City wants to "truly
require mixed projects."

Mr. Despain discussed affordable housing. He said the State law on affordable housing assumes
that the City will not have affordable housing unless it is compelled to. He said "the income mix
ought to be spread throughout the community in some form or another." He pointed out that
Salem City has a provision in its ordinance that it will give a little bit of a bonus density, if a
certain number of units are earmarked for affordable housing. He said Salem City' s provision
sounds like a good way to encourage affordable housing, but the people who buy the affordable
homes do not want their homes to remain affordable.
Mr. Despain raised the question of whether the Planning Commission wants to look at enacting
some type of regulations that would encourage or require affordable housing in some portion of
all projects.
Chairman Hadfield said that he has lived in American Fork for a long time and he remembers
when Richland Park and Columbia Village were the "premiere dwellings in the City." He said in
the 1960's the homes in the Valley View Subdivision along 600 North and 250 West were the
affluent homes, but now they are no longer affluent homes. He said his biggest fear is that there
will be a developer who will want to put in 400 acres of affordable housing, which he does not
feel is in the best interest of the City. He said diversity in every neighborhood is what is in the
best interest of the City. He said diversity will help to strengthen neighborhoods.

Mr. Warren said that in a townsite zone there has to be everything. He said there has to be mixed
housing in a townsite zone. Mr. Warren said it is necessary to have variety in order to really
fulfill the vision of a townsite. He said for churches it is also much better to have mixed housing
because then there is a mixed level of income.
Mr. Despain said the Pl anning Commission has a duty to prepare an affordable housing element to
the General Plan and also an implementation plan for affordable housing. He stated that the
City' s current ordinance system appears to be sufficiently balanced to meet the statute of
requirements of the State's affordable housing requirement. He pointed out that last year the
City had 57 affordable housing units built of which most were in the Pennylane Project. He
raised the issue of whether the trend to provide affordable housing can continue when there is "a
somewhat limited amount of undeveloped R4 area remaining."
Chairman Hadfield talked about the people who live in the Northgate Project and how they are
good contributing members of his ward. He also talked about the diversity of housing that is in
the Northgate Project. He said "there has to be an income element that is a starter level home."

Mr. Warren pointed out that there has to be enough density to allow for more affordable housing.
There was some discussion that twinhomes used to have a bad connotation. It was pointed out
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that the twinhomes Dan Richards build in the Val Vista Subdivision are around $280,000 a unit.

Mr. Warren said his research shows that twinhomes do not sell very well. He said they like to
build cottages that are around 1500 square feet. He said their cottages are not much more
expensive homes, but they are separate.
Mr. Warren stated that he is spending the money to have a model prepared so that the City can
see everything that they are proposing on their property south ofl-15. He suggested that a
model could be required for anyone wishing to develop in a townsite zone.
Mr. Despain discussed the notion of accessory apartments.
Mr. Hansen said he likes the provision in Provo's ordinance dealing with accessory apartments
where if someone has an accessory apartment the owner has to live in the home.
Mr. Despain said "the notion of diversity or mandated diversity through the annexation and
development process" need to be discussed . He said if the issue of diversity is left to the
developer, the City will get a type of development that the developer is used to building.
Mr. Georgeson said he does not know what the criteria should be to get mixed housing styles, but
he agrees that somethjng needs to be included in the ordinance so the City gets developments that
have mixed housing styles.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission to review some of the proposed elements to
the General Plan and he will put this item back on the agenda.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Despain said he had nothing to report.
Chairman Hadfield reported that a representative from the American Fork Hospital will be at the
next Technical Review Meeting to discuss the hospital expansion. He also reported that Todd
Crossland is again working on Quail Hollow North Plat B.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that each member of the Planning Commission should have a letter
from Guy Hatch ofBroadstone Investments LC that addresses the parking issues for his project.
The letter is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #3.

Mr. Hatch discussed the parking situation relative to the Broadstone Project. He said Building 6
will have excess parking spaces and Building 5 will be a few spaces short since Fazoli's and
Shoney's has elected to be separate from the Broadstone Project. He stated that there is excess
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parking through the entire Broadstone Project. Mr. Hatch said Building 6 requires 100 parking
spaces and there are 107 parking spaces. He pointed out that Building 5 has 92 parking spaces
and 102 spaces are required, which makes Building 5 ten spaces short on parking.
Mr. Hatch said the reason that he is before the Planing Commission is to get permission to move
ahead on Building 6 so that Mr. Morrill can issue the building permits for the interior finish of part
of Building 6.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Hatch's calculations on parking and his calculations on parking for the
Broadstone Project are not the same. He said that he looked at the approved site plan, but he
needs to get with Mr. Morrill because he can provide the specifics on the various buildings in the
Broadstone Proj ects. He stated that in his preliminary analysis of the parking situation there is not
a surplus of parking spaces.
After much discussion about the parking situation for the Broadstone Project, Mr. Richan said
that Mr. Hatch and Mr. Despain should get together and spend the necessary time so they both
are using the same criteria to figure out the number of parking spaces that are provided and the
number of parking spaces that are required.
Mr. Despain stated that as projects are approved assumptions are made as to how the building is
going to be built out. He said one reason he would like to talk to Mr. Morrill is because he has
the building permit record s for all six of the structures and has the square footage of all the
structures.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Richan made a very good point in that the staff can work with Mr.
Hatch on trying to resolve the parking issue. He said the Planning Commission's interest in the
Broadstone Project is whether the entire project meets the required parking. Chairman Hadfield
said the Planning Commission can't waive the parking requirements.
Mr. Hatch said the parking issue is in regards to nine or 10 parking spaces.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Hatch he needs to get with Mr. Despain and look at the floor plans
and count the number or parking spaces.
Mr. Hatch said he is asking the Planning Commission "to give Mr. Morrill the comfort zone so he
can issue the building permits. It is wrong to hold up their tenants."
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Morrill does not work for the Planning Commission. He asked if
the Planning Commission is comfortable with sending Phase 4/5 of the Broadstone Project
forward for final approval to the City Council, if staff determines that the entire project
(Buildings 1-6) meet the requirements of the ordinance and all the documentation is in place.
The Planning Commission was comfortable with sending Phase 4/5 of the Broadstone Project
forward to the City Council for final approval, if the entire project meets all the requirements and
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all the documents are in place. The Planning Commission directed staff to work with Mr. Hatch
to review the parking situation to see if the parking provided and the proposed parking meets the
intent of the ordinance. He said if the parking does not meet the parking requirements of the
ordinance, the Planning Commission has no authority to waive those requirements and the only
appellate body is the City Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE MARCH 15, 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Georgeson moved approval of the March 15, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes
subject the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 17 "been two previous" should be changed to "been to two previous." On
Page 3, Line 38 "sell" should be changed to "sale." On Page 10, Line 36 "project" should
be changed to "protect."
Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Tom Hunter and Chairman
Hadfield. Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Richan abstained from the vote because they were not
present at the meeting on March 15, 2000. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield reported that he went to the City Council Meeting last week and was very
pleased at how Councilman Hunter carries forth the work of the Planing Commission to the City
Council. He expressed his appreciation for what Councilman Hunter does for the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Hansen asked what is going on with Competition Oil at 309 West Main Street.
Chairman Hadfield said Competition has an approved site plan and is just waiting for excavation
and placement of the tanks before construction begins.
Councilman Hunter said he will not be at the next Planning Commission Meeting because he will
be in San Diego with his family. Mr. Hansen said that he may also not be present at the next
meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 11 :26 p.m.

1f.JIMW.

7aNYfv

Melanie Marsh
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE APRIL 5, 2000 PC MINUTES- PAGE ·1OFT

Mr. Despain and the Ctty Planrung Comnusston

31 North Church Street
American Fork. UT ~4004
April5, 2000
To Mr. Despain and the City Planning Commission:
This letter is in regards to the zone change at 1075 North 200 East. Unfortwlately we are out of town and
unable to attend this meeting. Therefore we write this letter to represent our concerns with the property
undergoing a zone change.
We would fi~t like to say that we are fonner neighbors of Chad Robinson and consider him a friend and
have the up most respect for him We also have spoken with Chad and made a proposal to him that will
hopefully be a win/win situation regarding his surrounding property.
Even though we do not anticipate any issues, because we still live here, we would like our concerns
presented for the record in the event that Chad sells the property to someone else.
Our property is bordered on two sides by the property in question. Our driveway is actually an easement
and therefore could potentially be impacted by what is developed (I.e. Property value, access, traffic, view
and privacy.)
The houses in the surrounding area all have at least Y2 acre with animal rights. This is the very reason we
live here, to have a little extra space, privacy and animal rights.
Our concern would be if a high-density development were to be placed amongst the existing homes that
this would devalue our property and destroy our reason for living here.
It is our understanding that some single-family homes may be built on the lot in question. What we do not
want to see are" high density" type structures such as duplexes. We do not believe that this is the current
intention but wish to make our concerns known.
Thank you for this opportunity to express our concerns and for taking them into consideration.

Respectful!~

t~aWy

126 E. 11 20 N.
American Fork. UT 84003
756-4-HG
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MEMORANDUM
Date: March 28, 2000
TO: AFPC

From: Rod Despain

Subject

Status of Broadstone Office structures (Phase 4 lots 1 & 2) and Commercial Plans (Phase 5 - lot l Shoney ' s &
lot 2 Fazoli's)

A review of the record shows the following:
Lot 1 A site plan for Broadstone Office project (Phase 4 - lot
1 ) was approved by the on April 27, 1999 and a building permit
issued May 4. The project did not propose a division of land at
the time, but anticipated subsequent phases and thus included a
substantial amount of area for future development . The plan also
include 90 off-street parking spaces - just 2.4 spaces less than
necessary to meet the requirements for a fixed-wall office
complex (one space for each 200 square feet of building area ) .
The applicant stated that the fixed-wall standard should be
applied since building plans anticipated a fixed wall structure.
The parking requirements for an open wall structure are greater
(one space for each 150 square feet of building area) .
Lot 2 Subsequently a site plan for Bro adstone Office building
(Phase 4 - Lot 2) was submitted and approved by the Council in
special session October 19, 1 999 (Ord 99-10-33 ) . A building
permit for the structure had been previously issued October 5 by
instruction from the Mayor. This phase was a duplicate of the
number on lot 1 building, but the plan only provided for 83
parking spaces . The PC had refused to send the project on to t he
Council until all the deficiencies had been addressed, but upon
request from the developer the Council acted even though the
deficiencies still existed .
The applicant's explanation for the major deficiency (a shortfa ll
in parking) was that any additional parking would be made up
using projected surplus spaces in the proposed commercial pro jec t
on Lot 3 (Shoney's). Again, the building on lot 2 was presented
as a 100% fixed wall proj ect, thus resulting in a shortfall of
approximately 7 spaces .
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Commercial Area - Phase 5 The Shoney's site (formerly Phase 4lot 3) was subsequently stripped from the Phase 4 project area
and attached with a new parcel immediately to the east and
presented as a new Phase 5. This Phase consisted of two lots,
each containing a separate restaurant (Shoney's and Fazoli's)
The site plan for both lots in Phase 5 was approved by the PC on
October 20, 1999 and a hearing held by the Council on November
23 . However no action to approve was taken by the Council since
there remained a number of outstanding items on Phase 4,
including a document from Mr. Clove, the owner of Phase 5, in the
form of an easement, committing a portion of the parking area
appurtenant to the Shoney's site to meeting the shortfall in the
number of parking spaces for the two office buildings, and
receipt of title to the water rights for the two commercial uses.
I have now been contacted by Mr. Clove indicating that he does
not intend to let his property be used to make up the parking
shortfall for phase 4 and requesting his project be separate from
Broadstone . The water rights related to Phase 5 are to be met by
Mr. Clove. The rights are in his possession and will be conveyed
concurrently with project approval. Also, his site plan contains
sufficient parking for the use.
In light of Mr. Clove's refusal to be responsible for the
deficiency in parking space for Phase 4, that matter still
remains unresolved. With Mr. Clove's refusal the promised
solution is no longer available, and with the building permits
previously issued for all of Phase 4 there is no ready
opportunity to require Mr. Hatch to make good his promise.
Further, the amount of the parking deficiency is uncertain. The
parking standard set at time of development approval was b ased on
the representation that both buildings would be completely fixed
wall. Notwithstanding the representations at the time of PC
review that the buildings will be fixed wall, current building
permit records show that only about one-third of the building on
lot 1 has been established as fixed wall and none of the building
on lot 2. If both buildings were to be developed as fixed wall
offices the deficiency would be 9. As is, the deficiency is 48.
For purposes of calculating compliance, we must assume that those
areas not being built as fixed wall will remain as open wall and
the parking requirements for the project should be adjusted
accordingly.
While the Shoney's site did have a few extra spaces, (I think six
or seven) clearly there would be insufficient to meet the maximum
requirements. It thus appears to me that additional land will be
required to meet the parking requirements for the two office
buildings.
The building permit for office building on lot 2 was authorized
without the parking matter being fully resolved, but with a
promise it would be shortly. That has not occurred, and we are
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now faced with the dilemma of either trying to withholding
building permits from Mr. Clove, in order to secure promised
compliance for the deficiency or try and figure an after-the-fact
process for Mr. Hatch.
The PC will consider a request for final approval of a site plan
and subdivision plat for both restaurants in Phase 5 at their
April 5, 2000 meeting. In summary, the required tasks for
concluding approval of the Phase 5 project are as follows:
1.

A final determination on the number of deficient off-street
parking spaces for the office buildings. Without further
evidence that some or all of the undeveloped space in the
two structures will be converted to fixed wall space
(i.e.
issuance of building permits, etc.) the number of deficient
spaces is 47.7, and a conclusion as to what role, if any,
the development plan for Phase 5 will have in meeting that
requirement.

2.

Receipt of an easement deed from Mr. Clove committing the
portion of his parking area to be designated to meeting the
deficiency for the office area parking, assuming that there
is sufficient surplus spaces in his project, or a decision
to absolve him of that burden. The attached letter suggests
that the former is not likely . Regardless of how the
standard is ultimately met, a cross-easement should be
required in order to avoid conflict in the future.

3.

Conveyance of the water rights for each of the two proposed
restaurants. We have received material for Shoney's
indicating a demand of approximately 6 acre feet.
We have
independent data that supports 6 acre feet as reasonable.
Mr. Clove has supplied a partial year reading for his
Fazoli's in St. George which if extrapolated would be about
2.5 acre feet per . Our experience here suggests an average
of about 4 acre feet and I would suggest that we hold to
that number - a combined total of 10 acre feet.
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C &: C PARTNERSHIP
37 West 1070 South, Suite l 02
St. George. Utah 84 770
Tele.: (80 I)

67~-286.:5

March 29, 2000

Mr. Rod Despain
City of· American Fork

(801) 763-3004
Dear Mr. Despain:

This letter is my official notice I will not be a part of the
Broadstone Square project. My intention is to develop my Fazoli's and
Shoney's properties independent of Mr. Hatch's developMent.
Mr. Hatch asked if be could count five of my parking stalls as part
of his requirement. I agreed to do so and signed a memo to that effect.
However, I will not execute an easement to tbat effect. I still have no
objection to some kind of cross easement for parking.
I

I understand I must transfer a certain ~unt of water to the city.
will do so as soon as you determine the final requirement .

This letter is also my request to allow me to proceed ~ith my projects.
Please let me know if I need to do anything more before you issue the
building permits.
I want

to thank you and Mr. Morrill for your help in this matter.
Sincerely,

~~f!!~
General Partner

DGC/ab
cc:

Guy Hatch
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BROADSTONE INVESTMENTS LC
826 S. STATE

AMERICAN FORK, UT 84003

American Fork City
Planning Commission
Attn. J. H . Hadfield:
Broadstone Investments LLC requests a change in the site plan for Building VI
at Broads tone Square.
The original site plan was incorporated into a subdivision plan that included
Building V and two restaurant sites adjacent to State Street. The owner of the
two restaurant sites refuses to be a part of the subdivision and is seeking his
own site plan approval. As you know, Building V was slightly deficit of the
required parking and we were allowed several parking stalls from the excess
parking found at the Shoneys site. Without these stalls we fall short according
to the number required by the original site plan,
We feel that we have an abQndance of parking space in the entire park and ask
the planning commission to administratively waive the requirement for
additional spaces from another site. We also ask the city to require the owners
of the Shoneys and Fazolis sites to conform to the road plan that gives us the
access and easements required for our businesses.
This request comes only after carefully reviewing the parking situation of the
entire park. The following is a synopsis of our findings:
1.

Building I is only partially full at the present, but even when full, it
never has been deficit for it's parking needs.

2.

Buildings II, III, IV and V have an excess of over 120 parking
stalls as of March 3, 2000. We observed the parking last week and
also on Monday (today) and found 128 spaces unfilled. This does
not count the spaces around Buildings I and VI.

3.

T he only time we had an undersupply of parking space was during
the winter of 1998 when we had two divisions of a marketing firm
in temporary space in Building II. In the Summer of that same
year, we moved one division into Building III and have never felt
a strain on our parking since then.
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4.

We have no plans to place any other telemarketing firms in our
park and most (if not all) of the tenants coming into building VI
are requiring "fixed wall" improvements. ·
.
. . ···-- . - .
Without the spaces from the Shoneys site, we·have no ·way to
meet the exact requirement placed on us by the City. We are
anxious to proceed with the completion of the building as we
have tenants that require occupancy very soon.
~--

5.

6.

We feel comfortable in insuring to the Planning Commission that
we have adequate parking with the site as it presendy is situated. It
is also quite unrealistic to think that if that particular building has
a strain on parking that the tenants would park all the way out to
State Street anyway. We further indemnify to the City that we will
restrict the parking requirement for the building by selecting
tenants that do not maximize the full extent of the parking. We
have had immense success in placing tenants in space that
conforms to our requirements as well as their particular needs.
Even if the tenants change in the future, it is unlikely there would
be a noticeable strain on the parking due to the tremendous
amount of excess parking.

7.

We respectfully ask the Commission to grant our request and
forward that approval to, Mr. Ron Merrill at the building permit
department, so we may obtain the necessary permits to finish.
Please contact me if you have any further questions
Sincerely,

~

~

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 19, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on April 19, 2000 , in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street , commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESS I ON
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on a commercial site plan for expansion of
the American Fork Hospital at 170 North 1100 East.
Review and action on the location of a temporary trailer and
the re- locat ion of the Main Entrance for the American Fork
Hospital at 170 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Courtyard
Pointe #2 located at 751 East Quality Drive .
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Automall
Business Center located at 515 East Automall Drive.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Quail Hollow
North Subdivision Phase 2 located at 1380 North 70 East.
Review and action on the agreements for the B. Joe Barney
Annexation contai n i ng 15.38 acres at 112 5 East 1100 North
including concept d evelopment plans for the Carlisle and
Barney parcels.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Gary
Miller Annexation containing 11 . 69 acres at 380 North 1050
East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Dixie
Fenn Annexation containing 6.50 acres located at 615 West
200 South.
Review and action on an amended commerc ial site plan for
Broadstone V PUD at 834 & 852 East State Road.
Discussion on the revis ed Master Plan for the Developmental
Center Park .
Continued discussion on e l e ments of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minut es of the April 5 , 2000 ,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 1 1 day of April, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORI< CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION l\11INUTES
APRIL 19, 2000
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session on April 19, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James
Hansen, Michael Georgeson, Keith Richan, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin. Others present
included Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terilyn Lurker, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of
the press. Others included Ron Meyer, Ron Jones, Steven Johnson, Justin Fenn, Juel Belmont,
Ken Kelter, Kevin Kelter, Guy Hatch, Angela Soelberg, Holly Soelberg, Kyle Spencer, Steve
Maddox, Jon Chamberlain, Robert Ballantyne, Lael Ballantyne, Terry Thayn, Elizabeth Thayn,
Doug Warren, Sherry Barney, Joe Barney, Bob Carlisle, Diane Carlisle, Diane Nelson, Heber
Thompson, RoseAnn Gunther, Phyllis Crookston, Lorraine Vance, Jill Tingey, Peg Shoaf, Denise
Pederson, Dawne Major, Kelly Anstead, Steven George, Michelle Welker, Judy Price, Glen
Wagstaff, Gordon Goodsell, and Vic Deauvono.
Chairman Hadfield excused Councilman Tom Hunter and Melanie Marsh.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR EXPANSION OF THE
AMERICAN FORI< HOSPITAL AT 170 NORTH 1100 EAST
Mr. Ron Meyer was present to give an overview of the project. He stated that the current
project would add square footage to the hospital, almost doubling the size. He explained what
existed on the site now and the proposed additions; one addition would be a three-story addition
with a penthouse, and the other additions would be single-story, with a basement underneath the
ICU area. Parking would be added to accommodate the additions. The entrances on 1100 East
will be different, but t he access road would remain the same. While under construction, the main
entrance to the building would be temporarily relocated until the additions are complete. Once
the additions are finished, the interior will be remodeled. Mr. Ron Meyer brought out elevation
drawings; the exterior will blend in with what is existing. He also brought out a copy of the
landscaping plan .
Mr. Hadfield asked for input from Mr. Despain.
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Mr. Despain stated he has t hree issues he wanted to point out. The expansion and
character of the expansion are consistent with the General P lan, but three issues need t o be
resolved. The first is the ext ension, or possible extension, of200 N011h Street. The General Plan
shows that 200 North will continue on; the proposed plan does not propose to extend the road
past the front of the hospital but to curve into the parking. There is unce11ainty as to what would
happen with the property to the no11h and without extending 200 North it could possibly deny
access to the property to the north. This is the first major plan for expansion so they could
possibly wait until the next phase to resolve this issue.
Mr. Despain stated the second issue has to do with the parking area labeled the south new
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parking. There is an approved plan for an assisted living center just to the south of the parking
lot. He understood they had agreed to place a road that would come up through Riverbirch and
provide access into the south parking area. He felt they needed to include a redesign of the
parking lot in any approvals.
Mr. D espain stated the t!Urd issue deals with the Day Care Facility; tills facility was a
home that was converted for day care purposes. This conversion took place without submjtting a
site plan to the city and as a result, the development occurred without widerung the road . H e felt
that now would be the appropriate time to pick up tills oversight and require dedication of
additional land and improvement of that to be consistent to what is north and south.
Mr. Denney stated he had one additional concern, willch is the drainage. The drainage
report proposes 6 foot deep sumps but the soil ' s report recommends 8 foot deep sumps. The city
standard is 12 foot deep sumps. It appears the gravel layer shows at least four feet, but the soil's
report suggests 8 feet rillrumum. He stated they are rerouting the drainage in the area and they
rillght want to look at the drainage problem on the professional office buildings.

Mr. Georgeson asked what caused the drainage problem. Mr. Denney stated there was
only one sump, wruch he does not believe is deep enough.
Mr. Richan asked how many beds would be added with the expansion. Mr. Jones
explained the north addition would add 27 beds and the ICU would add eight beds, for a total of
approximately 100 beds.
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Mr. Steve Johnson stated tills is the first of three phases of expansion; the ultimate goal is
to bring the hospital to what lliC calls a Level Five Hospital, willch would be approximately 200
to 250 beds and sirilllar to the Cottonwood H ospital. Thjs phase would consolidate the sections
where they needed to be; the next phase would bring in additional beds.
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Mr. Richan asked Mr. Johnson, the Civil Engineer, if he was familiar with the drainage
problem. Mr. Johnson stated he was familiar with the problem on the south end but has not
addressed that yet. Mr. Richan asked Mr. Denney how much of a problem t!Us creates. Mr.
Denney stated that in the summer they have standing water there for weeks at a time. Mr.
Denney explained that they have ten sumps in five locations throughout the project.

When asked ifthe sumps were six feet deep, Mr. Johnson clarified the size ofthe sumps in
the repOii calls out for six foot sumps but that does not mean they are six feet deep . The sumps
are six feet in diameter as well as six feet deep in the percolation portion. The sumps will be
much deeper.
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Mr. Ric han asked if the civil engineer had projected the amount of water and if they have
taken percolation tests. He asked when the twelve-foot requirement started. Mr. Denney stated
that the standard the city uses has been in place since before he was here; he was not sure if they
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had a requ irement when the sump at the hospital location was installed.
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Mr. Denny stated that he was concerned with the six-foot sump because of the basements
in the area and felt that deeper sumps would help with water levels. The city does have details
and standards but there is some flexibi lity on private property.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the day care faci lity was IHC owned; it is IHC owned.
Mr. Hansen stated that over a week ago he had noticed a large pond covering t he
emergency exit on the northwest corner of the building and asked if this drainage plan solves that
problem. Mr. Jones explained they will be grading in the area and that should take care of it. Mr.
Hansen pointed out that it was covering the sidewalk and was approximately one foot deep right
in front of the door.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Despain to explain the road situation . Mr. Despain stated that
there is approximately 500 feet from the 200 North to the 300 North street. The homes are
located fairly close to 300 North with a deep lot. They have potentially usable space of
approximately 3 50 feet on the rear of t hose lot s. If the road is absent then there would be no
practical way into the interior of that area. He feels like they need to address this now.
Mr. Despain also explained that they had hoped for a road connecting fro m 1 100 North in
Pleasant Grove to the rear of the property. One of t he pot ential accesses was a piece of prope11y
in Pleasant Grove which is currently und er development but it does not appear that the design
facilitates any access from 1 100 North .

Mr. Baldwin asked what the parking requirements were for this type of faci lity. Mr.
Despain stated they do not have a standard for this; they look at the parking provided and have
concluded that the parking is adequate.
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Mr. Nielsen asked if there is a height restriction? Chairman Hadfield stated no, there were
no restrictions other than the limitation of what the fire department could support with their
equipment.
Mr. Hansen moved to appr·ove the commercial site plan for th e expa nsion of the
American For k Hospital at 170 North 1100 East subject to (1) redesign and
accommodation of the future road between the new south parking lot a nd the existing
professional offices; (2) t he widening of the road on 1100 East in front of th e existing day
care with improvements of curb a nd gutter as noted ; (3) the sumps meet standard dra inage
of 12 feet; (4) they also repa ir sumps in existing pr·ofessional offi ~es for proper drainage; (5)
with a note that we still need future easements along the north of property for fu ture 200
North Road. M r . Richan second ed the motion.

Mr. Georgeson asked if there was a need for a north/ south road? Mr. Despain stated no.
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Mr. Richan asked concerning the east/west road along the north ifPleasant Grove has
been informed of our intentions so they can plan for the future .
Mr. Ron Jones stated they met with the Pleasant Grove City Planner. He displayed an
aerial map for the Planning Commissioner members to see. Mr. Jones stated there are three roads
stubbed off into the property between the American Fork Hospital and Pleasant Grove; the
property is currently in the county. Pleasant Grove has no intention ofbringing those streets
through. They do not want to bring the traffic from that area to the rear of the Hospital campus
because of the residential area. They talked about an access from 1100 North in P leasant Grove
to the rear of the campus. lliC has some concern about 200 North being a thru road as it would
be close to the inpatient rooms . They are meeting with the owners of the property to the north to
find out what their intentions are for the south portion oftheir property. lliC would support
delay on the 200 North road and continue to work on the issue.
Mr. Georgeson asked what assurances the Planning Commission members have that they
will be kept informed of plans on 200 North. Mr. Jones stated they would be willing to meet with
the Planning Commission members again. Chairman Hadfield explained it would get increasingly
tougher to finish this project if this concern is not addressed. Mr. Jones understood .

Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion: "Aye" : James Hansen, Keith
Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.
Mr. Despain stated that upon receipt ofthe revisions to the site plan, this will go on to the
council. He stated this a major change and will require a public hearing. Mr. Georgeson asked if
the conditions that were attached would be made before this goes to the City Council? Mr.
Despain stated he understood they will be made before going to the City Council. Mr. Hadfield
stated that the Engineering Department would have the necessary drawings for the cross sections
and improvements that need to be in place on 11 00 East.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LOCATION OF A TEMPORARY TRAILER AND THE
RE-LOCATION OF THE MAIN ENTRANCE FOR THE AMERICAN FORK HOSPITAL AT
170 NORTH 11 00 EAST
Mr. Jones stated he would lead the discussion. He stated as they progress with the
project, the first thing they would work on is the parking. The north addition covers the main
entrance to the hospital. The present location ofthe medical records would need to be relocated
as those offices would need to be removed for the new addition. The medical records need to be
close to the building as they are needed by physicians as those records are being finished . They
would like the approval ofPlanning Commission to allow them to put a trailer near the south
entrance of the hospital, which will become the main entrance, with a distance of20 feet from the
building. They will also need to put in concrete next to the trailer to give them another 20 feet
between the trailer and the building on the other side. This trailer would stay there until the
medical records area of the addition was complete.
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Mr. Despain stated the trailer will not have any water, bathrooms, or anything requiring
plumbing. He pointed out that everyone would now be walking past the trailer, so he would have
to trust their judgement as to the placement of the trailer. It is a minor issue and Mr. Despain
would recommend this item be sent forward to the City Council.
Mr. Denney had no specific concerns. He pointed out there is no specific time limit for the
temporary trailer. He recommended they put a time limit on the trailer so it does not become
permanent. Mr. Jones stated that a time limit will be fine.

Chairman Hadfield asked if the trailer had two doors. It does have two doors that swing
out but a ramp will be next to the trailer so that a passerby will not be harmed.
Mr. Richan stated that he wanted to make sure that the placement of the trailer will not
create a safety hazzard. Mr. Georgeson asked if there was a standard anchoring of the trailer for
stability; there was.

Mr. Baldwin asked the distance of the restrooms to the trailer. Mr. Jones stated that the
employees who work in medical records will be in the basement; the trailer is a record 's storage
area. Mr. Jones indicated the restrooms are just inside the building.

Mr. Richan moved approval of the location of a temporary trailer finding that this is
a minor site plan change and a time limit to be placed on the trailer. Mr. Georgeson
seconded the motion but offered an amendment to the motion that the time frame for
removal of the trailer be within 60 days of completion of the project. Mr. Richan accepted
the amendment. The voting was as follows: "Aye," James Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael
Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.

Mr. Despain asked that the minutes note that this is a minor change on the site pan.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR COURTYARD POINTE #2
LOCATED AT 751 EAST QUALITY DRIVE
Mr. Ken Kelter explained that this project will complete the street. This project is similar
to two other projects completed by the Kelters and includes two lots which will be joined. In the
future, they will submit a condo map. There is a tenant that will take the whole building. The
packets do not reflect the fixed wall build out for the entire building. It is a 27,257 square foot
building. The current code of gross square footage requires 141 parking spaces; if they calculated
parking by usable space, they would be required to provide 11 9 parking spaces. They have
provided 133 spaces, which is within eight stalls ofthe current code. They are asking for a
concession of the two story open space of the lobby, which would require five parking spaces
less. Also, the exterior walls are approximately 10 inches thick due t o the heavy insulation. If
they can get credit for open area in the lobby, they will be within the parking requirements .
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Mr. Kelter stated there is a drainage letter. He stated Mr. Denney has addressed a couple
of issues with him, one of which are the easements for storm drainage and utilities around it.
When they come back to address the condo map, they will address the drainage easements. They
are also in need of a letter from the LDS church.
Mr. Kelter explained the materials of the building will be similar to the other two
buildings; they try to tnake the buildings unique, but want the project elements to be similar. They
exceed the city standards of landscaping requirements . Mr. Kelter stated that the tenants for this
building take up 75 percent ofthe building on the corner of600 East; they have excess parking
for that building. He feels they have adequate parking.
Mr. Despain stated this was the site plan only; combining the two lots into one could be
easily resolved with coming back with a replacement map to condo the project. He st ated the
facts relating to parking have been expressed to the commission, but parking continues to be
difficult for staff to address. The standard is based on gross area; they don't have much choice in
requiring 144 spaces. Mr. Despain stated they actually get that information of square footage
from Ron Morrill, who bases the building permit fees on gross area. The one accommodation
they have made in the event of a two-story building having a lobby area which is a large open
space, is to eliminate that portion in calculating the parking spaces. He asked the Planning
Commission how they wanted the city staff to measure this. Chairman Hadfield stated that they
will be addressing this several times and asked if they want to address this now or later. Mr.
N ielsen stated he felt they should not include second story open space when calculating the
parking requirements. Chairman Hadfield stated the ordinance does allow for some flexibility
where some considerations could be given.
Mr. Denney mentioned that Bob Wallace with the LDS church called and stated he had
received the drainage calculation plan but did not have time to review it. The letter would not be
ready for this meeting and Mr. Wallace did have some concerns. Mr. Denney stated if they did
approve the site plan, it should be done subject to receiving that letter.

Mr. Denney stated he was also concerned about the plan as it shows a ten-year storm plan;
it should be a 100-year storm as required by ordinance. Again, there is some concern about the
storm drain. There are some utilities that are not in, but that can be remedied by another plat.
Mr. Denney sated he had talked to the Kelter brothers about the property owner to the
northeast of their property who has been accessing his property through the Kelter's property.
That gentleman does not have a private easement; Mr. Denney assumed the Kelters would be
fencing their property to prohibit the access ofthe neighbor's property from the south. The
prope1iy owner has a long driveway to his property and the owner will not be landlocked.
Mr. Denney stated he is concerned about the design of the driveway on the west. T he
lanes are 24 feet and converge on one place. He suggested striping or curb wall separation . It
was almost designed as two accesses, but is only one access.
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Mr. Hansen asked what the future is of Quality Drive; are their plans for it to continue east
or will it always be a cul-de-sac? Mr. Denney stated it will always be a cul-de-sac.

Mr. Nielsen asked how much open space on the second level would not be counted. Mr.
Kelter stated that there are 846 square feet on the main level and 286 square feet on the second
level. They do not count the stairway in that open space. They are about three parking stalls
short if they do not count that open space on the second level. Mr. Kelter stated the exterior
walls are just shy of one thousand square feet in wall thickness, which would equal out to be
approximately nine parking spaces.
Mr. Kelter explained the building is a fixed wall structure; he showed the commissioners
the tentative plan. Mr. Hansen asked what the large open area was on the plan. Mr. Kelter
explained that typically it was the secretary's office, along with filing; it is kind of multipurpose.
Mr. Hansen stated those areas are problem areas because cubicles could be added in the future
along with additional employees needing additional parking. Mr. Kelter stated that the tenant of
the other building, which will be the tenant for this building, has unused parking spaces.
Mr. Richan stated there were a number of projects that require letters from the LDS
church handling all the water. He asked what the LDS church was doing with all the water. Mr.
Denney stated the State became involved and required that downstream users become involved
and approve the drainage plan. The LDS church stated they will review the drainage plans
because they are a major landow ner south of the projects. Mr. Denney explained the letters from
the LDS church state they do not object to water, not necessarily that they want the water. The
LDS church reviews the quantity and the quality of water. The other property owners feel like
the church is taking care ofthe drainage issues and do not worry.
Mr. Georgeson asked ift he drainage calculations are based on a ten-year plan instead of
100 years, what impact will t hat have on the site plan? Mr. Sow by stated all it would require
would probably be a larger water/oil separator. Mr. Denney stated the change in the largest area
would be 1.5 to 2.375 CFS using same charts and method of calculations.
Mr. Richan asked if the only question they have is parking. Chairman Hadfield stated they
need the letter from the LDS church, changing the plat to include the utilities and drainage
easements, and draining calculations but that is something that can be accommodated by the
engmeer.
Mr. Hansen asked about the entrance to the parking lot; he felt that something needed to
be done so they do not have that cross. Mr. Denney stated one solution would be to narrow the
driveway, another would be to separate the driveway, or possibly stripping the lanes. If the
entrance is changed and there are minor adjustments to the landscaping, they could pick up more
parking spaces. Mr. N ielsen stated he wanted to be as close to the parking requirements as
possible.
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Mr. B aldw in stated he had a problem with the a rgument that the existing use of an existing
building has adequate parking for this building. There is no guarantee that the existing occupant
will stay there and w ith the open space there is a chance that cubicles will be added in time. Mr.
Baldwin agreed they do need to g ive margins of parking spaces because of the layout of the office
space, but he stressed the fact that they needed to accommodate any future occupants. Chairman
Hadfield stated Mr. Baldwin had a good point.

Mr. Hansen stated he would like to see this bacl{ before the Planning Commission as
well as a letter from the LDS Church. Mr. Hansen motioned to postpone action on the
commercial site plan for Courtyard Pointe #2 and to see this back at the next meeting when
the concerns are addressed. Mr. Nielsen asked what the issues are. Chairman Hadfield
stated they are the approval of the downstream water users; Plat utilities and drainage
easements; drainage calculations to address the 100-year event; the entrance to the parking
area on the east side to eliminate the conflict of the double wide driveway; and parking to
meet city standards. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Chairman H adfield asked for discussion on the motion .
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Mr. N ielsen asked where this goes from here. Mr. Despain stated that after the site plan
has been approved it w ill go to the City Council. However, they could piggyback the condo
minimization of this and not go throug h this twice.
Mr. N ielsen asked what the Kelter's plans were. Mr. K evin Kelter stated that they think
they will be okay with the parking and that the other issues can be cleared up . Mr. Sowby stated
they were hoping to make a submittal for the condominium plat next week and w ith the timing of
the council fig ured they would both go forward at the same time. Mr. Nielsen stated he is
comfortable with looking at it again since it w ill not hold them up .
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion to hold this action until all the
issues are completed and to review it at the next meeting. The voting was as follows:
"Aye," James Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A C01v1MERCIAL SITE PL AN FOR AUTOMALL BUSINESS
CENTER LOCATED AT 5 15 EAST AUTOMALL DRIVE
Mr. H atch stated that this piece of property would work well for office space; they have
had quite a demand for office space. They would like to put two three-story office buildings and
a convenient store, which would include a fast food place and car wash, on this site.
Mr. D espain stated he was under the impression that one office building would be a threestory and the other would be two-story. Mr. Hatch clarified they would like both to be threestory and that there is adequate parking. Mr. D espain stated the parking was adequate for o ne
three-story and one two-story building and didn't feel they met the parking requirements for two
three-story buildings. He explained that w hen he had reviewed the plan it was a different plan
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with a different configuration. After the technical review meeting some suggestions were made
o n the layout and the plan before them now reflected those changes. Mr. Despain stated the
layout now is better with the office on the north, but would suggest minor changes t o the access.

Mr. Despain stated he is concerned with the parking. He stated the three-story structure
requires 170 parking spaces and the two-story structure would require 114 spaces. He came to
the conclusion it did meet the requirement of 308 spaces. H e did not believe it would meet the
requirement s for two three-story buildings.
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Chairman Hadfield asked if all three tenants would meet the zoning requirements. Mr.
Despain stated it would . It is a single parcel, but has three structures. He felt there may be an
effort in the future to subdivide and sell this off.

Mr. Hadfield stated they had seen this before and had decided only one entrance would be
allowed off of 500 East, w ith the second entrance off of Auto Mall Drive. It was originally
subdivided by the Utah Auto Mall and they do have a project identification sign which falls under
the freeway overlay zone and that needed to be kept in mind with the tenants and signage .
Mr. Denney stated he did not have time to review the storm drainage issues. He indicated
the LDS church has not had a chance either. He felt it would be beneficial for the Planning
Commission to hear their efforts on how they plan o n saving the trees. Also, there is a proposal
to widen 500 East. Mr. D enney stated the traffic pattern is also a concern; he pointed out the
movement of the car wash traffic and the radius of the curves. He commented on the tight
radiuses and felt they needed to widen them out so the larger vehicles can maneuver easier. There
was also a narrow neck between the two office buildings and felt there would be a conflict. H e
mentioned that w hen the convenient store comes in, they will have their own designers w ith t heir
specific site plan. They might want to refine where they fuel their gas tanks, where the tanks are
located, where t raps are located. Another item of concern is that UDOT has asked the city to
require fencing on all projects located next to the freeway. The next item of concern is a drainage
swell in the area next to the n011h building where the curb, gutter, and sidewalk have been ended.
They needed to figure out w hat they wanted to do about this. Also, because of the type of
vehicles througho ut the area, he feel s the corners need to be widened . He asked them to refer to
standards on front ofthe package and to make sure we always use American Fork standards. He
pointed out that on page 3, they are showing the gravel under the curb, gutter, and sidewalk as
three inches; American Fork City standards are higher.
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Mr. Richan asked w hich buildings are w hich . Mr. Hatch stated that the WMA Security
building is the middle building; that would also house Mr. Hatch's offices. Mr. Hatch also stated
the co nfiguration will probably change on the convenient store. He stated they could build one
two-story if needed and that all offices in the three story building w ill be fixed wall. He fel t they
met the requirements for parking. There w as a discussion on the parking requirements; Mr.
Spencer would get with R od Despain. Mr. Despain stated he had a detailed packet in which it
identifies which spaces w ill not be counted, such as closets and storage spaces. Our requirements
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are based on the gross area and Mr. Hatch' s is based on a useable area. There was another
discussion on the parking requirements and what is included and excluded. It was pointed out
that the convenient store requirements stand on its own and that if a restaurant is included then
the requirements would change.
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Mr. Baldwin commented that he doesn't recall any item in the last few months where they
have not gone over the parking requirements. He felt we needed to get everyone on the same
footing. Chairman Hadfield stated they have been lenient on parking requirements in the past and
now people are starting to push how far they can go.

Mr. Hatch stated they had plenty of landscape and can modify that to get more parking
and that they would be happy to comply. They would like to proceed with building the threestory building.
Mr. Georgeson stated he felt they had bent over backwards trying to accommodate things
and he fe lt strongly in favor of returning to the gross footage ofthe exterior walls and basing the
requirements on that area and not worry about how many open spaces, such as closets, were in
the building.

Mr. Spencer stated he would like to honor the one to 150 square feet parking space
requirements in office area; it is fair and reasonable.
Mr. N ielsen stated he agreed with Mr. Georgeson but he felt that second level open space
should not be counted. Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Morrill does not count that area in the
calculations for the building permit.
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Mr. Hansen asked if they would be build building #1 now. Mr. Hatch said they would like
to start soon. Mr. Hansen asked ifthe configuration of the c-store could change; Mr. Hatch said
that it could change. Mr. Hansen stated they are asked to approve a site plan but that it could
change; he struggles knowing that there could be future changes. If they approve a site plan, he
expect s it be built that way. He suggested they exclude the two areas that are not being built right
now as future or that the site plan stick with the way it is approved. Mr. Hatch stated they are
okay with putting future on the convenient store and indicating building number two as a twostory building, but they would like to go ahead with the first building.
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Mr. Georgeson moved they approve site plan for building #1 as shown on the
proposed site plan with (1) pa rking to be calculated as per the standard used to assess the
building permit fee at one parking space per 200 square feet, (2) that building 2 and 3 as
shown on the plat not be approved at this time but be reserved for a later time. Mr.
Richan seconded the motion.
Mr. Georgeson stated if there were other issues he did not write them down. Mr. Nielsen
stated there were other issues. Chairman Hadfield stated some issu es being a correct radius
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on the corners, drainage calculations, off-site improvements on 500 E ast, notes to refer ence
American Fori< City Standards on the cover sheets or the standards throughout parking to
meet city stand ards, and a pproval of downstream water users. Mr. Georgeson would
include those issues in the motion. Mr. Richan seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Hansen asked which area of the site plan they are crossing out; is it the building
portion for building two or area for building three? Mr. Denney stated he felt it would be phased.
Mr. Hansen felt that they needed to look at asphalt, curb, and gutter standards around the gas
station that cannot be crossed off Chairman Hadfield stated he felt the city staff could look at
that.
Mr. Denney asked about the ramp area ofl-1 5 and what they would like to see? Mr.
Hansen stated that he is concerned about the sidewalk and the overpass. The curb and gutter
ends about even with front of building number 2. He stated they might want to install curb and
gutter for drainage purposes. Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission is satisfied
that staff can work out the details on the improvements and which areas will be crossed off

Mr. Denney asked ifthey wanted the motion to include the fence. H e stated that UDOT
had a fence requirement. Mr. Spencer st ated he talked to Region 3 and addressed the fence issue.
Region 3 stated that the existing fence is on UDOT right-of-way and they wanted it left there.
Mr. Denney stated he had a letter from UDOT indicating otherwise.
Chairman H adfield asked again if the members are satisfied that the staff will work out the
details on the minor improvements on the entire site to accommodate the first phase of building
one.

Mr. Baldwin said he would like the staff to work out the details.
Mr. Georgeson is comfortable with that but with the understanding that if Mr. Hatch or
Mr. Spencer di sagree then they are welcome to come back. Chairman H adfield stated that if the
staff feels it is significant or major then they can send this back to the Planning Commission.
C hairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion. T h e voting was as follows:
"Aye," Keith Richan, Michael Geor·geson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin. "Nay," James
Hansen.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF QUAIL HOLLOW NORTH
SUBDIVISION PHASE 2 LOCATED AT 1380 NORTH 70 EAST
This item was pulled from agenda at the developer's request.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AGREEMENTS FOR THE B . JOE BARNEY
ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.3 8 ACRES AT 1125 EAST l lOO NORTH INCLUDING
CONCEPT DE VELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE CARLISLE AND BARNEY PARCELS
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Mr. Despain led the discussion. He stated they have two annexation agreements; the
Barney Prope11y and the Carlisle Property. T he primary difference is that the attachment two
which talks about the zone designation and attachment three which identifies the development
plan have been modified from what the Planning Commission had last time. The attachment two
would be applicable to both parcels; it proposed an R-1-15000 zone on the east segment ofthe
Barney property and an R-1-9000 zone on the west segment ofthe Barney property and the
Carlisle property.
Mr. Despain stated that there was Attachment 3 ofthe Barney agreement which offers a
sketch plan. The difference is the central road rather than curves to the south it goes to the north.
The Jones parcel is split along the north. Mr. Despain stated he would like to point out that the
east side of the Barney parcel with the R- 1-1 5000 zone couldn't get more than three lots. It is
consistent with the property to the east. H e stated the second issue is that the change in
alignment was instigated by Mr. Barney. It does not impact Mr. Carlisle.
Mr. Despain pointed out that they have found the city owns the portion of park parcel
" Carlisle;" the city has a deed to that. The park parcel identified as "Barney" becomes essential,
otherwise you would end up with a park parcel that would just sit in the corner.

Mr. Despain stated there are two corrections to the agreements. On page 2, Section 5, the
number of lots is eleven, including one lot with an existing home.
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Chairman Hadfield stated that Kevin Bennett suggested some of the wording be changed
in section 6. On the third line up from the bottom, it reads "in not less than three equal
payments." They will remove "not less than." Also, the dollar amount has not been fully
resolved.
Mr. Steve Maddox stated he wants to buy the land from Mr. Barney. He stated they
would like to use the park as a donation or sale to the city and have that as an overlay so they may
continue to get the Jot density they want. Mr. Despain stated this creates a new wrinkle. If that is
what they want to do, they must somehow make it a pa11 of a PUD. Chairman Hadfield stated
that with the acreage they have, they do not qualify. Mr. Despain stated they could possibly work
with Dan Richards. He stated if they do that, they will have to change the annexation.
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Mr. Maddox stated he would like to proceed with that. He would prefer to donate the
property so they may get more lots.

Mr. Richan asked for a clarification of the statement made by Mr. Maddox about selling
and donating the land to the City. Mr. Maddox explained that instead of selling the land to the
city, he would prefer to contribute the land to the city so he can get the same amount oflots out
ofthe land and it won't cost the city.
Mr. Despain stated he would need to look at this again. He would have to discuss this
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with Mr. Wanlass, who is out oftown.

Mr. Hansen asked what would happen ifthey zoned the whole tlung R1-9000, therefore
getting smaller lots. Mr. Despain stated he would still have to look at this again. He clarified that
a PUD allowed for some flexibility, where a subdivision did not. Mr. Richan stated that lots 6, 7,
8, 9, 10 all back on Val Vista which is R-1-15 ,000. He asked why they didn't put the whole
parcel an R-1-9000. Chairman Hadfield stated that the bottom three lots would be difficult to
build in an R-1-9000 zone where they already have a home built on one lot. He also pointed out
that those bottom lots are already in the R-1-15000 zone on both sides.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Barney had the opportUiuty to join in the
annexation earlier and chose not to .
Chairman Hadfield asked ifthe Planning Commission wanted to table this until city staff
can get w ith the developer and owner and to work out the detail s? Mr. Georgeson stated it was
fine with him but he did not know ifthe applicants had come expecting action. Mr. Georgeson

moved that they postpone action on this item for two weeks to allow staff to have those
discussions and study with the officials. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. Chairman
Hadfield stated this item will go back to Mr. Despain. They could continue to discuss the Carlisle
portion.

Chail·man Hadfield called for a vote on the motion. The voting was as follows:
"Aye," James Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.
Chairman Hadfield stated they had a postponement on the B. Joe Barney annexation.
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Mr. Despain stated the site plans are the same as this is a single annexation. There is one
feature that needs to be addressed; it is Section 7 addressing the issue of the park. Further
research indicates we did acquire 1.44 acres efland from Carlisle at the time that the Carlisle 3
annexation occurred. The amount of land that was consumed as a result of the approvals of the
annexation was .46 acres, leaving .98 acres which the city currently owns. Mr. Despain stated
section 7 does have to be modified; he wanted to point out that the city is in possession of. 98
acres which includes this .29 that was talked about earlier. For the Carlisle parcel, virtually all the
impact fees requirements for the park had been met. The City now has about a six-acre park for
that area. Mr. Despain stated an amendment to section 7 would need to be made to reflect their
findings.

Mr. Carlisle asked what the density ofthe Barney's parcel would be if it were t o become a
PUD and how it could happen. Chairman Hadfield stated he would leave that up the Mr. Despain
to figure . Mr. Carli sle stated that if he is happy, then can't they move him forward with some
attachment or does he have to wait another two weeks. Chairman Hadfield stated they are part of
the B . Joe Barney Annexation. He asked Mr. Despain if he had a problem with that. Mr. Despain
stated it would be best to keep them together.
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Chairman Hadfield stated this is automatically tabled with its proponent, the B. Joe Barney
Annexation .
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE GARY MILLER
ANNEXATION CONTAIN1NG 11.69 ACRES AT 380 NORTH 1050 EAST
Chairman Hadfield asked who was represent the Gary Miller Annexation. There was no
response. Chairman Hadfield asked if there was present who had interest in the Gary Miller
Annexation. There were three people in the audience for this item.

Mr. Hansen moved that since the applicant is not here to defer this item to a new
meeting. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. The voting was as follows: "Aye," James
Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE DIXIE FENN
ANNEXATION CONTAINING 6.50 ACRES LOCATED AT 615 WEST 200 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield stated that there are several maps of the area; some will have a county
address.
Mr. D espain stated this property is located on the west side of the railroad tracks on 200
south; this property is on the east of Alma Earl and the west side of 570 West. It is proposed and
noted that the annexation is approximately six acres and they are requesting that it be placed in
the RA-1 zone. The minium lot size will be one acre and no concept plan is required. The intent
of the owner is to build a home on this lot and in the future subdivide. One condition ofthis
would be the necessity of determining what right-of-way widths will be needed on 200 South and
570 West. Also, the additional water rights would be needed and to make sure it gets conveyed
as a condition of the annexation. Both ofthose are identified in the draft of the annexation.
Mr. Richan asked the if the land to the left is in the county and if Alma Earl 's property was
still in the county. Mr. Despain stated that the property to the left and Alma Earl's property are
still in the county. The old slaughter house was to the north.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments from Mr. Fenn. Mr. Fenn had no comments.
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Chairman Hadfield stated that when property has been annexed into the RA- 1 zone they
have not required a concept plan.

Mr. Hansen stated he is comfortable with this and moved to approve the annexation
agreement for the Dixie Fenn Annexation containing 6.5 acres located at 615 West 200
South placing it in the RA-1 zone. Mr. Richan and Mr. Georgeson simultaneously
seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney stated that the water is close proximately ofthe property but the sewer is a
distance away. Chairman Hadfield stated the first lot will be on septic, but the second house will
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have to be on sewer. Chairman Hadfield stated the question was if they wanted to extend the
sewer now or at a later day. Mr. Fenn stated they are looking at running the sewer. Mr. Kyle
Spencer stated that currently the sewer to the south is approximately 2900 feet way. Mr. Despain
stated that as a general rule, on a single building permit, septic tanks have been allowed but the
subdivision ordinance does not allow that to happen.

Mr. Despain pointed out that this is consistent with the general plan.
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Chairman Hadfield stated the benefits for running the sewer is the reimbursement
property owners will pay for the portion in front of their property. Mr. Fenn asked if there was a
time limit of ten years. Chairman H adfield stated that was correct.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion. The voting was as follows:

"Aye," James Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen , and Ken Baldwin.
Mr. Despain stated that the City Council will need to make sure this gets on the agenda
for the next available meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR
BROADS TONE V PUD AT 834 & 852 EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield stated that this item was before them two weeks ago, but it was
det ermined that since Mr. Clove wanted to be separate from the Broadstone project all the
amenities were on his side of the prope11y line and this item was tabled.
Mr. Despain stated the plan before them seeks to put all required improvements onto the
Clove parcels. He stated among the changes is the fact that they are again back to the issue of
parking. Mr. Despain stated the calculations show that Shoney' s site has provided 62 spaces
where 64 are required. Fazoli's will be required to have 44 parking spaces but have 52 spaces.
An agreement will be needed for parking between owners, which should not be difficult since the
owner is the same.
Mr. Despain stated the second issue is that these sites cannot function properly w ithout
the concurrence of the Broadstone office building, and vice versa, specifically the access to the
north that divides the two restaurants and gives access to the office buildings. He stated they
needed from Mr. Clove cross easements and reciprocal parking. One other factor is that the
access to Fazoli 's drive thru area has a magazine of about four spaces and any waiting beyond
that occurs on the property ofBroadstone office structure. The access easements from Mr. Hatch
will be imp011ant. Mr. Despain feels they cannot go forward without those agreements.

Mr. Denney stated that since Broadstone was built, there have been two different times
that the water line was worked on; it came in with a mismatched 8" water line and they were
promised that thi s would be straightened out to get rid ofthe 90 degree angles. They could
possibly spread the jog out by putting in 22 degree angles .
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Mr. Denney stated the drive through lane was dark and he felt they should require
additional lights mounted on the building. Mr. Spencer commented he thought that lights were on
the building to help .
Mr. Denney stated he felt the access off of 860 East needed to be 36 feet so that they
could accommodate three lanes for access. The access is currently 28 feet. Mr. Spencer felt it
should not be a problem. Mr. Denney stated there is a blind comer on the drive through with the
exit onto 860 East right in front ofthem and fears the tendency of the drivers would be to race
through. He is afi·aid of conflict at that point and feels they need to address that issue.
Mr. Denney stated the other concern is sumps; there is standing water on the north west
corner ofthe property. He stated there is a storm drain running the length of the upper boundary
of the property that attaches itself to the "slew" and it may be possible to tap into that. Mr.
Spencer stated Bob Wallace of the LDS Church was opposed to this because they felt the salt on
the street would contaminate their irrigation water iftapped into the storm drain line. Mr. Denney
stated percolation tests would be needed on this site. He wanted to caution the city that the
retention ponds are quite deep; they are not fenced and is a potential hazard for kids. He feels
they need to keep the retention areas at a maximum of eighteen inches deep .
Chairman Hadfield asked if they had gotten an approval for the change in entrance and if
Mr. Denney had a copy in his office.

Mr. Hansen stated t here is a dumpster in the corner for Fazoli 's and asked how they
would treat that. Mr. Spencer stated there will a 6 foot high fence with vinyl slats for privacy.
Mr. Hansen asked where the back entrance is and ifthe employees would be walking in front of
the drive through. Mr. Spencer was not sure what the layout of the building would be.
Mr. Despain asked about the placement of the microphone and the menu board for
Fazoli's. Mr. Spencer stated he thought they would be on the building.
Mr. Nielsen stated it looked like cars could get stacked up in the right-of-ways and asked
if Mr. Hatch would give them a cross easement. Mr. Spencer stated that Mr. Despain brought
that up and that with the Broadstone item two weeks ago t here were cross easements and parking
lots attached to the subdivision plat. The subdivision has not been recorded.
Chairman Hadfield stated that they need to get the parking at Broadstone addressed as
there are still concerns. He stated they need to address the property corners and rights-of-way so
they can evaluation the parking on Broadstone.
Mr. Spencer noted there is parking striping on that project but it does not conform to the
site plan that was approved through the city. Mr. Denney stated it could become a zone violation
and the city could go that route to deal with it correcting the striping.
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Chairman H adfield commented they had a portion behind the Shoney' s that would be a no
parking zone for deliveries, which is one more issue that needs to be resolved relative to the two
site plans.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission had any questions.

Mr. Georgeson asked how they were going to resolve parking issues and cross easements.
Chairman Hadfield stated it was under one ownership and that there is excess when both are
combined. Mr. D espain stated this needs to be settled because these parcels could be sold off in
the future . They would need t o get a cross easement and an acknowledgment that the parking in
Fazoli ' s is making up for the shortage in Shoney's. This would guarantee that in the future the
new owners will be aware of the fact that they do not have all those parking spaces.
Mr. Despain stated this had gone to the Council before and was a modified site plan. The
Planning Commission would need t o decide if this was a minor issue.
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Mr. Georgeson moved that they approve this revised site plan with the finding that
it is minor in character· subject to (1) the owners of these two parcels providing cr·oss
easements between the two properties for parking purposes, (2) that suitable agreement is
obtained between himself and Broadstone regarding access to the Broad stone properties,
(3) that the fire line designs of the two 90 degree elbows be revised to two 22.5 degree
elbows, (4) that the lane be lighted, (5) the access onto 860 East be 36 feet wide, (6) that the
storm drain be revised to meet the approval of City Engineer, and (6) the blind corner on
drive thru be resolved. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.

Mr. Richan asked if the cross easement was an agreement between the owner such that it
will be recorded with the deed indicting part of the parking was given to the other property? Mr.
Georgeson stated it did . Mr. Richan asked if it was covered in the motion . Mr. Georgeson stated
it was covered.
Chairman Hadfield stated the building permit would be issued showing the footprint and
number of seats. Depending on the number of seats in the restaurant, modifications might be
needed and they were depending upon the city staffto enforce that
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion. The voting was as follows:
"Aye," James Hansen , Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Steve Nielsen, and Ken Baldwin.

DISCUSSION ON THE REVISED MASTER PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
PARK
James Hansen excused himself
Chairman Hadfield stat ed he had placed in the packet a memo from Carl Wanlass relative
to the Development Center Park. He read the memo. He asked M r. Despain to lead the
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Mr. Despain stated the memo was self explanatory about how they got to this point. He
stated there were some changes made to the plan including access from the Beehive Ball park
facility and the access to the west. He stated it was felt that some areas of the east side of the
park should be left in a more native condition. It does identify a notion of a trail extension onto
the cultural center, which would require the cooperative action of the Developmental Center and
they have expressed their willingness. Mr. Despain stated it does define the active facilities as
well as the more passive and picnic areas. He stated this is Swaner's effort at trying to follow the
instructions of the city council.
Mr. Hansen returned .

Mr. Despain noted that a major change from earlier plans was that the proposed north
road has been deleted. Mr. Despain stated that while the proposed future road along the north
edge of the park had been removed from the park plan, it still remained on the City' s master street
plan. He stated he felt they needed to keep the north road option open for the future but actual
construction at this time would be a mistake until alternate routes connecting Alpine Road and
4800 East through Highland were in place. The importance of retaining the north road is
dependent on future traffic volumes. He noted the City's traffic model show traffic for the future
of700 North and the north road each at 12,000 vehicle trips a day. Ifthe road throughout the
park is abandoned the traffic currently assigned to the park road would shift to 700 North. To
accommodate the 24,000 vehicle trips 700 North would need to be widened to 5 lanes which
means most of the homes on 700 North would lose their front yard and the rock wall on the park
side removed. In time, the City will need to revisit this issue. Mr. Despain stated that in terms of
meeting the City's recreation and park needs, he does not see this plan as being different as far as
the activities that will go there. It will be used extensively and provide for a broad range of
recreational oppotiunities as well as natural opportunities.
Mr. Denney stated the park area and cultural park should be connected by a trail and there
was a need to amend the plan to emphasize the arrow pointing toward the cultural park trail.
Also, the plan needs to indicate a trail along the east boundary ofthe American Fork Trail.
Mr. Richan asked how the Art Dye Park fit it. Mr. Denney explained that it was the fivefield ball park. Mr. Denney explained that Swaners were instructed to promote the Beehive
connection.
Chairman Hadfield asked the audience for comments. He stated he would let everyone
entertain a few moments.
Glen Wagstaff: Mr. Wagstaff stated he had heard here would be no entry from the park on
the west side. Council member Belmont agreed. Mr. Wagstaff pointed out the park entry shown
on the notih west is not at 980 North; 980 North is approximately 500 feet away. He also
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commented that the sumps by the new bridge near 700 North and 350 East were plugged up .
Phyllis Crookston: Ms. Crookston wanted a clarification of if the park was in city limits
and also a clarification to the definition of multiple use trails, specifically if it included ATV' s.
Chairman Hadfield stated it was in American Fork city limits. Mr. Denney stated the city calls for
a walking, biking, jogging trail. Chairman H adfield stated ATV's are not included.
Margaret Shoaf: M s. Shoaf stated that equestrian trails were promi sed long ago and she
feels the city would regret not including equestrian trails. She commented that all the citizens are
asking for is a little space. Ms. Shoaf stated here is an opportunjty for real open space and that
we already have ball parks, volleyball courts, etc.
Chairman Hadfield stated that was a good point. However, he felt that there had to be
some validity of the questionnaires that went out to the public.
Heber Thompson: Mr. Thompson stated he attended the city council meetings and public
hearings. He stated that none of the active uses items, such as soccer and roller hockey, got the
60% of the people voting fo r that type of activity. He pointed out that more passive uses did
receive well over 60% people's vote, they wanted that type of space. Secondly, Mr. Thompson
stated the park would have to be maintained and all those active use activities will require a huge
amount of money for lighting, security, etc. It seems t o him like the governments are not willing
to commit the funds to maintain it. Mr. Thompson stated he felt the one entry/exit would help
with security. He stated the entrance to the northwest would impact several residences in the area
and he didn 't understand w hy they were still looking at that option. There was general applause.
D enise Pederson : Ms. Pederson stated she was at the City Counci l meeting where they
discussed this park. The volley ball courts were taken out by the Mayor. Then, in order to get a
balancing act of passive and active areas they decided that anything on the east side of the
entrance road was to be left passive while the five ball diamonds and tennis courts would remain.
Ms. Pederson stated roller hockey was never discussed but they voted to keep the lighted soccer
fields . She st ated everything on the east was supposed to be left alone. She commented that she
sees a circular driveway around the native and passive areas. The volleyball courts were supposed
to be taken out. Ms. Pederson stated from the beginning, Swaner has said an equestrian trail
would be there. She commented " horse people" are not bad people. She states that equestrian
trails have been promised at every meeting. Ms. Pederson commented citizens have said that
when it was voted, development did not mean more ball fields and more active things, they
wanted them t o clean it up and leave it like it was. There was general applause.
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RoseAnn Gunther: Ms. Gunther stated she just returned from Boston to see how they had
dealt with their historical buildings, landscaping, etc. She wanted to thank those people who have
voiced their concern about planting trees, preserving things, etc. She is thankful fo r those people,
such as Juel Belmont and Phyllis and others, who have taken the time t o try to preserve American
Fork. Ms. Gunther stated Boston designated 524 acres for a park; it was beautiful and did not
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have any ball parks. She feels like they need to be very careful with what is done with that piece
of property as that is one of our last pieces of land available. Ms. Gunther asked the Planning
Commission to postpone any decision until this item can be looked at again. There was general
applause.
A citizen commented that she goes up to this area to see t he wildlife and as she looks at
the parking lot, it goes through where wildlife is. She feels this plan does not address picnic
areas.
Council member Juel Belmont asked if the Planning Commission members had received
her memo. They did not receive the memo.
Chairman Hadfield stated they had asked Swaner to design something that fits in with
American Fork City's General Plan. He stated there is a good reason for the second entrance.
Chairman Hadfield stated he feels like a second entrance is needed . He stated at one event, a
circus, he went to the first show and was stuck there through the second show before they could
leave. He also stated that if by chance 700 N01th were closed suddenly, like an accident, then no
one would be able to get out of the park. Chairman Hadfield stated the City Council needs to be
aware ofthis.
Council member Belmont stated that she has been involved in trail meetings and the
purpose of trails is to walk. She suggested people walk.
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Mr. Georgeson stated he feels the role of the Planning Commission is to see that the health
safety needs are met for the community. He stated he doesn't look at that as their role as making
sure they have roller hockey or picnic tables or soccer fields but to make sure there are adequate
transportation, restrooms, and those type of things. Mr. Georgeson stated as far as ball parks,
etc. , it should be addressed by the City Council.
Chairman Hadfield stated the city is looking at gaining regional parks in each section of
t he city. H e stated the regional parks would be twenty-five acres or more with a variety of uses, it
is well rounded and meets the needs of a large multitude. The more people get involved in the
park and the more uses you have the more well rounded the park is. Chairman H adfield stated
when they first statted looking at the General Plan, they started out by visit ing Murray City.
There are ways of doing things wisely and that is where the Planning Commission became
involved.
Phyllis Crookston asked why spend money to rip down what is already there to replace it.
They need t o recreate; that area is quiet and beautiful.
Chairman Hadfield stated all the comments were good, but the City Council needs to be
the one to hear them.
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Mr. Richan commented that this area used to be his playground. It is a beautiful area. It
has to be balanced.
Mr. Georgeson stated he feels he made his position plain. If thjs is the plan that goes
forward, they need to look at additional restrooms.
Mr. Nielsen commented he would like to see more passive areas.
Mr. Baldwin commented that he would fire Swaner if he were the mayor. There was
applause. He stated Mr. Swaner seems to be unresponsive to direction.
Mr. Despain asked if this plan was Swaner's response to the instructions after the hearing?
Chairman Hadfield stated it was the plan. Mr. Despain commented that maybe there was more
active recreation than what was anticipated from what the instructions should have been. Mr.
Despain commented that maybe a copy ofthe minutes should be sent to the council so they could
see what was happerung.
Margaret Shoaf stated she feel s there are people in the city who have an agenda and they
want to make money and accomplish what they want and not what the citizens want.
Jill Tingey asked what it would take to get the map amended. Mr. Despain stated he
thought that Mr. Swaner was given instruction and thjs map should have made those changes .
Mr. Despain stated that maybe Mr. Swaner did not understand those instructions. He stated that
ultimately the City Council will have to decide ifMr. Swaner completed what the City Council
indicated.
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Chairman Hadfield stated he has attended all the staff meetings with Mr. Swaner, Carl
Wanlass, Cal Houghton, and Steve Bailey to talk about the design. Chairman Hadfield stated he
did not attend the City Council Meeting and did not know what instructions were given at that
time. As far as the Planning Commission goes their role is to meet the needs ofthe public and
look at those issues involving health and safety and to look at the long range plan.
Ms. Pederson stated she has a copy of the unapproved minutes of the City Council. The
City Council voted on specific things. Chairman Hadfield stated that if the map does not
correspond with what is in the minutes then the citizens need to speak to the City Council.
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Judy Price stated that maybe the health definition is quite bold . She stated she knows the
youth of the commuruty are having difficulties and feels like the rolling hills, ponds, and natural
beauty is a healing and nurturing thing . Ms. Price felt the youth of the community deserve these
types oftrungs.
Chairman Hadfield thanked the citizens for their comments. He feel s like the citizens need
to meet with the City Council to express their concerns.
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain stated this is an ongoing discussion relating to the General Plan. He stated
that following the last meeting the owners of a portion of the 3 dwelling units per acre area had
asked that their lands be put in the agricultural zone. That would be one amendment to the
general plan.
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Mr. Despain passed out a handout. See Attachment A.
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Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission had any questions. There were no
comments. Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to modify the plan as per their request.

Mr. Despain stated the primary discussion tonight deals with the TDR (Transfer of
Development Rights) overlay zone criteria. He stated there are some critical issues that must be
discussed such as which areas will be involved in the TDR sending areas and TDR receiving areas.
Mr. Despain commented that in the process of development where you are attempting to
keep a large parcel undeveloped, one method used fairly commonly is the TDR. There are two
techniques that allow preservation of open space, one of which is clustering, in which you have a
large tract but concentrate all the development in a portion of the project leaving the remainder
open space. It allows the transfer of the development rights from one parcel to another when not
pm1 ofPUD.
Mr. Despain stated there are four questions that deal with the TDR that needs to be
discussed. He stated the first question is what territory is to be included in the TDR overlay
sending zone. He stated there are a couple of techniques used by communities to actually define a
sending zone; typically sending zones include historical or other unique resource areas. H e
explained that typically a separate map is used to indicate the TDR sending zones. In our case, all
land in the Shoreline Protection zone would be eligible as a TDR sending zone.
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Mr. Despain asked if there are areas other than the Shoreline Protection Zone that the
Planning Commission wanted to include in the sending zones. He stated his focus has primarily
been on the shoreline area.

Mr. Hansen asked about Mitchell Hollow. Mr. Despain stated it could potentially be a
TDR sending zone.
Mr. Richan asked how they identify what has value there as far as transferring rights is
concerned, for instance land a half mile north of here will cost more than what is in the bull
rushes. How would you identify that? How does your compromise point come in? Has the state
ever established where the compromise level is and who owns the land? Mr. Despain stated they
are working on that and that if the state owns it then it is outside the city. Mr. Despain stated
they are talking about land in private ownership.
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Mr. Georgeson asked if the shoreline zone were to transfer their development rights
elsewhere, what kind of zone would the sending zone become. Mr. Despain stated it stays in the
same zone as it was originally. He also explained that the sending area has the t ransfer ofthat
development rig ht to a receiving zone; concurrently, there is then a conservatio n easement
established over t hat area w hen the rights are removed.
Chairman Hadfield commented that Mr. D espain st ated one area to consider is the
shoreline as one possible sending zone. Are there other things they should consider such as
historical or archeological sig nificance in this particular area? Could the area around the
American Fork City River be a possible sending zone? Mr. D espain stated those are logical areas
if that is what they want to do.

Mr. Despain stated they could add areas. Chairman Hadfield asked if they have to focus
on one issue. Mr. Despain stated that there are a multitude of issues; one of which may be the
wetlands outside of the shoreline protection zone.
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Mr. Despain stated the second question is to establish the amount of density to be eligible
for transfer from a sending zone. H e commented that land in the shoreline protection zone has no
density classification and they will have to determine w hat is an appropriate number of units that
can be sent from that particular area.
Mr. Nielsen asked what you can build in a shoreline protection zone? Mr. D espain
explained that t he proposed SP-1 zone text outlines the possible uses. While very few uses are
allowed in that zone, ho uses are not one of the uses. Mr. Nielsen stated that ifthey cannot be
allowed to build there, why should they be given incentives on something they are not allowed to
do anyway. Mr. Despain stated that this gets to the question of w hether the city's would have the
practical effect of rendering land valueless. He stated he isn't sure the city can zone out all use of
t he land. Would such action constitute " regulatory taking." Mr. Despain stated he feels there is
some value that ought to be ascribed to the property; you might not be able to actually develop
the land, but the land should have some value if only for TDR purposes .
Chairman Hadfield stated that once those transfer rights are obtained, then the future of
that land is ensured.

Mr. Despain stated there are two ways you can go about establishing TDR values. In this
case, you are primarily dealing with it as residential uses, but commonly where resource issues
exist, the level of density you get decreases as the slope increases. This is a "variable scale"
approach. A second option is a "set number" approach. That is, set a number of dwellings
·regardless of its suitability. Mr. Despain stated the set number approach was easier, otherwise a
complicated analysis of the usability of the property would be required before setting the number.
The transfer of rights should be comparable to what its practical use is . Mr. D espain stated that
sooner or later they would need to come up with a number.
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Mr. Despain stated that TDR's from land within zones other than the Shoreline Protection
Zone would be based on the density otherwise permitted in those zones. If you were talking
about lands within the three units per acre zone and you want to preserve those, then you would
at least have to have densities equal to what the basic zone allows.
Mr. Richan asked if they have an allowance for three units per acre that they wou ld like to
preserve and you have enough property that is eligible for two units per acre can you transfer
those three units to the two and get five units? Mr. Despain stated Mr. Richan had the right idea.
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Mr. Despain stated that once determined, the TDR's from the sending sites would be
moved to designated receiving sites. He stated generally there is no problem as to where to take
the development rights from (sending sites); the problem is where to use those development rights
(receiving sites).
Mr. Richan asked ifMr. Despain could point out any areas where this has been done
successfully. Mr. Despain stated Mapleton has done this and that Envision Utah is promoting
this. Mr. Georgeson stated there is a city in Colorado that has done this and has quite a bit of
open space. Chairman Hadfield stated that Washington County has been involved in tlus and has
been successful.

Mr. Richan asked what this did to the General Plan. Mr. Despain stated it helps to
implement the General Plan. Chairman Hadfield stated it gives them some flexibility.
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Chairman Hadfield stated they need to retain those transfer rights in that same zorung
section. He stated they need to draw the line somewhere.
Mr. Despain stated that in order to accommodate the Transfer Development Rights, a
receiving site must be in aPR zone which permits flexibility in design . The R-1 zones based
solely on lot size do not allow for flexibility. Mr. Despain stated the logical areas are the PR-2 or
the PR-3 zones. He commented the Chairman Hadfield had expressed an opinion that receiving
sites ought to be restricted to the general vici nity from which the density came; in essence, you
cannot take the density from the lake and move it to the Temple area.
Chairman Hadfield stated the General Plan established in planning districts. He thinks
TDR' s should stay within the same plaruung di strict.
Mr. Despain stated the most difficult task is finding an acceptable receiving site because

you end up increasing the density in one area in order to decrease the density in another. He
stated in a sense they are clustering.
Mr. Georgeson asked if it could work the other way. For instance, ifyou have an area
that allows two dwelling units per acre density and you want to transfer it to another area would
you take one dwelling unit per acre from the sending zone and put it in the same one dwelling unit
24
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in the receiving zone or does it go through a filter where it would become 2/1Os of a dwelling unit
per acre. How does it work?
Mr. Despain stated the amount of additional units added to a receiving site is typically
expressed as a percentage increase in density over the base amount otherwise permitted by the
base zone (maximum assimilation rate).
Chairman Hadfield stated there has to be an incentive to do this.
Mr. Despain stated he had hoped to get some comments from the Planning Commission.
He commented that the ordinance would need to establish the maximum assimilation rates.
Otherwise, if you take all the development rights off a particular piece and cram into a five-acre
parcel you end up with densities that are out of character with what you want to do with the base
zone. The maximum assimilation rate would spread the density into a larger area with only a little
bit of increase over base densities.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments.

Mr. Nielsen asked why you cannot just treat it as one parcel even though it is two parcels.
Mr. Despain stated you can. Mr. Nielsen gave an example of having ten acres that has an allowed
30 dwelling units, but you give up two acres for a park and now you can build the same number
of units over 8 acres. Mr. Despain stated you can do that; it is similar to clustering. Mr. Nielsen
stated that basically they are taking two parcels with a number of dwelling units on both parcels
but will only build them on one parcel. Mr. Despain stated that is the concept. The point of the
TDR's is to take the development on the sending area to zero.
Chairman Hadfield asked as an example that ifMr. Warren wants homes on one side and
in the shoreline protection zone leave that as open space and have that as part of his planned unit
development. There will be no development there but he feels like there is some value in taking
the development rights of that piece of ground . What will they offer Mr. Warren as he chooses to
ask for an increase -in the R2 zone.

Mr. Despain stated that TDR' s have addressed the issue oftransferring development
rights and not the issue ofwhether you can have a boat launch facility. Ifthe land is used for
something other than buildings, you do not get any transfer development rights.
Mr. Despain commented that they are really talking about two alternative ways of going
about the same thing. The first is the PUD process in which you have a clustering feature and an
open space feature in the same project. By the design process you end up with your transfer of
development rights. It is when you have differential ownerships in w hich the TDR approach is
applicable. One piece is to be left vacant and the rights are used on a separate parcel, not pa11 of
thePUD .
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Mr. Richan stated he understands what they are saying but he has not heard on ereason
that makes sense to do it. Mr. Despain stated ifthe city is intent on preserving the openness of
certain areas, this is a mechanism where some value can be assigned to that property that is going
to be maintained open. Mr. Despain stated he believed if they try to zone no development into an
area, you will run afoul of regulatory taking which is a technique in essence to try and stop short
of buying the land . Mr. Richan stated he understood.
Mr. Warren stated what he understood is that they are trying to design different things in
different areas. In doing this, we want to preserve coast line for recreation and want the
developer to do it. We want the developer to buy the property and want him to take that
property and develop it into something beautiful. Mr. Warren asked if he was correct. Mr.
Despain stated that is what Mr. Warren proposed.

Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Warren is focused on his own project and while Mr. Despain
is focused on the entire south side of town. Mr. Despain was ofthe opinion that the TDR would
not be applicable to Mr. Warren's plan at all as he is going the direction of a large scale PUD
project. The TDR' s may not even be an issue.
Mr. Georgeson stated this would be another tool for the Planning Commission to aid in
developing. There are areas in which this tool would be advisable to use while in other areas it
would not be applicable.
Mr. Deauvono stated that in an earlier meeting, there was the idea of the government
buying 32 million dollars back of land. He wanted the ladies to understand that equates to less
than five acres per city on the Wasatch Front. Mr. Deauvono didn't believe that Utah County
would get much ofthat land. He commented that if the citizens wanted to keep the area near the
developmental center open and he owned the land and said he would keep it open. He asked the
citizens if they would agree to a transfer of development rights so he could make the money he
would have off of that property he kept open. It is a great idea to keep areas the same, and it
gives the people a bonus to those people. That way, you have a larger area together rather than
having smaller areas scattered around. Mr. Deauvono felt that as he understood it, the transfer of
development rights is a great idea.
Chairman Hadfield stated the Planning Commission will need to look at this issue again.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Nlr. D enney said that due to the lateness of the hour, this item could wait until the next
meeting.

OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield stated Richard Colborn had included in the packets a memo from
Mayor Barratt. He asked Mr. Despain to lead this discussion.
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Mr. Despain stated this is basically a letter which suggests to Mayor Sanderson and Mayor
Ellertson that it is time to come to closer with the common boundary between the municipalities.
He believed what prompted this the necessity to present a co-ordinated effort to achieve what it
takes t o put together the interchange. These are issues that have been hanging for a long period
of time and it is time to resolve some of these issues.
Mr. Denney stated he would be asking some ofthe landowners their feel ings on the new
boundaries.

Chairman Hadfield explained to the Planning Commission members that at a previous City
Council meeting, the Lindon City Administrator approached the Council with a proposed plan to
work out an agreement between cities for American Fork to provide sewer and water services to
property in Lindon. This property is located east of the North Pointe Business Park.
Chairman Hadfield stated that there are a number of issues involved. Mayor Barratt is
actively engaged in the success of that plan.
Mr. Warren stated this has taken a long period oftime to accomplish. It will have a great
impact on the Boat Harbor.

Ms . Pederson stated the Mayor ofLindon was present at the City Council meeting in
addition to the City Administrator.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF APRil- 5, 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
The following corrections were made to the April 5, 2000, minutes:
On page 3, line 3 "zone would allow" should be "zone that would allow." On page 3, line
8 "presented" should be "present." On page 4, line 33 "pointed at the property" should be
"pointed out that the property." Page 6, line 27 "that easement " should be "that the easement."
Page 7, line 26 "US-89 to the" should be "US-89 from the." On page 7, line 37 "parking spaces,
which he does not" should be parking spaces. Mr. D espain does not." On page 8, line 9 "not
apply with" should be "not comply with." Page 8, line 12 "not apply with" should be "not comply
with'' On page 8, line 44 the sentence should end with "item." On page 9, line 20 " to divorce
the fact that they are sitting with requirements of the two site plans that does not exist on his lot"
should read "to acknowledge the fact that he has requirements of his site plan sitting on Mr.
Hatch's project." On page 10, line 39 "there are a" should be "there is a." On page 11, line 42
"expanded or it is time" shou ld be " expanded and it is time." On page 14, line 21 "problem is the
property" should be "probl em if the property." On page 14, line 24 "said can't have" should be
"said you can't have." On page 15, line 5 "Chairman Hadfield that the" should be "Chairman
Hadfield noted that the." Page 15, line 38 "open space this is" should be "open space that is."
On page 17, line 30 "zone changes, which one" should be "zone changes, of w hich one." ON
page 18, line 22 "East Park Ride" should be "East Park and Ride." On page 19, li ne 15 "Mr.
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Despain t said here is" should be "Mr. D espain said there is." On page 27, line 18 "developer is
use to" should be "developer is used to ." On page 27, line 29 "Despain said had" should be
"D espain said he had ." On page 28, line 20 "made as how" should be " made as to how." On
page 28, line 25 " point in that staff' should be " point in that the staff."
Mr. Georgeson motioned to accept the minutes with the noted changes. Mr. Hansen
seconded the motion. The voting was as follows : "Aye," James Hansen, Keith Richan, Michael
Georgeson, and Keith Richan. Steve Nielsen abstained .
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Hansen motioned to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in
favor .
The meeting adjourned at midnight.
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ATTACHMENT A

DISCUSSION OUTLINE
TDR OVERLAY ZONE CRITERIA

SENDING ZONE CRITERIA
1.

2.

Territory to be included in TDR Overlay Sending Zone
A.

All lands within the SP Shoreline Preservation Zone

B.

Other Areas - all as set forth on the Official Zone Map

Establishment of amount of density to be
transfer from a sending zone
A.

to be eligible for

Lands within the SP Shoreline Preservation Zone
Variable Number- Based on an ·evaluation criteria
i.e. water surface, wetland areas etc. OR
Set Number - 1 DU per acre regardless of
useability?
Any credit for lake surface?

B.

Lands within other zones
An amount equal to the density otherwise permitted
in the zone .
Do you believe we need to include any bonus
density .

RECEIVING ZONE CRITERIA
1.

What Zones or areas should be designated as eligible
recipients of transfer density?
Must be primarily in PR
zones.
Zones based on lot size only don't have trhe
flexibility necessary
PR-2.0
PR-3.0
Other designated areas

2.

At what rate of assimilation should the transfered density
be allowed? Example - At 20% it turns the PR-2 into a PR2.2 etc .

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 3, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on May 3, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00 p . m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P . M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10 ..
11.
12.

13.

Review and action on the extension of utilities in 60 East
Street at approximately 990 North.
Review and action on an remodel of the Family Fitness Center
at 551 East State Road to offices .
Review and action on a site plan for a Community Bul l etin
Board at approximately 70 North Center Street.
Review and action on a site plan, condominium plat (Utah
Valley Business Park Plat L) , and documents for Courtyard
Pointe #2 located at 751 East Quality Drive.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Automall
Business Center located at 515 East Automall Drive.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Quail Hollow
North Subdivision Phase 2 located at 1380 North 70 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for Harbor Village
Subdivision located at 140 West 660 South .
Review and action on the agreements for the B. Joe Barney
Annexation containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North
including concept development plans.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan .
Site Plan Committee Report .
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the April 19, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 25 day of April, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
Published in New Utah! April 26, 2000.
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AlVIERlCAN FORK CITY
PLANNING CO:rv1MISSION MINUTES
MAY 3, 2000

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on May 3, 2000, at the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included James Hansen, Ken Baldwin, Keith
Richan, Councilman Tom Hunter, Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Steve N ielsen, M ichael Georgeson,
and Councilman Tom Hunter. Others present included Rod Despain, *H oward Denney, Melanie
Marsh, Bob Davis, LaVon Laursen, Lisa Shelby, B.J. Shelby, Jim Hardy, Doug Warren, Shawn
Cook, Steve Sowby, Mr. Kelter, B . Joe Barney, Robert Carlisle, Reed Bromley, and B arbara
Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Kevin Bennett.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE EXTENSION OF UTILITIES IN 60 EAST STREET AT
APPROXIMATELY 990 N ORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that improvements have been made to
Lot 1 ofNobhill Plat D, i.e. curb, gutter, and sidewalk. He said Lot 1 has been vacant for around
25 years so there are Chinese Elm Trees that have grown between the curb and gutter so the curb
is somewhat misaligned. He said there is some work that needs to be done on the curb and
gutter.
Mr. Despain explained that any extension of utilities that ·are on lots that are included in a
subdivision must come through the Planning Commission. He pointed out that when someone
comes to the City for approval of a subdivision, the issue of the extension of utilities is addressed
at that time.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the unsubdivided lot does not have curb, gutter, and sidewalk so
that will have to be one of the improvements.
It was discussed that both the sewer line and the water line will have to be extended.

Chairman Hadfield said that the grade on 100 East at 1010 North seems to be higher than 60 East
so as a result the water in the curb and gutter flows to the west around the corner on 1010 North
60 East and then it goes south. He said it is recommended that Mr. Davis be required to install a
sump on the south end of992 North "to catch the storm water. "
There was some discussion that Lot 8 in the Nobhill Subdivision is sewered into 1010 North.
Mr. Georgeson pointed out that the proposed plan for the extension of the utilities only shows the

sewer line. He asked if the water line will be in the same location.

Mr. Hansen asked ifthe water line will be tied into 1010 North or will it continue to be stubbed.
Chairman Hadfield said if the line is looped, better flows for fire protection can be achieved.

Mr. Georgeson asked if the " water line is in the City's main in 60 East or is it in 1010 N orth. "
Chairman Hadfield said he could not answer whether the water line is in the City's main in 60 East
or whether it is in 1010 North.

Mr. Davis said the wat er is at the corner. He said he could actually bring the " upper lot water off
of 1010 North, if that is preferred."
*Mr . D enney arrived.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. D enney that there is a question relative to culinary water and the
extension of the water line in 60 East and the looping of the water line with 1010 North.

Mr. Georgeson said the drawing submitted is only for the sewer line and he is wondering where
the sewer line is.
Mr. Denney said there is a fire hydrant in front ofLot 8 on 60 East in the southeast corner.
It was discussed that Mr. Davis may not be extending the water line, but just tieing into the water
line.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the extension of the sewer line and connection to the
water line to 60 East at approximately 990 North with the condition that ther·e be a sump
put on the south side of the lot that is at 990 Nor·th 60 East.
lt was discussed that before any building permits can be issued for the lot at 990 North 60 East,
the curb and gutter will have to be installed.

Mr. Denney pointed out that curb and gutter is one of the minimum improvements that has to be
put in. He said the gravel may be viewed as an existing street and a building permit can be issued.
Mr. D avis said that he has posted the necessary bond.

Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked if the motion needs to include that the curb, gutter, and sidewalk improvements
under t he residual lot need to be put in.

(May 3. 2000 ·Planning Commission Minutes)
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Mr. D avis said the bond that he has posted covers the sidewalk, curb and gutter for the residual
lot.
Chairman Hadfield said it is not necessary to include anything about the curb, gutter and sidewalk
on the residual lot in the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Richan, and Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REMODEL OF THE FAMILY FITNESS CENTER AT 551
EAST STATE ROAD TO OFFICES
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Shawn Cook.

Mr. Cook said they are proposing to convert the existing building to offices. He said they will be
retaining two of the racquet ball courts for amenities for the tenants of the proposed office
building. Mr. Cook said he is planning to relocate his current offices to the proposed office
building. He pointed out that he owns the Subway Building .
Mr. D espain discussed the parking requirements. He said the Subway Building has enough seats
to seat 60 people, which would require 20 parking spaces plus an additional three parking spaces
for six employees. He said the total parking req uirement for Subway is 23 spaces. He said based
o n his analysis and what is proposed, there is a deficit in terms of the number of parking spaces
that are shown on the plat. He raised the issue of whether there is any basis for reducing the
number of parking spaces required. He asked where the additional parking will come from, if the
Planning Commission does not feel there is any basis for reducing the number of parking spaces
required. He said the site has always been deficient in parking. H e said the proposal is a change
in use and the City is well within its authority to require additional parking.

Mr. Cook said they are going to be reducing the seating in Subway t o almost half and using the
extra space for storage.
It was discussed that the add-o n structure to the east of the Family F itness Center Building is
going to be removed.
Mr. Nielsen asked if there is a right-of-way that allows access off of State Street.

Mr. Despain said there has been a right-of-way that allows access off of State Street.
Mr. N ielsen asked if there is a recorded right-of-way through the Subway parking lot.
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Mr. Cook said he did not believe there was a recorded right-of-way through the Subway parking
lot.
Mr. Nielsen said he would like to see a recorded right-of-way or an access easement.
Mr. Nielsen pointed out that the bathrooms for the proposed office building are oversized and that
could be one thing used to justify having fewer parking spaces.
Chairman Hadfield said there is 14 V:z feet between the building and Hart's fence, which would
allow access to the rear of the lot and could be used for parking. He said the employees could
park in the rear of the building and leave the parking in the front of the building for the clients.
Chairman Hadfield said there are a number of improvements that could be done behind the
buildings.
Chairman Hadfield asked what the landscaping requirement is.
Mr. Despain said the building is in the GC-1 Zone and so there are no formal landscaping
requirements.
Mr. Denney said there needs to be some checking done to make sure there are cross easements
with Pizza Hut for access, drainage and parking.
Mr. Cook said he has already checked on the cross easements with Pizza Hut. He stated that
there is recorded easement for access, but there is not an easement for parking.
Mr. Denney said another issue that needs t o be addressed is a signage easement, if there is to be
another sign put up .
Mr. Denney said the fence along the north property line is in "di sarray." He said the fence along
the north property line needs to be "reinstalled for safety of the public."
Mr. Richan asked ifthere is any problem with drainage on the site.
Mr. Denney said he is not aware of any drainage problems on the site.
Mr. Georgeson stated that he felt the issues regarding cross easements for parking, drainage, and
access were covered by the Planning Commission when the building was first constructed, but he
does not know ifthey were ever completed.

Mr. Denney said the issue of the cross easements with Pizza Hut may have been addressed when
the Family Fitness Center Building was first constructed, but he questioned whether the cross
easements were for specific owners and whether they were now null and void because there are
new owners.
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Mr. Georgeson said he did not know ifthe cross easements were for specific owners.
Mr. Despain said he does not remember when the Family Fitness Center was approved.
Mr. Denney pointed out that "the side building" is going to be removed, which he said is "a plus."
Mr. Despain said that based on his calculations, there is a deficit of about 16 parlcing spaces for
both the Subway Building and the proposed office building.
Mr. Georgeson pointed out that the City currently only has one standard for parlcing for
restaurants.
Mr. Despain said there are three issues associated with the proposed remodel:
1.
2.
3.

Whether the use is permitted
Parking
Questions about cross easements

Mr. Despain said the use is permitted. He said for both the Subway and the proposed office
building parlcing is 16 spaces short offull compliance. He said the City needs to receive some
documentation on how the parlcing spaces from Subway are irreversibly committed to the
proposed office building.
Chairman Hadfield said the property to the rear of the building could be used for parking in order
to meet the parking requirements.

Mr. Cook said he plans on making some employee parking on the pro perty that is in the rear of
the building.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the remodel of the Family Fitness Center at 551 East State
Road to offices subject to (1) satisfactorily meeting the parking requirements for both
buildings (2) cross over easements regarding parking with the Subway Parcel to be met (3)
drainage easements with Pizza Hut to be verified and (4) access easements with Pizza Hut
need to be verified (5) fence along the north property line being repaired or replaced. Mr.
Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. N ielsen if in his motion he is saying that the applicant needs to provide 16
additional parking spaces to be in full compliance with the parking requirement.

Mr. Nielsen said that a total of 76 parlcing spaces need to be provided. He said the only way that
the applicant is going to get 16 additional parlcing spaces is if he uses the " north land area."
Mr. Despain pointed out that the motion is requiring "additional parking as pa11 of the site plan. "
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Mr. Denney suggested that the applicant should not have to come back to the P lanning
Commission again even though he has to add parking to the north. He suggested that the
Planning Commission find that the parking that will be added to the north is an insignificant
change.
It was discussed that a sump would be needed, ift he north area is to be asphalted.

Mr. Nielsen amended the motion to include that a sump be installed in a location that will
handle the runoff of the additional parking on the north part of the site and be to the
satisfaction of the City Enginee1·. Mr. Baldwin seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion .
There was no further discussion.
Chairman H adfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Councilman Hunter, M r. Richan, Mr.
Hansen, and Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Denney said there has been some discussion that the parking behind the building would be
covered. He said if the parking is to be covered and that exceeds 120 square feet, it needs to be
added to the site plan and may need to come back to the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A COJviMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD AT
APPROXIMATELY 70 NORTH CENTER STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned t he time over to Jim Hardy.

Mr. Hardy said that some time ago the Youth Council suggested that the City have community
bulletin board where people can place their long term and short term advertisements, but for some
reason it did not get the support from the City. ·He said a community bulletin board "is a worthy
endeavor."
Mr. Hardy showed a model of what type of community bulletin board they would like to install at
approximately 70 N011h Center Street. H e said they would like to have posts that go into the
ground so that the bulletin board could be temporary since the City may get City Offices. He said
they are proposing that the bulletin board be "4' X 8' on either side." He said they are proposing
that one side of the bulletin board be for short term signs that could be posted fo r one week, i.e.
garage sale signs and that one side before long term signs, i.e. " lose weight in 30 days. " He said
the Youth Council would like to charge people $5.00 to advertise on the bulletin board for 30
days. The funds collected from charging people to advertise on the bulletin board would go in the
Youth Council's account.
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Mr. Hardy said they are proposing that the bulletin board have some identification on the top that
indicates that it is provided by the American Fork Youth Council. He said they are proposing that
the sign would be located midway in one of the parking stalls. He said the bulletin board will be
constructed of durable material.
Mr. Hardy discussed the problem with people posting signs on utility poles and even on stop
signs. He said that as the summer continues on he will collect a lot of garage sales signs because
people do not take t hem down after their sales.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the proposed location is really the best location for a community
bulletin board. He asked Mr. Hardy if he has talked to Dr. Bell about the location of the
proposed community bulletin board.
Mr. D espain said the proposed bulletin board would be defined as a public service sign or
directional sign under the City's sign ordinance.
Councilman Hunter pointed out that Mr. Hardy came to the City Council with his proposal for a
community bulletin board and the City Council sent Mr. Hardy to the Planning Commission.
There was some concern about locating the bulletin board in one of the parking stalls. Mr.
Denney pointed out that Mr. Bennett informed him that in the purchase agreement that the City
has with Dr. Bell it states that Mr. Bell would have access to parking stalls as they exist now and
if there was a loss in parking stalls, the City would be required to replace any stalls that are lost.

Mr. H ardy said if the front bumper can protrude over the sidewalk, "they could move the sign to
the front of the parking stall." He said he assumes that most people would come to look at the
bulletin board on Saturday because that is when most people do their "yard sale hopping."
Chairman Hadfield asked if there are other places the bull etin board could be placed that would
serve the same function and would not conflict with commitments made with Dr. Bell.

Mr. Despain said the issue of the proposed location is a legal issue that needs to be discussed with
the City Attorney.
Mr. Denney asked ifthe bulletin board could be placed in the planter strip.
Mr. Richan said the bulletin board is going to have to be in a place where it is easy for people to
stop and get out of their car to look at the signs.
There was some discussion that there needs to be some det ermination on the size of the signs that
will be allowed on the bulletin board.
Chairman Hadfiel d pointed out that Provo City has a community bulletin board near its city
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offices. The community bulletin board in Provo is used for city notices as well as for people to
advertise such things as garage sales. He said if someone wants to put somethi ng on the
community bulletin board in Provo, they have to pay the cashier and the cashier stamps the date
that the sign has to be removed and then puts it on the bulletin board. He said Provo City has an
ordinance in place that addresses how big the sign can be and how much it costs to post a sign on
the bulletin board.
Mr. Nielsen asked Mr. Hardy if he has talked to Carl Bell about the location of the bulletin board.
Mr. Hardy said he has not talked to Carl Bell. He said that he has been to the City Council and it
sent him to the Planning Commission.

Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission "does not want to throw water on anything that
the Youth Council does because it is a good organization, but is the vehicle in place" to do
something that will be good for the City. He said that the proposed fee of $5.00 is not a lot of
money to charge someone to put a sign on the bulletin board for 30 days. Chairman Hadfield said
there needs to be an ordinance in place that states the fees that will be charged and the procedure
one follows to get a sign posted on the bulletin board.

Mr. Hardy said there are numerous things that have to be resolved. He said this is just a
presentation. He said "lets do something that is good for the City."
Chairman Hadfield again asked if there is a better location for community bulletin board. He
suggested that the location of the bulletin board be approved by Kevin Bennett, City Attorney
because he is the one that knows the agreement that have been made with Dr. Bell.
Chairman Hadfield said that the size of the proposed sign needs to be approved by the City
Council or the size of the sign needs to be no greater than 24 square feet as is dictated by the sign
ordinance.

Mr. Richan moved approval of the site plan for a community bulletin board at
approximately 70 North Center Street with the finding that it is a public service sign and
subject to the applicant checking with the City Attorney to make sure that the location
does not conflict with promises that the City has made with Carl Bell. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion.
Mr. Richan said that he has a dozen questions on procedure, i.e. where someone pays the money
to put up a sign on the bulletin board, but he said this is not the time to discuss those issues.
Mr. Hardy said they expect this to be a learning curve.

Mr. Richan suggested that there be something written in the ordinance that allows the City to
charge people who leave their signs all over town and Mr. Hardy has to clean them up. He
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suggested charging people $20 a sign for every sign that Mr. Hardy has to clean up. Mr. Richan
said that people would start cleaning up their own signs quickly, ift hey were charged a fine for
not cleaning them up.
Mr. Hardy said the first vehicle is to have a place where people can put their signs and then
determine what issues need to be addressed.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilman Bunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion ca.-ried.

It was di scussed that Mr. Hardy needs to talk to Kevin Bennett about t he location for the bulletin
board and Councilman Hunter should report that the Planning Commission approved the bulletin
board subject to Mr. Hardy checking with Mr. Bennett to make sure the location would not
interfere with any agreements the City has with Dr. Bell. It was discussed that the City Council
needs to approve the size ofthe sign because it is proposed at 4' X 8', which is greater than what
the sign ordinance currently allows.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN. CONDOMINIUM PLAT (UTAH VALLEY
BUSINESS PARK PLAT L). AND DOCUMENTS FOR COURTYARD POINTE #2
LOCATED AT 751 EAST QUALITY DRIVE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. D espain.

Mr. Despain said the applicant is seeking approval ofthe site plan and condominium plat. He said
there are still a deficit number of parking spaces. He pointed out that at the last Planning
Commission Meeting there were some questions raised as to whether the building will have
completely fixed walls. He said 188 parking spaces are required, if 150 per square feet is the
standard that is used to calculate the parking requirement. He said the applicant is proposing 13 7
parking spaces. Mr. Despain said parking is an issue that needs to be addressed .
Mr. Despain said the City needs to receive letters from the downstream water users.
Chairman Hadfield said there are a half a dozen parking spaces that he would refuse to park his
car in because of the chance of serious damage that could be done to his vehicle. He expressed
concern about the parking spaces that are on the north corner ofthe property.
Mr. Kelter pointed out that their CC&Rs require a 27-foot setback, but they have allowed for a
30-foot setback. H e said the reason they allow for a 30-foot setback is because they try to keep
their amount oflandscaping very high. He said they could move some of the parking spaces on
the n01ih corner back and they would then " have three feet of play and could put in a curb island ."
He said on the other building that they have built' "they have put in a cross hatch area and have
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had zero problems."
Mr. Denney expressed concern about the drainage plan because as the water drains into the street
there is not an oil-water separator in the street. He said the 100-year st orm has t o be handled on
site and when it comes to the areas where the runoff crosses the sidewalk it needs to drain
internally.
Mr. Sowby said all the street drainage for the whole cul-de-sac goes down the same drainage pipe
anyway. He said they will be adding about 2 percent of the parking lot to the road drainage
system. H e said the street drainage should already have an oil-water separator. He asked if the
Planning Commission felt it was a big deal if the oil-water separator was not in the City street
drainage system.
There was some discussion that right now it is a City Street and any additional runoff on the street
would be the City' s responsibility.
Mr. Richan asked if Mr. Denney felt that the proposed project is only adding an additional 2
percent of runoff as was stated earlier by Mr. Sowby.
Mr. Denney said that he "would not dispute" the fact that the proposed project is only adding an
additional 2 percent.
Mr. Kelter discussed the soils report. He said that they are able to use standard footings because
the soil on the site is "fantastic."
Mr. Sowby said a good solution to the drainage problem would be to put an oil-water separator
near the catch basin of the street, w hich would solve the oil and grease problems on the street.
Mr. Denney suggested that a "snout," which is placed in the manholes would be used to help
solve some of the drainage problems.
Mr. Sowby said "snouts" might work.
Mr. Kelter asked ift he parking needed to be addressed any fur1her. He said they are proposing
13 7 spaces, which makes them four parking spaces shor1. H e said the building will all be fixed
wall. He said the last time they came to the Planning Commission Meeting they were eight
parking spaces short so they went back and shrunk the driveway down and made some
adjustments to get four more parking spaces, but this is as close as they can come to meeting the
parking requirements.
Mr. Kelter pointed out that there is 4500 square feet of common open space. He said the lobby is
over 1000 square feet and so he is asking for some concession on the number of parking spaces
that are required. He said they have exceeded the landscaping requirements.
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Mr. Georgeson said at the last Planning Commission Meeting he made a motion that parking be
calculated on the same standard used to assess the building perrrilt fee at one parking space per
200 square feet. He said the building department has a method of calculating the square footage
of a building, which he does not think gets down to things like the thickness of the wall. He said
there needs to be an established procedure as to how the parking is established so that at every
Planning Commission Meeting the Planning Commission does not have to discuss how it is
calculated. He again recommended that parking be calculated as per the standard used to assess
the building perrrilt fee as one parking space per 200 square feet.
Mr. Denney said that the City still needs to receive a letter from the LDS Church stating that as
one of the downstream water users they are in concurrence with the drainage plan.
Mr. Denney recommended that the fence be restored to block off the neighbors access.
There was some discussion on how the parking is calculated. It was discussed that Mr. Morrill
uses the outside wall to calculate the number of parking spaces required. There was some
discussion that Mr. Morrill does make adjustments for certain things, i.e. atriums, elevator shafts,
open stairwells and etc.

Mr. Georgeson said that the City could get really picky and consider the thickness of the wall
when calculating parking requirements. He said the City ought to establish a standard and stick
with it.
Mr. Kelter asked if they get a "discount for the open area on the second fl oor."

Mr. Georgeson said Mr. Morrill will give a discount for the open area when he is determining the
square footage to use when calculating the parking requirements.
Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission "has bought off on the fact that the building will
be 100% fixed wall."
Chairman Hadfield said that Mr. Kelter told the Planning Commission tonight that it will be 100%
fixed wall and that is what the proposed plan indicates.

Mr. Despain said the reason he questions the issue of the fixed wall is because at the last Planning
Comrrilssion Meeting Mr. Hansen questioned whether it would really be fixed wall.
Mr. Richan recommended putting a penalty clause in the ordinance that states if someone
represents one thing and does another, they could be "shut down. " Mr. Richan said there needs
to " be some teeth put in the ordinance."
Mr. Georgeson said the occupancy permit addresses the issue of someone doing something other
than what was originally represented .
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Mr. Richan said he agrees with Mr. Georgeson in that the Planning Commission spends a good
percent of time talking about parking. He said something needs to be in place so that staff can
address the parking requirements before the applicant' s proposal reaches the Planning
Commission.
Mr. D espain said " ideally it would be nice to have a floor plan with the wall system put in and
shown."
Chairman Hadfield said that Mr. Georgeson has made a very good point on how the parking
should be calculated. H e stated that the Planning Commission currently looks at a footprint and
Mr. Morrill looks at the actual detail of a building .
Mr. N ielsen suggested that Mr. Despain put together a recommendation of what should be
counted as square footage and suggested that the Planning Commission look at his
recommendations at the next Planning Commission Meeting.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the site plan for (Utah Valley Business Pari< Plat L)
Courtyard Pointe #2 located at 751 East Quality Drive subject to: (1) the LDS Church
providing the document on the water (2) an oil separator being provided in the drainage in
the street (3) separation of some type for the parking space on the north part of the
building (4) the square footage for determining the parking spaces being calculated as per
the standard used for the building permit and (5) the parking requirements being
calculated based on the fact that the building will be a fixed wall structure. Mr. Georgeson
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfi eld called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Councilman Hunter, M L
Georgeson, and Mr. Baldwin. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Condominium P lat (Utah Valley Business Park Plat L)
Mr. D espain said he has not received the condominium documentation.

Mr. Kelter said the condominium documentation w ill be similar to what has already been
submitted for Courtyard Pointe # 1. He said that he forgot to get the condominium
documentation to Mr. Despain .
Chairman Hadfield suggested that any approval tonight be subject to the staff' s approval ofthe
condominium documentation.
Mr. Denney said there needs to be a subdivision monument for each plat.
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Chairman Hadfield asked if there is a subdivision monument for Courtyard P o inte #1.

Mr. Kelter said he does not remember a subdivision monument for Courtyard Pointe #1.
Mr. Sowby asked if there was a subdivision monument with a Plat J and if so would that suffice?
Mr. Denney said he is not sure ifthere was a subdivision monument w ith P lat J.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that every subdivision has to be tied to two subdivision
monuments. He said the subdivision monument needs to be " called out with state plane
coordinates on the final plat."

Mr. Denney recommended that the boxes that say "Sheet 1" be removed from the plat. He
suggested "ringing" the site with the utilities and not a blanket easement over the whole thing.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.

Mr·. Hansen moved to approve the final plat of Utah Valley Business Park Plat L subject
to: (1) receiving appr·oval by staff on the condominium documents (2) removing the public
utility easement note and making the public utility easement ring the site as required by
the City Engineer (3) other plat cleanups as required by the City Engineer and (4) adding
the subdivision monument on Quality Drive. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COl.VIMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR AU TOMALL BUSINESS
CENTER LOCATED AT 515 EAST AUTOMALL DRIVE
Chairman Hadfield said he put this item on the agenda because last time this item was approved it
was approved subject to staff's review and staff finding everything correct. He said staff is in the
process of reviewing the site plan for the Auto mall Business Center and so far staff has not
encountered any problems. Chairman Hadfield said he put this item on the agenda in case staff
found problems and t he site plan had to come back to the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF QUAIL HOLLOW N ORTH
SUBDIVISION PHASE 2 LOCATED AT 1380 NORTH 70 EAST
This item was withdrawn at the request of the petitioner. No action was taken on this item.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR HARBOR VILLAGE
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 140 WEST 660 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He pointed out that the memo from Mr. Colborn
indicated that the first action on this project was to complete the annexation requirement. He
then turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain discussed the status of Harbor Road Plat A. He said the ordinance and draft
annexation agreement relating to the Harbor Road Plat A Annexation were approved by the City
Council on December 14, 1999, subject to execution of the annexation agreement and compliance
with certain conditions. The following is a list of outstanding tasks regarding the annexation and
project plan:
1.

2.
3.

Annexation Agreement has to be executed by the owner of the property
Water rights required in the amount of29 acre feet
Copies of deed conveying the additional 100 West for the 240 West Right -of-Way are
needed

Mr. Despain said the above three mentioned items are all technical in nature and are "within
striking distance."
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he is recommending that the Planning Commission move
forward with the preliminary plan.
Mr. Despain said there is no reason not to consider the preliminary plan on the basis of the
completion of the annexation.
Mr. Sowby said they were asked to research the ownership on 240 West and the best the
surveyors can tell him is that there is a gap. He said they will have a deed prepared to quit claim
the property on 240 West to the City, "which is the best that they can do at this stage." Mr.
Sowby said the gap on 240 West is owned by no one.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the gap is included in the annexation.
Mr. Sowby said the gap is within the annexation plat.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about the property on 240 West being quit claimed to the
City. He asked who the quit claim deed would be from.
Mr. Despain said he did not think the gap was included in the annexation. He said as he recalls
the annexation plat just includes Mr. Warren's property.
There was discussion that there was an amended plat that included the gap . Mr. Denney
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expressed concern about which plat went to public hearing.

Mr. N ielsen asked ifthe adjacent property owners have been talked to to see if they have any
claims on the property on 240 West.
Mr. Sowby said none ofthe adjacent property owners have claimed the property on 240 West.
He said they have done the best they could so far to fo llow up on the gap.
There was some further discussion about whether the plat including the gap is the one that went
to public hearing. It was discussed that staff would have to resolve the issue of which plat really
went to public hearing.
Mr. Despain stated the following development plan findings that the P lanning Commission needs
to make:
1.

Does the plan conform with the annexation concept plan?
Mr. Despain said it does.

2.

Does the plan include conveyance of an adequate ROW width for 240 West, including the
additional width not deeded at the time of annexation?
Mr. Despain said 240 West has to be wide enough to be a usable road. Mr. Sowby said
the right-of-way width varies from 42 to 47 feet.

3.

Actual conveyance of the water right
Doug Warren has proposed that the City take a deed to some Provo Reservoir Stock,
which he has in his possession.

4.

Evidence of determination from the Corps that the site does not include any jurisdictional
wetlands (required by the annexation agreement)
Mr. Sowby said they are in the process of getting evidence to show that the site does not
include any jurisdictional wetlands. Mr. Denney said that Pentacore will be monitoring
the site for three to four weeks.

5.

Evidence of acceptable treatment of sloughs and drains
Mr. Despain said the proposal is to pipe the sloughs.

6.

Notification from the downstream water users of acceptance of the drainage solution
Mr. Despain said that he is not sure w ho the downstream water users are or what nature
the approval ofthe solution would require.

7.

Waiver or consent from all downstream water right holders

8.

Provision relating to reimbursement
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Mr. Despain said it is his understanding that in lieu of the pro posal to have off site sewer
lines constructed t hat the pro posal is now to have a lift station that would lift the sewage
from this project up to the existing south outfall sewer line to the City and that no
oversizing would be required.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Warren if it is still his intention to use a lift station and the existing
sewer.

Mr. Warren said it is his intention to use a lift station and the existing sewer.
It was discussed that the lift station would just be temporary.

Mr. Denney expressed some concern about using a lift station. He said the City has traditionally
tried to stay away from allowing lift station. Mr. Denney asked if the lift st ation will be limited to
the 29 homes or will it be expanded to include more homes. He said the proposed lift station
needs to be discussed in further det ail.
Mr. Richan asked who maintains the lift station.

Mr. Denney said a homeowners association would have to be established to maintain the lift
station.
Mr. Sowby said they are prepared to establish a homeowners association.
Mr. Hansen asked about the spring on the property.

Mr. Denney said there is a recorded spring on the propet1y, but it appears that it is not as
significant as was thought. He said at this point, there is just a little amount of water that is
continually running.
There was some discussion about whether the spring on the property has been filed on. Mr.
Despain said that he is unaware of anyone filing on the spring.

Mr. Hansen said the Christensen Brothers told him that they have filed on the spring.
Mr. Georgeson said the Division of Water Rights has a web page where one could check to see
who has filed on the spring .
Mr. Hansen said that if the spring is fl owing and if it fl ows through the property proposed for
development and it is filed on, it still has t o be maintained and flowed to the Christensens'
property. He said the spring can't be interrupted.
Mr. Nielsen said the spring could be piped.
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Mr. Sowby explained the proposed plan for the ground water drainage. He said the ground water
is at various depths between six and 8 feet deep. He said there is 4 feet of good material.
Mr. Richan asked when the property was trenched .
Mr. Sowby said it was trenched in April.
Mr. Richan said the water would not have reached high levels in April.
Mr. Sowby said their plan is to build a groundwater drain and to put groundwater drains in all the
streets. He said they are not going to change the pattern of where the groundwater goes.
Mr. Georgeson asked ifthere are any agricultural drains in the area that would impact the natural
drainage of the area.

Mr. Sowby said when they did the trenching they did not dig up any agricultural drains. It was
discussed that the land is just a pasture.
Mr. Richan asked what the width of the trenches are.

Mr. Sowby said the trenches are about 3 feet wide.

Mr. Richan asked if there will be gravel put in the trench first, then the pipe, and then gravel laid
over the pipe.
Mr. Sowby said there will be gravel put in the trench first, then the pipe, and then gravel will be
laid over the pipe.
Mr. Richan asked ifthere will be an easement on the north side. He expressed concern about the
roots from the trees getting into the drain and plugging it up .
Mr. Nielsen stated that the Planning Commission is very concerned about the water on the
property.
Mr. Sowby said they are proposing to put groundwater drains in every street, to put laterals to
every home, and to put in manholes to access every junction.

Chairman Hadfield asked if 29 homes are sufficient to maintain a homeowners association
whereby the proposed lift station can be maintained. H e asked Mr. Warren if it is his plan to have
other projects on the same lift station that will be used for the 29 homes.
T here was some discussion about how much it will cost to maintain the lift station. Mr. Sowby
said it costs about $300 a month to maintain the lift station, which is about $3,600 a year. Mr.
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Sowby said that he did not know if the $3,600 a year included a reserve fund for extraordinary
maintenance.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Warren if he is going to be "a partner in liability" for a certain
number of years until the homeowners get off the lift station and onto a gravity flow system.

Mr. Warren said he will be a partner until all the landowners are in because they will have to pay
the difference for maintenance until all the homeowners are in. He said the homeowners will be
the ones to take care of getting off the lift station and onto a gravity flow system.

It was discussed that Mr. Warren has purchased the lift station from Northgate Townhomes and is
planning on moving it.

It was discussed that the lift station would run at approximately two minutes an hour. Mr. Sowby
said the lift station is almost at maximum pressure.
After much discussion about drainage issues and the proposed lift station, Chairman Hadfield
asked Mr. Despain what the next step is.

Mr. Despain said at such time as the Planning Commission feels comfortable approving the
subdivision it would need to be conditioned upon completion of the annexation agreement and
whatever other documents are needed. He stated that the proposed plan is being presented as a
subdivision, but it really has elements of a PUD because there are going to be common amenities.
He said there will be some form of a homeowners association and it will have to be permanent.
Mr. Despain said he has not seen a PUD document, but he stated that it is typically not seen at the
preliminary stages. He said it would be helpful to have the PUD document early on. He said the
thing that makes PUDs successful is that they have a reason to stay together. Mr. Despain said he
is "aware of several PUDs where there has been a conspiracy to get out of t he common
responsibilities" and that is his fear with the proposed project.

Mr. Warren said he lives in a neighborhood where they have a little park and they have a
homeowners association strictly for the park. He said that everybody in the homeowners
association is assigned to keep the park clean at different times throughout the year. He said the
park has been a major part of their neighborhood . He said they have a flag raising ceremonies on
July 4. Mr. Warren said people have made a lot of acquaintances as a result of the park. Mr.
Despain said the tax liability is paid as a group of homeowners.
Mr. Nielsen said that he is not opposed to the proposed park.

Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission is comfm1able with the proposed preliminary plan, it
could take action on that tonight. He said there is no hearing required on the subdivision.
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Mr. Hansen said that he is not comfortable with making a motion at this point in time because he
would like some further info rmation regarding the t reatment of the water and the drainage. H e
said he would like the downstream water users to sign off on the proposed drainage plan. H e said
there are sloughs on the property that flow to some of the farms that are near the property
proposed for development.
Mr. Warren said they have dug holes all over the property and the water goes to the ditch.
Mr. Hansen said until the downstream water users sign off on the proposed drainage plan, he is
not willing to approve the proposed preliminary plan.
Mr. Warren said that he owns all the property.
Mr. Hansen said the sloughs on his property "feed" the Christensens' farms . H e very adamantly
said he wants the downstream water users to sign off on the drainage plan. He said that he does
not want the City to be involved in any lawsuits with the Christensens. Mr. Hansen stated that
there is an agreement that was made on June 27, 1995, with the Christensens that states that
certain things will be met.
Mr. Warren said he did not know where Mr. Hansen was getting his information. He said "the
property has been trenched up and down."
Mr. Nielsen said that Mr. Hansen just wants to have the downstream water users sign off on the
drainage plan. Mr. Nielsen asked if Mr. Hansen is willing to approve the preliminary plan subject
to getting approval from the downstream water users before the final plat is signed off on.

Mr. Hansen said he was not opposed to approving the preliminary plan subject to getting approval
from the downstream water users before the final plat is signed off on.
Mr. Richan asked if it is possible to give preliminary approval to a subdivision before it is annexed
into American Fork.
Mr. Denney said he has always questioned whether preliminary approval could be given to a
subdivision before it is annexed into the City.
Mr. Georgeson said that all the Planning Commission can say is t hat the proposed preliminary
plan appears to be in conformance with the concept plan.
Mr. Denney said it appears from the letter from P entacore that the delineation for the wetland s
will not be completed for about three to four weeks. He said the annexation can' t be completed
until the City gets the info rmation on t he delineation of the wetlands. He said depending on the
results fro m Pentacore regarding the wetlands there may be a change in the lot configuration.

(
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Mr. Despain said the issues regarding wetlands does not have to be approved prior to annexation .
He said the question dealing with approval of the proposed preliminary plat depends on whether
the Planning Commission is comfortable granting preliminary approval conditioned upon
completion of the annexation.

Based on the fact that the property is not yet annexed into American Fork, Mr. Hansen moved
to defer approval of any preliminary plan until annexation of the property is complete. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Hansen what hi s major concerns are.
Mr. Hansen said one of his major concerns is that the property is not in American Fork City. He
said the annexation should be complete before the Planning Commission moves forward.

Mr. Georgeson said the gap issue is bothering him. He said the City can't just go in and take the
property on 240 West. He said a quit claim is not going to do anything, if there is no record of
ownership. He said if there is no record of ownership, there would have to be a deed given to the
City from the United States. Mr. Georgeson said the gap issue is something that still needs to be
resolved.
Mr. Denney said there could be a boundary line agreement between Mr. Warren and the adjoining
parties in order to get clear title to the road. He said 240 West has been an old County road for
years. He said 240 West delivers access to the farms. Mr. Denney said 240 West has been on the
Utah County Road Map System previously, but it is not currently on the map . He said the fi sh
and wildlife still has a claim.

Mr. Georgeson said that it looks like there is some history of240 West. He said that he got the
impression that the property on 240 West was "an illegitimate child''
Mr. Warren said the adjacent property owners have all accepted the fact that 240 West is going to
be a road.
Mr. Nielsen said he would like the adjacent property owners to sign off on 240 West and he
would like a new fence like agreement.
Mr. Hansen said another reason the annexation needs to be completed is because there is some
discussion from staff on what annexation plat really went to public hearing. He said if 240 West is
not annexed into the City, there is some question on whether some of the proposed lots can even
be serviced.
Mr. Despain said it is his understanding that only 15 feet ofthe required road is on Mr. Warren ' s
property. He said the issue of the adequate width of240 West needs to be resolved. Mr. Despain
said that he does not know if quit claim deeds fi·om all the adjacent property owners w ill be
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sufficient to "eradicate any potential claims" against the piece of property on 240 West.

Mr. Nielsen asked if the Planning Commission is helping to speed things up if it approves the
preliminary plat tonight. He pointed out that the wetlands study still needs to be completed,
which was mentioned earlier in the meeting that it would not be done for about three to four
weeks.
Mr. Despain said that ifthe Planning Commission approves the preliminary plan tonight it is
"creating a vesting." He said there is a lot to be done before Mr. Warren can get to the final
approval stage.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission would be "out of line" approving the
proposed preliminary plat until some of the issues that have been discussed tonight have been
resolved.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission would be "out of line" if it did not have reservations
about approving the proposed preliminary plat until some of the issues that have been discussed
tonight have been resolved.

Mr. Richan said if the property is annexed, then Mr. Warren would have certain rights. He said
right now Mr. Warren does not have certain rights.
Mr. Warren said it is helpful if he gets preliminary approval tonight because then he knows the
things that he has to work on and he can diligently work to get those things done. He said it will
save him another month, if he can get preliminary approval tonight.
After much discussion on the motion, Chairman Hadfield called for a vote.

Those voting aye: Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen and Chairman Hadfield.
Those voting nay: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Richan. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AGREEMENT FOR THE B . JOE BARNEY
ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.38 ACRES AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH INCLUDING
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He said the Planning Commission has seen this item
twice before. He said at the last Planning Commission Meeting, the developer was asked to come
up with a proposed concept plan and then to come back to a future Planning Commission
Meeting.

Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Barney's parcel is about 5 lh acres. He said that about 1.38
acres would be committed to roads, which would leave a net area of about 4.18 acres. He said a
PUD would require 1.04 acres of open space. H e said the proposed plan showed that .76 acres
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would be for the park. He said .28 acres would need to be committed to open space.

Mr. D espain said based on 4.18 acres he calculated the density under the PR-15,000 and under
the PR-9000 Zones. If the whole area was to be developed under the PR-15,000 Zone, 2.8
dwelling units pre acre would be allowed and if it was to be developed under the PR-9000 Zone,
4.3 dwellings units per acre would be allowed; which would provide 17 or 18 dwelling units.
Mr. Despain said that if the property were developed under the PR-9000 Zone or the PR-15,000
Zone, it would require twin homes; which is significantly different from the General Plan. H e said
that he has actually tried to see what the density would be if part of the property were developed
under the R1 -9000 Zone and the R1-15 ,000 Zone. If part of the property were developed under
both the R1-9000 Zone and the Rl-1 5,000 Zone, 13.71 dwelling units would be allowed.
Mr. D espain said typically a "stand alone PUD" requires 15 acres, but the Planning Commission
could look at the design and see if it warrants a reduction from the minimum project area
requirement.
Mr. Despain said that he has been trying to contact Mr. Maddox, but has been unable to talk to
him. He said that after doing some research since the last Planning Commission Meeting, he feels
that some sort of a PUD could be done on the property; if it was a good design and the densities
work out. He said that if Mr. Maddox wants to pursue doing a PUD, he just needs to prepare a
concept plan and present it to the City.
Mr. Barney said he thought Mr. Maddox would be here tonight with a concept plan, but he is not
present so he will contact him to see what is going on.
Mr. Despain told Mr. Barney that he would be happy to talk to Mr. Maddox.
Mr. Denney told Mr. Barney to bring staff a copy of the concept plan, if he gets one from Mr.
Maddox.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Barney that if he can get a concept plan to him by Tuesday, he will
put this item back on the next agenda.

Mr. Despain stated that a five-acre extension of Val Vista is another option that could be pursued.
Mr. Georgeson moved to defer this item to the next Planning Commission Meeting, which
is May 17, 2000. Mr. Rich an seconded the motion.
Chairman H adfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion .

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Mr. Despain said that his intent had been to provide the Planning Commission Members with a
draft of the TDR Ordinance, but as he began to review the draft that he had prepared he found
some "fatal flaws" and decided that some changes needed to be made to it.
Chairman Hadfield asked if a draft of the TDR Ordinance will be ready to include in the next
Planning Commission packet.

Mr. Despain said that he will be out-of-town the week that the Planning Commission packets go
out, but he will try to fax something to J.H. so that he can put it in the packet.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Denney had nothing to report .
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hansen said that he would like to get a report that shows the progress of some ofthe projects
that the Planning Commission has approved .
Chairman Hadfield said that Dick Colborn does a Progress ofProjects (POP) Report that lists the
progress of the projects that have been approved. He said he will make a copy ofthe report and
put it in the next Planning Commission packet.
Mr. Richan asked what the Planning Commission could do to help staff solve some ofthe parking
issues before they come to the Planning Commission. He said the Planning Commission keeps
going over and over the same issues related to parking.
Chairman Hadfield said a "major step" was made tonight. He said the Planning Commission
should not concern itself with anything other than the parking that is associated with the actual
design that is approved by the building department.
Mr. Despain said that staff always gets asked about what adjustments can be made without
changing the building and still being able to meet the parking requirements. He pointed out that
he has never had a developer represent that the walls will not be fixed. Mr. Despain said some of
the problems come because Mr. Morrill in the building department comes into the picture after the
fact. He suggested that if the developer is not prepared to give a layout of the building, then he or
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she should be prepared to provide one parking space 150 square feet.
Chairman Hadfield said that when the site plan comes to staff at the Technical Review Meetings,
staff needs to be honest with the developers and say up-front what the parking requirements are
and not give the developers hope that the "Planning Commission Members are a bunch of green
willows in the wind and that they will lean any way the developers want them to ."
Mr. N ielsen said that staff needs to have something to give the developers that states how the
square footage is calculated.
Mr. Despain said they have something that states how square footage is calculated.

Mr. Georgeson said the City needs to be clear on what the standard is based on for calculating
parking requirements. He asked if net area or gross area is the standard that is used.
Mr. Despain said the resolution is very clear that parking is based on 1 per 200 square feet for
fixed wall, but the question is whether "gross" means the outside building or inside wall.

Mr. Richan said if staff and the Planning Commission keep vacillating on w hether "gross" means
the outside building or inside wall, it will always be a question in the developers' minds.

Mr. Despain said the building department actually uses the outside wall when calculating gross
square footage.

Mr. Denney said it is interesting that the developers are fighting over a minimum standard and not
a maXImum.

Mr. Despain said the standards American Fork City are using to calculate the parking
requirements are not atypical of other cities. He said that five spaces per thousand square feet is a
very typical regulati on.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that for some type ofbusinesses there could be some leeway given
on parking requirements. He said for those that have a good track record with the City there
could be some possibility of giving some leeway on the parking requirements, but for those who
have mislead the City before, leeway should probably not be given.

Mr. Georgeson said that if leeway is given to one person and not to another, the City will be
"treading on thin ice." Mr. Baldwin said the City also has to be concerned about due process.
Mr. Georgeson said that in his line of work they allow people to deviate from the standards if
there is sufficient and acceptable evidence that deviating from the standards would not harm the
primary purpose of the standards.
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Mr. Georgeson said that what concerns him about allowing a reduction in the parking
requirements is that when one use changes to a different use there may not be enough parking
spaces to accommodate the new use.
Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission does sense some frustration regarding parking
requirements, it is because the staff is frustrated.
Mr. Georgeson said that he is frustrated that the same issues with regards to parking keep coming
up over and over again.
Chairman Hadfield said he will talk to Mr. Morrill about the way that the parking requirements
are calculated. He said that ifMr. Morrill is not happy with some ofthe decisions that the
Planning Commission has made tonight regarding calculating the parking requirements, he will
report that at the next Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Despain said the problem comes when a building is approved as fixed wall, but Mr. Morrill
reports that the finished perrnit is not fixed wall.
Mr. Richan asked if there is some value in inviting Mr. Morrill to one of the Planning Commission
Meetings.
Mr. Georgeson said that Mr. Morrill just needs to know what is approved.
Mr. Hansen suggested that another option that could be used to help solve some of the issues
relative to the parking requirements is to change the ordinance so that the requirement is one
space per 150 gross square feet whether the wall is fixed or open.
Mr. Baldwin reported that he will not be present at the next Planning Commission Meeting.
Reed Bromley had some questions about what the definition of a fixed wall is. He said that he
wants to be clear on how the parking requirements are calculated so that he can meet the parking
requirements for his proposed office buildings.
Chairman Hadfield said fixed walls are framed up with either a metal stud or are sheet rocked and
painted. He suggested that Mr. Bromley should just build the building based on 1 parking space
per 150 square feet and he will be able to meet the parking requirements.

Mr. Bromley stated that he has two buildings that are approved with the parking spaces at 6.2
spaces per thousand square feet of gross building area. He said that currently he has a client that
is looking at doing a 120,000 square foot office building with the parking at 5 spaces per
thousand square feet. He said that he wants to make sure that he understands what the parking
requirements are so that when he brings his next plan to the Planning Commission he will be able
to meet the parking requirements, but so that he does not have all of his open space in asphalt.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE APRIL 19.2000 PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING.

Mr. Hansen moved approval of the April19, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 28 "remodeld" should be changed to " remodeled." On Page 1, Line 39
"200 north could" should be changed to "200 North it could." On Page 3, Line 7 "was it
ffiC" should be changed to "was ffiC. " On Page 3 Line 34 "motioned" should be
changed to "moved." On Page 4, Line 5 "areal" should be changed to "aerial." On Page
4, Line 23 "onto" should be changed to "on to." On Page 4, Line 37 " physicians and as
those" should be changed to " physicians as those." On Page 6, Line 7 "project to be
similar" should be changed to "project elements to be similar." On Page 8, Line 9 "the
letter" should be changed to "a letter." On Page 8, Line 23 "Nelson" should be changed to
"Nielsen." On Page 8, Line 29 "had a motion" should be changed to " called for a vote on
the motion." On Page 10, Line 8 "foot" should be changed to "footing. " On Page 10,
Line 20 " 150 parking" should be changed to "150 square feet parking." On Page 11, Line
2 "throughout parking" should be changed to "throughout, parking." On Page 11, Line
14, " put curb and gutter up at for drainage purposes" should be changed to " install curb
and gutter for drainage purposes." On Page 12, Line 40 "for the statement" needs to be
changed to " of the statement." On Page 14, Line 12 "motioned" should be changed to
"moved." On Page 14, Line 40 "motioned" should be changed to "moved." On Page 15,
Line 1 "Denny" should be changed to "Denney." On Page 15, Line 18 "Mr. Despain stated
this item will need to make sure this gets on the agenda for the next available time" should
be changed to "Mr. Despain stated that the City Council will need to make sure this gets on
the agenda for the next available meeting."
On Page 16, Line 4 " off the building" should be changed to " mounted on the building."
On Page 16, Line 14 "state" should be changed to "stated." On Page 16, L ine 19
"Peculation" should be changed to "percolation." On Page 16, Line 20 "and a potential"
should be changed to "is a potential." On Page 17, Line 34 "be taken out and that then
shows the footprint and the number of seats" should be changed to " issued showing the
footprint and the number of seats." On Page 18, Line 8 "area" should be changed to
" condition." On Page 19, Line 21 " people wanted that type of space" should be changed to
"people's vote, they wanted that type of space." On Page 19, Line 31 "active they" should
be changed to " active areas they." On Page 19, Line 33 "state" should be changed to
"stated." On Page 20, Line 1 "thankful that" should be changed to " thanl<ful for." On
Page 21, Line 7 " is position" should be changed to " his position." On Page 21, Line 32
"the meeting" should be changed to " the City Council Meeting." On Page 22, Line 22
"open space and one" should be changed to "open space, one." On Page 23, Line 9
"with" should be changed to "when." On Page 26, L ine 4 " on" should be changed to
"one." Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
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Baldwin. Councilman Hunter abstained from the vote because he was not present at the
April 19, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion ca .... ied.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Nielsen moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:25 p.m.

Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 17, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on May 17, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .

Review and action on a cellular tower to be co-located on an
existing tower at 816 East 1300 South.
.
Review and action on a zone change request at approximately
400 West 600 South from the existing RA -1 to the R1-9000
zone .
Review and action on a rev ised preliminary plan for
Timpanogos Valley Professional Plaza PUD at 10 South 1100
East.
Review and action on a subdivision of properties located at
299 and 301 South Center Street.
Review and action on a site plan for a flag pole at Sento
located at 808 East Utah Valley Driv e in the Utah Valley
Business Park.
Review and action on the agreements for the B. Joe Barney
Annexation containing 15 . 38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North
including concept development plans for the Carlisle and
Barney parcels.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan .
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the May 3, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day of May, 2000.

J . H . Hadfield, Chairman

'·

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
MAY 17, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on May 17, 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James
Hansen, Michael Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, Keith Richan, and Steve Nielsen. Others
present included Howard Denney, *Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Steve Sowby, Mike Pierce, Joe
Barney, Sherry Barney, Steve Maddox, Robert Carlisle, Jim Cates, Michael Bromley, John
Lundin, Liz Alderman, Paul Swenson, Kirk Weisler, Vic Deauvono, Doug Warren, and Barbara
Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Ken Baldwin.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CELLULAR TOWER TO BE CO-LOCATED ON AN
EXISTING TOWER AT 816 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and explained that yesterday when staff was going over
the items for tonight's Planning Commission Meeting, Kevin Bennett pointed out that the current
ordinance regarding the co-location of antennas on cell towers includes a provision which limits
the attachment of new antennas to existing poles only ifthe existing pole does not already have an
antenna on it. He said in Mr. Despain's memo, which is attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT # 1 it is recommended that the Planning Commission discuss this item, but that
no action be taken on the request. He said it is also recommended that the Planning Commission
recommend a change in the cell tower ordinance so that co-location on existing poles is permitted,
regardless of whether the pole already has an antenna.
Chairman Hadfield also pointed out that the site plan that Sprint submitted shows the tower at 80
feet high, but staff feels the tower is really 100 feet high. He said Sprint would like to set the
antenna at 77 1;2 feet high, which would be lower than what is currently there. He said when the
Planning Commission amended the ordinance to allow the cell tower on Merchant Street, it was
amended with the intent of encouraging co-location on existing poles to allow multiple users
rather than everyone having their own 60-foot antenna.
There was some discussion as to why the current ordinance restricts one cell tower on a pole.
Mr. Denney said he did not know of any specific reason why the ordinance restricts one cell tower
on a pole.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission if there are concerns about having multiple
cell antennas on a single tower.

1

Mr. Richan said he does not have a problem with having multiple cell antennas on a single tower.
It was discussed that the current ordinance restricts the height of an antenna to 60 feet.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council a revision to the Cell Tower
Ordinance in a matter that Mr. Despain has indicated in his memo. Mr. Richan seconded
the motion.
Chairman Hadfield stated that staff is being directed to rewrite the ordinance and then it will be
forwarded to the City Council for adoption.
Mr. Hansen asked if the proposed amended ordinance needs to come back to the Planning
Commission before it is moved forward to the City Council. H e expressed concern that a change
in an ordinance is being made and it was not advertised on the Planning Commission Agenda. He
said he is not against moving the ordinance forward, but he feels things should be done right.

Chairman Hadfield said he will put the proposed amended ordinance relating to cell towers as an
action item on the next Planning Commission Agenda.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen. Mr. Nielsen, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield explained to the Ms. Alderman, the applicant that her request will be held until
such time as the ordinance is amended . He told Ms. Alderman to call him in a few weeks and he
will have a time frame of when her request can be acted upon. Chairman Hadfield also asked Ms.
Alderman to have her engineer contact the City Engineer regarding the GPS Antenna. He said
there are also issues relating to the lighting on the antenna that need to be discussed with staff.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT APPROXIMATELY 400
WEST 600 SOUTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE Rl-9000 ZONE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and pointed out that Mr. Colborn indicated on the agenda
that the request was to change the zone from the RA-1 to the Rl-9000 Zone, but when he got the
Planning Commission Packet and saw the Zone Change Application he saw that the petitioners
were really requesting that the zone be changed to the R2-7500. He said the Planning
Commission can't take action on the request to change the zone to the R2-7500 because it was
not advertised that way.
Chairman Hadfield raised the question of whether the R2-7500 Zone is really in compliance with
the intent of the General Plan. He said the R2-7500 allows eight dwelling units per acre and in
the proposed updated General Plan it states that the area proposed for development will be
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allowed to have around four dwelling units per acre. Chairman Hadfield asked the petitioners if
there would be a problem with going with a zone less dense than the R2-7500.
Steve Sowby pointed out that immediately to the west and immediately to the north ofthe
property proposed for development the zone is Rl-7 500. He said there should not be any
problem with re-zoning the property to the Rl-7500 . Mr. Sowby also pointed out that
immediately to the east of the property proposed for development the zone is the R2-7500. He
said based on the adjoining properties they feel the property should either be re-zoned to the Rl7500 or R2-7500.

Mr. Sowby said they would like the Planning Commission to go ahead and discuss whether it
would consider at least re-zoning the property to the Rl-7500 Zone and if it determines it would
be willing to re-zone the property to the Rl-7500, they will wait two weeks for it to be advertised
properly.
Chairman Hadfield said that he has concerns about 380 South Street.

Mr. Nielsen asked ifthe Cates are ok with the re-zone.
Mr. Cates said the only concern that he has with the re-zone is if it will affect them tax wise. He
said he is not part ofthe project, but he does not oppose the project. He said they are not willing
to move out of their greenbelt status. He pointed out that he is non-signatory to the Harbor Road
Annexation.

*Mr. Despain arrived.
Mr. Despain said the R2-7500 Zone is not supportive of the proposed General Plan. He said the
property proposed for the zone change is adjacent to the Rl-7500 Zone and the R2-7500 Zone,
but his belief is that anything that allows greater density than the Rl-7500 would be outside the
proposed General Plan.
Michael Bromley asked how close the Planning Commission was to completing the proposed
General Plan.
Mr. Despain said they are in the "wind down process" of completing the proposed General Plan.
He said they are still working out the ordinance structures, but they have allowed developments to
go forward based on the proposed General Plan.

Mr. Nielsen asked if there are water issues associated with the property proposed for the zone
change. He asked if there have been any percolation tests done on the property.
Mr. Sowby said there are some water table issues. He stated that most of the homes that will be
built on the far south end of the property where it approaches the sewer line will have to be slab
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on grade.
Mr. Nielsen asked Mr. Sowby if it makes sense to cluster an area and have open space or would it
be better to spread the homes out.
Mr. Sowby said the owners would rather go with the standard subdivision, but he would ask them
to consider the PR-9000 Zone.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the PR-9000 is not in harmony with the proposed General Plan. He
said the PR-9000 Zone allows a slightly greater density than the proposed General Plan calls for.
Mr. Despain said a PR-9000 Zone would allow about 3.6 units per acre after the roads have been
taken out.
It was discussed that a straight R l -7500 Zone would allow about five plus units per acre.
Chairman Hadfield asked the applicants if they were willing to accept the Rl-9000 Zone as was
advertised.
The applicants said they needed some time to think about whether they wanted to re-zone the
property to the Rl-9000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the development scheme has to plan for the connection between Storrs Avenue
and 500 West.
It was discussed that Mr. Sowby has a way to get 380 South through.
Mr. Sowby said they feel the Rl -7500 Zone is compatible with the surrounding area.
Mr. Despain said the Rl -7500 Zone is probably appropriate for the Alvey Parcel, but it is not
appropriate for the territory to the south. He said the reason the Rl -7500 Zone is not appropriate
for the territory to the south is because that area is the break point in the proposed General Plan
where the General Plan changes from allowing four to six units per acre to allowing three units
per acre.
Chairman Hadfield asked for the Planning Commission Members comments regarding re-zoning
the property to the Rl -7500 Zone.
Mr. Nielsen said that he is not opposed to re-zoning the property to the Rl -7500 Zone.

Mr. Georgeson said that given the amount of trouble that the City has had with the Mountain
Meadows Subdivision, he would much prefer a planned unit development in the neighborhood of
9000 square feet lot sizes. He said he is not in favor of an Rl -7500 Zone or an R2-7500 Zone.
He said the road alignment is going to be difficult with a straight subdivision.
It was discussed that the address on the agenda is not correct. Chairman Hadfield said they will
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get the correct address so that when they notice it on the next agenda it is noticed correctly.
Mr. Richan asked how much testing has been done on the property regarding the water table and
the stability ofthe land. Mr. Sowby said he has not done any test on the land yet. Mr. Richan
expressed concern about the possible water problems on the property.
Mr. Hansen said that with the problems that the City has had with Mountain Meadows
Subdivision, he feels the PR Zone would work better on the property. He noted that there have
been water problems with the Mountain Meadows Subdivision. Mr. Denney noted that the road
is still settling in the Mountain Meadows Subdivision. He also noted that the gutters that were
put in at minimum grade now flow the wrong way. He said there has been settlement of the
whole area. Mr. Denney pointed out that there has been infiltration to the sewer system and
trenching has diverted water down the water lines. He said there is some question on the
stability of the homes.

After some of the Planning Commission Members expressed their concerns about re-zoning the
property, Mr. Niel sen said "I am also for the PR Zone."
Mr. Sowby said the owners have not talked a lot about the PR-9000 Zone, but it would work.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Sowby that the Planning Commission can take no action on the
request to change the zone to the R2-7500 because the agenda did not advertise it that way. He
asked the petitioners to work with the City Engineer and come back to him or Mr. Colborn to get
this item back on a future agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR TIMPANOGOS
VALLEY PROFESSIONAL PLAZA PUD AT 10 SOUTH 1100 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and stated that the proposed revised preliminary plan is
very consistent with the preliminary plan that was approved at the August 5, 1998, Planning
Commission Meeting other than a little bit of difference in some building footprints and the square
footage of some of the buildings. He pointed out that the annexation was recorded at the Utah
County Recorder' s Office on May 5, 2000.
Chairman Hadfield cautioned Mr. Lundin to not put the square footage on the proposed buildings
that he does not have sold because then he will end up corning back to the Planning Commission
again and again, ifthe square footage on the buildings changes. He suggested that Mr. Lundin
just label the buildings that are not yet sold as "future."
Mr. Lundin said that Mr. Despain told him to put his best guess on the square footage of the
buildings on the plat and to also put a note on Note 10 of the plat that the square footage of the
buildings is not to exceed a certain amount.
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Chairman Hadfield said the "governing factor is parking." The square footage of buildings
dictates the number of parking spaces required.
Mr. Despain explained that the preliminary plan needs to go forward to the City Council for its
approval. He said once the preliminary plan is approved by the City Council, Mr. Lundin is more
or less tied to do what is shown on the plan. He said ifthere are changes in what is proposed
there is a strong possibility that it will have to go back through the process "even though they
have the total threshold numbers for parking." He said that ifMr. Lundin knows what the size of
all five buildings will be, he should put it on the plan now and go forward.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide if the proposed plan requires further
hearings or should the proposed plan be perceived as an incidental change. He said to his
judgement, the proposed plan still has five potential buildings and it does have them in the
approximate location that the original plan showed them. He said that the proposed plan could
go forward to the City Council, ifMr. Lundin is satisfied.
Mr. Lundin said he is satisfied with the proposed plan. He said he has "predicated the square
footage on the last three buildings as close as he can." He asked if it is better to put the square
footage on the buildings or mark them as future on the plan.
Mr. Despain said he does not have a preference either way on whether the square footage of the
buildings is put on the plat or the buildings are labeled as a future building.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the preliminary plan is in conformance with the concept plan. Mr.
Despain said the preliminary plan is in conformance with the concept plan.
Mr. Denney stated that one concern the zoning administrator has with the proposed plan is that it
is "not dimensional" and he is wondering how he will check to make sure if the setback
requirements are met. He said the zoning administrator feels some numbers need to be
represented to show that the setbacks have been met.
Mr. Despain said it would be good to have dimensions. He said Mr. Lundin could modifY the
plan to show the dimensions based on what they actually are.
Mr. Despain stated that if the intent is to sell individual buildings in a PUD, then the City needs to
have the final plats before building permits can be issued. He said that he assumes that the
preliminary plan is going forward solely as a preliminary plan.
Mr. Hansen moved that the Planning Commission reconfirms that the revised preliminary
plan for Timpanogos Valley Professional Plaza PUD at 10 South 100 East is essentially in
conformance with the original plan that was approved at the August 5, 1998, Planning
Commission Meeting. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mt·. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Nielsen, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SUBDIVISION OF PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 299 AND
301 SOUTH CENTER STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and explained that Mike Pierce approached the Site Plan
Committee with the possibility of subdividing the properties at 299 and 301 South Center. He
pointed out that the lots are in excess of250 feet deep. He noted that staff has done some
research on the aforementioned properties and has found that the properties were discussed at a
Board of Adjustments Meeting on June 21 , 1977. He said that since the Board of Adjustments
looked at the property located at 299 and 301 South Center, there has been an "illegal
subdivision" created. He said the question is how can something that was done "illegally to begin
with be made legal."
Mr. Pierce said " on the question of whether the subdivision was illegal or not, I do not know what
that means from the perspective of the City." He said the property that used to be a single lot
with two homes on it was subdivided in January or February of 1992 and the property owner was
Lynn Clingo. He said Mr. Clingo indicated to him that he had talked to Carl Hansen and he did
submit plans to the City to do the subdivision and there were some requirements that had to be
met in order for him to get approval on the subdivision. He said one of the requirements was to
have an engineering drawing done, which he has the original. He said another requirement was
that the utilities were to be ran to both of the homes. Mr. Pierce said that Mr. Clingo told him
that the sewer line was already in so he just had to put in the water line, which Mr. Clingo did.
Mr. Pierce said that "it looks like Mr. Clingo did work with the City to achieve the subdivision of
the properties through the Broad of Adjustments." He stated that Mr. Morrill has done a lot of
research to find Board of Adjustment Minutes relating to the property in question, but he has been
unable to find any other than the June 21 , 1977, Board of Adjustment Minutes. Mr. Pierce
stated that he has Mr. Clingo' s original notes indicating that he had turned information into Carl
Hansen and that he has been to the Board of Adjustments twice.
Mr. Despain said t hat based on the action of the Board of Adjustments in 1977, the properties
could be subdivided as long as the white home at 301 South Center Street was destructed and the
road was widened. He said it looks like the action ofthe Board Adjustments in 1977 was never
followed up on "so absent the follow-up in terms of further action, it has been alleged that the
action in 1977 would still be valid." Mr. Despain said that if the property has been properly
approved by the Board of Adjustments for division, then that raises a different issue and staff
would need to do some further research. He said to his knowledge the City has not seen a
subdivision plat and the current public record does not indicate a subdivision plat for the division
of the two parcels. Mr. Despain explained that mere approval by the Board of Adjustments
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would not be sufficient to allow the subdivision of the properties. He said the Board of
Adjustment's approval would have been in the form of a variance for the frontage and all that
approval does is give the Planning Commission instructions that the width requirements of the
zone do not need to be complied with. He said if the Board of Adjustments did act on the
property a second time, he suspects that the applicant assumed that the Board of Adjustment 's
action was all that was needed and the applicant went forward based on that action and did not
realize that he needed to go to the Planning Commission and complete the whole process for a
subdivision. He said with some ofthe added information Mr. Pierce has presented tonight, staff
needs to do some further research in order to verify that information.
There was some discussion about the Hansen Trailer Park that is located near the property
proposed for development. Chairman Hadfield said that he really wonders what the future of the
Hansen Trailer Park is. He said that people do not buy trailers like the trailers that are in the
Hansen Trailer Park any more. He expressed concern about whether a 30-foot width road for
accessing 300 South would be sufficient, if the Hansen Trailer Park is no longer there and
someone wishes to develop a planned unit development or a twin home project. He said that if
the conditions of the 1977 Board of Adjustment's action are met and the home at 301 South is
torn down and 56 feet of road is dedicated to the City, then he will be comfortable with the
project. Chairman Hadfield said he is not comfortable with leaving the existing home there and
having a narrow road knowing there is potential for further development, if the Hansen Trailer
Park is no longer there.
Mr. Pierce said that no one knows what will happen with the Hansen Trailer Park. He said t hat
if the Hansen Trailer Park is done away with and the property is ever developed, then there is no
guarantee that the developers will use 300 South as the access. Mr. Pierce said that he has
conflicting comments regarding the intent of 300 South. He said that he spoke to Richard
Colborn and he told him that it was his understanding that a trail would go to 300 South and he
did not see any intent to put a bridge across the creek in order to have 300 West go all the way
through. He said Mr. Colborn did indicate to him that it would make sense to have a full width
road corning off from Center Street where 300 South is and come into the entrance of the trailer
park and then it could ultimately turn and connect into 400 South.

Mr. Pierce said the reason he made the request the way he has is because it would be the quickest
way to subdivide the property and put a twin home on the property. He said that he is not
opposed to tearing down the white house and fully improving the road, but it has to make
economic sense. He said if the white home were torn down, the home on 299 South could remain
and two twin home lots and another single family home could be put on the property, but that
would be tight.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposal made to the Board of Adjustments in 1977 was for two
single family homes with frontages of 75 feet each. He pointed out that a twin home requires 85
feet of frontage.
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Mr. Hansen asked ifthere would be enough frontage for a twin home on Center Street, if the
homes at 299 South and 301 South were torn down.
Mr. Pierce said there would be enough frontage, but market price would have to be paid for both
of the homes and that would be more costly than what one would get from the sell of t he twin
homes.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the home at 299 South is a pretty substantial home. He said it
is a brick and well-built home.

Mr. Pierce said there is no need to tear down the home at 299 South. He said ifthe white home
were t orn down, there would be plenty of setback to have the road and have a home that meets
the requirements.
Chairman Hadfield said staff needs to look at the documents that Mr. Pierce has discussed tonight
and needs to meet with the City Attorney to discuss some of the issues that have been raised
tonight. After staff has had some time to review some of the documents and do some further
research, staff will then need to come back to the Planning Commission with some
recommendations. Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission can't take action on the
proposal until it gets some further information.

Mr. Pierce said "I would love to work with the City on tearing down the white home, if it makes
economic sense. To me, it does not look like it makes economic sense."
Mr. Despain discussed the interior of the block. He pointed out that the City-owned property
widens to a full width size. He said that the Radley Property also needs to be figured in with the
property proposed for development. He said that maybe a less than adequate width street could
be put in, but he is not sure what the ultimate use of the City's property would be.

Mr. Georgeson moved to defer this item to the next Planning Commission Agenda. M r.
Hansen seconded the motion.
Mr. Pierce said that he would be happy to meet staff at the property to discuss the City's interests
to see if he can accommodate some of the City's plans.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Pierce that the first thing that needs to happen is that he needs to turn
any information over to the City that he has relative to the property proposed for development.
He asked Mr. Pierce to come to the site plan meeting tomorrow so he can present some of his
information to staff.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and M r.
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Nielsen. Voting was unanimous. The motion car·ried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A FLAG POLE AT SENTO LOCATED AT
808 EAST UTAH VALLEY DRIVE IN THE UTAH VALLEY BUSINESS PARI<
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Kirk Weisler of Sento.

Mr. Weisler said he is present tonight to ask for a "Macey's-like Flag Pole." He said that he is the
Chief Moral Officer at Sento and some of the employees at Sento came to him and suggest ed that
Sento have a flag pole. He said the employees that suggested that Sento get a flag pole did
some research on flag poles and suggested that Sento get a large flag pole. He said the employees
of Sento did a fundraiser to raise the money for a flag pole.
Mr. Weisler said that he has talked to Woodbury Corporation and they are fine with Sento putting
up a flag pole. He said the City has asked him for soil samples, so he has got soil samples from
Woodbury. He stated that when he talked to Chairman Hadfield about putting up a flag pole he
told him that he wanted to make sure that there were some engineers behind the project because
he did not want to see the flag pole blow over like the one did at Camp Williams. Mr. Weisler
said he is working w ith Paul Swenson of Colonial Flag, who is the one who installed Macey's flag
pole. He said Mr. Swenson has put up a lot of flag poles and none ofthe flag poles that he has
installed have blown over.
Mr. Weisler said that he would like to see the proposed flag become the landmark for their
building instead of using Wal-mart as the landmark w hen giving directions for people to get to
their building. He said he thinks every business in the Utah Valley Business Park should be
required to put up a 120-foot fl ag pole. He said that staff also asked him to submit a letter saying
that he will not sell space on their flag pole for a cell tower, which he will submit.
It was discussed that there is not an ordinance in place on how high flag poles can be. Mr.
Despain explained that the reason it was suggested that Mr. Weisler come to the Planning
Commission is because Sento is in a design zone and so t he approval process involves an
amendment to the site plan, which is not an unfamiliar process. He asked the Planning
Commission if it has any comfort level on how high a flag pole should be.
Chairman Hadfield said he spoke with the management at M acey's and they informed him that
Orem City does not have an ordinance on how high flag poles can be, but it was concerned about
the residents being able to see the vistas of the mountains if a tall flag pole was put up. He
pointed out that the flag pole at Macey's is 100 feet high and the flag is 30 feet by 50 feet.

Mr. Swenson said that Colonial Flag installs the flags at all the Macey's Stores in Utah. H e
pointed out that they just installed a 120-flag pole at Macey' s in Tooele. He stated that they will
not install a flag pole unless all the design elements are satisfactorily met.
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There was some discussion that the proposed site plan shows the flag pole facing Utah Valley
Drive on the south end of the Sento Building. Mr. Swenson suggested putting the flag pole closer
to the freeway so that more people would see the flag.
The Planning Commission did not have a problem with a 120-foot high flag pole. Mr. Georgeson
jokingly said that he would like to see the flag pole be 125 feet high because his boss lives in
Tooele and he wo.uld like American Fork to have a higher flag pole than Tooele.
Mr. Denney told Mr. Weisler to make sure that he follows the building permit process. He
recommended that the flag pole be moved away from the building, in case it does topple over. He
suggested placing the flag pole in the perimeter landscaping.
Mr. Georgeson said his concern with the proposed flag pole is that it be properly engineered so
that the flag pole will not topple over. H e said the hidden mechanisms and inner workings of
raising and lower the flag pole should work properly so that it is easy for people to raise and
lower the flag.
There was some discussion about whether the proposed site plan for the flag pole at Sento should
go onto City Council. Mr. Georgeson said the site plan should go forward to the City Council to
give them an opportunity to review it, but not because it really needs to . It was discussed that the
proposed site plan was a minor adjustment that would not require a hearing.
Mr. Denney pointed out that Woodbury has height restrictions in their CC&R' s so Mr. Weisler
needs to make sure that Woodbury is ok with the height of the flag pole. Chairman Hadfield told
Mr. Weisler that he t alked to Ned Stephenson today and he told him that he had not heard from
him yet. He told Mr. Weisler that he needs to get Woodbury's approval of the flag pole in
writing. Mr. Weisler said he talked to Chad, who is their property manager for the area and he
talked to the gentleman from Woodbury that has all the soil samples. Mr. Weisler was told to get
the approval from Woodbury in writing and then turn it into Mr. Denney.

It was discussed that Sento wanted to have the flag pole up by July 4, 2000.

Mr. Georgeson moved that the Planning Commission accepts the 125-foot high flag pole
with proper engineering and a building permit and recommends it go forward to the City
Council as a minor adjustment to the site plan. Mr. Rich an seconded the motion.
There was some discussion about whether this item could get on the May 23, 2000, City Council
Agenda. Mr. Denney told Councilman Hunter to contact Mayor Barratt to see if he would amend
the agenda to put this item on it.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: M r. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Councilman Hunter, and Mr.
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Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AGREEMENTS FOR THE B. JOE BARNEY
ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.38 ACRES AT 11 25 EAST 1100 NORTH INCLUDING
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE CARLISLE AND BARNEY PARCELS
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Steve Maddox.

Mr. Maddox said that of the three options that Mr. Despain has recommended, they would prefer
to donate the property to the City for the park so that it will not be part of the PUD and will
become the City's liability. He said they would improve the roads (1180 and 1280 North) and
would like to go with a mixed usage density to obtain the highest and best use of the land, which
would be 17.93 possible units.
Chairman Hadfield said 17.93 units is different from the plan that the Planning Commission has
seen, which shows 11 units.

Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission to keep in mind that the plan that the Planning
Commission has seen is one that he drafted absent a plan from the applicant. He said that he does
not usually end up drawing plans for the applicants. He explained how many units would be
allowed under a completely PR-15,000 Zone, a completely PR-9000 Zone, and a split zone of
R1 -15,000 and R1 -9000. Following is break down of how many units would be allowed under
each zone:
Complete PR-1 5,000 Zone - 11. 7 units
Complete PR-9000 Zone17.97 units
Split Zone ofR1-9000 Zone and R1-15,000 -

13.71 units

It was discussed that the current draft of the annexation agreement has not been modified to
reflect any PUD alternative designs so there would have to be further modifications to the
proposed annexation agreement, if the applicant is going to use a PUD option.
Chairman Hadfield said the east-west road at the bottom of the park (1280 North Street) and the
east-west road coming out of Val-Vista and going into Garden Spire (1180 North Street) are
necessary to continue traffic on a design that has already been approved .
It was discussed that a mixed density would be the most consistent with the proposed zone
classification. Mr. Despain stated that it can't be ignored that the Jane's Parcel is currently
zoned R1-1 5,000. He suggested that the applicant try to work with the Jones to see if their
parcel could be incorporated with their proposed project. He said the design process would be
easier if the Jane's Parcel were included.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the City must see a concept plan before the recitals in t he
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annexation agreement can be completed. He told Mr. Maddox to draw up a plan that shows the
mixed density ofthe PR-9000 and PR-15,000 Zones and submit it to the City and then this item
can be put on a future agenda.

Mr. Maddox said he will draw up a plan. He said he will call Chairman Hadfield tomorrow
morning and discuss when he can have the plan submitted to the City so that he will know when
to put this item on a future agenda.
Carlisle Parcel
There was some discussion about whether the additional right-of-way on the north side of 1100
North had already been provided to the City. Mr. Carlisle stated that from 900 East to his new
home has all been deeded to American Fork City. Mr. Despain said the added dedication
associated with the proposed annexation would complete the right-of-way from 900 East to the
east City limits.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Carlisle if he is ok with the concept plan that has been submitted
with the proposed annexation agreement.

Mr. Carlisle said he is ok with the proposed concept plan, but is concerned about what will
happen if he moves forward with his annexation and the Jones and Barneys take longer to design
their plan.
It was discussed that the proposed annexation was presented to the City as a single plat, but the
annexation could be phased. Mr. Carlisle said it is probably a good idea that the plat goes
forward to the City Council as a single plat. He said he is not in any hurry.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission can take no action on this item until a
concept plan is submitted from Mr. Maddox.
No action was taken on this item.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
There was some discussion as to why the proposed TDR Ordinance that the Planning Commission
was looking at t onight was Draft #2 when the Planning Commission never saw Draft # 1. It was
discussed that as Mr. Despain read through Draft # 1, he realized some changes needed to be
made so he never gave Draft # 1 to the Planning Commission for its review and just made the
changes to Draft # 1 and renamed it Draft #2.

It was discussed that Mr. Bennett has recommended that some changes be made to the proposed
TDR Ordinance (D raft #2). Following is a list of some ofthe changes that need to be made to the
proposed TDR Ordinance (Draft #2):
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On Page 2, Subparagraph 3b "TDR-S" should be changed to "TDR-R." On Page 3,
Subparagraph 2b " rights associate the sending" should be changed to "rights associated with the
sending." On Page 3, Paragraph 5 "council" should be changed to "Council. " On Page 3,
Paragraph 3, "right appurtenant" should be changed to "rights appurtenant." On Page 3,
Subparagraph Sa a semicolon should be placed after " sending site." On Page 4, Subparagraph d
"any remaining development" should be changed to "the development." On Page 4,
Subparagraph 2 "which ever" should be changed to "whichever'' On Page 4, Subparagraph 3
"right appurtenant" should be changed to "rights appurtenant." On Page 5, Subparagraph 4a "the
purpose" should be changed to "that purpose." On P age 5, Subparagraph 2a a semicolon should
be placed after "above." On Page 6, the second "(I)" should be changed to "(ii) make findings
regarding the matter set forth in subparagraph (I) . On Page 6, Subparagraph 2a "transfer
therefrom" should be changed to "transfer of" On Page 7, Subparagraph la "development rights
are attached" should be changed to "development rights attached." On Page 7, Subparagraph 2a.
" SP Shoreline Protection Zone" should be changed to "SP (Shoreline Protection)." On Page 7,
Subparagraph 7b the wording needs to be cleared up . On Page 7, Subparagraph 2d " declared
interest" should be changed to " declared an interest." The definition of a TDR also needs to be
added to the proposed ordinance.
There was some discussion that there will be a Transfer of Development Rights Eligibility Map
included with the ordinance. It was discussed that the Transfer ofDevelopment Rights Eligibility
Map will include the shoreline protection zones and may include certain areas outside the
shoreline protection zone. Mr. Despain said that when the Planning Commission discussed
receiving sites, it was the feeling from the Planning Commission that the receiving sites ought to
remain in the general vicinity of the planning area that they are taken from . He said it was
discussed that not all sites in the City are potential receiving sites.
Mr. Hansen asked if eligibility maps would be developed for other area in the City such as
Mitchell Hollow. Mr. Despain said eligibility maps could be developed for other areas in the City
or other areas could be included in the same eligibility map. He said his main focus right now has
been for the south side.

Mr. Despain said there would have to be a second map to keep track ofthe specific parcels that
have already been used as receiving sites.

Mr. Despain said "the heart of the proposed ordinance" is on Page 3 where it reads "the total
amount of dwelling units (development rights) which may be created for a sending site shall be
one dwelling unit for each five acres." Mr. Despain explained another important provision in the
proposed ordinance. He pointed out that the proposed ordinance states that "development
density of a receiving site shall not be increased above twenty percent (20%) of the maximum
density of the underlying zone or the development density recommended for such site by the
General Plan, whichever is Jess."
Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono do not like the provision in the proposed ordinance that talked
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about the density of a receiving site not being allowed to be increased above twenty percent
(20%). They also do not like the provision on Page 3, Subparagraph 2a where it states "the total
number of dwelling units (development rights) which may be created for a sending site shall be
one dwelling unit fo r each five acres."

Mr. Deauvono said the reason for a TDR Overlay Zone is to look at each project based upon the
value of what the developer is offering the citizens and the City. He said they have had many
studies completed over the last four years. He said there are very few problems dealing with
water that can't be overcome. He said the way the proposed TDR Ordinance is written penalizes
them. He said if the developer is penalized, how will the shoreline protection area be paid for
and be a great water area. He said that one lot for five acres of recreation area is not fair.
Mr. Warren said he does not know what the Planning Commission is thinking about their
proposed project. He said it seems like the Planning Commission is quite skeptical about what
they are doing. He said he is not sure if the Planning Commission wants a "great recreational
area." He said that his accountant has told him that December of this year is the deadline because
he can't afford to wait any longer. He said "if the Planning Commission does not want to approve
his proj ect, then just tell him to go home and make it easy on him. "

Mr. Deauvono said that he will not go home.
Mr. Warren said that if the proposed TDR Ordinance is approved, then twenty to thirty percent of
the density shown on their proposed concept plan will be taken away. He said " if the proposed
TDR Ordinance is approved, I am out of here."
After much discussion from Mr. W arren and Mr. Deauvono about the problems with the
proposed TDR Ordinance, Mr. Georgeson stated that the Planning Commission is just discussing
the draft ordinance. He said nothing has been "cast in concrete." He suggested that the Planning
Commission continue discussing the proposed TDR Ordinance.

Mr. Warren suggested that the density be based on what is built there.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono think the transfer of development
rights ought to be a much greater number than one dwelling unit per five acres. He said the
proposed ordinance has been written based on what is currently there and based upon what Utah
County currently uses. Mr. Despain stated that the maximum number used ought to be
something that has some logical relationship to its developability. He said ifthe general feeling
is that the City ought to allow three units per acre along the shoreline, that is a policy call .

Mr. Nielsen asked if most of the shoreline is jurisdictional wetlands. Mr. Deauvono said most of
the shoreline is not jurisdictional wetlands. Mr. D espain said he is not sure if most of the
shoreline is jurisdictional wetlands, but he suspects that a good share of it is. Mr. Nielsen told
Mr. Deauvono that he can' t develop on jurisdictional wetlands. M r. Deauvono said that is not the
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point. Mr. Nielsen said "the point is that you (referring to Mr. Deauvono and Mr. Warren) want
to get as much density as you can and the Planning Commission wants to make the area proposed
for development nice." Mr. Deauvono stated that the City will not get a better development than
they are proposing.
There was more talk about Mr. Warren' s and Mr. Deauvono's proposed plans. Mr. Warren told
the Planning Commission to just let them know, if it does not like their proposed plans. He said
they have done a lot of work and are still doing a lot of work to do something nice on the
property proposed for development.
Mr. Richan told Mr. Warren that as he has listened to him over the last several months, it sounds

like he assumes that every piece ofland in the area proposed for development is suitable for
development and that is not the case. He said "what I have seen proposed so far would include
just a blanket situation that does not take into consideration the various types of water table
levels."
After Mr. Richan' s above statement, Mr. Warren told Mr. Richan that he has not examined their
proposed plan and that he speaks out of ignorance. He told Mr. Richan to come talk to him
because their proposed plan does take into consideration the various types of water table levels.
Mr. Richan asked where he could look at their proposed plan.
Mr. Warren said a copy of their proposed plan is in Mr. Despain' s office.
Mr. Deauvono pointed out that Horrocks Engineers provide the Planning Commission with nine
pages that discusses some of the water issues. Mr. Warren pointed out that Mr. Richan was not
present when Horrocks Engineers made its presentation to the Planning Commission.
Mr. Despain said there has been a wetlands study and soils study done for some portions of the

land proposed for development.
Mr. Richan said that he owes Mr. Warren an apology.

Mr. Deauvono began discussing what is included in a development agreement and what the
purpose of a development agreement is and Mr. Despain said "I know what a development
agreement does and I know that your plan shows housing everywhere or nearly everywhere."
Mr. Deauvono said their proposed plan does not show housing everywhere.
Mr. Warren stated that they have two lakes, a golf course, and open space all over the place. He

told the Planning Commission to examine the plan.
Mr. Deauvono asked if the Planning Commission was leaning on fear or reality. He said reality
is that he can build his house and at 10 feet down there may be water, at four feet down there may
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be water or at two feet down there may be water, then he has to make a decision on how he is
going to change the water or how the home will exist with the water. He pointed out that in a lot
of areas, the homes will be slab on grade. He pointed out that there is already a major pump
station. He said the wetlands have been identified and they are not going to change any wetland
areas that have been identified by the Army Corp. ofEngineers. H e said they are not asking for
higher density. He said when there is a parcel that can't be developed, the City has a right not to
issue a building permit. He said the City has complete jurisdiction. Mr. Deauvono said they
have revised their plan several times and they need to have something so they can get going on
their project. He said there comes a time when they need some help from the City.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono what they would propose instead of the
20% and the one unit for each five acres.

Mr. Deauvono said the ordinance should state that it should be based on a per plan basis approved
by the P_lanning Commission and City Council.
After Mr. Deauvono and Mr. Warren continued discussing their proposed plan and the great open
space that their plan provides, Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono that the Planning
Commission hears the same thing about their proposed plan at every Planning Commission
Meeting. H e told Mr. Warren and Mr. D eauvono to let the Planning Commission do what it feel s
is right for the City and to let them continue discussing the proposed ordinance now that it has
heard their arguments.

Mr. Despain asked what ought to be the basis of establishing the transferable development
density. He asked if the dwelling units per acre approach should be used or whether some
detailed analysis of the developablity of the land should be provided so that the transferable
development density is based on the carrying capacity ofthe pro perty. He said that if the
Planning Commission feels the one dwelling unit per five acres is too limiting, then let him know
so that can be changed.
There was some discussion from the applicants that transfer of development rights should be
approved on a case by case basis. Mr. Despain expressed concern about approving transfer of
development rights on a case by case basis because he feared that the City would be more prone
to lawsuits. Mr. Deauvono said that downtown Salt Lake City has all been approved on a case
by case basis.
Mr. Hansen stated that revenue will be derived off the proposed water ski facility so why should
any development rights be given. Mr. Warren stated that the proposed water ski facility will be
ran by a non-profit organization. Mr. Hansen told Mr. Warren that he has not been told the
water ski facility will be ran by a non-profit organization. He told Mr. Warren and Mr.
Deauvono that they keep talking about the fact that they will suffer an economic loss if only one
unit per five acres is allowed for a sending site, yet they can develop the property and earn money
off the water ski facility.
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Mr. Warren said they can't earn money ift hey are only allowed one unit per five acres and still do
the type of recreational facilities and open space that are proposed.
After further discussion on the proposed TDR Ordinance and how it will affect Mr. Deauvono's
and Mr. Warren's plans, Councilman Hunter said the discussion tonight has gone on way too
long. He said the Planning Commission needs to determine what the numbers are. He said the
proposed TDR Ordinance is just a rough draft.
Mr. Deauvono said 10 units for 50 acres does not work.
Mr. Warren said it looks like there are not "any champions here."

Councilman Hunter said the Planning Commission is not trying to deflate their proposed project.
He said the Planning Commission's job is to do what is best for American Fork City. He told Mr.
Warren and Mr. Deauvono that the Planning Commission has got their input and now needs to
move on. Councilman Hunter said the Planning Commission needs to give some thought to the
proposed TDR Ordinance and decide what the numbers should be.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to make the text changes as requested by Mr. Bennett and
he will put this item back on the next Planning Commission Agenda.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Denney had nothing to report .

OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Hansen expressed his appreciation for the Progress ofProjects Report (POP) that was
included in the Planning Commission Packet.

There was some discussion about the proposed ordinance relating to gated communities and
private streets. It was discussed that Kevin Bennett has recommended some changes to the
proposed ordinance. Mr. Despain said that Mr. Bennett is concerned about the statement in the
ordinance that talks about the project being adequate to have sufficient monies to afford the added
costs that will come from private streets. He stated that Mr. Bennett is uncomfortable with
having an acreage requirement. Mr. Despain said Mr. Bennett has recommended that the
ordinance include both an acreage requirement and a unit requirement.
There was some discussion about how many units it would take to make a project sufficient to
maintain the private streets. Mr. Georgeson pointed out that it would only take one unit, if it was
owned by someone wealthy like John Huntsman, to make the project sufficient. Mr. Georgeson
asked who was going to do the study to determine how many units would be sufficient. He said it
all depends on the income level of those who occupy the units.
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Mr. Georgeson suggested that some information ought to be gathered on what it costs per mile to
put in the road and how much it costs for snow removal, then that information ought to be used
to determine how much people can afford a month. He said it would probably cost the
homeowners about $50 a month, but he is not sure. Mr. Georgeson suggested that the
estimated costs of maintaining the road along with the median household income of the people
who occupy the homes in a gated community or some percentage of the assessed value of the
house could be used to figure whether the proposed project would be sufficient to maintain the
roads as opposed to an absolute number.
Mr. Despain said he will change the wording in the proposed gated community and private streets
ordinance to state that the project has to contain sufficient units to provide a revenue of
maintenance based on an analysis ofthe number of units in the proj ect.
It was discussed that the pro forma statement will be put in a very dominant role in the approval
process where in the past the pro forma statement has been "sort of an afterthought."

Mr. Richan expressed concern about the presentation that will be made to the customers who are
buying homes in a gated community project. He said t he customers need to be completely
informed. He said some times the real estate people are just "selling four walls" and they do not
disclose all the information that is necessary.
Mr. Georgeson said there is supposed to be disclosure.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Bennett also recommended that there be a provision in the ordinance
relating to the duration of approvals of proj ects that states any projects that were approved prior
to the effective dat e of the ordinance would have one year to comply. It was discussed that it
would be good to add a statement that projects that were approved prior to the effective date of
the ordinance would have one year to comply, otherwise there would be projects grandfathered
forever. It was discussed that people affected by the ordinance would be given due notice.

Discussion on Developmental Park Property
Chairman Hadfield said that it seems that there are a number of special interest groups that are
now coming to the forefront and are demanding the majority of the City Council's time and the
focus is shifting away from the study conducted by Swaner Design. He said there are some
issues that need t o be addressed, but wondered if everything should be left as a natural area. He
expressed concern about whether there are "too many fingers in the pie" and wondered if the City
is now losing the vision because of the special interest groups that have come along. Chairman
Hadfield said the Development Park Property is to be a regional park and is meant to take care of
a large number of people and not just those people who live around the circumference of the
property.
Chairman Hadfield stat ed that he was asked by Mr. Wanlass to give him a memo that expresses
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the Planning Commission's feelings regarding the Developmental Park Property. He asked for the
Planning Commissions input relative to Developmental Park Property.

Mr. Richan said that in meetings that he has sat in and conducted, ifthere is a controversial issue
there will be 10 or 100 people at the meeting who speak as if they represent the whole
community. He said that he used to tell people that he will listen to their side, but he told them
never to say that he did not listen just because they "did not get their way." He said the City
needs to do what it thinks is right regardless ofthe pressure and criticism it takes. Mr. Richan
told of an experience that he had with Preston Barratt where Preston had fought him hard on a rezoning issue, but after the property was re-zoned Preston called Mr. Richan up and told him that
he could now see what he was trying to do . He said that when he ran for office Preston Barratt
was one ofthe first to contribute to his campaign. Mr. Richan said that people have to stand for
what they know to be right.
Chairman Hadfield talked about the problems that will be created by having one road in and out of
the Developmental Center Park. He said that he feels that Swaner Design did an outstanding
job with their charettes and questionnaires and have come back to the City with some good
recommendations . He said the special interest groups keep pushing their interests and the City is
missing the vision of what the property could be and is.

Mr. Hansen talked about passive use. He said that passive use does not necessarily mean that the
area stays in its natural state. He said an area can be developed and can still be a passive use. He
said all the special interest groups can talk about is passive use and leaving the property in its
natural state.
Mr. Georgeson said he feels there has to be two ways in and out of the Developmental Park
Property. He said he agrees with Mr. Hansen that passive does not equate to undeveloped. He
said there needs to be more restrooms included on the proposed Developmental Park Plan. Mr.
Richan also agreed that more restrooms should be included on the proposed Development Park
Plan.
Mr. N ielsen talked about the Adventure Land Learning Park and how that is a passive use and
how not many people frequent that park anymore.
Mr. Despain said that there have been a lot of critical comments made to Swaner D esign. He said
that from all the comments that Swaner received at the last meeting when the Developmental Park
Plan was discussed, it would be hard for Swaner to know what to come back with. The
comments were not precise and it would be hard for Swaner to put together a plan that
synthesizes all the comments.
Chairman Hadfield said the City needs to draw a happy medium and not loose perspective of what
the entire population said that it wants as reflected in the 660 questionnaires that were filled out.
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Mr. Richan asked why the City does not work out some agreement with Alpine School District so
that the citizens can use the tennis courts at the American Fork High School and the American
Fork Jr. High. Councilman Hunter pointed out that some residents want to have lighted tennis
courts. Mr. Richan said lighted tennis courts are something that the City could work with Alpine
School District on.
Chairman Hadfield said that based on tonight's discussion he will write a memo to M r. Wanlass
expressing the Planning Commission' s feelings regarding the Developmental Park Property.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF MAY 3. 2000. PLANNING COMMISSION
MEETING

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the May 3, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes subject to
the following corrections:
On Page 7, Line 29 "on the bulletin" should be changed to "the bulletin." On Page 8, Line
20 "this just" should be changed to "this is just." On Page 9, Line 28 " the wall will truly be
a completed fixed wall" should be changed to "the building will have completely fixed
walls." On Page 13, Line 14 "no" should be changed to "not." On Page 14, Line 29 "best
surveyors" should be changed to "the best the surveyors." On Page 14, Line 38 " need"
should be changed to "deed." On Page 15, Line 34 a period should be placed after
" drains." On Page 18, Line 14 "It was discussed that the lift station would run at two
minutes an hour. Mr. Sowby said the "head is almost at max" should be changed to " It
was discussed that the lift station would run at approximately two minutes an hour. Mr.
Sowby said the lift station is almost at maximum pressure." On Page 18, Line 38 "Mr.
Despain said the tax liability is paid as group" should be changed to "Mr. Despain said the
tax liability is paid as a group of homeowners" and should be included with the above
paragraph. On Page 20, Line 41 "Mr. Despain said it is his understanding that the
annexation is within 15 feet of Mr. Warren's ownership" should be changed to" Mr.
Despain said it his understanding that only 15 feet of the required road is on Mr. Warren's
property." On Page 22, Line 6 "required" should be changed to "allowed." On Page 24,
Line 29 "no" should be changed to "not." On Page 23, Line 35 "before leeway" should be
changed to " before, leeway." On Page 25, Line 8 "that is" should be changed to "that he
is." On Page 25, Line 38 "6.2 thousand square" should be changed to "6.2 spaces per
thousand squaa·e feet of gross building area."
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, and Mr.
Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Hansen moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
\
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The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10:59 p.m.
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MEMORANDUM
Date: May 17, 2000
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Current provisions relating to Co -l ocation on Cell
Towers .

Item one on the agenda relates to the possible placement of a
second cell antenna on the existing pole located on the Bromley
property .
In reviewing the ordinance on this matter, I became aware that
the recent amendment to the City's Cell Tower ordinance, passed
in order to allow the placement of a Cell antenna on the existing
ATT pole at a height greater than 60 feet, included a provision
which limited the attachment of new antennas to existing poles
only if the existing pole did not already have an antenna.
In
effect, it is a "one antenna per pole" rule.
(Copy of ordinance
attached - see Paragraph k-2-d)
In order to attach a second antenna as proposed, there will need
to be an amendment to the ordinance to the effect that colocation on existing poles is permitted regardless of whether the
pole already has an antenna. Accordingly, no action on the
request should be taken at this meeting.
However, we should conclude on whether to recommend adoption of
an amendment to permit such co - locations.
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2-5.43

Low Power Radio Service Antenna Facilities (Cellular Phone
Transmission Towers and Facilities)
(Section 2-5.43 added
by Ord. 96-05-21)

A.

Intent
It is the intent of this section to establish an
approval procedure and placement standards and criteria
to more adequately address the various planning issues
relating to the placement of Low Power Radio Service
Antenna Facilities within the City--including issues of
demand, visual mitigation, noise, engineering,
residential impacts, health, safety and facility sites-while ensuring that such procedure, standards, and/or
criteria do not unreasonably discriminate among
competing wireless telecommunications service
providers.

B.

Procedure for Approval
The applicable procedure to be followed in securing
approval of a Low Power Radio Service Antenna Facility
shall be as follows :

C.

1.

When proposed for placement within the I-1
Industrial, CC-1 Central Commercial or GC-1
General Commercial zones, approval shall be sought
and obtained from the Planning Commission in
accordance with the provisions of 2-5 .32 .

2.

When proposed for placement in any other zone,
approval shall be sought and obtained from the
City Council in accordance with the procedure set
forth under Section 2-6 . 2-B.

3.

The appropriate governmental body under
subsections B-1 and B-2 above (i.e., the approval
authority) shall act on a request for such
approval within a reasonable period of time.

Standards and Criteria - Definitions
For purpose of facilitating regulation, Low Power Radio
Service Antenna Facilities are divided into three
categories . The characteristics of each category and
the specific standards and criteria applicable to each
shall be as hereinafter set forth .
1.

Monopole Antenna - (A single cylindrical steel or
wooden pole attached directly to the ground that
acts as the support structure for the antenna and
antennas)
2 -5-47
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a. Location - Monopole antennas shall be
permitted in any zone or development project in
which Low Power Radio Service Antenna Facilities
are listed as a permitted or conditional use . The
pole may be placed on a separate site owned by the
user and dedicated exclusively as an antenna or
may be "co-located" on a site occupied by a
primary or "Host" structure and occupied on a
lease basis. The placement site shall have
adequate access, and in the instance of a lease
site shall not have the effect of reducing the
requirements applicable to the host structure or
use in violation of the Development Code or an
approved development plan.
b. Height - The maximum height of any
monopole structure shall be 60 feet as measured
from the prevailing ground surface in the vicinity
of the pole . Each monopole structure shall be
free-standing and shall not require the use of guy
wires for support .

(

c. Antenna - The size, type and placement of
the actual antenna structure attached to the
monopole shall be in accordance with the standards
for antenna type as set forth on Figures 1 and 2.
Not more than one antenna structure shall be
placed on each monopole, except that the monopole
may contain one whip type antenna in addition to
any of the antenna structures identified under
Figures 1 and 2 .
d. Spacing - No monopole structure shall be
located closer than one-half {~) mile from any
other monopole structure.
e . Distance from Residences - No monopole
structure shall be located closer than three
hundred (300) feet from any residence when the
pole is located in a residential zone, or three
hundred (300) feet from any residential zone
boundary when proposed for placement in a
professional office, commercial or industrial
zone .
f. Placement on Undev eloped Parcels Not
Permitted - Monopoles proposed to be located
within a residential zone shall be placed only
upon property currently developed, e .g. , park,
golf course, and school campus property . No such
facility shall be permitted on lands which are
currently vacant, used for agriculture, or
2-5-48
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otherwise considered probable for development for
residential purposes.
g . Lighting - No portion of the antenna or
structure shall be lighted; and no such structure
shall be permitted in a location which requires
the use of flashing or other warning l ights.
h. Color - The color of the monopole and
antenna structure shall be white, or such other
color as will blend with the surrounding
environment, as approved by the approval
authority.
i. On-site Placement - Co-located monopole
structures shall be placed in the interior yard
area of the host lot. Such structures shall not
be placed in required landscape areas or required
parking spaces .
j . Accessory Facilities- Appurtenant
buildings or facilities shall comply with the
setback requirements of the zone or development
plan. Monopoles shall be protected from
unauthorized access through the use of an
enclosure fence having a height of six (6) feet,
and by ensuring that the climbing pegs are removed
from the lower twenty (20) feet of the pole. All
electric power lines leading to any free standing
accessory building or structure shall be
underground .
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2.

Wall Mounted Antenna - (An ant enna or series of
indiv idual antennas mounted against the vertical
wall of a building.
2-5-49
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Rev. 10-10-98
Adoption Draft
ORDINANCE NO. 98 - 11-46

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SECTION 2-5.43 OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE
AMERICAN FORK CITY, RELATING TO THE HEIGHT OF TOWERS FOR LOW
POWER RADIO SERVICE ANTENNAS (CELLULAR PHONE) WITHIN THE CITY AND
PROVIDING FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE AMENDMENT.
BE IT ORDAINED BY

THE

CITY COUNCIL OF AMERICAN FORK, CITY,

UTAH:

PART I
TEXT OF ORDINANCE
Section 2-5.43, Paragraph C-1-k is hereby amended to read as
follows :
k. Exception to height and lighting restrictions Exceptions to maximum height and light restrictions of
subsections C-1-b and C-1-f may be approved by the approval
authority for the placement of Low Power Radio Service
Antenna Facility in the following instances and subject to
the following conditions.
1) . Placement of antenna cluster on an existing
pole that lawfully ex ists under current law and was
placed for a purpose other than that of providing
telecommunications service (e.g . , park lighting at a
ballpark), provided: (a ) the proposed antenna cluster
shall be situated not more than 20 feet above the
location of the primary facilities on the pole (i.e .
sports field lighti ng cluster) or 80 feet above the
prevailing ground surface in the vicinity of the pole.
whichever is less, (b ) the pole shall contain not more
than one antenna cluster, and (c) the pole conforms to
all other provisions relating to monopole structures as
set forth under this Section.
2)
Placement of an antenna structure on an
existing communication monopole, prov ided : (a) the pole
proposed for placement of the antenna cluster ex isted
prior to the effect ive date of this ordinance, (b) the
proposed antenna cluster shall be situated not more
than 80 feet above the prevailing ground surface in the
vicinity of the pole , (c) the ex isting pole is capable
of accommodating t he proposed antenna cluster without

\
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structural modifications, (d) the pole shall contain
not more than one antenna cluster, and (e) the pole
conforms to all other provisions relating to monopole
structures as set forth under this Section .
PART II
ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ORDINANCE
CONFLICTING PROVISIONS - Whenever the provisions of this
Ordinance conflict with the provisions of any other Ordinance,
resolution or part thereof, the provisions of this Ordinance
shall prevail.
PROVISIONS SEVERABLE - This Ordinance and the various sections,
clauses arr~ paragraphs are hereby declared to be severable . If
an part, sentence, clause or phrase is adjudged to be
unconstitutional or invalid it is hereby declared that the
remainder of the ordinance shall not be affected thereby.
AMENDMENT TO BE ADDED TO DEVELOPMENT CODE - The City Council
hereby authorizes and directs that insert pages reflecting the
provisions enacted hereby shall be made and placed in the
Official copies of the American Fork Development Code in the
office of the City Recorder .
PENALTY - Hereafter these amendments shall be construed as part
of the Development Code of American Fork City, Utah , to the same
effect as if originally a part thereof, and all applicable
provisions the existing Code, heretofore adopted, shall apply to
the provisions adopted by this amendment , including, but not
limited to, the enforcement, violation and penalty provisions.
EFFECTIVE DATE - This Ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage and publication as required by law.
PASSED AND
FORK CITY,
1998.

ATTEST:
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JUNE 7, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on June 7, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows :
7 : 00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14 .
15.
16.

Review and action on the preliminary and final plat of the
Callalilly Place Subdivision located at 805 North 200 East.
Review and action the site plan for AutoMall Business Center
Lot 1, Phase II at 515 East AutoMall Drive.
Review and action on the final plat of Timpanogos Valley
Professional PUD at 10 South 1100 East .
Review and action on an amended site plan for US West to
include a building expansion at 85 North Merchant Street.
Presentation by Art Miller concerning set backs in a mobile
home community .
Review and action on a zone change request at approximately
350 West 380 South from the existing RA-1 to the PR-9000 or
the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on the Subdivision Plat for North Pointe
Business Park at 630 East 1300 South.
Review and action on a Commercial site plan for Building E,
at 630 East 1300 South in the North Pointe Business Park.
Review and action on the on the Mike Pierce Subdivision
located at 299-301 South Center Street.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for Harbor Village
Subdivision located 140 West 660 South.
Presentation of the concept plan for the Harbor Road
Annexation consisting of approximately 632 acres located at
approximately 1100 South 100 West.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan .
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the May 17, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 day of May, 2000.

J . H. Hadfield, Chairman

.. .

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COJ.\1MISSION MINUTES
JUNE 7, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on June 7, 2000, at the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James Hansen,
Michael Georgeson, Councilman Tom Hunter, and *Steve Nielsen. Others present included
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, John Lundin, Doug Warren, Kyle Spencer, Guy
Hatch, Larry Howden, Scott Warren, Steve Sowby, Brian Mellville, Ray Manning, Jim Cates,
Reed Bromley, Mike Pierce, Jason Dodge, Roger Sanders, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of
the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Keith Richan and Ken Baldwin. He also stated that Mr. Nielsen will
be arriving late due to some business that he has to take care of at work.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELTh1INARY AND FINAL PLAT OF THE
CALLALILLY PLACE SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 805 NORTH 200 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and said that the applicant did not submit anything for
inclusion in the Planning Commission Packet. No action was taken.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR AUTOMALL BUSINESS CENTER LOT
1. PHASE II AT 515 EAST AUTOMALL DRIVE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Kyle Spencer.

Mr. Spencer explained that they originally proposed a three-story building, but they are not able
to meet the parking requirements for a three-story building so they are now proposing a two-story
office building. He stated that the tenants of the proposed building are scheduled to occupy the
building as soon as the building is completed.
Mr. Spencer said the LDS Church did have some concern about the drainage plan in regards to
the drainage in front ofBuilding 1, but they have addressed the LDS Church's concerns by
proposing to put a swell in the landscape area and then discharging the runoff into an existing
drainage pipe.
Mr. Spencer said the ditch will be open across the east side of 500 East. He said curb and gutter
will be put in on the east side of 500 East, but staff has asked that the curb and gutter be pulled
away from the on ramp.
There was some discussion about the width of the sidewalk as it starts over the on-ramp. It was
discussed that a retaining wall may be needed and if a retaining wall is needed, the curb and gutter
would have to be raised. It was discussed that the grades in the area near the on-ramp need to be
looked at.
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There was some discussion about the CC&R's. Mr. Despain said that he has not reviewed the
CC&R's in detail.
Mr. Despain said the water issues have not been resolved yet. He referred the Planning
Commission to the memo regarding this item. The memo is attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT #1. He said ifthe Planning Commission approves the proposed site plan it
should be conditional upon the following three things:

1.
2.
3.

Verification of the parking numbers
Determination of adequacy of water right amounts previously conveyed.
Receipt of deed for additional ROW

Mr. Despain said another subject to item that should also be included in the motion is regarding
the drainage plan.

There was some discussion that the slope on the north part of the property should not exceed a 3
to 1 slope.
Mr. Hansen said if the property is ever subdivided, there will need to be some cross parking
easements.

There was some discussion about what was excluded in order to come up with the square footage
to determine the number of parking spaces required.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend approval of the site plan for Auto Mall Business
Center Lot 1, Phase IT at 515 East AutoMall Drive subject to: (1) the drainage issues
related to Phase 1 and Phase 2 and that the revised drainage plan be approved by the LDS
Church including any pretreatment (2) the grades on the north not to exceed a 3 to 1 slope
(3) adequacy of water rights to be determined according to staff's analysis (4) the proposed
parking being verified by staff to make sure it meets the parking requirements.
Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Hansen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF TIMP ANOGOS VALLEY
PROFESSIONAL PUD AT 10 SOUTH 1100 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Sowby.

Mr. Sowby said they have done everything that staff has recommended. He said it is now
proposed that there will be a 20-foot separation between the buildings. He said the owner is
proposing that there be limited common parking on some of the parking stalls. Mr. Sowby stated
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that there will still be the same number of parking spaces as was proposed earlier.
owner would like to assign parking spaces to the buildings.

He said the

Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said that he does not have any outstanding issues.
Mr. Despain said he has checked the proposed parking and it appears to be sufficient. He said he
has seen limited parking used in a residential development, but he has not seen limited parking in
this form of a commercial development. He said that he can see some advantages and
disadvantages to the proposed limited parking. Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission likes
the notion of the limited parking, then it should make a finding that the limited common areas are
a minor adjustment to the preliminary plan.
There was some discussion about the pros and cons of having limited common parking. Mr.
Despain said he does not have a preference either way on w hether the limited common parking
should be allowed or not allowed. Councilman Hunter expressed concern about how the limited
common parking spaces will be enforced.
*Mr. Nielsen arrived.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if the changes to the proposed plat are significant.
Mr. Despain said the changes to t he proposed plat are not significant.
It was discussed that the City will not enforce the limited common parking.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the final plat ofTimpanogos Valley Professional PUD at
10 South 1100 East subject to the Planning Commission's finding that the limited common
area is a minor adjustment to the preliminary plat and does not need further review.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, and Mr.
Georgeson. Mr. Nielsen abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR US WEST TO INCLUDE A
BUILDING EXPANSION AT 85 NORTH MERCHANT STREET
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Ray Manning, a
representative from U.S. West.
Mr. Manning explained that U.S . West is proposing to put an addition to the south ofthe existing
building. He stated that the work center will continue to be used.
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Mr. Denney asked how the drainage will be handled on site.
Mr. Manning did not have an answer to Mr. Denney' s question about drainage. He stated that he
was just filling in for someone else that was supposed to be here tonight to represent U.S. West,
but due to a family situation could not make it.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the proposed addition is not adding any more impervious areas. He
suggested that a mirror be installed so that drivers can view down the sidewalk so that there are
not potential conflicts with pedestrians on the sidewalk.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the Commercial Site Plan Check List has not been returned to
the City Engineer.

Mr. Manning said it is their intent to meet all the items on the Commercial Site Plan Check List.
It was discussed that the parking requirements are not complied with because the proposed
addition is for equipment only and not for offices for more personnel. Mr. Despain suggested that
the motion include something to the effect that in the event the use changes to office space, the
parking requirements will have to be reevaluated.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that landscaping be put in on the south side of the building to soften
the look. He also asked Mr. Manning if it was possible to go underground with the utilities.

Mr. Manning said they will put in some landscaping on the south side of the building and go
underground with the utilities. He suggested they could put in some mature trees on the south
side of the building, but do not necessarily want to put in lawn because it is a lot of work to
maintain.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that Mr. Manning talk to someone from the U.S . Post Office
because they have people with developmental disabilities who help take care of their grounds
and suggested that maybe some agreement could be worked out with the U.S. Post Office and
U.S. West to help take care of U.S. West's grounds, if some grass were planted on the south
side of the building. Chairman Hadfield said some curb and gutter on the south side of the
building would also help make things look better.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the amended site plan for U.S. West to include a building
expansion at 85 North Merchant Street subject to: (1) completion of the Commercial Site
Plan Check List (2) the Planning Commission acknowledges the reduction of parking
spaces due to the fact that the building will be for equipment only and will not be for offices
for more personnel and it also recognizes that if the use should be changed to office space,
the pa•·king situation will need to be reevaluated because additional parking will be needed
(3) addition of landscaping on the south side of the building (4) a mirror being installed on
the driveway to eliminate potential conflicts with pedestrians on the sidewalk (5) utilities
being placed underground.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Mr. Nielsen asked ifthe proposed use is legal. He expressed concern about the number of
parking spaces because they do not meet the parking requirement.
Mr. Despain pointed out that proposed building will not be used for offices.
Mr. Nielsen asked how old the metal shed is. He expressed concern about the shape ofthe metal
shed.

Chairman Hadfield said the metal shed is well maintained.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen,
and Mr. Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
PRESENTATION BY ART MILLER CONCERNING SET BACKS IN A MOBILE HOME
COMMUNITY
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Art Miller, a representative
and resident of the Seven C's Mobile Home Park.
Mr. Miller discussed the setback requirements and the need to be able to get a permit to replace
an old mobile home with a new mobile. He said people who live in a mobile home community do
not want a Jot of space between the homes. He stated that American Fork City is the most
restrictive when it comes to awnings and carports. Mr. Miller gave some examples of what the
setback requirements are in other cities.
Mr. Miller said the new mobile homes are usually 24 feet wide and are fire proof He said he is
present tonight to get some "relief on the awning setbacks." He said they are having difficulty
fitting new homes in the spaces that are vacated because of the current City standards.

Chairman Hadfield referred the Planning Commission to the April 16, 1997, Planning Commission
Minutes where the issue of setback requirements in mobile home parks was discussed .
Mr. Despain stated that the issue of setback requirements in mobile home parks is not a new issue.
He said that at the April16, 1997, Planning Commission it was suggested that a revised site plan
ought to be provided when they are trading out the units, instead oflooking at the lots on lot by
lot basis. He suggested that there should be some kind of change out process. He said the 15-foot
setback requirement needs to be looked at in combination with the overall plan.

There was some concern about fire safety if the setback requirement was changed from 15 feet to
10 feet. Mr. Miller stated that the Seven C's Mobile Home Park has never had a fire in 27 lh
years. Mr. Georgeson told Mr. Miller that it is lucky that there has not been a fire in the mobile
home park. He said there needs to be adequate access for the fire trucks.
Mr. Georgeson also expressed concern about privacy if the setback were to be changed from 15
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feet to 10 feet. He said that he sees no reason to make a change in the setback requirements.
Mr. Miller explained that a mobile home less than 20 feet wide is not allowed in the mobile home
park now. He also explained that the existing mobile homes that are less than 20 feet wide can
remain in the park, but when they are replaced that have to be greater than 20 feet wide.
Mr. Hansen said the Planning Commission needs to see are-platting of the entire mobile home
park in order to be able to justifY whether the setback requirements should be changed. He said
the Planning Commission needs to see how the whole park would look.
Mr. Miller explained that there has not been a rent increase at the mobile home park in four years.
He talked about the need to provide and maintain some affordable housing for senior citizens.
Mr. Despain suggested that Mr. Miller develop some type of a change out plan.

Chairman Hadfield stated that the 15-foot standard has been a standard for some time. He said
the fire chief needs to look at whether lowering the standard would create problems for the Fire
Department. He said there are units in the mobile home park that do not meet the 8-foot
requirement.
After further discussion about the setback requirements, Mr. Georgeson said the Planning
Commission needs to see a change out schedule before it can determine whether the setback
requirement should be changed. The Planning Commission directed Mr. Miller to prepare a
change out schedule and staff was directed to talk to the fire chief about the setback requirements
to see whether problems would be created for the Fire Department if the setback requirements
were changed to something lower than 15 feet.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT APPROXIMATELY 350
WEST 380 SOUTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE PR-9000 OR THE R1 -9000 ZONE
Mr. Sowby said the applicants have modified the request to request that the property be changed
from the existing RA-1 to the PR-9000 Zone. He said that he met with Mr. Despain and he
suggested that they present a proposed plan that would go with the proposed zone. He said that
he has submitted a proposed concept plan to the City.
Mr. Despain discussed the need for the road to continue from Mountain Meadow Subdivision to
Storrs Avenue. He said that he is not sure if the road alignment on the proposed concept plan is
appropriate or not. He said the PR-9000 Zone is the closest zone that meets the General Plan.
He pointed out that design does provide a mixed housing style. He stated that the property
proposed for development is an awkward piece to develop. He said he is not sure if there is a
much better design than what the applicants have currently proposed given the wetlands. Mr.
Despain said that he has not checked the proposed number of units to make sure that it would
work.
Mr. Sowby pointed out that the property proposed for development contains less than 10 acres.
He said the proposed concept plan is a logical design unit.
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There was some discussion about how the roads could be designed. There was also some
discussion about the utilities. Jim Cates pointed out that the water line goes down to Storrs
Avenue.
There was some discussion about the Livingston Property. Mr. Despain said the City has the
burden to talk to the Livingstons to make sure they understand what is going on because the
proposed design if approved, "basically renders the Livingston Property unusable."
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Sowby what the total number of acres is.

Mr. Sowby said the property is slightly less than 10 acres. He said the total number of acres is
about 9.5.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the zone change request at approximately 350 West 380
South from the existing RA-1 to the PR-9000 Zone subject to: (1) the preliminary concept
plan and realizing that the proposed concept plan is not cast in stone (2) the City needs to
make an effort to contact the landowner to the north before proceeding with approving the
site plan to ensure their desires in regards to whether they would like to be part of the
proposed development (3) a concept plan being developed that will accompany the zone
change request through the process.
Mr. Georgeson said he would like to see some plan tied to the zone change.

Mr. Despain said final action on the zone change would be predicated upon the concurrent
development of an acceptable site plan consistent with the zone change.

Mr. Nielsen included in the motion that final action on the zone change will be predicated
upon the concurrent development of an acceptable site plan consistent with the zone
change.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, M r. Nielsen, and
Chairman Hadfield. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SUBDIVISION PLAT FOR N ORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. He explained that he advertised this item as a subdivision
plat, but it really is a concept plat and not a subdivision plat. He then turned the time over to
Reed Bromley.

Mr. Bromley said they have been working with the City on the park and ride. He said he has a
company that he is working with who would like to locate their business in the North Pointe
Business P ark. He said he would like to start the process of proceeding with a site plan for the
property that is south of 1300 South. H e said the company that he is working with is a strong
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company and they are really wanting to proceed. He stated that t he majority of the needed
utilities will be able to come off the dedicated road to the north. Mr. Bromley stated that they
have been in communication with the neighboring property owners. He said the City has always
indicated to him the need for a road system or road network to connect to 500 East to 1500
South. He said in discussions that he has had with the City, staff has indicated to him that the
road system to connect 500 East to 1500 South is to go on the west side of the tracks, then come
upon the "road that is existing and then come across the tracks again." He said that a consultant
has indicated to him that the above-mentioned road system will not be a safe traffic pattern. He
asked for some comments from the Planning Commission on the road system.
Mr. Denney told the Planning Commission to realize that the proposed plan is a conceptual plan
and stated that the City has not come up with a preliminary plan for the park and ride so the
layout for the park and ride may be different.
Mr. Denney discussed the road alignment. He said the proposed configuration of the road has a
center line radius of275 feet, but the current "green sheets" require the inside radius of a major
road to be 350 feet. He said a 350 foot inside radius would flatten the alignment ofthe proposed
road configuration. Mr. Denney explained that a road is typically designed to accommodate
traffic for 10 mph over the speed limit posted . He said a 350-foot radius can accommodate a
speed limit of about 40 mph. Mr. Denney said they need to come up with higher design curves
for the road.
Mr. Bromley said he feels a lower speed limit is a valid request because there will be a lot of
pedestrians near the park and ride lot and also because of the intersection.
Mr. Nielsen asked why the road just can' t be a straight road and asked why the parking lot could
not be put on the northeast side ofthe road.

Mr. Denney said the reason the road can't be a straight road is because that does not allow
enough separation between the railroad crossing intersection and the new potential intersection
for the road and 1500 South. He said another reason the road can't be straight is because it
would put traffic between the park and ride and a potential heavy rail site.
Mr. Despain said there was an annexation concept plan that did provide for a general alignment of
the road . He said the proposed road alignment is consistent with t he General Plan and the draft
General Plan. Mr. Despain said that he understands Mr. Bromley's desire to slow the traffic
down, but he thinks it would be a "profound mistake" to continue the road the way that it is
proposed.

There was a lot of discussion about the alignment of 630 East Street. Mr. Bromley said 630 East
will be a highly traveled road. He said it might be difficult to soften the curves .
Mr. Bromley said that he does have "a hot one," referring to the prospective buyer. He said a
sale would be great. He said that he has been working with the City for over a year on the
development of his property and the proposed park and ride Jot. He said that he wants to continue
working with the City. He said he wants the Planning Commission to realize that he really is
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trying to work with the City.
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After much discussion about the alignment of 630 East Street, Chairman Hadfield asked the
Planning Commission what direction it would like to give Mr. Bromley.
Mr. Georgeson said the radiuses of the curves on the road ought to be such to accommodate a
design speed of 40 to 45 mph.
Mr. Bromley introduced Jason D odge ofD&B Realty. He said that Jason Dodge is working with
his client. Mr. Dodge said the company that is looking to locate in the North Pointe Business
Park is a good strong company with no debts. He said the company is a fulfillment center for a
computer company. Mr. Dodge said the company needs to be in a building by this October.

Chairman Hadfield said the layout of the park and ride needs to be addressed. Another issue that
needs to be resolved is the alignment of the road with 630 East and 1300 South.
Mr. Bromley said what he is asking for tonight is for the Planning Commission to grant final
approval and say that because he has been visiting and working with the City on the park and ride
in good faith and he does not have a commitment from the City to buy the property for the park
and ride it will grant him final approval. He said if the Planning Commission chooses not to grant
him final approval, then he would like the Planning Commission to approve the concept plan with
specific advice and direction.
Mr. Despain said the boundaries of the subdivision have to be compatible with the General Plan.
He said the primary issue that needs to be addressed is the location of 630 East Street. He said he
does not have a problem with expediting things, but there are some drainage issues that need to be
resolved. He said the real question with the proposed plan is the layout that the City feels
comfortable with.
Mr. Hansen suggested that the curves be softened and that 630 East be swung out a little bit.
Mr. N ielsen suggested that the plan be tweaked to get the straightest road .
Mr. Bromley said that six months ago when he came to the Planning Commission, some of the
comments were that 630 East is a dedicated road and that he could do whatever he wanted to off
of it and now he has learned that is not the case. He said he wants to be able to report the
correct information to potential buyers so that it does not hurt his credibility. He said he wants to
be sure of what he needs to be doing.

Chairman Hadfield said the following four things are issues that are of importance and need to be
addressed:
1.

Radiuses of the curves need to be able to accommodate traffic up to 45 mph. There needs
to be 350 feet between center line roads.

2.

Location ofthe roads.
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3.

Layout acceptable to the City.

4.

Detail of when the improvements will be accomplished.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that there is only curb and gutter on 1300 South, yet the applicant
is asking to be allowed to subdivide the property and build a building that is ready to occupy in
four months. He said the City needs to know where the improvements are going to go.
There was discussion that the subdivision plat only has one action. Mr. Despain explained that
the site plan and final plat can be approved concurrently. He told Mr. Bromley that staff is happy
to work as quickly as they can. He said the proposed subdivision is a one-lot development, but
the dilemma is that it is a one-lot development that is in a critical location for things other than the
building that is proposed. He told Mr. Bromley that staff can work with him to get an alignment
that has a high probability ofbeing accepted by the City.
Mr. Denney said the Planning Commission should discuss what the minimum required
improvements around the lot should be. He said the street is developed on 1300 South, but there
is no curb and gutter. He asked ifthere needs to be curb and gutter put in on 1300 South.

Chairman Hadfield said staff can work with Mr. Bromley on some of the issues related to the
improvements. The Planning Commission directed Mr. Bromley to make the changes that have
been discussed tonight and to work with staff in order to get a plan ready for submission for the
next Planning Commission Meeting.
There was no action taken on this item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR BUILDING E. AT 630
EAST 1300 SOUTH IN THE NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK
Mr. Denney stated the engineering concerns. He said the reference to the retention pond needs to
be removed and reference to a detention pond needs to be put on the site plan. He expressed
concern about the horizontal sump that is proposed for drainage. He said there has not been a
trial of the soils to check their condition. He said that he would hate to see the horizontal sump
fail and there not be adequate drainage.
Mr. Denney said t here was some concern from staff about the driveway going in so close to the
corner. He said the proposed site plan is proposing to use 1300 South as the entrance now, but as
63 0 East is developed that will be closed off.
Mr. Georgeson said that if the building is moved to the west, the parking lot would then be on the
east side and the entrance of the parking lot would be some distance from the intersection and that
would need to be accommodated.
Mr. Denney said another issue that needs to be discussed is how much ofthe utilities are required.
Another item that needs to be addressed is in regards to the spacing of the fire hydrants and those
types of issues. Mr. Denney stated that the OS&Y has to be within 40 feet ofthe fire hydrant,
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but no greater than 100 feet away from the fire hydrant. Another issue that needs to be
addressed is the lighting for the park and ride lot. Another issue that needs to be discussed is in
regards to signage.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there is plan for a sign.
Mr. Bromley said there will be a monument sign in the landscaping area and there will also be
lettering on the building.
There was some discussion if 1300 South would be a half street plus five.
Mr. Hansen asked ifthe north entrance would be needed, if 1300 South was a half street plus
five and 630 East was completed.
Mr. Bromley explained that the intent right now is to have the entrance be off of 1300 South
because they are not sure how they will be working with the City on developing 630 East Street
or when they will be putting in 630 East Street. He said he has committed to his client that the
curbing will be put down 630 East Street and the access right now will be 1300 South. He said
when 630 East Street is finished, they will put in the other two driveways. He said once 630
East Street is put in, they would be willing to abandon 1300 South if the City wishes it to be
abandoned.
Mr. Despain discussed the parking requirements. He said the proposed site plan proposes 45
parking spaces based on the scenario of one space per 200 square feet for office space and one
per thousand gross square feet for what is defined as warehouse area, which would meet the
parking requirements. He said that he understands that the building is not quite used for
warehouse space, but will be used as an assembly area for processing materials. He said that he
would like to see what the staffing demands would be. He pointed out that site plan does have
some additional territory that could be used for parking. He said he would further research the
parking situation.
Mr. Despain raised the issue ofwho will put in 630 East Street, ifMr . Bromley does not put it in
with his proposed development.
Mr. Georgeson said that he would not have any problem delaying the completion of630 East
Street as long as Mr. Bromley bonded for it.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about whether there was enough radius for a semi to turn around
in the parking area.
Mr. Hansen asked ifthe proposed building could be moved to the west.
Mr. Bromley said the proposed building needs to be where it is proposed. He said he realizes that
there are some pros and cons to have the building located where it is proposed. He said that he
understands that there are other issues that he will have to deal with on the lot that is next to the
lot that is proposed for development. He said the proposed design is driven by the client.
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Chairman Hadfield said that the location of the proposed building greatly restricts the future of
the undeveloped lot to the east.
Mr. Dodge said a small portion of the building will be used as a fulfillment center and 3/4 of it will
be used as a warehouse.
There was some discussion about the delivery trucks that will go in and out of the site. Mr.
Bromley said the 48-foot trucks will only come to the site about twice a week and the majority of
the trucks that go in and out of the site will be 24-foot trucks or smaller.
There was a lot of discussion about the disadvantages of having the proposed building located
where it is proposed. Mr. Georgeson said that the Planning Commission and staff have pointed
out the disadvantages to the property owner of having the building located where it is proposed
and if the property owner is willing to live with the limitations that will be imposed on him by
placing the building where it is proposed, he is not going to argue. He said that if the property
owner comes in with the next piece of property and asks to be able to reduce the separation to 15
feet, he will have problems with that. Mr. Georgeson said outside of meeting the engineering
requirements, he has no particular problems as long as the roads are aligned properly and they
have the proper curves.
Mr. Hansen said that he is still of the mind set that 630 East ought to be developed and that
access ought to come off of 630 East.
Mr. Georgeson said he did not feel 630 East needed to be completed immediately as long as it is
bonded for and is completed within two years.

It was discussed that the entrance off of 13 00 South is too close to the intersection. It was also
discussed that the entrance off of 13 00 South should be noted on the plat as just being a
temporary entrance until 630 East is completed.
Mr. Bromley explained that at one point they did have the entrance off of 1300 South labeled as
temporary, but then they wondered if it could be used as a limited access. Mr. Hansen said the
entrance off of 1300 South should be labeled as "totally temporary." Mr. Bromley said he is fine
with labeling the entrance off of 1300 South as temporary.
Mr. Bromley asked if the Planning Commission could make a motion with subject to items so that
the site plan could be forward to the City Council.
Mr. Despain told Mr. Bromley that there is no way that he can go straight to the City Council.
He told Mr. Bromley that there are still too many outstanding issues that need to be resolved
before he can go onto the City Council. He said the site plan needs to come back to the Planning
Commission after the corrections have been made.
Mr. Nielsen moved to postpone action on the Commercial Site Plan for Building E, at 630
East 1300 South in the North Pointe Business Park until the Planning Commission looks at
the final plat.
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Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.

(

Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, and
Chairman Hadfield. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
The Planning Commission discussed that it would be willing to approve the preliminary and final
plat at the next meeting if all the necessary corrections that were discussed tonight are made.
Mr. Bromley asked if the Planning Commission is comfortable with them doing pending on site or
is it comfortable with them doing an open ditch for a couple hundred feet.

Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Bromley that staff can help him with the issue related to whether
there could be pending on site or whether there could be an open ditch for a couple hundred feet.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MIKE PIERCE SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 299-301
SOUTH CENTER STREET
Chairman Hadfield said that he has talked to George Wilson who did the survey plat in February
1992. He asked Mr. Wilson if he remembered any meetings that were held with the City Council
and Planning Commission Meeting in regards to the property proposed for development. He said
that Mr. Wilson told him that he had no knowledge of any meetings that were held with the City
Council or Planning Commission regarding the property located at 299-301 South Center Street.
Chairman Hadfield said that he showed Carl Hansen a copy of the minutes from the last Planning
Commission Meeting and he told him that he remembers the discussions that were held regarding
the property at 299-301 South Center Street, but "he has no knowledge of any outcome that
came from those discussions."
Chairman Hadfield reported that he had asked Richard Colborn to go through the City Council
and Planning Commission Minutes starting in 1992 to see if there was any action regarding the
Lynn Clingo Parcel. He said that Mr. Colborn went through the Planning Commission Minutes
and City Council Minutes from July 1991 through 1993 and found nothing regarding the Lynn
Clingo Parcel.
Mr. Pierce asked Chairman Hadfield to report what he had found out regarding the subdivision of
the properties.

Chairman Hadfield said that at the last meeting there was some discussion that the subdivision of
the properties might be an illegal subdivision, but since the last meeting he has talked to Kevin
Bennett and he told staff to keep in mind that it was not until after July 1992 t hat the law changed
regarding subdividing of properties. He said that before July 1992, one could subdivide a single
lot and it did not have to come before the approving body unless it was going to be divided into
three or more lots. Chairman Hadfield said the subdivision does not constitute an illegal
subdivision.
He said the subdivision is not illegal, but there is a zoning violation because the
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home at 301 South has less than the required frontage for the zone in which it is in.

(

Mr. Pierce stated that there is probably a zoning violation on two lots because the lot at 299
South is less than 75 feet wide and the lot that resulted in the subdivision at 301 South is 50 feet
wide. He said the bottom line is if the requirement is to fully improve 300 South to a 54-foot
wide road that would require the home at 301 South be abandoned and then it would not be
economically feasible to proceed.
There was a lot of discussion about whether 300 South should be widened to a 54-foot road. Mr.
Pierce asked if the Planning Commission would be willing to have 300 South be a 29-foot access.
Mr. Georgeson stated that he feels strongly that the two exits from the trailer park need to be
maintained for fire safety.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about what authority the Planning Commission has to
change the ruling that the Board of Adjustments made in 1977 regarding the properties proposed
for development.
Mr. Despain said that the Planning Commission does not have any authority to change what the
Board of Adjustments did in 1977. He pointed out that the Board of Adjustments in 1977
basically required that the house at 301 South had to be tom down as condition to getting the
second permit. He said the question that really needs to be addressed is whether the City is
going to abandon 300 South. He also raised the issue of whether the 300 South needs to be
improved or who will improve it if it is to be improved.
There was some discussion that it might be a good idea to sell the property (the 31 feet of rightof-way )that American Fork City owns to Alpine School District.
There was discussion about the future of the Hansen Trailer Park. Mr. Georgeson expressed
concern that the Hansen Trailer Park will encounter some of the same problems that the Seven' s
C' s Mobile Home Park is experiencing now with trying to change out old units with new units
that are wider. He said the requirement to enlarge 300 South is going to be even more
important in the future, if the Hansen Trailer Park is ever renovated. He said that he can see the
trailer park possibly being renovated in about 20 years.
Mr. Pierce talked about designing a nice development without improving 300 South Street. He
said there is plenty of frontage along 400 South to design a nice development and have access
going in and out of 400 South.
Mr. Pierce pointed out that there is plenty of room for a duplex or single family lot once one gets
beyond the white house located at 301 South.
There was further discussion about 300 South Street. Mr. Hansen suggested that there be a
gradual curve of the road after leaving the back ofthe white house at 301 South so that in front of
the duplex lot the road would be a full width road so that there is not a right angle, but a curve.
He said if the road were curved it would help to preserve the house at 301 South and would make
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the road a full width road in front of the duplex lot.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about overriding something that was recommended 23
years ago.
Mr. Pierce said that 23 years is a long time ago and conditions have changed.
Chairman H adfield said the Board of Adjustments recommended that the City black top the road
and install curb and gutter in front of the small frame home and recommended t hat the owners be
required to install the sidewalk. He said that he is not sure if the City is still willing to participate
in improving 300 South and installing curb and gutter.

Mr. Despain said t hat he is not opposed to sending this back to the Board of Adjustments. He
said if the proposal goes forward, there is eventually going t o have to be a subdivision plan
approved.
Mr. Hansen said the proposal needs to go back to the Board of Adjustments t o see if it will grant
a variance for frontage on 301 South and also for the setbacks.

Mr. Georgeson moved that the Planning Commission recommends that the proposal be
submitted to the Board of Adjustments for its consideration of the decision that was made
by the Board of Adjustments in 1977. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Chairman Hadfield, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield said he wants to see the area cleaned up and would like to see a nice home and
a 54-foot wide road. He said the "bottleneck or the whole problem is the little white house."
He said he does not feel good that people keep creating substandard lots. He said he would like
to see what the Board of Adjustments recommendations are. He said Mr. Pierce raised the issue
of whether conditions have changed, which is something that he can't answer.

Mr. Pierce said he appreciates the Planning Commission's action. He said he feels it is
appropriate to send the proposal back the Board of Adjustments
Chairman H adfield pointed out that the subdivision plat will have to come back to the Planning
Commission.

Mr. Pierce said that he assumes that ifthe Board of Adjustments gives him favorable action, then
the Planning Commission w ill support t he subdivision wit h the road being narrow at the front and
wider in the back as Mr. Hansen has suggested.

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to see what the Board of Adjustments action
will be. He said the Board of Adjustment is going to have to know the attitude of the Planning
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Commission before it considers the proposal.
Mr. Georgeson recommended that the City give 300 South to Alpine School District so that
Alpine School District could put some grass on the property to keep abandoned cars and dead
limbs offthe property.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR HARBOR VILLAGE
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 140 WEST 660 SOUTH
Doug Warren said he has presented Mr. Despain with all the necessary documentation. He said
he is present to request approval of the preliminary plan.
Mr. Denney said that he was just presented a map that conforms to the technical issues that were
earlier raised . He pointed out that on the General Notes under Item #3 it states "all road and
sidewalk grades to be minimum of0.4% and maximum of3.0%''
Chairman Hadfield said the ground is quite flat. He expressed concern about how they were
going to get a 3% grade on the road.
Mr. Denney pointed out that on the General Note under Item #9 it states "the project will likely
be constructed in one phase." He said the word "likely" needs to be deleted from the plat.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the ADA ramps have been added to the proposed plat. He also
pointed out that the pressure pump line to the north is shown on the plan. The catch basins and
sumps for 100 West are also shown on the plan.
It was discussed that the annexation has not been completed. Mr. Hansen said he does not
believe the proposed preliminary plan can be approved until the annexation is complete.
Mr. Despain said there were eight outstanding issues discussed at the May 3, 2000, Planning
Commission Meeting. Following is a list of the eight outstanding issues:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Annexation is not complete.
Sign-off of the downstream water users needs to be submitted.
Delineation of the wetlands by the Army Corp. ofEngineers
Deeding of240 West ROW
Conveyance of Water Rights
Evidence of acceptable treatment of sloughs
Water rights users/holders downstream
PUD Documentation for homeowners association needs to be reviewed by staff

Mr. Despain said Items 1,4 & 5 are annexation matters. He said the annexation issues are largely
administrive and should not be the basis for refusal to act on the preliminary plan. He stated that
the annexation is eligible to be recorded subject to receipt of certain "administrive things."
Mr. Despain stated that the City actually has the deed for 240 West. He said that he does have a
deed for the water rights, but he has some questions on it that he has been working with Mr.
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Sanders, who is Mr. Warren' s water rights specialist.

(

Mr. Despain stated that the State Engineer needs to be a player with regards to addressing the
issues associated with the above stated Items, 2,6 & 7. He said he understands that Mr. Warren
has set up a meeting with the State Engineer for next week.
Mr. Despain addressed Item #3. He said that he just received a report from Pentacore, which is
relative to the wetlands. He said the report from Pentacore is going to be submitted to the Army
Corp. of Engineers. The delineation of the wetlands will be done by the Army Corp. of
Engineers.

Mr. Despain said that Item #8 is a final plat matter that does not have to be addressed at this
point.
Mr. Despain said the question is whether there is a basis for refusal to act or grant the conditioned
approval based on the uncertainty ofltems, 2, 6, 7, & 3. He said the question is whether the
Planning Commission is comfortable with granting approval without a final disposition from the
Army Corp. ofEngineers relative to the wetlands. He said the Planning Commission could
approve the preliminary plan subject to the above-mentioned items being resolved or it could
move to deny it until the above stated items are completed.
Mr. Sowby said that he did not understand why the meeting with the State Engineer really needs
to happen. He said they do have the sign off from every single water user downstream, which is
what the City asked for.
Mr. Georgeson asked about the Christensen's concerns with the sloughs.
Mr. Sowby said that Mr. Hansen expressed concern about how the Christensens will be affected
by the proposed development. He said to the best of their knowledge the Christensens are not
downstream water users.

Mr. Denney said the Christensens are trying to indicate that they may have water claims. He said
the State Engineer will be the judge of whether the Christensens have claims or not. It was
discussed that the City is not the judge as to whether the Christensens have water claims.

Mr. Sowby said that he does not think it is necessary to meet with the State Engineer and involve
the Christensens based on the evidence that they have obtained from all the downstream water
users.
Mr. Cates said that he understands that the water will be piped and that the water rights file goes
to the west and to the south and the only interference will be going across Mr. Warren's property
and that the water will still drain onto his property.
Mr. Warren showed a topographical map that showed the water ways. He said there is no
indication on the topographical map of any water going to the Christensens' property. He said
the water that runs down the drainage area has absolutely nothing to do with the Christensens.
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Mr. Warren said that someone else may have interfered with the Hunter Slough and it affected the
Christensens, but he has no responsibility for what someone else may have done earlier. Mr.
Warren said he can' t do anything about the past.
Mr. Sowby said they are planning on meeting with the State Engineer next week.
Mr. Hansen asked what preliminary approval is going to do for them tonight, if they still have to
meet with the State Engineer.
Mr. Sowby said "things can get drug out." He said they will be glad to meet with the State
Engineer, but would really like to get preliminary approval tonight.
Mr. Sanders, an attorney who specializes in water rights and works for Mr. Warren, said that if
the Christensens feel they have been harmed in any way in regards to water issues, they need to
talk to the State Engineer. He said the Christensens are not downstream water users. Mr.
Sanders reported that he has been working with Mr. Despain on the water rights issues. He said
that they have sufficient water for the first phase. He said that he is still working with Mr.
Despain on some of the technical issues, i.e. quantity.
There was some discussion about whether the proposed plan handles the water in a sufficient
manner. Mr. Denney said the plan proposes an eight-inch drain, but that may need to go deeper.
Mr. Sowby said the proposed plan will not change the historical drain patterns.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about approving the proposed preliminary plan before the
applicant and city staff have met with the State Engineer. He said that he is not sure the Planning
Commission can approve something that is outside the realm of the City staff to controL He
expressed concern about granting approval and giving vesting rights on the proposed plan with x
number oflots and x number of configurations without knowing what the Army Corp. will find .
Mr. Nielsen said he feels the Planning Commission can give preliminary approval subject to the
sign offfrom the Army Corp. ofEngineers because ifthe Army Corp. does not sign off, then the
proposed plan will "fall apart anyway."
Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission recommends approval, the motion needs to include
two subject to items (1) subject to the outcome of the meeting with the State Engineer and (2)
final disposition of the wetlands.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the preliminary plan for Harbor Village Subdivision located
at 140 West 660 South subject to (1) the sign off from the Army Corp. of Engineers (2)
meeting with the State Engineers (3) the settlement of an acceptable treatment of the
sloughs (4) all issues concerning the downstream water users need to be satisfied and (5)
changes in the General Notes on the plat being Item #3- the maximum grade should be 2%
and on Item #9 - the word "likely" should be omitted.
Mr. Despain suggested that the motion include subject to completion ofthe outstanding items like
recording of the annexation, the City receiving a couple of deeds, and modifying the language in
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the agreement.

Mr. Nielsen included in the motion subject to completion of the outstanding items as
identified by Mr. Despain and also subject to recording of the annexation.
Mr. Despain stated that he has the deed for 240 West Street, but he needs the deeds for the other
two areas.

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mr. Georgeson requested that the motion require a letter from the Army Corp. ofEngineers with
a finding that there are no jurisdictional wetlands.

Mr. Nielsen amended his motion to include subject to satisfactory resolution of wetland
issues with Army Corp. of Engineers.
Mr. Georgeson said that he would also like the motion to include that there be a finding by the
Division of Water Rights (State Engineer) that there will be no adverse impact on the downstream
water users.
Mr. Nielsen again amended the motion to include that there be a finding by the Division of
Water Rights (State Engineer) that there will be no adverse impact on the downstream
water users.
Mr. Hansen asked that the motion include that all the preliminary plan requirements have to be
met before the final plat comes back to the Planning Commission.

Mr. Nielsen again amended the motion to include that all outstanding requirements on the
preliminary plan have to be met before the final plat comes back to the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Hansen said that he does not want the final plat to come back to the Commission with several
items that are not completed.
Councilman Hunter seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Warren said they do not want to come back to the Planning Commission unprepared .
Mr. Hansen said he does not feel that the applicants were ready for preliminary approval tonight.
Mr. Sowby said he believes the last amendment to the motion is an arbitrary amendment. He
asked Mr. Hansen what is bothering him about the proposed preliminary plan.

Mr. Hansen said it bothers him that the annexation is not complete.
Mr. Sow by said the annexation is out of their hands.
Another issue that is bothering Mr. Hansen is that the applicant does not have the sign off from
the Army Corp. of Engineers. He told the applicants that he does not want to see the final back
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until all the subject to items for the preliminary plan have been completed.

(
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson,
and Mr. Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
PRESENTATION OF THE CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 632 ACRES LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 1100
SOUTH 100 WEST

Mr. Warren asked his son, Scott to make a presentation on the proposed water ski facility. Scott
Warren said they would like to make a "premiere boating location" in American Fork. He talked
about how important the boating and water ski area will be to the entire State of Utah. Scott
Warren talked about how much sports can be a big part of a family and how sports can help in
developing relationships within the family. He talked about what a unique asset Utah Lake is.
After Scott Warren talked about the proposed water ski area, Larry Howden talked about the
feasibility ofthe proposed project. Mr. Howden talked about some of the amenities, i.e.
manmade lakes, water ski park, private boat harbor, and golf course areas. H e stated that it
would cost around $25 to 30 million to develop the project, but they ~stimate that they will
receive about $66 million on the sale ofthe land. Mr. Warren said the commercial property will
be sold between $6 to $11 per square foot.
Scott Warren talked about how the water ski facility will be funded. He said there will be a ski
club and memberships will be sold to the lake. He said they will keep the membership to the lake
to about 20 members and the price of the memberships will be whatever the market will bear.
He said he is confident that the money earned from the memberships will be enough to fund the
development of the ski lake.

Mr. Sowby stated that the conceptual sewer plan, the conceptual hydrology drainage plan and the
storm drain plan work. He also stated that the water system works. He explained that all the
drains go straight to the lake. He said the concept plan works.
Mr. Warren said they are trying to "bring a world class area to Utah Lake'' He said you only go
around once. He said what they are proposing brings an "expanded experience" for families.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Mr. Despain discussed the revised proposed TDR Ordinance. He identified some of the changes
that were made since the proposed TDR Ordinance was last discussed. Mr. Despain said that Mr.
Bennett has suggested that the on Page 7, Paragraph H-2 be changed so that American Fork City
is the sole holder of the conservation easement.
There was some discussion about developments rights and what are legal or subsequent uses once
the development rights have been transferred . Chairman Hadfield said development rights need to
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be defined in such a way that anything that becomes manmade or permanently installed has to be
justified for the good of the public.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Paragraph I was added to the proposed ordinance since the Planning
Commission last looked at this.
Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about what criteria will be used to determine what will go on
the eligibility map.
Mr. Despain explained that the eligibility map will include all ofthe shoreline preservation zones.
He said the other areas on the map will be the areas which are identified as wetland areas and
probably the riparian areas of the American Fork River.

After Mr. Despain stated some of the things that will go on the map, Mr. Georgeson said that
there is going to have to be something to define what goes on the eligibility map. He said the
ordinance needs to define what criteria will be used to determine what is eligible to go on the
eligibility map .
After the Planning Commission asked a few questions, Mr. Despain said that he is now realizing
that he has not explained the proposed TDR Ordinance very well. He said the transfer of
development rights is complicated process. He said that he needs to give the Planning
Commission some rationale behind the ordinance.
Councilman Hunter said it is hard to get a good understanding of the proposed TDR Ordinance
because every time they get to discussing the proposed TDR Ordinance it is 11 :00 p.m. He
suggested possibly having a special session to discuss the proposed ordinance.
Mr. Georgeson said that at the last meeting they were not able to discuss the proposed TDR
Ordinance in great detail because they spent one hour listening to obj ections from people in the
audience and tonight they spent a Y2 hour listening to something that they have heard a couple of
times. He said those that are interested in the TDR Ordinance being finished should allow them to
complete the process.

Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to make some of the corrections to the proposed TDR
Ordinance that Mr. Bennett has suggested and to also write a memo explaining in greater detail
the rationale behind the proposed TDR Ordinance so they can discuss the proposed TDR
Ordinance at the next meeting.
It was discussed that Mr. Despain will not be at the next Planning Commission Meeting so the
Planning Commission will review and discuss the proposed TDR Ordinance, but it will review the
proposed ordinance in greater detail with Mr. Despain at the July 5, 2000, Planning Commission
Meeting.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Denney had nothing to report.
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OTHER BUSINESS
(

Amended Cell Tower Ordinance
Mr. Despain discussed the proposed draft ordinance relating to modifications to the cell tower
ordinance. He asked the Planning Commission if it is prepared to allow more than one antenna on
an existing monopole.
The Planning Commission discussed how technology continues to improve and how the reflectors
are getting smaller and the antennas are getting shorter.
The Planning Commission feels
comfortable with having more antennas on a pole and having fewer poles throughout the City.
Chairman Hadfield said he will put the proposed amended ordinance regarding cell towers on the
next Planning Commission Agenda for action.
Memo to City Council Regarding Developmental Park Property
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that he included a copy of the memo that went to the City Council
regarding the Planning Commission' s perspective on the Developmental Park Property.
Update of General Plan

(

Mr. Despain said he met with Mayor Barratt and Mel Frandsen regarding the progress on the
General Plan and the implementing ordinances. He said that he told Mayor Barratt and Mel
Frandsen that if the Planning Commission could keep focused, the General Plan update and
implementing ordinance could be completed in about six or seven meetings. He said that he
suggested to Mayor Barratt and Mel Frandsen that some of the developers ought to back off and
let the Planning Commission do its work.
July 5, 2000. Planning Commission Meeting
Chairman Hadfield reported that the July 5, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting will be held at
the Alpine School District Office Building due to the Steel Days Youth Street Dance.
Summer Party
It was the discussed that the Planning Commission Summer Party will probably be held on August
11 or 12. Chairman Hadfield said he will check availability of his cabin and report what day the
party can be held .
Mr. Hansen reported that he will be out oftown for June 21, 2000, Planning Commission
Meeting.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE MAY 17, 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
(Planning Commission Minutes - Jtme 7, 2000)
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(

Mr. Nielsen moved approval of the May 17, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes. Mr.
Hansen seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Councilman Hunter, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr. Nielsen.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Hansen moved to adjourn. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 12:10 a.m.

·1Yj--t ta-rrd

7aw--

Melanie Marsh
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All voted in

ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE JUNE 7, 2000 PC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

Agenda Item 2

This is the proposed 2nd phase of a three phase project . Phase 1
was earlier approved by the PC and is scheduled for hearing and
action by the CC on June 13. Approval is anticipated.
A.
B.
C.

D.

The 2nd phase layout appears to be consistent with circulation
plan approved as part of Phase 1.
Parking numbers appear to be adequate, but need to be
verified.
It appears that some water rights were conveyed as a condition
of annexation. The intended use at the time was for an auto
dealership . The proposed uses generally require more water and
more may be required (Phase 1 may have used up the amount of
the previously conveyed rights)
Phase 2 will require notice and hearing before the CC . , but
does not involve a subdivision plat.
Accordingly, the
additional ROW on 500 East will need to be deeded by metes and
bounds .

Action by the PC to recommend approval should be conditioned upon.
1.

Verification of parking numbers - combined Phase 1 and 2
(No division of property or separate ownership of
buildings has been proposed, accordingly, no recriprocal
parking easement or PUD documents are needed.

2.

Determination of Adequacy
previously conveyed.

3.

Receipt of deed for additional ROW

of

water

right

amounts

. AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JUNE 21, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on June 21, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.
12.
13.

Review and action on an amended site plan for Greenwood
Elementary School at 50 East 200 South .
Review and action on an amended site plan for the American
Fork High School 510 North 600 East.
Review and action on the preliminary and final plat of the
Callalilly Place Subdivision located at 805 North 200 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement f or the B. Joe
Barney Annexation containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100
North.
Review and action on the Subdivision Plat for North Pointe
Business Park at 630 East 1 300 South.
Review and action on a site plan for Building E, at 630 Eas t
1300 South in the North Pointe Business Park.
Review and action on an amendment to the Cell Tower
Ordinance to allow for multiple heads on a single tower.
Review and action on an Ordinance establishing an
Agricultural zone.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the June 7, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 13 day of June, 2000.

J . H . Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COl\.1MISSION MINUTES
JUNE 21 , 2000

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on June 21 , 2000, at the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Michael
Georgeson, *Steve Nielsen, Ken Baldwin, and Keith Richan. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Reed Bromley, Jason Dodge, Mark Greenwood, Dennis Cecchni, Craig Sweat, Doug
Warren, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Rod Despain, James Hansen, and Councilman Tom Hunter. He also
stated that Mr. Nielsen will be arriving late due to some business that he has to take care of at
work.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR GREENWOOD
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AT 50 EAST 200 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Dennis Cecchini and Craig
Sweat.
Mr. Cecchini said there are provisions to take care ofthe storm water. He said they are using the
sump and the catch basin. He explained how the storm water would be taken care of It was
discussed that there would only be one sump, but that would be sufficient because the total area is
less than one acre.
There was some discussion about the landscaping. It was discussed that there are currently five
large trees on the site, but only four will be retained because one tree has to be removed to
facilitate the addition to the building.
Chairman Hadfield said that staff has asked Mr. Holdaway about the location ofthe flag pole and
the school sign. He said staff also asked Mr. Holdaway if the school sign could be put on some
photo electric eye or timer so that the lights on the sign do not run 24 hours a day.
Mr. Cecchini said he did not know if the issue of a timer on the sign had been addressed, but he
felt like a timer could be put on the sign.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the school sign will conflict with the entrance way.
He said a new sign location needs to be shown on the site plan.

Mr. Richan moved to approve the amended site plan for Greenwood Elementary at 50 East
200 South subject to the sign meeting the City ordinance. Mr. Georgeson seconded the
motion.
Mr. Denney asked the applicants if they wanted to approve a location for the sign tonight so that
1

they will not have to come back to another Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Sweat said the sign could be moved wherever. He suggested that the sign be moved further
over to t he grass and put in the middle of the island area. Mr. Sweat identified where the sign
would be placed. Chairman Hadfield made a note on the proposed plan as to where the sign will
be placed so that the City has that on file.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission encourages the sign to be on some kind of timer
and also said the power lines should be buried underground.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Chairman Hadfield.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR THE AMERICAN FORK
HIGH SCHOOL AT 510 NORTH 600 EAST
Chariman Hadfield said Alpine School District is proposing to build a wrestling room on the north
ofthe new girl's gym that was built six or seven years ago. It was discussed that the proposed
addition will be about 451 X 1021.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about the fire line that is somewhere in the corridor
between the two gyms. He asked that the fire line be looped when the new addition is built
because the fire plug will have to be relocated any way.
Mr. Sweat said they plan on moving the fire line.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Sweat and Mr. Cecchini to change the fire hydrant if it is old and if
it is not a Waterous or Mueller. He explained that the City does not stock parts for anything but
Waterous or Mueller.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Denney if he was concerned about the proposed drainage plan.
Mr. Denney had no concerns with the proposed drainage plan.
Mr. Sweat explained that there will be a roof drain put in for the new addition. He said they are
willing to work on looping the fire line and replacing the fire hydrant if necessary.

Mr. Georgeson moved approval of the amended site plan for the American Fork High
School at 510 North 600 East subject to (1) recognizing that the fire hydrant may have to
be replaced and (2) looping of the fire line.
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Mr. Geo•·geson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman Hadfield.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLAT OF THE
CALLALILLY PLACE SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 805 NORTH 200 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. No one was present to represent the Callalilly
Subdivision. He pointed out that two Planning Commission Meetings ago the Planning
Commission looked at a zone change at about 805 North 200 East for the Wrights. He also
pointed out that the subdivision has been properly rendered as far as the location to the existing
homes on 200 East. Chairman Hadfield said he spoke with Mrs. Wright and she understands t he
reimbursement on the sewer.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the fire hydrant to the north is not shown and the fire hydrant that is
on the south is too far away. He said the northern fire hydrant needs to be shown.
There was some discussion that the drainage plan needs to be revised a little bit.
Mr. Denney said the six-inch water line needs to come into the property at a right angle.
After Mr. Denney started stating the engineering concerns, Mr. Richan asked why the Planning
Commission was proceeding with this item when there was no one present to represent the
subdivision and answer the questions that are asked. He asked if it was "kosher" to continue
discussing this item with no one present to represent the proposed subdivision.
Chairman Hadfield said he did not know if it was necessary to have someone present to represent
the pr~posed subdivision, but he is willing to postpone this item until someone is present.
Mr. Richan said that if someone is interested enough to want something, he or she should be
interested enough to be here.
Mr. Denney asked how he should proceed.
Mr. Richan said if he were involved with the proposed project, he would want to hear what is
being said about it.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that this item be postponed until after Item #6 on the agenda is
discussed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE B. JOE
BARNEY ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15.38 ACRES AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield said that he has been trying to get a hold of Hubble Engineering because the
concept plan that was submitted is not in harmony with Mr. Despain' s memo regarding the
proposed Barney Annexation. He said that he has made three calls to Hubble Engineering and
no one has returned his calls.
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the open space requirement is 25% net area, which equates to
1.04 acres for the proposed project. He said it is proposed that .76 acres will be for the park, but
asked where the other .28 acres of open space will be.
It was discussed that there are 20 units proposed on the concept plan and Mr. Despain's memo
stated that the combined density would be a maximum of 13.71 units.
Mr. Maddox said that he understands that Mr. Despain has talked to Hubble Engineering. He
said that Dave at Hubble has proposed the optimal situation. He said that any suggestions would
be greatly appreciated. He said that Mr. Barney's neighbors are complaining about smells and
he realizes that he needs to do something, but he is not sure how to proceed.

It was discussed that the last time this was discussed at the Planning Commission Meeting, the
decision was made to use split zoning ofR1-9000 and R1-15,000 and that would allow for a
maximum of about 14 units.
Mr. Maddox said that when he spoke with Mr. Despain he felt that the City would be open to the
idea of having some type of mixed usage simply for utilizing the land because it is a peculiar piece.
Chairman Hadfield stated that Mr. Richards has had his best success on the "upscale twin homes."
Mr. Maddox said there is market for twin homes. Chairman Hadfield encouraged Mr. Maddox
to have someone from Hubble Engineering talk to Mr. Carlisle so that the road will be connected.
Chairman Hadfield asked what Mr. Barney' s time frame is.
Mr. Maddox said that Mr. Barney is ready to sell.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Maddox that staff needs to have a meeting with him, Mr. Barney, Mr.
Carlisle, and Hubble Engineering. He recommended that this item be held until the July 5,
2000, Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Georgeson said the issue with the park needs to be resolved.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table action on the annexation agreement for the B. Joe Barney
' Annexation until the July 5, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting. Mr. Richan seconded
the motion.

Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Maddox to come to the Engineer' s Office on Monday, June 26,
2000, at 11:45 a.m. so they could discuss the proposed concept plan. He asked Mr. Maddox to
bring his engineer from Hubble Engineering and to also invite Mr. Carlisle to the meeting. Mr.
Maddox said he will also invite Mr. Barney to the meeting.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SUBDIVISION PLAT FOR NORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
No one was present to represent the subdivision plat for the North Pointe Business Park so Mr.
Georgeson recommended moving onto Item #7 on the agenda until someone arrives to represent
the proposed subdivision.
This item was discussed after Item #7 on the agenda. See discussion following discussion on an
amendment to the Cell Tower Ordinance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR BUILDING E. AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
IN THE NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK
No one was present to represent the site plan for Builingd E, at 630 East 1300 South in the North
Pointe Business Park so this item was discussed after Item #7 on the agenda. See discussion
following discussion on an amendment to the Cell Tower Ordinance and discussion on the
subdivision plat for the North Pointe Business Park.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE CELL TOWER ORDINANCE TO
ALLOW FOR MULTIPLE HEADS ON A SINGLE TOWER
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and asked the Planning Commission to keep in mind that
the current Cell Tower Ordinance was written some time ago. He said technology has changed a
lot since the ordinance was written. He asked if it is the Planning Commission's philosophy that
it would be better to have fewer poles with an increase in the number of heads that are allowed on
a pole. He asked the Planning Commission Members for their comments.
Mr. Richan asked why there has to be a 20-foot separation between the antennas. He wondered
whether the Cell Tower Ordinance was current with the current technology.
*Mr. Nielsen arrived.
Chairman Hadfield said when the ordinance was written, a 20-foot separation was felt to be safe.
He said today there are antennas that are five to seven feet apart because different types of
frequencies and equipment are used .
Mr. Bennett explained that the proposed amended Cell Tower Ordinance only allows one antenna
and there are no spacing issues. He said part of his concern is why co-location should be allowed
on a communication pole, but not on a light pole. Mr. Bennett said the Planning Commission at
one time discussed whether it would be better to have more poles, but limit the height of the pole
to 60 feet. He said now it seems like there is a shift to have the poles a little higher than 60 feet
and to have more antennas on one pole. He asked if the Planning Commission is recommending
"gutting" the rule that limits one antenna to a monopole.
Mr. Georgeson said he thought there was a differentiation from a monopole and a tower. He
said language was inserted in the ordinance so that the monopole that is located by the U.S. West
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Building would not be too high.
There was more discussion about the 20-foot separation requirement. Mr. Georgeson pointed out
that Mr. Despain's memo discusses that current technology requires a 20-foot separation between
antennas, which he says is not right. Mr. Bennett stated that the proposed amended Cell Tower
Ordinance is not written in such a way to include a 20-foot separation requirement between
antennas. Mr. Georgeson said he does not have a particular concern on the spacing requirement
as long as the height of the tower is limited. He said the height of the pole should be limited and
the footprint ofthe equipment sheds on the ground should also be limited.
There was a lot of discussion about whether the proposed amended Cell Tower Ordinance is
current with current technology. It was discussed that it is difficult to come up with a Cell Tower
Ordinance that will be current with technology because technology changes so fast. It was
discussed that the current Cell Tower Ordinance was driven by analog technology.
Mr. Baldwin stated that he feels the City would be better off with fewer poles and by grouping
antennas on one pole.
Mr. Georgeson said the placement of the cell towers ought to be carefully considered. He said
that he is not sure that the ordinance should restrict cell towers from being located in residential
areas.
Mr. Richan expressed concern about why the placement of antennas has to be limited to a flat
roof
It was discussed that the proposed amended Cell Tower Ordinance needs more revision. It was
discussed whether the ordinance should address the issue of allowing cell towers to be placed on
light poles.
Mr. Bennett raised the issue of whether the Cell Tower Ordinance should address the issue of
allowing small boxes on the arm supports of the street lights for internet access.
Chairman Hadfield said some research needs to be done to see what is allowed in other cities.
He suggested that Mr. Despain be directed to look at Orem City's Cell Tower Ordinance and
Sandy City's Cell Tower Ordinance.

It was the conclusion of the Planning Commission that the proposed ordinance needs more
revision and that Mr. Despain should research other cities' Cell Tower Ordinances to help get the
proposed ordinance more up-to-date with current technology.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SUBDIVISION PLAT FOR NORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mark Greenwood.
Mr. Greenwood said that all the things that were requested to be corrected have been corrected.
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He said they have moved the driveway and put it on the west side of the property corning off of
630 East so there would be better access. He said that Mr. Denney did not like the retention
pond so now they are proposing an open ditch. Mr. Greenwood pointed out that t hey have now
tweaked the road so that the road curves and is not at a 90-degree angle.
Mr. Denney stated the engineering concerns. He said it is proposed that there will be 15-foot
radius curves in the subdivision, but he recommends that the radius curves be widened to 25 feet.

There was some discussion that the applicant has not submitted a subdivision plat. Mr. Bennett
asked if there is going to be a subdivision plat. He said t here has to be a subdivision plat or there
has to be a deed.
Mr. Bromley said that Mr. Despain told him to do the road dedication with the subdivision plat
because it was cleaner and it was a one step process.

Mr. Denney pointed out that the plat has to have a whole block of legal jargon and it needs to
have a place for the City Council to sign.
After there was some discussion about what is missing from the plat, Mr. Georgeson said that it
seems to him that they can move the proposed subdivision plat forward and staff can work with
the applicant on the "nuts and bolts" issues.
Chairman Hadfield said the radiuses must be changed. He said the roads need to be dedicated, the
state plane coordinates and subdivision monuments need to be shown on that plat.
Mr. Denney said the plans of profiles need to be submitted.

Chairman Hadfield told the applicant that staff has not seen the as-built drawings on his last
project.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the Subdivision Plat for North Pointe Business Park at
630 East 1300 South consisting of two lots on the western boundary on 630 East, the
northerly boundary on 1300 South, and the easterly boundary against the LDS Church
Property subject to: (1) proper format for the signatures and road dedication being
included on the plat (2) a 25-foot radius for the southerly terminus of 630 East adjoining
the yet to be named collector class road (3) state plane coordinates and subdivision
monuments being shown on the plat (4) plan of profiles being submitted to the City
Engineer (5) closures being corrected per Engineering Department's direction and (6) all
other applicable standards for a subdivision plat being met.
Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr.
Baldwin. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR BUILDING E. AT 630 EAST 1300 SOUTH
IN THE NORTH POINTE BUSINESS PARK
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Greenwood.
Mr. Greenwood said the driveway was exiting off of 1300 South, but they have now made
driveways on the west side of the property corning off of 63 0 East. He said the street will be
improved 5 feet off of the center all the way down the back side of the new 25 feet radius curves.
He said the drainage problems have been solved by the open ditch. He pointed out that parking
has been added to come up with the required number of parking spaces. He pointed out where
the OS&Y will be located.
Mr. Greenwood pointed out that there will be 24 feet between the two buildings in case the
building was ever to fall and also for landscaping. Chairman Hadfield said that the 24-foot
separation between the two buildings also makes it possible for the largest fire fighting apparatus
to get between the two buildings.
Mr. Denney recommended that the waterline be straightened out. He said the waterline is
proposed on the east side ofthe road . He said normally the placement of the waterline is 18 feet
off of the property line. He said the waterline should be placed on the east and north side of the
streets so that the water crew knows where to look for it.
Mr. Denney said the sewer and water needs to be extended beyond the project. Chairman
Hadfield pointed out that the ordinance states that when a lot is developed the utilities should be
extended across the frontage of the lot.
Mr. Denney stated that the proposed drainage plan is a temporary drainage solution and that as
other development occurs there will have to be a long term drainage plan. He also stated that
the minimum street improvements are half street plus five on 630 East and at this point in time he
recommends waiving the improvements for the unnamed collector class road connecting the two
interchanges because as the park and ride is developed, the City will be developing this street
along the frontage of the park and ride. He recommends delaying the improvement requirements
for this street until the park and ride is developed.
Mr. Richan asked ifthe street should be bonded for.

Mr. Denney said bonding is one option at this point in time, but noted that the City has full federal
funding for the park and ride itself and for development of the unnamed collector class road. Mr.
Denney pointed out that the reason he would recommend delaying improvements for this road is
because they do not know the configuration of the intersection. He also pointed out that the
engineer that is helping them design the park and ride is recommending a roundabout.
Chairman Hadfield clarified that the reason bonding is not needed is because the City has federal
funds earmarked for the improvements of the road and the park and ride lot.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern that a roundabout would cut into the corner ofthe lot.
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Mr. Denney said a roundabout could cut into the corner of the lot, but said there is surplus

property and the unnamed collector class road could be moved further south without affecting the
lots.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the proposed road alignment would be affected by a roundabout.

Mr. Denney said the proposed road alignment would not be affected by a roundabout.
Mr. Baldwin asked who is responsible for paying for the unnamed collector class road
Mr. Denney said the City will be committing funds to pay for this road. It was discussed that the

Planning Commission is the recommending body and if the Planning Commission recommends the
proposed plan, the City Council will be the one to excuse the developer from developing the
roadway on the south side.
Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the site plan for Building E, at 630 East 1300 South in the
North Pointe Business Park subject to (1) straightening out the waterline (2) recognizing
that the proposed drainage plan is a temporary solution.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.

Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Chairman
Hadfield. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING AN AGRICULTURAL
ZONE
Chairman Hadfield said the reason he asked Mr. Despain to put together a legitimate Agricultural
Zone is because there are people who wish to come into the City and who wish to continue their
farming operations and there needs to be something to allow the people to come into the City, but
make it so there are not development rights associated with the property as long as it is in
Agricultural Protection Zone.
Chairman Hadfield said he had a discussion with Mr. Bennett yesterday on the proposed
ordinance and he has some unique insights. He asked Mr. Bennett to discuss his feelings
regarding the proposed ordinance.
Mr. Bennett said that if the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone is approved, the person who

requests to have his or her property put in the Agricultural Protection Zone will be given
protection that currently does not exist. He said if the Agricultural Protection Zone is approved,
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it tells the farmer that he is going to be exempted from the City's nuisance and noise ordinance
except for when what he is doing has a direct bearing on health and safety. He said if the
proposed Agricultural Zone is approved the person who has property in that zone will have
complete defense against any civil action. He said the proposed ordinance is good and bad.
Mr. Bennett said one concern he has with the proposed ordinance is that if someone purchases
property that is within 300 feet of property that is in the Agricultural Protection Zone, they may
think they are buying property in a single family residential zone because they did not carefully
read all the closing documents and they do not realize that there is a dairy farm, small feeding lot,
etc. that is within 300 feet of their property and then after they have bought the property they
start making complaints to the City because ofthe smell.
Mr. Bennett said the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone also limits the City's ability to
condemn property in the Agricultural Protection Zone for roads, sewer, and other purposes. He
said another concern he has with the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone is whether it is fair to
grant protection to people in the Agricultural Protection Zone from the nuisance laws that they
would otherwise not have.
Mr. Denney said the LDS Church is wondering where the City is in regards to adopting the
Agricultural Protection Zone. He said the LDS Church is looking from Brigham City to Goshen
to get its properties put in the Agricultural Protection Zone. He said some cities and some people
are protesting putting the LDS Church's operations, i.e., dairy farms, feed lots, orchards, etc. in
the Agricultural Protection Zone. Mr. Denney said there have been some cities where the LDS
Church has applied to have its property put in the Agricultural Protection Zone and some of the
cities do not have an Agricultural Protection Zone so 120 days after the LDS Church has made
application to be placed in the Agricultural Protection Zone it is automatically granted the
protection under State Law and there is no evaluation. He said the City needs to come up with a
process that will protect its interest. Mr. Denney pointed out that there is 40 acres ofLDS
Church Property in the City limits, which he has heard that the LDS Church may want to have
some of its property put in the Agricultural Protection Zone.
Mr. Bennett said he was unaware of the law that states that 120 days after the application to be
placed in the Agricultural Protection Zone has been made will automatically be granted the
Agricultural Protection Zone, if the city where application has been made does not have an
ordinance in place. Mr. Denney showed Mr. Bennett where it talks about the 120-day provision.
After much discussion on the 120-day provision, the Planning Commission directed Mr. Bennett
to do some further research on the State Law and report his findings at the next Planning
Commission Meeting.

Mr. Nielsen suggested that the City implement just an Agricultural Zone.

(

Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone because
he said there may be people who farm alfalfa and have to run their equipment sometimes at 2:00
a.m., which may be a nuisance to the surrounding neighbors. He said there needs to be a buffer
zone between some of the farming operations.
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Mr. Richan said he did not feel there would be many who would wish to have their property
placed in the agricultural zone
Mr. Bennett said another concern he has with the proposed Agricultural Zone is that if a property
is placed in the Agricultural Protection Zone, the zone designation may not be changed unless
written approval is received from all the landowners in the protection area.
Mr. Nielsen recommended that the Planning Commission hold any action on the proposed
Agricultural Zone and also suggested that the Planning Commission direct Mr. Despain to create
an Agricultural Zone.
There was some discussion that an Agricultural Protection Zone Ordinance is needed. It was
discussed that the ordinance should include some provisions regarding how there could be some
commitment made to have master plan roads dedicated to the City.
There was some further discussion regarding the rights that a property owner will have under the
Agricultural Protection Zone. Mr. Bennett pointed out that people under the Agricultural
Protection Zone will be exempt from the City ordinances except where the City can show a direct
health or safety reason for exempting them from the ordinances.
After much discussion on the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone, Mr. Richan said "it looks
like we are straining at gnats and swallowing elephants."
Mr. Georgeson said if the City allows developments adjacent to an established practice such as a
feed lot or something like that and if it is construed as a nuisance by the new people, then they
have failed as a planning body. He said if houses are built under a flight path that is a planning
failure.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed ordinance is not all bad. He said he thinks the Agricultural
Protection Advisory Board that is discussed in Section 2 has some merit because it goes to the
advisory board before it is forwarded to the elected officials.
He said staff needs to do some
more research on the proposed Agricultural Protection Zone because it will not be long before
someone applies for it and if the City does not have an ordinance in place it will lose a lot of its
bargaining power.

Mr. Warren raised the issue of what happens if someone inherits property in the Agricultural
Protection Zone and they want to develop it or if someone changes their mind and wants to
develop their property. He pointed out that the ordinance states that the property in the
Agricultural Protection Zone is reviewed every 20 years.
Chairman Hadfield asked what direction the Planning Commission would like to give Mr.
Despain.

Mr. Nielsen moved to find out the particulars on the Agricultural Protection Zone by
having Mr. Bennett talk to some of the other city attorneys in the surrounding cities and to
also direct Mr. Despain to develop an Agricultural Zone in the city.
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Chairman Hadfield suggest ed that there should "probably be a 5-acre minimum to make it a
legitimate agricultural zone."

Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTII'{UED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Warren and Mr. Denney to report on the meeting that was held
with the State Engineer's Office.
Mr. Denney reported that the State E ngineer's Office said it would not be feasible to have the
same criteria or a one time approval through the area in regards to handling t he water rights and
drainage in the area. He said that as they were out in the field they learned that Mr. Warren's
parcel does not affect the areas to the west of his parcel, but there are some springs and water
rights that do need to be protected.
Mr. Warren pointed out that they visited the source of the water that feeds the Christensens'
Property.
Mr. Denney said Mr. Warren's proposal for intercepting the water on his 10 acres that he is
proposing to develop will meet the criteria of the State Engineer's Office and the State Laws.
H e said it was suggested that Mr. Warren do some type of an open ditch with gravel layers. He
said they showed the State E ngineers the proposed drainage plan for the General Plan and they
were excited to see that the City is concerned about the quality of water that goes into Utah Lake.
He said the State E ngineers were interested in some method of pretreatment of the storm waters
through the sloughs. He stated that the quantity and quality of the downstream water users can't
be interfered w ith and that it is important that the downstream water users be involved in the
process. H e said the State Engineer suggested that the City and the developer sit down in a
reasonable manner and try to plot out who the downstream water users are. Mr. Denney reported
that the State Engineer said the judgement on who the downstream water users are lies with the
City, but the State E ngineer's Office would welcome being included in the process.
Mr. Richan asked if the Christensens have any water rights filed.
Mr. Denney said the Christensens do not have water rights filed on the 10 acres that Mr. Warren
is currently proposing to develop. He said the State Engineer's Office said that if there is some
disturbance in an individual's water flow that individual has to chase his or her own water.
Mr. Warren explained that the Christensens and all the water users near the area that he is
proposing to develop have a diminishing supply of water because of changes in the irrigation and
also because ofthe number of wells that have been built. He said that one can' t get water that is
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flowing to someone else as a downstream user to replace the water that has been diminished. He
explained that there is an agreement that 50% of the water has to flow back into the ditch to the
west of his property proposed for development. He said there has to be some determination as
to what 50% is and there has to be some determination on how the water will get across the
Johnson's Property.
Mr. Warren said "the main verdict" that came out of the meeting with the State Engineer's Office
is that "the Christensens are not part ofthe downstream water users and they do not have to have
their signatures."
Chairman Hadfield expressed his appreciation to Mr. Warren for meeting with staff and the State
Engineer's Office to relieve some ofthe fear and burden relative to the downstream water users.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the schedule is for completing the updates to the General Plan.

Chairman Hadfield stated that Mr. Despain is working on the TDR Ordinance, Agricultural Zone,
and the Township Zone.

Mr. Warren talked about the value ofTDR's. He said that he spoke with Gary Herbert and he
indicated to him that he probably could get around four units per acre in the County. He said
the Townsite Ordinance needs to be written in a way that will allow some latitude, if the plan is
done right. He stated that their proposed project has tons of open space and tons of recreation.
He also stated that their proposed project will have a good tax base. He said he will be corning
back in the future with a tax base projection. Mr. Warren suggested that the City not create
such strict ordinances that people "can't produce the kinds of developments that would be good
for American Fork."
Mr. Nielsen said that he does not know if there is a zone in the County that allows for four units
per acre. He said the County usually only allows one unit per acre. He told Mr. Warren that
most of the property he is proposing to develop is wetlands.

Mr. Warren said that most of the property he is proposing to develop is not wetlands and that is
going to be proved.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Denney had nothing to report.

OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the next Planning Commission Meeting will be held at he
Alpine School District Office due to the Steel Days Street Dance.
Chairman Hadfield said that he had written down Friday, August 11, 2000, as the day for the
Summer Party and Mr. Colborn reminded him that there may be those who work with the Scouts
who will be involved with the Jamboral in Fillmore on that day. He asked if August 12, 2000,
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would be a better day to have the Summer Party. Mr. Baldwin said he did not know if he would
be able to attend on August 12, 2000, due to another commitment, but he said he would see if his
schedule could be changed. Mr. Georgeson said that he would not be going to the Jamboral so he
could attend on either August 11 or August 12.
Mr. Denney reminded the Planning Commission that they postponed action on Item #3 until later
in that meeting and suggested that they take some kind of action on that item.

Mr. Nielsen moved to table action Item #3 until the petitione•· is present. Mr. Richan
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Chairman Hadfield, Mr. Georgeson, and Mr.
Baldwin.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE JUNE 7. 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the June 7, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with the
following corrections:
On Page 2, Line 7 "conditioned" should be changed to "conditional."
On Page 10, Line
33 "there" should be changed to "their." On Page 11, Line 29 "would to further" should
be changed to "would further research." On Page 11, Line 32 "said raised the" should be
changed to "raised the." On Page 13, Line 31 "and" should be replaced to " at." On Page
14, Line "and" should be changed to "an." On Page 14, Line 8 "going to be" should be
changed to "to." On Page 14, Line 9 "to be" should be changed to "be." On Page 14, Line
10 "economic" should be changed to "economically." On Page 15, Line 24 "of it and the"
should be changed to "of the." On Page 14, Line 34 "about" should be changed to "that."
On Page 16, Line 46 "administerial" should be changed to "administrative." On Page 17,
Line " administerial" should be changed to administrative." On Page 18, Line 35 "a part"
should be changed to "apart." On Page 18, Line 37 "in" should be changed to " to." On
Page 20, Line 37 "are" should be changed to "area." On Page 21, Line 41 "Planning
Commission" should be changed to "Planning Commission Meeting."
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and Chairman Hadfield. Mr. Baldwin and
Mr. Richan abstained from the vote because they were not present at the June 7, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.

\

Chairman Hadfield reported that the Board of Adjustment met last night and reviewed Mr.
Pierce's request and found that the Board of Adjustment' s decision in 1977 was valid and chose
not to allow him to do more until 300 South is made a full width street.
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Mr. Bennett stated that the Board of Adjustment did not really make a finding, but it chose to
hold the request for a period because it was not sure whether it was legal to grant a variance on
the property because it was on a road that was not a full width road and the road is not dedicated
to the City. He said the Board of Adjustment told Mr. Pierce to tear down the white home.
Chairman Hadfield said he did not think Mr. Pierce would be back to the Planning Commission.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Baldwin moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:51p.m.

1'fl~o/~
Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 5, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning Commission will meet in regular
session on July 5, 2000, at the Alpine School District Office, 575 North 100 East, commencing
at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7·00 p.m. -REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II .
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on the annexation agreement for the B. Joe Barney Annexation
containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Gary Miller Annexation
consisting of 11.69 acres at 380 North 1050 East.
Review and action on the amended final plat of the Mira Vista Plat A Subdivision
located at 390 South 1088 East.
Review and action on a revised site plan for the congregate living facility (Lot 4) of
Mira Vista Plat A Amended located at 502 South 1040 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Dixie Fenn Subdivision consisting
of5.6 acres located at 610 West 200 South.
Review and action on the final plat ofFenn Acres Phase 1, a one lot subdivision located
at 328 South 570 West.
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Chad Robinson Subdivision consisting
of 1.95 acres located at 1075 North 200 East.
Review and action on an amended final plat of the Jon Scholes Subdivision located at
277 East 140 South.
Review and action on an amendment to the Cell Tower Ordinance to allow for multiple
heads on a single tower.
Review and action on an ordinance establishing an Agricultural Zone.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other Business.
Review and action on the minutes of the June 21, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day of June, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
JULY 5, 2000
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session
on July 5, 2000, in the Alpine School District Board Room at 575
North 100 East, commencing at 7:00 p.m.
Those present inc luded
Chairman J.H. Hadfield, James Hansen, Keith Richan, Ken Baldwin,
Michael Georgeson, and Tom Hunter.
Steve Nielsen was excused.
Others present included Richard Colborn , Howard Denney, Rod
Despain, Mr. & Mrs. B. Joe Barney, Barbara Christiansen, Paul
Washburn, Steve Sowby, Mr. & Mrs. Magleby, Kyle Spencer, Justin
Fenn, Mr. & Mrs. Chad Robinson, Mr. & Mrs . Jon Scholes, and four
citizens.
Chairman Hadfield thanked Dr. Vernon Henshaw and members of the
Alpine School District for the use of the building. They did not
want to compete with the street dance being conducted on Church
Street in front of the City Hall.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE B. JOE BARNEY
ANNEXATION CONTAINING 15. 38 ACRES AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield noted that the staff had reviewed the agreement.
Rod Despain explained that Draft No. 2 had not changed much from
earlier on.
There would be numerous changes in the text once an
acceptable concept plan was agreed upon. The sketch had been given
to the Commission. He explained that the sketch needed to adhere
to the zone requirements of the zone designation map. The eastern
portion of the Barney property was in R1 -15,0 00 and western portion
and the Carlisle portion was in the in the R1-9000. He concluded
that the ske tch was based on the whole thing being in the R1-9000
zone. The zone issue needed to be resolved.
Chairman Hadfield noted that the R1-9000 on the west was compatible
with what Carlisle was doing on his property.
He asked if the
Planning Commission wanted to change the zone designation or retain
the previous thoughts on zoning.
James Hansen asked if the existing piece of R1-15 , 000 would need to
be rezoned.
Rod Despain answered that the Scadden parcel would need to be.
Mr. Anderson noted that on the Scadden parcel they were going to
try to go to PR- 9000 on that one and it would not be a split east
and west but north and south.
Rod Despain explained that based on the zone classification, he had
concluded that the design could produce, including the Scadden
parcel, 19.2 dwelling units. The plan showed 22. He guessed that
by going to the PR-9000 they could get the 22 units.
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Michael Georgeson was inclined to stay with the zoning as
originally discussed unless there was some misunderstanding as to
how the zone density was applied.
Chairman Hadfield asked other members of the Commission if they
wanted to stand tight to the original zoning.
Ken Baldwin agreed in that he had not heard any reason to vary what
was approved previously. There was nothing on the table regarding
health and safety or impact on the neighbors.
Keith Richan asked if there was any reason not to change.
Chairman Hadfield noted that when
establ ished that zone there was some
zone and there was some comfort at
anything different than R1-15,000 on
change would be required.

Dan Richards came in
commitment to utilize
that time.
If there
the Scadden parcel, a

and
that
was
zone

Rod Despain noted that the R1-15,000 was the default zone at that
time.
Chairman Hadfie l d also noted that the R1-15,000 did not require a
site plan at the time of annexation.
Mr. Anderson explained that they wanted the density and it was a
matter of working out the zoning.
Rod Despain noted that if the proposed zoning would hold, there
were some other issues that needed to be looked at.
Both in the
PR-15,000 and the PR - 9000, the l ots could not be less than 10,000
square feet.
They both allowed for twin homes.
Both of these
criteria had been met.
The area of question was getting the 25~
open space. The proposal was the bulk of it would be on the north
and was a littl e shy of the 1.5 acres required. They had proposed
to make up the difference in a l andscape corridor on the south to
which access to two lots would be needed through that area. There
were some alternatives.
Mr. Despain was concerned about only one access to the west.
Chairman Hadfield commented that if the Planning Commission agreed
on the zone, then the developer and staff needed to get together
and work it out.
Howard Denney noted that they were looking at the zoning as shown
on the plan in the agreement. There was a density issue with the
zoning.
James Hansen asked if they were talking R1-9000 or PR-9000.
Rod Despain answered that it would have to go to the PR- 9000 zone
in order to accomplish this and the Scadden property would need to
b e changed to the same zone.

(

Chairman Hadfield commented that the north/ south road would not
change as i t was located ove r the Cedar Hi l ls out fall l ine and was
on the Carlisle segment of the annexation request.
Rod Despain explained that Mr. Richards had p l aced two east / west
running roads .
The Ci ty fe l t that the r oads woul d continue on.
Thi s proposal was to only come with one road and in a sense make it
a loop leading into the major north/ south route . He d i scussed the
road patterns .
As a general rul e the City l iked to have a road
serve eve r y t h ird or q u arter mil e .
He talke d about acquiring
additional park space.
If the road on the north continued
east/west, they could not get enough open space.
It would be
easier to get the acreage if there were some relocation of the
road.
Keith Richan noted tha t the landscaped corridor park was not big
enough for anyth i ng and would be expens i ve to take care of.
Mr. Anderson noted that it was a nice beautification project for
the City.
Rod Despai n fe l t some shifts i n design were needed and absent the
annexation agreement being nailed down, they could not move ahead.
He felt it was just the dens ity issue.
Chairman Hadfield noted Secti on 5 had some changes as did Section
6 and Section 4.
Mr. Anderson s t ated that at a p r evi ous meet i ng, Mr. Hadfield
thought that one access to Mr. Carl i sle's property was adequate.
Chairman Hadfield responded that as long as Mr.
comfortab l e, he felt that to be the case .

Carlisle was

Michael Georgeson noted that they would need to change from R1 to
the PR- 15,000.
Rod Despai n added that the proposed zoning would need to change to
PR-15,000 or to PR- 9000 . Mr . Carlisle could keep the R1 - 9000 and
the northwest portion of the Barney parcel coul d go to PR-15 ,000 or
PR-9000.
There would need t o be a zone amendment on the Scadden
piece to a PR zone.
Michael Georgeson moved to recommend a change in the zone
classification for the Barney Annexation to the PR-15,000 for that
portion easterly of the Scadden property and its extension north to
the nor thern terminus of the Barney property and the zone for the
remaini ng portion of the Barney property be PR-9000 and that in
conjunction with that, the existing zone for the Scadden proper ty
be c hanged to the PR-15, 000 zone.
James Hansen seconded the
motion .

James Hansen asked about the transition between the two zones and
why they just didn't go with a straight north/ south line.
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Mr. Despain could not answer why not.
the Barney property.

It just made a transition on

Mr. Georgeson noted that the Commission previously felt that Mr.
Barney ought to have the benefit of increased density on the
westerly portion of the property so that the portion of the Barney
property between the north boundary of the Scadden and the sou t h
end of the Beacon Annexation would be in the PR-9000 zone and that
all the property to the east of the Scadden property would be PR15 ,0 00.
All were in favor.

Chairman Hadfield noted that the design would be needed and that
this would be on the agenda for the July 19, 2000.
Rod Despain explained that he had a hard time with the landscape
border portion.
Chairman Hadfield felt that i t was a li ttle misconstrued about
continuing the 2 0- foot landscape strip that Mr. Richards' had
started.
Mr. Despain commented that it was really to be conveyed to the
City.
Everything that was not conveyed to the homeowner's
association would be the responsibility of the City.
Chairman Hadfield added that they needed to look closely at the
proposed driveway across the landscaped area.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE GARY MILLER
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 11.69 ACRES AT 380 NORTH 1050 EAST
Chairman Hadfield noted that there was now a concept plan for the
annexation agreement. The Ordinance had been adopted that allowed
for gated communi ties and private streets.
Mr. Despain explained that the water rights section was unresolved
and needed to be added to the annexation agreement. Mr. Washburn
was ready to deal with the water. He had done the analysis.
Howard Denney had some concerns.
The Ordinance for the gated
community required that the City have a standard road cross section
for private streets. Another, was the future road on the north of
the project. He recommended that it be shown 60 feet wide on the
east and taper to 30 feet on the west.
Chairman Hadfield asked about setbacks if that was done.
Paul Washburn stated that they could meet the required setbacks
even if the cul-de-sac designated as 450 North needed to be moved
to the south.
Keith Richan asked if there was a
proposed road way.
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house on either end of the
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Paul Washburn responde d that there was not .
Rod Despain explained the existing road pattern. The issue before
the Commission was whether they were ready to recommend the
annexation agreement with the suggested changes to the City
Council.
It was proposed to go into t h e PR-9000 zone .
Ken Baldwin asked if the fire and pol ice had reviewed the plan for
access.
Mr. Despain answered that they typically did not review the plan at
this time.
Paul Was hburn exp lained that there was a n RV parking lot, parking
on one side o f the private street along with visitor parking
stalls. The driveways were 14 feet wide.
Ken Baldwin asked if a ll the l andsca ped areas around the homes were
common open space and taken care of by the association .
Mr.
Washburn acknowledged that it would be.
James Hansen suggested that the private drive cross section be
removed f rom the annexation concept plan.
Michael Georgeson moved to forward to the City Council the
Annexation Agreement and concept plan for the Gary Miller
Annexation with a favorable recommendation on condition that t he
future road shown on the north of the property be revised as per
discussions at this meeting, that the private drive cross section
no longer carry the name of "Private Drive , " the storm drain be
relocated to the center of the roadway, and that the water rights
be satisfied. Ken Baldwin seconded the motion.

Paul Washburn asked if in deleting the private road it was only
that they were going to determine the width with the preliminary
plan. Chairman Hadfield stated that was correct.
Rod Despain noted that the City needed to do that first.
All were in f avor .

The next step would be to forward it to the City Council for a
public hearing on the zoning.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMENDED FINAL PLAT OF THE MIRA VISTA PLAT
A SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 390 SOUTH 1 088 EAST
The amended Mira Vista Plat A Subdivisi on was approved at the
January 25, 2000, City Council meeting subject to several items.
Most had been taken care of.
Steve Sowby explained that this plat showed an additional 15.63
feet to the south from that which was approved previously and would
need a new approval .
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Howard Denn ey noted there were some strings attached. There was a
drainage easement that needed to be recorded with the plat.
Mr. Sowby noted that had been provided.
Mr. Denney stated that there was anot her easement that needed to be
deleted con currently. There was also a change in the direction of
the drainage from the Smith Slough to the Ellery Sager Slough. The
downstream water users, including the LDS Church, needed to revi ew
the change and sign off.
Mr. Sowby stated that the sign off had been done.
Rod Despain stated that Lot 2 was being changed and Lot 4 was be i ng
added.
Michael Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council the
Amended Mira Vista Plat A as shown with the addition of a drainage
easement be filed concurrently with the plat as well as the
vacation of the sewer line easement and that the drainage be
changed to the Ellery Sager Slough and that appropriate sign off by
the downstream water users be obtained. James Hansen seconded the
motion.

Steve Sowby asked if they already had a letter from the LDS Church,
why they had to do it again .
Michael Georgeson explained that the drainage was now the other way
for this plat .
With this plat the drainage now went through the
Ellery Sager Slough.
Mr. Sowby reported that they already had the letter on the new
direction.
All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED SITE PLAN FOR THE CONGREGATE LIVING
CENTER (LOT 4) OF MIRA VISTA PLAT A AMENDED LOCATED AT 502 SOUTH
1040 EAST
Steve Sowby noted that the details shown on this plan were
requested at the time of the previous approval.
The plan also
showed two additional living faci lities .
Rod Despain noted that determination of water rights and the PUD
documentation was n eeded.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the documentation needed to tie the
projects together.
Paul Washburn noted that there needed to be a Master Association
with some sub associations . There was a lot of paper work on this .
He would get that information to Rod Despain.
Rod

Despain

commented

that

David
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Jeffs

had

prepared

some
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documentation some time ago.
Ken Baldwin asked if the subject to's had been resolved.
Chairman Hadfield reviewed the subject to's from the minutes of
January 5, 2000, Planning Commission meeting.
It was concluded
that the items had been resolved . This plan showed some thing on
the storm drain on a parcel that had not been planted.
He noted
that an easement was necessary.
James Hansen asked if adding the two additional units affected the
parking .
Chairman Hadfield noted that parki ng was no t a subject that was
easily identified.
The parking before was based on 72 units and
now there were 74. Most that lived there did not have cars. They
figured parking was based on 20% and that was a best guess.
He
indicated that they were going to realign the sewer and abandon the
sewer between manhole numbers 9 and 11. He asked if it was wise.
Steve Sowby addressed it in the last note on the plat .
He would
just as soon take the settlement that was there . They would put
compacted fill under the foundation.
James Hansen moved to approve the revised site plan for Lot 4, the
Congregate Living Center at 502 South 1040 East on condition that
the final documents and water rights be completed and that it
receive concurrent approval with the final plat. Michael Georgeson
seconded the motion . All were in favor .

When it was ready it would go forward for hearing.
Keith Richan congratulated Chairman J.H. Hadfield on the job that
he did. He made it easier for the Commissioners. He thanked him
for the preparation that he did.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE DIXIE
SUBDIVISION CONSISTING 5.6 ACRES AT 610 WEST 200 SOUTH

FENN

Kyle Spencer, Hubble Engineering, explained that they were
proceeding with a five-lot preliminary plat with a one lot fina l
plat . The remaining lots would be submitted for final approval as
the owners were ready.
Wi th regard to the drainage he would
prepare a map and separate agreement letter.
Chairman
Hadfield
noted
there
were
significant
off - site
improvements including the running of a sewer line ~ mile from t he
south.
They would also run the sewer to the west .
The 12-inc h
water line would be run to the west and south to the limi ts of the
subdivision .
Rod Despain noted that it had not yet been annexed.
One of the
reasons was that the annexation agreement required deeds for the
roads on the east and on the north.
In reviewing that, he became
aware that the deeds for the roads needed to accommodate collector
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class roads.
Chairman Hadfield noted that it had slipped by him that they were
major collectors. They had a cross section of 82 feet.
The road
center line needed to be looked at.
Keith Richan asked if that would reduce the size of the lots below
the standard and if the Board of Adjustment would need to take
action.
Rod Despain responded that the Board of Adjustment would not have
any jurisdiction.
He believed that as close as they were, they
could work out an acceptable cross section. Both 200 South and 570
West streets would carry significant traffic in the future.
Howard Denney suggested that the planter strip could be adjusted.
Keith Richan
property.

did not

like

the planter

strip

in front

of

his

Steve Sowby noted that in some other communi ties, particularly
Payson, the sidewalk went on private property on an easement.
Howard Denney observed that the subdivision was about 550 feet
long.
There was some additional valving of water lines and some
addi ti onal s treet lighting needed particularly on the southeast
corner of Lot 1.
It would also provide some light for the
trans ition of the roadway back t o the narrow county road.
Also
t he re would need to be a val ve one length in from the plug so that
when the line was cont inued, they would be able to do so easily.
He asked that the engi neer get with him on some notes that needed
some changes. The sign off on the downstream water users needed t o
be in the subject to's .
Keith Richan discussed the one-acre size lot.
was to be irrigated with culinary water .

He asked if the lot

Justin Fenn responded that he had raised alfalfa and he had not had
to irrigate the ground.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that the sewer line be l aid at .5% all
the way along as it would put the manhole in Second South a foot
and a half deeper and able to service more ground to the west. I t
would be beneficial even if the Ci ty had to participate.
Howard Denney agreed.
Ken Baldwin was unresolved on t he size of the lots and if they me t
the one acre requirement.
Chairman Hadfie ld observed that in the past, anything greater than
. 995 was considered one acre and allowed to go into the RA-1 zone.
Staff would need to work with the engineer to r esolve that.
Mr. Baldwin was comfortable with that approach.
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Kyle Spencer noted that the annexat i on was held up by the document
deeding the roadways. He could now prepare that document.
James Hansen moved to approve the preliminary plan of the Dixie
Fenn Subdivision subject to: 1) the addition of a street light on
the southeast corner, 2) the placement of a valve on 200 South to
allow for one length prior to the plug, 3) the addition of a valve
on 570 West Street, 4) correction of the notes on the plat as per
the City Engineer, 5) that the staff work out with the engineer the
street alignment to allow for a cross section as recommended in the
General Plan, 6) that the downstream water users provide proper
sign offs, and 7) that it be subject to the completion of the
annexation.
Michael Georgeson seconded the motion . All were in
favor.
There we r e no c l osure err o r s.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF FENN ACRES PHASE 1 , A ONE
LOT SUBD I VI S I ON LOCATED AT 328 SOUTH 570 WEST
Rod Despain noted that this was a one l ot f i nal.
With the
mod if icat i ons on t h e cross sect i on it cou ld be approved with those
changes along with t he water r ights conveyance that was delayed
until the time of development .
Howard Den ney commen ted that subdivision monuments and state plane
coordinates needed to be added.
There were certain technica l
issu es on t he plans and profile s that he need e d to review with the
project engineer.
Mr. Despai n noted that there were a l ot of wri nkles on this one lot
subdivision, but with the bonding provided, he did not t hink there
was a problem .
Keit h Rich an asked if Mr. Fenn understood his responsibili ty.
Chairman Hadfield expl ained that
the Ci t y had a
reimbursement agreement that had a l ife of ten years .

speci fic

James Hansen moved to approve the final plat of Fenn Acres Phase 1
Subdivision subject to: 1) conveyance of water rights, 2) the
addition of the subdivision monuments & state plane coordinates, 3)
technical corrections on the plans & profiles, 4) add to the notes
that it required the extension of utilities beyond the one lot, and
5) correction of the road cross section to be worked out with the
staff. Michael Georgeson seconded the motion . All were in favor.
Chairman Hadfield noted that the closure was okay.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE CHAD ROB I NS ON
SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 1.95 ACRES LOCATED AT 1075 NORTH 200 EAST
Steve Sowby explai ned that there was a 48 - inch i rrigation pipe that
went
through
the
property
and
an
easement
was
located
appropriately . There was a little property on the west side tha t
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would be deeded to the Halladay's.
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Michael Georgeson asked if the Halladay's were willing to accept
the deed.
Mr. Sowby felt that they were. Mr. Robinson had been in discussion
with Mr. Bradley to work out the piece o n the north .
It had not
yet been worked out.
Chairman Hadfield explained that t he Ci ty was concerned about the
use of protect i on strips.
It would be looked at in detail on the
final plat.
Rod Despain explained that water rights needed to be provided. He
thought that 130 East Street could be extended to the south and the
design was compatible to that. From a design standpoint he felt i t
was about as good as it could get. He encouraged Mr . Robinson to
make his deal with Mr . Bradley, the property owner on the corner as
soon as possib l e.
Chairman Hadfield commented that the design did allow a great deal
of opportunity to access the inner block b etween First and Second
East and he felt the road was at the right location. He commented
that if the sewer went up the south property line it might be a
great help in the future.
Howard Denney commented that there were no sewer depths represented
on the plat .
Keith Richan noted that the vicinity map needed to be corrected to
show the correct street designations.
Ken Baldwin asked about the surface drainage.
Mr. Denney explained that there would be catch basins located in
the south end of the curb and gutter on both 130 East and 200 East
which would be piped to a sump where it would percolate into the
ground.
The surface storm water on 1120 North Street would not
come into this project, but extend down 1120 North.
James Hansen felt that the sewer could go on the south end of the
subdivision.
Steve Sowby explained
existing home.

that

it

would

be

difficult

due

to

the

Michael Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary plan of the Chad
Robinson Subdivision subject to : 1) water rights , 2 ) a letter from
prospective owners of the derelict parcels that they agree to
accept those properties or resolve otherwise according to City
Ordinances, 3) extension of the sewer line to the north in 130 East
to the middle of the Bradley parcel, 4) that the drainage be sloped
to the sumps in 130 East, and 5) that the sewer line in 130 East
Street be extended to the south property line.
Ken Baldwin
s e conded the motion. All were in favor.
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Chairman Hadfield noted the preliminary plat did close on the
perimeter , but the individual lots did not .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AMENDED FINAL PLAT OF THE JON SCHOLES
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 277 EAST 140 SOUTH
Jon Scholes stated that he wanted to combine lots 101 & 102 and
call it Lot 1. He explained that he had a friend that had to move
a home that was about 20 years old.
It was in good shape.
He
could remodel and put an apartment in it for less than he could
build it. He explained that with his health, it could be fixed to
be wheel chair accessible . It seemed to be an ideal situation for
him.
Rod Despain noted there was a necessity to do away with the common
wall line in the plat. The dwelling that was going to be moved in
could not be split in the way the ori ginal plat was shown.
Howard Denney explained that most of the improvements were in. His
concerns were in making the changes on the p l at.
There had been
some erasers of important measurements. Some of the changes were
not readable. He recommended that they be redone in a leroy style.
The engineer would need to put his seal and signature on the plat.
It did not appear that the engineer had made the corrections and he
was the one that needed to .
Chairman Hadfield asked why there was a change on the dimension on
Lot 202?
Mr. Scholes stated that it was wrong .
Chairman Hadfield explained that was all the more reason to get it
into the hands of the engineer.
Richard Colborn added that there would need to be a new mylar plat
with a fresh signature and seal .
Michael Georgeson mov ed approv al of the proposed amendme nts to the
Jon Scholes subdiv ision wherein Lots 101 and 1 02 were replaced wi t h
Lo t 1, and tha t the subdi vis i on plat be provided and cer ti f ied by
the engineer.
Jame s Han sen seconded the motion.
Al l were i n
fav o r .

Rod Despain noted that there was a 'finding o f no impact' statement
that needed to be placed on the amended plat .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE CELL TOWER ORDINANCE TO
ALLOW FOR MULTIPLE HEADS ON A SINGLE TOWER
The maximum height was still 60 feet, but the change would allow
for a single whip up to a maximum of 80 feet.
Mr . Despain added
that it would not limit the number of antennas on the tower. The
maximum diameter would remain at 13 feet as described in the
original ordinance.
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Rod Despain explained that there was now what was being called
stealth technology.
There were very small boxes that could be
placed on street lights, flagpoles, and steeples.
US West has
promoted that these types of placements should not require review
by the Planning Commission, but be allowed in all zones.
The
stealth technology was being touted, but not placed in use.
Ken Baldwin commented that his concern was more about the servicing
and the impact on the property where they put it.
The stealth
technology could make it so that i t wou ld have little impact, but
if you had to tear up somebody's yard to get to it, that required
some review and approval.
Chairman Hadfie l d added that the locations described did not
mention the placement of any ancillary equipment that may be
required.
Rod Despain noted that someone owned the poles referred to and
someone would be making some money. The City may want to get into
the business. Franchise agreements would need to be reviewed. He
noted that the Federal Law was written such that the City was not
allowed to address health issues in their review or approval
process.
Michael Geor geson moved to recommend approv al of t he amende d Ce ll
Tower Ordi nance to the City Council with techni cal and spelling
corre ctions . Tom Hunter seconded the motion . All were in fav o r.

This would now go forward to a publ ic hearing.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING AN AGRICULTURAL ZONE
This was the result of cons i derab l e discussion a couple of weeks
ago.
It was before the Planning Commiss i on because there may be
requests,
principally
from
the
LDS
Church,
to
establish
Agricultural Protection areas. There had been changes recently in
the law.
The State Law allowed the City to regulate the right to prepare and
require the use of application forms and t o charge a fee f o r that
and also the right to establ i sh the minimum amount of territory to
be included in any district proposed within the City.
All other
items referring to agricultural protection status were spelled out
in State Law. The City did have the opt i on of denying them based
on the State Law criteria . He observed that it would be difficult
for a legitimate farming operation to be denied.
Chairman Hadfield
requirements.

asked

if

the

City

could

add

additiona l

Mr. Despain explained that the whole thrust of the State Law was to
grant the agricultural community such a level of protection that
they couldn't be drummed out of business suddenly by urban
neighbors.
Kevin Bennett felt that it placed the farmer in a
position of having greater authority than the City. He explained
12
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that the law was originally only
expanded to include the Cities.

for

Counties .

It

was

then

Rod Despain continued that American Fork had a real one before
them.
The Spring Creek Annexation had a significant chunk of
territory that was already in an established agricultural
protection zone.
If the City philosophically wanted to encourage
these, they should establish the procedures.
If they were
perceived to be a nuisance and not a benefit, then the City could
increase the base area. By setting that number, the City sent the
message as to whether they were favorable o r not.
Chairman Hadfield did not think that it should be allowed for
anything smaller than 10 acres.
Ken Baldwin added that
Commission.

Kevin Bennett needed to

report

to

the

Rod Despai n explained that Kevin Bennett did not know i t was back
on the agenda this soon and he wou ld work on it.
Richard Col born noted that the 40 -acre eligibility as referred to
in the Ordinance for a minimum size was not parcel size, but use
size. The 40 acres could be one parcel or many smaller parcels .
Chairman Hadfield felt that the Ci ty needed to have the
Agricultural Protection zone so that it can be readily identifiable
on the zone map .
Rod Despain explained that in the Spring Creek Annexation the
Hunting properties were already in a protection zone immediately
adjacent to the Frands en prope rty which was proposed f or the R19000 zone .
Michae l Georgeson commented that he initially was leaning toward
allowing smaller acreages, but if small property owners were able
to band together, then he was okay with i t.
Rod Despain noted that if it passed as proposed, a variance to the
minimum size may be granted.
The Planni ng Commission was very
involved in this process.
Ken Baldwin moved to table action until they received Kevin
Bennett's report .
James Hansen seconded the motion. All were in
favor.

CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Rod Despain had nothing new to report.
Chairman Hadfield asked what they still had to do.
Rod Despain explained that the implementation Ordinances including
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR' s), Township Overlay Ordinance,
and Sensitive Lands Ordinance still needed to be completed. He had
13
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a portion of each written. He fe l t that they would need about 6 or
7 meetings to finish them up.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Howard Denney d i d not have anything specific to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Michael Georgeson felt that the motion of approval for the
preliminary plat for the Dixie Fenn Subdivision should have
included a Planning Commission finding that the lot sizes resulting
from the changes to the r i ghts-of - way would be in comp l iance with
the City Ordinance for one acre lots.
Michael Georgeson moved to reconsider the motion of approval on the
preliminary plat for the Dixie Fenn Subdivision with the intent to
add to the motion language that the Planning Commission finds that
the lots resulting from widening 570 West and 200 South would be in
keeping with the City Ordinance requiring one acre lots.
James
Hansen seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Michael Georgeson moved to amend the motion previously adopted
approving the preliminary plan for Dixie Fenn Subdivision to add
the language that the Planning Commission finds that the lot sizes
resulting from change in the cross section of 570 West and 2 00
South would meet the intent of the City's Ordinance . James Hansen
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Sen to
Michael Georgeson aske d the status of the f l ag pol e at Sento.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he would find out and report at a
future meeting.
One acre lots & water
Keith Richan asked why the acre lot required the same amount of
water as for a single family lot.
Rod Despain noted that they had not had many one acre lots so it
had not been much of an i ssue .
In Alpine i t was an issue.
What
they found was that a one acre lot would use more . The landscape
demands of a one acre lot was more than of the home.
Chairman Hadfield noted that a citizen's committee l ooked at
pressurized irrigation under Councilman Brown in the early 1990's .
The committee felt at that t ime that the one acre lots in Highland
City were not t he norm in this community.
South of I-15
Keith Richan had hoped that Mr. Warren was going to be present . He
had done a great deal of thinking of the area south of the freeway.
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He was very concerned about what they had done so far and what was
being encouraged. Back in the late 70's and early 80's Utah County
was the fastest growing County in the State. As a County Planning
Commission they dealt with it. They investigated this ground . He
felt uncomfortable on issuing building permits on ground that was
questionable. Eighty percent of the ground should not be built on.
He wanted to know who assumed the responsibility. The developers
were pushing hard, but until it could be proven that they could
build houses down there, and he had brought the issue up twice with
Mr. Warren in me etings, he had seen nothing to prove that they
could. Mr. Warren had said that they would prove it. Mr . Richan
had seen nothing to indicate that it was safe to build down there.
As Mr. Richan remembered at the time, they had received a report
that 80% to 90% of the ground south of the freeway and west of the
freeway, if there was any size of an earthquake above a 5, it would
turn to a big bowl of jello and he was concerned. He took a trip
down there. Who was going to improve the road down to the lake, it
was going to cost several million dollars.
You can hire an
engineer to give you anything you want.
It did not change the
nature of what was down there. He was real concerned.
Chairman Hadfield commented that they all had concerns and that was
probably why they were looking at it the way they were . The staff
continued to get beat up because they asked questions.
Rod Despain noted t hat there was a liquefaction issue down there
and explanations had been given as to how that was not so serious.
Keith Richan commented that when information was presented to the
Planning Commission the information was 25 years old. Nothing had
been done to upgrade. Did the City have liability?
Rod Despain observed that part of what the Commission was doing was
political and part was technical.
IHC Site Plan
Howard Denney showed the site plan for the I HC hospital l ocat ion.
They would have to acquire some additional property. They proposed
that a narrower cross section.
He did not think it was a good
idea.
Chairman Hadfield felt that this was the main entrance and it would
not be a good idea to reduce the size of the road.
Was this not
significant or would they need to come back through the process?
The Commissio n as a whole felt it was significant and that they
should come back.
Summer Party
The summer party would be at the Hadfield Summer home in Provo
Canyon on Saturday, August 12.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE JUNE 21,
COMMISSION MEETING
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It was discussed that the following changes be made.
On page 2,
line 30 and 31 , "Waterless" to "Waterous " and "Muhler" to Mueller"
and on line 37 change "rood" to " roof," and in line 25 it should be
" anyway."
On page 5, line 15 change "Build" to "Building."
On
page 7, line 29 , i t should be "as -built drawings."
Michael Georgeson moved approval of the June 21, 2000, minutes with
the suggested changes.
Ken Baldwin seconded the motion.
Voting
was as follows: Aye, Michael Georgeson, Ken Baldwin, Keith Richan,
and J.H. Hadfield. Abstain, James Hansen and Tom Hunter.
ADJOURNMENT
Ken Baldwin moved adjournment at 10:26 p.m .
the motion. All were in favor.

LVL QJ)L
Richard M. Colborn
Planning Administrator
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Tom Hunter seconded

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 19, 2000
AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on July 19, '2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p . m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7 : 00 P . M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
*4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(

10.

Review and action on the preliminary and final plat of the
Callalilly Place Subdivision located at 805 North 200 East .
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Stone
Hollow PUD located at 390 North 1100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the B. Joe
Barney Annexation, including a concept dev elopment plan,
containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North .
Review and action on a revised site plan for Just Because
Flowers and Gifts at 645 East State .
Discussion on the Agricultural Protection zone .
Discussion on the draft of the Townsite Overlay zone .
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the July 5, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day of July , 2000 .

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 19, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on July 19, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall , 31 North Church Street , commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on the preliminary and final plat of the
Callalilly Place Subdivision located at 805 North 200 East.
Review and action on the preliminary plan of the Stone
Hollow PUD located at 390 North 1100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the B. Joe
Barney Annexation, including a concept development plan,
containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North.
Discussion on the Agricultural Protection zone.
Discussion on the draft of the Townsite Overlay zone.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business .
Review and action on the minutes of the July 5, 2000 ,
Planning Commission Meeting .
Adjournment.

Dated this 10 day of July, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION
JULY 19, 2000
REGULAR SESS I ON
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session
on July 19, 2000, in the City Hal l , commencing at 7:00p.m. Those
present included Keith Richan, Ken Baldwin, Michael Georgeson,
James Hansen, and J.H. Hadfie l d. Others present included Richard
Colborn , Kevin Bennett , *Rod Despain, Dean Wright, Paul Washburn ,
B. Joe Barney , Kaleb Berger, Pamela Berger, Reed Bromley, Vic
Deauvano, a member of the press, and five citizens. Steve Nielsen
and Tom Hunter were excused.
Howard Denney was excused.
Chairman Hadfie l d anticipated Mr. Despain's arrival short l y.
was fashionably tardy.

He

REVIEW AND ACTI ON ON THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLAT OF
CALLALILLY PLACE SUBDIVIS I ON LOCATED AT 805 NORTH 200 EAST

THE

Chairman Hadfield explained that action would be taken on each
separately.
It was recommended by the City Engineer that
connection to t h e water be made to the 14 " water line on the eas t
side of the street as it was on the high pressure side. They still
needed the American Fork Irrigat i on Company's sign off. The sump
at the south end of lot 2 needed a percolation test and the water
table level determined.
James Hansen mov ed to grant prel i minary approval of Cal l alilly
Place Subdivision subject to: 1) Tying into the 14" water l i ne on
the east side of the street; 2) sign off by the irrigat i on company ,
and 3 ) percolation test and water t able verification. Ken Baldwin
seconded the motion . All were in favor.

Chairman Hadfield explained the word "public " in the owner's
dedication needed to be inserted. There was a 1 foot gap between
Callal i lly and Cal's Farm Subdivision. The state plane coordinates
were as much as 300 feet off. There was more property owned t han
what showed on the west of the plat. These were technical changes
that needed to b e corrected before it went forward. He could work
with Howard Denney or Rob Autry in the City Engineer's Office .
In addition, there was a water conveyan ce requirement of 1 acre
foot and there was some reimbursement due Mr. Robinson on the sewer
based on the front footage.
*Rod Despain arrived.

He had no additional items.

Michael Georgeson mov ed to approv e the final plat of Callalilly
Subdiv is i o n subject to:
1) resolve of the 1 foot p r oper ty
des cription gap on t he north, 2 ) r esolve of the additional 15 feet
to the west , 3) t he owner's dedication to include the u s e o f the
1
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"public," 4} conveyance of water as per City Ordinance, and 5}
correction o f the state plane coordinates which must meet the
approval of the City Engineer . Keith Richan seconded the motion .

Dean Wright stated that he u nderstood the re i mbu rsement on the
sewer line.
All were in favor .

Chairman Hadfie ld explai ned that when t hose condi t i on s were met , it
would then move ahead to the Ci t y Counci l for the ir approval .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMI NARY PLAN OF THE STONE HOLLOW PUD
LOCATED AT 390 NORTH 1050 EAST
Chairman Hadf i e ld not ed that t h e preliminary plan had been through
technical review and there were a few mi nor additions that were
needed. Completion of the Annexation Agreement was the first one.
Rod Despain explained t h at h e had rece i ved a copy of t he rights
that were to be conveyed.
Richard Colborn reported that the Public Hearing on the zoning of
the Annexation was set for August 15, 2000 .
Paul Washburn mention ed concern previously expressed about
emergency vehicl e access .
Because of several areas that allowed
for off street parking , they would prohibit curb side parking in
the deve lopment. The fence would be a whi te solid vinyl fence. He
showed two exteri or p l ans for the twin homes and commented tha t if
the Planning Commission was wi ll ing to adopt the two exterior
plans, they were will i ng to accept it.
Chairman Hadfield added that Ci ty Engineer Howard Denney had a
couple of i ssues. Compl etion of t h e annexation agreement and water
rights had alr.eady been addressed . The u se of pretreatment sumps
would be need ed.
There were some water valve and fire hydrant
locations that needed to be reviewed.
The irrigation company
needed to give their approval.
There were several off site
drainage features comi ng in from the Evans' Pond that needed to be
addressed along with the acceptance of that dra i nage.
In this
matter he felt there was more than met the eye. The drainage from
above was piped into that pond and it was the recipient of storm
water.
Mr . Wash burn felt it coul d be worked out .
Rod Despain amplified the matter regarding the drainage.
not the typical arrangement.

It was

Paul Washburn s t ated that he was aware of the problem and had met
with Mr. Miller on Monday to f i nd a way to pump that water into
some of the common open area.
Mr. Despain's concern was not the ability to handle it but the
2

assumption of the burden was more than typical . He believed that
it could be handled p r ior to fina l approval. He reported that he
had l ooked at the plan based o n the new Ordinance and it conformed
with the section on private streets.
Cha irman Hadfield noted this was the maiden voyage with regard to
gated communiti es. He f elt i t was a lovely landscape p lan and the
lay out was a good-looking project and encouraged him not to
shortcut on the landscapi ng approach. There was some skepticism on
the part of the neighb ors about the i r qual ity of life and the
landscap i ng woul d be what would put it over the top.
Keith Richan asked if there was an estimate on the amount that the
units would sel l fo r .
Mr. Washburn
$230,000 .

reported

that

they

would

sell

from

$200, 000

to

Ken Baldwi n asked if the ordinance had a private street cross
section and if this p l an agreed wi t h i t.
Rod Despain responded that t he cross sect i on was taken off of the
concept plan. The wal k was not automatically adjacent to the curb.
This was the proposed standard , 28 foot o f travel way plus a 2-foot
curb on either side.
James Hansen asked about the roadwa y on the north being dedicated
and if it conformed. Rod Despain stated that it conformed . Howard
Denney had reviewed it. The developer would pay for a portion of
the roadway now and they would use it at the time it was to be
developed. The y would also keep the weeds down until that time.
Michael Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary plat of Stone
Hollow PUD on condition :
1} that the fire hydrant valves and 2)
other valves be so configured to the satisfaction of the City
Engineer; 3) that p e r note 18 on the plat , all curb parking would
be eliminated and the covenants would so state and have an
enforcement procedure ; 4) that a 6 - foot vinyl fence would be
constructed around the property; 5) that the owners accept
respons i b i l i ty of drainage water f rom the north in wri t i ng and that
it be placed in the file for this subdivision; 6) that the
irrigation company prov ide its approval; 7) completion of the
annexat i on agreement; and 8) inclusion of pre-treatment sumps .
James Hansen seconded the motion. All were i n favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE B. JOE BARNEY
ANNEXATION , INCLUDING A CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLAN , CONTAINING 15.38
ACRES AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield noted that Mr. Maddox had not provided anything
to the Commission for their review . He had been working with Mr .
Anderson, but had received nothing new.
Mr. B. Joe Barney had not heard anything either .
3
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED SITE PLAN FOR JUST BECAUSE FLOWERS
AND GIFTS AT 645 EAST STATE
Pamela Berger explained that they had a problem with their cooler.
They had replaced the same cooler about every three years.
The
compressor should last about 18 years.
They had a professional
come in who recommended that for the same dollars they could have
a larger cooler some additional space that they needed. She would
like to have it look more like a permanent business.
Rod Despain reported that this facility functioned under the rule s
of ancillary structures, but was not the typical ancillary
structure as the h ost structure had vanished.
It was really a
question of size. An ancillary structure by definition was a non
permanent structure that did not have a foundation.
It still met
the idea of temporary, however there had been some expansion of
this in the past and a shed was brought in. The use predated the
current owners. The issue before the Commission, was one of size.
The current facility started as an ancillary use and provided for
the disposition of flowers in a pick up mode .
The current
ordinance limited the size of an ancillary building to 1 00 square
feet of area.
The purpose was to not take on the character of a
permanent structure.
The existing shop was less than 100 square
feet .
The cooler was a little less, however this was an
enlargement of the use. The proposal was to expand the cooler and
us e to a size greater than 100 feet . The Ordinance had anticipated
one per site , but did allow for a second structure. One option was
to find that this constituted two and that would be the basis for
allowing the other structure.
James Hansen asked what was be tween the two fences.
Kaleb Berger answered that it was a 300-gallon water trailer .
had to bring in their own water.

They

Chai rman Hadfield explained that the host structure was Big John's
Country Store . There was a hose at that time that was connected to
Big John's .
James Hansen asked about rest rooms.
Kaleb Berger responded that they had to use the facility next door
or go to their own home .
Pamela Berger noted that the owner was not willing to offer any
l ong term commitment . The property was of an odd shape and next to
the railroad and did not appeal to many people.
The previous
owners tried a lease, but Mrs. Anderson wanted to go month to
month.
Keith Richan asked if t he
original plan.

shed was an add on or part of t he

Chairman Hadfield noted that it was like a Sears metal shed, 10' x
13
I.
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Mr. Richan asked about the fence line and the property.
Mr. Berger stated that the fence stopped about where the shed was.
They would be putting the cooler on an existing concrete pad. The
floor would be constructed with 2x6' s and built such that a
forklift would be able to move it
Rod Despain explained that there were now two structures where
there previously was jus t one.
With the new cooler, the power
would need to be boosted.
Ron Morrill would have the
responsibility to do the inspections.
Nothing would change to
infringe on the site distance at the intersection.
They could
always build a permanent building.
Chairman Hadfield stated that it conformed when the host structure
was there.
It seemed to Mr. Despain that the character of the business was
changing from just a casual pick up site.
A lot of the holding
area for the flowers was around their feet.
All of the holding
area would be put in the new add on cooler.
Kaleb Berger stated that the 8' x 10' cooler would fit the size of
an existing concrete pad. It was an easy size that they could walk
in and out of.
Pamela Berger explained that they used the metal shed for the
storage of vases, baskets, and holiday supplies.
Some of these
i tems would go into what was now the existing cooler which would be
gutted. This was a year round business and they did weddings and
funera ls.
Kaleb Berger stated every day they were losing flowers.
Mrs. Berger added that Richard De nnison had reported to them that
Mrs . Anderson wanted about $400,000 for the property and that was
before the curb and gutter had been installed.
Mr. Richan wanted to help them in their situation.
Rod Despain explained t hat they would need to fi nd that it met the
criteria.
They would need to make a formal arrangement wi t h
someone for rest room facilities.
Mrs. Berger noted that they could get one from Recreation Outlet.
Mr. Despain asked if the shed would be still be needed with the
expansion.
Kaleb Berger noted that the walkway t o the
enclos ed. Maybe they could take away the shed.

cooler

would

be

Michael Georgeson commented that if they did, it would go along way
toward getting approval.
5

Rod Despain
facilities.

commented

that

the

activities

had

outgrown

the

Michael Georgeson fe l t that the addition of a cooler was really not
an expansion.
Michael Georgeson moved to approve the revised site plan wi th the
f i nding that it was essentially in agreement with the ancillary
str ucture ordinance and that it be subject to 1) an agr eement wi t h
an adjacent business for rest room facilities, and 2) the removal
of the existing shed. Ken Baldwin seconded the motion.

Keith Richan asked that with the shed not being visible from the
road, what was the rationale in having it removed .
Michael Georgeson stated that there would be three structures plus
the water trailer for an ancillary use and that it was stretching
it a little . If the storage could be accommodated elsewhere, the
shed would not be needed.
Kaleb Berger asked how long would they have to remove it .
Chairman Hadfield explained that before the new cooler was hooked
up, it would need to be removed.
Kevin Bennett stated that it could be a condition of occupancy of
the structure to hav e the shed removed.
The ancillary structure
needed a host and there was not one. The new one had to conform to
the current Ordinance.
Rod Despa i n suggested that they maybe substitute the cooler for a
storage shed.
The quest i on was the shed .
It was already at 200
square feet and they wanted to go to 300 square feet .
For ten
years the City had not seen fit to go out and file a zone violati on
with regard to the constructi on of the shed.
Kevin Bennett stated that if they were growing, this may not be the
location .
Pamela Berger stated that it had worked for 20 years.
Michae l Georgeson amended his motion to include that demolition of
the existing shed would need to be done simultaneously with the
occupancy of the new cooler. Ken Baldwin agreed with his second.
Voting was as follows : Aye, Michael Georgeson , Ken Baldwi n , James
Hansen , and Keith Richan.
Abstain, J.H . Hadfield.
The mot i on
carried. J.H. Hadfield explai ned his abstention in that he was a
friend of Ms. Berger's father.

Chairman Hadfield would make Ron Morrill aware of the action of the
Planning Commission.
DISCUSSION ON THE AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION ZONE
Chairman Hadfield repo rted that Kevin Bennett had done a lot of
6
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research and had solicited responses through the Utah League of
Cities and Towns.
Kevin Bennett provided a report on his research regarding the
Agricultural Protection zone.
Saratoga Springs and Clinton had
Ordinances. Farr West and South Jordan did not. Riverton did not
respond. Marriott-Slaterville was working on an Ordinance and it
was pending.
Chairman Hadfield explained that Marriott-Slaterville was west of
Ogden and up near Smith & Edwards .
Supposedly Syracuse had one but he could not confirm it and Layton
definitely did not have one. He explained that those that wanted
it wanted to preserve their farming heritage including some
centennial farms.
If they did not want to incorporate, but were
f orced, this was their answer .
Layton was against it because there was nothing in it for them. It
was a one-sided deal.
If you were a landowner and you wanted
protection, it was great. But, for a City, their primary function
was to provide urban services. Someone could still apply for one,
however.
If someone was already in one and they applied for
annexation, prior to Layton annexing them, they would have to drop
the Agricultural Protection zone .
Mr. Bennett asked the Commission to review and provide him input.
There were many ways to look at it. Any other r esponses that came
would be provided to the Commissioners.
Michael Georgeson commented that there were some minor benefits to
the City, but the control was gone.
He was still undecided.
He
felt that 20 acres would be better.
Keith Richan agreed.
DISCUSSION ON THE DRAFT OF THE TOWNSITE OVERLAY ZONE
Rod Despain distributed a draft Townsite Overlay Zone Ordinance for
rev iew and discus sion.
It was proposed that it would b e an
additional form of a Large Scale Development. The minimum project
area would be 160 acres. There would be a dwelling mix r e quirement
of not less than 15% nor more than 30% of all dwelling units within
the pro ject that would need to meet the requirements and quality as
l ow and/or moderate income un its . The re was a requirement of style
of housing and mix a s well.
Commercial activities would be allowed at a maximum of 1 % of the
total area in order to meet the needs of the project.
Anything
more would need to stand on its own in a r egular commerc ial zone.

l

Ke i th Richan noted that when he first read through it, he was
opposed , but as he got into it he saw some real possibilities as i t
made the developer a partner with the City.
He liked the basic
concept of what it provided.
7
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Rod Despain explained that it was linked the Sensitive Lands
Ordinance .
Twenty-five percent common open space would be
required.
Public open space was still necessary and should be
looked at the standard of .022 acres per unit.
If this was just an oversize PUD, that was all they would get.
Despain observed that as the building blocks got smaller,
ability to address public needs became less .

Mr .
the

Michae l Georgeson felt that there was a need to p rovide for public
purpose buildings.
Rod Despain did not think the Ordinance was ready yet.
Keith Richan complimented him on the concept and noted it p rovided
a good alternative . He welcomed the opportunity as a deve lope r to
be involved in the process.
Michael Georgeson ask ed about s i ze stan d a rds for schoo ls .
James Hansen reported that elementary schools needed about 10
acres , jr . high schools needed 25 to 30 acres, and high schools
n eeded upwards of 50 acres.
He asked the Commission to take the informat i on as homework and
they would discuss it in a future meeting .
Vic De auv ano noted that at the Ranches, they made provisi ons for
four school sites , but the school distric t may not want that
locati on in t h e future.
James Hansen reported that the current a dminis trat i on had a greater
desire t o work wi t h the Cities in getting school sites . They were
building elementary schools for about 800 students.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
The Site Plan Committee had nothing to rep o rt .
OTHERS BUSINESS
Rod Despain exp lained that the Counc il had a hearing rel ative to
the proposal to r ezon e prope rty at 380 South 300 West.
A City
park , undevel oped , was adjacent to t h e west. The neighbors wanted
the same zoning which was Rl-7500 zone. They did not want multiple
housing.
The PUD Rl- 9000 , had basically the same requi rements .
The Commission would see the request and concept p l an again a t the
next meet ing.
It would need to go through the hearing process
again.
Ken Baldwin felt that the economic element needed to be looked at
as well.
Mr. Georgeson felt that mixed h ousing was necessary.
8
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REVIEW AND ACT I ON ON THE MINUTES OF THE JULY 5
COMMISSION MEETING

I

2000

I

PLANNING

Changes to the minutes included on page 4, line 25, after the word
"convey " add t he words, " to the homeowner's association". On page
6, line 18, change " additional" to "addition" and in line 53,
change "to information" to " informati on to". Page 7, line 41, add
the word "plat" to the end o f the sentence, in line 42, remove the
word " finalled" and add the words, "submit ted for final approval"
and in line 55 change "accomplish" to "accommodate" . On page 8,
line 41, change ".5" to ". 5% ".
On page 10, line 52, remove the
words "to the" after the word "be ."
On page 11, line 1, change
"that" to " the " and in line 15, after the word "noted•• replace
"the" with "there was a " and remove "was" after "necessity".
In
line 44, after the word "a" remove the words "verse that" and add
the words" 'finding of no impact' statement".
On Page 1 2, line 53, change the words "by suddenly" to "suddenly
by ".
Page 13, line 30, changed to read , " .. . that in the Spring
Creek Annexation the Hunting properties were already in a
protection zone ... " On page 14 , line 12, replace the words "that
the" with " a" and "found" with "finding" strike "that would" and
change " result " to " resulting". Eliminate the sentence beginning
near the e nd o f line 14. On line 21, strike "amend" and replace it
with "add to" and after the word "motion" add the word "languag e . "
On line 48, st r ike "of a demand" and after the word " than " insert
the word " of".
In line 51, the paragraph should read, "Chairman
Hadfield noted that a citizen's committee looked at pressurized
irrigation under Councilman Brown in the early 1990's . They felt
at that time that one acre lots in Highland City were not the norm
in thi s community. " On page 15, line 19, change "$1W1 to "several"
and after "million " add the word "dollars" .
Also, del e te the
paragraph beginning on line 28 . The sentence beginning on line 35
should read, "Keith Richan commented that when i nformation was
presented to the Pl anning Commission the information was 25 years
old."
Michael Georgeson moved to approve the minutes of July 5 , 2000,
with the noted changes.
James Hansen seconded the motion .
All
were in favor .

ADJOURNMENT

ill[

James Hansen moved adjournment at 10:40 p.m.

the [_o~~

in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
Planning Administra t or
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Ken Baldwin seconded

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 2, 2000
AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on August 2, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7 :00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
*2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Review and action on the final plat of Quail Meadow South
Plat A Subdivision at 1075 North 200 East consisting of 5
lots.
Review and action on a revised preliminary plan of the
American Heritage School at 720 North Mt. Timpanogos
Parkway.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of April Creek
Subdivision at 945 North 500 East consisting of 4 lots.
Review and action on a zone change request by Reed Bromley
at 350 West 380 South from the RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on site plan for a cell tower for Crickett
Communications at approximately 1075 West Main Street.
Continued discussion on the draft of the Townsite Overlay
zone.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business .
Rev iew and action on the minut es of the July 19, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 d ay of July, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 2, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission wil l meet in regular session on August 2, 2000, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on the final plat of Quail Meadow South
Plat A Subdivision at 1075 North 200 East consisting of 5
lots.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of April Creek
Subdivision at 945 North 500 East consisting of 4 lots.
Review and action on a zone change request by Reed Bromley
at 350 West 380 South from the RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on site plan for a cell tower for Crickett
Communicati ons at approximately 1075 West Main Street.
Continued discussion on the draft of the Townsite Overlay
zone.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the mi nutes o f the July 19, 2000 ,
Planning Commission Meeting .
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of July, 2000.

J.H . Hadfield , Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
AUGUST 2, 2000
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in a regular session
on August 2 , 2000, in the City Hall, commencing at 7 : 04p.m. Those
present inc luded J . H. Hadfield, Steve Nielsen, Keith Richan,
Michael Georgeson, James Hansen, and Tom Hunter. Ken Baldwin was
excused.
Others p resent inc luded Rod Despain, Howard Denney,
Richard Colborn, Glen Wagstaff, Carl Larsen, Denise Pedersen, Jim
Cates, Steve Sowby, Chad Robinson, Mark Goodsell, Doug Warren, and
Barbara Christiansen .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF QUAIL MEADOW SOUTH PLAT A
SUBDIVISION AT 1075 NORTH 200 EAST
This item was postponed unti l
development.

someone arrived representing this

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE AMERICAN
HERITAGE SCHOOL AT 720 NORTH MT. TIMPANOGOS PARKWAY
This item was postponed until someone arrived rep re senting this
devel opment.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF APPLE
SUBDIVISION AT 945 NORTH 500 EAST CONSISTING OF 4 LOTS

CREEK

Carl Larsen, from Larsen Malmquist Engineers , explaine d that Mark
Goodsell was the owner and developer of the property. There were
close to 30 acres. This proposal was t o develop the e xtension of
500 East up to 980 Nort h and would incorporate four lots.
The
reason for doing t his was that Mr. Goodsell and Mr. Dean had
exchanged some parcels of ground and had come to an agreement.
Under that agreement, Mr. Goodsell was to have the road done in the
fall o f 2000.
Eventually there would be 75 to 80 homes . It was
the intent of Mr. Goodsell to develop eight or 10 per year . The
lots would be of a greater size than the minimum and was looking at
a Planned Unit Development with private streets, in the interior.
Tonight however they were asking f or the approval o f f our lots.
Glen Wagstaff asked about the lots to the north of 980 North Stree t
and that the City wanted to us e that for access t h e ball diamonds.
Mr. Larsen explained that Mr. Charlie Stewart from Fidelity Title,
noted t hat was a little title work that was needed that would
involve the City .
Chairman Hadfield's con cern was approving four lots when there were
30 acres.
Howard Denney as ked if the plan was to put curb and gutter in at
this time .
1
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Carl Larsen stated that they would install all improvements for a
66-foot roadway including curb, gutter, sidewalk, water, sewer,
power, gas, telephone, and storm drainage.
City Engineer Howard Denney explained that 500 East Street at that
location was on the master plan as an 82 -foot road as was 980 North
Street.
In the area of Deans Woods it was only 66-feet . One of
the questions was whether they continue the 66-foot cross section
or they use the 82-foot road.
It was suggested that 980 North be
kept at 82 feet.
James Hansen asked how many feet were between Deans Woods and this
project.
Carl Larsen believed it to be about 540 feet.
Mr. Denney commented that they were proposing a phased preliminary
plan. Was now the time to stub the utilities to the property lines
during construction so that the roadway would not have to be dug up
later? He added that most of the area had ground water within 5
feet of the surface and that needed to be evaluated.
Carl Larsen reported that a geotechnical report was coming. They
had pulled the lids on the sumps on 500 East and there was no water
in them at that time and they were 14 feet deep.
They felt t hat
some of the problem was the flood irrigation of the orchard.
Chairman Hadfield felt that the ground water level had changed in
the last two years with the 200 acres of the Developmental Center
property, which was under alfalfa had been let go and not
irrigated .
Mr. Denney asked about the well.
was never proofed.

Mark Goodsell responded that it

Rod Despain commented that because of the presence of the river
channel and the continuation of the road, from a design standpoint
there wasn't more that could be done.
The dilemma was that the
road would be put in and then they would have to go back and cut
the road to the other property . From an efficiency standpoint, the
more they knew about it up front, the better. He added that while
the lot s were deep, the last 55 feet were in the river channe l and
were not useable.
There was also a riparian easement on top of
that. Lot 4 only had a building envelope of 40 to 45 feet deep.
Chairman Hadfield reported that as the City had rev iewed the park
plan there had been discussion about the need of a road to the east
and had asked that the road not be included.
The Planning
Commission on the other hand has asked that it not b e stricken from
the General Plan for l ong term growth. The intersection needed to
be shown.
Rod Despain agreed with Mr. Wagstaff that the intersection was a
critical issue. The plan was that 980 North Street would continue .
This detail needed to be concluded prior to granting preliminary
approval .
2

Mark Goodsell explained that they had that worked out based on
their criteria.
They knew what they wanted.
They stopped there
because they didn't know where to go after that . Fifth East needed
to run straight up. It was the most effici ent use of their ground.
They did not want to see the road swing any further to the east.
Chairman Hadfield felt that they were not heading down a path that
they could not recover from. Rod Despain was not so sure.
Carl Larsen noted that they would have their master plan of the
area done in about 10 days.
Glen Wagstaff asked if it was best to know where the Deans would
want the sewer and water laterals so that it would not have to be
dug up again.
Mark Goodsell stated that those had been laid out.
J.H. Hadfield noted that they needed to see that plat from the
Deans.
Rod Despain explained that the City could not force them to put in
the laterals but they could strongly urge them to put them in at
the time of construction.
Mark Goodsell noted that the contract was a cost sharing.
Glen Wagstaff asked if they were showing the property on the other
side of the river. Mark Goodsell stated that they were not.
Mark Goodsell noted that there was a lot o f
project that they would like to keep.

f oliage around the

Chairman Hadfield asked if there were any questions on the plat .
Keith Richan asked if there was room to put a house on Lot 4. Mr.
Larsen explained that Mr . Goodsell was an architect and he would be
designing and building a home for each lot.
Keith Richan had a difficult time requiring them to do an 82-foot
when below it was only a 66 -foot road.
He did not rec ognize the
need for a collector class road.
Howard Denney explained that 500 East Street was a collector to the
freeway. Steve Nielsen wanted to see the asphalt installed f or an
82 -foot right-of-way.
It did not make any sense to Mr. Goodsell.
They were trying to
create a beautiful place to live not a freeway . He did not see the
logic of it and were opposed to widening the road .
James Hansen commented that it was 66 feet below 700 North and if
it was all 66, why was this being requested at a greater width.
Howard Denney asked them to be careful in their planning .
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Carl Larsen stated that 66 feet was plenty wide for that area.
Steve Nielsen asked if the intersection with the park was cast in
stone. Howard Denney responded that it was not. He would like to
see how the road fit into the park and then see if a 72-foot right of-way was adequate.
Michael Georgeson asked about getting into the creek channel. He
supposed those decisions had been made and was concerned about the
lots extending into the river channel .
Mark Goodsell stated that the opportunity for a trail on the west
side of the river was gone and they were going to try to
accommodate it by bringing it out and around by the street. They
did want to preserve the vegetation.
Howard Denney commented that one way was to construct a 66-foot
road and save the protection strip and keep an 8-foot trail.
Chairman asked if all of the drainage issues had been taken care
of.
Carl Larsen explained their proposal was an interconnecting
drainage system that all went to the detention basin at the
northwest corner of 700 North and 500 East .
There would be a
controlled discharge into the river at . 2 cfs per acre. He noted
that 80% of the trees in the detention basin were not in very good
shape . From a safety point of v iew he would like to see a straight
flow into the river.
He understood there were some things t hat
neede d to be screened.
Michael Georgeson noted that they had ta l ked about the location of
the curve and square it off starting on the north of Lot 1, it
would move the curve further to the east.
Mr. Larsen explained that there was only 110 feet of depth in the
lots now.
They could hold off in the area of the intersection .
Mark Goodsell was concerned as it could be a $50,000 or $60,000
decision.
It made the lot layout less efficient on the top.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments.
Michael Georgeson was not comfortable in moving ahead yet.
Steve Nielsen wanted to see how the intersection with the park
looked.
Chairman Hadfield felt that Swaner had not had a surveyor out there
and measured that and he was sure that Mr. Larsen had. The Council
needs to let Swaner know that it may not be accurate.
Rod Despain clarified that 500 East just south of 700 North was a
66-foot right - of-way . They ran a computer model on vehicl e trips
which estimated 6400 for ultimate buildout on 700 North.
On 500
East south of 700 North, there were 19,000 daily vehicle trips.
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Currently on 100 East it was estimated there were 19,210 vehicle
trips per day.
James Hansen questioned the 10,000 trips back to 500 East on 700
North when the computer model included 1100 East going to I-15.
Rod Despain felt more definitive figures were needed .
Michael Georgeson stated that the major dec is ion was where 980
North would go .
Mr. Larsen stated that the City would need to build the bridge and
its angle and width were cost factors . He warned of the dangerous
situation at t h e bridge on 500 East and 70 0 North.
Michael Georgeson move~ to move thi s i tem to the August 1 6, 2000 ,
agenda wi t h the intent of having some o f the c oncerns answered
rela t i ve to t raff i c , al i gnmen t of 980 North , and the si z ing of
utilities . S t eve Nielsen seconded the motion. All were in f av o r .

Chairman Hadfield invited Carl Larsen to get with him to review
what was needed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY REED BROMLEY AT 350
WEST 380 SOUTH FROM THE RA-1 TO THE R1-900 0 ZONE
It was reported that at the public hearing on a previous zone
change request in this area that the neighborhood was against
attached housing and desired simil ar type housing to what was
there.
Steve Sowby explained that he was representing Reed Bromley at this
meeting.
The proposal now was for a s i ngle f amily R1-900 0 zone.
He presented a concept plan that would uti li ze the single family
PUD provisions of the R1-9000 zone.
Chairman Hadfield noted there were some issues with regard to road
widths .
Howard Denney felt it appeared to be a reasonable layout fo r 27
lots.
Rod Despain had run the sketch to compliance with single family PUD
standards in the R1-9000 zone and believed that it could conform to
that and coul d go forward.
Michael George son moved t o recommend t o the City Counc il the change
Steve Nie l sen seconded
i n z one to Rl -9000 at 380 Sou t h 350 Wes t .
the motion.
He also added approv al of t h e concept plan .
Steve
Nielsen agr eed with his second .

Keith Richan felt that the road that entered
property was a disadvantage to that property.

into

the

Cates

Chairman Hadfield noted that it was a concept plan and met the
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intent of the ordinance.
Mr. Cates was present and stated that this was the first time he
had seen this plan and he was not pleased with that location. If
they ever developed, it would hurt them. He would like to see the
road come in at least one lot further to the east .
Steve Sowby stated that at the last meeting Mr. Cates stated that
he did not care if he had access. They only put it there because
Rod Despain and himself thought it would be a good idea.
Mr. Cates reported that he did make that statement, but the concept
of the angle access was not proposed. If he did develop, he would
develop from the Storrs Avenue side . He would like to see the stub
road removed. Mr. Sowby would remove the stub road.
All were in f a v o r.

REVIEW AND ACT I ON ON A SITE PLAN FOR A CELL TOWER FOR CRICKETT
COMMUNICATIONS AT APPROXIMATELY 1075 WEST MAIN STREET
Paul Fathom representing Crickett Communications was present to
answer questions.
Howard Denney asked for more detail including dimensions . He asked
if they had the required cross section for Main Street. This plan
placed the cell tower near the road and asked if a further setback
was needed. He suggested that the tower be located closer to the
railroad tracks. The overall height of the cell tower could be no
higher that 60 feet to the top of the antenna.
Rod Despain noted when a cell tower was to be located in an
industrial zone, it needed to be 300 feet from the nearest
residential zone not necessarily from the nearest residence.
It
was close.
Howard Denney asked if street improvements would be required.
James Hansen thought that when Kurt Bryant had come in for a site
plan, they had requested that curb & gutter be installed over a
period of time.
Richard Colborn thought that had been held up due to not knowing
the exact cross section and the center line of the road at the
time.
Chairman Hadfield reported that the Planning Commission had
determined that the West Main Street should have the same cross
section as Main Street at 400 West.
James Hansen wanted to see the cell tower moved closer to the
tracks. Rod Despain agreed .
Mr. Fathom was willing to place it at that l ocation.
His only
reservation was that if it was affected by a "phase 1 11 study.
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(Environmental study )
a probl em.

If Mr. Bryant was agreeabl e , i t would not be

James Hansen moved to approve the site plan for a cell tower for
Crickett Communications at approximately 1075 West Main Street
subject to the height be corrected to show the height of the top of
the antenna be a maximum of 60 feet and that it be located closer
to the railroad tracks than to West Main Street. Michael Georgeson
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

The next step was to revise the plan and apply for a building
permit.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF QUAIL MEADOW SOUTH PLAT A
SUBD I VISION AT 1075 NORTH 200 EAST
Steve Sowby explained that this was a final plan.
The deeds to
adjacent property owners, Halladay and Bradley, had been executed.
Chad Robinson stated that Mike Shumway wi th the irrigation company
would be sending the City a letter of approval.
With regard to
water rights, he had discussed with Rod Despain the fa ct that they
had water turned in for the development to the north, but as of
yet, it was n ot recorded . He woul d like to use 4 acre feet from
those and then replace them prior to the recording of Quail Meadow .
Mr. Sowby stat ed that t he technical engineering corrections asked
for had been made.
Howard Denney not ed that the standard for S curves requires 100
feet between them. The proposal was 24 feet . In considering the
approval , the Planning Commission would need to see it as a minor
deviation to the standard. There may be a dere li ct parcel as the
fence and tit l e was n ot the same. There was a l so a ditch at that
locat ion. The title needed to be resolved.
Chairman Ha dfield asked if they were sure of the alignment of the
existing curve on that road.
Howard Denney explained that i n this section of 200 East the
designed road was to have an 82- foot cross section.
In the
derel i ct parcel there was the dit ch and i t would need to be piped.
Chad Robinson stated that they would encl ose it.
Howard Denney explained that 200 East used to be the old State
Highway to Al pine a nd even the State could not find the ti tle to
it . The road was given to the City when the State took 100 East as
the State Road .
Chairman Hadfield explained that one of the issues b e fore the m was
the width of 200 East Street . Abov e 1120 North when Mr. Robins on 's
father brought Quail Meadow in there was some discussion regarding
200 East and how far it would go.
At that time the City Counci l
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deemed that a 60 - foo t road above 1120 North was adequate .
The
existing fence line o n t he Tr i-City Golf Course became a starting
point and from t here the curb was placed on the Quail Meadow side.
Cha irman Hadfie l d continued t hat this piece was south o f 1120 North
so h e was not s u re the decis i on had been made but he knew what the
General Plan called for.
Bet ween 1120 North and 980 North it was
to be a col lector class road.
Howard Denney sugges t ed that the wate r and s ewer laterals be
stubbed to the propert y lines .
ADA ramps needed to be shown on
1120 North and 130 Eas t. Street sign and stop sign poles could be
combined . He r ecommend ed t hat they use a 22~ bend on the water
line so that the wate r l ine would be perpendicular to the road .
Al s o, as 130 East app roached 1120 North, the maxi mum slope allowed
was 10%. An area at the top was at fou r tenths percent and then
flows rap i d l y . He e n courage d them to consider less than that .
0

Rod Despain commented that the deeds should be provided and
recorded at the time the p l at was recorded .
With regard to the
water sha res, t here n eeded to be c omp l e te documentation on the
assignmen t o f the water r i ght.

{

Steve Nielsen moved to approve the final plat of Quail Meadow South
Plat A consisti ng of 5 lots subject to:
1) completing the
documentation for the water rights , 2) sign off from the irrigation
company, 3) acknowledge that the curves on 130 East Street do not
meet the standard, 4) piping of the ditch along 200 East, 5) deed
derelict parcel on 200 East, 6) deeds recorded to Halladay's and
Bradley's, 7) ADA ramps on the corners , 8) strongly recommend the
water and sewer stub outs, and 9) placement of a 22~ bend in the
water line at property line .
0

Cha d Robinson noted that he d i d not want to pay f or the laterals if
the owners of those properties were not go i ng to pay for them.
Mi chael Georgeson seconded the motion.

All were in favor .

The next step was to make the changes and get it ready for action
on August 15, 2000.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE AMERICAN
HERITAGE SCHOOL AT 720 NORTH MT. TI MPANOGOS PARKWAY
Chairman Hadfi eld explained that the Planni ng Commission had
already approved a prelimi nary p l an for the American Heritage
School on June 11 , 1999, and this was a r evised preliminary plan.

t

Steve Sowby reported that the State Fire Marshal required a looped
water line around the back and access from the north and south.
They decided to loop the access road as well . That was the major
plan and now that t hey had a landscape p l an and the type of fence
they desired. The footprint had changed just a little.
Howard Denny recommended that they get a striping plan in the area
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of the decelerat i on lane on 700 North so he coul d see how they
wou ld u se the extra width of a sph a l t. The fence n eed e d t o adhere
to the " Clear View of Intersecting Streets " provisions of the
Development Cod e. He recommended that they add one manhole to the
sewer and one ma n hol e on the drain line so that excavati on of these
utilities coul d be done outside of the asphalt.
There were some
questions on t h e radius in the parki ng lot.
They could not tell
for sure as they were not d imens i oned. Th e road was in the Highway
Frontage Overlay zone. It wa s proposed t o u se the s t a ndard no wall
cross section a n d then allow t h e option for a 6-foot f e n ce because
it was adjacent to a school.
Mr. Sowby stated that the student populati on was estimated at 175.
Rod Despain felt the cross sect i on was a reasonable r equest and
that the parking was okay.
Cha irman Hadfi e ld asked abou t a fence a round t h e deten tion basin.
Steve Sowby explained that at the deepest it would be

3~

feet.

Howard Denney felt this was a good location.
James Hansen moved to approve the revised preliminary plan for the
American Heritage School subject to engineering concerns including:
1} striping plan for the deceleration lane area on 700 North, 2}
relocation of fence in the intersection area so that it presented
a safe site distance, 3} add manholes for sewer and storm drain in
order to keep the road open during constructi on, 4} radiuses be
enlarged in the parki ng lot to accommodate buses and delivery
vehicles, 5} a subdivision plat was needed, and 6} completion of
the annexation requirements. Keith Richan seconded the motion.

Steve Sowby reported that the buildin g plans were being f inished up
and they plann ed on moving right ahead.
He asked if they had to
make a specific finding about allowin g the 6-foot fence.
James Hansen added to his motion, 7} that there was a findi ng by
the Planning Commission that the site plan contained a fence
adjacent to the sidewalk and was deemed to be in compliance with
the Highway Frontage Overlay zone.
Keith Richan agreed with his
second . All were in favor.

Rod Despain noted that the subdivision plat needed to be completed
before a building permi t was to be issued.
James Hansen was excused from the meet i ng.
CONTINUED DI SCUSSION ON THE DRAFT OF THE TOWNSITE OVERLAY ZONE
Rod Despain reported that he had received some input from Mr. Sowby
on the document . He asked for comments from the Commission.
Keith Richan had comments on the draft of the Townsite Overlay
zone .
He emphasized the fac t that he fe l t it was an important
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document for the area south of the tracks. He would like to have
some input from some others such as Dan Richards and Paul Washburn.
This was the foundation of development for that area.
He would
like to see the involvement of those actually doing the work and
developing it.
Mr. Richan suggested that there be a reference to facilitate
affordable housing placed on page 2 in the second paragraph. On
page 4, he noted that the density figures under E would allow for
the Dwelling Mix under F to happen.
Steve Nielsen stated that it could if there was a Transfer of
Development Rights.
Rod Despain stated that the City presently needed to produce 4 5
affordable housing units per year which the City has of late been
able to do.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planning Commission wanted to see
some mix and not encourage large tracts of affordable housing .
Keith Richan noted that Doug Warren was present.
He felt it was
important for others to review and encouraged him to get a copy.
He felt there was room for affordable housing guidelines.
With respect to G, Dwelling Style, the City Council had an
experience regarding the unwill i ngness of the public to accept
diverse building styles. The policy of the Planning Commission had
been to encourage a mixture of s t y l es.
I t was hard to compel a
mixture of styles.
Steve Sowby felt it was appropriate to place it in the Ordinance
and the numbers suggested were good.
Doug Warren noted that affordable housing was not limited to l ower
income people.
He was in favor of this and added that even in
resort locations there was a mix.
Keith Richan commented that if they could do the proper planning
and provide a good bal ance in housing types was what was needed.
Doug Warren agreed.
Keith Richan commented that on page 6 under Lands Prohibited shou l d
have those types of lands spelled out in detail . He was concerned
about many areas down there.
Steve Nielsen felt that geotechnical studies would identify it.
Doug Warren was not opposed to that and felt those things were
necessary and should be identified.
Michael Georgeson felt that they should expand the list of physical
limitations.
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Keith Richan asked under item 9, if the 100-foot diameter cul-desac was the standard.
Rod Despain noted that 120 feet was the
normal in American Fork, but some have been accepted at 100 feet.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that there may be areas down there in
which curb and gutter may not be allowed in order to accommodate
the drainage requirements. They may come off the road and go into
a vegetation area or a berm. There were a lot of answers that they
did not have .
Rod Despain noted that was the average size of the cul-de-sac.
Sooner or later they would be asked to do hammerheads and other
types of turn arounds.
Kei th Richan noted that there was .022 acres required per unit for
the open space and that equated to 2.2 acres. He asked if that was
enough.
Steve Nielsen added that the 2.2 needed to be multiplied by 3 as
there were 3 units per acre.
Keith Richan commented that the
significant, but not inappropriate.

open

Rod Despain felt that 25% was reasonable.
that Lehi required 20%.

space

needed

to

be

Steve Sowby observed

Keith Richan and Steve Nielsen felt 25% was a little high.
Doug Warren felt that the amount of open space required discouraged
the use of PUD' s.
He was concerned about all the open space
required .
Chairman Hadfield explained that there had not been any negative
impact on their use to date.
Rod Despain explained that the City may purchase the land with cash
or with impact fee waivers.
Mr. Warren stated that he had a hard time finding a place to put
those types of units.
Keith Richan commented that he would not want 25% landscaping to
maintain. There needed to be some flexibility.
The longevity of
life was going up and it was not for maintaining open space.
Steve Nielsen was excused from the meeting.
The Planning Commission took a 10-minute break.
Doug Warren reported that he had talked with one of the guards down
at the boat harbor. Tonight there were wall-to-wall trai l ers and
kids out running around and one could not maneuver.
When you
washed your boat off , everything came to a stop.
There was not
even a drinking fountain .
You can't drink t he water.
The boat
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launching ramps were falling apart. There were a lot of problems
and it was hurting the image of American Fork. They could do so
many things.
Councilman Hunter stated that they were aware.
Mr. Warren stated if it was in a townsite zone, they would just go
out and do it. They want to protect the shoreline. He felt that
it should be written in there for recreation areas.
The facts
needed to be known .
He explained that as soon as the water was
allowed to go where it should, the land drained .
Chairman Hadfield recognized that there were more than 2200 acres
and Mr. Warren was proposing less than 400 of it. The Commission
was trying to cover all of those issues even though it may no t
impact his development. He stated that the Commission kept hearing
from Mr.
Warren a plan that evolved.
The other day Mr. Warren
talked about a hotel.
He was having a real problem committing
definite things when the plan kept moving.
The Commission was
comfortable in working through some of those issues on a case by
case basis, but if it was going to be called a resort, then maybe
they need to look at a resort zone.
The sewer outfall line was
drawn as the shoreline protection z one with nothing habitable.
Mr. Warren wanted accommodations, spas, parking, conferences, and
storage.
It would be much like Sundance. There could be a water
ski area. The plan was evolving and they needed to be visionary.
There were more and more people all the time coming to the
realization that boating was a great family sport.
Michael Georgeson asked if Mr. Warren wanted all of those things
added to the Townsite Ordinance. Mr. Warren stated that he did.
Chairman Hadfield stated that it was a neighborhood zone .
Mr. Warren asked for a recreation area to be available under the
Townsite Ordinance.
Michael Georgeson commented that when the Townsite Ordinance was
conceived, it was not conceived with the type of resort elements
that were be i ng discussed. He asked that they take comments under
advisement and see if they could be incorporated. He was supposing
that there would have to be a major revision.
Chairman Hadfield asked that Mr. Sowby's comments to Rod Despain
be provided to the rest of the Commission .
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report .
OTHER BUSINESS
Utility Laterals.
Rod Despain recalled the earlier discussion
regarding the installation of laterals on sections of road fo r
12
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which there was not yet a lot.
Should the developer have to do
that. At what point did the City's need of not having a new road
torn up become equal to the obligation that a subdivider may have.
Michael Georgeson commented that if the City wanted it in, the City
should pay for it.
Rod Despain reported that he had been told that when they started
to cut the road, it took off about five years off the life of the
road.
Michael Georgeson did not want to compel the developer to run the
lines.
If the developer and the owner came to an agreement that
was fine.
Otherwise, if the City felt it was to its advantage to
put the laterals in, then the City ought to pay for them and be
compensated when that property owner developed his property.
Howard Denney suggested that they could adopt the policy of not
allowing any cuts in new asphalt for a period of time.
Fences.
Rod Despain discussed the height of fences including
swimming pools, tennis courts, public facilities, schools, etc.
for safety issues .
Little Things Mean Alot was another case in
point.
Their parcel extends from State Street north through the
block to Elm Street. They desire to fence the back portion of it.
They proposed to go to a height of 6- feet on their rear property
line. The problem was that it was determined by Mr. Morrill to be
a front setback area also and a 6 - foot fence needed to be 30-feet
back from the property line.
Was there a case for this to be
allowed.
Chairman Hadfield commented that there needed to be extenuating
circumstances for which requests could be accommodated.
Rod Despain was concerned about opening the flood gates for those
types of requests.
Mr. Pack from Little Things Mean Alot stated that originally the
City had said that it would be okay because they were in a
commercial zone.
When he went to get the permit, Ron Morrill
stated that all he could have was a 4-foot fence on the property
line and if they wanted a 6-foot fence it would have to set back
30-feet.
The four-foot fence was not high enough and setting it
back 30-feet did not solve the problem.
Chairman Hadfield would have this and the issue of double front age
lots on the next agenda.
Recreation Resort Zone. Rod Despain stated that his interpretat i on
of the townsite zone did not include a boat harbor with a resort
and a l ot of r estaurants did not rise to the same level as a golf
course in terms of appropriateness in the townsite zone.
Chairman Hadfield agreed and cautioned the Commission in making too
quick of approvals based on promises.
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Rod Despain s t ated that
they were talking about needing
flexibility, but in reality it was not flexibi l ity but being able
to do what they want to do . It was the Ordinance that governed,
not the promises .
The whole notion of a resort zone was a
departu re from t he thoughts of s horeline protection.
Can you do
both?
Michael Georgeson asked to see what a resort zone would look like.
Chairman Hadfield noted t hat it would stil l be a design type zone
and that was what was needed.
Mr. Despain commented that the more commercial the area got, the
less justification for transferring deve l opment rights off from it.
Chairman Hadfield commented that there may be some type of use that
would be compatible south the outfall line. They needed to review
some type of resort zone.
American Fork Hospital Parking Pl an. Howard Denny noted that there
had been some changes to the parking plan at the American Fork
Hospital.
I t was reported previously that I HC was going to
purchase some additional property for parking. They were unable to
come to an agreement with the adjacent property owner and it
provided for be t ter circulation. He fe l t it was an improvement.
Michael Georgeson thought it was a minor change and would not need
to return for approval . The Commission agreed.
Parking at Shoney's and Fazoli's.
Howard Denney noted that the
parking and dr i ve thru for Fazoli's had changed.
It had removed
about four parking spaces, but allowing for better stacking. Also,
on the Shoney's back door area, there was now a place for delivery
trucks.
It was also shown how Mr . Hatch's property could be re
striped to meet his parking.
I t would add another 20 parking
spaces.
He felt Mr .
Hatch wou ld be very close to meeting his
responsibility with regard to parking spaces.
Michael Georgeson suggested that the parking on Mr.
Hatch's
property should return to the Commission.
It was noted that
Fazol i' s and Shoney's had always met their parki ng and that this
would come close to the parking requirement for Guy Hatch's
project.
Michael Georgeson felt that it was a minor change and
would not have to come back for further approval.
Developmental Center Park .
Chairman Hadfield reported that the
Commission had been given a revised site plan for the Developmental
Center Park.
They discussed the plans.
Anyone having comments
should provide them to Carl Wanlass by August 10, 2000 .
Richard Colborn suggested that additional territory to the west for
about 300 feet should be drawn in to show the correct location of
the river,
roads, and property lines .
Chairman Hadfield would
pass that along.
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REVIEW AND ACT I ON ON THE MI NUTES OF THE JULY 19 , 2000,
COMMISSION MEETING

PLANNING

It was suggested that on page 1, line 41, the word " that " be
changed to "than. " On page 3 , the paragraph beginning on line 30
be added to the p r evious paragraph . On page 8, line 38, change the
word "at" to "for. "
Keith Richan moved approval of the July 19, 2000, Planning
Commission minutes with the suggested changes. Michael Georgeson
seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows :
Aye, Michael
Georgeson, Keith Richan, Tom Hunter, and J.H . Hadfield.
Absent,
Steve Nielsen and James Hansen. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Tom Hunter moved adjournment at 11:30 p.m.
Michael Georgeson
seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows:
Aye, Tom Hunter,
Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, and J.H. Hadfield. Absent, James
Hansen and Steve Nielsen . The motion carried .

(2:_ It' (JJL

Richard M. Colborn
Planning Administrator
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AUGUST 16, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on August 16, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.

Review and action on the preliminary plat of Apple Creek
Subdivision at 945 North 500 East consisting of 4 lots.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Quail Hollow
North Subdivision consisting of 18 lots located at 1380
North 60 East .
Review and action on a site plan for a professional office
located at 56 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a revised site plan for a car wash at
HARTS located at 585 East State Street .
Review and action on a revised site plan for the American
Fork Central Stake, 6th & 8th Ward parking expansion at 310
North 100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the B. Joe
Barney Annexation, including a concept development plan,
containing 15 . 38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North.
Review and action on an amended fence Ordinance.
Review and action on a Townsite Overlay zone .
Continued discussion on the general plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the August 2, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of August, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
AUGUST 16, 2000
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REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on August 16, 2000, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield,
Steve Nielsen, Keith Richan, Michael Georgeson, Ken Baldwin, Councilman Tom Hunter, and
James Hansen. Others present included Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Mark
Goodsell, Winter Delamare, Paul Watson, Richard Daems, Carl Larsen, Jerry Jensen, Stan
Jardine, Dave Anderson, Joe Barney, Bob Carlisle, Dean Ingram, Barbara Christiansen, a
member of the press.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF THE APRIL CREEK
SUBDIVISION AT 945 NORTH 500 EAST CONSISTING OF 4 LOTS
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mark Goodsell.
Mr. Goodsell said staff had some concern with the utility stub outs, but they feel they can
satisfy any questions relative to the utilities.
There was some discussion about the street that is proposed to be vacated. It was discussed
that when the street is vacated it will become part of the driveway for access to the home.
Chairman Hadfield stated that there will be no homes abutting on 500 East on the east side of
the street. Mr. Goodsell said that was correct.
Mr. Nielsen asked about what staff found out regarding the alignment of 980 North. He asked
if it was determined that 500 East will be a 66-foot wide road.
Mr. Denney pointed out that most of the width on 500 East is 66 feet down to 100 North.
Mr. Richan asked if there will be twin homes in the proposed project.
Mr. Goodsell said the units will be single family units.
There was some discussion that there will be a separate subdivision and a PUD . Mr. Goodsell
stated that even though there will be a separate subdivision and a PUD it is the intent to
integrate them visually. It was discussed that the intent is not to have a circular road on the
outside. It was also discussed that the road will be a public street and not a private street.
Mr. Richan asked Mr. Goodsell if he will be doing all the building. He asked if Mr. Goodsell
will control the architecture. Mr. Goodsell said he will be doing all the building .
Mr. Georgeson asked if staff further investigated the traffic model for the area proposed for
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development.
Mr. Despain said that he further investigated the traffic model. He said that he had spoken
with Lee Cabell of Horrocks Engineers about the traffic model. He said the concern is what is
actually going to be the level of traffic that goes north and south. He stated that the current
traffic model talks about 700 North having 6500 average daily vehicle trips . Mr. Despain said
the average number of vehicles trips a day would be a significant number on 980 North, but it
would not be near 10,000 vehicle trips a day as the current traffic model states there would be.
He said that when he talked to Mr. Cabell he reported that the 980 North extension and 700
North serve basically the same purpose, which means they are "primarily east-west connectors
largely with access to the high school and to the other east-west routes." He said after talking
to Mr. Cabell about the current traffic model it was determined that the 66-foot road would be
sufficient.
Mr. Hansen said the real question is how do you treat the intersection at 980 North.
Chairman Hadfield said he and Mr. Despain did some field work regarding the intersection
and he said he will have Mr. Despain discuss it.
Mr. Despain explained that most of the traffic along 700 North, 980 North and 1120 North
will be heading in an easterly direction, although some traffic will go in a north-south route .
Mr. Nielsen said that he sees people corning down 980 North only going one way.
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Mr. Despain said if the traffic is going in an east west direction, the linkage on 700 North will
be the one that is wanted.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the road will just be widened from 700 North down to the freeway.
Mr. Despain said he did not know.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about 500 East being a substandard street in regards to its
width. He said as American Fork grows there will be more pressure to widen 500 East.
After much discussion about the alignment of 980 North and about the width of 500 East,
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission needs to discuss the other issues with
regards to the proposed 4-lot subdivision.
There was again some discussion about the vacation of the road. Chairman Hadfield stated
that the vacation of the road is a separate process and one that goes beyond the ability of the
Planning Commission. He asked the petitioner to realize that vacation of the road is a detailed
process and will require other actions to be taken.
Mr. Larsen said that he has chosen not to show the vacation of the road on the preliminary plat
because it does not need to be vacated at this time. He said they have addressed the issue of
(Planning Commission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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the 100-year storm. He stated that the overall concept of the drainage is in the southwesterly
direction and their plan is to have catch basins through the PUD and through the 4-lot
subdivision. Mr. Larsen said at the last Planning Commission Meeting it was discussed that
they could use or continue to use some sumps like has already been done on 500 East. He
pointed out that they have not addressed whether they will need the sumps or how they will get
to the detention system other than it will be either through the collection system coming
through the PUD down through one of the roads that they will build across 500 East into the
detention system.
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Mr. Larsen reported that they have made a number of calls to the American Fork Irrigation
Company, but have not heard back from them yet.
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Mr. Larsen said there will only be one individual access off of 500 East as is shown on their
Concept Plan and they will design the utilities to accommodate that intersection. He stated
that they have made contact with Horrocks Engineers and they have ran the model and are
working on producing them a letter so .they know the exact sizes and the availability of the
water and sewer treatment.
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Mr. Larsen said they have hired someone to do a geotechnical report, which will be submitted
at the final plat stage. He said that they have addressed the width of 500 East and hope that
there can be some conclusion on what the width of 500 East should be.
In reference to 500 East, Chairman Hadfield pointed out that on the proposed plan it shows
one side with a 6-foot sidewalk "then a 4-foot something beyond the 6-foot sidewalk. It is not
a typical 66-foot cross section. "
Mr. Larsen said he took the 66-foot cross section right off of Horrock' s plan. He said he will
address the cross section on 500 East.
Mr. Larsen stated that in regards to 980 North the intersection has been continued so that one
could get a better idea of what will happen. He said they have added the additional property
that Mr. Goodsell owns and they put in the two additional lots. He stated that they have
shown that 500 East will be extended straight through the park, which will give the access that
is needed for the park. He said 500 East will be the standard 66-foot cross section.
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said most of his concerns are with the road alignment of the intersection at 500
East and 980 North, which Mr. Despain will discuss. He asked that there be a riparian
easement on top of the bank of the river.
Mr. Despain said from a design perspective the lots are conforming. He stated that the depths
of the lots are quite lengthy in conjunction with the building envelopes. He said the proposed
Lot 4 is relatively shallow, but Mr. Goodsell has indicated that he is prepared to design a
home that will fit on that lot. Mr. Despain said that the City has had some difficulty with 100(Planning Conmlission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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25

foot depth building envelopes in that people have come back to the City requesting variances
because they have found they are very limited in the style of homes that can be built with a
100-foot depth building envelope. He said that Mr. Goodsell has indicated that the 100-foot
depth building envelope will not be an issue.
Mr. Despain said that he has looked at several possible alternatives in terms of the intersection.
He said one alternative that has been identified is creating aT-intersection with 500 East and
980 North and extending the T-intersection northward, which is one option that would work in
terms of providing access to the ball field. He pointed out that there is a fence that parallels
the canal and there has been some concern about whether there is sufficient room to
accommodate a roundabout in that location. Mr. Despain said there is probably enough room
to accommodate a roundabout. He said there are probably any number of "intersection
details" that would probably work, but the dilemma is that the City does not know what is
going to happen with the Developmental Park so it is hard to make firm decisions as to exactly
what should be done.
Mr. Despain suggested that the downward southerly deflection of the north boundary line of
Lot 1 be done away with and that it be run through straight east and west or parallel that,
which is one change that he would suggest to the proposed preliminary plan.
Chairman Hadfield said that at the August 2, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting the
Planning Commission reviewed the proposed plan for the Developmental Park Property as
prepared by Swaner and found out that the proposed road intersections or roundabout that was
proposed was almost on top of the playing fields because the scale was wrong . He said that he
gave Mr. Wanlass a memo stating the problem.
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Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission feels that it is necessary to have more than
one access into the park and feels that there is some value in accessing the park off of 980
North, but there are certain residents who do not want to have the traffic on their street. He
said the City has not decided on whether 980 North should go into the park.
Mr. Despain said that the proposed plan shows the northern boundary line of Lot 1 as it goes
east, deflecting to the south; which he recommends that it not be deflected.
Mr. Goodsell asked if the Planning Commission understands why Lot 1 curves.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission understands why Lot 1 curves. He said
"the point that the City is trying to make is that it is not prepared to commit to any particular
plan at this point in time until it sees all the options."
Mr. Georgeson said that he wanted to know how that northern boundary would look if the
curve were eliminated.
Mr. Larsen said they are quite concerned about straightening out the curve because they will
lose 15 to 25 feet. He said they are trying to accommodate where the fence line runs through

(Planning Conunission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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the property and they trying to get enough depth to have a building envelope that they can
build on.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Despain if he had any response to Mr. Larsen 's comment.
Mr. Despain said his client is the City and not Mr. Goodsell. He said unless the City wants
to come to closure on what is the appropriate intersection for the City 's reasons, then his
suggestion of straightening the curve on the north boundary of Lot 1 is the best compromise
that he can come up with at this point in time. He said "I do not want to be misunderstood,
but in one sense the public's need for traffic and access to the park is what I believe is the
most important issue." He said that his suggestion of straightening the curve produces a better
potential for an adequate access to the park as opposed to what is currently proposed on the
plan.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain in what sense his recommendation is better than what is
proposed. He said that he is trying to visualize having 980 North going straight into the park
when the park is north of the whole intersection. Mr. Despain said the park is north and east.
Mr. Despain said he has made his report and the recommendation is there and the Planning
Commission can do with it what it wants to.
Mr. Hansen said without some kind of visual aspect, he has a hard time seeing why 980 North
needs to be straightened out. He said that he has a visual of why 980 North should be curved,
which is because of the way the property angles off along the fence line of the ditch. He said
he is still trying to figure out why 980 North should go straight.
Mr. Denney pointed out that 980 North will either have to lose its collector class status as it
ties into 500 East or it will have to go north into the Development Park. He said the City
really has to decide if 980 North is going to be as it is shown on the Master Plan.
After much discussion about the alignment of 980 North, Mr. Despain showed maps of four
different intersection options . Mr. Despain stated that there are a number of options, but it
depends on what the City wants to do with the Developmental Park.
Mr. Nielsen said he does not think the City would want to severe the park by putting a road
down the middle of it. He asked if the traffic speed will be reduced through the park. He
asked if 980 North will still be an collector class road if it goes through the park.
Chairman Hadfield said that as one travels on 980 North and goes up to 1120 North and heads
west towards Harts in Lehi that it will be a major east-west collector.
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Mr. Nielsen said he can 't imagine 980 North being a major east west collector right through
the heart of the park.

· 1.

After much discussion of 980 North and the possible traffic patterns that people may use on
and around 980 North , Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission can speculate on a

. .J
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road through the park, but the issue is the proposed 4-lot subdivision and the alignment of the
road in front of and on the north side of Lot 1.
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Mr. Nielsen asked how the Planning Commission addresses the proposed 4-lot subdivision
until it knows where the road is going to go.
Mr. Goodsell said that he has all of his criteria in place and he knows what the best use of his
property is and that is all he knows at this point in time. He said if he was required to use
one of the four models that Mr. Despain presented, he would be sacrificing an enormous
amount of ground. He said if they have to round off the curve, they will have to eliminate one
of their lots for no purpose right now. He said "they would like to cooperate and let the traffic
flow , but how many lots are we going to sacrifice to do that. "
Mr. Nielsen asked Mr. Goodsell what his development plan is.
Mr. Goodsell said they are going to do the four lots first and then the PUD.
Mr. Nielsen suggested that he just do Lots 2 , 3 & 4 for now and come back and address Lot 1
at a later time when the City knows better what it would like to see happen with 980 North.
He told Mr. Goodsell that he could start building on the three lots and then start developing
the PUD.
Mr. Goodsell said that they picked four lots for cost projections and said that he would have to
think about just going with three lots right now.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary plat of Apple Creek Subdivision at 945
North 500 East consisting of 4 lots subject to: (1) the 14-foot riparian easement being
shown on the plat (2)the building envelopes being shown (3) the utility stub outs shown
on the east side of 500 East (4) 500 East being a 66-foot right-of-way (5) Lot #1 being
straightened to eliminate the curve and (6) the American Fork Irrigation Company
approval. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Mr. Georgeson said there may be a solution to the northerly boundary of Lot 1, but he said the
solution is not going to be accomplished tonight.
Chairman Hadfield told the petitioner that he still has some issues to resolve on Lot 1, but in
the meantime there are some issues that can be worked out. He said he knows that the City
Council will be discussing the Developmental Center Property at a future City Council
Meeting and the elected officials may have some more direction for the Planning Commission.
Mr. Nielsen pointed out that the motion stated that the north property line of Lot 1 needs to be
straightened out. He asked if the City is going to hold the applicant to the straightening of the
north property line on the final plat.

"1
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Mr. Georgeson said the applicant can always come back to the Planning Commission and
(Plamling C01mnission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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amend the preliminary plan. He said he has no problem with the plat being amended.
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Mr. Larsen said he would like to discuss the issue of straightening out the north property line .
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the Planning Commission has already spent 50 minutes
discussing the proposed project.
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Mr. Larsen said straightening out the north property line really creates some problems for the
Goodsell Property. He said from an engineering point of view it does not make any sense to
straighten out the north property line of Lot 1. He said the way the plan is currently proposed
it does not have a strong right curve. He said the curve has a radius that accommodates 35
mph speeds. He said "it just seems strange that you would back us into a corner so that we
can't develop the Goodsell Property east of 500 East and north of 980 North."
In reference to Mr. Larsen's last comment stated above, Mr. Georgeson told the applicants
that they have the option of trying to convince Mr. Despain and Mr. Denney of the problem
that straightening Lot 1 will create for them and they can try to work out something where all
parties are in agreement.
Mr. Larsen asked Mr. Georgeson to include in his motion the statement that they have the
option of convincing Mr. Despain and Mr. Denney that straightening Lot 1 is not the best
thing for their project.
Mr. Georgeson said the applicants do have the opportunity of convincing Mr. Denney and Mr.
Despain that straightening Lot 1 is not the best option and he did not feel the statement needed
to be included in the motion.
Mr. Denney said "there are things in the ordinance that allow the 15-foot jog in the center
line."
Mr. Georgeson said the issue with regards to the straightening of Lot 1 is not going to be
solved tonight.
Mr. Nielsen said the Planning Commission would like the applicants to work out a better way
and then come back.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin. Those
voting nay: Mr. Hansen and Mr. Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF QUAIL HOLLOW NORTH
SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 18 LOTS LOCATED AT 1380 NORTH 60 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Paul Watson.
(Planning Commission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Watson said Quail Hollow North is the next phase that he is working on. He said last
year phase I was approved and they are currently building houses on it. He said phase II will
be under the same scenario as the first phase as far as the lot sizes go. He stated that the sump
detail for phase II will be a little bit different than the sump detail was for phase I.
Chairman Hadfield said it is possible that part of 60 East Street is not annexed into the City
and if that is the case, then the little pie-shaped piece may need to be tweaked out of the plan
in order to make sure that all the property is within the annexed portion of the City .
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said during the construction of the first phase, the curb, gutter, and sidewalk and
the property pins on the north of Lots 15 and 16 were not completed and will need to be
completed with phase II. He said there is a proposal to put berms along the lot lines to prevent
irrigation water from coming from the fields into the north lots , but the detail shows that
stopping at the roads. Mr. Denney said he would recommend that the benning continue even
across the roads.
Mr. Denney pointed out that there are three lots without PUEs and he recommended that every
lot have PUEs. He said "I would like a rework of the PUEs."
Mr. Denney asked Mr. Watson if all the boundaries have now been cleared.
Mr. Watson said he is still working on getting all the boundaries cleared. He pointed out that
he is trying to buy the little triangular piece of land and is trying to sell Lot 61 to the adjacent
property owner. He said that when he comes in for final plat approval he will have the rest of
the boundary line agreements in place.
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Mr. Denney said normally at the preliminary plan stage a preliminary title report is required.
He said the boundaries will need to be clear on the final plat and the boundary line agreements
will need to be in place. He recommended that the wording that talks about selling Lot 61 to
the adjacent property owner be taken out because if the property does not sell, then there will
be a derelict parcel. He said the wording ought to be changed to say that the property will be
deeded or transferred to the adjacent lot owner or if that can't happen then it will be deeded to
American Fork City.
Mr. Denney said approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company is also required.
Mr. Despain said from a zoning perspective all the lots are 9000 square feet or larger. He
said he thinks the applicant understands the need to get past the derelict parcel issue.
In regards to Lot 61, Mr. Richan expressed some concern about why Mr. Denney would
recommend that the City be responsible for the property. He asked what the City would do
with the property.

(Planning Conunission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Denney said the applicant needs to get the property to the adjacent property owner, but in
the event that can't happen the City would become the mediator so that there is not a derelict
parcel . He said that the City does not want the property, but if there is a problem conveying it
to the adjacent property owner this is one option that the City has used in the past. He said if
the City ends up getting the strip of property, it will deed it to the adjacent lot owner as
quickly as it can.
There was some discussion about what if the property owner does not want the strip of
property . It was discussed that it is better for American Fork City to have the property than
some absentee landowner. Mr. Despain said in the past the City has dealt with this type of
circumstance about six times and to his knowledge all the adjacent property owners have taken
title to the strip of property.
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Mr. Richan asked if Mr. Denney was proposing that the City buy the property.

L.4

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the preliminary plat of Quail Hollow North Subdivision
consisting of 18 lots located at 1380 North 60 East subject to: (1) changing the wording on
Lot 61 as suggested (2) making sure that the boundary line agreements are in place and
corrected and (3) complete the off site improvements between Lots 15 and 16 of the prior
phase (4) berming on the north continuing across the whole length of the property
including the road (5) ringing all lots with PUEs and (6) approval from the American
Fork Irrigation Company. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Mr. Despain said no that it is not being suggested that the City buy the property.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Watson if he understands the issue on the off site improvement
as far as Lots 15 and 16 are concerned.
Mr. Watson said he understands the off site improvement in regards to Lots 15 and 16 and he
would like to take care of them.

Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen. Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Mr. Nielsen abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A PROFESSIONAL OFFICE LOCATED
AT 56 NORTH 1100 EAST
This item was withdrawn at the request of the petitioner.

,J
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED SITE PLAN FOR A CAR WASH AT HARTS
LOCATED AT 585 EAST STATE STREET
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Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Richard Daems, the
architect for the proposed car wash to be located at 585 East State Street.
Mr. Daems said they are proposing to make a facility modification and remove the BaskinRobbins Building and replace it with a car wash that will occupy approximately the same
physical boundaries. He said they are also recommending making some other minor
modifications to the site as is depicted on the proposed site plan. He said the minor
modifications would be connection of the water and sewer line out front, modification of the
fence in the rear of the building, repositioning a dumpster, and basically separating the
commercial facility, which is the C-Store and the car wash from the wholesale operation,
which is the oil facility in the back of the lot.
Mr. Daems said the eleven people who are currently officed on this site will be relocated to a
now vacant facility at 77 West Main which help reduce some of the traffic and parking that is
generated from that office.
Mr. Daems explained the operation of the car wash. He said the occupant of the car will
never leave the car. He said there will be two attendants at any given time. He pointed out
that there will be no drying or anything at the end of the line when people come out of the end
of the tunnel because the car will already be dry and ready to depart.
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Mr. Daems said they will have the existing driveway painted with a sign that says left turns
prohibited so they can discourage people from making a left turn. He pointed out that the
proposed car wash will have its own dumpster with a fence enclosure with vinyl slats. He also
pointed out that there is landscaping being maintained on the west side of the property and also
some in the back.
It was discussed that a regular car wash will wash eight to ten vehicles per hour compared to
the proposed car wash that will wash approximately 100 cars per hour. It was also pointed out
that the water used in the car wash will be recycled.

Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney asked that the landscaping that is put in between Pizza Hut and the proposed car
wash blend with the landscaping that Pizza Hut already has. He said the water meter needs to
be relocated to the planter strip. Mr. Denney also recommended that the island be shortened
so that the cars do not have the potential of cutting into the traffic.
Mr. Despain stated that he did look at the water use numbers and he came to the conclusion
that because the water would be recycled , there would not be an additional water right
required. He said he would like to look at the water use numbers one more time to be sure
that additional water rights are not required.
(Plmming Cormnission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Hansen moved to approve the revised site plan for a car wash at HARTS located at
585 East State Street subject to: (1) staff looking at the final number of water rights and
determining whether additional water rights are needed (2) correction of the placement of
the water meter so that it is in the planter strip (3) shortening of the traffic island to
make the turning radius and (4) the landscaping between Pizza Hut and the proposed car
wash matching. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen,
and Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED SITE PLAN FOR THE AMERICAN FORK
CENTRAL STAKE. 6TH & 8TH WARD PARKING EXPANSION AT 310 NORTH 100
EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Denney.
Mr. Denney said the existing irrigation ditch is essentially under where the curb and gutter is
now located. He said the irrigation ditch should be relocated in the planter strip between the
curb, gutter and sidewalk. He said he does not have the details on relocating the irrigation
ditch and he recommended that there be better details on the transition of the irrigation ditch
relocation.
Mr. Denney said he needs the sign off from the American Fork Irrigation Company making
sure that it approves the modification to the ditch . He also recommended that there be a
pedestrian walkway on the south side of the parking lot along 200 East leading to the Building.
Mr. Hansen asked if the driveway access on 300 North will be changed at all. He expressed
concern about the current access on 300 North because of the potential for accidents.
Chairman Hadfield said staff was told that the corner of the building is so close that every
week there is an accident near miss . He said their plan is to have a little eight or ten car
parking lot off of 300 North opposite the relief society room and place a planter strip between
the building and the comer and make 100 East and 200 East a main access. He said Mr.
Morrill said that they were going to close that off with some plantings and that would be just a
very small parking lot on the 300 North side. He said Mr. Morrill indicated that the majority
would access off of 100 East and 200 East to access the parking lot.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the proposed expansion to the parking lot would now be a short cut for
people to use.
(Plmming Conm1ission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Denney pointed out that people are currently using the parking lot as a shortcut.
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out that all churches have the potential to close off their entrance
ways, which helps to maintain their private property status.
Mr. Baldwin wondered if it would be good to put a speed bump in the parking lot to
discourage people from cutting through the parking lot.
Mr. Denney suggested that the Planning Commission not recommend putting a speed bump in
because the church may not want to do that . He said they can put posts up if they want to
prevent people from cutting through the parking lot.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the revised site plan for the American Fork Central Stake,
6th & 8th Ward parking expansion at 310 North 100 East subject to: (1) the detail on the
ditch transition being shown and approved by the City Engineer (2) American Fork
Irrigation Company approval (3) a walk being placed on the south of the parking lot
from 200 East to the building which would cross the proposed expansion as well as the
existing parking lot. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
Mr. Baldwin asked how much authority the Planning Commission has to require the walk.
Mr. Denney said if the church does not want the walk, it can always come back for an
amendment.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen,
and Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE B. JOE
BARNEY ANNEXATION. INCLUDING A CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
CONTAINING 15.38 ACRES AT 1125 EAST 1100 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Dave Anderson of Hubble
Engineering.
Mr. Anderson thanked Mr. Despain for providing considerable input and helping to generate
the proposed plan. He said the proposed plan provides excellent access to the park. He said
all the lots meet the requirements of the PR-15 ,000 Zone, R1-15,000 Zone, and the PR-9000
Zone.
Mr. Despain said Mr. Anderson has nade some assumptions on densities , which he has gone
through and they are accurate as far as he can tell. He said the number of units proposed does
(Planning Conu11ission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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meet the terms of the ordinance as do all the proposed sizes of the lots. He pointed out that
there are two existing homes on the parcel and they have been identified.
Mr. Despain briefly explained how the open space requirement for the park will be met. He
stated that the two lots containing 17 ,000 square feet would be conveyed to the City for the
park and that will meet the open space requirement.
Mr. Despain said all of the proposed lots on the concept plan conform with the ordinance. He
said in regards to Lots 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, there needs to be a clear understanding that Mr.
Jones is going to be a player in the project because the bulk of the cul-de-sac is on his
property .
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Barney and Mr. Carlisle are the key people involved with the
proposed project and they need to understand that the preliminary plan needs to be in
significant compliance with the annexation concept plan and if it is not, the burden will be put
on them to make sure that it is in significant compliance with the concept plan.
Mr. Baldwin asked what is existing on Lot 14.
Mr. Despain said there is a barn existing on Lot 14. Mr. Anderson pointed out that the barn
will be razed .
It was discussed that the concept plan for the Carlisle portion has changed a little bit, but it is
not significantly different from the concept plan that the Planning Commission approved
earlier. Chairman Hadfield asked if there are any changes that need to be made in the recitals
portion of the annexation agreement.

Mr. Despain stated that there are two outstanding issues with regard to the Barney Parcel. He
said the water right amount has not been set in the annexation agreement, which is an issue
that needs to be addressed. He said with regard to the Carlisle Parcel the deeding of a portion
of 1100 North was already done in terms of the Barney Parcel at the time Val Vista was
annexed and so there is a deed that will be required in order for that to be completed.
Mr. Despain said the appropriate motion would be to approve the annexation agreements
including the revised concept plan and authorize it to go onto the city council subject to filling
out the matters related to street dedications and water rights.
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Mr. Hansen moved to approve the B. Joe Barney Annexation, including a concept
development plan, containing 15.38 acres at 1125 East 1100 North and authorizing it to
go to the City Council subject to filling out the matters in the annexation agreement
related to street dedications and water rights. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
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Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr . Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen,
and Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED FENCE ORDINANCE
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
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Mr. Despain said that in the Technical Review Meeting Mr. Bennett recommended some
changes to the proposed amended fence ordinance and so he proposes that the Planning
Commission take no action tonight. He asked for some input from the Planning Commission
on the proposed fence ordinance.
Mr. Despain stated that the current Fence Ordinance states that no fence can exceed 6 feet in
height, but there are certain circumstances where a fence higher than 6 feet is needed. He said
the proposed amended Fence Ordinance provides the option of allowing a fence to be higher
than 6 feet under certain circumstances. He said the proposed ordinance states two times when
fences higher than 6 feet would be (1) required by some governmental regulation or (2) where
the additional height is determined by the Planning Commission to be reasonably necessary for
safety purposes. He stated that Mr. Bennett suggested that the second reason stated for
allowing a fence to be higher than 6 feet is too discretionary. He said that Mr. Bennett
suggested that the discretionary aspect be removed from the second reason stated in the
proposed ordinance and make it so that the ordinance clearly states that the reason for allowing
the fence to be higher is related to security reasons either by governmental regulation or
specifically identifying other instances where higher fences would be required.
Mr. Despain said Paragraph 2B is proposed primarily so that people will not be allowed to put
up an 18-foot fence around their property and call it a sport court or whatever.
In reference to Paragraph 3B, Mr. Georgeson suggested that public utility easements should be
included in that paragraph. Mr. Despain agreed that Paragraph 3B should make some mention
of PUEs.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that "sport things" be changed to "containment barrier" so that there is
a distinction between that and fencing.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Bennett said safety is a much broader issue as compared to
security.
Mr. Despain was directed to make the changes in the proposed amended ordinance as directed
by Mr. Bennett and the Planning Commission and then the proposed ordinance will be put
back on future Planning Commission Agenda for action.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A TOWNSITE OVERLAY ZONE
(Planning Conunission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Warren and others would like the City to change the density in the
SP-1 Zone from 0.2 to 2.0. He said the notion in the SP-1 Zone has not been to encourage
development. Mr. Despain said that he thinks Mr. Georgeson made the comment in one of the
previous Planning Commission Meetings that some density credit should be given, but that he
was not prepared to go with the PR-2 Zone, but suggested that 0.2 could be used because the
County allows 1 unit per 5 acres, which is more consistent with the Shoreline Protection Zone.
It was discussed that the proposed Townsite Overlay Zone assumes that the issue of ownership

will be resolved. Mr. Richan pointed out that the issue of ownership has not been resolved in
100 years with reference to the compromise line.
Chairman Hadfield stated the Mr. Warren and others are asking that density be based off of
water and he struggles with that idea. He said if the area near Utah Lake is really going to be
a genuine resort then maybe the Planning Commission needs to look at creating some type of
resort zone.
There was some discussion about the proposed commercial zones for the area south of 1-15 .
Mr. Despain said that commercial areas in a Townsite Zone do not need to be more than three
percent. He said that if more than three percent of commercial areas are needed to support the
resort facilities that are being proposed around Utah Lake, then maybe the commercial should
not be piggy backed on the Townsite Zone. He said the commercial areas may need to be
dealt with head on. Mr. Despain suggested that the Planning Commission may need to revisit
the entire General Plan relative to commercial areas and determine the right places for
commercial zones.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Washburn suggested that SIC Codes (Standard Industrial
Classification Codes) be used in the proposed Townsite Overlay Zone.
Mr. Georgeson said at his place of work they are struggling with SIC Codes and he suggested
that SIC Codes not be used in the Townsite Overlay Zone.
Mr. Baldwin said he has heard that the SP Zone is not suitable for occupancy and so he would
be very reluctant to increase the density in a transfer because the surrounding area also has
problems and he said it depends on how they take into account the natural features and how
they are protected . He said he is not anxious to do that because the City still absorbs a liability
for services to the people in that area.
Mr. Despain said the SP Zone does not permit development.
Mr. Baldwin said he understands that the SP Zone does not permit development, but he just
wanted to express his feelings.

Mr. Baldwin moved to approve the ordinance for the Townsite Overlay Zone. Mr.
Hansen seconded the motion.

,.)
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
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Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen,
and Councilman Hunter. The motion carried.

Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE GENERAL PLAN
It was discussed that the Planning Commission needs to look at the commercial areas on the
General Plan as a whole before if moves the General Plan forward to the City Council.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Denney had nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Apple Creek Subdivision- 500 East and 980 North Intersection
Mr. Despain discussed the intersection at 500 East and 980 North. He explained his reason
for suggesting that the curve on the north property line of Lot 1 be straightened. He said the
City has not come to closure on the intersection at 500 East and 980 North and he is trying to
maintain a negotiation position for the City so that the City has the ability to get the kind of
intersection and access from the west that it needs. He said it is clear that Mr. Goodsell has a
design that does not anticipate anything other than his design.
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Chairman Hadfield said the issue of 980 North is a delicate issue because at some of the City
Council Meetings it has been discussed to eliminate the major east-west collector class road
through the park. He said the Planning Commission has asked that the City Council not
eliminate the east-west collector class road from the General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield raised the issue of whether the Planning Commission should be concerned
about one lot or whether it should be concerned about the best interest of the traveling public
who are going to access the park. He said the Planning Commission should be concerned
about the best interest of the traveling public.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that he faxed Mr. Larsen a list of the concerns for the proposed
project and he chose to "play them down."
Mr. Nielsen said he can't see 980 North being a collector road , which he stated several times
earlier in the meeting when Apple Creek Subdivision was discussed. He said 980 North
should not severe the park.
(Planning Conunission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Mr. Despain said he does not want to eliminate the opportunity of doing a traffic circle that
will be a way to access the park and ultimately go around the park.
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Mr. Georgeson pointed out that he stated earlier in the meeting that there is more detail work
that needs to be done on the proposed Apple Creek Subdivision relative to the intersection at
980 North 500 East.
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There was discussion about 500 East. It was discussed that at some point the two planter strips
on 500 East could be removed and 500 East could be widened, if that becomes necessary.
Accessory Buildings
Mr. Despain said accessory buildings are buildings that are separated from the main building
on a lot, i.e. detached garages or shops. He said the ordinance dealing with accessory
buildings says that accessory building can't be any larger than 25% of the required rear yard
area of the lot. He said a rear yard area is typically 30 feet and so if one has a 100-foot wide
lot, there would be 3000 square feet and 25% of that is about 750 square feet for an accessory
building, which is good sized accessory building. He said the question has been raised that if
someone has a larger lot should they be required to stick with only the 30-foot rear yard area
directly behind the home. He asked if the Planning Commission feels there should be
provisions in the ordinance for extra ordinary large lots that would allow people with larger
lots to have larger accessory buildings than the current ordinance allows.
Mr. Baldwin asked if there is a provision for someone who wants to put a welding shop or
another facility on their lot and not call it an accessory building.
In reference to Mr. Baldwin's above statement, Mr. Despain said no.
Mr. Despain pointed out that private shops have the tendency to take on a commercial
character over time.
It was discussed that what prompted the discussion tonight regarding whether there should be
some provision for extra ordinary large lots to have larger accessory buildings than the current
ordinance allows was an individual who wants to put a 7, 000 square foot accessory building on
his lot.

There was concern by some of the Planning Commission Members about accessory buildings
like shops becoming commercial in nature and they did not want to see that happen. Mr.
Georgeson said 7,000 square feet for an accessory building is excessive. He said there should
be some limitation on the size that accessory buildings can be.
Mr. Despain said it is a matter of scale. He suggested that for larger lots maybe there should
not be an absolute threshold.

t
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Mr. Baldwin said there are two separate questions. He said an auxiliary building ought to
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remain in concept an auxiliary building and if one is looking at a second building with more
purposes than an auxiliary building that ought to be treated separately and have a separate
designation.
Chairman Hadfield said that Mr. Baldwin's above comment is a good point and he suggested
that Mr. Despain do some research on accessory buildings and come back with some ideas for
the Planning Commission to review.
Mr. Nielsen and Mr. Georgeson expressed their appreciation to Chairman Hadfield for the
wonderful Planning Commission Party at his summer home.
Councilman Hunter asked the City to look into whether curbing was going to be required to be
put in around the recently finished parking lot at Alpine Square. He said if the curbing is not
put in soon the parking lot is going to be a "huge drive thru" for people to cut through.
Chairman Hadfield directed staff to look into the issue of whether the curbing is required to be
put in around the recently completed parking lot. He pointed out that the City is still holding
Alpine Square' s bond.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 2. 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING
Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the August 2, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 10 "Steve Nielsen" should be changed to "James Hansen. " On Page 2,
Line 52 "was predicated that 980 North" should be changed to "was that 980 North. " On
Page 4, Line 27 "not very" should be changed to "not in very." On Page 4, Line 33
"south" should be changed to "north." On Page 6, Line 51 "it" should be changed to "the
cell tower. " On Page 8, Line 16 after four tenths the following should be added: "percent
and then flows rapidly." On Page 8, Line 27 "curve on 130 East Street did not be
standard" should be changed to "curves on 130 East Street do not meet the standard."
On Page 8, Line 51 "access as" should be changed to "access road as." On Page 8, Line
52 "they a landscape." should be changed to "they had a landscape." On Page 9, Line 6
"down" should be "done." On Page 10, Line 10 "Dwelling Mis" should be changed to
"dwelling mix .. " On Page 10, Line 23 "other" should be changed to "others." On Page 10,
Line 40 "a good balance was what was needed" should be changed to "a good balance in
housing types was what was needed." On Page 12, Line 28 "there was more and more all
the time coming" should be changed to "there were more and more people all the time
coming." On Page 13, Line 23 "Little Things Mean Alot" should be changed to "Little
Things Mean
Alot."
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.

(Plarming Conunission Minutes - August 16, 2000)
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Those voting aye: Councilman Hunter, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, and Mr.
Georgeson. Mr. Baldwin abstained from the vote because he was not present at the
August 2, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.
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ADJOURNMENT
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Councilman Hunter moved to adjourn. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion. All voted in
favor.
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The meeting adjourned at 9:45p.m.
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Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 6, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on September 6, 2000 , in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M . - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.

Rev iew and action on the site plan for Sprint PCS to colocate on an existing cell tower at 816 East 1300 South .
Revi ew and action on a preliminary and final plat of the Mt.
Timpanogos Temple Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at 742
North 900 East.
Review and action on amendments to the fence Ordinance.
Discussion of auxiliary buildings in residential zones
effecting the rear yard set bac k areas .
Review and discussion on agreements for 3 annexations as
di rected by the City Council.
a.
Review and discussion on the annexation agreement for
the Cooper & Hansen Annexation consisting of 9.71 acres
at 410 North 1100 East .
Review and discussion on the annexation agreement for
b.
the Wosnjuk Annexation consisting of 2.73 acres at 1090
East 600 North.
c.
Review and discussion on the annexation agreement for
the Lamoreaux # 2 Annexation consisting of 6.75 acres at
1750 North 900 East.
Review and action on the final plat of the Harbor Vil l age
Plat A at 180 West 660 South.
Continued discussion on elements of the general plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Rev iew and action on the minutes of the August 16, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 28 day of August, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORI< CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
SEPTEMBER 6, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on September 6, 2000, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Steve
Nielsen, Ken Baldwin, James Hansen, and Keith Richan. Others present included Rod Despain,
Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Mark Greenwood, Mark Bartholomew, Doug Warren, Steve
Sowby, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield excused Mr. Georgeson and Councilman Hunter.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR SPRINT PCS TO CO-LOCATE ON AN
EXISTING CELL TOWER AT 816 EAST 1300 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission was visited by Sprint PCS earlier this year
regarding co-location on an existing tower, but the ordinance relative to cell towers did not allow
co-location on an existing cell tower and so the Planning Commission spent several months
working on changing the ordinance. He pointed out that the American Fork City Cell Tower
Ordinance has now been amended and Sprint's request is now allowed.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Denney if he had any concerns.
Mr. Denney said the request is "pretty well in compliance" with the new American Fork City Cell
Tower Ordinance. He recommended approval of the proposal.
Chairman Hadfield said on Page A-3 ofthe proposal it makes reference to a 100-foot antenna, but
the proposed antenna is shown at 77 feet 6 inches at center line.
Mr. Denney said he would recommend approving the proposal subject to the top of the antenna
not exceeding 80 feet in height.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the site plan for Sprint PCS to co-locate on an existing cell
tower at 816 East 1300 South subject to the correction on Page A-3 as noted by Chairman
Hadfield, which is that the top of the antenna can't exceed 80 feet in height. Mr. Richan
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and Mr. Baldwin. Voting was
1

unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLAT OF THE MT.
TIMPANOGOS TEMPLE SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 3 LOTS AT 742 NORTH 900
EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mark Greenwood, who is the
architect for the proposed project.
Mr. Greenwood said the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has done some analysis on
use and liability for different facilities around the world and has decided to create a new
corporation that maintains and controls the ownership of all the temple sites in the world, which is
called the Temple Corporation. He said in creating the Temple Corporation the LDS Church is
trying to separate any regular meeting house churches and any other facilities that are really not
necessarily connected with the Temple Corporation to help release some liability. He said the
Temple Corporation will contain temples and some auxiliary buildings in some cases, which will
be the case with the proposed plat. He said the LDS Church is proposing to separate the one
parcel into three parcels, which is shown on the proposed plat.

Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney did not have any concerns. He recommended approval of the proposal.

Chairman Hadfield congratulated Mr. Greenwood on having no closure errors on the proposed
plat.
Mr. Hansen asked if the City needs to worry about easements for the parking lot.
Mr. Greenwood said that is a good point. He said the attorneys are drafting the documents
relative to the cross easements for parking and utilities and are forthcoming to the City.
Chairman Hadfield said he would be concerned about the easements if the property were under
two different owners, but the property is all under the ownership of the LDS Church. He said
"in fact, the Temple Organization does the landscape contract for the LDS Stake Center as well as
the LDS Church Meeting house that is across the street from the temple. He said because the
property is going to be subdivided it will have the ability of standing on its own.
There was some discussion about whether 900 East had been dedicated to the City and it was
discussed that it has been dedicated to the City.
There was some discussion about Lot 3 being labeled as a non-buildable lot and it was discussed
that the LDS Church no longer wants to keep Lot 3.

Mr. Richan moved approval of the preliminary and final plat of the Mt. Timpanogos
Temple Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at 742 North 900 East. Mr. Baldwin seconded the
motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, and Chairman Hadfield. Mr.
Nielsen abstained from the vote because Mr. Greenwood is his landlord. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE FENCE ORDINANCE
Chairman Hadfield said on Page 1, Section 1, Paragraph 2 B-3 ofthe proposed ordinance, where
it states (mini-warehouses) materials and equipment an material storage compounds" should be
changed to (mini warehouses, materials and equipment storage compounds."
Chairman Hadfield said on Page 2, Paragraph C-5 the word " opacity" is used and he pointed out
that he looked up that word in the dictionary and said it is a good use of the word.
Mr. Despain explained that the current American Fork City Fence Ordinance states that a fence
can't be higher than six feet. He pointed out that on occasion there are people who come to the
City requesting that they be allowed to have a fence higher than six feet.
Mr. Richan asked about the term governmental regulation, which is used on Page 1 of the
proposed ordinance.
Mr. Despain said the term governmental regulation could cover the Public Service Commission,
OSHA, etc.
Mr. Ric han asked if the term governmental regulation is "just a catch all."

Mr. Despain said the term governmental regulation is "just a catch all. " He stated that "certain
uses have to secure their materials if they are hazardous."
Mr. Despain stated that swimming pools are probably the primary activity that requires some
security. He said it is the desire of most people who have swimming pools to have the fence
around the property be higher than six feet.
Mr. Despain discussed Paragraph C on Page 2, which is in regards to containment barriers. He
stated that the intent of the proposed ordinance is that a "containment barrier does not constitute
a part of a fence enclosing a property." He said containment barriers are not intended to be a
substitute for a fence. He stated that containment barriers need to be located within the rear yard
area of the lot. He discussed that the City is increasingly seeing more private tennis courts and
batting cages and pointed out that this is a case where containment barriers could be used.
Mr. Despain said "the containment barrier shall be set back from the property line ofthe lot to
which is appurtenant for a distance of not less than 10 feet and will not occupy any portion of a
public utility easement."
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In reference to Mr. Despain's above comment, Mr. Richan asked what the purpose ofthe 10-foot
setback is. He said the 10-foot setback just creates a "no mans land ."

Mr. Despain said if it was just the 10-foot setback perhaps it would create a no mans land. He
said if there is no 10-foot setback requirement, then there back to the issue of calling it a fence.
Mr. Richan asked what does one do with the 10 feet.
Mr. Despain said the 10 feet could be landscaped.
In reference to Mr. Despain's comment about landscaping the area that is the 10-foot setback,
Mr. Richan said the property is at the end the lot and it will become a weed patch. Mr. Richan
again questioned the purpose of the 10-foot setback.
Chairman Hadfield said the purpose ofthe 10-foot setback is so that someone can't put an 18foot high fence on the zero lot line and call it a fence.

Mr. Richan asked what is wrong with putting a fence higher than six feet on the zero lot line.
Chairman Hadfield said if someone is allowed to put a fence higher than six feet on the zero lot
line, it could make it difficult for the neighbors to " enjoy the vista of the mountains or affect their
quality of life."

Mr. Richan did not feel a 10-foot setback would make that much difference in helping to improve
the neighbors ability to see the vista of the mountains or whatever else.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the 10-foot setback will help the City control how it enforces whether
something is a fence or a containment barrier. He said he likes the 10-foot setback for
containment barriers because it avoids the idea of the containment barrier being placed right on
the property line. He said the 10-foot setback creates a buffer zone. He said ifthe 10-foot
setback is not in the ordinance it will make it difficult to enforce the difference between a fence
and a containment barrier.
Mr. Richan stated that he does not like the 10-foot setback.
Mr. Baldwin said he feels the 10-foot setback is reasonable.
It was discussed that engineering drawings will not be required when someone wants to put up a
containment barrier, but that only a site plan will be required.

Mr. Despain discussed the section in the proposed ordinance that discusses double frontage lots.
He explained that the American Fork Building Inspection Office basically tells people that if they
have a rear lot that also fronts on a street it has to be set back 30 feet just like it would if it were a
front yard. He pointed out that Little Things Mean A lot has frontage on Main Street and Elm
Street and wants to put up a fence on Elm Street so its rear lot can be secured.
Mr. Hansen asked about the lots in the Jockey Hollow Subdivision "where the street does not go
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anywhere" and asked if those lots are considered to be double frontage lots.
In reference to Mr. Hansen's above question, he said they are not double frontage lots. He said
the lots that Mr. Hansen is referring to are owned by the same person and that from an ownership
standpoint they are double frontage lots, but from a subdivision standpoint they are not.
Mr. Despain explained that the provision in the proposed ordinance is to give more flexibility in
regards to the fencing of double frontage lots.
Mr. Hansen stated that the proposed provisions relative to fencing double frontage lots will help
with fencing some of the lots in the Valley View Subdivision.
Mr. Baldwin expressed some concern about containment barriers being limited to 18 feet in
height. He said that he has seen golf driving ranges where there are containment barriers that go
as high as 30 feet. He said the limitation of 18 feet is fine for everything, but a golf course
driving range.
Mr. Despain stated that he does not think someone will have a golf driving range in their rear
yard. He said he assumes that most of the golf driving ranges will be in the commercial zone and
there is the "site plan review function" to address that. He said that if someone needs to have a
containment barrier higher than 18 feet that issue will have to be raised as a site plan approval.

Mr. Hansen moved to recommend approval of the amendments to the fence ordinance with
the corrections that have been discussed tonight. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr·. Nielsen. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION OF AUXILIARY BUILDINGS IN RESIDENTIAL ZONES EFFECTING THE
REAR YARD SET BACK AREAS
Mr. Despain referred the Planning Commission to the memo that was included in the Planning
Commission Packet relative to auxiliary buildings in residential zones, which is attached to the
minutes as ATTACHMENT #1.
Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission wanted to change the ordinance relating to
accessory buildings so that the size of accessory buildings could be calculated based on total rear
yard area rather than required rear yard area. He said that the reason for discussing changing the
ordinance relative to auxiliary buildings in residential zones is because there are some people who
have large lots and desire to have an accessory building larger than 750 square feet.
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Mr. Despain explained that the simplest way to allow people with larger lots to have larger
accessory buildings is to delete the term "required" from Section 2-5 .5 of the current ordinance.

Chairman Hadfield said "I think scale is important here, but I also have a little concern because a
person with a large backyard could build a 6500 square foot or 7000 square foot accessory
building and it might take on a commercial nature." He pointed out that he has a neighbor that
has a welding shop in his backyard and it has affected the quality of life in his neighborhood
because occasionally there will be a power bump that affects the television or when one is outside
they can hear the grinders going. He expressed a great deal of concern about accessory
buildings possibly " inviting commercial activity."
Mr. Hansen suggested putting a maximum size limit on accessory building in residential zones.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not sure if putting a maximum size limit is the answer or if the
answer is that they need to put some teeth into the enforcement of the ordinance.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that the ordinance relating to accessory buildings in residential zones
does not address the issue of commercial use in residential zones.

Mr. Despain stated that ordinance regarding accessory building is just a matter of determing
appropriate size.
Mr. Baldwin said "iflarger buildings are going to be allowed, the commercial element is being
invited and that needs to be addressed as a separate issue."

Mr. Richan pointed out that accessory building will be higher than the normal residential
buildings.
Mr. Despain said "the real question is do we (the City) care if(the accessory buildings) are
larger."

Chairman Hadfield said if the accessory buildings in residential zones are used for private uses that
is fine, but as soon as they are used for commercial uses then there is a problem.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that there be something put in the ordinance that enforces that large
accessory buildings can't be converted to commercial uses.
Mr. Nielsen said the zoning ordinance already states that the accessory buildings can't be used for
commercial uses.
Mr. Despain said the problem is that large buildings invite an array ofuses.
Mr. Nielsen suggested that large accessory buildings could be allowed, but that they would have
to be looked at under a conditional use and the applicant would have to apply for a conditional
use permit.
Mr. Hansen said that he would not want to see every 750 square foot accessory building. He
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suggested that the ordinance could state that accessory buildings over a certain size would have to
be reviewed by the Planning Commission.
Mr. Nielsen suggested that there be a paragraph placed in the ordinance relating to accessory
buildings in residential zones that says buildings that are 750 square feet are a conditional use and
will have to be reviewed by the Planning Commission.
Mr. Denney pointed out that under the current ordinance, a 750 square foot accessory building is
allowed. He suggested that only accessory buildings that are 1000 square feet or over be
considered as a conditional use that has to be reviewed by the Planning Commission.
Mr. Despain explained that the theory behind the 25% requirement is to try to let some portion of
the rear yard on a typical residential lot be occupied by an accessory building, but to not have a
building consume the whole rear yard area. He said the purpose of the 25% requirement is to
preserve the openness of the rear yard. He said the "25% number is a fairly standard number in
communities."
Mr. Baldwin said he feels comfortable setting the limit for requiring accessory buildings to be
reviewed by the Planning Commission at 750 square feet or over because that is "the natural
dividing line on what exists now."
Mr. Despain said if the Planning Commission wants to make changes to the ordinance regarding
accessory buildings in residential zones, it could piggyback the proposed amendment onto the
fence ordinance that is going onto the City Council.

There was some discussion about whether the threshold for review of accessory buildings should
be set at 750 square feet and over or at 1000 square feet and over. Mr. Nielsen said the threshold
requirement should be set at 750 square feet because most of the homes in American Fork will fit
under that.

Mr. Baldwin moved that the Planning Commission forward the proposed amendment to
the City Council for action, which is that the word "required" in Section 2-5-5 be
eliminated and that the provision of anything over 750 square feet be brought to the
Planning Commission for review be added to the ordinance.
Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, and Mr. Baldwin. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ON AGREEMENTS FOR 3 ANNEXATIONS AS DIRECTED
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BY THE CITY COUNCIL
Mr. Despain pointed out that all three ofthe proposed annexations (Cooper & Hansen
Annexation, Wosnjuk Annexation, and Lamoreaux #2 Annexation) front on Mount Timpanogos
Boulevard, which raises the question of how wide is Mount Timpanogos Boulevard or 1100 East.
He also pointed out that all three of the proposed annexations are in the Highway Frontage
Overlay Zone. He also noted that there are three possible cross sections. He stated that the
right-of-way width can go as low as 96 feet. Mr. Despain said the question that has to be
addressed with each of the three proposed annexations is what is the width of the road going to
be at the point where each particular annexation is.
It was discussed that there are three possible cross section options, but said there will probably be
a 96-foot frontage. Chairman Hadfield pointed out that as one gets down by the American Fork
Hospital and Dan Peterson School on 1100 East the width of the road is 110 feet, but as the road
goes north it has a much narrower cross section, which is at 68 or 70 feet.

a.

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR
THE COOPER & HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 9.71 ACRES
AT 410 NORTH 1100 EAST
Mr. Despain pointed out that the Cooper & Hansen Annexation is not very
far south of the Wosnjuk Annexation and Gary Miller Annexation.

Commissioner James Hansen said that he is not related to any of the Hansens that
are involved with the proposed annexation.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bartholomew is present tonight and stated that he
is the owner of the piece of property that fronts on 300 North. He said staff
has been told that the LDS Church is planning to build an LDS Church on some
of the property that is involved with the proposed annexation and that there will
also be some homes on the property.
Mr. Despain stated that the applicant has provided an alternate concept plan
to him based on some of the suggestions that staff made. He stated that the
proposed plan provides some access to the properties to the south of the
proposed annexation.

Chairman Hadfield stated that "Pleasant Grove cast the die when it put in
the subdivision that is close to American Fork's boundary because it did not
put any connectors going to the west. I guess it is ok to put something in
without connectors going to the east." He said traffic goes two ways on a
street. He said if they do not require a road to be put in, then how can the
Planning Commission say that it is looking out for future development. "
Mr. Despain said the future of a road along the south side of the proposed
annexation is an appropriate plan. He pointed out that the revised plan
that the applicant provided includes access to the adjacent property.
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Mr. Nielsen asked if a cul-de-sac would be needed where the north road goes
into the east side of the church parking lot.

Chairman Hadfield said he does not know why a cul-de-sac would be needed
where the north road goes into the east side of the church parking lot. He stated
that there are several places in town where one pulls into a church parking lot, i.e.
the American Fork East Stake Center.
Mr. Despain said the applicant has said that cui-de-sacs do not efficiently
utilize the land.

Mr. Nielsen asked about running a road north and south next to the church.
Mr. Despain said the original plan showed a road running north and south next
to the church. He said that he does not know what the benefit of having a road
on the east side of the church would be because it is not needed for circulation
and access.
Mr. Despain said the General Plan "calls for an Rl-9000 Zone" for the property
that is proposed for annexation.
Mr. Despain stated the following issues associated with the proposed annexation
that need to be addressed:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Zone Classification
Need for additional ROW along 1100 East
Adequacy ofthe annexation concept plan, with particular emphasis on the
access from the west, and the need for continuation of the road system to
the adjacent property on the East, which they have made that change. He
said he would like to continue to look at this issue to see how it works.
Need for access to properties along the southern boundary.
Water rights.

Chairman Hadfield again discussed that there are several places in the City where
a road goes into a church parking lot, i.e. the East Stake Center Parking Lot and
on Nobhill Drive there are two lots on the north and three lots on the south and the
road goes into the parking lot on the south side of the North Stake Center. He
also pointed out that the Planning Commission recently recommended approval of
the American Heritage School whereby there were three lots on the north and the
street goes into private property. He said he does not see the need for a cul-desac where the north road goes into the east side of the church parking lot. He said
cui-de-sacs mean one way in and one way out.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission's concern should be whether
a logical road plan can be developed for the other properties to the north and east
of the proposed annexation. He said he would like to see the church accessed off
of the road to the south . He also stated that he does not want to see the parking
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lot empty onto 1100 East. He said he would like to see the parking lot empty to
the road on the south or to the road to the east. Chairman Hadfield said he
believes the proposed concept plan is a good first step.
Mr. Despain said the question is whether the parking lot begins to function as
a street or a pedestrian access. He said if the parking lot begins to be limited to
a pedestrian access, then the cul-de-sac would be needed.
Mr. Richan said that he has a hard time agreeing with Chairman Hadfield about
the road plan.
Mr. Despain said it looks like the Planning Commission may be looking at some
alternate concept plans before the annexation is approved. He said the second
proposed concept plan that the applicant submitted is closer to what staff had
anticipated.

Mr. Hansen said he does not have a problem with the road as long as it does not
just become a pedestrian access and it does not end up with a basketball standard
at the end of the street.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed LDS Church will not have a ball complex.
He said typical LDS Churches run between 6 and 8 acre feet of water. He said
if an LDS Church has a ball complex it usually runs between 12 and 15 acre feet
of water a year. He stated that the housing units will require one acre foot for
each dwelling.

Chairman Hadfield asked if the water shares are required at the time of
annexation. Mr. Despain said the water requirements can be set at the time
of annexation and can be taken at the time of development. He said that he
hopes the City will know how many homes will be in the proposed development
so the correct water rights requirement can be stated in the annexation agreement.
There was some discussion about whether the church facility will be a regular
LDS Church or an LDS Stake Center. Mr. Greenwood stated that the head
church officials have indicated that part of the property proposed for annexation
will be used to build a regular LDS Church.
Mr. Despain told Mr. Bartholomew that the proposed concept plan will leave

him a lot of flexibility for development. He said the proposed plan provides
for the road to go north, but they do not know how far east and west the
alignment will go.

Mr. Despain was instructed to move ahead with preparing the annexation
agreement and also instructed to work with the parties involved and affected
by the proposed annexation. Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission
will look at the annexation agreement for the proposed annexation at a future
meeting.
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b.

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR
WOSNJUK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.73 ACRES AT 1090 EAST
600NORTH
Mr. Despain said the proposal is to annex what was the Lewis Home.
He explained that the proposal is to divide the existing lot into two residential lots
with the intent to develop a second one-family dwelling on the new south parcel.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the only possible access for the new lot that is
intended is on 11 00 East. He said access from the north is not a
possibility.
Mr. Despain stated that the following three items need to be addressed:

1.
2.
3.

Zoning Classification
Need for additional road ROW along 1100 East, if any.
Water rights.

Mr. Despain pointed out that most of the territory that is near the proposed
annexation is in the R1-9000 Zone. He said he does not believe that more than
two lots can be built on the property involved with the Wosnjuk Annexation.
He recommended that the property be placed in the R1-9000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said a proportionate share of the right of way for both lots would
need to be taken as a condition of annexation in order for the City to get the
96-foot right ofway that is needed . Mr. Denney stated that the half street width
that the City needs to require with the proposed annexation is 48 feet.

Mr. Hansen pointed out that the Highway Overlay Zone requires a 40-foot setback
so that the front access into the driveway can be covered. Chairman Hadfield
pointed out that the lot is deep enough to cover the 40-foot setback requirement.
He said the lot is 160 feet deep .
Mr. Despain stated that there will be no water requirement for the existing home.
He said the proposed home will have a water requirement that will be required as
part of the subdivision requirements.
The Planning Commission feels that a 96-foot of right-of-way is necessary.
Mr. Despain was directed to prepare the necessary annexation agreement for the
proposed annexation and it will be put on a future Planning Commission Agenda
for action.
c.

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR
THE LAMOREAUX #2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.73 ACRES
Mr. Despain said 9900 N011h Street (American Fork's 2000 North) is
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in the name ofthe Town of Cedar Hills. He pointed out that there is currently a
boundary line agreement between American Fork City and the Town of Cedar
Hills. He said the reason the proposed annexation is coming to American Fork is
because Mayor Green negotiated that the territory adjacent to Mount Timpanogos
Boulevard would be a part of American Fork as opposed to Cedar Hills.
Mr. Despain said the proposal is to divide the property in half He said the
proposal for the annexation is proposing that the portion fronting on 900 East
will be in some form of a commercial zone for the purposes of constructing
a mortuary and that the area to the rear would be housing.
Mr. Despain said the real question with regard to the annexation concept plan
has to do with the additional width needed on 900 East. He stated that the
zone classification for the property proposed for annexation is going to take
some discussion. He said the agreements with Cedar Hills require that the Town
of Cedar Hills should have some input into the character of the commercial
development that will go in. Mr. Despain said that he has discussed with the
Cedar Hills City Council the housing that will possibly go in.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission felt the 96-foot road width
was needed . It was discussed that the 96-foot road width is needed.
Mr. Despain stated that if some of the property in the proposed annexation is put
in the R1-9000 Zone, the application will not be able to get as many lots as he
would like. It was discussed that the lots adjacent to the proposed property are
probably about 7500 to 8500 square feet. Mr. Despain stated that the General
Plan shows the property proposed for annexation in the "9000 category or at 3
units per acre. He said the applicant's proposal for the R 1-7 500 Zone would be
a departure from the General Plan.
Mr. Despain stated that he prefers having only one north-south fronting road .
Chairman Hadfield said he has some concern about having random, indiscriminate
accesses to 900 East with the Highway Frontage Overlay Zone. He said the
funeral home should access to 20th North and 20th North then should access to
900 East because of the potential volume of traffic on that particular street.
Mr. Despain stated that if the property is zoned R1-9000, "it hurts the number
of units" that would be allowed.
Chairman Hadfield asked what is the potential for expansion to the south.
Mr. Despain said there is some possibility for expansion to the south in the
long term future . He said it would be a good idea to look at a road system
going north and south around 4600 West.
Chairman Hadfield asked at what point in time Highland Farms will annex
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into American Fork City.
Mr. Despain said he does not know when Highland Farms will annex into
American Fork City. He said about two years ago Highland Farms approached
the City about annexing, but when the City told them that they would have to
dedicate about 12-feet for an adequate road, they were not prepared to do that
at that point in time.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Highland Farms is actually on American Fork water,
but because of changes that went through on the water system, they are served by
Cedar Hills.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that there is still undeveloped property to the
north of the proposed annexation and it will be annexed into American Fork in
the future.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the agreement American Fork has with Cedar Hills
states that American Fork and Cedar Hills will work together on what the
commercial uses will be.
Mr. Hansen asked how the commercial uses will be restricted once the property
is zoned commercial.
Mr. Despain said the question may be asked as to what commercial will be placed
in the area proposed for annexation. He said he has not talked to Cedar Hills
about the commercial uses in the area proposed for annexation. He said that
American Fork will not allow development to occur in such a way that it creates
strip commercial or something that is not aesthetically pleasing.
Mr. Hansen said if the property is zoned commercial for the proposed mortuary to
be constructed on the property, what happens if the mortuary decides not to go in.
He asked what will stop an Albertson's from going on the property ifthe property
is zoned commercial.

In reference to Mr. Hansen's above comment, Mr. Despain said the issue of
what happens if the mortuary does not get developed on the property after it
is zoned commercial is something that still needs to be discussed. He said
there has been some discussions about zoning the property under the PO-l Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked if a funeral home could be accommodated under the
PO- l Zone.

Mr. Despain said the issue ofwhether a funeral home could be accommodated
under the PO-l Zone is something that still needs to be discussed.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Sowby what will happen if the City asks that part
of the property proposed for annexation be zoned Rl-9000.
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Mr. Sowby said ifthe property is zoned R1-9000 it limits the number oflots that
they will be able to develop . He said under the R1-9000 Zone they will only be
able to get 10 lots instead of 12 lots, which is a 20% difference. He said that he
and the applicant have had some discussions with Rod and Howard and were
given some encouragement on their proposed plan with the 12 lots.
Mr. Sowby stated that Mr. Lamoreaux will be happy to put in the annexation
agreement that the property that is zoned commercial will be for the
purpose of constructing a funeral home.

Chairman Hadfield asked what would happen if the property were put in the
SC-1 Zone, which is a designer zone.
Mr. Despain said potentially the property could be put in the SC-1 Zone. He said
the GC-2 Zone is also a design zone. He stated that they have known what the'
use was going to be more than the zone classification and so the discussions
relative to the zone classification have not been had yet.
Mr. Hansen said he would like to see the proposed plan comply with the intent
of the General Plan, which means the property would be zoned R1-9000 .
Mr. Baldwin asked if American Fork City is obligated to have an agreement on
the zoning.
Mr. Despain said American Fork City is not obligated to have an agreement on
the zoning, but it is obligated to consult with Cedar Hills on the zoning and to
take their concerns into account.
Mr. Richan asked if the proposal has been shown to Cedar Hills.
Mr. Despain said that the proposal has not been shown to Cedar Hills.
Mr. Sowby said if the desire is to stay with the 3 units per acre even if the
property were to be placed in the R1-7500 Zone, Mr. Lamoreaux would
agree to the three units per acre and limit the number of lots that they can
have under the R1-7500 Zone. He said ifthe property were zoned R1-7500
it would give the developer a little more flexibility and he would not have a
20% loss, which is quite a financial concern.
Mr. Despain pointed out that he has tried some different layouts on the
property and it is a real struggle to get 10 lots on the property under the
R1-9000 Zone.
Mr. Nielsen stated that he is not opposed to the 8,000 lot size. Chairman
Hadfield pointed out that American Fork City does not have a zone to allow
8,000 square foot lots.
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Mr. Baldwin expressed some concern that Cedar Hills has not been talked to
about the proposed plan.
Mr. Despain said he can talk to Cedar Hills about the proposed annexation
and said he can explore some different options with regards to the layout.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Despain to talk to Cedar Hills about the proposed
annexation and asked him to look at some different layout options.
There was more discussion about the zone classification and most of the Planning
Commission Members felt like the Rl-9000 Zone was the appropriate zone
classification unless some justification could be provided to show why a
different zone classification would be more appropriate.
Mr. Sowby asked if the Planning Commission wanted to discuss the two-foot
nuisance strip.

Mr. Despain said he chose not to bring up the issue of the nuisance strip tonight.
He explained that on the road that belongs to Cedar Hills there is a two-foot
nuisance strip.
Mr. Sowby said the reason the road is 62 feet is because of the two-foot
nuisance strip. He said it is going to take some "positive overtures by
American Fork City to help overcome that (the problem with the two-foot
nuisance strip."
Mr. Despain said the 20th North belongs to Cedar Hills, but is included in the
proposed annexation.
Chairman Hadfield said that if Cedar Hills owns 60 feet of the road and if
American Fork owns 2 feet of the road he does not see that as a problem.
He said the problem is that Mr. Lamoreaux can't come off of20'11 North and
access his property because someone owns two feet of property in between.

Mr. Despain said he does not know what the resolution of the nuisance strip
is going to be.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Sowby that he does not know what is expected of the
City when he says that some positive involvement with American Fork is needed.

Mr. Sowby said that when he said some positive involvement by American Fork
City is needed he means that American Fork will have a little more influence than
the developer.
Chairman Hadfield said he does not think that the property proposed for
annexation can be utilized unless the protection strip is breeched.
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Mr. Despain said the two-foot strip is an issue that still needs to be resolved .

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF THE HARBOR VILLAGE PLAT A AT
180 WEST 660 SOUTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Sowby.
Mr. Sowby said that they have made all the corrections and have done everything that staff asked
them to do. He said there are a few minor engineering corrections, but he thinks the proposed
final plat is ready for approval.
Chairman Hadfield asked staff if all the conditions of the annexation agreement and the
preliminary plat have been completed.
Mr. Despain said with regards to the annexation agreement the water right certificate needed to
be made negotiable and that has now occurred. He said the water right that has been submitted is
a backup water right because the primary water right is going through the approval process with
the State Engineer.
He said Mr. Warren was not willing to wait for the State Engineer to
approve the water right so he decided to provide a backup water right.
Mr. Despain said because of the switch in regards to the water rights, the annexation had to be
modified slightly. He said that Mr. Warren has executed the modified annexation agreement.

Chairman Hadfield asked ifthe descriptions relative to 100 East and Storrs Avenue have been
provided.
Mr. Despain said the descriptions relative to 100 East and Storrs Avenue have been provided, but
the descriptions are inaccurate. He said the title company is aware that the description is
inaccurate and they will provide new descriptions tomorrow.

There was some discussion about whether there was sufficient width on Storrs Avenue to run
both the water line and sewer line. Mr. Despain said that the piece of property that the City is
acquiring on the west side of the proposed project is about 41 feet plus Mr. Warren will be
dedicating some property. He said the width is about 45 feet. Chairman Hadfield pointed out
that the 10-foot separation has to be maintained between the water line and sewer line.
There was some discussion about whether it would be a problem for the County to get an
easement to put City services in a County road. Mr. Denney said it probably would not be a
problem to give the County an easement to put City service in the County road. He said the plat
will need to be approved subject to the County approving the excavation permit to allow the
utilities to be installed as are shown on the proposed plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he was comfortable that all the conditions associated
with the annexation agreement have been met.
Mr. Despain raised the issue of whether there were to be any dedications for the expansion of 100
West. He noted that the annexation agreement anticipated that there may be some dedications
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needed for the expansion of 100 West. He said the current alignment is an extension ofthe rightof-way from the LDS Church Property immediately to the north, which was based on a 66-foot
right-of-way. He said if no additional dedications are needed, then the plan would not need to
show any additional dedications. He said what was originally thought to be necessary is not
necessary, if they buy off on the 66-foot right-of-way.
Chairman Hadfield asked if all the conditions relative to the preliminary plat have been met.
Mr. Denney said the location ofthe ditch on Storrs Avenue is still being shown underneath the
curb and gutter and that needs to be relocated to the planter strip area.
Mr. Sowby showed on the plat where the ditch has been relocated to the planter strip area.

Mr. Denney said there has been contact with the Army Corp. ofEngineers and they have
indicated that there are wetlands in the existing ditches and he does not know exactly what that
means. He said that Anthony Vigil of the Army Corp. ofEngineers is the one that he needs to
talk to regarding the wetlands issue, but he is on vacation until September 18, 2000. Mr. Denney
said the question is whether there is a desire to mitigate on site or off site. He said the Army
Corp. ofEngineers have indicated that there are wetlands in the ditches, but he does not know if
that means that there are wetlands in the ditches that come into the property or if the wetlands are
just in the periphery ditches.
Mr. Despain said there are still some gaps and overlaps on the south boundary.
Mr. Warren stated that Anthony Vigil signed off on the plat and said that there are no wetlands on
the property.

Mr. Denney stated that there has never been a letter stating that there are no wetlands.
Mr. Sowby said that they have not gotten a letter from the Army Corp. of Engineers stating that
there are not wetlands on the property.
After much discussion about items that were not completed relative to the preliminary plat, Mr.
N ielsen stated that when the Planning Commission approved the preliminary plat it was subject to
the applicant not bringing the final back to the Planning Commission until everything on the
preliminary plat was corrected. He said everything on the preliminary plat has not been corrected
and now there are other issues associated with the final plat.

Mr. Nielsen moved to table this item so that Mr. Warren's time and the Planning
Commission's time is not wasted until all the problems have been worked out with staff.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Warren to not bring the proposed plat back to the Planning Commission
until all the issues have been worked out.
Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.

Mr. Hansen asked for a clarification on what issues need to be resolved.
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Mr. N ielsen said the wetlands issues, the sign off on the water going to the north through the
County, and the deed gap on the south are just some of the issues that need to be resolved. He
told Mr. Warren that all the issues should have been solved before the proposed final plat was
submitted to the Planning Commission.
Mr. Warren said he thought every issue was solved. He said that he has called Mr. Despain and
Mr. Denney several times to find out if there were any outstanding issues.
Mr. Nielsen said that he just wants a clean plat. He said that he does not want to hash the same
thing over and over again. He said that he has never seen a subdivision take so long.
Mr. Warren said that he did his best to find out if there were any outstanding issues. He said that
it is embarrassing to him to come to the meetings and then find out that there are other things that
still need to be resolved.

Chairman Hadfield asked if there are any issues relative to the final plat.
Mr. Denney said that the homeowner's documentation needs to be submitted.
Mr. Warren stated that the homeowner' s documentation has been submitted.

Mr. Denney said he is concerned about the note on the final plat that says that there is a possible
high ground water table that exists on the property and notes that ground water drains will be
installed. It also notes that basement depths may be limited to approximately 3 feet and that
approval of soil engineers will be required at depths to basement floors greater than 3 feet below
top back of curb as required. He said that concern he has with the note is that ground water
depths have been limited to about 4 to 6 feet.
Mr. Sowby stated that the ground water drain will be placed at 7 feet and it should drain it down
to the 5-foot drain. Mr. Denney said it should be noted on the plat that no basements will be put
below 5 feet. He said it looks like they are really looking at split entry homes because the only
protection is that the ground water drains will be put in roughly at 6 feet or 7 feet.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the preliminary plan had a note relative to water depth. He
said it was noted on the preliminary plat that there will be 30-inch footings and that no basements
would be allowed. He said the final plat is somewhat different from what the preliminary plat
showed.
Mr. Denney stated that the note on the preliminary plat said there would be no basements.
asked if split entry homes were going to be allowed compared to basements.

He

Mr. Warren said there will be 14 split entry homes.
Mr. Sowby said with the placement of the ground water drains they are fairly certain that they can
build split entry homes.
Mr. Sowby said they have gone to a great expense to put manholes in so that they can clean out
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the drainage system.

Mr. Richan again expressed his concern about ground water drainage systems. He said that he
has no confidence in ground water drains. He said that he is concerned about how the
prospective buyers will know about the potential problems.
Mr. Sowby said they are not trying to put in full basements. He said they could put a note in the
CC&R's relative to the ground water drains. Mr. Sowby stated that the ground water depth is
at about 5 feet. There was some discussion about how many test holes were done on the
property. Mr. Sowby stated that they did six test holes.
In reference to the south boundary line problem, Mr. Sowby said he has talked to the surveyors
about that and they have assured him that they have gone to the fence line, which is the
possession line.
Chairman Hadfield said that all along they have talked about slab on grade and the preliminary
plat talks about the footings at 32 to 36 inches deep and now there is a note regarding basements.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.

Mr. Warren said he thought everything was resolved.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Warren that he knew about the deed gap.
Mr. Sowby said the deed gap has been resolved.

Mr. Denney pointed out that if the property is not deeded to the adjacent property owners and if
there is not a boundary line agreement or quit claim deed, there will be a derelict parcel. Mr.
Sowby said they can have a boundary line agreement or quit claim deed so that there will not be a
derelict parcel.
Mr. Warren said this is the first time that he has heard about the boundary line agreement.

Mr. Warren again discussed his feelings that there are no wetlands on the property as determined
by Anthony Vigil. He stated that he does not know when he will be able to get a letter from the
Army Corp. ofEngineers because he is on the bottom ofthe list at the Army Corp. ofEngineer's
Office.
Mr. Denney again stated that he needs to talk to Anthony Vigil ofthe Army Corp. ofEngineer's
Office to determine what his note on the plat really means. He said he needs more clarification
on the wetlands issues.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Warren that the City needs a letter on official letterhead from the
Army Corp. ofEngineer' s Office that states that there are no wetlands on the property.

Mr. Despain said that he has briefly reviewed the CC&R' s, but he would also like the City
Attorney to review them. He said that the proposed subdivision is getting closer to approval
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than it has ever been before. He stated that there should be no question that Mr. Warren has
diligently tried to solve the issues related to the proposed subdivision.

Mr. Warren said he t hinks the only issue that is still outstanding is the question of the wetlands
and he feel s that the Army Corp. ofEngineers have stated that there are no wetlands on the
property. He asked that the Planning Commission approve the proposed final plat subject to the
wetlands issue being solved.
Chairman Hadfield again expressed concern that t he proposed final plat now shows that there will
be basements when that was not included on the preliminary plat. He said "I have a hard time
hitting a moving target. " He said the plan changes from week to week.

Mr. Hansen asked for a question on the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Nielsen. Voting was
unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield stated the fo llowing five issues that still need to be resolved:
1.

Letter from the Army Corp. of E ngineers concerning wetlands delineation.

2.

Gaps and overlaps corrected.

3;

Sewer access through the county road determined

4.

CC&R' s need to be reviewed by the City attorney

5.

Statement on basements on the final plat

Mr. Denney said there are two other items that need to be addressed .

1.

Correction on the final plat - distances and dimensions are missing to define the roadways.

2.

Question on drainage where it is proposed to use the sump on the southeast corner of
Lot 9. He said he is worried that the soils will not handle the percolation very well.

Mr. Richan said the note on the plat relative to ground water and soils does not satisfy him
because he does not think that the prospective buyers will see that note before they decide to
purchase a lot. He said he just wants the people to know w hat they are buying.
Mr. Denney recommended that at least the standard disclaimer regarding soils be placed on the
plat.
Mr. Sowby said they can change the note on the plat and put the standard disclaimer on the plat
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and also add the note to the CC&R' s so that the buyers will be notified.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission wants to look at adding a resort zone to the
General Plan. He said recreation resorts have many dimensions. He said at the instruction of
Chairman Hadfield he has checked with Utah County to see what type of resort zones they have.
He said he has learned that Utah County has a Recreation Resort Overlay Zone, but it is primarily
related to mountainous areas. He said the Recreation Resort Overlay Zone was developed with
Sundance in mind. He said that he has also checked with the National Planning Organization and
has not found anything that would help him in the creation of a Resort Zone.
Mr. Despain said that if the Planning Commission wants him to draft a Resort Zone, he sees the
Resort Zone being more an overlay zone .
Chairman Hadfield said that there needs to be some type of design zone for the land that is
located near Utah Lake. He said the property can't just be given a straight commercial zone.

Mr. Richan expressed concern about Mr. Warren's idea of a water ski area. He said it is going to
take a lot of money to create at least a I 00-acre lake, which he feels would be needed to
accommodate the water ski area. He asked where Mr. Warren is going to get the water to create
a 100-acre lake. He said if Utah has another winter like it did last year, the American Fork Boat
Harbor will no longer be in operation.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Despain that he did not need to waste his time on a Resort Zone.
Mr. Hansen said the property south ofi -1 5 needs to be zoned either residential or design
commercial.

Mr. Richan asked Mr. Warren if he has looked at his water ski proposal in great length.
Mr. Warren said that he has looked at his water ski proposal in great length.
Mr. Richan expressed concern about how Mr. Warren would maintain the resort area when the
season for water skiing only lasts about three months. Mr. N ielsen pointed out that the water
skiers that will be using the water ski area will be "diehards" who will ski all year long if the lake
is not frozen.
Mr. Warren pointed out that the Water Ski Association has made two presentations to the
Planning Commission. He explained how the water ski facility will operate.
After Mr. Warren explained how the water ski facility will operate, Mr. Nielsen said that the
Planning Commission does not see the feasibility of the water ski facility.
In reference to Mr. N ielsen's comment about the Planning Commission not seeing the feasibility
of the water ski facility, Mr. Warren told the Planning Commission Members that they do not
come to meetings and do not listen.
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Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Warren that the Planning Commission Members do come to meetings
and that they do listen. He said the Planning Commission has heard the same thing over and over
again. He stated that he has a hard time hitting a moving target. He said the Planning
Commission is asked to look at one thing and then the plan just keeps changing.
Mr. Warren said if the City will not let them to develop their plan with 49% open space they have
to change the plan to conform to what the City wants. He said he can only do what the City will
allow him to do. He said that he is having trouble educating staff and the Planning Commission.
He said that it will not matter how good a plan he submits, there will still be a problem if staff and
the Planning Commission do not understand it.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he does not have a problem giving density off of a golf course so
houses can be built, but he has trouble giving density off of water.
Mr. Warren said it takes time to understand the concept of granting density off of water.
Mr. Baldwin recommended to Mr. Despain that a commercial designer zone and some residential
zones be identified for some of the areas south ofl-15 so that the Planning Commission can finish
the work on the General Plan.

Mr. Warren said that he would like to invite the ski club to come to another Planning Commission
Meeting.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission has heard the Water Ski Association's
presentation two times already.
Mr. Baldwin told Mr. Warren that he does not have a problem with what he is proposing and said
it can be handled under a design commercial zone. He also told Mr. Warren that the Planning
Commission is trying to come up with something that will allow him to do his proposed project.

Chairman Hadfield asked what is left to do on the General Plan.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to re-look at the various land use elements and
the drainage plan. Chairman Hadfield asked if an affordable housing element still needs to be
created. Mr. Despain said that an affordable housing element does still need to be included in the
General Plan.

Mr. Despain said that he will put something together regarding the land uses for the south side
area.
Mr. Denney asked whether the General Plan should make some provisions about allowing lift
stations as an acceptable alternative for sewering to the outfall lines or asked if allowing lift
stations is just an exception to the rule. He raised the question about when the City should
require Mr. Warren to put outfall lines into the Timp. Sewer Lines. He asked if American Fork
City is now "embracing lift stations." He also asked if lift stations are the logical way to proceed
with the utilities in the south side area.
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Chairman Hadfield said a long-term lift station is an accident waiting to happen.
(

There was some discussion that Mr. Warren' s proposed lift station is in the ownership of the
homeowner's association and it was discussed whether the other subdivisions that hook onto that
lift station will have to become part ofthe homeowners association. Mr. Hansen said the other
subdivisions that hook onto the lift station should have to become part of the homeowner' s
association and pay for being able to be connected to the lift station.
Mr. Denney raised the question of who runs the sewer main in the future.

Chairman Hadfield said he thought the 100 East Sewer Line should continue to the south
property line.
Mr. Denney said he does not see a concern about continuing to use the lift station approach for
developments that occur south of I -15. He said he assumes that the lift station approach should
be included as an element in the General Plan.
Mr. Warren explained a little more about his plan.

After Mr. Warren took some time to explain more about his plan, Mr. Baldwin told Mr. Warren
that the Planning Commission has made changes to the General Plan in regards to density and said
the Planning Commission can look at a design commercial zone for the property south of I -15.
He also told Mr. Warren that the Planning Commission is trying to look at what it can do with the
General Plan so that the City can have some flexibility in addressing special needs like has been
talked about with his proposed plan. He said until the Planning Commission gets the General Plan
in place, they are going to keep running in circles.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. Denney reported that the City is now planning some major sewer and water extensions in the
City and noted that the proposed sewer and water extension projects have been approved in the
General Plan, but said there is a requirement that all major water extensions have to be reviewed
by the Planning Commission. He asked if the Planning Commission feels that it is has approved
the major water and sewer extension projects in the General Plan or asked if the Planning
Commission wants to see the proposals before the City goes to design and construction of the
projects.
The Planning Commission felt that it did not need to review the major sewer and water extension
projects unless they were different from what was approved in the General Plan.
Mr. Denney also reported that there is some discussion about putting in a 5-million gallon tank
and also going with a secondary irrigation system.

Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission has not discussed a secondary irrigation system
in the City and said that is something that the Planning Commission should discuss.

Mr. Denney reported that the Westfield Project may begin corning to the City again so that it can
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begin going through the different processes in the City so that development may eventually take
place.

(
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield stated that the applicant for Baker Estates has come back to the City with a
revised preliminary plat, but there are still some corrections that need to be made on it. He said
Mr. Fausett is coming to talk to him tomorrow about the corrections that need to be made to the
revised preliminary plat.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 16. 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Hansen moved approval of the August 16, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes subject
to the following corrections:
On Page 6, Line 27 "some resolve" should be changed to "some issues to resolve." On Page
11, Line 11 "on the relocation" should be changed to "relocating." On Page 11, Line 17
"along" should be changed to "from." On Page 11, Line 24 "a near miss" should be
changed to " an accident near miss." On Page 12, Line 2 "the" should be deleted. On
Page 12 Line 3 "on" should be changed to "from." On Page 12, Line 30 "given" should be
changed to "made." On Page 12, Line 46 "insignificant" should be "in significant." On
Page 14, Line 2 the second "required" should be deleted. On Page 14, Line 41 "with
reference to the compromise line" should be added after "100 years."
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Nielsen.
unanimous. The motion carried.

Voting was

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Hansen moved to adjourn. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10:28 p.m.

~·Yfl~ 1 ~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder

'
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All voted in favor. The

ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE SEPTEMBER 6, 2000- PC MINUTES PAGE 1 OF 2

MEMORANDUM
Date: August 31, 2000
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Possible amendment of the Accessory Building size
requirement.
Under Section 2-5 . 5 of the Development Code, the maximum size for
accessory buildings is set at 25% of the "Required Setback Area".
of a lot. This is typically 30 feet. Thus, accessory buildings
on a 100 ft wide lot would be limited to 750 square foot,
regardless of the size of a lot .
The current Section reads , as follows:
2-5.5

Area of Accessory Buildings
Accessory buildings shall cover not more than twentyfive (25) percent of the required rear yard area.

Further, under the definitions the term "Required Yard" is
defined as "the yard resulting from the application of the
minimum setback requirements within the zone" .
This requirement works quite well in the instance of a regular
residential lots. However, the building department has expressed
some ·problems with the owners of very large lots wanting large
accessory buildings. As I understand, one owner recently
requested a 7000 square foot building.
As a possible amendment, we could merely delete the term Required
from Section 2-5.5. The effect of this would be to permit the
size of accessory buildings to be calculated based on Total Rear
Yard Area rather than Required Rear Yard Area. The difference,
as set forth in the definitions, is that the Total Rear Yard Area
includes all portion of a lot between the rear of the dwelling
and the rear lot line, which in the instance of large lots will
typically be more than 30 feet.
one possible downside may be illustrated by the example of a lot
which is 330 feet deep and 100 feet wide with a house near the
front lot line. In that instance you could have a legal
accessory building having 6500 square feet . If PC feels OK about
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that, the minor wording change suggested above would do the job.
In practical terms with your average residential lot it would
have little apparent impact, but would allow much larger
accessory buildings on large lots.
If that amendment is satisfactory we could piggypack the
amendment on the fence change ordinance and run it through the
Council as a single amendment .

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 20, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on September 20, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Review and action on the Preliminary Egg Farm Economic
Development Plan to be located at approximately 1300 South
700 East.
Review and action on the site plan for AT&T Wire Serv ices to
install a cellular antenna on an existing pole at 81 North
Merchant Street.
Review and action on a preliminary and final plat of Wendel
Subdivision located at 82 West 100 North consisting of 2
lots.
Review and action on the final plat of Quail Hollow North
Plat B Subdivision at 1375 North 70 East consisting of 19
lots.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Hill Valley
Subdivision Plat D at 625 North 830 East consisting of 24
lots.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Cooper
& Hansen Annexation consisting of 9.71 acres at 410 North
1100 East.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the
Wosnjuk Annexation consisting of 2.73 acres at 1090 East 600
North.
Review and discussion on the annexation agreement for the
Lamoreaux #2 Annexation consisting of 6.75 acres at 1750
North 900 East.
Review and action on roadway vacations.
a.
A portion of the platted right-of-way included in the
Granite Park Subdivision at approximately 800 East
Evergreen.
b.
A portion of the platted right-of-way included in the
Anderson Subdivision at approximately 850 East
Evergreen.
c.
A portion of the platted right-of-way included in the
Woodridge PUD Plat C at approximately 665 East 50
South.
Review and action on a modified final plat of Village Green
Condominiums at 22 South 700 East consisting of 32 units.
Review and action on the final plat of the Harbor Village
Plat A Subdivision at 180 West 660 South consisting of 29
lots including Homeowner Association properties, facilities,
and documentation.
Continued discussion on elements of the general plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.

15.
16.

Review and action on the minutes of the September 6 , 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of September, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

ANIERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
SEPTEMBER 20, 2000

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on September 20, 2000, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Steve
Nielsen, Ken Baldwin, James Hansen, Keith Richan, and Michael Georgeson. Others present
included *H oward Denney, Rod Despain, *Kevin Bennett, Melanie Marsh, D ean Gunther, Don
Allen, Mark Bartholomew, Burke Jensen, Willard K. Carroll, Paul Watson, Tom Denison, Jay
Ovard, Wendell Hansen, Leo Lines, David Peterson, Greg Fix, Moyle Greenwood, Tony
Wosnjuk, Glen Arnell, Doug Warren, Vic Deauvono, Clint Hales, Walt Heyman, Dan Frandsen,
Jason Wood, the following scouts from Troop 11 95: Jacob Fenn, Kip Ritchie, Trevor Chadwick,
Mathew Barlow, and Kimball Rawlings and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Denney would be arriving late as he is attending an
Arrow ofLight Ceremony for his son. He said t hat Mr. Denney has given him the engineering
concerns and he will state those as they work through the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY EGG FARM ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO BE LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 1300 SOUTH 700 EAST
Mr. Despain explained that under state law the Planning Commission is to have input in the
process of EDA and RDA plans. He said when the Planning Commission reviews EDA Plans or
RDA Plans its responsibility is to make a finding about whether the proposed EDA or RDA is
consistent with the General Plan of the City.

Mr. Despain pointed out that the proposed Egg Farm Economic Development Plan proposes that
20% of the tax increment that comes from the Egg Farm Project will be devoted to implementing
an affordable housing element in the General Plan.
Mr. Richan asked if 20% of the tax increment is locked in to implementing an affordable housing
element of the General Plan.
Mr. Bennett explained that the City Council sitting as the agency will make the decision on how
to use the 20%.
Mr. Despain explained that the City Council has two decisions (1) to elect to allocate the 20% or
(2) to elect not to allocate the 20%. He said the agency has elected to utilize the 20%.
Mr. Despain stated that the tasks outlined in the Preliminary Egg Farm Economic Development
Plan are consistent with the General Plan.

Mr. Baldwin referred the Planning Commission to Section 7 on Page 13 where it states "The
1

provisions ofthis economic development plan were reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission of the City." He said there has not been a public hearing on the proposed plan yet.
He asked if the Planing Commission should be approving a plan that has not had a public hearing
yet.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the public hearing for the proposed plan is scheduled for
October 17, 2000. He stated that in Mr. Colborn' s memo to the Planning Commission it indicates
that he would like the Planning Commission to review the proposed plan and submit its comments
regarding its compliance with the General Plan before the public hearing on October 17.

Mr. Baldwin asked ifthe action tonight is a review ofthe plan and not approval ofthe plan.
Chairman Hadfield said "I think the approval comes from the City Council."

Mr. Despain said approval of the economic development plan does not require a public hearing by
the Planning Commission
Mr. Georgeson asked if the Planning Commission is required to approve the economic
development plan or asked w hether the Planning Commission could say "the provisions of this
economic development plan were reviewed and found consistent with the master plan or general
community plan."
Mr. Despain said the extent of the Planning Commission's role is to make a finding as to whether
the proposed plan is consistent with the general plan.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that the words on Page 13 do not state that it is the role of the Planning
Commission to make a finding about whether the proposed plan is consistent with the General
Plan. He said the words on Page 13 say that the Planning Commission is approving the plan.

Mr. Georgeson said that he assumes that the Planning Commission is at liberty to change the
words in the proposed plan.
Mr. Despain said "I assume you are."
Mr. Hansen stated that he feels a conflict of interest with the proposal and stated that he will be
abstaining from the voting or discussion on it.

Mr. Georgeson moved that the Planning Commission found the provisions of the Egg Farm
Economic Development Plan to be located at approximately 1300 South 700 East to be
consistent with the master plan ot· general community plan of the City and recommended
the paragraph on Page 13 where it reads "The provisions of this economic development
plan were reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission of the City" to be modified
to say that the Planning Commission finds the plan to be consistent with the general plan
and to remove any wording relative to approval by the Planning Commission.
Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
(

There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Georgeson. M r. Hansen
abstained from the vote. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR AT&T WIRELESS SERVICES TO
INSTALL A CELLULAR ANTENNA ON AN EXISTING POLE AT 81 NORTH "MERCHANT
STREET
Tom Denison, a representative from AT&T Wireless Services, stated that there is currently an
existing 150-foot pole that US West has a whip antenna on and a set of cellular antennas at 80
feet. He said that AT&T is proposing to co-locate, which means to put an additional set of
antennas on the existing pole. He said the proposal is to put a set of antennas at 70 feet high.
Mr. Georgeson asked ifthe pole can support the additional load of more antennas.
Mr. Denison said it has been found that the existing pole can support the additional load of more
antennas. He explained that every co-location requires a structural analysis, which was approved.
Mr. Georgeson asked who approved the location of more antennas on the existing pole.
Mr. Denison said G&A Engineering Services is the company that approved the addition of more
antennas on the existing pole.
Mr. Georgeson asked if G&A Engineering Services are listed in the proposal.
Mr. Denison said G&A Engineering Services are not listed in the proposal.
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about locating additional antennas on the existing pole because at
the time the Planning Commission approved the second antenna on the pole it was told by the US
West representatives that the pole could only support one additional antenna and now t here is a
proposal to put another antenna on the pole.
Mr. Denison said AT&T's structural engineer said that the pole is able to withstand up to 85 mph
wind loads, which is required.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Denison if AT&T's engineers have supplied their analysis to Mr.
Denney.

l

Mr. Denison said the analysis has not been supplied to Mr. Denney, but it can be given to Mr.
Denney. He said the initial study that was done showed their antennas at 100 feet high and it was
borderline around 80 to 85 mph and when the elevation ofthe antennas was reduced to 70 feet
high per the City requirements it made the wind load a lot stronger because the elevation of the
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antenna and the way it is stacked. He said the pole can handle the wind load with no problem.

(

Mr. Georgeson moved to defer action on this item to the next Planning Commission
Agenda pending review of the structural issues by the City Engineer and receipt of the
opinion by the applicant's structural engineer. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the proposed design meets the existing ordinance.

Mr. Despain said that he has no question that the proposed design meets the existing ordinance.
He said the issue is in regards to the structural capabilities of the pole.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Georgeson.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLAT OF WENDEL
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 82 WEST 100 NORTH CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that there is an existing home on the property. He said that Mr.
Wendel met with the Board of Adjustments on June 20, 2000 and was granted a rear yard
variance of 10 feet. He then turned the time over to Don Allen.

Mr. Allen explained that Mr. Wendel wants to subdivide the existing lot into two lots, which he
said matches the R4-7500 Zone with the variance that was granted. He said Mr. Wendel is
proposing to build a new home on the easterly of the two lots.
Chairman Hadfield said the City Engineer has reviewed the proposal and the only concern that
Mr. Denney has is that the addresses need to be put on both of the lots on the final plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he had any comments.

Mr. Despain said the water requirements need to be satisfied for Lot 2. He said that he is
uncertain about Note 6 on the plat that discusses the existing garage on the property because he is
not sure if the existing garage is going to be removed or retained.
Mr. Allen said that Mr. Wendel did not indicate to him what he was going to do in regards to the
existing garage. He said he did review with Mr. Wendel staffs concerns about the garage, but
said he was told that the issue of the garage could be addressed at the building permit stage if the
garage needs to be demolished.
Chairman Hadfield said the last discussion he had with Mr. Wendel is that the garage is an old
style frame garage that is presently accessed from 100 West and that at one point in time he
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thought about rotating it 90 degrees and using it with the new home, but after looking at it he did
not know if it was structurally adequate to relocate and use.
There was a lot of discussion about the existing garage.
Mr. Despain said the garage currently qualifies as a non-conforming condition, but in light of the
fact that a new building permit is to be issued he thinks the question is whether or not it will retain
its non-conforming status, will be an issue that has to be fu lly addressed at the time of the building
permit.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifLot 2 will be accessed from 200 North.

Chairman Hadfield said Lot 2 wi ll be accessed from 200 North.

Mr. Baldwin said it looks like the garage has got to be removed.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary and final plat of the Wendel Subdivision
located at 82 West 100 North consisting of 2 lots subject to (1) the addresses of both lots
being put on the final plat (2) water rights being sufficient to satisfy the requirement for
Lot 2 and (3) the garage on Lot 2 being removed.
Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF QUAIL HOLLOW NORTH PLAT B
SUBDIVISION LOCATED AT 1375 NORTH 70 EAST CONSISTING OF 19 LOTS
Paul Watson, a representative for Rex Industries, stated that there is a nuisance lot that he still
needs to talk to the property owners about. Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the nuisance lot
is shown as Lot 61 on the proposed plat.
Mr. Watson said that he is going to talk to the property owners tonight to see if they are still
interested in acquiring the property that is shown as Lot 61. He said as far as the gaps and
overlaps go, he has boundary line agreements signed by the affected property owners. He
pointed out that at the end of last week the two triangular parcels were traded and the deeds were
done. Mr. Watson said he is still waiting to get the deeds to give to the City.
Mr. Watson stated that he has met with the American Fork Irrigation Company. He pointed out
that here are three or four ditches that run through the property proposed for development. He
said they are planning on abandoning the ditch that runs right through the middle of the property.
He said the ditch that nms right along the church has a low point and right now they are planning
on re-grading it and that is not in the plans because Travis Fraughton, Water Master wanted to
run that past Kay Robinson, President of the American Fork Irrigation Company first. He said
that he would recommend that if the Planning Commission makes a motion to approve the
proposed plan that it be subject to satisfaction of the American Fork City Water Master.
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Chairman Hadfield stated the engineering concerns. He stated that the City needs to receive
approval from the American Fork Irrigation Company. He also stated that the City needs to have
copies of the deeds on file for Lot 61 and the parcel north ofLot 61 showing conveyance to Mr.
Robinson or whoever owns it so there is no question about there being a derelict parcel left. He
said there also needs to be some verification that there is a boundary line agreement for all
adjacent properties.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the proposed project is a continuation of Quail Hollow North.
He said it has been verified that all the property proposed for development is within American
Fork City.

Mr. Hansen asked if the ditch that is intended to be re-graded will be piped.
Mr. Watson stated that the ditch will be kept open. He explained that there is one ditch that goes
right through the middle ofthe property, which will be abandoned fully . He further explained that
there is another ditch that comes down the fence line and actually has a low point right next to the
church piece and Mr. Fraughton told him that the ditch along the fence line has flooded several
times. He said they are proposing to re-grade the ditch and bring it down to a corner and utilize
the existing ditch and bringi t down along the fence line and also along the new boundary line.
It was discussed that the developer will still be berrning on the south side of their property line,
but will be re-routing the ditch off of their property.
Mr. Richan expressed concern about who is going to be responsible for covering the ditch.
Mr. Watson pointed out that when Mr. Robinson begins to develop his property he can actually
abandon the ditch.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Kay Robinson is currently flooding his property with
irrigation water because he has animals on his parcel.

Mr. Despain asked whether the ditch that Mr. Robinson is using to flood his property is a private
ditch.
Mr. Watson said he believes the ditch Mr. Robinson is using to flood his property is a private
ditch.
Mr. Hansen moved to approve the final plat of Quail Hollow North Plat B Subdivision at
1375 North 70 East consisting of 19 lots subject to (1) American Fork Irrigation Company
approval (2) providing the deeds and all the things that have to do with lot lines (3) a copy
of the deed for Lot 61 being provided to the City and ( 4) the boundary line agreements.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Georgeson. Mr.
Nielsen abstained from the vote. The motion carTied.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF I-ITLL VALLEY SUBDIVISION
PLAT D AT 625 NORTH 830 EAST CONSISTING OF 24 LOTS
Chairman Hadfield explained that the Planning Commission had seen part of the proposed plat
previously under the name ofForest Garden, which involved Lots 1,2, & 3. He said the Forest
Garden Subdivision was approved by the Planning Commission and City Council about three
years ago, but it has never been recorded. Chairman Hadfield then turned the time over to Dave
Peterson.
Mr. Peterson explained that the proposed subdivision is a 24-lot subdivision, which involves two
different property owners. He said both of the property owners will be required to sign the final
plat. He said when he met with the Technical Review Committee there were still several
outstanding irrigation issues that needed to be resolved. He said he met with the American Fork
Irrigation Company yesterday. He explained that there was some concern about the ditch on the
west property line and the American Fork Irrigation Company was able to determine that the
ditch is not an American Fork Company ditch so the property owners will meet with the other
adjacent property owners to come up with a reasonable determination on how to treat the ditch
on the west. He said there is also an existing irrigation pipe that is buried through the property
and they will need to re-route the pipe. He said the buried pipe will have to be uncovered to
determine what size the pipes are and he has talked to the American Fork Irrigation Company and
has mentioned to them that he will make sure that the new pipes are sized appropriately to handle
the water. He said the final design regarding the irrigation ditches will be handled at the final
design stage of this project.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there is a ditch that goes through the top end ofLot 22.

Mr. Peterson said there is a ditch that goes through the top end ofLot 22. He said it is intended
to provide an additional easement there. He said they will provide an adequate easement through
Lot 22 so there is no building over the pipe line.
Chairman Hadfield stated the engineering concerns. He said Mr. Denney has concerns relative to
the ditches and he has requested that the American Fork Irrigation Company review the ditch
detail and that he is also to be involved in reviewing the irrigation details after the American Fork
Irrigation Company has reviewed the ditch detail. He said he would like to see how the ditch
goes through Lot 22.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Denney has expressed some concern about Lot 14 and Lot 22 not
having the required 90 feet of fi·ontage at the setback.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there is a pipe through Lot 10 that goes into the High School
Property.
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Mr. Peterson said he believes the pipe is off the property proposed for development. He said he
believes the pipe is south ofLot 10.

Mr. Peterson said with respect to the frontage on Lots 14 and 22 he went and verified that there is
more than adequate frontages on those lots.
Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's comments.
Mr. Despain said the proposed plan provides for an extension ofthe sewer outside and to the
north. He said the reason for the sewer extension northward of what is 830 East Circle was to
provide an opportunity for the David Gunther Parcel to be connected to the sewer.
Mr. Peterson stated that the extension of the sewer is to serve the other homeowners in the area
who want to connect into the sewer.
Mr. Despain said he assumes that the sewer is going to be a public sewer and asked whether they
are going to be on individual laterals. He said clearly the extension of the sewer is an off site
improvement that needs to be properly handled .
Mr. Despain said the City also needs to come to grips with whether or not they want to have
manholes in people's backyards and what the provisions for access will be in the event they need
to access the manholes. He said as a general rule it is not good to put manholes in flower
gardens.
Mr. Peterson said as the sewer line heads north and south there is an existing lane that provides
access.
Mr. Despain said since there is an abandonment of the ditch, which is facing a pipe line Mr.
Bartholomew, who is the adjacent property owner to the west has expressed a desire that the
ditch not be required to be piped because the American Fork Irrigation Company no longer
claims an interest to that ditch. He pointed out that Mr. Bartholomew uses the water from the
irrigation ditch to water his trees.

Mr. Richan asked who would claim ownership of the ditch.
Mr. Despain said the ditch is just abandoned and he assumes that it would be the adjacent
property owners.
Dean Gunther said when the American Fork Irrigation Company wanted to bury the ditch the
property owners did not want them to follow the same ditch because trees were watered on that
ditch. They would not get any water so they came to his father and asked if they could bury the
ditch through his property, which he allowed.
Chairman Hadfield said that as he understands Mr. Bartholomew takes water off of the ditch to
maintain his trees.

Mr. Despain said from a design issue he is uncertain as to the representations on ownership. He
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said according to his version of the county plat records there are actually four separate parcels
that are impacted by the proposed design (1) Dale Gunther Parcel (2) Dean Gunther/Blaine
Gunther Parcel (3) Moyle Greenwood Parcel and (4) Greg Dunn Parcel. Mr. Despain raised the
issue of whether the property is going to be acquired or whether there is co-venturing going on.
Mr. Peterson said there is co-venturing going on.
Mr. Despain asked if the owners of the four parcels impacted by the proposed design are aware of
the co-venturing that will take place.
Mr. Peterson said yes.
Greg Fix said they are going to discuss with the owners of the Dunn Parcel the possibility of
purchasing it. He said the Dunn Parcel is a piece that does not meet the R1 -9000 requirements
because it is has an 80-foot frontage so it will not be able to be developed . They want to acquire
that piece for Lot 10.
Mr. Despain said the City is going to have to have some written communication from the affected
lot owners stating that the proposed plan is an acceptable plan. He asked ifMr. Dunn has agreed
to sell the property to them.
Mr. Fix said that Mr. Dunn has expressed interest to sell it to the Greenwood Owner.
Mr. Despain said typically one does not subdivide other people' s property and so that really needs
to be resolved.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he is ok with the proposed road alignments.
Mr. Despain said there is a 30-foot travel easement which he understands that Mr. Bartholomew
holds. He asked for Larry Bartholomew's comments.
Mr. Bartholomew said his interest in the proposed project is regarding how the property will be
developed. He said that when he bought the property from Greg Dunn he was given a 30-foot
sewer easement and now he understands that the sewer is going to be removed. He asked how
far the sewer line will be extended.
Mr. Peterson stated that the sewer will be extended all the way to the property line.
Mr. Bartholomew asked if all the utilities will be expanded to the property line. Mr. Peterson
stated that all the utilities will be extended to the property line.
Mr. Bartholomew said the other concern that he has is in regards to the alignment of the road.
Mr. Gunther said the issue is the intersection alignment where it goes east and west. He said he
understands that the road was shifted because the City had a problem because the intersection did
not line up.
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Mr. Despain said the City has looked at the notion that there needs to be a continuous road from
600 North to 900 East and in the years past they have seen a plan from the Catholic Church that
proposes a road along the northern portion of their property. He said the proposed plan does not
disturb the Catholic Church's plan. He said what is proposed does give a sufficient depth for lots
in Mr. Bartholomew's property and ultimately with the Catholic Church Property, but it does
require an s-curve of some sort to accomplish the alignment of the roads.

It was discussed that if the road is shifted the applicant will lose two lots. Mr. Peterson said
rather than pushing the road up further and causing the lots at the bottom of the property to be
deeper than is needed they have essentially kept the road 120 feet north of the south property line.
Mr. Despain said it is really an economic matter to the developer. He said the question he is really
trying to get to is whether the dealings with the Dunns and Greenwoods support this design. He
said the proposed plan actually takes the road out of their properties.

Mr. Fix said they are currently working with the two property owners and if they are not in
agreement they do not want to pursue the issue.
Chairman Hadfield said lets talk about the road to the east. He said there is kind of a Chinese
Wall between 600 East and 900 East and between 300 North and 700 North. He said traffic on
roads goes two ways and he would like to see some discussion about 600 North going east to 900
East He said the subject of 600 North going east to 900 East was addressed in the Technical
Review Committee Meeting, but all they got on the proposed plat is that the property owner does
not want access to 900 East.

Mr. Fix said the adjacent property owner, which is the Dale Gunther Property did have that
development approved three years ago without a road going through that property and he is not
in agreement with having that road run through his property at this point.
Mr. Nielsen said the issue of the road is an off site issue and he asked why it would affect the
proposed development.
Mr. Hansen said the issue of the road is not necessarily an off site issue. They have to go through
Dale Gunther's property in lots 1, 2 & 3.
Dean Gunther said that Dale Gunther wanted to develop two of those lots because his son wanted
to build on one of them, but the cost of developing Lots 1 and 2 was so expensive that he
abandoned the ideas of developing the Forest Garden Plat. He said that when Dale found out that
they were doing their development he asked if they would include Lots 1,2 & 3 in the
development. He said that he has a copy of Dale's proposal that the City approved .
Chairman Hadfield said that he does not think the word approved is the correct word to be using.
Dean Gunther said that Dale could not be present tonight and that he is just relating what he was
told.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission saw the proposed subdivision, but at the time
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the City did not allow private roads and gated communities and so it was not an approved plat.
He said there was discussion about the road and Lots 1,2 & 3 got approved, but nothing higher
than the road was finished up because t he ordinance did not allow private streets and gated
communities at that time.

Mr. Hansen said the other aspect of this is that Lots 1,2 & 3 were three lots and now there are 24
lots proposed, which is a whole different matter.
Dean Gunther said the reason they are doing more lots is to make it more economical for Dale
Gunther to develop the three lots that he would like to develop. He said they can take the three
lots off the proposed plat and end the road because they do not have that property.

Mr. Hansen told Dean Gunther that it sound s like he does not have other property either.
Mr. Richan asked if the proposed subdivision is ready for preliminary approval.

Mr. Despain said he believes the proposal is ready for preliminary approval. He said that some of
the issues can easily be resolved.
Chairman Hadfield said one option is to take 800 East Circle and extend that north and put that
into the Riverbirch Subdivision and then there would be access into 700 North and the same
problem would be solved. He said that nobody wants to give up a road, but somewhere traffic
goes two ways on a road.
There was a lot of discussion about whether 600 North should be required to go through to 900
East at this time or wait until some time in the future. Mr. Nielsen said that he feels the issue of
the road is an off site issue. Mr. Hansen said the road is part of Dale Gunther's described
property.
Chairman Hadfield said as planners he does not feel they would be meeting the needs of the
residents if they allow the Chinese Wall to continue from 600 North to 900 East. He said the
Chinese Wall has to be breeched sooner or later.

Mr. Fix asked ifthere would be an issue with the road ifLots 1,2, & 3 were excluded from the
proposed plat.
Chairman Hadfield said the issue of the road would still be an issue ifLots 1,2, & 3 were excluded
from the proposed plat.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he has difficulty with the subdivision extending the sewer line on
830 East any where north ofthe manhole in the middle ofthe circle until the property above the
circle is platted and is shown to be in the public right-of-way w here there are easements. He
stated that the City does not normally extend a sewer to be extending a sewer. He said the
sewer should not be extended beyond the subdivision plat.

Mr. Georgeson said he also feels that the sewer line needs to be put in a public right-of-way. He
expressed concern that there should be firm agreements fi·om all the property owners involved as
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to their concurrence of what is taking place here, rather than just verbal representations that they
are aware of what is to take place. He said there are also some issues that need to be resolved
with the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Mr. Hansen said that he would like to see access to 900 East with the proposed 24-lot subdivision
and he said that he has the same concerns as Mr. Georgeson. He said he would be in favor of a
motion to defer action on this item until some of the items can be resolved.

Mr. Georgeson moved to defer action on this item until they get further clarification on (1)
the irrigation issues that were identified tonight (2) provision fo•· the sewer line extending
northerly off site either that become a private lateral or it's in a public right-of-way (3) that
the property owners involved in the proposed subdivision provide some written
acknowledgment in the participation of the subdivision and show that the preliminary plan
represents their wishes for development.
Mr. Richan said he has two more notes. He said the issue was raised about whether the engineer
had signed off on the placement of the manholes. He asked if the manholes are for surface drains
or are the manholes for sewer.
Mr. Peterson said the manholes are for sewer.
Mr. Richan asked about the issue of whether Lot 14 meets the setback requirements.
Chairman Hadfield stated that Mr. Peterson said he had verified that Lot 14 meets the setback
requirements.

Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, M r. Baldwin, M r. Georgeson, and Mr. Nielsen.
Voting was una nimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEl'vffiNT FOR THE COOPER &
HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 9.71 ACRES AT 410 NORTH 1100 EAST

Mr. Despain stated that he has been contacted by several adjacent properties regarding t he
proposed annexation concept plan and there is not unanimity in the preferred design. He said the
proposal is that there will be an LDS Church Site on the western end of the parcel. He said there
is some uncertainty about the size of the LDS Church Site, which affects the number of units that
will be on the property.
Mr. Despain said there are some critical issues with the proposed annexation (1)12 additional feet
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will be required to provide an adequate right-of-way for 1100 East and (2) the road system in the
interior of the project. The proposal that came to the City shows a road along the south
boundary. He said the road proposed along the south boundary impacts the properties along the
south of the parcel proposed for annexation. He said it is the general policy ofthe City to not
approve plans that are to the determent of adjacent property owners. He said historically the City
tries to make sure that a road that goes in will provide adequate access to the adjacent properties
so that the City is not favoring one property owner to the detriment of another. He said "the City
typically has not seen developments that are circumscribed by partial width streets. Usually
partial width streets are just for short stretches."

Mr. Richan asked if it is good planning to have a parking lot provide access to a road.
Mr. Despain said the issue of the LDS Church parking lot providing access to the road was
discussed at the last Planning Commission as a discussion item only. He said Chairman Hadfield
indicated last time that there are circumstances where LDS Church parking lots provide access to
a road.
Mr. Richan said two wrongs do not make a right. He asked if it is right to provide access to the
road through the LDS Church parking lot.
*Mr. Bennett left.

Mr. Nielsen asked whether the Planning Commission needs to spend a lot oftime discussing the
design at this point. He said that if the proposed concept plan meets with the intent of the
General Plan, then they can recommend that the City Council approve the proposed annexation
and the issues of design can be worked out later.
Chairman Hadfield said one ofthe issues is access to the adjacent properties. He said the
ordinance states that the preliminary plan must be in significant compliance with the annexation
concept plan.
Mr. Despain said what he hears Mr. Nielsen saying is to annex the property without an annexation
concept plan.

Mr. Nielsen said that the applicant is showing an annexation concept plan. He said all annexation
concept plans are fine tuned.
There was a lot of discussion about the adjacent property owners being more affected by the
development of the propetiy than the property itself He pointed out that there is enough room to
put in three lots and one road if it is done in an east-west route.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that on the concept plan that will accompany the proposed annexation
that a dotted line be used for the road and say that it could be located upon plans or consideration
of the development of the adjoining properties. He asked if putting a dotted line on the concept
plan would meet the needs ofthe City.

\

Mr. Hansen also asked if the property should be annexed under the R 1-15,000 Zone and then a
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concept plan would not be needed .
(

Wendell Hansen asked if a stop sign will be put up so that people can get onto 11 00 East.
Chairman Hadfield said when the freeway gets connected to 11 00 East it is going to be a problem
just like the problem for the people who live on Nob Hill for the last 15 years have experienced.
He said 11 00 East was designed to be an arterial class road and that is the way it is moving.
Mr. Despain said the annexation agreement at this point anticipates an annexation concept plan.
He said Mr. Georgeson has suggested that a dotted line be placed on the concept plan, but the
point is do they go forward with the annexation with some firm annexation concept plan or do
they go forward with the annexation with no concept plan.
Chairman Hadfield said the other alternative is that if the property is annexed into the City under
the R1 -1 5,000 an annexation concept plan is not required. He said if annexed under the R115,000 Zone, the LDS Church could take the property that it needs and then come back with a
concept plan on the remainder of the property.
Mr. Georgeson said the R1-1 5,000 Zone allows the most flexibility, then he would suggest that
the City go with that concept and anticipate rezoning when the concept plan is more firmed up.

Leo Lines said that some of the property owners along the property proposed for annexation are
not speaking to each other and are upset about how the property proposed for annexation is going
to be developed. H e said that it is going to be hard for him to meet nine different expectations.
H e said that he would like to know what the real issues are and not just the issues of what the
property owners want.
Chairman Hadfield said the issue before the Planning Commission is whether it is doing everything
that it can to ensure that it is fair and equitable for all parties involved. H e said they can't approve
something that is to the benefit of one person and to the determent of an adjacent property owner.
Mr. Richan said it seems like there are two options (1) table action on this item until the answers
to questions have been found or (2) annex the property under the R1 -1 5,000 Zone and then the
applicant can come back in later with how the property will be developed. He said the Planning
Commission is in favor of the annexation, but it is just a matter of fulfilling the legal ways of doing
it.

Wendell Hansen asked if anyone has been out to l0ok at the property proposed for annexation.
He said there is a lot of character to the property. He said that he has always had visions of a
beautiful development being there some day. He said what is proposed is not a beautiful
development in any sense of the word. He said there will not even be four lots per acre. He said
they already have one ghetto area south of them now and the proposed development will just add
more to it.

(

Chairman Hadfield said that he is not sure that he is prepared to approve an annexation agreement
without some form of an annexation concept plan because once a zone is established anything that
complies with that particular zone can be developed and there is no longer any control. He said
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the ordinance was designed so that the preliminary plan has to be in significant compliance with
the annexation concept plan.

(
Mr. Nielsen asked what the petitioner would like to do.
Mr. Lines said he would like the property to be annexed into the City under the Rl-9000 Zone
with a chapel site.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Lines if he has a firm feeling for the exact size of property that the
LDS Church is desirous of obtaining.
Mr. Lines said he does have a firm feeling of the exact size of property that the LDS Church is
desirous of obtaining.
Mr. Wendell Hansen said if the property is annexed into the City, his property is going to be left
as an island in the County.
Chairman Hadfield said the County realizes that there are going to be islands, but the desire of the
City is to work to the point that everyone is incorporated. He told Mr. Wendell that the day will
come when he wants to hook on the City sewer. He pointed out that Mr. Wendell is already on
City water.
*Mr. Denney arrived.
Mr. Despain said it may be appropriate for those in the neighborhood near the proposed
development to work to try to get some consensus, if not he suspects that the proposed
annexation will be sent onto the City Council based primarily on the desires of the applicant. He
said the one constant with the proposed annexation is the 12 feet off the front of the property
because that is not subject to compromise.

Mr. Hansen asked if the Planning Commission should defer action on the proposed annexation
agreement until there is a firm concept plan.
Mr. Lines said the proposed concept plan is the fifth concept plan that has been submitted to the
City. He said that the proposed concept plan is based on some direction given by Mr. Despain.
He pointed out that Mr. Despain recommended a road go along the bottom ofthe property so the
property owners could have some access, if they wanted to develop. He said there was never a
concept plan with a road going across the top ofthe property.

Mr. Lines said it would be nice ifthe adjacent property owners would decide what they would
like to do and if they could come to some sort of consensus on what they would like to do, then
he would be wiling to help solve the problem, but he said he does not see that happening in the
next millennium.
Wendell Hansen said that the road would be better on the north side of the property rather than
the south side in relationship to his property.
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Mr. Nielsen said it seems to make more sense to put the road on the north side of the church.
{

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the annexation agreement for the Cooper & Hansen
Annexation consisting of 9.71 acres at 410 North 1100 East subject to: (1) the concept plan
having the road on the northerly portion of the annexed parcel (2) the la nd along 1100 East
being dedicated to the City for the purpose of widening 1100 East (3) conveyance of the
water rights and (4) verification of a finalized concept plan by the Planning Commission.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Richan.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE WOSN JUK
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.73 ACRES AT 1090 EAST 600 NORTH
Mr. Sowby said the only issues with the proposed annexation are the zone designation and the
water rights. He said the applicant is prepared to deed the appropriate amount ofwater rights .
He said the applicant is requesting that the property be annexed into the City under the R1-9000
Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked about the dedication of the frontage on 1100 East.
Mr. Sowby said the applicant will do what is needed regarding the dedication of the frontage on
1100 East
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Bennett has suggested that the concept plan be a little more specific
with regard to the anticipated width that is to be dedicated to the City for the widening of 1100
East, which is in the magnitude of about 12 feet.
Mr. Hansen moved to recommend approval of the annexation agreement for the Wosnjuk
Annexation consisting of 2. 73 acres at 1090 East 600 North subject to the delineation of the
necessary right-of-way on 1100 East and that the property be annexed into the City under
the Rl-9000 Zone. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin asked if the master plan calls for an Rl-9000 Zone for the property proposed for
annexation.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the property below the property proposed for annexation is in
the R1-9000 Zone. He said he thinks the R 1-9000 Zone is consistent with what is in the area and
with the master plan.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Nielsen.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
LAMOREAUX #2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.75 ACRES AT 1750 NORTH 900
EAST

Mr. Sowby said the issue with the nuisance strip still needs to be resolved. He said they have
tried hard to resolve the issue with the nuisance strip, but they have not made any good headway .
He said they did find out that the road to the north of the property proposed for annexation was
built in the County without a County permit. He said he hopes the City will help where it can in
regards to the road that is north of the property.
Mr. Sowby said the big issue is regards to zoning and density. He said they have identified the
zoning to the east of the property proposed for annexation, which is 80 foot wide lots. He said
they have also identified the zoning to the south of the property proposed for annexation, which
has only about 50-foot wide lots. He said they are asking that the Planning Commission consider
recommending that the property be zoned R 1-7 500 because that zone is compatible with the lots
to the east and south ofthe property proposed for annexation. He said the proposed concept
plan has been drawn showing mostly 80 foot lots.
Mr. Despain said the real dilemma is that the layout of the property proposed for annexation does
not readily facilitate the division on the basis ofthe Rl-9000 Zone. He said it works out just right
in the instance of 80-foot widths. He said that when they go to 90-foot widths, the subdivision
does not layout naturally or logically.
Mr. Despain said the westerly portion ofthe property proposed for annexation is proposed to be
commercial and the easterly portion of the property is to be residential. He said one thing that
also needs to be considered is that 12 feet needs to be conveyed to the City for the expansion of
900 East. He said the proposed plan does not account for the expansion of the road. He said
the proposed design does not mean the cross section required for 900 East.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the property on the west side of the property proposed for
annexation is in Highland and it does belong to the State ofUtah. He said that the City can't
control what Highland does so that is an unknown.
Chairman Hadfield noted that the western boundary of the road is established with the curb and
gutter in front ofLone Peak High School.

Mr. Despain said he did not know ifthe western boundary has been well established.
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Mr. Despain said the proposed concept plan shows a total of 12 lots and stated that the proposed
design requires two roads through the property. He said he has taken a look at an alternative on
the basis of the R 1-9000 Zone and found that the best that could be done would be 10 lots.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Rl-9000 Zone is consistent with the General Plan.

Mr. Despain said the General Plan shows the property proposed for annexation being in the R 19000 Zone. He said the Rl-7500 is not consistent with the General Plan, which is the zone that
the applicant is requesting. Mr. Despain discussed the need for a north-south road.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that property line borders Cedar Hills and is built out.

Mr. Despain said Chairman Hadfield is correct that property line borders Cedar Hills and is built
out.
Chairman Hadfield said the subdivision that is east of the property proposed for annexation has
mostly 85-foot lot widths.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about how the City controls the commercial types that go
in on the west half of the property, if part of the property is annexed into the City under the
commercial zone.

Mr. Despain stated that given the City's current commercial zones, t he City does not have much
control of what type of commercial project will be put on the property once it is zoned
commercial. He said the proposed annexation agreement puts the west half of the property in the
GC-2 Zone, which is a general commercial zone with design features .
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission would have a chance to approve the
intended use if the property were put in the GC-2 Zone.

Mr. Despain said the Planning CornrrUssion would have the ability to design, but it would not have
the ability to approve the use.
Chairman Hadfield asked what Cedar Hill's feelings are about the proposed annexation. He asked
what American Fork City's obligation with Cedar Hills is regarding the parcel proposed for
annexation.

Mr. Despain said American Fork City 's obligation is to consult with Cedar Hills in terms of
commercial uses that will go on the property and attempt to support one another's commercial
objectives. He said Cedar Hills is in the final stages of a rather extensive commercial development
plan for the area north of the property proposed for annexation, which will include an ordinance
that sets forth Cedar Hill's point of view about development. He said the proposed project
should really not move forward without concurrence from Cedar Hills.
Chairman Hadfield said when the American Fork Planning Commission feels firm or comfortable
with the annexation concept plan and the annexation agreement he will be willing to go to the
Cedar Hills Planning Commission Meeting to make a presentation on the proposed plan to see if
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the proposed plan meets with their intended use and then he will come back to the American Fork
Planning Commission to report Cedar Hill's feelings before final action is taken on the proposed
annexation.

Mr. Richan said the last time the proposed annexation was discussed he understood that Mr.
Despain was going to talk to Cedar Hills about the proposed annexation to see what its feelings
were.
Mr. Despain said that he has briefly contacted Cedar Hills about the proposed annexation, but the
City Administrator has been gone t o a week long conference and he has not been able to talk to
him in great detail. He said t hat the City Administrator for Cedar Hills will be back in the office
on Monday.
Chairman Hadfield asked who is going to sewer the property.

Mr. Despain said the sewer belongs to American Fork City.
Chairman Hadfield asked where the water will come from .

Mr. Despain said the water will actually be supplied from Cedar Hills .
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr. Sowby referred to American Fork's 2000 North and he
asked if Cedar Hills owns what is American Fork's 2000 North. Mr. Despain said Cedar Hills
does own the road which is American Fork's 2000 North.

It was discussed that American Fork City needs to be heavily involved with Cedar Hills on the
proposed annexation.

Mr. Despain said with regards to 2000 North, the question is whether Cedar Hills wants to
convey that road to American Fork City.
Mr. Hansen asked how the issue of the nuisance strip gets resolved.

Mr. Despain said he does not know what the price is going to be in regards to the nuisance strip.
Mr. Georgeson said there ought to be a special zone for nuisance strips and taxes ought to be
levied according to the particular zone.

Mr. Despain said there needs to be some closure on what the property should be zoned. He said
the Planning Commission needs to determine the adequacy of the concept plan.

Mr. Hansen asked if the property could be put in the PR-9000 Zone to allow for greater
flexibility.
Mr. Despain said from a zoning standpoint the PR-9000 Zone would be consistent with the
General Plan. H e said usually there has to be more land than what is involved with the proposed
annexation in order to get a PR-9000 Zone. He said that he has not looked at the PR-9000
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Zone option, but it is a potential alternative.
(

Mr. Richan said he believes that it will be hard to fulfill the open space requirements for aPR9000 Zone because the property is a small piece.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Heyman if he is interested in doing the project with only 10 units.
Mr. Heyman said he would rather be allowed to annex the property under the Rl-7500 Zone so
they can get 12 lots. He said that they think doing 12lots is consistent with what is developed in
the surrounding area. He said that he is still going to ask for the R1-7500 Zone. He said he really
wishes American Fork City had an R1-8000 Zone because that is really what they want. He
pointed out that lots on the proposed concept plan are not shown at less than 8,000 square feet.
Clint Hales, who works for Ray Lamoreaux, asked if there will be any accesses off of 900 East t o
·
access the commercial property.
Chairman Hadfield said the City's concern is that 900 East is an arterial class road and that
indiscriminate accesses to that road are to be at minimum. He said that the City will ask that the
commercial business be accessed off of2000 North because they anticipate large volumes of
traffic on 900 East.
Mr. Hales said he agrees that there will be large volumes of traffic and that is why they put the
small road on the east side of the commercial property because there will be large volumes of
traffic. He said the small entrance onto 2000 North is not enough to service the commercial
property.
Mr. Nielsen said the proposed plan that shows lots at 8,000 square feet and over is consistent
with the surrounding developments.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the property would have to be put in the R1-7500 Zone to
allow 8,000 square foot lots and the R1-7500 is inconsistent with the General Plan. He said he
has a real problem with people telling him to give them a certain zone and people saying that they
will not build to the maximum capacity of what the zone will allow because in the end people do
not stick with that. He said that as soon as the property is zoned the annexation concept plan
goes out the window and the developer ends up doing what he wants to do under the zone.
Mr. Nielsen said he does not see any other way to shape the subdivision than what the applicant
has proposed based on part of the property being in the R1-7500 Zone. He said 90% of the time
he would agree with Chairman Hadfield in that the General Plan needs to be followed.
Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning Commission to keep in mind that there is a proposal to
annex Straton Farms into the City. He said it is not just the issue of 10 lots verses 12 lots because
then the die is cast and everything that American Fork does in that end ofthe City is going to be
dictated by the proposed annexation. He asked the Planning Commission to take a good hard
look at the applicant's proposed concept plan to see if it is consistent with the General Plan.
Mr. Georgeson said that Mr. Hansen' s suggestion of a PUD of some sort is a good idea.
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Mr. Despain said he would be happy to look at a PUD option.

Chairman Hadfield said the north-south road is extremely important. He said there is also
property above and a large parcel below the property proposed for annexation and whatever is
done on the property proposed for annexation will set its cast for the remainder of the annexation
property.

It was discussed that a mortuary is proposed to go on the part of the property that is proposed to
be zoned commercial. Mr. Despain said from a use standpoint a mortuary is very compatible
with the surrounding area.
Mr. Nielsen said ifthere is going to be a mortuary that further supports the notion of having a
second north-south road because there is going to be a lot of traffic corning off of 900 East. He
said the second road makes a lot of sense.

Chairman Hadfield asked what the Planning Commission would like to do.
Mr. Hansen said he wonders if there could be some flexibility given to allow the applicant to get
some 8, 000 square foot lots, but keep it in the intent of the General Plan and that is why he asked
about using the PR-9000 Zone.

Mr. Georgeson said he is also concerned about upholding the intent of the General Plan.
Chairman Hadfield said if the General Plan is violated for the proposed project, there will be many
people who will ask the City to do it in their neighborhood as well.
Chairman Hadfield said he is not sure what is expected of the City in regards to the protection
strip. He said that a good idea may be to go to the County Commissioners to let them know
what the appraised value of the property is and let it be taxed accordingly.
Mr. Hansen said there may be some problem with the property being taxed according to the
appraised value because he hears that there is some resistance to tax property in Utah County at
its value.
Mr. Despain said he will work with Mr. Sowby to see what they can come up with under the PR9000 Zone.
Mr. Sowby said that he did look at the PR-9000 Zone and one has to have 10 acres to develop
under the PR-9000 Zone. He said the property proposed for annexation does not have 10 acres
so there would have to be an exception made.
Mr. Richan asked Mr. Despain to work with Cedar Hills to let them know what American Fork
City is talking about regarding the property proposed for annexation into American Fork City.

(

Mr. Hansen asked if some of the commercial property could be counted toward the open space
requirements in the PUD.
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In response to Mr. Hansen's above question, Mr. Despain said that he does not want to go there.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ROADWAY VACATIONS
Mr. Despain explained that there are two processes in which roads get vacated and he said it
depends on whether they are roads that t he City got by dedication in a subdivision plat or whether
they are just roads that exist and were taken by deed or some other means. He said it is his
understanding that all three of the roads proposed to be vacated were dedicated on the strength of
a plat and therefore the plat process governs the vacation of the roads. He explained that the
State Law with regards to amending plats is that any requests to amend plats have to be referred
to the Planning Commission. He said the other process is that if the proposed plat amendment
involves vacation of a street, the option of getting everyone's signature and avoiding the hearing
is not possible. H e said the only way one can amend a plat if it involves a street is to publish the
proposal in the newspaper for four consecutive weeks so people have the opportunity to
determine whether the road ought to be vacated.
a.

A PORTION OF THE PLATTED RIGHT-OF-WAY INCLUDED IN THE
GRANITE PARK SUBDIVISION AT APPROXIMATELY 800 EAST
E VERGREEN
After Mr. Despain explained how a roadway could be vacated, he pointed out that
the notice of public hearing for the vacation of the road came out in the newspaper
today.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to address the issue of what the
impact will be if the road is vacated. He said one question the Planning
Commission needs to address is whether the road needs to remain and what will
the development look like once the road is gone. He asked what is going to be the
replacement plat.
Mr. Despain said the City also needs to receive a replacement plat along with the
request to vacate the road. H e pointed out that a replacement plat has not been
provided to the City.
It was explained that Councilmember Belmont is making the request to vacate the
road in the Granite Park Subdivision and to also vacate a road in the Anderson
Subdivision because her desire is to do a better plan development ofthe area and
to do only one or two lots at a time to use as income for Mrs. Lois Anderson.
Chairman Hadfield stated that American Fork City is in a lawsuit because the City
is accused of being arbitrary and capricious. He said that the City typically does
not vacate a road until it has an acceptable replacement plat. He said that at this
time he does not see that the Planning Commission can do anything other than
expect the same thing with the proposed road vacation in the Granite Park
Subdivision and the proposed road vacation in the Anderson Subdivision as has
been required of other people wishing to vacate a road, which is that they have to
provide an acceptable replacement plat before the Plamling Commission can take
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action on the road vacation.

Mr. Nielsen moved to defer action on the proposed road vacation included in
the Granite Park Subdivision at approximately 800 East Evergreen and on
the proposed road vacation in the Anderson Subdivision at approximately
850 East until such time as an acceptable replacement plat is submitted. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain summarized the Planning Commission's motion. He explained that
the Planning Commission acknowledges that the hearings on the road vacations are
going forward, but it is unprepared to make a recommendation at this
point and is requesting that a replacement plat be forthcoming.

Willard K. Carroll stated that he opposes the vacation of the road in the Granite
Park Subdivision and the road vacation in the Anderson Subdivision.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, and
Mr. Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
b.

A PORTION OF THE PLATTED RIGHT-OF-WAY INCLUDED IN THE
ANDERSON SUBDIVISION AT APPROXIMATELY 850 EAST
EVERGREEN
Action regarding this item was stated in the motion with Item 9a. above.

c.

A PORTION OF THE PLATTED RIGHT-OF-WAY INCLUDED IN THE
WOODRIDGE PUD PLAT C AT APPROXIMATELY 665 EAST 50 SOUTH
Mr. Despain stated that t he replacement plat in order to vacate the right-of-way
in the Woodridge PUD Plat Cat approximately 665 East 50 South has been
reviewed and approved. He said the appropriate motion would be to recommend
vacation of a portion of Main Street as identified and to tie it together with the
Village Green Plat.

Mr. Nielsen moved to recommend a vacation of a portion of Main Street
as identified and to tie it together with the Village Green Plat. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any fUiiher discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, M r. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and
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Mr. Baldwin. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
(

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED FINAL PLAT OF VILLAGE GREEN
CONDOMINIUMS AT 22 SOUTH 700 EAST CONSISTING OF 32 UNITS
Glen Arnell explained that they had to change the hallways to meet the fire codes. He said they
have stretched the building two feet in length and so they needed to adjust the placement of the
buildings just a little bit. He said they also changed the underground parking and it is no longer
completely underneath the whole building.
Chairman Hadfield pointed o ut that staff also requested that the clubhouse be removed away from
the intersection and also asked the developer to dedicate a portion of the corner of their property
to accommodate a future roundabout. He said the Planning Commission needs to decide if the
changes are significant or insignificant.
Chairman Hadfield asked if there were any engineering concerns.

Mr. Denney said he does not have any engineering concerns.
Mr. Despain said the real question with the proposed modified plan is whether the Planning
Commission feels comfortable that it represents a minor change and therefore does not require a
public hearing. He said the modified final plat will have to go to the City Council for action.
He said if the Planning Commission feels the changes are minor the Planning Commission could
recommend that no hearing is required.
Chairman Hadfield said a 2-foot shift in the footprint of the building is not major in his estimation.
He asked Mr. Despain ifthe staff's request that the clubhouse be setback to accommodate a
traffic circle is a major change.

Mr. Despain said it is the Planning Commission 's value judgment to decide if shifting t he
clubhouse is a major change.
Mr. Baldwin said he does not believe the changes are major because the reason for the changes
are to comply with regulatory requirements.

Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend approval of the modified final plat of Village Green
Condominiums at 22 South 700 East consisting of 32 units with the finding that the
changes are insignificant and that the reason for the changes are to comply with regulatory
requirements and recommends to the City Council that no public hearing be required. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Richan asked Mr. Arnell if he has done ground water tests on the property. He pointed out
that there was a pond on the property at one time.

Mr. Arnell said ground water tests have been done on the property.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
(

Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin.
Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF THE HARBOR VILLAGE PLAT A
SUBDIVISION AT 180 WEST 660 SOUTH CONSISTING OF 29 LOTS INCLUDING
HO:MEOWNER ASSOCIATION PROPERTIES. FACILITIES AND DOCUMENTATION
This item was withdrawn at the request of the petitioner. Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Mr.
Warren is still working with the Army Corp. ofEngineers and others to resolve some of the issues
that were raised at the last Planning Commission Meeting.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to discuss the homeowners association documents for the
purpose of discussion only.

(

Mr. Despain said the issue of how the lift station will be owned and operated seems unclear in the
homeowners association documents. He said that he went back to the City Council Minutes of
December 12, 1995 to find out the basis ofwhich lift stations would be permitted. He passed out
a copy of a portion the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes where it discusses when lift
stations would be permitted and he asked the Planning Commission to take a minute to read
through them and then they would discuss them.

Mr. Despain said the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes discusses that the lift station
would be temporary. It also discusses that the reason for the lift station was because it was
physically impossible to have the sewer flow by gravity.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Bennett has raised the issue that there is a minimum standards
of adequacy requirement. He said Mr. Bennett has pointed out that the whole notion of using a
lift station rather than meeting the minimum adequate standards has to clearly be temporary and it
is also has to meet the threshold of the City's policy relative to ownership and expansion.
Mr. Despain said the question about the lift station for the proposed project is who will own it
and another question is what justified the need for this as a temporary activity. He said if the
City is going to allow lift stations it needs to be consistent with the policy.

(

'

Mr. Despain read from the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes where Councilman
McK.innney clarified that the use of the additional capacity would only be allowed in a PUD and
that the lift station would only be allowed under a single homeowners association and that an
insurance policy indemnifying the City would have to be provided to the City. Mr. Despain said
the City has allowed lift stations. He said as he understands the policy of the City regarding lift
stations, a lift station would have to belong to the homeowner' s association and would be limited
to the capacity of those in the homeowners association and that if any further dwellings were to
be added to the lift station that would be at the discretion ofthe City.
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Mr. Despain said in the proposed homeowners association document for Harbor Village Plat A it
states that the PUD will not own the lift station, but that it will lease the lift station. He said
after reviewing the homeowners association document it is unclear to him as to whether Mr.
Warren would be a provider of sewage service, and if so does that put him in a class of something
that is subject to public service regulation.
Mr. Despain raised the question of whether the Planning Commission feels that the proposed lift
station is an essential way to deal with providing sewer. He said there is an argument that the
use of the lift station is purely economic and not because there is physically no way to provide
sewer to the dwellings.
Mr. Nielsen said that he thought it was discussed that the lift station was only going to be used
temporarily.
Mr. Warren said the lift station is only going to be temporary while they move down the line, but
stated that Mr. Frandsen is planning on moving up the line. He said that Mr. Frandsen told him
that the reason he would not pay his share of the sewage line going in is because he wants to start
at the other end.
Mr. Deauvono stated that he does not see where owning a pump station and paying to run into a
main sewer line makes one a utility. He said they are only going to be using a pump to go into the
street line. He said they are not running the sewage disposal area. He said they are only
proposing a temporary solution because the gravity is going to run toward the main sewer trunk.
Mr. Deauvono said the lift station will be owned by the homeowner's association and the
developer. He said he would think that the homeowner's association would want the developer
to stay involved with the lift station to be a type of guarantor.

Chairman Hadfield raised the issue of what happens if the private corporation fails and there are
29 homes that come to the City to correct the problem.
Mr. Deauvono said the homeowner's association documents just need to be changed to show that
the homeowner's association and developer will own the lift station.

Chairman Hadfield referred the Planning Commission to the December 12, 1995, City Council
Minutes where a lift station is discussed and the policy on lift stations is set. He pointed out that
in the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes it states that a lift station would only be allowed
in a PUD, would only be allowed under a single homeowner's association, and an insurance policy
indemnifying the City would have to be provided to the City. He said the Planning Commission
should focus on the issues that were discussed at the D ecember 12, 1995, City Council Meeting
when it is considering whether a lift station should be allowed for the Harbor Village Plat A
Subdivision.
Mr. Hansen said he has concern that the lift station is being leased to the homeowners association
because he is concerned that the lessor could raise the rent to an exorbitant amount. He said the
homeowners have to be protected some way.
Mr. Warren said he now believes that the homeowner's association should own the lift station and
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be responsible for it.
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Chairman Hadfield said as other units hook onto the lift station there will have to be an expansion
of the homeowners association.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Warren if he was sure that a lift station for the Harbor Village Plat
A Subdivision is a doable thing. He expressed concern that a lift station in the south part of the
City may not be a doable option.
Mr. Warren said he does not know ifthe lift station is a doable option. Mr. Deauvono said
according t o Steve Sowby the lift station is a doable option.

Mr. Georgeson described the way the Public Service Commission looks at homeowners
association for drinking water. He said the Public Service Commission regulates homeowner' s
associations as public utilities until such time as there are sufficient homeowners to make up the
majority of the votes in the homeowner's association because usually the owner controls the
association until that point occurs.
Mr. Deauvono said they are not planning on building their own sewer system.
Mr. Despain raised the question of why not meet the requirement of the adequate facilities
ordinance, which is that if the facilities are not adequate either construct them or wait until they
are there. He said a finding has to be made by the Planning Commission that not meeting the
minimum adequate standards is beyond the control of the applicant in order to qualify for being
allowed to put in a lift station. Mr. Despain said the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes
state that a lift station would only be allowed under a single ownership association and the reason
for that is because the City Council did not want to have everybody own it so nobody owned it.
Mr. Georgeson said ifDoug Warren owns the subdivision, he will be the homeowner' s
association until his interests are sold .
Mr. Deauvono explained the way that he sets his homeowner' s associations up . He said that he
has three votes for every lot. He said when 75% of the homes are sold the homeowner's
association then takes over. He said the reason his homeowner's associations have been
successful is because he has a greater responsibility to make sure that everything is working and
when he turns it over to the homeowner's association they are very happy that he was there
because he takes care of any inadequacies.

Mr. Richan caut ioned Mr. Deauvono and Mr. Warren that they could get in trouble ifthe
homeowners in the first subdivision say that the lift station is the homeowner' s property and if the
developers do not maintain control of it or ownership of it and then move onto the next
subdivision and try to connect the homeowners of the second subdivision onto the lift station.
Mr. Despain said the critical issue with the lift station is whether the homeowners own the whole
lift station or just part of it.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that in the December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes it discusses that
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the lift station would be owned by the homeowner's association.
(

After a great deal of discu ssion about who will own the lift station, Mr. Nielsen said there has to
be a master homeowner's association that applies directly to the lift station.

Mr. Richan said there are going to be 29 homes on the lift station and about 2% are going to be
difficult to work with and they will never be pleased. He cautioned the developers that they need
to protect themselves so they have access to the lift station.
Mr. Warren expressed his appreciation for the input he has received t onight relative to the lift
station and the homeowner's association document.
It was discussed that the lift station will be a temporary situation.

Mr. Despain asked if it is the finding of the Planning Commission that the lift station is an
accepted temporary soluti on in order to provide sewage for the Harbor Village Plat A
Subdivision.
Mr. Nielsen said he believes that the lift station is a temporary solution for Harbor Village Plat A
Subdivision.
Mr. Despain said there are issues relative to the design of the lift station and other things that staff
does not know about and they are at the final plat stage.
Mr. Deauvono stated that they will have a separate engineering drawing for the lift station.
Chairman Hadfield polled the Planning Commission to see if it is comfortable with recommending
approval of the proposed lift station.

Mr. Nielsen said the lift station is a viable alternative. Mr. Baldwin also agreed that t he lift station
is a viable, temporary alternative.
Chairman Hadfield raised the question ofhow long is temporary. He pointed out that capacity is
going to be the key. He also pointed out that the umbrella for the homeowner' s association has to
be able to be expanded as time goes on.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Chairman Hadfield said at a previous Planning Commission Meeting a commercial element
adjacent to Utah Lake was talked about. H e said the Planning Commission also talked about
whether a resort zone is needed.

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to be coming to the end of its work on the
General Plan. He said he needs the Planning Commission to give him some direction on what the
land uses should be for the area south ofl -1 5. He said at the last Planning Commission there
was some discussion on whether a resort zone was needed south of I-15 and it was discussed that
a resort zone was not needed and that any resort type activities could happen in a commercial
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zone. Mr. Despain asked how much property south ofl-15 should be zoned commercial.
Mr. Warren passed out of copy of his proposed plan around Utah Lake and south ofl-1 5 and
explained his plan and pointed out some of the unique features of the plan.
After Mr. Warren explained his proposed plan, Mr. N ielsen said he t hinks a recreation zone makes
more sense than putting a lot of property in a commercial zone. He said that he has lived in
recreational areas and he knows that they are only profitable when they can be used year around.
Mr. Nielsen recommended developing some type oftype recreational zone, but allowing some
commercial uses under a conditional use.
In response's to Mr. Nielsen's above suggestion about having a recreation type zone and allowing
some commercial uses within that zone, Mr. Despain said that is the direction he was trying to go
at the last Planning Commission Meeting.

Mr. Baldwin said at the last Planning Commission he was under the understanding that Mr.
Despain was not able to find any resort zones that would be compatible to American Fork.
Mr. Despain said he did find some resort zones, "but not on point. " Mr. Despain said there are
really two issues that need to be addressed ( 1)what area ought t o be devoted to a resort zone and
(2) what is the ordinance system that would be in place to implement a resort zone.
Mr. Nielsen suggested keeping the resort zone area small. He suggested that the area around the
boat harbor area could be put in a resort zone because that is the area that is closest to the road
and as funding comes in and as demand increases they can look at zoning more property as a
resort zone.
Chairman Hadfield said that 100 acres of resort zone that is regulated does not bother him, but 30
acres of commercial unregulated scares him.
Mr. Nielsen said at the last Planning Commission he was so tried when they started discussing the
General Plan he was ready to say anything to be able to finish the meeting and go home. He said
that after he left he thought that it really does not make sense to have commercial property down
by the boat harbor. He suggested that Mr. Despain work on a recreational zone with certain
commercial uses allowed as conditional uses.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to work on a resort zone and they can discuss it at a future
Planning Commission Meeting.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE

\

Mr. Denney reported that the City is in contract negotiations on three projects for federal funding,
which is called the congestion management fund s. He said the federal funding is going to be used
for signal coordination in the signal lights on the State Highways that run through the City, will
also be used for the park and ride on West Main Street, and will be used for the American Fork
River Trail from 300 North to the Art Dye Ball Park. He explained that the City has consultants
chosen and is in the process of getting the scope of the work defined .
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Mr. Denney also reported that the City is proceeding with the park and ride on 500 East. He said
some of the land that the City wants to use for the park and ride has some wetland issues that
need to be resolved.
OTHER BUSINESS

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission will be looking at the Straton Annexation soon and
associated with that annexation is the extension of Harvey Boulevard. He stated that the
extension of Harvey Boulevard is something that American Fork City needs to be discussing and
coordinating with Cedar Hills. He said early on Cedar Hills established an arrangement whereby
they may actually purchase the extension of Harvey Boulevard out to 900 East and now that it is
coming into American Fork that is another item that needs to be discussed with Cedar Hills.
Mr. Despain also pointed out that the City may see some progress with regards to the Ellery
Seager Parcel.
Mr. Hansen asked what is happening with the intersection at 300 North and 200 West.
Mr. Denney said the notice of award of bid has been given and work is going to begin next
Tuesday.

Mr. Warren stated that he is trying to bring something nice to American Fork City. He said he
hopes the spirit of cooperation lies with the Planning Commission and staff
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 6. 2000, PLANNING
CO:MMISSION MEETING

Mr. Baldwin moved approval of the September 6, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes
with the following corrections:
On Page 3, Line 11 "on an amendments" should be changed to "on amendments." On
Page 4, Line 4 "it there was" should be changed to " it was." On Page 6, Line 20 "Mr.
Despain stated that ordinance regarding accessory building is just a matter or size" should
be changed to "Mr. Despain stated that the ordinance regarding accessory buildings is a
matter of determining appropriate size." On Page 7, Line 8 "an over" should be changed to
"or over." On Page 7, Line 18 "an over" should be changed to "or over." On Page 8, Line
36 "dye" should be changed to "die." On Page 10, Line 13 "is expecting" should be
changed to " had anticipated." On Page 11, Line 5 "annexation" should be changed to
"annex." On Page 13, Line 10 "through the water system they are served by Cedar Hills"
should be changed to "through on the water system, they are served by Cedar Hills." On
Page 14, Line 45 "8000" should be changed to "8,000 square foot." On Page 14, Line 47
"8000" should be changed to "8,000." On Page 16, Line 27 "the description relative to 100
East and Storrs Avenue have been provided, but the description is inaccurate" should be
changed to "the descriptions relative to 100 East and Storrs Avenue have been provided,
but the descriptions are inaccurate." On Page 16, Line 29 "description" should be changed
to "descriptions." On Page 16, Line 39 " and" should be changed to an." On Page 17, Line
4 "no" should be changed " not." On Page 18, Line 34 " relative the" should be changed to
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"relative to." On Page 18, Line 47 where it reads "Mr. Richan said his experience with
ground water drainage systems is that they are "not with the power to blow them to you
know where." He said at seven feet, it is only a matter· of time before the roots get into the
system." should be deleted. On Page 20, Line 11 "been solved"should be changed to " being
solved." On Page 20, Line 11 "He said delineation means no wetlands" should be deleted.
On Page 22, Line 33 "will him" should be changed to "will allow him." On Page 23, Line
11 "being on the lift station" should be changed to "be connected to the lift station." On
Page 23, Line 27 "to do the" should be changed to "do with." On Page 23, Line 35 "in
approved in" should be changed to "app•·oved in." Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, and Mr. Baldwin. Mr. Georgeson
abstained from the vote. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Hansen moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 11:15 p.m.

-11}~~ 7~
Melanie Marsh
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 4, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on October 4, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

Review and action on the site plan for AT&T Wire Services to
install a cellular antenna on an existing pole at 81 North
Merchant Street.
Review and action on a site plan for a Day Care facility a t
the American Fork Hospital located at 120 North 110 0 East.
Review and action on an amended final plat for Baker Estates
Plat A at 275 East 500 North .
Review and action ont he final plat of Apple Creek
Subdivision consisting of 4 lots located at 945 North 500
East.
Discussion on a resort zone.
Continued discussion on elements of the general plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the September 20, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 day of September, 2000.

J . H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
OCTOBER 4, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on October 4, 2000, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Keith Richan, Ken Baldwin, Michael
Georgeson, James Hansen, and Councilman Tom Hunter. Others present included Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Tom Denison, Steve Johnson, Kevin Taylor, M . Carl
Larsen, Mark Goodsell, Doug Warren, Vic Deauvono, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the
press.
Mr. Hansen conducted the meeting because Chairman Hadfield was attending hi s son's football
game. Mr. Hansen stated that Mr. Despain will be arriving late because he is attending a viewing.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR AT&T WIRE SERVICES TO INSTALL
A CELLULAR ANTENNA ON AN EXISTING POLE AT 81 NORTH MERCHANT STREET
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and pointed out that this item was on the last Planning
Commission Agenda and action was deferred so the City could receive the calculations on the
pole strength, which has now been provided.
Mr. Denney stated that he did receive information on the pole strength, but expressed concern
that there was no information regarding the foundation.

Tom Denison, a representative from AT&T Wireless, said the foundations are generally over
designed so that if the tower has to be replaced with a larger tower or higher tower the foundation
can support it. He said usually only a tower study is done for the tower.
Mr. Denney pointed out that ifthe "tower does topple over it could leave the premises."

Mr. Geor·geson moved approval of the site plan for AT&T Wireless Services to install a
cellular antenna on an existing pole at 81 North Merchant Street with the condition that
sufficient evidence of the foundation stability be provided to the City Engineer and is
satisfactory to him. Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, Councilman Hunter, and Mr.
Georgeson. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A DAY CARE FACILITY AT THE
AMERICAN FORK HOSPITAL LOCATED AT 120 NORTH 11 00 EAST
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Steve Johnson, who is doing the
engineering for IHC.

1

Mr. Johnson pointed out that the proposed site plan shows the accesses onto 1100 East being
eliminated. He stated that the proposed site plan shows the parking area for the day care center
being accessed from the east. He said the proposed site plan shows the day care facility more as
a campus day care rather than an off-site day care facility.
*Mr. Despain arrived .
Mr. Johnson said he met with the American Fork Irrigation Company last night. He said IHC is
also planning on widening 1100 East and matching the existing curb and gutter to the north and
south. He said the irrigation ditch that parallels the road will be piped. He said that they were
going to tie the two catch basins together and route the storm water into the existing irrigation
ditch, but the American Fork Irrigation Company did not like that idea. He said the American
Fork Irrigation Company suggested that they use sumps. He said they are now planning to use
sumps.
Mr. Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said he still needs to receive some formal acknowledgment that the American Fork
Irrigation Company has approved the proposed plan. He said the proposed plan needs to be
changed to show that the catch basins are being changed to sumps and are disconnected from the
irrigation system. He said the City needs the formal dedication of the portion of 1100 East
shown on the site plan.
Mr. Hansen asked ifMr. Despain had any concerns.
Mr. Despain had no concerns with the proposed plan.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the site plan for a day care facility at the American Fork
Hospital located at 120 North 1100 East subject to (1) the applicant providing the
American Fork Irrigation Company sign off to the City (2) the catch basins being shown as
being converted to sumps and (3) the formal dedication of a portion of 1100 East to the
City, which is shown on the site plan. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Councilman Hunter, and Mr.
Hansen. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED FINAL PLAT FOR BAKER ESTATES PLAT A
AT 275 EAST 500 NORTH
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Denney.
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Mr. Denney explained that the reason for the amended final plat is because the street
improvements were not put in accurately. He stated that there is still a half street plus dedication
in all cases. He pointed out that the outside boundaries are the same, but Lots 1,2, and 3 have
been adjusted .
Mr. Denney said another problem that they have found with the plat is that there is a "little
difference in the section tie verses the City monument tie. " He said because there is a difference
in the section tie and the City monument tie the developer needs to have boundary line agreements
with the people on the east and west. He explained that the City and County had originally
ignored the tie from the section corner and only used the block corner.
Mr. Despain explained that the proposed amended final plat is a correction plat that needs to be
signed by both the Planning Commission and City Council.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that at staff's meeting it was discussed that the changes to the plat are
minor changes.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the amended final plat for Baker Estates Plat A at 275
East 500 North subject to boundary line agreements being obtained from the property
owners on the west and east of the subdivision. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF APPLE CREEK SUBDIVISION
CONSISTING OF 4 LOTS LOCATED AT 945 NORTH 500 EAST
Mr. Hansen introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Denney.
Mr. Denney said the City needs evidence of the American Fork Irrigation Company's approval.
Mr. Larsen submitted the approval letter from the American Fork Irrigation Company to Mr.
Denney.

Mr. Denney said the City needs the final title report on the property. Mr. Larsen submitted the
final title report on the property to Mr. Denney.
Mr. Denney said the water rights need to be conveyed for the four lots.
Mr. Despain said he is doing some research regarding the water rights. He said there is some
thought that the water rights were satisfied at the time of annexation, but he has not been able to
determine that with certainty.
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Mark Goodsell said that his dad told him that the water rights were conveyed at the time of
annexation.

Mr. Despain said he needs to do more research regarding the water rights.
Mr. Denney said the street on 850 North needs to be taken out and put in as a driveway approach.
He said there needs to be some resolution of the flood plane data so it can be concluded for sure
that the 100-year storm is below the elevation for the proposed lots.
There was a great deal of discussion about the General Note #3 on the plat relative to erosion
control on the banks of the American Fork River. Mr. Larsen explained that they tried to handle
the erosion control on the banks of the American Fork River by putting a statement on the plat
that states that any disturbance or changing or new construction that takes place on the bank will
have to be approved by the American Fork City Council. He stated that they are not going to be
doing any construction on the bank.
Mr. Larsen pointed out that Mr. Goodsell has stated
several times to the Planning Commission that he wishes to leave the bank of the American Fork
River in its natural state.

Mr. Richan expressed concern about what will happen along the bank of the American Fork River
when Mr. Goodsell no longer owns the property.
Mr. Goodsell stated that they are not planning on passing ownership ofthe riparian easement to
the property owners who purchase the lots. He said they are still working on trying to find out
who they can pass ownership ofthe easement to so that they (the developers) do not have to own
it. He said they have no intention of giving the easement to the homeowners, but the easement is
needed in order for the lots to meet the requirements for the backyard. He again stated that they
are still working on finding an entity that will preserve the riparian easement.
There was some discussion about having a conservation easement over the riparian easement that
could preserve the bank along the American Fork River in its natural state.

Mr. Richan expressed a great deal of concern about how the people wishing to purchase one of
the lots would know that there was a conservation easement on the lot.
Mr. Despain stated that if there was a conservation easement it would be shown on the title report
and it would also be recorded at the County Recorder' s Office.

Mr. Richan expressed concern that it is not sufficient to have the conservation easement recorded
at the County Recorder's Office because not many people go to the County Recorder's Office
when they are in the process of purchasing a lot.
Mr. Despain stated that recording a conservation easement at the County Recorder' s Office and
having it show up on the title report are legal ways of disclosing the easement to the potential
buyer.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the plat will also show the riparian easement so when a potential
buyer looks at the plat he or she will see the easement.
(October 4. :WOO- Plan ni ng Commission Minutes)
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Mr. Richan also expressed concern that the City could become liable if someone comes to the
City to get a permit to build a building on the easement and there is nothing to warn the building
department that a building can' t be built there.
Mr. Denney stated that there will be a warning on the plat that nothing can be built on the
easement, which the building department looks at when it considers issuing a building permit.

Mr. Despain said if a conservation easement is placed on the plat, Mr. Morrill would be made
aware of that and he would be mindful of that when he is in the process of considering whether a
building perrnit should be issued.
After a great deal of discussion about how the potential buyers would know about the easements
on the lots, Mr. Goodsell said he would like to give ownership of the riparian easement to the
City, if he could.

Mr. Despain stated that if the City owns the riparian easement, then the lots would be too small
and would not meet the requirements. He said the idea of a conservation easement is "the
halfway point."

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the final plat of Apple Creek Subdivision consisting of 4
lots located at 945 North 500 East subject to: (1) the water rights conveyance requirement
being verified (2) the 850 North driveway approach being revised per the City Engineer's
direction (3) the erosion control mthods for the conservation or riparian easement of some
nature being provided and (4) the flood plain data being reconciled. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.

Mr. Larsen said that they have t he riparian easement shown on the subdivision plat and asked if
they needed to go beyond that.
Mr. Despain said that he and Mr. Denney were just discussing whether the plat needed to show a
conservation easement. He told Mr. Larsen to come talk to Howard and himself at a later date
and they would let him know if anything further needed to be added to the plat in regards to the
riparian easement.
Mr. Baldwin suggested that the motion should include that whatever is worked out with staff in
regards to the riparian easement is fine and it does not need to come back to the Planning
Commission.

Mr. Georgeson amended his motion to include that whatever is worked out with staff
regarding the riparian easement is fine and it does not need to come back to the Planning
Commission. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen pointed out that the Planning Commission is just approving the subdivision plat and
not the subsequent documents that were included with the plat.
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Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ON A RESORT ZONE
Mr. Despain passed out a discussion outline, which is attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT #1. He read the discussion outline.
Mr. Despain raised the question of whether the retial/commercial portion that is proposed with
Mr. Warren' s project will be an integral part of the resort or is the resort area going to encourage
shopping.
He also raised the issue of whether Mr. Warren's proposed project is primarily a commercial
project and "incidentally a ski resort" or is it a ski resort and "incidentally a commercial activity."
Mr. Denney raised the question of whether the commercial district will be required for the
recreational area.
Mr. Baldwin said a resort zone should be "primarily for the functional purposes that are
established ."
He said he does not think there should be enough commercial to support the
housing on the south side ofthe City.

There was some discussion that American Fork City has not typically required a change in tenant
to get City approval other than just a business license. Mr. Despain pointed out that other
communities perceive each new tenant as a change in use and the City has to approve the new
tenant as part of a conditional use process. He said in regards to resort zones the City may have
to start approving tenants as part of a conditional use process because he is not sure if a note on
the plat that says future commercial in a resort zone is going to be sufficient.
There was a lot of discussion regarding the City maintaining control of the commercial ventures
that can go into a resort zone so that the resort development can be successful.
Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission if the Planning Commission feels that boat sales and
boat repairs are compatible within a marina type development.

Mr. Hansen and Mr. Georgeson both said that boat sales and boat repairs are compatible in a
marina type development. They pointed out that there could be boat rentals, ski jet rentals,
paddle boats, etc., which would be compatible with a resort zone.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the City' s obligation is assure that roads and services are provided for
the citizens.
Mr. Despain was directed to prepare the Resort Zone Ordinance.

Mr. Richan asked how the City is protected on something as questionable as the property Mr.
Warren is proposing to develop.
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Mr. Despain said the City is protected because the site plan does not get approved until it
specifically identifies what the specific uses will be. He said there is a lot of opportunity to make
requirements that would help provide indemnity to American Fork City.
Mr. Georgeson said the City needs to maintain control of the change in tenant otherwise it is
possible that a business unrelated to the resort zone could be put in the resort zone, i.e., could
have a bait shop that may be turned into a fix-it shop if the City does not maintain control of the
change in tenant.
Mr. Despain said the City needs to adopt some policies that say a change in tenancy is a change in
use.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide how much of the area south ofl-15
should be designated as commercial, which he would prefer to discuss when there is a full
quorum of commissioners.
Mr. Baldwin said when a commercial area is being developed the City needs to focus on how it
will provide services like police protection, road services, water, sewer, etc. He said ifthe City
designates some areas south of I -15 as commercial, then there needs to be roads put in to support
the commercial development.
Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission needs to decide how much commercial
development is necessary to support the south side development and whether it should become
American Fork South and be its own City, which he does not think the City wants. He said
there needs to be appropriate buffers between the resort area and the residential area and
commercial area.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Cooper & Hansen Annexation

Mr. Despain discussed the proposed Cooper and Hansen Annexation. He discussed whether the
Planning Commission feels the road should be placed on the northerly portion of the parcel
proposed for annexation or whether it should be placed on the southerly portion of the parcel
proposed for annexation. He showed two plans (1) with the road shown on the northerly portion
of the parcel proposed for annexation and (2) with the road shown on the southerly portion ofthe
annexed parcel. Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide on where the road
should be placed.
Mr. Hansen read the motion from the September 20, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes where
it discusses that the Cooper & Hansen Annexation Agreement was approved subject to the
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concept plan having the road on the northerly portion of the annexed parcel. He said the
Planning Commission approved the road being on the northerly portion of the parcel.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that if the road were to be put on the south side there would be 500 foot
deep lots. He said if the road is put on the north side, then there is a driving force to have
reasonable sized lots.
Mr. Richan asked how Wendell Hansen will be impacted by the road on the north.
Mr. Despain said Wendell Hansen will be fine if the road is placed on the north or the south. He
said that he has talked to Wendell Hansen and he likes the alternative that shows the road on the
north.
Mr. Despain said he will prepare the annexation agreement that is going forward to the City
Council with the road being shown on the concept plan on the northerly portion of the parcel
proposed for annexation.

Lamoreaux Annexation
Mr. Despain said that at the last Planning Commission he was directed to look at some options for
the property involved in the Lamoreaux Annexation. He said if the lots are allowed to be 80 feet
wide for the housing component of the annexation, the developer can get just 12 lots and not
12.1.
Mr. Despain said there is 2. 7 acres of property that could be developed as residential. He stated
that last time there was some question as to whether the property could be developed under the
PR-9000 Zone so that there would be no conflict with the General Plan. He pointed out that 5
acres is the minimum amount of property required to do a PUD, but there is provision that there
could be less property required to do a PUD if there is a suitable design element. He said the
Planning Commission would have to make a finding that the property could be developed as a
PUD. He said the PUD is an option, but he does not know if that is something that the developer
would want to do. He said there would have to be some sort of common park.
Mr. Hansen said the common park would only be about a half an acre, which really would become
more of a nuisance. He stated that the PUD would not be very large.
Mr. Despain asked if the Planning Commission wants to encourage a PUD or does it buy into the
notion of annexing a portion of the property into the City under the R1-7500 Zone.

Mr. Hansen said he does not buy into the R1-7500 Zone.
Mr. Baldwin said he recognizes the design problem that the developer has, but ifthe property is
brought into the City under the R 1-7 500 Zone it will just create problems for the City in the
future because the General Plan will not have been followed .
Mr. Despain said it has been represented by the applicant that most ofthe lots east of the
proposed annexation are 8,000 square, but in fact most of the lots in the Apple Blossom
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Subdivision exceed 8,000 square feet.
Councilman Hunter apologized for not being present at the last Planning Commission Meeting.
He said he was gone on a cruise.
Mr. Deauvono asked if the Planning Commission was getting close to finishing its work on the
General Plan.

Mr. Despain stated that the public hearing for the Townsite Zone will be held on October 10,
2000. He said the Planing Commission is trying to work fairly quickly on finishing up the
General Plan. He said a Resort Zone is another thing that needs to be completed in regards to
t he General Plan. He said another outstanding issue in regards to updating the General Plan is
deciding on how much area south of I-15 should be designated as commercial.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 20, 2000, PLANNING
COM:MISSION MEETING

Mr. Baldwin moved approval of the September 20, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes
with the following corrections:
On Page 1, Line 11, Keith Richan should be added as one of the Planning Commission
Members present. On Page 1, Line 35 after "locked in" the following should be added: "to
implementing an affordable housing element of the General Plan. On Page 2, Line 19
"review" should be changed to "reviewed." On Page 4, Line 47 "structurally sound to try
to relocate" should be changed to "structurally adequate to relocate." On Page 5, Line 4
"whether it" should be changed to "whether or not it." On Page 5, Line 5 "nonconforming status will" should be changed to "non-conforming status, will." On Page 5,
Line 39 should be changed from "said the ditch that runs right through the middle of the
property they are planning on abandoning" to "said they are planning on abandoning the
ditch that runs right through the middle of the property." On Page 6, Line 2 "whoever
that." should be changed to "whoever owns it." On Page 6, Line 17 " bringing" should be
changed to "bring." On Page 7, Line 1 the comma after Mr. Georgeson should be changed
to a period. On Page 7, Line 36 "also be involved in reviewing the irrigation detail" should
be changed to "also to be involved in r·eviewing the irrigation details." On Page 8, Line 1
the "and" at the end of the line should be deleted. On Page 8, Line 13 "sewer or asked"
should be changed to "sewer and asked." On Page 8, Line 14 "be individual" should be
changed to "be on individual." On Page 8, Line 17 "grips on" should be changed to "grips
with." On Page 8, Line 27 "pipe" should be changed to "piped." On Page 8, Line 38 "ditch
so they would not" should be changed to "ditch. They would not." On Page 9, Line 12
"developed so they want" should be changed to " developed. They want." On Page 13,
Line 3 "determent" should be changed to " detriment." On Page 13, Line 10 " in a
discussion only orientation" should be changed to "as a discussion item only." On Page
14, Line 1 "hooked connected to 1100 East it is going to be just like the people who live on
Nobhill for the last 15 years" should be changed to "connected to 1100 East it is going to be
a problem just like the problem for the people who live on Nob Hill for the last 15 years
have experienced." On Page 14, Line 25 "fair an equitable" should be changed to "fair and
equitable." On Page 15, Line 10 "Mr. Wendell" should be changed to "Mr. Wendell
(October 4. 2000 -Planning Commission Minutes)
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Hansen." On Page 15, Line 20 "Mr. Despain it" should be changed to "Mr. Despain said
it." On Page 15, Line 37 "decide on what" should be changed to "decide what." On Page
15, Line " he would be more than obliged to help fit what everybody wants to do" should
be changed to "he would be willing to help solve the problem." On Page 17, Line 8 "strip
that still" should be changed to "strip still." On Page 17, Line 23 "not allow" should be
changed to "not readily facilitate." On Page 17, Line 31 "shows the bulk of the road on the
west of the center as opposed to splitting equally" should be changed to "does not mean the
cross section required for 900 East." On Page 17, Line 38 "asked if the western boundary
is pretty well established with the road alignment with the curb and gutter" should be
changed to "noted that the western boundary of the road is established with the curb and
gutter." On Page 18, Line 5 "the east property line is in Cedar Hills and it is built out"
should be changed to "the property line borders Cedar Hills and is built out." On Page 18,
Line 7 "property line is Cedar Hills and that it is built out" should be changed to "property
line borders Cedar Hills and is built out." On Page 18, Line 40 "to go the Cedar Hills"
should be changed to "to go to the Cedar Hills." On Page 19, Line 47 "Hamon" should be
changed to "Heyman." On Page 19, Line 47 "interesting" should be changed to
"interested." On Page 20, Line 1 "Hamon" should be changed to "Heyman." On Page 20,
Line 20 "an over" should be changed to "and over." On Page 22, Line 34 "is arbitrary and
capricious" should be changed to "is accused of being arbitrary and capricious." On Page
24, Line 1 "not longer" should be changed to " no longer." On Page 24, Line 20 "if staff
requesting that" should be change to "if the staff's request that." On Page 24, Line 21 "is
major" should be changed to "is a major." Wherever it refers to "February 11, 1995, City
Council Minutes" should be changed to "December 12, 1995, City Council Minutes." On
Page 25, Line 38 "any if any fm·ther" should be changed to "if any further." On Page 26,
Line 37 "can' t" should be changed to "could." On Page 28, Line 39 "need" should be
changed to "needed." On Page 29, Line 37 "interconnect" should be changed to
"coordination."
Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and Mr. Richan.
Councilman Hunter abstained fr·om the vote because he was not present at the September
20, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9: 12p.m.

Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE OCTOBER 4, 2000 PC- PAGE 1 OF 2

DISCUSSION OUTLINE
POSSIBLE APPROACH TO RESORT DEVELOPMENT
At the last PC meeting I was requested to come prepared to start discussions regarding a
possible ordinance relating to recreation resort projects, particularly adjacent to the Utah
Lake shoreline.
My initial suggestion is that we follow the format we used with the GC-2 Zone, which is that
you first establish a specific zone classification, with a list of uses is very limited, but does
include a "Resort Development Overlay", which is in effect an additional form of Large
Scale Development.
By establishing a separate zone district the City has substantial control over the potential size
and placement of a proposed resort project, but the specific details regarding placement of
buildings, points of access, parking and types of uses permitted, etc. are determined based on
a detailed site plan for the proposed projrct.
A copy of the GC-2 Zone District is attached as an example. Note that it is only one page
long, and contains little detail. The actual detail is then established by the terms of the
Planned Comercial Development Projects Criteria as set forth in the LSD provisions.
The real key to this is the definition of what constitutes a Recreation Resorts Project.
Among the choises to be made would be:
1.

What is the basis of the resort. skiing, marina etc.

2.

What primary uses would serve to more fully support the purposes of
the resort and what ancillary uses could be allowed which are not
incompatible with or destroy the purpose of the resort.
For example, if the resort is a water recreation based development,
marina facilities would be a logical part. Perhaps even water side
gasoline dispensing facilities.
The question comes in such issues as where do restaraunts fit into the
mix or outright retail sales of comodities not directly related to the
pnmary purpose.

... ·.

:

.

ATTA.C HMENT #1 TO THE OCTOBER 4, 2000 PC- PAGE 2 OF 2

'1 - 4 . 17

GC-2 Planned Commercial Zone

A.

Intent
The intent in establishing the GC-2 Planned Commercial
Zone is to provide an area in which a congruous mixture
of retail and wholesale commercial, warehousing and
related uses may be located in a coordinated design
environment .
The zone is generally located along major
transportation a rteries in the fringe areas of the City
where land owner s hip is in relatively large blocks
permitting integrated design and ~evelopment and the
sharing of amenities and facilities.
It is intended that the zone also function as a
transition zone.

B.

Permitted Uses
Uses within this zone shall be limited to Planned
Commercial Projects which are designed, approved,
constructed and maintained in accordance with the
applicable provisions of Section 2-6 of this Code.
(Entire Section added by Ord . 85 - 08-19)

2-4-66

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 18, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA

(

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on October 18, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7 : 00 P . M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10 .
11.
12.
13 .
14 .

Review and action on a modified site plan to expand the
parking area at the LDS Mt. Timpanogos Temple at 742 North
900 East.
Review and action on a commercial site plan for Halstrom
Marine Company located at 25 South 900 West .
Review and action on the final plat of Stone Hollow PUD Plat
A at 1083 East 390 North.
Review and action on a subdivision plat for Lee's Roundup
Chevron at 862 East State Road.
Review and action on a modified site plan for Lee's Roundup
Chevron located at 862 East State Road.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement including
the annexation concept plan for the Cooper & Hansen
Annexation at 410 North 1100 East.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement including
the annexation concept plan for the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation
at 1750 North 900 East .
Discussion and action on a proposed modification to the
annexation concept plan contained in the annexation
agreement for the American Heritage Annexation at 1175 East
700 North.
Discussion on a resort zone.
Continued discussion on elements of the general plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the October 4, 2QOO,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment .

Dated this 10 day of October, 2000 .

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING CO:rviMISSION MINUTES
OCTOBER 18, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on October 18, 2000 in the
City Hall commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Keith Richan, Ken Baldwin, Michael
Georgeson, James Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Chairman Hadfield, and *Steve Nielsen.
Other present included Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Bart Christofferson, Mark
Bartholomew, Paul Washburn, David Howard, Brent Halstrom, Robert Halstrom, Ray
Lamoreaux, Walt Heyman, Leo Lines, Lee Patten, Jack Barratt, Steve Sowby, Kale Smith, and
Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED SITE PLAN TO EXPAND THE PARKING
AREA AT THE LDS MT. TIMPANOGOS TEMPLE AT 742 NORTH 900 EAST
David Howard, Engineer for the Mount Timpanogos Temple, said they are proposing to develop
a parking lot with 140 stalls on the site.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Denney for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said he did not have any engineering concerns.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain if he had any concerns.

Mr. Despain said he did not have any concerns with the modified site plan.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the modified site plan to expand the parking area at the
LDS Mt. Timpanogos Temple at 742 North 900 East. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr·. Baldwin, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR HALSTROM MARINE
CO:MPANY LOCATED AT 25 SOUTH 900 WEST
Robert Halstrom said that his family has had their business on Main Street for 54 years. He said
they need to relocate their business because someone else has purchased the building that their
business is currently located in. He said they have an acre of ground just off of Boat Harbor Road
that they want to eventually build a new building on so they can relocate their business, but for the
time being they would like to relocate their business to an existing building located at 25 South
900 West. Mr. Halstrom stated that they have to be out of their present building by November 1,
2000. He said they would like to get the proposed site plan approved so they can stay in business.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the building Mr. Halstrom would like to use is the Westwood
Building, which in the past was in the Industrial Zone. He said Mr. Halstrom is proposing to put
a retail business in the buildings, which constitutes a change in use. Chairman Hadfield then asked
for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney explained that when the property was annexed into the City the City required the
dedication of two 25 -foot radiuses, which he is not sure have been dedicated to the City yet. He
recommended that there be some further research done to determine whether the two 25-foot
dedications have been dedicated to the City. He recommended that the front part of the area
where the customers will park be asphalted . Mr. Denney raised the question ofwhat
improvements should be required on the three sides of the public street.

Mr. Despain explained that when the property was annexed into the City the existing building was
occupied by an industrial operation and was annexed into the City as a non-conforming use
because the property was annexed into the City under the GC-2 Zone. He stated that the GC-2
Zone does allow commercial activity such as is proposed.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the Halstroms have emphasized that their intent is to be located at
the proposed location only temporarily, but the issue is that the proposed use is a change in use
regardless of whether it is only temporary. He said the other issue that has to be addressed is
when the improvements have to be installed. He said if the use were a permanent use, there
would be no question regarding when the improvements would have to be installed.
Nlr. Denney asked ifthe use can go back to light industrial if the use changes from light industrial
to commercial at this point in time.

Mr. Despain said that once the use has been brought into conformance it can't go back to a nonconforlT'ing use.
Mr. Halstrom stated that they are talking about having a "6-month lease with an optional sell."
Mr. Georgeson suggested that a bond be posted for the improvements and then that bond be
assigned to the owner or subsequent occupant of the building.
Chairman Hadfield said there needs to be some guarantee that the improvements will be put in
sooner or later.
After much discussion about the improvements that need to be put in at some point, Mr.
Westwood said " it sounds like it would be better for me to keep it as an industrial property." He
stated that the reason he annexed into the City was to connect onto the sewer. He said that
when he annexed into the City, he was assured that he could continue the industrial operation on
the property as long as it was not interrupted. He said that he assumed that curb and gutter
would have to be put in on all three sides of the property, if a convenience store or something like
that was ever developed on the site. He said that they are not talking about a new development.
Mr. Westwood said they are just talking about utilizing an existing building.
Mr. Westwood stated that the two 25-foot radiuses were included on the plat as part of the
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annexation and he signed the plat.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Westwood that staff can do some further research to determine
whether the two radiuses have been dedicated to the City.

Mr. Westwood said he can't see Mr. Halstrom being required to pay for curb and gutter to be
installed because he is only going to be using the building for a temporary time period. Mr.
Westwood said he can 't afford to put in the curb and gutter at this point in time. He said that he
is only charging a storage space rental, not a commercial rental rate .
Mr. Richan asked if it is possible to allow Mr. Halstrom to use the building without requiring the
improvements to be put in at this time.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission has to decide whether the improvements should be
required to be put in now or at a later date. He said the question is what improvements ought to
be put in on the west side and south side of the property at this point in time. He pointed out that
he is not sure the City can tell the applicants what the grades for the curb and gutter need to be at
this point in time because it is waiting for UDOT's decision on the development of the road.
Mr. Despain said that if the proposed site plan were to be approved there could be a requirement
that as soon as the use ceases to be temporary it has to come back to the City for its review.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that the proposed site plan could be approved for one year and then
it has to come back to the City for further review.
Mr. Westwood pointed out that there is existing curb, gutter and sidewalk on the north side of the
property.
Mr. Nielsen stated that he does not see the proposed use as a change in use. He said working on
boats is more a wholesale commercial/industrial activity.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission needs to look at the General Plan. He said
industrial is one thing and retail commercial is a different one. Chairman Hadfield said he has
difficulty looking at something that is really a retail use and calling it industrial.
Robert Halstrom pointed out that if they are out of business for a certain length of time, they
could lose their franchise.
Councilman Hunter said there needs to be some type of a temporary solution so that the
Halstroms can be accommodated .
Councilman Hunter moved to approve the commercial site plan for Halstrom Marine
Company located at 25 South 900 West as a temporary use for a period of one year or if
there is a change in tenant while it is awaiting decisions from UDOT on the development of
the road grades and alignment and that the City review the commercial site plan at the end
of one year.
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Mr·. Richan seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the road is really the City' s. He said UDOT only has limited access
control of the road.

Chairman Hadfield recapped the motion and then said that at some point in time the
improvements will be required to be put in .
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr·. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FINAL PLAT OF STONE HOLLOW PUD PLAT A AT
1083 EAST 390 NORTH
Paul Washburn stated that there needs to be a slight modification to the sewer drainage system on
the proposed plan, which he has already talked to Mr. Sowby about.
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said the slope of the sewer needs to be increased, which is the slight modification to
the sewer drainage system that Mr. Washburn mentioned previously. He said the three public
dedications (1) 300 North (2) 1100 East and (3) about 480 North on the proposed plat need to be
defined with the bearings and distances on the interior. He said on the plat wherever it says
"roadway to be dedicated to the City at time offinal approval" needs to be changed to "roadway
dedication to American Fork City." He said the note on the plat that says "all roadways are
common areas and are public utility easements" should be changed to " all private roads are
common areas. He also said the note that says "all common areas are public utility easements"
should be deleted.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain for his concerns.
Mr. Despain said he did not have any concerns.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the final plat of Stone Hollow PUD Plat A at 1083 East
390 North subject to (1) sewer slope being corrected (2) dedications in the neighborhood of
300 North, 1100 East, and 480 North being better defined and (3) the note on the plat being
revised to say all five roads are common areas in a public utility easements. Mr. Hansen
seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SUBDIVISION PLAT FOR LEE ' S ROUNDUP CHEVRON
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AT 862 EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield said he just received the subdivision plat for Lee's Roundup Chevron at 862
East State Road tonight at 5:00p.m., which is labeled on the plat as Ken Tanner Plat A
Subdivision. He pointed out that Mr. Denney has not had a chance to review the plat for proper
closure and asked that any approval tonight be subject to Mr. Denney's review ofthe legal
description. Chairman Hadfield then asked for the engineering issues.
Mr. Denney said the state plane coordinates for the outside boundary need to be included on the
plat. He said the subdivision monuments with their state plane coordinates assigned to them need
to be shown on the plat.
Mr. Despain said there are two actions that the Planning Commission is dealing with tonight in
regards to Lee's Roundup Chevron (1) the amended site plan and (2) the subdivision plat. He
recommended that if the Planning Commission approves the proposed subdivision plat and
amended site plan that it be subject to the engineering concerns.

Mr. Georgeson moved approval of the subdivision plat for Lee's Roundup Chevron located
at 862 East State Road subject to: (1) the City Engineer reviewing the legal description (2)
subdivision plat being revised to include state plane coordinates on the corners and two
subdivision monuments with the state plane coordinates attached to them and (3) noted
that the plat is titled as the Ken Tanner Subdivision Plat A .
Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilman Hunter-. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED SITE PLAN FOR LEE'S ROUNDUP CHEVRON
LOCATED AT 862 EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the sidewalk stops short ofthe new property line. He said
there is between 15 and 18 feet of sidewalk that will be expected to be put in on the south side.
He pointed out that there is drainage that runs onto the Tanner Parcel.
Lee Patten said he is still trying to decide what kind offence to put in on the south side of the
property. He said he is thinking about putting in a cinder block wall. Mr. Patten said the
chainlink fence his neighbor has started is not very sightly and will not work for him.
Mr. Denney expressed some concern about directing the primary sewer line from the automatic
car wash. He said that he needs a copy of the drainage agreement between Mr. Patten and Mr.
Tanner. He said the plan needs to show the sewer routed through the existing grease trap and
through the sampling manhole. Mr. Denney said there needs to be some landscaping around the
car wash.
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Mr. D espain said he received some information today about water consumption on the site, but he
has not had a chance to review it in great detail. He said he needs to review the water
consumption data in order to determine ifthere are any additional water rights that are needed.
He said the changes that have been discussed tonight in regards to the site plan need to be made
and the corrected site plan needs to be brought back to the City for its review. He said if it is the
intent to put a wall along the south side of the property, it needs be noted on the plan.

Chairman Hadfield st ated the following things that need to be done:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sidewalk extensions on the south need to be shown on the plat
Sewer needs to go through the grease separat or prior to going through the sampling
manhole
Landscaping needs to be added around the car wash
The sewer connection from the car wash to the toilet needs to be removed
The City needs a copy of the easement for the drainage that exits the car wash through the
Tanner Parcel
Verification ofwater usage by City staff
The approved and corrected site plan needs to be returned to the City for its file
Note that there will be some type of wall or fence on the south side of the property
City staff needs to assure that all corrections have been made and approve the corrections

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the modified site plan for Lee's Roundup Chevron located
at 862 East State Road subject to the changes that have been identified tonight, which are
the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sidewalk extensions on the south need to be shown on the plat
Sewer needs to go through the grease separator prior to going through the sampling
manhole
Landscaping needs to be added around the car wash
The sewer connection from the car wash to the toilet needs to be removed
The City needs a copy of the easement for the drainage that exits the car wash
through the Tanner Parcel
Verification of water usage by City staff
The approved and corrected site plan needs to be returned to the City for its file
Note that there will be some type of wall or fence on the south side of the property
City staff needs to assure that all corrections have been made and approve the
corrections

Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. D enney suggested that approval of the site plan should be subject to completion of the
subdivision plat otherwise there will be a violation of separation of parcels.
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Mr. Nielsen amended his motion to include that the site plan approval is contingent upon
the subdivision plat being approved and recorded. Mr. Georgeson seconded the amended
motion. All voted in favor. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT INCLUDING THE
ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE COOPER & HANSEN ANNEXATION AT 410
NORTH 1100 EAST

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the annexation agreement for the Cooper & Hansen
Annexation was approved at a previous Planning Commission Meeting subject to the attachment
of an annexation concept plan.
Leo Lines said the proposed concept plan complies with the motion from the last Planning
Commission Meeting when the Cooper & Hansen Annexation was discussed. He said Mr.
D espain asked him to draw the concept plan showing how Wendell Hansen's Property could be
developed and to show how the streets could layout. He said he talked to Wendell H ansen and
he told him that he would like to have 15,000 square foot lots, ifhe ever develops his property.
He stated that what is shown on the proposed concept plan does not mean that is the way
Wendell Hansen is going to choose to develop his property, but it is one way his property could
be developed .
Chairman Hadfield asked if the proposed concept plan includes the 12 feet that is to be deeded to
American Fork City to widen 1100 East.
In response to Chairman Hadfield ' s above comment about the 12 feet that is needed to widen
1100 East, Mr. Lines said he does not know if the plan includes the 12 feet because they have not
surveyed the property yet. He said they will have no problem deeding 12 feet to American Fork
City for the widening of 11 00 East.

Mr. Richan asked what the size ofthe church site is.
Mr. Lines said the church site is probably going to be about 4 .21 acres.

Mr. Despain explained that the purpose of the annexation concept plan is to define the road
patterns. He stated that the proposed concept plan somewhat lines up with the east-west route
that goes into the Pleasant Grove Subdivision. Mr. Despain pointed out that the proposed
concept plan shows a road on the north boundary of the property proposed for annexation, but it
stops that road at the church site. He asked if the Planning Commission envisioned that the road
on the north would stop at the church site or did it envision the road going all the way through.
Mr. D espain said the annexation concept plan needs to show the intended or likely dedication for
the widening of 1100 East. He said the proposed concept plan shows two accesses off of 11 00
East. He pointed out that the City has tried to avoid having too many accesses off of 1100 East.
Mr. Denney expressed concern that the proposed street plan may not line up with the proposed
Stone Hollow Project, which is across the street.
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Wendell Hansen said that he talked to President William Robinson today and he told him that the
church is planning on having 6 112 acres. He also told him that the church will be on 1100 East.
He asked where the proposed concept plan originated. He said the LDS Church is planning on
having 4 acres for the church and 2 Y2 acres for a ballfield, which has been approved by Terry
Bradshaw who is a representative from t he LDS Church.
Mr. D espain said that he has not talked to Terry Bradshaw.
Mr. Lines said he is in contact with Terry Bradshaw on a regular basis and he has not heard that
the LDS Church is planning on having 6 112 acres. He said that is his understanding that the
church is planning on purchasing about 4 acres for a church only and not a ballfield. Mr. Lines
said that he speaks for Terry Bradshaw at t hese meetings.

Wendell Hansen pointed out that the LDS Church has not purchased the property yet.
Mr. Bartholomew expressed concern about the property being annexed into the City under the
Rl-9000 Zone because he said that zone does not leave enough room for off street parking for
recreational vehicles.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the City has the R1-7500 Zone, which allows smaller lots than
the R l -9000 Zone does. He said the R1 -9000 Zone requires that there be off street parking for
two vehicles.
Mr. Nielsen asked Mr. Bartholomew what he would propose the property be annexed into the
City under.
Mr. Bartholomew said he would recommend that the property be annexed into the City with the
notion that the lots be nothing less than 15,000 square feet.

Jack Barratt said he spoke with Mr. Despain and Mr. Denney about a month ago and they told
him that the proposed plan was to have the church facing 11 00 East and to have a single road on
the south end of the annexation and now there is not a road on the south end of the annexation.
He said he thought there was going to be a road on the south end of the property proposed for
annexation so that the property owners who are south of the proposed annexation would be able
to develop the inner block, ifthey chose to do so.

Mr. Nielsen said after much discussion about where to place the road, the Planning Commission
decided it made the most sense to put the road on the north side of the property proposed for
annexation. H e said the Planning Commission felt like the property owners to the south of the
proposed annexation would be able to better utilize their property if the road were to be put on
the n011h side of the property proposed for annexation.
Chairman Hadfield said there was someone present at the Planning Commission Meeting when the
placement of the road was decided who said he was representing the property owners to the south
ofthe proposed annexation and indicated that the property owners to the south did not want the
road south of the proposed church because it would impact their properties.
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Mr. Bartholomew stated that he was at t he meeting when the Planning Commission discussed
having the road placed on the north side of the property pro posed for annexation and said he
raised the question about how the ditch would be moved if the road were placed on t he south side
of the property proposed for annexation.

Chairman Hadfield said when the Planning Commission decided that it would be good to place the
road on the north side of the property proposed for annexation he got the impression that the
property owners to the south did not want the road to be located to the south of the church.
Mr. James Hansen said the Planning Commission recommended that the road be placed on the
north based on the comments from the property owners that were present at that particular
Planning Commission Meeting. He said the reason the Planning Commission decided that it
would be good to place the road on the north is because it was under the impression that the
property owners did not want the road on the south side of the property and also because the lots
would be too deep if the road were placed on the south side.

Some ofthe property owners who live to the south of the proposed annexation expressed concern
about the road being placed on the north part of the property proposed for annexation and asked
what happens if the majority of the property owners do not want the road to be on the north part
of the property proposed for annexation.
Mr. Nielsen stated that by having the road on the north part of the property proposed for
annexation it will help the people who live on the south of the proposed annexation to utilize their
property to its full potential.

Mr. Nielsen moved to accept the proposed concept plan as submitted for the proposed
annexation for the Cooper & Hansen Annexation located at 410 North 1100 East and noted
that the plan can be fine tuned when the preliminary plan is brought to the City. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Kale Smith, a property owner to the south of the proposed annexation, said he would like to be
informed about what is going on in his neighborhood before it actually happens.
Mr. N ielsen pointed out that the Planning Commission Agendas and City Council Agendas are
published in the newspaper. He t old Mr. Smith that if he was concerned about the proposed
development in his neighborhood he should have attended the Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Smith asked why the property owners who live near the proposed annexation were not
contacted.

Mr. James Hansen told Mr. Smith that the agendas are published and the property owners who
live near the proposed annexation could have all attended the Planning Commission Meeting and
expressed their concerns.
Mr. Georgeson pointed out that this is just a concept plan. He said there is still an opportunity for
change. He said agendas are always published in the newspaper before the meetings . He
encouraged the residents who live near the proposed annexation to check the agendas carefully so
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they know when the proposed annexation is going to be developed . He pointed out that the
proposed annexation still has to go to the City Council for approval.
Mr. Nielsen said there are still a lot of issue with the church that are not resolved. H e said there is
nothing that says the concept plan can't change.

Mr. Lines said there are no issues with the LDS Church. He said that he represents the church.
He said the LDS Church's position is that it would like around 4 acres to build only a church and
nothing else. He stated that the LDS Church currently does not have a problem with the
proposed location of the LDS Church.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vot e on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson,
and Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Chairman Hadfield thanked the citizens for being present. He noted that the Planning
Commission Agendas are published one week prior to the meeting.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT INCLUDING THE
ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE LAMOREAUX #2 ANNEXATION AT 1750
NORTH 900 EAST
It was discussed that the Planning Commission had a concept plan that showed 10 lots. Mr.
Heyman stated that he has a different plan that what the Planning Commission has. H e said the
plan that the Planning Commission has is not the plan that they want.
In reference to the proposed plan that shows 10 lots, Mr. Lamoreaux said "those lots are tough to
build on. "
Chairman Hadfield stated that the Planni ng Commission has to look at the intent of the General
Plan. He said Mr. Sowby claims that the subdivision in Cedar Hills that is adjacent to the
proposed annexation has lots that are smaller than 8,000 square feet when in fact the subdivision
has a number oflots that are 10,000 square feet and over. H e said that he does not see what the
big issue is in regards 10 lots verses 12 lots.
Chairman Hadfield asked what is happening relative to the two-foot protection strip .

Mr. H eyman said t hey are currently in negotiations with the property owners regarding the 2-foot
protection strip .
Chairman Hadfield asked if the 2-foot protection strip is pmi ofthe annexation.
Mr. Heyman said t he 2-foot protection strip is pa1i of the annexation.

Mr. D espain said he has talked to Cedar Hills and it has no problem with the road (American
Fork' s 2000 North) being incorporated as part of the proposed annexation.
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Mr. Heyman said it makes a lot of sense to have some 80-foot lots and be able to get 12 lots.
He said some of the lots surrounding the proposed annexation are 80-foot lots and so what they
are proposing is compatible with what is in the surrounding area.
Chairman Hadfield told Mr. Heyman that the Planning Commission suggested that he try to
develop the lot under the PR-9000 Zone. He said the Planning Commission has discussed that it
did not like the option of going with the R 1-7 500 Zone because it does not follow the intent of
the General Plan. He suggested that Mr. Heyman talk to the people who own the Stratton
Property to see if they would be willing to develop so that they could develop under the PR-9000
Zone.
Mr. Sowby said the PR-9000 Zone does not allow much flexibility. He said the only thing the
PR-9000 Zone does is allow multiple units. He said the applicants really only want to have
single family lots. He said if they choose to do the PR-9000 Zone, they would have to give up
25% of the property for open space, which would not leave enough property to build the
mortuary. He said because of the constraints of the property the PR-9000 Zone does not work.
Mr. Despain said he has looked at the PR-9000 Zone and the R1 -9000 Zone and has found that
those options do not work very well.

It was discussed that the applicants would like to be able to annex under the R1-7 500 Zone, but
that zone is not compatible with the General Plan.

Mr. Hansen moved that any concept plan for the property proposed for development meet
the proposed General Plan and be classified under the Rl-9000 Zone.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. N ielsen said he wants to find a way to solve the problem because he likes the plan the
applicants are proposing and believes that it is consistent with the dwellings to the east and he also
likes the road that borders the property.

Mr. Nielsen asked ifthere was a possibility of using the transfer of development rights concept.
He said that the applicants could possibly acquire more land that could be used as open space and
then they could develop their proposed plan and get the 12 lots that they are asking for.

Mr. D espain said the Planning Commission has talked about using TDR's on the south side of the
City, but it has not talked about using them anywhere else in the City. He said the TDR
Ordinance has not been approved yet, but it is not impossible to try to use TDR' s in other pmis of
the City.
Chairman Hadfield said he does not understand what the magic is with 12 lots.
not see the need for 12 lots.

He said he does

Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about what guarantee the City will have that a mortuary
will be built, if it zones a portion of the property commercial.
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Mr. Hansen suggested that the applicants try to acquire more property so that the property can be
developed as a PUD.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr·. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and Councilman
Hunter. Those voting nay: Mr. Nielsen. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain expressed concern about the portion of the land that will be conveyed along 900
East. He raised the issue of whether 900 East will line up .
Mr. Sowby stated that they followed the section line to the center line ofthe road.
Mr. Despain said they need to check to see how 900 East lines up.
Chairman Hadfield briefly discussed the nuisance strip. He said if the applicants are not successful
in purchasing the nuisance strip, there are other development alternatives that could be used . He
cautioned the applicants not to expect the City to resolve the issue with regards to the nuisance
strip and to not expect the City to use eminent domain to acquire the nuisance strip.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed annexation agreement places the burden on the developer in
regards to resolving the issues with the nuisance strip.
Mr. Sowby pointed out that Mr. Hansen's motion only recommended that the property be put in
the Rl-9000 Zone. He asked ifthere needs to be some statement made about the commercial
portion that is proposed.
Mr. Hansen said that his motion only addresses the residential portion. Chairman Hadfield
pointed out that Attachment #2 ofthe proposed annexation shows that the westerly portion of the
property will be in the GC-2 Zone.

It was discussed that the proposed annexation agreement still needs to have an acceptable concept
plan. It was also discussed that the water rights requirements need to be addressed .
Chairman Hadfield asked if the proposed plan that was included in the Planning Commission
Packet is acceptable to the applicants.
Mr. Sowby said the applicants still need some time t o decide what they would like to do. He
asked that this item be put on the next Planning Commission Agenda.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT INCLUDING THE
ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN CONTAINED IN THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
FOR THE AMERICAN HERITAGE ANNEXATION AT 1175 EAST 700 NORTH
Chairman Hadfield stated that staff feels that there are still several issues that need to be resolved
before the proposed annexation can come before the Planning Commission and staff recommends
that no discussion or action be taken on the proposed agreement at this point in time.
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Mr. Georgeson moved to table this item. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Sowby asked if he could have access to the staff recommendation so that he could help see
that the issues get resolved.

In response to Mr. Sowby's above comment, Chairman Hadfield said "not at this meeting
tonight." Mr. Sowby was encouraged to work with staff to clear up these several issues.
DISCUSSION ON A RESORT ZONE
Mr. Despain passed out a copy of some wording for a possible Resort Zone, which is attached to
the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1. Mr. Despain read through the handout.
Mr. Richan asked why Mr. Despain is proposing that horse stables be a permitted use in the
Resort Zone.
Mr. Despain said that Mr. Warren has said that horse riding is a corollary activity to his proposed
development. Mr. Nielsen pointed out that horse stables are consistent with the General Plan
because of the trails that are shown south of I-1 5.
Mr. Nielsen suggested that some ofthe commercial uses should be but under a conditional use
instead of a permitted use.

Mr. Georgeson recommended that under Section 4 on Page 2 "gasoline service stations" should
be change to "fuel dispensing stations. "
Mr. Despain stated that there are going to have to be some clear distinctions between the flood
plain and the area where houses will be built. He said it does not make much sense to have a
flood plain and then violate it.
Mr. Despain asked if hard surfaced parking lots really should be required in the Resort Zone. He

pointed out that the American Fork Boat Harbor Parking Lot is not asphalted .
Chairman Hadfield said a certain percentage of the parking lots in the Resort Zone ought to be
hard surfaced. Councilman Hunter stated that the American Fork Boat Harbor Parking Lot
should be hard surfaced. It was discussed that most of the activities in the Resort Zone will
probably be year around so there should be all-weather surface parking lots.
Mr. Hansen said the ordinance talks about amusement parks being a permitted use in the Resort
Zone, but he never envisioned an amusement park south ofl-15.
Mr. Despain said he can take out amusement parks as one of the permitted uses in the Resort
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Zone. He said the reason he put in amusement parks is because he was trying to identify a range
of things that could be permitted in the Resort Zone. He said he was trying to focus on more than
just the marina when he was working on the wording for a Resort Zone.
After the Planning Commission discussed the handout that Mr. Despain passed out regarding
possible wording for a Recreation Resort Zone, the Planning Commission decided that it would
like to review Mr. Despain ' s handout in further detail and have this item put on a future Planning
Commission Agenda for further discussion.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that on Page 1 under Section A where it states "where adequate
transportation routes" be changed to where adequate land transportation routes."

CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Chairman Hadfield said that Mayor Barratt has asked him to come up with a task list and a time
line for when the General Plan will be finished. He said the following elements ofthe General
Plan still need to be completed or updated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.

Drainage Plan
Resort Overlay Zone
Affordable housing plan
Review of commercial on the south side
Pressurized irrigation system
Re-look at the transportation element
Review open space and trails element.

Mr. Hansen asked if the Planning Commission needed to still look at creating a Sensitive Lands
Ordinance.
Mr. Despain stated that he does not think the Sensitive Lands Ordinance is as critical as was once
thought, but he said it is still important and the Planning Commission needs to work on creating
it; but maybe not at this particular time. He said that creating a Sensitive Lands Ordinance could
take a great deal of time.

There was some discussion on lift stations. Mr. Denney raised the question ofwhether individuals
should be allowed to bring in their own lift stations. There was some discussion that lift stations
should only be a temporary solution. It was also discussed that it might be a good idea for the
City to revisit its policy regarding lift stations to see if it should be changed. Chairman Hadfield
stated that the City is probably going to see more and more lift stations requested in the City. Mr.
Georgeson said it may be necessary to have special assessment districts to finance the "large
lateral lines."
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINESS
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Chairman Hadfield sai~ someone was going to be present to discuss the relocation of the
playground in the April Ridge Subdivision, but no one was present so this was not discussed.

(

Mr. Despain reported that last night the City Council held a public hearing on the Egg Farm EDA
and the budget was approved. He said over the next 24 years the ED A is supposed to generate
somewhere in the magnitude of 1.7 million dollars for purposes of housing, which will be a
significant element of the affordable housing element ofthe General Plan.
*Mr. N ielsen was excused.
Mr. Denney said when the final plat for the B aker Estates Subdivision was approved at the
October 4, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting it was approved subject to a boundary line
agreement being obtained from the property owners on the west and east. He said the surveyor
has now removed the double tie on the corner and so it is not necessary to require boundary line
agreements. He asked if removing the double tie on the corner is acceptable to the Planning
Commission and asked if that procedure meets the intent of the motion.
Mr. Georgeson asked if there were any gaps.
Mr. Denney said there are now no gaps and overlaps.
The Planning Commission felt removing the double tie on the corner was acceptable and felt that
it met the intent ofthe motion from the October 4, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting.
Councilman Hunter suggested that if the Planning Commissioners have corrections that they
would like made to the minutes, they should turn their corrections into Ms. Marsh and approve
the minutes subject to some housecleaning items so that a lot oftime could be saved in the
meetings.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he will not be present at the Planning Comimssion Meeting on
November 1, 2000 because he will be out oftown.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE OCTOBER 4. 2000. PLANNING
CO:MMISSION MEETING

Mr. Hansen moved approval of the October 4, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following conections:
On Page 1, Line 10 Doug Warren and Vic Deauvono should be added as being present. On
Page 2, Line 10 "tie the two catch basins and" should be changed to "tie the two catch
basins together and." On Page 2, Line 19 "irrigation structure" should be changed to
"irrigation system." On Page 2, Line 19 after " 1100 East" "shown on the site plan" should
be added. On Page 4, Line 30 "conversation" should be changed to "conservation." On
Page 5, Line 21 " erosion control for" should be changed to " erosion control methods for. "
On Page 5, Line 22 "plane" should be changed to "plain." On Page 6, Line 9 " the
commercial that is proposed with" should be changed to "the retail/commercial portion
that is proposed with." On Page 6, Line 29 "resort zone so that the resort zone" should be
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changed to "resort zone so that the resort development." On Page 6, Line 38 "City's
obligation is to put in roads and services for the citizens" should be changed to " City' s
obligation is to assure that roads and services are provided for the citizens." Page 7, Line
20 "Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission needs to decide whether there should be
enough commercial to support the south side development and become American Fork
South" should be changed to "Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission needs to
decide how much commercial development is necessar-y to support the south side
development and whether it should become American Fork South." On Page 7, Line 47
"depth" should be changed to "deep." On Page 7, Line 47 "some force" should be changed
to "a driving force."
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Councilman Hunter.
Chairman Hadfield abstained from the vote because he was not present at the October 4,
2000, Planning Commission Meeting. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Georgeson moved to adjourn. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:58p.m.

Melanie M arsh
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE OCTOBER 18,2000 PC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 4
10-18-00

POSSIBLE WORDING FOR RECREATION RESORT
ZONE AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS

SECTION 1.
Section 7-2 Entitled 11 List of Definitions .. ,
is hereby amended by adding the following definition.
54C. Recreation Resort - A type of Large Scale Development
providing accommodations for owners and guests which
include some or a combination of the following
activities (but not limited to) : boat launch, boat
storage and marina, golfing, horseback riding, and ,
swimming; also dining, lodging, retail sale of goods
and off-street parking, when included as an integral
part of and incidental to the primary recreation
activity provided by the resort.

SECTION 2.
Section 2-4 Entitled 11 Regulations Within
11
Zones is hereby amended by adding the following:
2-4.20

RC-1 Resort Zone

A.

Intent
The intent in establishing the RC-1 Resort Zone is to
provide an area located adjacent to the Utah Lake
shoreline which provides facilities for a congruous
combination of related recreational activities based on
a primary theme or facility (i.e. marina, amusement
park, sports facility, etc.) together with appurtenant
structures, uses and areas essential for the support of
the primary activity.
The zone is generally located adjacent to the Utah Lake
shoreline in locations where adequate transportation
routes are available, existing residential development
is minimal to reduce adverse impacts, and where land
ownership is in relatively large blocks permitting
flexibility in design and development and the
preservation of portions of the project area considered
unsuited for development.

B.

Permitted Uses
Uses within this zone shall be limited to Planned
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Resort Projects which are designed, approved,
constructed and maintained in accordance with the
applicable provisions of Section 2-6 of this Code .
SECTION 3.
Section 2-6.2 is hereby amended by adding the
following to the list of Large Scale Developments authorized
within the City:
11 .

Planned Resort Projects

SECTION 4.
Section 2-6 Entitled "Large Sc ale
Developments .. is hereby amended by adding the fol'l owing
provisions setting forth the requirements for the design,
construction and maintenance of Planned Reso~t Projects.
2-6-14
A.

Planned Resort Projects
Intent

The intent of this Section is to establish guidelines and
criteria to facilitate the design and approval of Planned
Resort Projects .
B.

Per.mitted Uses

Uses permitted in Planned Resort Projects shall include:

C.

1.

Recreational and cultural areas and facilities, which
constitute the primary use or activity of the resort,
including, but not limited to, boat launch ramps, boat
marinas, boat storage areas, water ski lakes, golf
courses, horse stables and arenas.

2.

Recreation vehicle (RV) courts and campgrounds

3.

Camping, and picnic facilities

4.

Hotels and motels, providing accommodations primarily
for the housing of guests attending activities
sponsored by the resort.

5.

Restaurants, curio shops, gasoline service stations
(automobile and marine) , and retail sales
establishments, cognate to the resort and providing
goods and services primarily for guests attending
activities sponsored by the resort.

6.

Driveways, streets, parking areas, landscape features,
and incidental accessory buildings reasonable necessary
to carry out the primary activities of the resort.

Approval Procedure - Project Evaluation Guidelines -
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Compliance With Related Requirements

1.

D.

The procedure to be followed in securing approval of a
Planned Resort Project shall be as set forth under
Section 2-6.2 {B) of this Code.

Minimum Project Area

The minimum base area required to qualify for a Planned
Resort Project shall be 30 {30) acres. All territory within
the project area shall be contiguous and shall include a
block of land which constitutes a logical design unit.
The initial phase of any Planned Resort Project shall
conform to the minimum base area requirement. However,
subsequent additions to a project may contain less than the
required minimum base area amount, provided that the
addition represents a logical extension of the project and
all other requirements are met.
E.

Design Criteria
1.

A detailed development plan showing the entire site
area proposed to be included in the project shall be
submitted with the preliminary application . The plan
shall show all other existing and proposed buildings
and structures, and their intended use , all off-street
parking areas, all significant landscaping elements,
and any other existing or proposed feature.

2.

-Plan to be consistent with General Plan. The detailed
development plan shall be consistent with the general
plan for the area . All major streets shall be located
in the approximate location identified in the general
plan and shall be constructed in accordance with City
standards relating thereto.

3.

Develooment on Open Space Areas and / or Resource Limi ted
Lands Prohibited. No lot or portion of a project
containing habitable structures shall be located on
lands which: {1) are designated under the terms of the
City's .Sensitive Lands Overlay Zone as resource
protected areas {wetland, stream corridors, major
drainage channel, flood plain areas, etc); {2) in the
opinion of the City, have other physical limitation
which render them inappropriate for development
(powerline right-of-way area, Drainage channel) or (3)
are designated on the project plan to remain as open
space.

4.

Detailed Development Standards to be Adopted. The
applicant, in preparing the design for a Planned Resort
Project, and the Planning Commis sion and Council, in
conduct ing the reviews and approvals required by this
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ordinance, shall be guided by the terms of this
ordinance and that certain document entitled Guidelines
for the design and review of Planned Resort Projects,
which is appended hereto and by this reference made
part of this ordi nance.

5.

Utility Easements and Provisions for Drai nage . The plan
shall provide adequate easements for the placement of
required drainage and utility systems and facilities in
locations approved by the City .

F.

Required +morovements

The following site and building improvements shall be
constructed as directed by the City Engineer or
building inspector, as applicable : :
1.

2.
3.

All required streets, curbs, gutter, sidewalk,
driveways and off street parking area shall be
graded and hard surfaced . No portion of the front
setback area shall be devoted to off-street
parking .
Landscaping and landscape structures .
Other site improvements as set forth on the
approved site plan.

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 1, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on November 1, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m . The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M . - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on a modified site plan for Harts Gas &
Food located at 717 West Main Street.
Review and action on an extension of one year to the
National Financial Services Inc . at 241. West Main Street.
Review and action on a change of use in the Historical
Preservation Overlay zone for the North Hampton House
Reception Center located at 190 West 300 North.
Review and action on the site plan for AutoMall Business
Center Phase III at 525 East 1000 South.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Lakeside
Planned Industrial Park at 580 East 1700 South.
Review and action on the Preliminary Plan of the Mountain
Meadows PUD located at 370 South 400 West.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement including
the annexation concept plan for the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation
at 1750 North 900 East.
Discussion of the annexation agreement for the Bear
Annexation at 975 West Main.
Review and action on an Ordinance establishing a Resort
zone.
Continued discussion on elements of the General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the October 18, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment .

Dated this 24 day of October, 2000.

J.H . Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
NOVEMBER 1, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on November 1, 2000, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Keith Richan, Ken Baldwin,
Michael Georgeson, James Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, and Steve N ielsen. Others present
included Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Dean Hall, Roland Haycock, Kyle
Spencer, Steve Sowby, Ray Lamoreaux, Mike Bromley, Vic D eauvono, Doug Warren, David
Blume, Kurt Bryant, Mel Radmall, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of t he press.

Mr. Hansen conducted the meeting because Chairman Hadfield was out of town.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MODIFIED SITE PLAN FOR HARTS GAS & FOOD
LOCATED AT 717 WEST MAIN STREET
Dean Hall, the petitioner, said he is proposing to put a 12' X 20' storage shed at 717 West Main
Street. He said the storage shed will be within 18 inches of the existing building on the site. He
pointed out that the building will be fastened down to meet the 70-mph wind requirement. He
said he plans to put dry goods in the storage shed. He stated that he can't put anything in the shed
that will freeze .

Mr. Hall said the building will meet the fire requirements. He said there will be 5/8" sheetrock on
the inside of the building and on the outside of the building there will be 3/4" tongue and groove
plywood.
Mr. Denney was satisfied that the proposed shed would meet the fire protection and separation
requirements.
Mr. H all pointed out that the roof on the storage shed will be hipped and will be painted to match
the stucco on the existing building.
Mr. D espain recommended that the Planning Commission approve t he amended site plan with a
finding that it is a minor modification to the previously approved site plan.
M r. Richan moved to approve the modified site plan for Harts Gas & Food located at 717
West Main Street with the finding that it is a minor modification to a previously approved
site plan. Mr. Geor·geson seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Mr. Hansen called for a vot e on the motion.

Those voting aye: M r. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and
1

Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN EXTENSION OF ONE YEAR TO THE NATIONAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES INC. AT 241 WEST MAIN
Mr. Despain said with the recent enactment of the ordinance that establishes a time limit for how
long an approval is valid it is now necessary for the Planning Commission to look at approved
plans that have not been fully complied with a year after their initial approval in order to
determine whether the approvals should remain valid . He said Mr. Haycock has not been able to
finish what he would like to do at 241 West Main Street and his one year time limit has expired
Mr. Despain said Mr . Haycock is asking for an extension of the approval for National Financial
Services Inc. at 24 1 West Main.

Mr. Despain pointed out that the demolition of some of the buildings is only partially completed.
He said there is a large pile of debris behind the buildings that needs to be removed. He
recommended that any extension of the original approval be conditioned upon the immediate
removal of the trash and debris on the site.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve an extension of one year from the original date of
approval for National Financial Services Inc. at 241 West Main Street on the condition that
the demolition debris be removed off the site within six weeks. Mr. Richan seconded the
motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.

Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CHANGE IN USE IN THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
OVERLAY ZONE FOR THE NORTH HAMPTON HOUSE RECEPTION CENTER
LOCATED AT 190 WEST 300 NORTH
The petitioner or no representative for the proposed project was present.

Mr. Baldwin moved to table this item. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain stated that Chairman Hadfield asked him to report that the proposed use is a change
in use. He said a reception center is a permitted use as long as it preserves the historic character
of the structure. He said the petitioner is proposing to lease out some spaces in the building for
specific commercial uses that are related to weddings, which would be "defacto retail/commercial
activities." He said the property is in the historic overlay zone. He said that he thought Dan
Richards was go ing to be here tonight to discuss the proposed project. Mr. Despain suggested
that the Planning Commission go ahead and table this item until staff has had a chance to talk to
Mr. Richards.
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Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion .

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR AUTOMALL BUSINESS CENTER
PHASE III AT 525 EAST 1000 SOUTH
Kyle Spencer stated that the proposed site plan is the third and final phase of the Automall
Business Center. He pointed out that they irutially proposed a restaurant on the main floor of the
proposed office building, but after doing some investigation they found out that do to the
ventilation necessary for a restaurant it would not be possible to put a restaurant on the main
floor. He said the proposed building will be a two-story office building.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Denney to state the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney expressed some concern about cars backing into the travelways. He suggested that
the road be widened and the parking be done as parallel parking so cars do not have to back into
the travelway. He said landscaping needs to be shown between the curb, gutter and sidewalk
area. He said if signs are desired that should be addressed now.

Mr. Spencer said he does not know if any signs are going to be desired.
Mr. Denney said the sewer lateral is shown going into the main on a diagonal, which needs to be
changed because the standard for sewer laterals is that they go into the main at 90 degrees.
He recommended that the lighting scheme for the parking lots be shown on Sheet 6 and that street
signs in the area of Auto Mall Drive need to be indicated on the plat.

There was a great deal of discussion about the parking requirements. Attached to the rillnutes as
ATTACHMENT #1 is a Compliance Summary that Mr. Despain discussed to help address some
of the parking issues relative to Phase III.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the building perrillt for
Phase I of the Automall Business Center has already been issued. He also pointed out that Phase
II has a building perrillt issued for "the shell only." He stated that no building plan has been
subrilltted for Building 3.

Mr. Spencer said that he thought the plans for Building 2 had been subrilltted to the City.
Mr. Despain stated that there is also an issue in regards to the water rights that needs to be
resolved. He said when Phase I was approved it was discussed that the water rights were
subrilltted at the time of Annexation, which took place in 1972. He explained that because the
annexation took place in 1972 that predates the water rights conveyance requirements. He said
the City has no evidence that the water rights for the entire parcel have been conveyed to the City.
Mr. Hansen asked how many parking spaces are being picked up with Phase 3.

Mr. Despain said he does not know the specific number of parking spaces that are being provided
with Phase 3. He said the number of parking spaces being provided for Phase 3 is based on the
notion that there is a surplus in parking for Phase I and Phase II.
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Mr . Hansen called for a vote on the motion .

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR AUTOMALL BUSINESS CENTER
PHASE III AT 525 EAST 1000 SOUTH
Kyle Spencer stated that the proposed site plan is the third and final phase of the Automall
Business Center. He pointed out that they initially proposed a restaurant on the main floor of the
proposed office building, but after doing some investigation they found out that do to the
ventilation necessary for a restaurant it would not be possible to put a restaurant on the main
fl oor. He said the proposed building will be a two-story office building .
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Denney to state the engineering concerns.

Mr. Denney expressed some concern about cars backing into the travelways. He suggested that
the road be widened and the parking be done as parallel parking so cars do not have to back into
the travelway . He said landscaping needs to be shown between the curb, gutter and sidewalk
area. He said if signs are desired that should be addressed now.
Mr. Spencer said he does not know if any signs are going to be desired.
Mr. Denney said the sewer lateral is shown going into the main on a diagonal, which needs to be
changed because the standard for sewer laterals is that they go into the main at 90 degrees.
He recommended that the lighting scheme for the parking lots be shown on Sheet 6 and that street
signs in the area of Auto Mall Drive need to be indicated on the plat.
T here was a great deal of discussion about the parking requirements. Attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT #1 is a Compliance Summary that Mr. D espain discussed to help address some
of the parking issues relative to Phase III.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the building permit for
Phase I of the Automall Business Center has already been issued. He also pointed out that Phase
II has a building permit issued for "the shell only." He stated that no building plan has been
submitted for Building 3.

Mr. Spencer said that he thought the plans for Building 2 had been submitted t o the City.
Mr. Despain stated that there is also an issue in regards to the water rights that need s to be
resolved. He said when Phase I was approved it was discussed that the water rights were
submitted at the time of Annexation, which took place in 1972. H e explained that because the
annexation took place in 1972 t hat predates the water rights conveyance requirements. He said
the City has no evidence that the water rights for the entire parcel have been conveyed to the City.
Mr. Hansen asked how many parking spaces are being picked up with Phase 3.
Mr. Despain said he does not know the specific number of parking spaces that are being provided
with Phase 3. He said the number of parking spaces being provided for Phase 3 is based on the
notion that there is a surplus in parking for Phase 1 and Phase II.
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lt was discussed that there is not a building permit issued for Building 2, which makes it difficult
to know for sure that Building 2 will be fixed wall. It was discussed that it can't be determined
whether there will be a surplus of parking spaces in Phase II until the building permit is issued and
the City knows for sure that the building will be fixed wall .

Mr. Despain said if Building 2 is fixed wall, there could possibly be a surplus of 26 to 29 parking
spaces between Phase I and Phase II, which could be applied to Building 3.
It was discussed that the three phases of the Auto Mall Business Center are being developed as
one project and there has been no indication or any intent to subdivide the property into three lots.
It was discussed that if the property were ever to be subdivided there would have to be cross
easements provided at the time the property is subdivided.

Mr. Denney said the boundaries do not match.
After much discussion about the parking issues, Mr. Georgeson moved to postpone action on
this item for two weeks to allow Mr. Spencer and his client to work with the City to try to
come to some resolution on the parking problems. He stated that he does not feel comfortable
moving forward with the proposed plan until the City knows whether Building 2 w ill be fixed wall
or moveable petitions.
Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.

Mr. Baldwin asked if the motion should include subject to verification ofthe water rights for the
entire property.
Mr. Georgeson said he did not feel the issue w ith regards to the water rights needed to be
included in the motion at this time. He said there are also other engineering things that need to be
resolved, but he did not feel they needed to be included in his motion tonight because no approval
is being granted and the applicant is aware that they will have to happen in order for his project to
be approved. Mr. Hansen encouraged Mr. Spencer to resolve the other issues that have been
discussed tonight along with working out a way to meet the parking requirements.
Mr. Spencer asked if he could eliminate the parking behind Building 3 so that the landscaping
around Buildings 1, 2, and 3 would all look the same.
The Planning Commission directed Mr. Spencer to work with staff regarding the parking.
M r. H ansen asked for any further comments.
There were no further comments.

Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

T hose voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE LAKESIDE PLANNED
INDUSTRIAL PARK AT 580 EAST 1700 SOUTH
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Mr. Sowby stated that the property proposed for annexation is almost ready to be annexed into
the City. He said the developer wants to develop just the two lots on the south and leave the
other parcels unplatted at this time. He said they will put in all the utilities at this time. He
explained that the property proposed for development is in Zone A and Zone B so in order to
build a habitable structure in that area the base floor of the structures has to be one foot above the
flood plain.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Denney to state the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said the easements need to be shown on the plat. He said the City needs to know
what the extent of the easement is for the power line that is closest to 1500 South. He also
stated that the issue in regards to the derelict parcel needs to be resolved.
Mr. Sowby said they can easily do whatever the City wants in regards to the derelict parcel.
Mr. Denney discussed where the road needs to be extended so there will not be a "Chinese wall. "
Mr. Denney pointed out that it is proposed that Lots 1 and 2 will be connected to a sewer lift
station, which does not indicate that it will be a temporary situation. He said the City's current
policy on lift stations is that they are only to be a temporary solution.
Mr. Denney stated that Lots 1 and 2 also would fall under the shore line protection zone.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about how often Lots 1 and 2 are under water.
Mr. Sowby said they have surveyed the elevation and he is not worried about water problems.
Mr. Denney stated that the City needs to receive the downstream water user's sign off. He also
stated that there are some corrections that need to be made to the plat.
Mr. Despain raised the question of what is the appropriate level of development on the southerly
part of the parcel. He also stated that there may have to be a change in the City's policy
regarding lift stations because the City has never had a condition where a lift station had to be
used as a permanent solution.

Mr. Hansen asked if the Planning Commission can act on the proposed request when it does not
know what the City Council's direction will be in regards to the proposed lift station.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern about the property proposed for development being in the
Shoreline Protection Zone and the problems that could arise ifthe property is developed.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the Shoreline Protection Zone has not been adopted by the City
Council yet.
There was some discussion about the ditch and whether it should be required to be piped. Mr.
Denney pointed out that the proposed Storm Drain Master P lan states that the sloughs will remain
open. He said one concern he has with the ditch is its close proximity to the road. There was also
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some discussion about whether 580 East Street should continue to the south.
Mr. Denney raised the issue of what is the buildable depth ofthe lots. He suggested that the
buildings should be slab on grade.
Mr. Richan asked Mr. Sowby if he feels that the ground is stable enough for development.
Mr. Sowby said he feel s that the ground is stable enough for development.
Mr. Richan expressed concern about the liability the developer could face in the future ifthe
property is not suitable for development and something is developed on it.
Mr. Georgeson stated that he was uncomfortable with approving the proposed preliminary plan
because there are too many questions that are unanswered, i.e. , whether the City will accept the
sewage pump station, the Shoreline Protection Zone has not been approved by the City Council,
which if approved effects whether 580 East Street should continue to the south, etc.
Mr. Sowby said they have met all the codes. He explained that they are proposing to have
private sewer grinder pumps and not a sewer lift station. He further explained that the sewer
grinder pumps will be owned and operated by the lot owners. He said ifthe City needs to modify
its policy on lift stations that is fine, but that should not be something that holds them up . He
pointed out that the Shoreline Protection Zone has not been adopted by the City Council yet.
In response to Mr. Sowby' s comment about the Shoreline Protection Zone not being approved
yet, Mr. Nielsen said he assumes it will eventually be approved.
Most of the planning commission members did not feel comfortable with the proposed private
sewer grinder pumps because they did not know if they were acceptable to the City Council. It
was discussed that the proposed sewer grinder pumps are contrary to the City' s current policy in
regards to lift stations because they are not proposed as a temporary situation. The Planning
Commission felt like it needed to get some direction from the City Council regarding the
proposed sewer grinder pumps before it could recommend approval ofthe proposed plan.
Mr. N ielsen encouraged Mr. Sowby to focus on subdividing the land to the north and hold off on
developing the land to the south until the City Council has a chance to decide whether it is going
to approve the Shoreline Protection Zone. He again expressed concern about developing Lots 1
and 2 because ofthe potential water problems on the property.
Mr. Sowby stated that he can meet the flood zone requirements on the property.
Mr. Georgeson moved to defer action on the proposed preliminary plan for the Lakeside
Planned Park at 580 East 1700 South until the Planning Commission has an opportunity to
request and receive a policy decision from the City Council relative to the use of privately
owned sewer grinder pumps or lift stations on the property proposed for development or at
other locations in the C ity. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Mr. Hansen asked Councilman Hunter if he would let the City Council know that the Planning
Commission is requesting some direction regarding the use of lift stations and sewer grinder
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pumps in the City.
Councilman Hunter said he would report the Planning Commission's request to the City Council.

Mr. Hansen asked fo r any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.

Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, Mr.
Georgeson, and Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN OF THE MOUNTAIN MEADOWS
PUD LOCATED AT 370 SOUTH 400 WEST

Mr. Sowby stated that they are proposing to do a PUD in the Rl -9000 Zone on about 9 Y2 acres.
He pointed out that there is 29% open space proposed. He said they are not asking for the
maximum density that would be allowed. He said they are only asking for 27 units. He said
" we are proposing to fill part of the wetlands and mitigate on site down to the south where there
is more existing wetlands ." He said they are waiting for the Army Corp. OfEngineer's
determination on the wetlands and realize that if the Planning Commission were to approve the
proposed plan tonight that would have to be one ofthe subject to items.

Mr. Hansen asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney stat ed that the City needs to have a copy of the downstream water users sign offby
the final plat stage. He said the City does not currently allow a cross section with an island. He
said that he does not have the tangent lengths between the reverse curves and explained that the
standard is a 100-foot tangent between reverse curves.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the sewer line in the Mountain Meadows Subdivision is not very
deep. He said that he can' t tell from the proposed plan whether the sewer will be raised or not.

Mr. Sowby explained that they will fill around the two hard right-hand turns.
Mr. Denney suggested that it might be a good idea to have the developer make some type of
contractual agreement with the City to help ensure that the developer will not ask to develop
more than 27 units.

It was discussed that Mr. Cates had been to some of the earlier Planning Commission Meetings
when the property proposed for development was discussed and M r. Cates indicated that he had
no desire to do anything with his property at thi s point in time.
Mr. Denney stat ed that there needs to be a more accurate rendering of the property lines shown
on the proposed plan . He said deed gaps need to be corrected and there need to be some
boundary line agreements.
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Mr. Sowby said that he is aware that there needs to be some boundary line agreements.

There was some discussion about the proposed island. Mr. Sowby said they wanted to put in the
island as a landscape feature that would be maintained by the homeowners association.
There was some di scussion that the legal description should follow the road.
Mr. Despain pointed that the proposed plan does not have any Jots that are less than 7,500 square
feet. He said in some respects the proposed plan is what the PUD alternative was intended to
accomplish. He said in theory the developer is allowed to have 30 lots, but because of the
wetlands the developer will not be able to develop 30 lots. In essence, because of the limitations
of the site itself the developer can' t develop the maximum number of lots that would be allowed
under the Rl-9000 Zone with the PUD alternative.
Mr. Denney suggested that basements should probably be restricted unless the level of fill can be
ascertained because of the ground water being very high in that area.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the preliminary plan of the Mountain Meadows PUD
located at 370 South 400 West subject to (1) restriction on the basements, which will
probably be more properly defined in the final plat (2) receive sign off for drainage and
water from down stream water users (3) the center island being removed from the road
cross section that is shown on the preliminary plat just west of Storrs Avenue (4) the data
for the curves for the road be supplied and be in conformity to City standards (5) the sewer
ground surface in the westerly portion of the subdivision being raised to accommodate the
30-inch cover over the sewer line (7) conveyance of the derelict parcels on the south of the
easterly termination of 370 south being conveyed to the adjacent property owners with a
suggestion that the developer may want to enter an agreement with the adjacent property
owners so that they can do the landscaping that is shown on the proposed plan (8) extend
the sewer line within 100 feet of Storrs Avenue (9) boundary line agreements required on
the northerly portion of the property (10) the Army Corp. of E ngineer's sign off on the
wetlands mitigations.
Mr. Hansen said he was concerned about the proposed 6-foot high sight-obscuring fence that was
proposed as going out to Storrs A venue, but said t hat is a moot point now because the property
in that area is now going to be deeded to the adjacent property owners and so the proposed fence
will now come off of the proposed plan.

Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT INCLUDING THE
ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE LAMOREAUX #2 ANNEXATION AT 1750
NORTH 900 EAST
Mr. Hansen pointed out that the proposed concept plan shows that the property is being
developed under the Rl-7500 Zone, which does not conform to the Planing Commission motion
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that requested the property be annexed into the City under the Rl -9000 Zone.

Mr. Sowby said the proposed plan is based on the R l-9000 Zone. He said the Rl-7500 Zone that
is shown on the proposed concept plan is a typo. He said the proposed plan is for a PUD in the
Rl-9000 Zone.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain for his comments.

Mr. Despain explained that 5 acres is the minimum amount of property that is needed to do a
PUD in the Rl-9000 Zone. He pointed out that the site proposed for development is not 5 acres.
He said when the commercial component is taken out there is only about 2.3 acres to develop the
residential component. He said the Planning Commission needs to decide if it is acceptable to
develop the PUD with less than 5 acres.
There was some discussion about the road cross sections. It was discussed that the cross
sections should not be noted as being private. Mr. Sowby explained that the street adjacent to the
proposed commercial site has the 30-foot half width, which gives the full curb, gutter, and
sidewalk on the commercial side of the street. He said that on the south side a little bit has been
taken off of the cross section in order to conform to the PUD, but the rest of the PUD there is 51
feet of cross section rather than the 42-foot cross section.
Mr. Denney stated t hat the 5-foot planter strip on 900 East does not comply with the overlay
zone. He said the cross section that is required in the overlay zone for t he 900 East exposure
needs to be met.
Mr. Denney expressed concern about the proposed plan not proposing a sidewalk in front of the
proposed lots on the south side of the street. He asked how the ADA requirements will be met if
there are no sidewalks in front of the lots.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about how there will be some assurance that the .038 acres of
open space that is by Lot 6 will be maintained.

Some of the Planning Commission members suggested that the open space by Lot 6 be eliminated
and that the property that was intended for open space be incorporated into Lot 6 to make that lot
bigger.
There was some more discussion about the need for the sidewalk on the south side ofthe street.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the sidewalk can be put on the easements in a PUD . Mr. Sowby told
Mr. Denney that if he wants him to put in a sidewalk on the south side of t he street, he can put
one in on the easement ofthe lots. Mr. Richan said that he would feel more comfortable ifthere
was a sidewalk on the south side of the street.
Mr. Hansen asked how the Planing Commission feels about a PUD on less than 5 acres.
The Planning Commission was comf011able with the PUD being on less than 5 acres because of
the constraints of the site. Mr. Georgeson said it is important to conform to the General Plan.
He said that he does not have a problem with Lots 9, 10, and 11 having large backyards.
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Mr. Baldwin moved to recommend approval of the annexation agreement including the
annexation concept plan for the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation at 1750 North 900 East to the
City Council and noted that the PC finds that the PUD is appropriate because of the
constraints of the lot. Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney recommended that the motion should include that the plat be corrected to note that
the property will be developed under the R 1-9000 Zone and not the Rl-7500 Zone, which is
shown on the concept plan. He also recommended that the motion include that the cross section
on 900 East needs to be corrected to comply with City standards. Mr. Georgeson suggested that
the motion also include that there will be sidewalks on the southerly side of the road.

Mr. Baldwin amended his motion to include the following: (1) that sidewalk will be placed
on an easement in front of Lots 1 through 6 (2) 900 East needs to be the appropriate cross
section (3) the proposed concept plan needs to be changed to show that it is being
developed under the R1-9000 Zone and not the R1-75000 Zone and (4) the note about
private cross sections needs to be removed from the plan. Mr. Richan seconded the
amended motion.
Mr. Hansen asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Mr. Hansen called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. Sowby asked what zone designation will be given to the commercial piece that is part of the
proposed annexation. Mr. Despain said the commercial piece will probably be put in the GC-2
Zone.
DISCUSSION OF THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BEAR ANNEXATION AT
975 WEST MAIN
Mr. Despain said the applicant is requesting that the property proposed for development be
brought into the City under the I - 1 Zone. He said the property that is to the south and west of the
property proposed for annexation is in the I-1 Zone. He pointed out that the property that is to
the east and north ofthe property proposed for annexation is in the GC-2 Zone.

Mr. Despain stated that 900 West needs to be widened. He said he did not believe there would be
additional width required on Main Street.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain what zone designation the General Plan shows the property
proposed for annexation corning into the city under.

Mr. Despain said the General Plan shows that the property is intended to come into the City under
a commercial zone.
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Mr. Despain pointed out that there is no water near the property proposed for development. He
said the sewer line has been extended near the property proposed for development. He said any
commercial development would require the extension of the water line for fire protection. Mr.
D enney pointed out that the closest water line is on 200 South.
Mel Radmall said that they would like to build a construction demolition transfer station.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide what zone the property should be
annexed into the City under.
It was discussed that the proposed building will be totally enclosed.
There was some discussion about whether the County would allow the proposed development
Mr. Georgeson said that he would much rather have the proposed development in the City than in
the County because at least the City would have some control. Mr. Radmall said that he would
also prefer having the development in the City rather in the County.

Mr. Hansen cautioned the Planning Commission about recommending to annex the property into
the City under a zone that is not consistent with the General Plan.
Mr. Nielsen agreed that the intent ofthe General Plan needs to be followed. Mr. Georgeson
agreed that the intent of the General Plan needs to be followed .
l\1r. Nielsen said the prope11y should be annexed into the City under the GC-2 Zone.
discussed that the proposed use would not be compatible with the GC-2 Zone.

It was

Mr. Georgeson asked when the last time the General Plan was revised in the area that is proposed
for development. Mr. D espain said he did not know the last time the General Plan was revised
in the area that is proposed for development. He said he would be happy to discuss the General
Plan for that area at the next meeting in order to help the Planning Commission make a
determination on what the area proposed for annexation should be zoned.

Mr. Despain stated that he would prepare an annexation agreement based on the GC-2 Zone and
would also bring some information related to the General Plan to discuss at the next meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A RESORT ZONE

Mr. Despain said that Chairman Hadfield asked that discussion on the resort zone be delayed to a
future meeting so that the Planning Commission could spend some time discussing the General
Plan. This item was not discussed .
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Mr. Despain discussed the proposed land use plan. He raised the issue of whether the Pla1ming
Commission wanted to include a res011 zone as part ofthe land use plan.
Mr. Warren asked if the Planning Commission had seen his most recent plan.
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Mr. Despain said he has a copy of the latest plan. He said that he does not think Mr. Warren's
current proposed plan is critical to the discussion tonight regarding the land use plan. Mr.
Despain asked the Planning Commission if it has any problems with showing the resort zone in the
revised General Plan.
Mr. Hansen said that he does not have any problems with showing the resort zone in the General
Plan.
Mr. Despain expressed concern about showing the resort zone in the General Plan because of
economics and demand.

Mr. Deauvono said his plan has been approved by the County to go in as a recreation site.
In reference to Mr. Deauvono 's above comment, Mr. Despain said "that is not true."
After Mr. Deauvono continued to make comments that were not relevant to the discussion on the
General Plan, Mr. Hansen told Mr. Deauvono that the discussion regarding the General Plan is to
be a discussion between Mr. Despain and the Planning Commission.
Mr. Deauvono said "everyone has been participating tonight in the discussions."
Mr. Hansen tried to say something to Mr. Deauvono and he continued to interrupt Mr. Hansen so
Mr. Hansen told Mr. Deauvono that he would have him removed if he was not allowed to
continue saying what he was trying to say. He told Mr. Deauvono that the discussion on the
General Plan is a discussion between Mr. Despain and the Planning Commission. He told Mr.
Deauvono that he would call on him when he was going to give him an opportunity to speak. Mr.
Hansen asked Mr. Deauvono if he understood .
Mr. Deauvono said that he did not understand. He said "I think that is totally unfair because
tonight as I have been here for the whole meeting everybody was allowed to speak at free will. I
expect to be treated the same complimentary way. I do not care if you have a beefwith me
personally, that is your problem. I am trying to get something done just like you. "

Mr. Hansen told Mr. Deauvono that every time he comes to the Planning Commission Meeting
they go around and around in circles and the Planning Commission can't get the General Plan
completed. He asked Mr. Deauvono to let the Planning Commission get its work done on the
General Plan.
Mr. Deauvono said that he has been very cordial for the last three months.

Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission which areas south ofl-15 should be labeled on the
land use plan as commercial areas.
Mr. Richan pointed out that in Mesa, Arizona there are a Jot of little strip malls. He said it " is my
feeling that there has to be some kind of provision for the people who are willing to risk their
money. " He said the ones putting up the money are the ones who are doing the research on
whether their proposed project will be successful.
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Mr. Warren and Mr. Deauvono applauded Mr. Richan's above comment regarding the ones who
are putting up the money are doing the research to determine if a project will be successful.
Mr. Richan said he has thought a lot about where the commercial areas should be put, but he does
not know where the commercial areas should be put. He said the people who have the money
and have done some research would know where to put the commercial uses. He said he thinks
the only thing the Planning Commission can do is to help make sure that there are plans in place
for adequate road circulation. He said the land south ofl -15 is going to be developed in spite of
how the Planning Commission sees the area being developed. He said the people who are going
to make the decisions for the area south ofl- 15 are going to be the City Council members. Mr.
Richan said economics will dictate where the commercial uses will go.
Mr. Hansen said he could see some commercial uses being along 1500 South.

Mr. Georgeson said commercial uses will be the most successful at major intersections. He said
they are going to have to use the transportation plan to help them determine where the
commercial zones should be placed. He said that some commercial zones do need to be identified
on the land use plan, but they may have to be changed by amendment as time goes on.
Mr. Deauvono talked about his proposed plan and talked about some of the roads that are
proposed in his plan. He suggested that the Planning Commission look at his proposed plan
while it is working on the General Plan. He talked about some waterways in Houston, Texas and
said that he would like to bring some slides to show the Planing Commission so they could see
what types ofthings can be done with waterways.
Mr. Deauvono said that he has talked to Alpine School District to see where they would like to
have a school and they told him not to identity a place where a school could be located because
they would come to him when they were ready to purchase property for a school site. He said
that he has talked to the LDS Church and they have identified a place where they would like to
put a church.

Mr. Hansen pointed out that schools and churches are allowed in any zone. He told Mr.
Deauvono that they need to focus the discussion on what areas south ofl-15 should be zoned
commercial.
Mr. Deauvono again asked that the Planning Commission look at he and Mr. Warren's proposed
plans while they are working on the General Plan so that they can identify what areas should be
zoned commercial.
Councilman Hunter said that the Planning Commission can't base the General Plan on anyone's
development. He told Mr. Deauvono that the Planning Commission has used a lot of his
suggestions while it has been discussing the General Plan. He also told Mr. Deauvono that the
Planning Commission would probably have never looked at having a resort zone, if he and Mr.
Warren had not suggested it. He said the Planning Commission has to make choices that will be
best for American Fork City.

Mr. Despain discussed the intent of the townsite zone in regards to commercial activities. He said
the primary purpose of commercial uses in a townsite zone is to serve the residents who live in the
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townsite zone. He said the notion that Mr. Deauvono ' s and Mr. Warren' s plans are to serve a
walkable community is not accurate because one does not put a walkable commercial
development adjacent to an arterial class road and expect people to walk to it. He said Mr.
Deauvono ' s and Mr. Warren 's plans are intended to serve the traveling public.
Mr. Warren asked if he could make some comments.
Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Warren if his comments were related to where the commercial uses should
be located south ofl -15.
Mr. Warren said his comments were related to where the commercial uses should be located
south of I -15 . He then started talking about how the Planning Commission, City Council and
developers need to be able to work together. He also talked about how when he was trying to
develop 500 East he brought in the finest architects to help him be able to develop the best
project. Mr. Hansen interrupted Mr. Warren and told him that the Planning Commission was
trying to talk about where the commercial areas should be located south of I - 15 and asked him to
focus his comments relative to where the commercial areas should be located south ofl-15.
Mr. Warren continued to talk about his proposed plan and did not focus his comments relative to
the discussion of where the commercial uses south ofl-15 should be located so Mr. Hansen again
asked Mr. Warren to focus his comments relative to identifying where the commercial uses should
be.
Mr. Deauvono asked the Planning Commission where it thought some commercial areas could be
identified near 1500 South ifthere was a four-lane road on 1500 South. Mr. Hansen said the
Planning Commission is trying to decide where the commercial uses should be.

l\1r. Despain stated that houses should not front on a four-lane road. He asked the Planning
Commission where commercial zones should be identified on the map .
Mr. Warren asked the Planning Commission if it would like him to bring in some top land use
planners to help it.
Mr. Hansen told Mr. Warren that the Planning Commission is doing fine and it does not need Mr.
Warren to bring in some land use planners to help them. He said the area on 1500 South and
around Boat Harbor Road should be identified as a commercial zone because that area is a heavy
travel area.

Mr. Warren exited the meeting .
Mr. Georgeson said that he can' t identify tonight where the commercial areas ought to be. He
said there should be some commercial zones identified along the major travelways. He said that
he does not see a continuous commercial strip, but sees "circles" of commercial areas.
Councilman Hunter said that it is hard to specify what areas should be commercial. He said that
he believes economics will dictate where the commercial developments are placed.
Mr. Hansen said there should be a commercial zone placed around the Boat Harbor and there
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could possibly be a commercial zone placed to the west as the major intersections come into
place.
Mr. N ielsen suggested that some commercial zones be placed around Sam White Lane and Boat
Harbor Road.

Mr. Despain talked about the need to separate the resort zone from the commercial zone. Mr.
Hansen said the Planning Commission realizes that the resort zone will have to be separate from
the commercial zone.
Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Warren 's proposed resort activity may not make it so the
commercial activity has to be something that is desirable and necessary regardless of whether the
resort activity makes it. He said the commercial uses that are proposed in Mr. Warren' s project
should not be for the sole purpose of supporting the resort zone.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about the limited access that currently exists to get across I-1 5.
Mr. D espain said the limited access across I -15 is another issue that the Planning Commission is
going to have to address.

Mr. Denney suggested that the City have Alan Mecham, UDOT Region Three Director, look at
the City 's transportation plan and ask him to make some suggestions about what the City can do
to solve the limited access problem across I -1 5.
Mr. Despain said that he received some direction fi·om the Planning Commission tonight and he
will continue to work on the land use element of the General Plan concerning the commerical
areas in the south side planning district.

SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Despain explained that David Blume has requested that the ordinance dealing w ith fire restive
walls in the R l-9000 Zone for accessory buildings be changed from two (2) hours or more to one
(1) hour, which is what the 1997 Uniform Building Code requires. Mr. Despain said the City's
ordinance relative to fire ratings for accessory buildings is more restrictive than the 1997 Uniform
Building Code.
Mr. Denney explained that the Uniform Building Code lets one build an accessory building three
feet from the property line and the City's ordinance currently requires that an accessory building
be built not less then five feet from the property line. He said that the City's ordinance should not
be changed to allow people to build an accessory building three feet from the property line
because there are utility easements around the lots. He said it is important for the City to still be
more restrictive than the Uniform Building Code. H e recommended that the only change to the
ordinance be in regards to changing the rating fo r fire restive walls from 2 hours or more to 1
hour or more.
Mr. Richan asked ifthe City ordinance addresses storing flammable materials in accessory
buildings, i.e. snowmobile gasoline. Mr. Despain said that he was not sure if there is a City
ordinance that addresses the storage of flammable products. He said there maybe something in
the fire code regarding the storage of flammable products, but there is nothing in the American
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Fork Development Code that addresses the storage of flammable products.

Mr. Hansen asked the Planning Commission if it would like to direct Mr. Despain to make the
text changes to the ordinance regarding lower the requirement for fire restive walls for accessory
buildings in the R 1-9000 Zone.
The Planning Commission directed Mr. Despain to make the text changes to the ordinance
regarding lower the requirement for fire restive walls for accessory buildings in the R1-9000 Zone
from 2 hours or more to 1 hour or more.
Mr. Richan complimented Mr. Blume for picking up the different in the City' s ordinance and the
1997 Uniform Building Code. Mr. Blume stated that changing the requirement for having fire
resistant walls rated at 1 hour instead of two hours will help to make construction of his
proposed building easier and less expensive.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Richan expressed concern about how practical it is to have a PUD with only 11 units . He
expressed concern about the Lamoreaux Project that the Planning Commission approved tonight
because he said it is difficult for a PUD to function properly with only 10 or 11 units.
Mr. Despain said it is important to try to understand the long term nature of things. He pointed
out that what drove the PUD in the Lamoreaux Annexation was one unit. He said the property
could have been developed as a normal subdivision with 10 units. He stated that he does not
believe that the open space in the Lamoreaux PUD is usable.
Mr. N ielsen stated that he liked the proposed 12 lots in the R1-7500 Zone for the Lamoreaux
Annexation, but that proposal was not consistent with the General Plan so the Planning
Commission did not like that plan because it did not follow the intent of the General Plan.
Mr. Hansen reminded the Planing Commission Members that the Envision Utah Meeting is next
Wednesday at the American Fork Jr. High .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MIN1JTES OF THE OCTOBER 18. 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

Mr. Baldwin moved approval of the Octo bet· 18, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 2, Line 45 "and existing" should be changed to "an existing." On Page 5, Line 44
"He said the grease trap needs to be labeled as a sampling well on the plat instead of as a
grease trap" should be changed to " He said the plan needs to show the sewer routed
through the existing grease trap and through the sampling manhole." On Page 6, Line 10
"go" should be changed to "going." On Page 6, Line 18 and 34 "needs to approve that all
corrections have been made should be changed to "needs to assure that all corrections have
been made and approve the corrections." On Page 10, Line 30 "8,0000" should be
changed to "8,000." On Page 13, Line 6 " be privileged to stafr' should be changed to "have
access." On Page 14, Line 30 "may be" should be changed to " maybe." On Page 14, Line
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47 "tot lot" should be changed to "playground."
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Geor·geson moved to adjourn. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10:56 p.m.

7~~-r~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE NOVEMBER 1, 2000 PC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

COMPLIANCE SUMMARY
AUTO MALL BUSINESS PARK III
Current Status - Each of three phase
Phase 1

Building permit issued (shell and interior )

Phase 2

Building permit issued (shell only) _

Phase 3

Site Plan approval requested

Parking Required: From Ron Morrill Calculations
Phase 1 -

3405 sq.ft. @ 1 space per 150 sq . ft. = 23
29832 sq.ft . @ 1 space per 200 sq.ft . = 150
Total

Phase 2-

173

17,631 sq . ft. @ 1 space per 150 sq.ft. = 118
4,745 sq . ft . @ 1 space per 200 sq . ft . =~
Total

142

Total (Phase 1 and 2)

315

Number shown on plans = 312 Thus, based on current status,
there is no surplus parking spaces.
Original plans indicated phase 2 would have a higher level of
fixed wall space. However, without finished space or at least
building permit, compliance is based on 150 sq .ft. standard.
If Phase 2 is constructed as previously shown on plans,
parking requirement for Phase 2 would be 116 spaces
resulting in a surplus of 29 units (315-289=26 ) .
No building plan has been submitted with the application, we
are not able to determine parking requirement for building 3
at this time .
Water Rights :
Phases 1 and 2 have been approved on basis that water rights
have been previously satisfied. However, our records indicate
that the water rights for this lot have not been prev iously
submitted .
Accordingly, approval of phase 3 should be
withheld or as a minimum conditioned upon conveyance of water
rights. Based on City standard, approximately 21 acre feet
will be required.2

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMM ISSION
NOVEMBER 15, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on November 15, 2000, in
the American Fo rk City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Review and action on the annexation agreement for the Bear
Annexation at 975 West Main.
Review and action on an Ordinance regarding a change in the
provisions of fire wall requirements for accessory
buildings.
Review and action on a final subdivision plat for the
American Heritage School 1175 East 700 North.
Review and action on a site plan for a police and courts
building at approximately 91 North 100 East.
Discussion and action on the annexation agreement including
the annexation concept plan for the Cooper & Hansen
Annexation at 410 North 1100 East.
Discussion regarding an amendment to the PUD Portion of the
American Heritage Annexation Agreement at approximately 830
North 1150 East.
Continued discussion on the Southside Planning Area of the
General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the November 1, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day of November, 2000 .

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
NOVEMBER 15, 2000
ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on November 15, 2000, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Keith
Richan, Michael Georgeson, James Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, and *Steve Nielsen, Others
present included Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Brad Lines, Jeanne Lines, Leo
Lines, Jay Ovard, Mark Bartholomew, CUI1is Miner, Barrett Powley, Regan Pack, Lori Mills,
R .G. Mills, Jack D . Barratt, Merilee Barratt, Steve Sowby, Scouts from Troop 813 : Derek
Haskell, Matt Harward, Tyrell Bowen, and Scout from Troop 818: Trevor Graff, and Barbara
Christiansen, a member ofthe press.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE BEAR
ANNEXATION AT 975 WEST MAIN
Mr. Despain stated the following issues that need to be addressed for the proposed annexation:
1.
2.
3.

Zoning Classification
Any additional widths required for the streets adjacent to the property proposed for
annexation.
Water Rights

Mr. Despain pointed out that the General Plan shows that the property proposed for annexation
should be annexed into the City under the GC-2 Zone. He said the surrounding properties are
primarily used for industrial. He stated that the applicant's proposed use is an industrial type use.
Mr. Despain said 9 acre feet of water is required. He also stated that the road to the east of the
property proposed for annexation needs to be widened and also the driveway to CPC needs to be
widened. He said that he still needs to determine if any additional right-of-way will be needed
on West Main Street.

Mr. Hansen asked Mr. Despain if the petiti oner still wants to go forward with the proposed
annexation if the prope11y is brought into the City under the GC-2 Zone. Mr. Despain said that
he did not know if the petitioner still wanted to proceed with the proposed annexation if the
property is to be brought into the City under the GC-2 Zone. He pointed out that the petitioner' s
proposed use is not allowed in the GC-2 Zone.
Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide if it is favorable to allowing the
applicant' s proposed use (an industrial type use) even though it is in conflict with the General
Plan. He stated that it is anticipated that all the uses on the north side ofMain Street will be
some form of commercial activity.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to the City Council approval of the annexation
agreement for the Bear Annexation at 975 West Main noting that the proposed zoning
should be the GC-2 Zone, which is consistent with the General Plan. Mr. Hansen seconded
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the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any fw1her discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Councilman Hunter, and Mr.
Richan. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REGARDING A CHANGE IN THE
PROVISIONS OF FIREWALL REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCESSORY BWDINGS

Mr. Despain explained that the current ordinance requires a two-hour fire resistant wall for
accessory buildings. He said the current ordinance regarding the provisions for fire wall
requirements was adopted about 20 years ago, but since that time the Unifo rm Building Code has
also addressed the fire wall requirements. It only requires a one hour fire resistant wall for
accessory buildings.
Mr. Despain discussed the proposed changes to the ordinance. He said one change is that under
all of the zones it should state that "The building will not be placed on land designated as a utility
easement upon which any underground utility system o r lines shall have been constructed." H e
said that as they were going through the o rdinance to make some of the proposed changes it was
noticed that the above statement was not included under all of the zones. Mr. Despain said
another provision that he is proposing to add to the o rdinance is a statement about not allowing
garages and driveways next to the intersection on corner lots because some of them interfere with
the clear vision area.
Chairman Hadfield said Ron Morrill suggested that wherever it states "The accessory building
shall be constructed of non-combustive materials or have fire resistive walls rated at one ( 1) hour
or more" should be changed to " The accessory buildings shall have fire resistive walls rated at one
(1) hour or more'' He said that Mr. Morrill is concerned that people may purchase materials that
are non-combustive, but that do not meet the fire code rating for a one hour period oftime.
Mr. Denney said that on Pages 2, 3 a nd 5 it states that one of the requirements is that " T he
accessory building contains no openings on the side contiguous to the lot line," which is not one
of the requirements in the Uniform Building Code. He asked if the P lanning Commission wanted
to keep the above-mentio ned requirement or if it wanted to word the requirement differently. Mr.
Hansen said the requirement regarding having no openings on the side contiguous to the lot line
should just be left as it currently is in American Fork City's Development Code.
Mr. Hansen said he did not like the wording in the requirement that states "The building will not
be placed on land designated as a utility easement upon which any underground utility system or
lines shall have been constructed." He said he especially does not like the wording "shall have
been constructed."
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In reference to the requirement dealing with not building on utility easements, Mr. Denney said he
wanted the statement to say that no structures could be built on the easement.
Mr. Hansen suggested that the word "shall" be deleted .

Mr. Georgeson said he is in favor of keeping buildings off the public utility easement entirely.
There was some di scussion that a building permit is not req uired until a building exceeds 120
square feet. It was discussed that just putting the requirement in the ordinance t hat no structure
should be built over the easements does not mean that peo ple will not put a structure on the
easement.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that wherever it states "The building will not be placed on land
desig nated as a utility easement upon which any underground utility system or lines shall have
been constructed" should be changed to "The building will not be placed on land designated as a
utility easement ."
Mr. Nielsen said not allowing a bui lding to be placed o n a utility easement is too restrictive.
Councilman Hunter said he feels buildings can be built as long as they do not interfere with the 5foot easement.
Mr . Richan asked ift he requirement regarding not building on the easements is retroactive. Mr.
Despain said the requirement regarding not building o n the easements is not retroactive.
Mr. Richan said it is fin e if the peo ple know about the o rdinance, but if there is a home that has
been there for 50 years and they could not put a bui lding on it that could be a real problem.
Chairman Hadfield said if a ho me is 50 years old it would not have easements on it .

M r. Georgeson moved to amend the ordinance allowing for the change in the fire wall
requir·ements for accessory buildings with the followin g changes (1) shall have fire resistive
walls rated at on e hour or mor e and (2) th e building will not be placed on land designated
as a utility easement. Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion .
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

T hose voting aye: M r. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
H unter. Voting was unanimou s. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A FINAL SUBDIVISION PLAT FOR THE AMERICAN
HERITAGE SCHOOL AT 1175 EAST 700 N ORTH
Mr. Sowby introduced Curti s Miner, the architect for the school.
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Mr. Miner showed some

renderings ofthe proposed school.
M r. Denney discussed the site plan because he said there needs to be some acceptance of the
width of the right-of-way on 1100 East (Mount Timpanogos Blvd.) He discussed the three cross
sections in the Highway Overlay Zone. He pointed out that the LDS Temple was required to put
in a 10-foot planter strip. He said the proposed plan is showing a 5-foot planter strip with a
four-foot sidewalk and a fence and the other surrounding development has a 10-foot planter strip
with a five-foot sidewalk and a fence. Mr. Denney said the site plan has a difference of a 5-foot
dedication to the road. He said if a fence is going to be used, then the standard is to have a 10foot planter strip. He said if the fence is not going to be used, then there would be a 5-foot
planter strip .

Mr. Sowby pointed o ut that they are proposing a decorative rod iron fence not a block wall.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the City treated the LD S Temple's open fence as if it were a wall.
He said the big question is in regard to consistency in the requirements.
It was di scussed that the reason for having a l 0-foot planter strip is for increased safety on 1100
East.

Mr. Despain suggested that the motion include a statement about modifying the proposed plat to
show the additional road dedication and to also include a stat ement about the site plan needing to
be amended to show the relocation of the fence.
Chai rman Hadfield asked if all the conditions stated in the preliminary approval have been
complied with. Mr. Denney said the majority of the conditions stated in the preliminary approval
have been complied with.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the annexation has been held up for awhile, but stated that the
annexation is now moving forward.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the final subdivision plat for the American Heritage School
at 1175 East 700 Nor·th subj ect to (1) the correction of the cr·oss section of the road to show
the 10-foot planter strip and (2) modifying the site plan to show the relocation of the fence
for the additional roadway that is necessary. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discu ssion .
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen , Mr. Richan, M r. Georgeson, M r. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A POLICE AND COURTS BUILDING AT
APPROXIMATELY 91 NORTH 100 EAST
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Barrett Powley, with MHTN Architects, showed the master plan for the future city buildings.
He stated that the civil engineer is currently working on the site plan and grading plan. He stated
that the proposed public safety building is 50,000 square feet on three levels. Mr. Powley said
the proposed publi c safety building is going to be very tight on the site. He pointed out that there
will be five secured parking stalls for the judges. He said there will be a total of 64 parking stalls
and of those 64 parking stalls five will be secured parking for the judges and four will be handicap
parking stalls.
Mr. Nielsen expressed concern that there was not enough parking for the proposed building.
Councilman Hunter told Mr. N ielsen that it is important to realize that the whole block has to be
looked at in regards to the number of parking spaces available. Mr. Denney pointed out that the
parking that is currently used fo r the police and courts will still be there.
Mr. Powley stated that the water will be able to be retained on the site with the required inlet
boxes.
Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about the proposed site plan not showing dimensions. He
said usually a site plan has some dimensions on it.
There was some di scussion about easement s. Mr. Nielsen asked if cross over easements were
needed . He said the City should be treated like any other entity that is coming before the Planning
Commission. Mr. Nielsen asked if the proposed public safety bui lding should stand on its own.
He said even though the property is all owned by the City, it could be sold off separately because
there are different tax numbers.

Mr. D espain said it is not likely that the City will sell off individual parcels, but ifthere is some
apprehension about that there could be some cross easements. He said the City does require
private prope11ies to provide for adequate parking, but it was assumed that because the property
is owned by the City the parki ng would all be public.

Mr. Richan was a little hesitant to say that he wished he had gone to the public hearing on the
proposed public safety building. He expressed concern about the 43 parking spaces on the east
side of the building. H e said with the way the parking is proposed, people would have to walk a
minimum of 150 feet to get to the front door of the building.
ln reference to M r. R.ichan ' s above comment about people having to walk a minimum of 150 feet
to get to the front door of the building, Mr. Georgeson said the parking situation is not much
different than it is at the Utah County Building.
Councilman Hunter said the ultimate goal is to have a walkable area and to draw people to the
downtown area.
Mr. Nielsen said he does not know if there is any other way to situate the building on the site.
Mr. Richan said the moral is to go to the public hearings on the proposed new city buildings to
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give input because by the time it comes to the Planning Commission it is too late.
There was some discussion on the site plan not being complete .

Mr. Hansen moved to defe•· approval of the site plan for a police and courts building at
approximately 91 North 100 East until the site plan is properly brought before the Planning
C ommission. Mr. Richan second ed the motion.
Chairman H adfield asked for any further discussion .

Mr. Despain asked if the primary concern with the proposed site plan is because it does not show
dimensions. In response to Mr. Despain 's question, Chairman Hadfield said yes. M r . Despain
asked the Planning Commission if it had any other concerns with the proposed site plan.
Chairman Hadfield said he wou ld like to see a site plan that shows dimensions so they know
w here the setbacks are. H e said he would also like to see the proposed drainage system and the
landscaping .
Mr. Nielsen said he would like to see the cross easements described on the site plan.
Chairman Hadfield said he will put thi s item back on the December 6, 2000, Planning Commission
Agenda.

Mr. Powley said they wi ll have a complete site plan by December 6, 2000.
Mr. Rich an asked if there will be a left and right -hand turn coming off of 100 East. Councilman
Hunter said there will only be a right-hand turn corning off of 100 East.
Mr. Hansen asked if the entrance offset distances are set the proper distances from Albertson's
entrance. Mr. Despain said he was not sure. He said the questi on of offset accesses is usually
Mr. Hansen said the
addressed when there are streets, but it is not addressed with driveways.
driveway is essentially a street because it will be used by a lot of people. H e expressed concern
that the offset distances should be looked at.
It was discussed that the driveway will be a two-way drive and that there w ill be no parking on
the driveway. Mr. Nielsen asked why not do a one-way d riveway. Mr. Georgeson said that he
would rather have the two-way driveway. Mr. N ielsen expressed concern about the width ofthe
driveway and said the City should be held to the same standards as the private sector. Mr.
Despain pointed out that what is being proposed in regards to the driveway has been allowed in
private developments throughout the City.
Chairman Hadfield call ed for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: M r. Hansen, M r. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimou s. The motion can·ied.
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DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT INCLUDING THE
ANNEXATION CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE COOPER & HANSEN ANNEXATION AT 410
NORTH 1100 EAST
Leo Lines introduced Michael Raymond, an architect for the LDS Church. He showed different
concept plans, whi ch he said were concept 11 and 12. One ofthe concept plans showed the road
on the north and the ot her concept plan showed the road on the south. He said he and the LDS
Church have agreed upon a chapel site, a softball field , and a subdivision. Mr. Lines asked the
Planning Commission to keep in mind that the survey has not been completed yet. He said he is
not sure ifthere will be enough room to develop Lots 1, 2, and 3.
It was discussed that the Planning Commission approved a concept plan for the proposed
annexation, but because of some of the comments from the surrounding neighbors to the
proposed annexation it is back before the Planning Commission because the concept plan has been
changed. Mr. Despain pointed out that the concept plan that the Planning Commission originally
recommended approval of did make it to the City Council.
Chairman Hadfield asked President William Robinson and Michael Raymond if they were in
agreement with what is being presented tonight.
Mr. Raymond said the LDS Church is in agreement that there will be a church, a ballfield, and a
subdivision. He stated that the LDS Church does not have a preference on whether the road is
placed on the north or south of the property.
Mr. Lines explained that the lot sizes on the proposed concept plan were not plotted correctly

when the concept plan was printed. He said they are intending to do the half plus five road.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that he received a petition from some of the adjacent property
owners to the proposed annexation, which states that they would like the road to be on the
southern boundary of the proposed annexation. The petition is attached to the minutes as
ATTACHMENT #1. (After the Planning Commission Meeting on November 15, 2000, Myrna
M. Smith and Kale Smith removed their names from the petition.)
Mr. Nielsen said he thought the Planning Commission discussed that it made more sense to put
the road on the north side ofthe property.
Chairman Hadfield said the petition from some of the adjacent property owners states that the
property owners would like the road on the southern boundary of the proposed annexation.
Mr. Despain said at some of the earlier Planning Commission Meetings some of the residents
indicated that they would like the road to be on the northern boundary, but some of the residents
have now changed their minds.
Chairman Hadfield asked fo r comments from the residents who are adjacent to the proposed
annexation.
Jack Barratt said 2/3 ofthe residents would like a road on the south side ofthe property so they
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have potential to develop their property some time in the future. He said that he met with Mr.
Lines and told him that he would be willing to donate his half of the street at some point in the
future . He said that his prope11y is currently in the County.
Jay Ovard stated that he can hardly get on 1100 East and if there is more development it will
make things worse. He said that if the road goes on the south side of the property, he will require
some type of compensation fo r damages.
Mr. Barratt said Mr. Ovard has access to his w hole property and could develop his property now.
He said there are four prope11y owners that do not have access to their whole property and would
have difficulty developing their property if the road is put on the northern boundary. He stated
that Mr. Bartholomew and Mr. Smith have other options.
Mr. Bartho lomew passed out a letter to the Planning Commission, which is attached to the
minutes as ATTACHMENT #2 . He asked Chairman Hadfield if he would read the letter aloud.
Chairman Hadfield said he did not wish to read the letter aloud because he does not think the
Planning Commission should referee an issue between neighbors. He said it does not matter to
the Planning Commission whether the road is placed on the northern or southern boundary of the
prope11y. He said the developer needs to work the issues out with the adjacent property owners
and come back with a plan that the majority of the neighbors are in favor of
tvlr. Bartholomew asked if he could read his letter aloud. Chairman Hadfield allowed Mr.
Ba11holomew to read his letter aloud. Mr. Bartholomew read his letter aloud.
Chairman Hadfield asked for fw1her comments from the neighbors.
Kale Smith said ifthe road is not put on the southern boundary of the property proposed for
annexation there wi ll be fou r property owners whose pro perty will be blocked in and they will not
be able to develop their prope11y unless something can be worked out with Mr. Bartholomew.
Wendell Hansen said he would prefer having the road on the no11hern boundary of the property
proposed for annexation. Mr. H ansen said that he has no intention of donating half the road on
the east side of the prope11y proposed for annexation.
He said that it is his understanding that
there is supposed to be a 60-foot road on the east side of the property proposed for annexation
and that he would be asked t o g ive 30-feet of the road . Mr. Lines pointed out that he will be
giving 3 5 feet of the road and that Mr. Hansen would be asked to give 25 feet of the road. Mr.
Hansen said that he is not going to give 25 feet of his property for the road on the east side of the
property.
In regards to the issue of the road proposed on the east side of the property, Mr. Nielsen said that
issue can be worked out at the subdivision plat stage.
Jack Barratt said Wendell Hansen has other o ptions in regards to future development of his
property, but he and some of the other adjacent property owners only option for future
development is if the road is placed on the southern boundary of the proposed annexation. He
said the adjacent neighbors did not plan on a chu rch and subdivision being built near them. He
said that he would rather still be able t o see Wendell Hansen' s horses from his property, but that
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is probably not going to happen.
After some of the residents stated their comments, Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despai n' s
comments.
Mr. Despain said the LDS Stake President is probably "heartsick" about what is going on between
the adjacent neighbors. He said the City' s role is not to pick a winner or a loser. He said the
City has to look at what is best for the public as a whole. Mr. Despain stated that either ofthe
two concept plans would work.
Mr. Despain expressed concern about having Lots 1, 2, and 3 shown on the concept plan when
there is some uncertainty about whether those three lots could actually be developed. He said he
would like to know for certain whether Lots 1, 2, and 3 can actually be developed. He said
there is a 20-foot setback requirement and so if the option of the road being placed on the south is
the preferred plan, the road will have to be shifted some.

Mr. Raymond stated that President William Robinson has indicated to him that if a full width road
is extended beyond the Bartholomew Property that will help ease some of the tension in the
neighborhood.

Mr. Despain stated that neither Concept 11 nor Concept 12 prohibit subsequent development.
He suggested that the Pl anning Commission could recommend that either Concept 11 or Concept
12 would be an acceptable plan and label them as Attachments 2a and 2b and let the proposed
annexation move fo rward and in the meantime the developer can continue to work with the
adjacent neighbors and decide on one plan.
Mr. Georgeson said Mr. Despain's suggestion of accepting the concept plan with either the north
road option or the south road op tion and proceedi ng with the annexation process while the
discussion with the developer and the adjacent property owners continues is an excellent idea.

Mr. Raymond asked if it is mandatory that the person who owns property adjacent to where half a
road is has to develop the other half of the road .
Mr. Despain said it is anticipated that the adjacent property owner will put in the other half of the

road, but it is not mandatory. He said the practical reality is that if there was only half a road put
in the, adjacent prope11y owner wo uld not be able to get a building permit until the other half of
the road were put in.
After much discussion about the road and who has to put in what portion ofthe road, Mr. Lines
said there is "a missing piece of the puzzle." He said in all the meetings that he has had with the
neighbors he has never heard what Mr. Bartholomew plans to do with his property. He pointed
out that Mr. Bartholomew has brought in sewer lines and water lines. He asked what Mr.
Bartholomew plans to do with his prope11y.
Mr. Despain said knowing what Mr. Ba11holomew plans to do with his property is not integral to
the proposed annexation. He said it does not matter what Mr. Bartholomew intends to do with
his prope11y. Mr. Despain pointed out that Mr. Bartholomew's prope11y is already in the City
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under the RA-1 Zone.
Commissioner Hansen asked what type of permit Mr. Bartholomew had to put sewer lines and
water lines on his property.
Mr. Despain said the sewer lines and water lines on Mr. Bartholomew' s prope11y were in the form
of oversizing. He said Mr. Bartholomew has put the water lines and sewer lines on his property
based on the notion that the road will be on the north. Commissioner Hansen stated that the road
could be put on the north, but that is not where it has to be placed.
Mr. Ba11holomew stated that he put the water line on his property under the direction of Mayor
Jess Green and got a permit from the City and it was inspected by the City.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he inspected the water line that went in on the public utility
easement on 300 North, but he did not go on Mr. Bartholomew' s property .
Mr. Richan asked if the water line is a functioning water line.
Mr. Georgeson said he does not think all the discussion on the water line on Mr. Bartholomew's
prope11y makes any difference in regards to the proposed annexation.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend approval of the annexation agreement with concept
plans 2a and 2b attached to the agreement as alternative plans that are acceptable to the
City. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.

Mr. Despain asked if Mr. Georgeson would be willing to include in his motion that the applicant
needs to provide a more detailed annexation concept plan because of some of the uncertainties in
regards to whether Lots 1, 2 and 3 can be developed and because the concept plan does not show
the road properl y offset .
Mr. Georgeson said the offset ofthe road does not make any difference in terms of significant
compliance. Mr. N ielsen said once the developer gets the legal description he will know whether
Lots 1, 2, and 3 can be developed . Mr. Georgeson said the annexation process needs to continue
to proceed and the other details can be worked out.
Mr. Denney said the applicant needs t o reali ze that he is being allowed to proceed through the
annexation process with two annexation concept plans, but he will not be allowed to present two
preliminary plans. He said the applicant needs to work out with the adjacent neighbors which
concept plan is going to be used.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion .
Wendell Hansen again stated his position regarding the road on the east, which is that he is not
wi lling to donate any of the road . Mr. Nielsen said the issue of the road on the east is something
that can be looked at when the preliminary plan is submitted .
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion .
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Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Geor geson, Mr. Nielsen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.

DISCUSSION REGARDING AN AMENDMENT TO THE PUD PORTION OF THE
AMERICAN HERITAGE ANNEXATlON AGREEMENT AT APPROXIMATELY 830
NORTH I 150 EAST

Mr. Despain explained that the Planning Commission approved the preliminary plat and final plat
fo r the American Heritage Annexati on at approximately 830 North 1150 East. He said the City
Council held the hearing on the preliminary plat, but the final plat has never gone to the City
Counci l for approval.
Mr. Hansen asked why the American Heritage Annexation is back to the Planning Commission if
the City Council approved the preliminary plat. He said the American Heritage Annexation
Agreement was approved with a certain number of lots and it should not be back to the Planning
Commission.
Mr. Despain explained that the City Council did not feel inclined to remain firm on prior actions

that it had made regarding the American Heritage Annexation. He said the City Council stated
that it is willing to look at change in the annexation agreement and plan, but that the changes
would need to go back through the Planning Commi ssion.
Mr. Hansen asked why the American Heritage Annexation needed to come back to the Planning

Commission. He said the Planning Commission has approved the American Heritage Annexation
as it currently exists. He said if the City Council wants to accept a substitute proposal, let it be
heard by the City Council and "forget the Planning Co mmission."
ln regards to Mr. Hansen' s above comment, Mr. Despain said that is one approach that could be
taken.
Chairman Hadfield discussed a memo that Kevin Bennett gave to the Planning Commission, City
Council, and staff on November 3, 1999. The memo discusses requests for deviation from the
General Plan. The memo is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #3 . Chairman
Hadfield read parts of the memo and asked the Planning Commission to keep some of Mr.
Bennett's comments in mind when it is approving projects.
Chairman Hadfield said when the Planning Commission recommended approval of the American
Heritage Annexation Agreement it was trying to find something that would be in accordance with
the General Plan. He said in trying to have a site plan that was in accordance with the General
Plan it was decided to allow the prope11y to be annexed into the City under the R1-9000 Zone,
but with the agreement that the density would not exceed a certain amount and not be the
maximum density allowed in the R I-9000 Zone. He pointed out that the annexation agreement
specifically stated the number of units that would be allowed. Chairman Hadfield also pointed out
that when the American Heritage Annexation was originally discussed it was always proposed as
development with only single family dwellings and now the developer wants to have some twin
homes and be allowed to have more units.
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Chairman Hadfield said there has to be some consistency with the General Plan and that is why he
chose to give each of the Planning Commission Members a copy of Kevin Bennett's letter dated
November 3, 1999. He then asked for comments from the Planning Commission.
Mr. Richan asked if knowing why the American Heritage Annexation is before the Planning

Commission is a legitimate questi on.
Mr. Despain said the question of knowing why the American Heritage Annexation is before the

Planning Commission is a legitimate question. He said the American Heritage Annexation is
before the Planning Commission because the developer has not completed the process so that the
annexation plat could be recorded. He said there is not any unwinding of an annexation plat that
has to occur. He said the developer has now had a change of heart and wants to do something
different.
Chairman Hadfi eld explained that the property involved with the American Heritage School was
supposed to be annexed into the City with the An1erican Heritage Annexation. He pointed that
the American Heritage School has split off from the An1erican Heritage Annexation and the
annexation for the An1erican Heritage School Property is moving forward and is being annexed
into the City under the R 1-15 ,000 Zone.
Mr. Despain said there is nothing that prohibits the applicant from saying he would like to

reconsider the terms of the annexation agreement, but the question is whether the Planning
Commission feel s inclined to look at something different than what was agreed upon earlier. He
said if the Planning Commission feels no reason fo r a change in the An1erican Heritage
Annexation, then it can send it back to the City Council.
Mr. Hansen said the Planning Commission should have never granted preliminary and final
approval on a piece of property that is not annexed into the City. He said the City should be
firm with developers and say that until a piece of property is annexed into the City and recorded,
the Planning Commission will not look at a preliminary and final plat.
Mr. Despain said based on the representations of the applicant's agent and promises made the
City Council approved the annexation agreement and staff went forward on the notion that the
only remaining act on the annexation was the signature of the agreement and the recording of the
annexation plat. He said when the annexation agreement finally came back from the applicant it
was changed by the applicant.
Mr. Hansen said if the applicant desires to change the plan, then he needs to start the annexation
process over again and pay the appropriate fees. He said "it upsets me so much that we have a
developer in this City who wants to change things after he and his agents have made
representation and things have gone forward on good faith from this body and the City Council
and then he changes his mind so he can get things changed to his satisfaction and put more money
in his pocket."
Mr. Hansen moved that the American Heritage Annexation either stand as it exists now or
that if the developer· so desires he can sta rt the whole annexation process over including
filing a new annexation fee. Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
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Mr. Georgeson said he thinks the motion goes too far. He said he agrees that the annexation
process needs to start over, but he is not sure if the applicant needs to pay another annexation fee.
He said the issue of whether the applicant should be required to pay another annexation fee is
something that the City Attorney ought to address .

Mr. Georgeson said that w hen the Planning Commission recommended approval of the American
Heritage Annexatio n it was with the understandi ng that the density in the subdivision would not
exceed the density allowed in the R 1-15,000 Zone because the City's General Plan designated the
property involved in the American Heritage Annexation as being in the Rl-15 ,000 Zone and so
the Planning Commission compro mised to help make the applicant' s proposed plan work. He
said when the Planning Commission recommended approval of the American Heritage Annexati o n
it felt like it was keeping with the spirit of the General Plan. He said if the Planning Commission
recommends anything other than what the General Plan intends, then some might say the Planing
Commission ig nored the General Plan and could have a cause for action.

Mr. Despain said he is unce1iain as to how far back the applicant needs to go in the annexation
process, but he beli eves the City Council needs to hold a hearing on the proposed annexation with
the changes and then refer the annexation back to the Planning Commission so it can prepare a
new annexation agreement.
Mr. Hansen asked how long an applicant has to get an annexation recorded before it becomes
void and they have to sta1i the process over.

Chairman Hadfield said the City has a "Cinderella Clause" on preliminary and final plats, but not
on annexation concept plans. Mr. Despain stated that he did not believe that there was a time
limit on how long an applicant had before an annexation approval was void, if not recorded.
Mr. Hansen said the annexation process for the American Heritage Annexation needs to start
over.

Mr. Georgeson suggested that the City should write a letter to the property owner stating that it is
the City's understanding that he does not agree with the annexation agreement that has been
approved and that he has 30 days to accept the agreement approved by the City or he can start the
annexatio n process over or can forget it.
Mr . Despain said the matter of the applicant making changes to the agreement approved by the
City has been before the City Council and the City Cou ncil took no action and it basically said if
the applicant wants to start through the annexation process again, then he needs to make
applicatio n to the Planning Commission and start over.

Mr. Richan said he detects some hesitation from the Planning Commission on voting in favor of
the motion. He said that he appreciates the discussion. H e said that he seconded the motio n in
order to be able to fwiher discuss the American Heritage Annexation . He said he would not vote
in favor of the motio n the way that it has currently been st ated.
Mr. Hansen withd rew hi s motion and said someone could make a substitute motio n.
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There was some fw1her discussion about where the applicant needs to start the annexatio n
process over. Mr. Georgeson said the applicant needs t o start over wit h a new annexation
concept plan if he does not want to proceed with the approved concept plan.
Chairman Hadfield said the number of units in the approved annexation agreement was based on
the General Plan and the zone that the City felt comfortable with, which is the R 1-15,000 Zone.
He said the Planning Commission should not approve something that is not consistent with the
General P lan. H e said the applicant can go with what has already been approved or can start the
process over with the annexation agreement and concept plan.

M r. Georgeson moved that th e C ity needs to notify t he property owners that with his
requ est to alter th e p1·oposed ann exation agr eement the process must begin over a gain and
that th e C ity a nd he need to enter in to negotia tions for the annexation a greement a nd
noted th at the concept plan need s to be consistent with the General Pla n. M r. Richan
seconded the motion.

Mr. Hansen said that in Title 5 of the American Fork Development Code it talks about three fees
(1) application review fee (2) annexation policy declaration fee and (3) plat review fee.
Mr. Despai n said the proposed annexation does not require a policy declaration. He explained
that the state law has been changed to do away with t he whole notion of policy declarations. He
further explained that virtually all annexations in American Fork are now City-initiated under the
new state law. He st ated that the fee is $100, w hich covers the cost of publications and
.
.
.
engmeenng review.
Mr. Despain said there is no guarantee that a substitute proposal is going to be found acceptable.

Mr. Hansen said that if the applicant proposes a new concept plan, he may get only an R 1-1 5,000
Zone instead of the R 1-9000 Zone with 31 units, which is what was originally approved.
Mr. Despain said that from this experience he has learned that t he City sho uld not consider
preliminary and final plats before the annexatio n is "completely consummated." He said that he
has a dialogue with people who represent their clients and that dialogue is often based on trust.
He said his ability to trust the people who represent their clients is seriously damaged and he said
from a staff level that is a difficult thing to say. He said because the trust has been seriously
damaged, it causes hi m to become more hardheart ed when people ask if they can proceed before
the annexation is recorded and he is now going to have to tell people that they can't proceed any
fur1her until the annexation process is completed.
Mr. Despain said in regards to the notion of taking less than the ordinance requires he has done
that twice and he will never recommend that as an appropriat e action again. He said "I feel
personally responsible for the dilemma that we(the City) are in because I advised the P lanning
Commission to go fo rward. l thought we had it tight enough that there was no reason to worry
about it. I have learned to regret it o n two occasions and I will not do it again."
Mr. Richan told Mr. Despain that he was being too hard himself
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Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Hansen, and Councilman
Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE SOUTHSIDE PLANNING AREA OF THE GENERAL
PLAN

Mr. Despain said the Planning Commission needs to decide w here the shoreline protection zone
will be. He said there also needs to be a decision made o n w hether buildings can be built in the
flood prone areas .
Mr. Georgeson asked what is defined as the shoreline protection zone. Mr. D espain said the
questio n of what should be defined as the shoreline protection zone is the question that needs to
be answered.
Mr. Denney said a study needs to be picked so it can be used to help in deciding where the
shoreline protection zone will be. H e suggested that the flood plain overlay be used as the basis
for determining the shoreline protection zone. He suggested that the flood plain boundary maps
be used and if someone chooses to modify that and get out of the flood plain boundary, he or she
also has to come to the City for a General Plan modification.

Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission needs to agree on the elements that are used to
define what the shoreline protection zone is. He asked ifthe shoreline protection zone should be
where there are wetlands, where the compromi se level is, and/or is it the A-1 zones for the flood
maps. Mr. Denney asked if the shoreline protection zone is a man-made barrier somewhere in
between.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he has heard discussions from two o r three different agencies
regarding the shoreline protection zone. He said that the U tah State F ish and Wildlife people are
willing to give up the wetlands above the sewer outfall line west ofBoat Harbo r Road in order to
maintain the wetlands on the south side ofthe sewer outfall line.
In response to Chairman H adfield 's comment about the Utah State Fish and Wildlife Agency
being willing to give up wetlands above the sewer outfall line west of Boat Harbor Road, Mr.
Denney said the Army Corp. of Engineering and the Federal Fish and Wildlife Agency are not in
agreement with that.

Mr. Richan asked if the Pl anning Commission was "straining at g nats and swallowing elephants"
because being able to utilize the g round south of the sewer collection line is dependent on w hether
sewer grinder pump s can be used and the City has not yet decided on w hether sewer grinder
pumps will be allowed to be used.
Mr. Georgeson said w hen the Planning Commission is trying to define the shoreline protection
zone it needs to decide what it is trying to protect.
Mr. Richan said that about 30 to 35 years ago he hired an appraisal to appraise his property and
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the appraiser asked him what he wanted hjm to say in the appraisal. He said one can find an
engineering firm that will confirm anything that the person wants the appraisal to confirm. He
said there are engineering firms that will state that something can be built on a certain piece of
property when in fact there really should not be anything built on the property. He asked Mr.
Sowby how the Planning Commission can establish a shoreline protection zone south ofi-15
when there are places that should not be built on, yet developers will come in with their engineer
and say that a certain piece of property can be built on.
Mr. Sowby said the most defen sible position seems to be one in which there is already a legally
defined FEMA Flood Plain Zone that has been designated as A-1 or B and there is a procedure
set up where the FEMA Flood Plain Zone could be amended or modified. He said if the
boundary of the shoreline protection zone is the FEMA flood plain that does not preclude
development in the shoreline protection zone, but it permits development under certain
circumstances.

There was a lot of discussion about what the purpose of the flood zone protection zone is. Mr.
Despain raised the question of whether one purpose for a flood zone protection zone should be to
preserve some sort of natural boundary adjacent to the lake. He said another reason the City may
want to limit development around the lake is because the City may want to have trails around the
shoreline of the lake.
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. Denney' s suggestion of using the flood plain overlay is a good idea
because as Mr. Sowby' s has indicated it does not preclude development, but it makes developers
have to "jump through the right federal hoops" and it also makes it possible to require the
developer to approach the City for a General Plan amendment.
There was also discussion about the land use plan for the south side planning area. There was
so me di scussio n about where commercial developments should be placed and what types of
commercial devel opments should go where, i.e. general commercial, and neighborhood
commercial. Mr. Despain explained that neighborhood commercial zones are more limited kjnds
of uses and typically are uses that serve the neighbors in the commuruty. He pointed out that in a
neighborhood commercial zo ne there could be more opportunities to create shopping complexes
that are more aesthetically pleasing than what the City currently has in the middle of the
downtown. He said by creating a neighborhood commercial zone there could be an opportunity
to impose additional design requirements.
Mr. Hansen said at the "tool box meeting" that Envision Utah held there was a lot of discussion
about walkable communities. He asked Mr. Despain if a neighborhood commercial zone could
have commercial developments like a grocery store with a residence above the grocery store. In
response to Mr. Hansen's above question, Mr. Despain said there could be a mixed use element in
the neighborhood commercial zone.
Chairman Hadfield said that he is in favor of making neighborhood commercial zones rather than
allowing a developer to have just general commercial. He said one appropriate place for a
neighborhood commercial zone might be above the Murdock Canal and somewhere near the Lone
Peak High School.
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Mr. Despain suggested that neighborhood commercial nodes should be relatively small. He
suggested that neighborhood commercial nodes could be about 4 acres.
Chairman Hadfield stated that he is in favor of everything between the freeway and the railroad
tracks being designated as co mmercial.
Mr. Richan expressed concern about the areas proposed as industrial zones in the southside
planning area. He questioned the reason for having so much industrial in the southside planning
area.
Mr. Despain said the reason for designating the areas that he has in the industrial zone is because
of the location of the freeway and the railroad tracks. He said when the City talked about where
to put industrial zones years ago it was decided that the logical place to put them was near the
freeway and the railroad tracks .
There was some discussion about whether the piece of property between the freeway and railroad
tracks should be zoned as general commercial. Mr. Despain asked the Planning Commission if it
really wanted to zone the property between the freeway and railroad tracks as general
commercial.
Mr. Georgeson said he has always worried about the proposed industrial zones in the southside
planning area. He said the property is too valuable to be zoned full industrial.

Mr. Despain suggested maybe zoning some of the property as planned industrial rather than just
industrial. He expressed concern about zoning the property retail commercial.
Mr. Sowby said that a commercial development would probably not develop on the property
between the freeway and railroad tracks because commercial developments generally want better
access.
l\llr. Richan said that he would rather take a chance and zone the prope11y as commercial than
industrial because he would rather see a commercial development than an industrial development.

*Mr. Nielsen was excused.
Mr. Despain said he will work on making some changes to the proposed land use plan for the
southside planning area in regards to changing some of the areas that are designated as industrial
zones. He said he will also make the flood area as the northern limit of the shoreline protection
zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to work on creating some verbiage for a neighborhood
commercial zone with a statement that a neig hborhood commercial zone should not exceed 5
acres. He also asked that there be some verbiage that discusses that the neighborhood
commercial zone shou ld be designed to the same aesthetic theme of the surrounding
neighborhood .
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SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to repo11.
OTHER BUSINESS
Joint Work Session with the Planning Commission and City Council
Councilman Hunter said the City Council would like to have a joint meeting with the Planing
Commission so that Doug Warren and Vic Deauvono can discuss their proposed project and
concerns with both entities for about 45 minutes.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that sewer lift stations also be discussed at the joint meeting.
also suggested that there be a three-hour time limit on the meeting.

He

Mr. Despain said another subject that should be discussed is commercial development on the west

side of 500 East.
The Planning Commission discussed some times when it could possibly meet with the City
Council. Most of the Planning Commission Members felt that the meeting should not be held
after the second week in December because of the busy time of year. Some of the Planning
Commission Members said they could meet at 7:00a.m. on a Saturday. Mr. Georgeson
suggested that a joint meeting could be held on November 29, 2000 because the Planning
Commission has three weeks between Planning Commission Meetings.
Mr. R.ichan said it is a good idea to get the Planning Commission and City Council working
together. He said there probably ought to be an annual joint meeting with the Planning
Commission and City Council.
Mr. R.ichan asked Chairman Hadfield if the memo from Kevin Bennett regarding requests that

deviate from the General Plan is going to go to the City Council. Chairman Hadfield asked Ms.
Marsh to make a copy of the memo and to place it in each of the City Council boxes.
Meeting Procedures
Mr. R.ichan said that he has noticed several times that one Planning Commission Member will ask
a question and it never gets answered because another topic is brought up by another Planning
Commission Member and then the discussion gets way off from the first person's question. He
said that he asked a question tonight and it did not get answered. He suggested that each
Planning Commission Member should be more conscious when another Planning Commission
Member brings up a topic or question that they are concerned about so that they do not interject
comments that take away from the original topic or question that a Planning Commission Member
is trying to get an answer on.

Chairman Hadfi eld said that he should probably read Robert 's Rules of Order again. He said that
he should help to make sure that if there is a question on the floor that there .is not any other
discussion until the question is answered. He said that he is probably at fault for not following
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procedure. Mr. Richan said he is not accusing anyone and stated that he is as guilty as anyone
when it comes to interj ecting comments that do not pe11ain to a particular question on the floor.
Mr. Georgeson suggested that a time limit could be put on the speaker. He said the applicant
could have two minutes to say what he/she wants to say and each of the Planning Commission
Members could have two minutes to say what they want to say.
Mr. Richan said the Planning Commission talked about having time limits before and that did not
work very well.

Mr. Georgeson said the Planning Commission has tried to set a time limit of 30 minutes per
agenda item, which he thinks has helped improve the Planning Commission Meetings.
Lamoreaux #2 Annexation
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that he was not at the last Planning Commission when the
Lamoreaux #2 Annexation was recommended to the City Council for approval. He said that he
wonders if the Planning Commission is really comfor1able with the decision that it made at the last
Planning Commission Meeting regarding the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation. He raised the issue of
whether the PUD proposed for the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation is really a legitimate PUD . He said
that a PUD should be an exception to the rule based on the fact that there is some unique shape or
because of some quality of design the developer gets some benefits and not just grant a PUD
because the property can 't be developed in the way that the developer wants. He said that he
does not feel that a PUD can maintain itself with only 10 or 11 units. Chairman Hadfield said he
has thought a lot about the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation and wonders if what the Planning
Commission has approved is the best that can be done on the four acres of property.
Mr. Richan said he is also concerned that the PUD in the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation does not
have enough units to function properly as a PUD . He said that he can't visualize how a PUD
with 10 or 11 units can have a long sustaining life.
Mr. Georgeson said he has trouble trying to reconcile the concept of how far one should go to
protect the consumer, what should be allowed, and w hat part the free market system should play.
H e said if there is full disclosure of the costs associated with buying into a particular PUD and
someone wants to buy into a PUD knowing full well what the costs are, then maybe they should
have the opportunity. He said " I see how the full disclosure is not there, but I do not quite know
where to draw the line."
Chairman Hadfield said he is not passing judgement on the decision that the Planning Commission
made in regards to the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation. He said he is not saying whether the Planning
Commission' s decision is right or wrong, but he is just raising a few questions because the
Planning Commission continues to see projects that do not meet the legitimate subdivision
standards and so the project is then called a PUD and it moves through the process as a
substandard subdivision. He said in order for someone to be allowed to do a PUD they should
offer something extra .
Mr. Richan said he is the one who sta11ed Sunset Hills and for the first several years when it
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existed with 11 homes it was difficult to make it work. He said there is a breaking point in
w hich a PUD does not function because it does not have enough homeowners. He said any P UD
that has less than 25 units is going to have some problems.
Mr. Richan stated that he is a great advocate offull disclosure. H e said people should know what
they are getting into and often peop le do not reali ze what they are really getting into.

Mr. Despain said that not all planned unit developments are equal. He said not all planned unit
developments are good. He said there is a minimum area requirement fo r doing a PUD for a
reason. He said one reason fo r requiring a minimum of 10 acres in order t o do a PUD is because
there needs to be sufficient area to provide fo r an adequate design. He said the larger the piece of
property the more desig n flexibility. He said the P lanning Commi ssion needs to look at how
willing it is to wai ve the minimum area requirement fo r a PUD . He said the Planning
Commission really needs to look at what really is a legitimate P UD. He said all planned unit
developments have different personalities in regards to what is important. Mr. D espain stated
that the open space in a PUD should not be put off t o the side or in an unusable corner, but it
should be put in a place that is central to the project.
Chairman H adfield said t he reaso n he wanted to discuss the Lamoreaux #2 Annexation t onight is
because he does not want the Planning Commission to open itself up for criticism in the future.
He again brought up Mr. Bennett' s memo (Attachment #3) that he discussed earlier in the
meeting and said that his memo is very pertinent to the discussion regarding the Lamoreaux #2
Annexation.
Mr. Despain suggested that the P lanning Commission may want to evaluate the PUD provisions.
Mr. Richan st ated that all planned unit developments should be required to have recreational
vehicle storage.
Mr. Despain pointed o ut that Temple M eadows and Stone Hollow are two recent developments
that were required to have o n-site recreational vehicle storage. H e said that it does make sense to
have on-site recreational vehicle storage.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE N OVEMBER 1, 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

M r. Richan moved approv al of the November 1, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the followin g corrections:
O n Page 1, Lin e 19 "12' X 10"' should be changed to " 12' X 20'." On Page 9, L ine 31
" this" should be changed to " that." On Page 16, L ine 13 "restive walls rated at 1 hour
instead of one hour" sh ould be changed to " resistant walls rated at 1 hour instead of two
hours." Mr. Geo rgeso n seconded the motion.
Chairman H adfi eld called for a vote on the motion .

T hose voting aye: M r. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Coun cilman Hunter, and M r. Georgeson.
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Chairman Hadfield abstained from the vote because he was not in attendance at the
November 1, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting and Mr. Nielsen was not present when
the minutes were voted on.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Georgeson moved to adjoum. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10:30 p.m.

M:.::::: r~
Deputy R ecorder
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October 24,2000

To: The American Fork City Council and

The American Fork Cit}' Planning Commission
Regarding: Cooper-Hansen Armexation

We, the undersigned. own properties adjacent to the southern boundary of the annexation. We are
opposed to the annexation concept plan as currently proposed because it does not represent the
development of streets as explained to us in all earlier discussions: ·
A street along the southern boundary of the annexation is vital to the future improvement of our
propenies. We would be willing to panicipate in the development of such a street
Address

Telephone
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November 16, :woo
The American ~fork City Council and
The American Fork City Planning Commission
31 North Church Street
American Fork, Utah 8400
- . . . ..
.~

To Whom It May Concern:
This letter is in regards to the Cooper-Hansen Annexation 41 0·North 1100 East.
Along the proposed street of the south boundary of the annexation, some of the property
owners adjacent to this street have signed an agreement stating that they would be willing
to participate in the development of said street. In my view this envolvement could include
the following expenses: (1) Connecting the water and sewer lines of the proposed street to
the main truck lines on 1100 East. (2) Giving one-half of the road right-of-way together
with the installation of sewer lines, water lines, fire hydrants, man holes, curb and gutter,
sidewalks, gravel base and asphalt surface. (3) Relocation of inigation ditch which would
Other
neccesitate diverting the water into an underground water-tight pipe.
improvements whcih pertain to the development of a road to facilatat6 property owners and
enabling them to split their properties into building lots.

(M

· At the present time may position is as follows: I was not contacted by these property
owners to be given the chance to accept or reject this agreement to participate with them in
this proposed road. Since I have already developed my own propert': by installing water
lines, sewer lines, man hole, fire hydrant, valves in the 300 North St·~et, all properly
inspected by certified city inspecters, along with a gravel base on my proposed road, I
have determined that it would not be in my best interest to become envolved in a second
road. On the contrary, this newly proposed street would only add to expenses already
accrued by me, plus it would neccesitate my giving up additional property.
In the past I have discussed the development of my property with my adjacent neighbors
and offered to include them in my project. They declined my offer and indicated they had
no interest in developing their properties.
R~~p~tfully,
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October 24, 2000

The American Fork City Council and
The American Fork Cit)' Planning Commission
Regarding: Cooper-Hansen Annexauon
We, the undersigne~ own properties adjacent to the southern boundary of the annexation. We are
opposed to the annexation concept pian as currently proposed because it does not represent the
development of streets as explained to us in all earlier discussions: ·

A street along the southern boundary of the annexation is vi!a..l to the future improvement of our
properties. We would be willing to participate in the development of such a street
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AMERICAN FORIC CITY
State of Utah
Incorporated June 4, 1853
31 North Church Street
American Fork, Utah 84003
Telephone: (80 1) 763-3000
Fax: 763-3004
November 3, 1999

Memo to Planning Commis~ Staff
From City Attorney (Civil) ~
RE: Requests for Deviation from General Plan

l. Recently, various individuals have requested that the Planning Commission entertain and perhaps
recommend approval of certain development projects "because they are good projects"--even if they
do not comport with (or are otherwise inconsistent with) the City's adopted General Plan.
2. To disregard the General Plan (which is the legal and planning foundation of and for the City's
Development Code and Zoning Ordinance) is to invite legal challenge and to let development drive
the planning of the City (rather than the reverse). As you who attended the Citizen Planner seminar
are aware, the legal basis and protection of and for the zoning ordinance is the General Plan. I
commend you for your integrity and your continued adherence to the Plan, notwithstanding the
sometimes-persuasive pleas or pressures that you may receive.
3. There is a way to amend the General Plan if and when a good (supported) idea/plan comes along
that you feel justifies an amendment thereto. There is even a mechanism in our ordinance for those
rare situations where time is of the essence to such a degree that an amendment to the General Plan
cannot be obtained within the applicable timeframe. As I noted, however, those situations are rare.
4. I thought that it would be helpful for you to review the language from the City's 1997 ordinance
that adopted the American Fork General Plan 1997. Subsections C.3 and C.4 of Section I of the
ordinance are particularly relevant and are reproduced below. Please review those subsections:
3. Private Improvements and/or Developments. Zoning, Re:oning, and Annexations.
As part of the review, recommendation and approval process of requests for approval on any
private improvement or development, or the zoning or rezoning or annexation of property,
within (or requested to be within) the City of American Fork. there shall be a finding by the
Planning Commission and the City Council as to whether or not the des ired improvement,
development. zoning, rezoning, and/or annexation is consistent with the provisions, policies
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and spirit of the General Plan. It shall be the duty of the applicant for such approval to
demonstrate to the Planning Commission and the City Council that the desired improvement,
development, zoning, rezoning and/or annexation is consistent with the provisions, policies
and spirit of the General Plan; and where it is not consistent in all particulars, to demonstrate
the extent to which it is consistent and the reasons justifying a departure from or an
amendment to the General Plan where it is not consistent.

·que

rnen

4. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection CJ above, it is the express intent
of the City Council that, to the extent possible, the General Plan be followed, complied with,
and otherwise adhered to. Consistency with the General Plan shall be one of the criteria of
the Planning Commission and the City Council ~o be reviewed in determining whether an
approval (or recommendation of approval) of an improvement, development, zoning,
rezoning, and/or annexation should be granted. Rarely will a departure from the General Plan
be permitted, and then only when it is demonstrated that (a) the improvement, development,
zoning, rezoning, and/or annexation would be in the best interests of the City of American
Fork generally, (b) the improvement, development, zoning, rezoning, and/or annexation is
generally consistent with the General Plan, and (c) time does not adequately allow for an
amendment of the General Plan to be sought and obtained prior to the City entertaining the
desired improvement, development, zoning, rezoning, and/or annexation request. No persOn
has any right to develop in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of the General Plan; and
no right of action (including any third-party right of action) does or shall accrue to any
individual, corporation. institution, or other public or private entity by virtue of a decision of
the City Council or Planning Commission to approve or disapprove (or recommend approval
or disapproval of) an improvement, development, zoning, rezoning, and/or annexation on the
basis of whether or not it is consistent with the General Plan.
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5. Armed with an understanding of the above excerpts of the ordinance, you should be able to
identify those times when a diversion from the General Plan may be warranted, under what
conditions. and subject to what procedural steps. And it should also assist you with a legal basis for
dealing with attempts or suggestions to make end-runs around the General Plan .
6. Thank you for your sacrifices and good work on behalf of the City of American Fork and its
residents.

cc:

Mayor
City Council
City Administrator
City Recorder
City Engineer
City Planner
City Zoning Administrator

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
JOINT WORK SESSION MINUTES
NOVEMBER 29, 2000
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council and the American Fork City Planning
Commission met in a joint work session on November 29 , 2000, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:00 p.m.
Those present from the City
Council included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont,
Don Hampton, Tom Hunter, and *Keith Blake. Councilman Storrs was
excused.
Those present from the Planning Commission included
Chairman J. H. Hadfield, Ken Baldwin, Michael Georgeson, James
Hansen, . Keith Richan, and Steve Nielsen. Others present included
Rod Despain, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Barbara Christiansen,
Jess Green, Steve Sowby, and George Brown.
Mayor Barratt stated that the work session was scheduled to
conclude at 8:30 p.m. or before.
He turned time to Planning
Commission Chairman J.H. Hadfield.
DISCUSSION OF ISSUES RELATING TO THE SOUTH SIDE PLANNING AREA
Chairman Hadfield stated that the work session was meant to update
the Council regarding the Planning Commission's work on the General
Plan over the last three years.
The work load of the Planning
Commission had remained steady and there were 18 items on the
Planning Commission agenda for next week. There were some unique
land use issues south of town that would be focused on tonight.
American Fork currently had about 25, 000 people.
South of the
freeway between the agreed upon boundary with Lehi City on the west
and Lindon City on the east were about 2200 acres. The City could
nearly double its population south of town.
Chairman Hadfield continued that Murray City had similar issues.
They were bordered all the way around by other communities, they do
infill housing, they have US Highway 89, I-15, the D&RG tracks, and
a river.
Because of the similarities the Planning Commission has
looked at some of the things that Murray City had been successful
with. They started this process a number of years ago by dealing
with the then Parks and Recreation Director, Doug Hill, who later
served as the Mayor of Murray City.
This was a forum for a dialogue between the City Council and
Planning Commission members. Others may come into the meeting, but
in order to keep the ball rolling , the time for public comment
would be at the time of a public hearing.
Rod Despain led a discussion of the area south of I-15 between
Lindon and Lehi.
He asked Mayor Barratt if in his conversations
with Vic Deauvano and Mr . Warren if they had an expectation that
they were going to proceed with the annexation of the property and
receive a favorable response from the Council. He noted that they
had been patient, but they had their own ideas of what it should
1

be. The Planning Commission had said consistently that they were
working on the General Plan and before they could respond they
needed to finish that.
Councilman Hampton responded that there was not an implied approval
from the City Council. Mr. Deauvano understood that he needed to
work with the Planning Commission and there were no leanings in his
favor by the Council that he knew of.
Rod Despain noted that Mr. Deauvano and Mr. Warren were getting
frustrated with the amount of time that it was taking and they want
to move the process along.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Rod Despain explained the Land Use Plan as developed by the
Planning Commission for the area south of the freeway . It included
a residential area south of the freeway at a density of 3.0 per
acre down about half way to Utah Lake and from there down, about
2.0 units to the acre. This was not half acre lots, but provided
enough flexibility to design around physical constraints such as
wetlands and drainage channels.
In other areas of American Fork
they had not had to worry about those types of issues. This area
really was different .
One of the issues was that the area along Utah Lake was flooded
during 1984. Does the City want to encourage development in that
area?
The area south of the freeway and east of 500 East had been
previously thought to warrant a planned industrial zone, but with
the new Pleasant Grove interchange, the push was to look at a
commercial area in that location.
Due to the new interchange a
link from the south end of 500 East at Sam White Lane along the
north side of the tracks to 6400 North was very important as this
area was projected for a Park & Ride and also a possible commuter
rail faci lity .
The interchange would drive some of this quickly
and the dye was beginning to be cast. In the area of the 500 East
6400 North intersection, the Alpine School District had acquired
property that they · intend to use for a bus garage, UP&L had
acquired property and were installing a power substation, and the
Timpanogos Special Service District was already in operation .
Until now, commercial areas had always been focused in the corridor
through town. Was it now time to start thinking about neighborhood
commercial areas, that is , areas that serve and meet the day to day
needs of the citizens in a particular v i cinity?
Another new aspect was the look at a proposed Resort Zone.
Warren had a vision for this .
Potential flooding in the area was a major
American F ork River was identified on
demonstrated a significant hazard.
How
- P,evelopment in the areas susceptible to
2

Mr .

issue. The delta of the
the land use map and
should they deal with
flooding?
There were

different points of view .
Mr. Deauvano and Mr. Warren did not
think flooding was of much significance. That was a conflict that
the Council may have to deal with.
Chairman Hadfield reviewed the General Road Plan. The Plan showed
a 96-foot wide right of way along and over the 60-inch sewer
outfall line which would tie into the road that was currently on
the Saratoga Springs drawing board.
They were also hearing that
the Legacy Highway would continue south from Salt Lake County into
Utah County and this roadway would tie into it.
In meetings with
MAG they talked a lot about planning for an east-west corridor
because of Saratoga Springs and Eagle Mountain. This roadway had
some merit at this location. The extension of West Main Street did
not go anywhere.
It was interesting that some of the neighboring
communities did not worry about roads and they let someone else
take care of the traffic.
He continued that the extension of 500 East to the southeast was an
important tie to the Pleasant Grove / Lindon interchange . The road
along the south of the I-15 through the Boyd Williams property
between 500 East and 100 East was important.
The General Pl an
presently demonstrated that with two overpasses and the two
underpasses into the area south of I-15, they were 19,000 end trips
a day short , based on the densities presented on the Land Use Map.
Chairman Hadfield expressed added concern that UDOT was considering
doing away with the Sam White Lane overpass.
American Fork City
needed to take a strong stand against its removal . UDOT felt that
with the overpass at the new interchange, the Sam White Lane
overpass was not necessary .
Howard Denney explained that the 20-year projection was that the
Sam White Lane bridge would have 12, 000 vehicle trips per day.
They would have to go somewhere.
Chairman Hadfield explained that 570 West Street on the westside of
the Earl property was important.
A new sewer line was going in
there and they were taking additional right - of - way as property was
annexed, the last being the Dixie Fenn Annexation. An additional
north-south road woutd be necessary at about lOth West .
Rod Despain asked if there were any react i on or questions from the
Councilmembers as to the direction of land use that the Planning
Commission was taking.
Councilman Hampton asked what the projected population would be
with the densities and zoning as planned.
Mr. Despain explained that it would be in the neighborhood of the
mid 20,000's.
The area on the far west side was in the County .
Jess Green was
present as this incorporated his property. Basically this property
was in an Agricultural Protection Area and for the most part, the
- ~llred's being the owners of most of it, want it placed in one.
3

Mr. Green had talked with him and expressed that he was not so sure
he was married to the agricultural zone as they were.
Councilman Hampton stated that the Land Use proposals looked good
to him.
Jess Green asked about Lehi's projected use.
Chairman Hadfield thought it to be R1-12.
Rod Despain stated that everyone had different objectives, but in
balancing the situation, it represented as good a compromise as
they felt comfortable with.
He added that an additional
significan t feature was the 345 KV power line which he felt would
take on a significant open space feature . He asked if there were
any other questions.
Councilman Blake
interchange.

asked

the

status

of

the

Pleasant

Grove

Chairman Hadfield responded that the bid had been awarded and had
come in under the estimate. Staker Paving would be hauling in fill
in the immediate future. It was scheduled to be completed in about
two years.
The new outfall line had opened up the Southside
Pl anni ng area for devel opment.
Counc i lman Hampton liked seeing satel lite neighborhood commercial
areas. Because of the high number of trip ends projected, this was
critical.
Rod Despain reported that a neighborhood
projected to contain four to 6 acres.

commercial

area

was

Chairman Hadfield added that neighborhood commercial areas could
also be located in the area above the canal on 900 East and on 100
East about 1400 North.
Councilmember Belmont stated that Mr. Deauvano wanted 27 acres of
commercial on the south.
Mr . Despai n noted that was one of the points of conflict. One of
the most recent version of the p l an showed 60 to 70 acres of
commercial area ·.
Councilman Blake asked about the concept of levies along the
American Fork River as a protection to the area as they were more
natural than a pipe.
Rod Despain explained that the river delta was set by FEMA and it
would require more study.
Some were saying because of the
precautions taken at the mouth of American Fork Canyon, they would
never see those kinds of flows again.
One feature that was not
reflected on the Land Use Map, was the historic drains that went
through the entire area.
The drains could remain open and
. · preserved.
They had water in them most of the time.
One of the
4

problems was that there were very few places where there were pipes
that conveyed water under the freeway. They were dealing with that
right now in the area of the Stewart Trailers.
Councilman Blake asked if there were some safety issues with open
natural drains.
Rod Despain explained that there were almost no water flow rights
to the north . The south side had many users.
Keith Richan explained that he was familiar with the area on the
south for more than 25 years. He noted that in the 70's and 80's
the in migration into Utah County was leading the State so they had
studies done that included this area. A couple of years ago a firm
came into the City Council meeting and made a report on water
tables and things of that nature. He thought he was listening to
the same report they had 25 years ago. He asked the same questions
and got the same answers he got 25 years ago.
He talked to the
fellow afterwards and sure enough his report was based on the
information that they did in the mid-70's, 25 years ago .
The
information had not been upgraded. His concern was that back then
the County was told that it was very dangerous to build in there
because so much was subject to becoming a quagmire in even the
slightest earthquake. When the City issued a building permit, what
responsibility did the City assume to that person that did not have
any idea what they were doing to let them know that, in many
places, the ground should not be built on? What liability does the
City take in that the information had been available for years and
then allow a building permit anyway? The City Council needed to
look at that very carefully.
Mr. Richan continued that when Mr. Warren first presented his plans
for development to the Planning Commission he stated that the units
would all be slab on grade.
Now a third or more would be split
level. He felt that was just inviting problems.
Chairman Hadfield commented that the Planning Commission was
comfortable with the three dwelling units and the two dwelling
units per acre.
T!le Transfer of Development Rights Ordinance
allowed development of land with development constraints.
The
drainage and flood element were major concerns.
Rod Despain noted that there were areas unsuitable for development.
The plans that he had seen for the most part appeared to have very
little acknowledgment of the impact of the natural conditions. It
was a new world to the south.
He distributed copies of traffic
volumes from the General Plan in which Horrocks Engineers, from the
capacities planned, ran their models and concluded that there were
19,000 trips and it was not known where they would be put.
This
was just a study of traffic volumes. The plan does not yet answer
that question.
Proposals of upgrading the crossings on 300 West
and 100 East and at that point there were still problems. It needs
to be resolved. He explained that 19,000 vehicle trips per day was
just about what was currently on 100 East. He emphasized the need
.for the City to do everything possible to preserve the Sam White
5

Lane Overpass.
DISCUSSION OF A SEWER LIFT STATION POLICY
Chairman Hadfield explained that the City allowed lift stations as
a temporary fix. The City was receiving more and more requests for
them.
In the area to the south, there may be developable ground
below the existing outfall line that could be sewered only through
the use of a lift station .
Rod Despain noted that the City had a lift station a number of
years ago on 100 North and 700 East and they spent a lot of money
to get rid of it. That experience shaped the City's policy. North
Park had a lift station, but was now gravity fed. Timp Plaza North
and K-Mart had lift stations.
The policy was only to allow them
only when they were a temporary condition.
In the area to the
south, there were areas where they could not be temporary.
The
real question was if the City was ready to allow them on a
permanent basis.
Mayor Barratt asked about their use in other communities.
Mr. Despain responded that lift stations were not fatal. Orem City
had several as did other communi ties .
They were not an unusual
circumstance. It general l y was not "wi l l" a lift station fail, but
"when" it will fail. Sewer & Water Superintendent Steve Parker was
not in favor of having City owned lift stations. Even though they
were private lift stations, Mr. Parker got the call.
Rod Despain continued that Orem had some large ones and they
maintained them.
The Timpanogos Special Service District had a
lift station on our 100 West.
Steve Nielsen suggested that the City take advantage of that lift
station by connecting to it at the lower elevation prior to the
lift.
Mayor Barratt asked the Planning Commission look at this and give
a recommendation for a lift station policy. They would meet again
in a joint work sess"ion i n January and discuss it. He felt there
were some benefits of a City owned facility and would like to hear
both sides of that.
Councilmember Belmont
station if it failed?

asked

who

was

liable

in

a

private

lift

Councilman Hampton noted that was a good point. The mindset today
was that since the City approved it, even if it was privately
owned, someone would come after the City .
Chairman Hadfield noted that there may be a point there.
Lindon
City used a lot of lift stations back into the Orem system . Along
the Geneva Road there were substantial businesses that had a good
backing and a lift station was not of much concern.
But, if you
- pave a small subdivision with a homeowner's association that went
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bankrupt, then there was a problem.
Steve Sowby distributed some information on lift stations.
Councilman Hampton stated that the General Plan identified 19,000
vehicle trips per day that the City could not presently handle and
we were trying to figure out ways to provide for lift stations for
further development.
Rod Despain stated that there was a conflict there that had been,
and will be, the point of many discussions.
DISCUSSION OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT ON 500 EAST
Chairman Hadfield noted that they had seen development plans by
private property owners along 500 East each with their own access.
There was some pressure by developers to buy a small lot on 500
East Street and have their own access.
Rod Despain explained that the west side of 500 East between 200
and 400 South was currently zoned R-4.
The Mayor and others had
been talked to about rezoning it to commercial. The policy in the
past had been that they were not alien to that, but they were
hesitant to do it piecemeal fashion and turn each horne into a
commercial enterprise with their own access. There were a lot of
traffic problems .
When the Ci ty saw a complete proposal or one
that was capable of building a coordinated effort that was when
they would look at rezoning the property. Residents on 50 0 Eas t in
the vicinity of 400 South were not interested in having the 4 00
South 500 East intersection opened up. From a circulation point of
view, it had to happen.
Access would be open from 200 South and
400 South and an accessway would be had from that. There may be a
single driveway onto 500 East at some middle point.
Mr. Despain added that Mr. Studdart had made arrangements to buy
the property on the southwest corner of ioo South 500 East.
The
vision that the Planning Commission had for this area was that
there were would be very limited openings with the circulation
handled internally . _He hoped that when there was pressure brought
on the Council, they would look at it very closely.
The Lillian
Rae Day Care was in the R-4 zone . They had an agreement with the
Rae's and they were willing to give 15 feet on the rear of the
property for access and they would terminate their access to 500
East Street.
Rod Despain asked for any questions.
Councilman Blake asked if there were any similar issues on the east
side of 500 East.
Chairman Hadfield responded that they were all larger parcels on
the east and there was not the same level o f concern.
Mr. Despain stated that implementation was the problem now.
The
· pCCessway was envisioned to be just a driveway, about 30 feet wide.
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Chairman Hadfield asked the Council if they were comfortable with
what they had seen regarding the Southside Planning District.
Councilman Hampton stated that he was.
Chairman Hadfield explained that they would review requests based
on those guidelines.
Councilman Blake asked if basements were an option in that area .
Mayor Barratt responded that basements might be allowed in a very
small area.
Keith Richan felt they were risky anywhere to the south.
Ken Baldwin observed that once an area was developed,
change the area detrimentally .

it could

Rod Despain explained that the proposals had to be evaluated
against the Ordinances that supported the General Plan. The City
Council had held public hearings on a number of those, but they had
not been adopted. He commented that a proposal by Mr. Deauvano was
that Ordinances did not count, but it should be done by agreement
at the time of annexation.
DISCUSSION OF THE SITE PLAN FOR THE POLICE AND COURTS BUILDING
Chairman Hadfield reported that the Planning Commission at their
last meeting rev iewed the site plan for the police and courts.
They had some concerns about the parking and access to 100 East
Street.
A right in, right out was a probability.
It was
impossible to drop someone off without making a U-turn and heading
back out .
North of the property was the ability to provide for
some traffic circulation.
Rod Despain added that the security fence for the judges was a real
barrier to circulation.
Steve Nielsen

sugges~ed

a small underground parking area .

Mayor Barratt felt that the judges would go for it.
Councilman Blake asked how close they could come to the railroad.
Rod Despain suggested

8~

feet .

Mayor Barratt noted that the architects had looked at that also.
Keith Richan asked if there was a double standard on the parking
for the City as opposed to businesses .
Rod Despain stated that they were going to come back with an
overall parking scheme.
He felt they could make it work.
The
parking was there.
It was just not immediately adjacent.
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Chairman Hadfield asked if the Council would look to make it more
accessible and useable for the public.
The Council agreed. Chairman Hadfield reported that the site plan
for the police & courts would be back on the Planning Commission
agenda on December 20.
Chairman Hadfield distributed a task list and time line for the
completion of the General Plan and asked that the Council review
it. They try their best to get it all together .
Mayor Barratt stated that the next meeting of this combined group
would be on January 24 , 2001, at 7:00p.m. At that time they would
receive an update of the lift station policy, further work on the
Southside Planning Area, the site plan of the police & courts, and
other items that may need to be discussed.
Councilman Hampton thanked the Planning Commission and Staff on
what they had seen at this meeting. Councilman Blake agreed.
Chairman Hadfield offered to meet with Councilmembers
individual basis if they had other questions.
Ken Baldwin expressed concern for publ i c
southside .

on

an

safety access to the

Chairman Hadfield commented that Center Street was 100 feet wide
and could accommodate an overpass that could be paid through a
transportation impact fee assessed on each building permit issued
on the southside.
ADJOURNMENT

The

w(_

s~;_si~ned

at 8:29p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 6, 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on December 6, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
11.
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1 8.

Review and action on a change in use in the Histo rical
Preservation Overlay zone for the North Hampton House
Reception Center at 190 West 300 North.
Review and action on a preliminary plat . of Richard's
Apartments Plat B at 84 North 250 West.
Review and action on a revised site plan for a sign at
Hart's Car Wash at 585 East State Road.
Review and action on a site plan for an LDS Chapel at 507
West 700 North.
Rev iew and action on an amended subdivision plat of Lot 1,
American Fork Automall Subdivision at 500 East 1000 South.
Review and action on a parking lot expansion of the American
Fork Medical Plaza at 230 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a request to return a recent zone
change at 1095 North 200 East from the R1-9000 zone to the
RA-1 zone consisting of 2.07 acres.
Review and action on the preliminary and final plats of the
Fairway Acre Estates Plat A consisting of 2 lots located at
1095 North 200 East.
Review and action on a site plan for Alpine Sleep Center at
52 North 1100 East.
Review and action o n a site plan for 4.5 million gallon
water tank to be located at 1530 North 110 0 East.
Discussion on the annexation agreement for the Roberts
Annexation at 610 North 1100 East consisting of 4 . 11 acres.
Discussion on the annexation agreement for the Ivana
Robinson Annexation at 575 East 1500 South consisting o f
34 . 4 6 acres.
Discussion on the annexation agreement for the Stratton
Annexation at 16 50 North 900 East consisting of 12.37 acre s .
Continued di scussion on the Southside Planning Area of the
General Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the November 15, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day of November, 2000 .

J.H. Hadfield , Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
DECEMBER 6, 2000

The American Fork City Planning Commission met in regular session on December 6, 2000, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:03 p.m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Keith
Richan, Michael Georgeson, James Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Steve Nielsen, and Ken
Baldwin. Others present included Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Dan Richards,
Steve Sowby, Denise Pedersen, Reed Bromley, Chad Robinson, Mariana Jones, Corbin Vaughn,
Candice Vaughn, Dennis Butler, T.J. Winger, Mr. Stratton, David Peterson, Leo Lines, Robert
Scott, Scott Roberts, and Stan Jardine.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CHANGE IN USE IN THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
OVERLAY ZONE FOR THE NORTH HAMPTON HOUSE RECEPTION CENTER AT 190
WEST 300 NORTH

Mr. Richards said the building that is proposed to be used for a reception center is a very sound
structure. He said the building has a lot of architectural integrity. He said they are planning on
getting the building put on the historic register. Mr. Richards said the main use ofthe building
will be a reception center for weddings . He said they would also like to do some business
luncheons and cater some social events. He said they are planning on upgrading the grounds so
that there will be more of a garden setting to take pictures for weddings .
Mr. Richards pointed out that it is intended that there will be a floral area in the building because
one of the main owners of the building is John H awker, who owns Orem Floral. He said there
will also be a small travel agency and Clark's Tuxedo will have a space to rent tuxedos. He said
City staff has expressed some concern about the uses that are retail in nature because the building
is located in a residential neighborhood. Mr. Richards stated the main focus is going to center on
the reception center.

Mr. Despain said the proposed project is technically called a historic building conservation
project. He said there are a number of uses permitted under a historic building conservation
project. He explained that in order to qualify for a historic conservation project the building has
to be on the federal register or has to have been determined by the city to be a building of historic
significance within the community. He stated that when the use of the building was changed from
an LDS Church to a preschool use the City Council determined that the building is of significance
to the community. Mr. Despain said the proposed use is significantly different from the other uses
that the building was used for. He said the goal is to make sure the proposed use ofthe structure
would be compatible and would meet the threshold requirements for historic structures.
Mr. Despain said it is important to realize that the structure lies in the middle of a residential

neighborhood so there should be some consideration given relative to whether the proposed use
will impact the integrity of the neighborhood . He said that reception centers are a permitted
alternative in historic structures.
Mr. Despain pointed out that there are 86 parking spaces on site. He said the question is
whether the occupancy load and activities that will go in the structure can be accommodated with
86 parking spaces. He said with 86 parking spaces and the notion ofthree occupants per
automobile the occupancy load would be 250 people.
Mr. Despain said there is some apprehension by City staff about the use being a retail commercial
enterprise, but " masquerading as a reception center." He said the primary use could be a
reception center, but with other uses that are incidental to the operation ofthe reception center.
He said the City needs to receive a detailed development plan that shows the entire site area, i.e.,
show all historic structures existing on the site, all off site parking, all proposed buildings,
landscaping, etc. He said the City needs to receive a more readable copy of the floor plan. He
said it would be helpful to know if the second floor of the building will be used.
Mr. Denney said the only engineering concern that he is relative to parking and the occupancy
load ofthe building.
J\llr. Richards stated that expansion of the parking lot will be their number one priority because
parking will be an important element that will contribute to the success of their business.

Mr. Georgeson asked ifthe restroom facilities in the existing building are compatible with the
plumbing code. In regards to Mr. Georgeson's question, Mr. Denney said he would have to talk
to Ron Morrill about that.
Mr. Hansen discussed some of the permitted uses that are considered historic building
conservation projects. One permitted use considered a historic building conservation project is a
craft shop. He stated that some may consider a floral shop a craft shop.
Mr. Despain said the character of the activities needs to be conducted in a matter consistent with
the objectives of the underlying zone. He said the reception centers needs to be what drives
everything else. He said that in some of the discussions that staff has had relative to the
proposed reception center Chairman Hadfield has said that it is fine to take photographs at the
wedding, but it is another thing to have students come to the building to get school pictures taken
because school pictures have nothing to do with the reception center.
After much discussion that the reception center should be the main use and that all other uses
related to the reception center should be incidental, Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend to
the City Council a change in use in the Historical Preser·vation Overlay Zone for the North
Hampton House Reception Center at 190 West 300 North subject to the revenues from the
incidental retail uses not exceeding the revenues from the uses of the reception center and if
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the revenues from the incidental retail uses exceed the uses of the reception center, then the
use should be b•·ought back to the Planning Commission for review. Councilman Hunter
seconded the motion.
Mr. Richan asked for some clarification on the motion . He asked ifthere would be an audit done
to check the revenue situation .
Mr. Georgeson said if there was any question regarding whether the uses in the proposed building
were appropriate uses for the zone, the tax returns could be used to get a good idea of what the
primary use really is.
Mr. Richards said there would not be any problem in providing a sales tax audit or tax return to
show what the primary use really is, if there is any question about whether the uses in the
proposed zone are appropriate.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifthe motion should include anything about the possibility ofthe need for
more parking.
Chairman Hadfield said when the building was used as an LDS Church the parking was
inadequate. He pointed out that since the building was used as an LDS Church some of the
parking has been removed and has been used as a playground area. He said time will tell on how
much parking will be needed .

Mr. Richards said they will look at the parking needs. He said it is to their benefit to make sure
there is adequate parking available.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and
Councilman Hunte•·. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PRELIMINARY PLAT OF RICHARD ' S APARTMENTS
PLAT BAT 84 NORTH 250 WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Richards.

Mr. Richards said the proposal is to divide the prope11y into two pieces. He said he plans on
looping the water from 200 West over to the fire hydrant that is on the comer of266 West 120
North and bringing the sewer out of the PUE that is south of the existing duplex.
After Mr. Richard 's presentation Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. D enney to state the engineering
concerns.
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Mr. Denney recommended that the sidewalk on the east side of250 West be extended. He
expressed concern with the drainage proposal. He said it is proposed to drain the road northerly
against the grade and to drain the parking lot into the existing sump. He said the drainage
proposal is "kind of atiificial in nature." He recommended that there be a drainage solution for
200 West and one for the parking lot
He pointed out that the parking lots are typically not
allowed to drain into the City street.
Nlr. Denney said on 200 West in front of the old home there is an existing irrigation ditch that
needs to be piped and the appropriate cross section of the street and the curb and gutter needs to
be restored in front of the home.
Mr. Denney said the broken back curb along 250 West needs t o be a continuous curb and not a
broken back curb.
Mr. Richards suggested that there be 20 feet between the back of the curb and the building. He
pointed out that there is not sidewalk on the west side of the street.
Nlr. Richards expressed some concern about putting sidewalk in on the west side of250 West
Mr. Denney stated that he is not requesting sidewalk on the west side of250 West, but that he is
only proposing sidewalk on the east side of250 West.
There was some discussion that 120 North and 250 West are public streets. Chairman Hadfield
expressed concern about the indiscriminate access on 250 West Street because there is no defined
right-of-way or no landscape area. Mr. Despain stated that the issue of the indiscriminate access
on 250 West has actually been talked about in conjunction with the Richard 's Apartment Plat A.
He said there is a long t erm plan to continue 250 West to the south. Mr. Despain said he does
not know if now is the time to address the problem that there is no clear demarcation of250
West .
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about the one-way in and one-way out street that is used to access
29 units. He said it seems that 250 West and 120 North are being overloaded. He asked at what
point do they say enough is enough on 250 and say no more units until there is a different access.
Mr. Despain stated that the City does not have a formal limitation on the number of units that
legally can be served from a dead end street He said the proposed plat proposes that 29
individual units will be served from a dead end street. He raised the question ofwhether 29 units
is too many to be accessed from a dead end street. He pointed out that some communities have
limited the number of units that can be accessed by a dead end street to 20 and while some other
communities have limited the number of units that can be accessed by a dead end street to 60.
He said 250 West is adequate enough to accommodate the traffic that is in the area.
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about the amount of traffic on 200 West He stated that people
park their cars on the sidewalk along 200 West
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Mr. Richards pointed out that they have accommodated the additional off street parking on Lot
#1. He said that when they cover the ditch and put the back curb on they are planning on putting
some additional parking in that area to get more cars off of 200 West.
Chairman Hadfield said that one of the things that has made 200 West narrow is the ditch. He
said if the ditch was piped that would make the travelway on 200 West about two feet wider.
There was some di scussion about the sump and the drainage plan. He said that he has not had
problems with drainage in any ofthe heavy storms. He stated that the drainage slope is to the
south and the proposed drainage plan will drain to the north, which makes is necessary for some
fiJI to be brought in. He said he does not believe it is necessary to put another sump within 96
feet ofthe existing sump.
M r. Despain said the sump is probably adequate. He said the real issue with regards to the sump is
the impact that it will have on the grade of the road.
Mr. Denney asked if the Planning Commission would like to see a landscape plan.

Mr. Richards pointed out that some of the trees on the south property line will be taken out.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the preliminary plat of Richard's Apartments Plat Bat 84
North 250 West subject to: (1) extending the sidewalk on the east side of250 West (2)
solving the drainage problems to the satisfaction of the City Enginee•· (3) piping the
irrigation ditch along 200 west ( 4) straightening the curve along 250 west, and (5)
submitting a landscape plan. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, M r. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED SITE PLAN FOR AN A SIGN AT HART' S CAR
WASH AT 585 EAST STATE ROAD
Chairman Hadfield introduced thi s item and turned the time over to Stan Jardine, the applicant.
Stan Jardine said they wou ld like t o get permission to put a sign up for the car wash that is
located at 585 East State Road.

Mr. Denney stated that the proposed location for the sign is very tight. He stated that the sign
needed to be placed in such a way that it does not cause problems at the entrance and exit to the
car wash. He expressed concern about the size of the proposed sign. He said if the proposed sign
is approved, there will be two signs on one piece of property. He said the City typically does not
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allow two signs on one piece of property, but the previous business (Baskin Robbins) had a sign
and there is an argument that the proposed sign is a replacement sign. He pointed out that the
proposed sign is a lot larger than the non-conforming sign.
Mr. Despain said the proposal is to place a second sign on a single piece of property. The
ordinance does not allow two signs on a single piece of property. He said it has been discussed
that one argument for allowing two signs on the single piece of property is that the prior use had a
freestanding sign associated with it and it was a non-conforming use. He said if the second sign
on the single piece of prope1iy is granted, it should be the same size or smaller. He said if the
parcel where the car wash is located were a separate parcel, a 95 square foot sign would be
allowed. He said the applicant is proposing a 180 square foot sign, which is substantially larger
than what would be allowed if the parcel were a separate parcel.
Mr. Jardine said he would be happy with a sign that conforms to the requirements ifthe parcel
were a separate parcel. He said the car wash is a separate business from the gas station and it
would be detrimental to him to have to subdivide the property.
There was some question about how big the Baskin Robbins sign was. It was discussed that the
Baskin Robbins signs had already been removed and staff nor the applicant knew how big the sign
was.

It was discussed that if the property were subdivided, then there would be cross easements issues
that would have to be dealt with.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the replacement sign for the Harts Car wash at 585 East
State Road subject: (1) to the square footage of the sign not exceeding that which would be
allowed for 77 foot of frontage on a street and (2) the sign being properly placed on the
property so that it does not causes hazards at the entrance and exit. Mr. Georgeson
seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain suggested that the motion include that the approval is predicated on the finding that
the sign constitutes a continuation of a non-conforming use.
Mr. Hansen asked if the statement in the motion that states the sign is a replacement sign is
sufficient.

Mr. Despain said the finding by the Planning Commission that the proposed sign constitutes a
continuation of a non-conforming use is an important factor that should be included in the motion.

Mr. Hansen amended the motion to include that the approval is predicated on the finding
that the sign constitutes a continuation of a non-conforming use. Mr. Georgeson seconded
the amended motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Ge01·geson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Hansen, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR AN LDS CffiJRCH AT 507 WEST 700
NORTH
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to T.J. Winger, a representative
for the proposed project.
Mr. Winger said the site is a little over 3 acres. H e said the proposed church will not use the
full 3 acres so there will be a residual piece of property down the back that the church plans to sell
in the future .
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said the site plan needs to clearly show which ditches are piped and which ditches are
not piped. He said the fire flows for the proposed church need to meet the uniform fire code
requirements. He said the proposed church is not to be a sprinkled building. He said there are
going to have to be three fire hydrants that are accessible to the proposed church. Mr. Denney
said the waterlines need to be looped through the project and back onto 600 North.
Mr. Denney recommended that the garbage dumpsters be moved so there was better access to
repair the underground utilities in the future, if necessary. Mr. Butler said the proposed location
ofthe dumpsters is more convenient to the service area, but the dumpsters could be moved.
Mr. Denney said the dedication for 600 North needs to be provided to the City.

Mr. Hansen expressed concern that there would not be enough depth to get a lot on the corner.
Mr. Denney stated some thjngs that could be done to make it so there would be enough depth to
get a corner lot. He talked about putting in a third access to the church site, which would help
make it possible to have a lot on the corner.
Mr. Hansen asked if a third access into the church off of 600 North should be required now.
Mr. Despain said one problem with requiring the access into the church off of 600 North is that
until the prope11y to the south of the property proposed for development develops, they do not
really have adequate access that connects to 600 No11h. He said at this point in time he is not
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prepared to dictate where the connecting road would be.
Mr. Denney raised the question of what improvements should be required on 600 North.

Mr. Baldwin asked what having access to those lots does when the church closes their parking lot
once a year to maintain it as a private road .
Mr. Despain said the lots would ultimately be accessed from the south. He said the issue that
needs to be addressed is not how the lots will be accessed, but is how the access will be provided
to the church. He said it is pmdent for the City to take by dedication the portion of the road
extension on 600 North from the LDS Church and at a future point in time the rest of the road
that is needed for the extension of 600 N011h will have to be provided by the adjacent property
owner.

There was some discussion about what was referred to as a residual piece, which is property that
the LDS Church does not wish to develop at this point in time. Chairman Hadfield asked Mr.
Despain if when the LDS Church sells the residual piece, the City will see a subdivision plat and
will be able to take the rest of the property needed to continue 600 North and asked if the City
could require the improvements along 600 North at that time.
Mr. Despain said the City could require the improvements along 600 North and could take the
rest of the property needed for the continuation of 600 North Street, but he raised the question of
what happens if the "for sure subdivision" turns out to be a pavilion or open space area for the
LDS Church.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the parking proposed is adequate.
Mr. Despain said the proposed parking meets the parking requirements.
Mr. Richan said if the parking proposed is only adequate to accommodate one ward, then the
parking is not sufficient. He said at his church there are two wards that overlap and there are
many people who have to park a great distance from the church.
Mr. Winger said there are 152 parking spaces proposed, which is double the number of parking
spaces that are required for a single ward .
Corbin Vaughn, who lives at 698 N011h 540 West, asked if the irrigation ditch is going to be
piped. He also asked about what type offence is proposed.
Mr. Winger said the intention is to pipe the irrigation ditch down 600 North on both sides. He
told Mr. Vaughn that they would like to work with him to make a nice grade so that the church
does not sluff off in the back of his property.
Mr. Winger said the LDS Church's standard fence around chapels is a chain-link fence that
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sometimes has vinyl slats.
Mariana Jones, a resident who lives near the proposed church, expressed concern about whether
the fen ce will help to keep car lights from going into her yard. Some of the Planning Commission
members explained that the cars will not be parked in a way that she will have problems with car
lights pointing into her yard .
Candice Vaughn asked Mr. Winger ifthey were flexible with changing the type offence that will
be installed. She said they are planning on installing a wood fence.
Dennis Butler, a representative for the proposed project, said the LDS Church does not like to
install wood fences because of the maintenance that is required with a wood fence.
Chairman Hadfield told Mrs. Vaughn that she could put up the kind offence that she wants on
their property.
Mrs. Vaughn expressed concern about having the entrance to the church in her backyard. She
said that she would like to discuss the option of putting in a 4-way stop sign at the intersection of
700 North. She said that since 700 Notih has been opened up there is a lot of traffic and people
do not adhere to the speed limit
Councilman Hunter told Mrs. Vaughn that she could come to one ofthe City Council Meetings
and discuss the option of putting in a 4-way stop sign at the intersection of 700 North. He
pointed out that the police chief attends the City Council Meetings and could help address some
ofthe concerns with speeding on 700 North.
Mrs. Vaughn asked if the proposed plan is going to stay like it currently is.
Mr. Butler said the proposed plan is the only way that two accesses can be provided.
Mrs. Vaughn said she is concerned about having an entrance in her backyard when traffic is as
bad as it is and with all the speeding that takes place.
Mr. Denney expressed concern with the proposed sumps because some ofthe neighbors that live
near the proposed church have experienced flooding in their basements. He said there needs to
be a study done to see where the water goes.
Mr. Winger pointed out that he gave a soils report that has the percolation to Ron Morrill.
Mr. Denney said there needs to be an underground hydrologic test done not just a soils test so
they can find out where the water is going.
Mrs. Jones said that every time there has been water in the irrigation ditch her basement has
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flooded.
Mr. Butler stated that the soil really peculates.
Mr. H ansen stated that he would like to see some connection to 600 North. He asked if a
subdivision plat is required.
Mr. Despain said a subdivision plat is not required unless the Planning Commission w ants to
require it. He said there are other ways than a subdivision plat to handle the dedications that are
required.
Mr. Hansen asked if there are any gaps or overlaps in the property description.
Mr. Winger stat ed that he was not aware of any gaps or overlaps.

Mr. Richan moved approval of the site plan for an LDS Chapel at 507 West 700 North
subject to: (1) the applicant solving the problem of how many fire hydrants are needed
with the City Engineer (2) the water line being extended to 600 North and 400 West (3) the
drainage issues being satisfied with the City Engineer and (4) provision for completion of
600 North being provided to the City.

Mr. Richan said he is concerned about the drainage situation. He said there needs to be adequate
testing done to make sure that water does not go into people 's basements.
Mr. Denney asked if the motion included that part of 600 North be dedicated to the City at this
point in time. Mr. Richan said part of his motion did include that part of 600 North be dedicated
to the City at thi s point in time.

Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney suggest ed that the motion include subject to approval from the American Fork
Irrigation Company.

Mr. Richan amended his motion to include subject to the American Fork Irrigation
Company's approval. Mr. Hansen seconded the amended motion.
Mr. Winger said he met with the American Fork Irrigation Company last night and they approved
the plan as along as a clean out box is placed every 300 feet .
Chairman Hadfield t old Mr. Winger that the City will need to receive a letter from the American
Fork Irrigation Company that states their approval.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any fur1her discussion.
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There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Richan, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED SUBDIVISION PLAT OF LOT L AMERICAN
FORK AUTOMALL SUBDIVISION AT 500 EAST 1000 SOUTH
Mr. Denney said the Planning Commi ssion has already approved Lot 1 in the Automall
Subdivision. He said it is proposed that there will be three office buildings on Lot 1. He
explained that the reason for the amended subdivision plat is so that the City can receive the
dedication for 500 East. H e said the City needs to receive the dedication that will match the
General Plan. He said the General Plan requires a 96-foot right-of-way on 500 East.
Mr. Denney said the state plane coordinates need to be included on the plat. He said two
subdivision monuments need to be added to the plat. He said the point of beginning needs to be
corrected. He said the signing block needs to be corrected so that there is a place for the mayor
to sign and the title block needs to be changed to indicate that the plat is an amendment to the
existing lot of record.
Mr. N ielsen asked why the proper dedication for 500 E ast was not taken care of originally.

Mr. Denney explained that when the subdivision plat was originally approved the General Plan
indicated that a 72-foot cross section would be required, but since the subdivision plat was
approved the General P lan has been changed to indicate that a 96-foot cross is needed.
Mr. Hansen expressed concern about a building being o n top ofthe gas easement. Chairman
Hadfield said there is not a building on top ofthe gas easement.
Mr. Despain stated that the proposed plat is a subdivision plat that is limited to the reshaping of
Lot 1 for the purpose of providing the additio nal dedication for 500 East.

Mr. Nielsen moved to a pprove the amended subdivision plat of Lot 1, American Fork
Automall Subdivision at 500 East 1000 South subject to (1) fixing the state plane
coordinates (2) the placement of two subdivision monuments (3) the point of beginning
being corrected (4) the signing block being corrected to allow for the proper names and (5)
the title block being corrected. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any fi.u1her discussion.
There was no fi.u1her discussion.
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Chairman H adfield called for a vote on the motion .

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A P ARKING LOT EXPANSION OF THE AMERICAN FORK
MEDICAL PLAZA AT 230 NORTH 1100 EAST
This item was not discussed because the petitioner did not submit anything for inclusion in the
Planrung Commission Packet.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST TO RETURN A RECENT ZONE CHANGE AT
1095 N ORTH 200 EAST FROM THE Rl-9000 ZONE TO THE RA-1 ZONE CON SISTING
OF 2.07 ACRE S
It was discussed that the prope11y proposed to be returned to the RA- 1 Zone was recently
approved by the Planning Commission to be developed as a subdivision. It was discussed that the
approved subdivision was never recorded.
Chad Robin son, the applicant, said he is trying to have the zone changed back to the RA- 1 Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns.

Mr. Denney did not have any engineering concerns.
Mr. Despain said it is not a typical practice t o "flip-flop" on zone changes. He said there are
some legal questions about changing the zone and then changing it back to the original zone. He
said the prospective purchaser of the property likes the advantages that the RA-1 Zone gives him
as opposed to the R 1-9000 Zone and that is the main reason the zone change is requested.

Mr. Georgeson moved to recommend that the zone be returned back to the RA-1 Zone at
1095 North 200 East. Mr. Nielsen seconded the motion.
Mr. Baldwin said the application for a zone change requires that there be an explanation of how
the zone change will help to promote the health, safety, morals, convenience or general welfare of
the public, which the applicant has not provided an explanation of
Mr. Robinson said the property proposed to be returned back to the RA- 1 Zone is surrounded by
the RA-1 Zone.

Mr. Georgeson said the prope11y was already in the RA-1 Zone and ift he zone is changed back to
the RA-1 Zone it will be the condition that existed before the zone was changed to the R1-9000
Zone. He said he does not know of what other explanation is necessary.
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Chairman Hadfield explained that w hat Mr. Baldwin is referring to is a technicality. He said Mr.
Robinson did not answer all the questions on the Zone Change Application.
Mr. Baldwin said he suspects the answer to question number 4 is that the zone change will be for
the convenience of the public, but that is not stated on the application.

Mr. Hansen wondered what the reason for the zone change was. He said two lot s can be put in
the Rl-9000 Zone as well as they can in the RA-1 Zone. He wondered if the reason for the zone
change is so that one can have ho rses on the property.
Mr. Despain said under the R 1-9000 Zone, the property owner could only have horses under a
non-conforming use and the prospective purchaser wants to have more than a non-confirming
right.
Chairman Hadfield asked fo r any further discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vote on the motion.

T hose voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, M r. Georgeson, and Councilman H un ter.
T hose votin g nay : Mr. Hansen an d M r. Baldwin. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION THE PRELIMINARY AND FINAL PLATS OF THE FAIRWAY
ACRE ESTATES PLAT A CONSISTING OF 2 LOTS LOCATED AT 1095 N ORTH 200
EAST
Chairman Hadfield asked for the engineering concerns relative to t he preliminary plat.
Mr. Denney stated that some modifications to the cross section on 1120 North were allowed with
the Quail Meadow PUD. He said the proposed plan also is proposing to make some
modifications to the cross sectio n on 1 120 North. Mr. Denney recommended that a 5-foot
sidewalk be required instead of a 4-foot sidewalk. He also recommended that the gas line be
shown on the plat in relatio nship to the proposed subdivision.

Mr. Denney explained that the exi sting sidewalk and cu rb and gutter on 200 East is in the wrong
location in relatio nship to the 82-foot cross section. He said the sidewalk will be one foot way
from the pro perty line that is proposed . He suggested that the improvements on 200 East be left
as they are for right now, but as widening on 200 East takes place the improvements can be
adjusted or changed as needed. He said the City will probably be the one to put in new curb,
gutter and sidewalk, if a mo re appropriate alignment of the road is required .

Mr. Denney raised the issue of whether there are any new fencing requirements that need be
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required .

Mr. Hansen asked what road w idth the City is getting on 1120 N orth . Mr. Denney said the City
is getting a modified cross section. Chairman Hadfield said there will be about 52 feet of asphalt.
Mr. Hansen stat ed that the improvements on 200 East would have to be moved to get the proper
asphalt width.
Mr. Robinson asked what would have to be done so that the improvements alo ng 200 East could
be left as they are.
Mr. D espain said the question is whether the City is prepared to require the removal of the
existing curb, gutter and sidewalk on 200 East that was installed a couple of years ago and require
the sidewalk to be placed in irs normal location against the defined property line . He said the
City can either require the existing curb, gutter and sidewalk to be removed and new put in or it
can leave the curb, gutter. and sidewalk as it is and wait until the wider width is requi red to
remove the sidewalk, curb and gutter and put it in against the defined prope11y line at the expense
of the City.
There was some discussion that it will be quite some time before the road along 200 East will be
widened and so at thi s time it is not necessary to..: determine whether the existing improvements
along 200 East need to be moved.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the preliminary plat of Fairway Acre Estates Plat A
consisting of 2 lots located at 1095 North 200 East subject to: (1) the correction of the cross
easement on 1120 North to show the wider cross section (2) the gas easement being shown
on the p1·eliminary plat in relationship to the subdivision and (3) to allowing the existing
curb on 200 East to remain. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chainmn Hadfield asked for anv fw1her discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote o n the motio n.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, ~r. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. T he motion carried.
Final Plat
Mr. D enney said the width of the Halladay easement needs to be indicated on the fi nal plat. He
said there need to be two section corners shown on the plat and the subdivision monument needs
to be tied to two section corners. H e said there is to be no modification to the existing pipes. He
said the original approva l fl·om the American Fork Irrigation Company should be followed.
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After Mr. D enney stated the engineering concerns, Chairman Hadfield asked for Mr. Despain's
comments.

Mr. D espain said it should be noted that the proposed final is a revised plat and all other prio r
approval s on the final plat sho uld be vacated . He said the subdivision plat sho uld not be acted
on by the City Council until the zone change has been approved by t he City Council.

Mr. Nielsen moved to approve the final plat of Fairway Acre Estates Plat A consisting of 2
lots located at 1095 North 200 East subject to: (1) the dimensions for the easements on the
Halladay access being indicated on the plat (2) subdivision monuments being tied to two
section corner·s (3) vacating the previous appr·ovals and (4) no action on the subdivision
plat fr·om the City Council the zone change is approved by the City Council. Mr.
Georgeson seconded the motion.
Mr. D enney stated that there may be o ne more foot of dedication needed on 1120 North to
accommodate the 5-foot sidewalk.

Mr. Nielsen amended his motion to include that a foot more dedication may be needed to
accommodate the 5-foot sidewalk Mr. Georgeson seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no fi.11iher discussion.
Chairman H adfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR ALP INE SLEEP CENTER AT 52 NORTH
11 00 EAST
David Peterson said D r. Chris Reynolds wants to make some improvements at 52 North 1100
East. H e said D r. Reynolds wants to install a new monument sign, put a portico up, and extend
the parking lot to better accommodate his customers. H e said Mr. Reynolds is willing to post a
bo nd for the improvements and t he parking lot, rather than trying to install them during the
winter. He said he wou ld like to be allowed to put up his monument sign now and install the
improvements in the spring.
Mr. D enney stated that the sidewalk on 50 North needs to be the correct alignment. He
expressed concern about the existing sidewalk because the car bumpers tend to hang over onto
the sidewalk. He recommended that the sidewalk be at least five feet in w idth.
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Mr. Peterson said they can install a 5-foot sidewalk to accommodate the overhang from vehicles.
Mr. Despain said that what is driving the proposed site plan is the applicant's desire to have a
sign . He said the proposed sign meets the requirements for a monument sign. He said that he is
glad to see that Dr. Reynolds is willing to bond for the improvements.
Mr. Hansen asked how close the po11ico is to the street.
Mr. Peterson said the portico is about 15 feet from the street.
Mr. Despain explained that there is no specific setback requirement in the P rofessional Office
Zone.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the dedication on 50 North and 1100 East has been taken care of.
Mr. Peterson said he has written the description, but he has not turned it into the City yet.

Mr. Georgeson moved to approve the site plan for Alpine Sleep Center at 52 North 1100
East subj ect to: (1) the correct alignment of the sidewalk on 50 North relative to the City
Engineea·'s concerns (2) the combo curb, gutter, and sidewalk being 5-feet in width (3) a
bond for the improvements on 1100 East and (4) the dedication on 1100 East and 50 North
being provided. Mr. Hansen seconded the motion.
Mr. D espain said the motion only included bonding for improvements on 11 00 East. He
suggested that the motion be changed to state that all the improvements be bonded for and t hat no
specific reference to 11 00 East be stated in the motion.

Mr. Georgeson amended his motion to state that the improvements need to be bonded for.
Mr. Hansen seconded the amended motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any other discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, Mr. Georgeson,
and Councilm an Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
Mr. D enney pointed out that there may be some reimbursement from the City for replacement of
the existing sidewalks. Mr. Peterson said he is working with Mr. Wanlass to try to get some
reimbursement from the City fo r the replacement of the existing sidewalks.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR A 4.5 MILLION GALLON WATER TANK
TO BE LOCATED AT 1530 N ORTH 11 00 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Sowby.
Steve Sowby said he has contacted the Provo Reservoir Canal and they have permission for
access if desired . He said he has also contacted Cedar Hills and they have given him permission
to access the construction site at 9650 North. He said he has talked to Cedar Hills and told them
that they will not fence all the way around the property so that they can have access to their trail.
He said the proposed site plan also proposes access to the Timpanogos Special Service D istrict
Meter. He said he has also contacted the Pleasant Grove Irrigation Company and they are going
to pipe the existing irrigation ditch . He said the only area that will be fenced is the small
triangular area in the southeast corner.
Mr. Sowby pointed out that there are berms around the water tank. He said the water tank will
be surrounded and buffered by shrubs and bushes.

Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the proposed water tank will replace the three existing tanks
that are already on the site. He then asked for the engineering concerns.
Mr. Denney said Steve Parker, the City Water Superintendent, has expressed concern about there
not being a fence around the whole tank. He said Mr. Parker feels that there should be a fence
arou nd the entire tank to help protect the water system and to also help reduce the City's liability,
if someone were injured on top of the water tank.
Mr. Despain said that he has talked with representative from Cedar Hills and they are surprised at
how low of an impact the proposed tank will have on them. He said some of the representatives
from Cedar Hills have indicated that they believe that t here is a boundary conflict on the east side
ofthe proposed tank, which is in the magnitude of three to fou r feet. He said representatives
from Cedar Hills said that if pa11 of the area where the boundary conflict may exist is committed
to the 10-foot access drive and it doubles as part of their trail system then they see no problem
with the boundary conflict, if there is one.
Mr. Despain said there has been some discussion about whether American Fork City will want to
provide some type of a gate on the access road and have it more close to 9650 North than is
proposed on the site plan. He said if some type of gate were put on the access road close to
9650 North, t hen it would help to eliminate the vehicu lar movement, yet it would allow
pedestrians to get through .

Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Parker is concerned that someone will try to drive a vehicle on top of
tank .
Mr. Sowby pointed out that the proposed water tank is designed for all of the dead load plus 100
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pounds per square foot. He said a vehicle could drive on top of the tank.

Mr. Despain asked ifthere is any structural reason why the top of the water tank could not be
used for tennis cou r1 s or a basketball court.
Mr. Baldwin asked ifthere are any internal supports to the roof
Mr. Sowby said there are 45 two-foot diameter columns inside the tank.
There was a lot of discussion about why there is not a fence proposed around the entire water
tank. Mr. Baldwin said by not having a fence around the entire water tank it creates an attractive
nuisance. Mr. Georgeson expressed concern about there not being a fence all the way around the
tank. He suggested that someone in the secu rity field take a look at the proposed site plan and
determine what the fencing requirements should be. He said that if the plants grow hig h enough
around the tank, then they would screen whatever type of activity may take place on top of the
tank.
Chairman H adfield stated that there are around a dozen homes on 9650 North that face the
proposed tank. He said the people who live in the homes on 9650 North have "a vested interest"
and said he is sure they will render so me assistance in helping with security issues.

Mr. Georgeson pointed out that the people who live on 9650 North will not be awake 24 hours a
day so they will not always be able to help with the security issue for the water tank.
Chairman H adfield said he hates to see the water tank completely fenced so that people can't
enjoy the landscaping .
Mr. Richan asked if the fence around the water tank could go higher than 6 feet tall. Mr. Sowby
said there is a six foot hig h fence around the water tanks now with part of the fence angled
outward with barb wire on and the fence works just fine.
After much discussion about how the proposed water tank would be fenced, M r. Nielsen moved
approval of a site plan for· a 4.5 millio n-gallon water tank to be located at 1530 North 1100
East subj ect to a 6-foot high chain-link fence around the perimeter of the property.

Mr. Baldwin asked if Mr. Nielsen would modify his motion to include that the site needs to be
reviewed by someone in the security field and there needs to be some determination on how the
water tank should be fenced rather than designating where a fence should be placed on the
property.

Mr. Hansen asked if the motion is to put a fence around the w hole property.
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Mr. Nielsen asked w hat the purpose of a fence is if it is not going to be all around the property.

Mr. Richan seconded the motion.
C hairman Hadfield asked fo r any further discussion.
There was no further discussio n.

Those voting aye: Mr. Richan. Mr. Nielsen, ML Baldwin, and Councilman Hunter. Those
voting nay: Mr. Hansen. Mr. Geor·geson abstained fr·om the vote because he will be
reviewing the site plan when it comes to the State of Utah.
Mr. Sowby said if a fence is put around the property, the City could save $50,000 on landscaping
costs by not landscaping the interior.

Mr. Hansen said he does not like the fence around the perimeter of the property.
DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEJ\..1ENT FOR THE ROBERTS
ANNEXATION AT 6 10 NORTH 11 00 EAST CON SISTING OF 4 .11 ACRES
Mr. Despain said the following six items need to be addressed in regards t o the proposed Roberts
Annexatio n:
1.

Zo ne Classification
The ap plicants have proposed a PR-9000 Zone. The size of the parcel is less than the
mi nium project area for a P UD . This would require a determination that the property
constitutes a logica l design unit.

2

Additio nal dedication of road ROW for widening of 1100 East.

3.

An annexation co ncept plan w ill be required becau se of the proposed zoning and use.

4.

Wetland determination .

5.

Water Rights
The number of acre feet of water rig ht will be dependent upon the extent of the
development and will be determined as part of the concept plan.

6.

There appears to be a corridor of property along the east boundary w hich co nstitutes a
possible derelict parcel. Treatment of this parcel needs to be addressed .
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Mr. Despain stated that he is not sure whether the parcel that is in the name of Jena Gunderson,
who is a member of the Ault Family, is part of the annexation plat.
Chairman Hadfield said the proposed annexation needs to touch the current annexation
boundaries on all three sides. He asked if the proposed annexation plat touches on all three sides
and asked ifthere is enough property so that there is not a derelict parcel left.
Mr. Despain said he can' t tell for sure at this point whether or not the proposed annexation
touches on all three sides, but it appears that the annexation plat does not touch on all three sides.
Scott Roberts, the applicant, introduced himself and his architectural planner, Robert Scott. He
then turned the time over to Mr. Scott.

Mr. Scott said the prope11y is 4.1 acres. He said they have done a wetland delineation on the
property. He said they have met with the Army Corp. ofEngineers and they have agreed with the
their wetland delineation . He said they are currently working with the Army Corp. ofEngineers
to determine how much mitigation may or may not occur. He said they are suggesting that they
try to preserve as much of the wetland interior as possible. He said they believe that they can
preserve an acre to an acre and a half of the wetland area. He said there is approximately 2 acres
of wetlands on the current delineation. He said they would like to cluster duplexes and triplexes
in such a way that would take advantage of the view toward the temple. He said they are
suggesting that the access come from the southwest corner of the property. He said they would
like to preserve the spring and use it as a focal point. He said they are proposing duplexes at 16
to 18 units that cluster together. He said their goal is to not only preserve the wetlands, but they
want to enhance them by taking o ut the obnoxious things like stinging nettle.
Mr. Scott said they have met with the Army Corp. of Engineers on site. He said they have
suggested to the Army Corp. of Engineers that a half an acre to an acre be mitigated . He said
they would like the City t o think about whether it has some property that has wetlands and that is
going to be developed as a park so that they can help mitigate the wetlands for the park property
while they are mitigating their pro perty.
Mr. Scott said they are planning to leave as much of the existing vegetation as possible. He said
they would like to build 1 'h to 2 st ory units. He stated that most of the units will not have
basements because of the hig h water table. He said the units will be around 1,600 to 2,000 square
feet and will cost around $350,000. He said the units will have a nice cottage appearance.
Chairman Hadfield said an annexation agreement needs to be put together and one of the
attachment to the agreement need s to be a concept plan. He said the issue with the piece of
prope11y to the east, w hich is in the name of Jana Gunderson needs to be resolved . H e said the
piece of property that is in the name of Jana Gunderson needs to be annexed into the City with the
rest of the property proposed fo r annexation so that there is not an unannexed strip ofland
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Councilman Hunter asked if the streets are going to be private o r public.
Mr. Scott said the streets will be private.
Councilman Hunter expressed concern about doing a PUD because the minium amount of acreage
required to do a PUD is 10 acres and the proposed project only has 4.1 acres.

Mr. Despain said he does not know how the applicants can do their proposed project if it is not
developed as a PUD. He said the reason that 10 acres was set as the minium amount of property
needed to do a PUD is so there would be enough units to provide enough resources to maintain
the streets.
It was discussed that there are 18 units proposed. Mr. Despain expressed concern about 18 units
on four acres.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the Planning Commission can even consider the proposed PUD with only
four acres of property.

Mr. Hansen said he thinks the Planning Commission can consider the proposed PUD because of
the nature of the land. He said that he is not sure about the private roads. He said he thinks the
Planning Commission can consider the proposed PUD because of the wetlands, but thinks the
proposed project should not have the private road aspect.
Mr. Nielsen said if the roads are not going to be private, then they have to be a lot wider. He
suggested that the property proposed for annexation could be zoned as aPR and not a PUD.

Mr. Despain said the property proposed for annexation could be zoned as aPR, but then the
question is how does one develop it. He said he will look at the private streets ordinance and
see if there is any flexibility in the ordinance.
Mr. Richan asked the applicant if he could join with any of the other property owners in the
surrounding area so that the project area could be made larger.
Mr. Scott said they have actually looked at the option of acquiring more property. He said Mr.
Robe11s has talked to the proper1 y owner to the south and he is not very interested in developing
his property at this point in time, but he did say that if it is a good development he might be
interested.
Mr. Despain said the proposed upscale PUD approach. He said he also likes the proposal of
preserving the spring as a focal point ofthe development. He said that he does not know how
the property w ill be developed in any other way than a PUD because the property proposed for
development has bad access from the west and no access from the east or the north.
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Chairman Hadfield said it would be a real plus if the applicant could get the Ault Property or the
Crocket Property on the south so that the project area would be larger. He asked Mr. Despain to
work with the applicant on preparing the annexation agreement. He said he will put this item on a
future Planning Commission Agenda.
DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE IV ONA ROBINSON
ANNEXATION AT 575 EAST 1500 SOUTH CONSISTING OF 34.46 ACRES
Reid Bromley said they would like to develop some industrial uses on the property proposed for
annexation. He said he is present tonight to see what the Planning Commission's feelings are
relative to the property be developed with some light industrial uses on it.
Chairman Hadfield asked for Despain 's comments.

Mr. Despain said the annexation agreement needs to address the following four items:
1.

Zone Classification
The applicant has proposed development under the PI- 1 Planned Industrial Zone. The
proposed use is consistent with the draft General Plan.

2.

Road Dedi cations
Additional right of way would be required on the south. He said 1500 South is to be
a 96 foot wide road . He said 500 East also will probably require some additional rightof-way, but at thi s time he does not know much additional right-of-way will be needed.

3.

Water Rights
There are two wells on the site. The quantity of water rights needs to be determined .

4.

Annexation concept plan should be required.

Chairman Hadfield stated that the 96-foot right-of- way on 1500 South needs to be resolved
because there is a major pole very close to the intersection.
There was a lot of discussion about the property being zoned PI-1 (Planned Industrial). Mr.
Nielsen stated that he would rather see nice office buildings along the frontage of 6400 North
because that is goi ng to be a major entrance into the City. Mr. B romley stated that he would the
property to be developed as a large scale industrial park because he does not want the proposed
development to impede what they are doing on the other side of the tracks in the North Shore
Development.
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Chairman Hadfield pointed out some of the uses that are or will be near the property proposed for
development. He pointed out that Timp Special Service District is near the proposed
development. He also pointed out that Utah Power and Light has just built a major substation
near the property proposed for development. H e also stated that Alpine School District is
proposing to put a bus garage at about 100 East and 1500 South. He said the property proposed
for development needs to be developed in a way so that the uses are compatible with the
surrounding area.

Mr. Nielsen said he hates to see the corridor along 6400 North developed as an industrial area.
He said there needs to be some plans for some type of upscale development within the industrial
area.
Mr. Hansen said some industrial projects can look very nice.
Mr. Despain suggested that the Planning Commission should evaluate the P lanned Industrial Zone
and determine whether some changes should be made to it.
Mr. Richan talked about a large development in New York where there were 10,000 employees
who worked at this location, but none of the employees nor the building could be seen because of
the beautiful landscaping that surrounded the development. He said that he wishes that American
Fork could have a development that was on a larger scale and that had some beautiful landscaping
around it.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. D espain to work with Mr. Bromley on developing an annexation
agreement.
Mr. Bromley asked what the Planning Commission's feelings were relative to 500 East. Mr.
Despain said 500 East should probably be a 66-foot right-of-way. He said the drain near 500 East
is going to be an issue that has to be addressed.
DISCUSSION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEl\1ENT FOR THE STRATTON
ANNEXATION AT 1650 NORTH 900 EAST CONSISTING OF 12.37 ACRES
Mr. Stratton said they are in the process of buying some property from the Harveys so they can
expand and have more greenhouses. He said they were going through a process with Utah
County and found out that they had to do some sort of rezoning because Utah County will not
allow a 5 acre piece to split into two 2-acre pieces so it seemed more reasonable to go ahead and
annex the prope1iies into the City.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that Highland Farms currently has American Fork City culinary
water, but is not connected to American Fork City sewer at this time. He asked if the proposed
annexation includes the Harvey Land Co. Parcel.
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Mr. Despain said the proposed annexation does include the Harvey Land Co. Parcel.
Mr. D espain explained that there are two separate owners (1) Harveys and (2) Stratton/Jackson.
He said there will be two separate annexation agreements. He stated that Stratton Highland
Farms wants a zone classification that will allow them to construct more greenhouses. He said
Stratton Highland Farms has also indicated that they would like some form of a commercial zone .

Mr. Stratton said their main concern with the zone classification is that it needs to be a zone that
allows them to keep operating as they currently are and that ifthey need to make changes to the
property relative to their g reenhouse operation that they be allowed to do that. He said they do
not care what the zone is as long as they can continue their operation.

Chairman Hadfield asked w hat portion oftheir operatio n is retail.

Mr. Stratton said 95% of their operatio n is wholesale and only 5% is retail.
Mr. Georgeson asked if the property could be zoned under one ofthe City's agriculture zones.

Mr. Despain explained that Highland Farms has some commercial activity with their operation.
He said an agriculture zone would allow the g reenhouse operation to continue, but they would
have to look at something that would accommodate the commercial part of their operation.
Chairman H adfi eld suggested that a split zone be looked at. H e suggested that the part ofthe
property where the store is located be put in some type of commercial zone and put the rest of the
property in some type of zone that will allow the agriculture business to continue.

Mr. Despain said the issues relative to the road dedications need t o be addressed in the annexatio n
agreement. He said 900 East needs to be widened and the location of Harvey Boulevard at
approximately 9800 N orth needs to be required. H e said some portion ofHarvey Boulevard is in
place. The issues relative to Harvey Boulevard need t o be correlated with Cedar Hills.
Mr. Stratto n pointed out that Cedar Hi ll s will own 66 feet of property between the two
prope11ies.

Mr. Despain said the City Council will have to determine whether any water rights will be
required. H e pointed o ut that Hig hland Farms is currently c01mected to American Fork City's
culinary wat er. He said it has generally been the policy that those already o n City water do not
have to provide any water rights, but that policy is applicable to residents and not large scale
users.
Mr. Despain said it is going to be difficult to come up with an annexation concept plan because
there is no plan for immediate, permanent development. He said that a road alignment plan may
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be sufficient.
Chairman Hadfield encouraged Mr. Despain to keep the American Fork Planning Commission
informed about what Cedar Hill ' s plans are relative to the development or new roads .
There was some discussion about the small piece of property that makes the jog in Cedar Hills. It
was discussed that the easiest way to straighten out the jog is to have a boundary line agreement
between American Fork City and Cedar Hills once the two properties are annexed into American
Fork City.

Mr. Hansen asked if it could be put in the annexation agreement that use that Highland Farms
currently is doing could continue under an agriculture zone.
Mr. Despain said he is sensitive to what Mr. Stratton' s concerns are relative to being able to
continue his cu rrent operation and he understands why he is requesting annexation into American
Fork City at this time. He said that City staff are willing to work with Mr. Stratton.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to begin preparing the annexation agreement.
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON THE SOUTHSIDE PLANNING AREA OF THE GENERAL
PLAN
Chairman Hadfield expressed hi s appreciation to the Planning Commission for their attendance at
the Joint Work Session that was held on November 29, 2000. He said they will not discuss the
southside planning area of the general plan tonight due to how late it is. Chairman Hadfield
asked if the Planning Commission had any comments relative to the Joint Work Session.
Councilman Hunter said that he thinks that the City Council and Planning Commission are moving
in the right direction.
Mr. Richan expressed concern that the southside of American Fork will just be developed as a
"cookie cutter subdivision" and that the southside will not be developed with any imagination.
He also suggested that there be some studies done to determine what the actual water table is.

Mr. Richan expressed concern that American Fork City is not attractive to the "movers and
shakers." He said there needs to be some developments that attract people with high incomes.

Mr. Richan asked if sumps are no longer allowed in American Fork City. He said that he has
heard that sumps are no longer thought of as a way to control surface water.
Mr. Denney said there are some areas in the City where sumps are not going to work.
there is some belief that sumps have a tendency to contaminate ground water.
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He said

Mr. Baldwin said there is conflicting data on the suitability ofthe land for development o n the
southside of American Fork City and there is not anyone that is working on solving the conflict.
He said there are always engineers that will say that t he property can be developed if certain
things are done. He said he is concerned about approving a project that is an invitation to
disaster. Mr. Baldwin also expressed concern about there not being adequate emergency services
for the southside of American Fork.
Mr. N ielsen said the City should look at rezoning 6400 North along the corridor.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to report.
OTHER BUSINES S

Mr. Despain said that after the Joi nt Work Session Mr. Sowby came and talked to him about the
proposed location of the lower road pa11icularly toward the west. He said Mr. Sowby indicated
to him that the lower road is too low in terms of accommodating the wetlands. He said Mr.
Sowby suggested that the lower road be shifted northerly. He said Mr. Sowby also suggested
that the lower road should not be put over the sewer line.

Mr. Georgeson pointed out that Mayor Barratt asked the P lanning Commission to give the City
Council some reconunendations regarding the use of lift stations in American Fork. Chairman
Hadfield said the P lanning Commission will discuss lift stations and will provide some
recommendations to the City Council.
Cooper-Hansen Annexation

Mr. D espain explained that a new concept plan has been submitted fo r the Cooper-Hansen
Annexation by Mike Raymond, the LD S Church Architect. He said Mr. Raymond asked him if
the Planning Commission would feel comfortable letting the new proposed concept plan go
forward to the City Council without their review. He told Mr. R aymond that he would take the
proposed concept plan to the Planning Commission and see what their feelings are about it. He
then asked for the Planning Commission's comments.
The Planning Commission discussed the proposed concept plan and most did not like the new
concept plan. One thing some of the Planning Commissio n members did not like was the one
access into the church.
Leo Lines explained that the proposed plan was proposed by some of the ecclesiastical leaders to
help create a plan that will not impact any of the neighbors in a negative way. He stated that the
ecclesiastical leaders are trying to create a plan that will please everyone. He said there is no way
to please everyone.
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After much discussion about the new proposed concept plan, the Planning Commission decided
that it was not comfortable recommending the proposed concept plan to the City Council because
the Cooper-Hansen Annexation was not an item on the P lanning Commission Agenda t onight.
The Planning Commission felt like the Cooper-Hansen Annexation should be placed on a future
Planning Commission Agenda so that the citizens have an opportunity to express their concerns
rel ative to the new proposed concept plan before it goes to the City Council. Chairman Hadfield
asked Councilman Hunter to let the City Council know what the Planning Commission's feeling
are relative to the new proposed concept plan.
Councilman H unter stated that he would report the Planning Commission's feelings relative to the
new proposed concept plan to the City Council.
Mr. D espain suggested that no action be taken on the Cooper-Hansen Annexation Agreement at
the December 12, 2000, City Council Meeting, but t hat the public hearing could still be held .

Mr. Hansen said that when Utah Power & Light came to the City in order to get approval to put
the power line on 500 East, Larry E lleJison stated that there would less poles on 500 East than
currently exist. He said there are the same number of poles on 500 East that existed before the
new power lines were installed. He said that Mr. ElleJison lied to the City and he believes that he
should come back to the Planning Commission and "defend himself."
Chairman Hadfield asked M s. Marsh to do some research on the issue relative to the power poles
on 500 East and asked that she put a copy of the minutes relative to the power lines on 500 East
in the next Planning Commission Packet so that they could discuss the issue at the December 20,
2000, Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Despain said that the P lanning Commission will probably be discussing Mr. Deauvono and
Mr. Warren' s revised plan for their prope1i y south ofi-1 5 at the next P lanning Commission
Meeting. Mr. Denney pointed out that at the Joint Work Session that was held on November 29,
2000, Mayor Barratt directed the Planning Commission to look at Mr. Deauvono and Mr.
Warren's revised plan under the requirements of the existing ordinances.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE N OVEMBER 15. 2000. PLANNING
COMMISSION MEETING

M r. Richan moved a pproval of the November 15, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the following corrections:
On Page 2, Line 18 "requirements, which it only" should be changed to " requit·ements. It
only." On Page 16, L ine 34 "zone could" should be changed to " zone there could."
M r. Baldwin seconded the motion.
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Those votin g aye: Mr. Hansen , M r. Geor·geson, Mr. Nielsen, M r. Richan, and Councilman
Hunter. Mr. Baldwin abstained from the vote because he was not present at the November
15, 2000, Planning Commission Meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
All voted in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 11 :06 p.m.

~~1'/~
Melanie Marsh
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISS ION
DECEMBER 20, 2000
*AMENDED - NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on December 20, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00 p . m. The agenda shall be as follows:
7 : 00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
*4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.

Review and action on a parking lot expansion of the American
Fork Medical Plaza at 230 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a 2-lot Subdivision plat at 630 East
1305 South in the Planned Industrial Zone.
Review and action on a site plan for an office / warehouse
complex located at 630 East 1305 South.
Review and action on the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation at 1750
North 900 East as refered by the City Council.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the
Stratton Annexation at 1650 North 900 East consisting of
12.37 acres including the proposed zoning and annexation
concept development plan.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the
Roberts Annexation at 610 North 1100 East consisting of 4.11
acres including the proposed zoning and annexation concept
development plan.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the I vona
Robinson Annexation at 575 East 1500 South c onsis t ing of
34 . 46 acres including the proposed zoning and annexation
concept development plan.
Discussion on the Annexation Agreement for the Harbor Road
Annexation Plat B consis ting of approximately 632 . 73 acres
at approximately 1000 South 100 West .
Discussion on the Affordabl e Housing Element of the General
Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other busines s.
Review and action on the minu te s of the November 29, 2000,
CC/PC joint work session.
Review and action on the minutes of the December 6, 2000,
Planning Commission Mee ting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of December , 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman

AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DECEMBER 20 , 2000
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Planning
Commission will meet in regular session on December 20, 2000, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing
at 7:00p.m . The agenda shall be as follows:
7:00 P.M. - REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Review and action on a parking lot expansion of the American
Fork Medical Plaza at 230 North 1100 East.
Review and action on a 2-lot Subdivision plat at 630 East
1305 South in the Planned Indus trial Zone.
Review and action on a site plan for an office / warehouse
complex located at 630 East 1305 South.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the
Stratton Annexation at 1650 North 900 East consisting of
12 .37 acres including the proposed zoning and annexation
concept development plan.
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the
Roberts Annexation at 610 North 11 00 East consisting of 4 . 11
acres including the proposed zoning and annexation concept
development plan .
Review and action on the annexation agreement for the I vona
Robinson Annexation at 575 East 1500 South consisting of
34.46 acres including the proposed zoning and annexation
concept development plan.
Discussion on the Annexation Agreement for the Harbor Road
Annexation Plat B consisting of approximately 632 . 73 acres
at approximately 1 000 South 100 West.
Discussion on the Affordable Housing Element of the General
Plan.
Site Plan Committee Report.
Other business.
Review and action on the minutes of the November 29, 2000,
CC/PC joint work session.
Review and action on the minutes of the December 6, 2000,
Planning Commission Meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of December, 2000.

J.H. Hadfield, Chairman
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AMERICAN FORI< CITY
PLANNING COJ'v1J.V1ISSION 1\llEETING
DECEMBER 20, 2000

ATTACHMENTS (1)
The American Fork City Planrung Commission met in regular session on December 20, 2000, in
the City H all, commencing at 7:00p. m. Those present included Chairman J.H. Hadfield, Keith
Richan, Michael Geo rgeson, James Hansen, Councilman Tom Hunter, Steve Nielsen, and Ken
Baldwin. Others present includ ed Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Melanie Marsh, Scott Warren,
Ashlee Phillips, Kevin Smith, Wayne Sorensen, Derek Baker, Randy Baker, Skye Baker, Scot
Chipman, Bert Carter, Suzanne Ca11er, Dan Allen, Ben Allsop, Doug Warren, Stephen Sowby,
Jess Green, Reed Bromley, Mark Greenwood, Jim Cates, Larry Howden, Vic Deauvono, Maria
Damon, Curtis Damon, and Barbara Christiansen, a member of the press.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PARKING LOT EXPANSION OF THE AMERICAN FORK
MEDICAL PLAZA AT 230 NORTH J 100 EAST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and turned the time over to Mr. Denney.
Mr. Denney said the applicant is proposing to provide more parking for the American Fork
Medical Plaza. He pointed out that the applicant is proposing to put in some additional sumps to
handle the addi tional drainage. He said it is intended to slope the proposed parking lot to the
sumps.

Mr. Denney said the prope11y line back to one foot behind the sidewalk on 11 00 East for the
entire parcel needs to be dedicated to American Fork City. He pointed out that it is proposed
that the existing irrigation ditch be piped so it is necessary to require that the applicant obtain
approval from the American Fo rk Irrigation Company on the proposed plan. He said a more
detailed landscape plan needs to be submitted to the City.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the pro posed plan meets the landscaping requirements.
Mr. Despain said that the pro pe11y proposed fo r development is in the PO-l Zone and he
explained that there are no mandatory landscaping requirements in the PO-l Zone.

tvlr. Hansen asked if the proposed plan needs to go to the City Council.
Mr. Despain said the proposed plan is a relatively modest expansion to a professional office
project and said that it does not need to go to the City Council, unless the Planning Commission
feel s "inclined " to send it to the City Council.
It was discussed that the appli cant should submit a landscape plan for the City' s review.

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the parking lot expansion of the American Fork Medical
Plaza at 230 North 1100 Eas t subject to: (1) proper deeds on 1100 East for the entire parcel
being submitted to the City (2) piping of the irrigation ditch and approval from the
American Fork Irrigation Company and (3) a landscaping plan being provided to the City

and it being satisfacto ry to C ity Staff.
Mr. Georgeson asked Mr. Hansen if he woul d include in his motion a minimum requirement for
the caliper of trees.

Mr. Hansen amended his motion to include that the trees be a minimum of 1 Y2 inch caliper
trees.
M r. Baldwin seconded the motion .
Chairman H adfield called fo r a vote on the motion

Those voting aye: M r. Han sen, M r. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A 2-LOT SUBDIVISION PLAT AT 630 EAST 1305 SOUTH IN
THE PLANNED IND USTRIAL ZONE
Chairman H adfield introduced thi s item and st ated that any approval of the proposed 2-lot
subdivision plat needs to include a statement that all previous approvals related t o the proposed 2lo t subdivision plat will be null and void. He said the addresses fo r both lots and t he street
addresses need to be shown on the final plat.
Mr. Bromley st ated that there is no longer a publi c utility easement between the two lots. He
stated that the proposed subdivision plat is "essentially the same subdivision plat" that the
Planning Commission saw a few months ago. He said one difference from the subdivision plat
that t he Planning Commission saw a few months ago and the pro posed subdivision plat is that
now the road dedication includes half plus five of the "lower road''

Mr. Denney stated that there is a cross easement d riveway that is coming off of the unnamed
street, which is being labeled as North Pointe Drive o n the proposed plat. H e said the cross
easement that is shown on the plat needs to be added to the site plan. H e said that he can o nly
find two subdivision monuments. Mr. Denney stated t hat the 15-foot public ut ility easement and
pedestrian easement needs to be omitted from the plat.
Mr. Denney said the Planni ng Commission needs to discuss the pro posed roundabout. H e said
the traffic model shows that a one lane ro undabout will not be sufficient in the future. H e said in
order to solve the problems with the proposed roundabout a signal lig ht could be put in or a twolane roundabout could be put in .
M r. Hansen asked ift he proposed roundabout is important. Mr. D enney stat ed that initially a
ro undabout is not important because they will have a half street plus five. He recommended that a
standard intersectio n be in stalled and then when t he traffic increases and the park and ride is
developed that there be an opt ion to put in a roundabout. He said there is no reason for the
applicant to put in a roundabout at this ti me.
Chairman Hadfield stated that whatever size roundabout is chosen to be installed will not impact
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the parking or the footprint of the building. H e said the roundabout will only impact the
landscaping.
Mr. Nielsen asked how the City can assure t hat the ro undabout will be installed some time in the
future.

Mr. Denney said the roundabout will probably be part ofthe park and ride lot.
Mr. Despain said there needs to be some discussion about the extent ofthe improvements that
will be required on "North Pointe Drive." He said it is important that the City get s the right-ofway at this point in t ime . He said the improvements that will be required is something that is
negotiable.
There was more discussion about the proposed roundabout. Chairman Hadfield stated that a
roundabout can be a traffic calming device. He stated that at this point in time the roundabout is
not needed because there is not a large volume of traffic that is in the area where the roundabout
is proposed. Mr. Baldwin asked if a bus is able to maneuver through a single lane roundabout.
lVIr. D enney said that a bus would be able to maneuver through a single lane roundabout.
It was discussed that t he proposed plat is a revised plat and that the earlier approved plat has not
been recorded yet so there is no unwinding of a plat that has to take place.

M r. Hansen moved to a pprove the revised plat of the 2-lot subdivision pla t at 630 East 1305
South in the Plann ed Industl"ial Zone subj ect to: (1 ) the new plat showing the easements for
the roundabout (2) the City enginee•·'s review of the corrections that are necessary on the
plat a nd (3) correct add •·esses bein g shown on the plat.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Hansen if he would include in his motion that the revised plat
replaces the plat that was earlier approved by the Planning Commission and that any previous
approvals are now null and void .

M r. Hansen am ended his motion to include that th e revised plat replaces any previous
approvals by the Planning Commission.
M r. Georgeson seco nded the mot ion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any fw1her discussion .
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.

T hose voting aye: M r. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, M r. Baldwin, M r. Georgeson, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Votin g was un anim ous. T he motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SITE PLAN FOR AN OFFICE/WAREHOUSE COMPLEX
LOCATED AT 630 EAST 1305 SOUTH
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Chairman Hadfield introdu ced this item and turned the time over to Mark Greenwood .

Mr. Greenwood said they have corrected all the lighting issues that were discussed in technical
review. He said they have added the parking cross easement that was requested by staff. He
said the parking requirements have been met . He said there will be about 12 to 15 parking spaces
above what is required.
Mr. Denney expressed concern that the proposed sig n for Label Express on the corner may
interfere with the safe sight distance. He suggested that the sign be moved closer to the parking.
Mr. Denney said the proposed buildings must meet the uniform fire code. He said the temporary
ditch needs to intercept the ditch so there is a co ntinuous conduit.
Mr. Despain said they are now reaching a point w here the water rights have to be addressed. He
said the proposed plan meets the parking requirements. He said that he hopes in the future there
is not more demand for work space than what has been indicated by the applicant. He said
parking is calculated based on 1 parking space per 1,000 square feet.
Mr. Despain said any modificatio ns to the site plan should conform with the approved subdivision
plat.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the primary access will be off of 630 East Street. He said there are
no accesses from the north.

Mr. Despain asked w hat the two doors are that go out to the eight-foot side yard.
Mr. Greenwood said the two doors that go out to the eight-foot side yard is a fire escape.
There was some discussion that when there are provisions made to have access from the south the
parking lot wi ll have to be reco nfigured and three parking spaces could be lost.

Mr. Baldwin asked if the lig ht fixtures will be downward directed to minimize the light pollution.
Mr. Greenwood explained how the lig ht fixtures will be directed downward. He stated that there
will be some lig ht going out because that is w hat protects the parking lot.
Mr. Nielsen asked why the water was not conveyed at the time of annexation.
Mr. Despain exp lained that when the property was annexed into the City it was arranged for the
water to be conveyed to the City, but the water was not conveyed because the water requirements
were not know n at the time of annexation .

Mr. Hansen moved to approve the site plan for an office/warehouse complex located at 630
East 1305 South subject to : (1) the building meeting the uniform fire code requirements (2)
the modified site plan complying with the approved subdivision plat (3) connection of the
storm drain to the ditch that runs along the railroad (4) the sign being moved back so that
it allows for the safe sight distance and (5) the water rights requirements.
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Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any further di scussion.
There was no fw1her di scussion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote o n the motio n.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Georgeso n, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Nielsen, and
Councilman H unter.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LAMOREAUX N O. 2 ANNEXATION AT 1750 NORTH
900 EAST AS REFERRED BY TI-LE CITY COUNCIL
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item and stated that the City Council reviewed the proposed
Lamoreaux No . 2 Annexati on at the D ecember 12, 2000, City Council Meeting and it decided to
send the proposed annexation back to the Planning Commission. He said the City Council
identified four areas that it wanted some explanation o n. He referred the Planning Commission to
the December 12, 2000, City Counci l Minutes . Chairman Hadfield asked the Planning
Commission if it felt satisfied with the proposed Lamoreaux No . 2 Annexation that it sent forward
to the City Council.
Councilman Hunter said the Planning Commission needs to look at the Lamoreaux No. 2
Annexation again because the proposed concept plan is for a PUD and there is not enough
pro perty to qualify for a PUD.
Mr. R.ichan asked if there was anyone present to represent the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexatio n.
Chairman H adfield said he was told by one of the people representing the Lamoreaux No. 2
Annexation that there would not be anyone present tonight. He said the people involved with the
Lamoreaux No. 2 Aimexation are wi lli ng to li sten to the Planning Commission 's
recommendations.

Mr. Hansen said the proposed Lamoreaux No . 2 Annexation and the proposed Stratton
Annexation need to be coordinated together so that there is not a lot of access being granted onto
900 East. H e said in regard s to the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation, access onto 2000 North needs
to be re-looked at.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission needs to discuss the proposed annexation
agreement that is dated December 12, 2000. He again referred the Planning Commission to the
December 12, 2000, City Council Minutes. He pointed out that the December 12, 2000, City
Council Minutes discuss that there were some inconsist encies with the plat that was noticed . He
stated that the plat that was adver1ised in the newspaper and was submitted for the City Council 's
review showed all of the commercial element along 900 East and the residential in the rear when
in fact the plat that the P lanning Commission approved and sent forward to the City Council
showed mi xed commercial and residential access off of 900 East.
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Chairman Hadfield said o ne other issue is in regards to the undersized PUD.
Mr. Despain said the plat that the Planning Commission approved, which showed the mixed
commercial and residential off of900 East was noticed in the newspaper today.

Mr. Despain said the Plann ing Commi ssion di scussed different zoning options. It discussed the
possibility of annexing the propeny into the City under the PR-9000 Zone or the Rl-9000 Zone.
He pointed out that in order to allow a PUD in the R 1-9000 Zone there has to be a minimum of
four acres. Mr. Despain pointed out that the proposed project has less than four acres and said
there is no provision in the ordinance to allow for a PUD in the Rl-9000 Zone to be less than four
acres.
Mr. Despai n exp lained that it is hard to have a logically designed PUD with less than 4 acres and
it is also difficult to have enoug h units to sustain the PUD. He said the reason a PUD was
proposed for the Lamoreaux No . 2 Annexation was because it met the density allowed in the Rl9000 Zone, but the proposed annexation did not meet the minimum project area required.

Mr. Despain said part of the reason the PUD option was proposed is because the applicant wants
to be able to develop 12 lots and without the PUD option the applicant would only be able to
develop 10 lots under the R 1-9000 Zone.

Mr. Despain discussed Section 5 of the proposed Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation Agreement dated
December 12, 2000.
There was some discussion about whether 2000 North Street needed to be included in the
concept plan. It was discussed that the proposed concept plan does not include 2000 North
Street.
Mr. Despain di scussed Section 8 of the proposed Lamoreaux No .2 Annexation Agreement. He
read Section 8, w hich states "The no11hern bound ary of the parcel lies adjacent to an existing
public street (2000 North Street), which is actually owned by the City of Cedar Hills. The
southern boundary of 2000 No1th Street is bordered by a continuous "Nuisance Strip"
approximately two feet in width which serves to prohibit direct access from the Annexation Area
to the street. The annexation concept plan proposes access solely from 1100 East Street. Since
no direct access to 2000 North or extension of uti liti es across the "N uisance Strip" is anticipated,
the final annexation plat shou ld be amended to delete the road and adjacent "N uisance Strip"
area. " H e said Sectio n 8 may need to be amended or deleted.
Chairman Hadfield asked if the Planning Commission felt like it would be a good idea to
recommend to the City Council that the Highway Overlay Zone be continued as was done
adjacent to the Mount Timpanogos Temple thro ug h Autumn Crest and most recently through the
April Ridge Subdivision. Chairman Hadfield expressed concern about not including the nuisance
strip in the concept plan . He said sooner or later the nuisance strip will have to be addressed.
Chairman Hadfi eld said he did not wa nt the Planning Commissio n to be accused of being arbitrary
and capri cio us.
There was a great deal of discussio n about the nui sance strip . Mr. Georgeson said he understands
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the City Council 's reluctance to proceed with the proposed annexation, but said ifit becomes
necessary the City could file condemnation against the property owner of the nuisance strip. He
said there would be adequate justification if the City had to file condemnation in order to get the
nu isance strip.
Mr. Baldwin asked what the City' s ordinance is in regards to nui sance strips.

Mr. Despain said

American Fork City does not allow nuisance strips.
It was discussed that the nui sance strip is currently in the County. Mr. Baldwin said ifthe City

has an ordinance against nuisance strips, then the City should not voluntarily bring in something
that will create an additional problem.
Mr. Bald wi n said he does not like the current annexati on concept plan that the Planning
Commission has approved . He said the Planning Commission should not be "capricious." He
said the Planning Commi ssion needs to be consistent with the General Plan and the zoning
requirements. He said there is not enough property in the proposed project to develop a PUD.
He said the proposed project needs to be consistent with the zone.
Chairman Hadfield said that he does not like Section 8 of the proposed annexation agreement. He
said there needs to be some changes made to Section 8.
Mr. Despain said there are two issues that need to be addressed (1) access from the west (2)

number of units and the PUD alternative.
Chairman Hadfield said the City Council sent the proposed annexation back to the Planning
Commission because it wanted to get more background information on how the Planning
Commission came to its deci sion on the proposed annexation.
Mr. Georgeson said one of the reasons that the Planning Commission recommended approval of

the concept plan for the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation is because it was recognizing the
limitations of the property.
Mr. Nielsen said he thinks the proposed concept plan "stinks." He said the open space is just
"garbage open space." Mr. Georgeson stated that the Planning Commission struggled with the
proposed open space.
Mr. Nielsen said he does not like the proposed plan. He said that he would rather not stick with

the General Plan and would rather bring the property into the City under the Rl -7500 Zone so
that the applicant could get 12 lots. He said that ifthe property were brought into the City under
the Rl-75 00 Zone, the propet1y could be developed in a more functional way with larger lots.
Mr. Nielsen said if the prope11y where the mo11uary will be built is zoned commercial and part of
the Stratton Annexation is to be zoned commercial and the rest ofthe property included in the
Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexati on is zoned residenti al, then there will be homes squeezed in between
two commercial zones. He expressed concern about trying to squeeze homes in between two
commercial zones. Mr. Nielsen suggested making the whole frontage commercial.
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Mr. Richan said that he agrees with Mr. Nielsen. He said now is the time he would like to make
an explanation. He said that w hen he was recommended as one of the people to serve on the
Planning Commissio n there were two g roups that opposed him. Mr. Richan said that when his
name was presented at the City Cou ncil Meeting as o ne of the people that would be appointed to
the P lanning Commission there were 15 citizens that o pposed him being appointed to the Planning
Commission because they thought he was a developer and did not want a developer to serve on
the Planning Commission. H e said there were also people w ho called some of the members of the
City Council and said that he was too much of a planner and that he would not be good on the
Planning Commission.
Mr. Richan said "I am divesting myself of interest in any development in
American Fork." He said that he is going to start raising questions about certain things that he
has had questions about, but up to this po int he has not known what approach to take. He said
the pro posed concept plan for the Lamoreaux No. 2 is " lousy."
Mr. N ielsen said when the applicant broug ht the plan that showed the commercial along the
frontage and the homes in the back that made the most sense to him and he fought hard to bring
the property into the City under the Rl-7500 Zone instead ofthe Rl-9000 Zone. He said that
99% of the time he will hold to the General Plan, but said there are times when it is hard to stick
to the General Plan. He again suggest ed that the frontage be zoned commercial. He said it
does not make sense having the homes come out onto 900 East.
Chairman Hadfield said M r. Nielsen's idea about having the frontage zoned commercial is a good
idea. He stated that with the Stratton Annexation there is some potential to connect 2000 North
to w hat is now called Harvey Boulevard so there is potential for much greater access.

Mr. Nielsen said that he does not know why 2000 North is being discounted just because of the
nuisance strip . H e said the applicant should be told to settle the problem with the nuisance strip.
He said if the C ity has to condemn that nui sance strip, then that is o ne option that could be taken.
Mr. Nielsen said the problem with the nui sance stri p needs to be solved. He said 2000 North
should be built into the proposed plan and not discounted .
Mr. De nney said the City would need to get the full width dedication o n 2000 North.

Mr. Hansen said that if 2000 North needs to be widened in order to get the proper cross section,
then that would put the nuisance strip in the street.
Chairman H adfield point ed out that American Fork City does not have any culinary water north of
the Murdock Canal. H e said at some point in time the wat er line needs to be extended and w ill
have to be put in 2000 North Street. H e said 2000 North needs to be annexed into the City in
order to be able to put a water li ne in it.
Mr. Baldw in sai d future development is go ing to be a lot cleaner if the Planning Commission
holds to t he General Plan.
M r. Hansen said the property needs to be annexed into the City under the Rl-9000 Zone.
Chairman H adfield asked Mr. Despain t o rework the annexation agreement.
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Mr. Hansen stated that a revised concept plan is going to have to be presented to the Planning
Commission.
It was discussed that the proposed Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation Agreement is on the next City
Council Agenda and it was discussed that it may need to be pulled from the City Council Agenda.
Chairman Hadfield said he needs to know if he should put the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation
Agreement on the January 3, 2001, Planning Commission Agenda because tomorrow he has to
prepare the agenda.
Mr. Despain suggested that the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation Agreement should be placed on the

January 3, 200 1, Planning Commission Agenda.
M r. Nielsen moved to direct Mr. Despain to rework the ann exation agreement based on the
discuss ions t hat have taken place tonight. Mr. Baldwin seconded the motion.

Chairman Hadfield asked for any further discussion.
There was no fw1her discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vote on the motion.
T hose voting aye: Mr. Hansen, M r. Georgeson, M r. Nielsen, M r. Baldwin, M r. Richan, and
Councilman H unter. Voting was unanimous. T he motion carried.

l'v1r. Denney said the Planning Commission will see the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation on January
3, 2001, and so it may be able to take care of all the issues and it might not be necessary to take it
off the January 9, 200 I, City Council Agenda.
Mr. Baldwin expressed concern about the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation being ready to go onto
the City Council Agenda on January 9, 2001. He said ifthe nuisance strip is included in the
concept plan then 2000 N011h needs to be incorporated into the plan in a way that meets the
General Plan road requirements.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE A NEXATION FOR THE STRATTON ANNEXATION
AT 1650 NORTH 900 EAST CONSISTING OF 12.37 ACRES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED

ZONING AND ANNEXATION CONCEPT DEVELOP:MENT PLAN
N1r. Despain said there needs to be a decision made regarding Harvey Boulevard. He said another
issue that needs to be addressed is in regards to the zone classification. Mr. Despain said the
property could possibly be zo ned as a Neighborhood Commercial Zone.
Mr. Despain said that there are some issues with regard to Harvey Boulevard that need to be
resolved. He said there are some amended deeds being filed on Harvey Boulevard. He said there
is not much that can be done on the proposed Stratton Annexation until the issues with regard to
Harvey Boulevard are resolved. He said that he also needs to prepare the annexation agreement
for the Harvey Land Company.
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Mr. Hansen asked where the Planning Commission is in regards to developing a Neighborhood
Commercial Zone. Mr. Despain said an o rdinance for a Neighborhood Commercial Zone still
needs to be generated. Mr. Hansen suggested that maybe the Lamoreaux No. 2 Annexation
could also be placed in a Neighborhood Comm ercial Zone. Mr. Despain said that the Lamoreaux
No. 2 Annexation could possibly be placed in a Neighborhood Commercial Zone. He said that
the L amo reaux No. 2 Annexation was discussed before the Planning Commi ssion thought about
creating a Neighborhood Commercial Zone.

Mr. Despain stated that the proposed plan shows that the Harvey land will be placed in the
commercial zone and Highland Farms will not be placed in the commercial zone. He said that
Highland Farms is planning to put in more greenhouses and so their use does not require
commercial zoning.

Mr. Hansen moved to table t his item to a future meeting. Mr. Georgeson seconded the
motion.
Chairman Hadfield asked for any furt her discussion.
There was no further discussion.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vote on t he motion.

Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, M r. Nielsen, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Richan, and
Councilman Hunter. Votin g was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEl\llEN T FOR THE ROBERTS
ANNEXATION AT 610 NORTH 1100 E AST CONSISTING OF 4.1 1 ACRES INCLUDING
THE PROPOSED ZONING AND ANNEXATION CONCEPT DEVELOPl\llENT
Mr. D espain stated that the Roberts Annexation has the same problem as the Lamoreaux
Annexatio n because they do not have enough property to do a PUD . He said the applicants are
trying to find more land to purchase.
The applicant was not present so this item was not discu ssed any further . No act ion was taken .
REVIE W AND ACTION ON THE ANNEXATION AGREEl\llENT FOR THE I VONA
ROBINSON ANNEXATION AT 575 EAST 1500 SOUTH CONSISTING OF 34.46 ACRES
INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ZONING AND ANNEXATION CONCEPT DEVELOPl\llEN T
PLAN
Mr. Despai n said the draft annexatio n concept plan has not been submitted to the Planning
Commission yet. He said one issue that needs to be looked at is the d rain that goes along 500
East Street. He said another issue that need s to be addressed is the right-of-way in regard to
1500 South. Another issue that needs to be addressed is in regards to the water rights. Mr.
Despain said the proposed zoning is the Pl- 1 Zone. He said some of the members ofthe
Planning Commission have concerns about development alo ng 1500 South.
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Mr. Despain said that Mr. Nielsen has expressed some of his concerns about development along
the 1500 South Corridor.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Bromley if there is any desire to have any portion of the property
that fronts 1500 South or the new proposed freeway interchange put in a commercial zone.
Reed Bromley said there is a development on 123,000 South in Draper just west ofthe railroad
tracks that he find s very attractive and is very similar to what he would like to see developed on
the property proposed for development. He encouraged the Planning Commission to drive by the
development on 123 ,000 South in Draper to see if that is something that they would be in favor
of He stated that the development on 123 ,000 South in Draper has both industrial uses and retail
uses.
Chairman Hadfield said one issue that the Planning Commission is struggling with is the necessary
right-of-way that is needed to accommodate the widening of 1500 South. He said the other
issue with 1500 South is that it is an entrance into American Fork City and should be recognized
as an entrance into the City. He said there should be sufficient setbacks and landscaping to help
present an entrance statement into the City.
Chairman Hadfield said he does not want to see a six-foot high sight obscuring fence along 1500
South. He said he does not want to have an entrance statement along the 1500 South Corridor
that is negatively impacted.
Mr. Despain suggested that the Planning Commission look at a highway frontage zone along the

1500 South Corridor where the primary focus is additional setback requirements and some
landscape features.
Mr. Nielsen said that if there is an industrial use along the 1500 South Corridor there should be

some required setbacks and some landscaping required.
Mr. Despain said there are some things that can be done to preserve the 1500 South Corridor.

Chairman Hadfield suggested that there be some language included in Section 6 ofthe proposed
annexation agreement that discusses preserving the 1500 South Corridor.
Mr. Nielsen asked if the proposed annexation goes all the way to the railroad tracks. Mr.
Despain said the proposed annexation does not go all the way to the railroad track, but the City
has a prior annexation that does go to the railroad tracks.
lt was di scussed that the overlay zone would cover both sides of the street. Chairman Hadfield
said that as commercial uses are developed on the property then there would be a design type of
zone and the Planning Commission would be able to dictate things like landscaping, setbacks, and
other things like that which may impact the entrance statement.

Chairman Hadfield asked what direction the Planning Commission would like to give to Mr.
Despain.
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Mr. Nielsen moved to table this item until Mr. Despain has had time to prepare a draft
annexation agreement.

Mr. Bromley asked if it is reall y necessary to table action on their proposal tonight. He said they
are willing to accept the Planning Commission's recommendations regarding setbacks.
Mr. Nielsen asked Mr. Despain if he would be comfortable with the Planning Commission

recommending approval of the proposed annexation agreement with some changes.
Mr. Despain said that what he is hearing tonight is that the proposed annexation will be ordinance
driven as opposed to contract driven. He said it does not matter to him either way if the proposed
agreement is moved forward or if it comes back to the Planning Commission for its review.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the Straight Annexation is being held pending further
discussions between the Planning Commission and City Council regarding lift stations. He
encouraged Mr. Despain to work on creating an ordinance regarding entrance statements.
Mr. Despain said that he understands that he needs to amend Section 6 ofthe proposed
agreement so that it includes some language regarding the fro ntage on 1500 South being an
entrance statement into the City.
Mr. Nielsen withdrew his motion. He then moved to approve the annexation agreement for
the Ivona Robinson Annexation at 575 East 1500 South subject to making the changes as
outlined and discussed tonight. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.

Mr. Hansen said that he is concerned about hovv· open-ended the motion is. He said there were a
lot of things discussed in regards to the proposed annexation and so he is not sure what changes
really need to be made to the annexation agreement.
Mr. Nielsen amended his motion to include that the addition of an overlay zone along 1500
South needs to be included in the annexation agreement and the revised annexation
agreement needs to be approved by staff.

There was a lot of silence after Mr. ielsen amended his motion. Mr. Despain said "the silence
tells him that there is a lack of comfort" with recommending approval of the proposed annexation
agreement. He said the best thing to do tonight would be to table this item until some things can
be clarified.
Chairman Hadfield poi nted out that he has a motion and a second.
Councilman Hunter withdrew his second. 1\lr. Nielsen then withdrew his motion.
Mr. Hansen moved to tabl e this item for two weeks and directed Mr. Despain to make some
changes to the proposed agreement and also asked that Mr. Despain bring a concept for an
overlay zone on 1500 South to th e next Planning Commission Meeting.
Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
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Chairman Hadfield asked fo r any fu rther discussion .
There was no further discussio n.
Chairman Hadfield called fo r a vot e o n the motio n.

T hose voting aye: Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, Mr. Rich an, Mr. Hansen, and
C ouncilman Hunter. Vo ting was unanimous. T he motion carried.
DIS CUSSION ON THE ANN E XATION AGREEMENT FOR THE HARBOR ROAD
ANNEXATION PLAT B CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 632.73 ACRES AT
APPROX1MATELY 1000 SOUTH 100 WEST
Chairman Hadfield introduced this item. H e said there are many issues to talk about tonight. He
said one issue that need s to be di scussed is that the proposed plan does not meet the intent of the
proposed General Plan. H e then turned the time o ver to Vic Deauvono.

Mr. D eauvono di scussed some of the hig hlig hts of their proposed project. H e pointed out that
there are a lot of boaters and recreatio nal people present at the meeting tonight. He said
Governor Leavitt has appropriated $ 10 millio n to improve the lakes in the State and Ut ah Lake is
number one on the list oflakes to be improved . He said they are planning on building a
" tremendous recreational facility."
Mr. Deauvono said there are pocket parks proposed thro ughout the entire project. He said the
Army Corp . of E ngineers has cet1ifi ed w here the wetlands are. H e said the average density for
the last three years in American Fork was 4 .25 units per acre. He said the overall density for
their proposed project is 3.46 units per acre. M r. Deauvono said if the 32 acres that is proposed
for condos and apar1ment s is eliminated the overall density for the project would be 2.5 units per
acre.

Mr. Deauvono said they are also proposing some " tremendous retail" activities that will provide a
" tremendous" tax base to the City. He pointed out that there are 40 to 50 1h acre lots proposed
in the project. He said they are provid ing mixed housing in the proposed project.
Mr. Deauvono said they would like t o have a couple of small service stations in their project.
He said they are also proposing a co mplete walking and jogging trail. He pointed out that they
are also pro posing to have two roundabouts in the project to help move traffic.
After Mr. Deauvo no di scussed the proposed plan fo r the Harbor Road Annexation, Chairman
Hadfield said the purpose fo r the discussion tonig ht is to get some background information so that
the Planning Commi ssion can give some directio n to Mr. Despain to help him start preparing the
annexatio n agreement. He asked if there will be phasing for the proposed project.

Mr. Deauvono said they want to annex all 650 acres. He again stat ed that the overall density for
the proposed project is 3.46 units per acre.
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Mr. R.ichan asked Jvir. Deauvo no if he plans on upgrading Boat Harbor Road .

Mr. Deauvono said he think s that the Boat Harbor Road needs to be three or four lanes.
Mr. Richan also asked Mr. Deauvono how he plans on treating the American Fork River.
Mr. Deauvono explained that they can detain water, but they can't retain water. He said they will

constantly be refreshing the water. He stated that Horrocks has done the water study for them.
He stated that everything below 6800 North will be slab on grade.
Chairman Hadfield asked Mr. Despain to explain how the proposed plan correlates with the
General Plan. He pointed out that Mr. Despain has prepared a summary ofthe proposed Boat
Harbor Concept Plan. The summary of the proposed Boat Harbor Concept Plan is attached to
the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1. He stated that the Planning Commission has spent a lot of
hours working on concepts that the developers of the Boat Harbor Project have requested.
There was some di scussion about where the collector class road along the shoreline ofUtah Lake
should be placed. It was discussed that it may not be a good idea to put the collector class road
over the sewer outfall line.
Mr. Despain discussed his summary of the proposed Boat Harbor Concept Plan. He explained
that the proposed concept pl an exceeds the density ofthe General Plan.
Mr. Deauvono stated that Mr. Despain is not including the 80 acres of proposed recreational
facilities when he calculates the density. He said that if he was donating 80 acres of land to be
developed as a ballfield that would be considered when calculating the density of the project. He
said that Mr. Despain's summary puts a scare tactic in the Planning Commission. He said the
overall density of the proposed project is 3.46 units per acre.
Mr. Despain discussed the proposed resort area. He asked what constitutes a resort. He also

discussed the transfer of development rights in relationship to the resort zone. He said that the
proposed resort zone continues to have more and more commercial activities proposed in it. He
said that he finds it very difficult to justify the notion that retail stores and parking lots justify the
transfer of development rights.
Mr. Deauvono said they have 82 acres of recreation and parks.
Mr. Nielsen asked ifthe proposed resort zone is in the protection zone.
Mr. Despain said the proposed resort zone is in the area that was initially the protection zone. He
said the location of the proposed resort zo ne is consistent with the draft General Plan.
Mr. Nielsen said that he did not think the proposed resort zone went as far west as is proposed.
There was a lot of discussion about transfer of development rights. Mr. Despain explained that
the theory behind the shoreline protection zone is that it is an area where development rights
could be exchanged.
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After much discussion on the proposed concept plan, Mr. Georgeson said there are many issues
that still need to be resolved and it is not possible for all the issues to be resolved tonight. He
said one issue that still needs to be addressed is in regards to phasing. He said the Planning
Commission still needs to finish updating the General Plan. He said the issue ofthe proposed
pocket parks need s to be addressed because the current City admini stration does not like small
parks because they are costly t o maintain. He said the wetland issues need to be resolved. Mr.
Georgeson said the differences between Mr. Despain 's and the developer's density calculations
need to be resolved . He said there are also needs t o be some decisions made regarding what off
site improvements are going to be required.
Mr. Deauvono said they have waited for 2 'h years for the Planning Commission to complete the
General Plan. He said there are many property owners involved in the proposed annexation who
would like to see the annexation approved. He said there are 650 acres that they would like to
see annexed into the City.
He said phasing takes place as they present each site plan. He
again stated that the proposed overall density is 3.46 units per acre.

Mr. Nielsen told Mr . Deauvono that hi s proposed plan does not meet the intent of the City's
General Plan. He told Mr. Deauvono to bring a plan back that meets the General Plan and then
the Planning Commission will be willing to move his proposed project forward.
Mr. Deauvono stated that the City does not have a General P lan. Mr. N ielsen said the City does
have a General Plan. He also pointed o ut that the Planning Commission has been working on
qpdating the General Plan for two years. Mr. Deauvono said that he disagrees with the General
Plan.

Chairman Hadfi eld suggested that Mr. Howden and Mr. Despain work t ogether on some ofthe
issues regarding density. He told Mr. Deauvono to back up some of his statements that he has
made regarding what the City' s overall density has been for the last few years because he does not
agree with his comments relative to what the City's overall density is. He stated that when Mr.
Deauvono talks about the City's overall density he is only using the footprint of the lot and not
including the open space when he calculates the City's overall density.
Chairman Hadfield stated that none of the members of the Planning Commission dislike the
proposed plan. H e said a lot of progress has been made on the proposed plan. He said that things
never go as fast as the developer would like them to . He said there are still some things that
need to be cleaned up.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments from the residents of American Fork.
Jess Green asked if the land in the boating facility is going to be turned over to the City to
enhance the American Fork Boat Harbor.
In reference to Mr. Green ' s above comment, Mr. Deauvono said the City has not said that it
would like to have the boating facil ity turned over to them to help enhance the Boat Harbor.

Mr. Despain said that he assumes the boating facility will be primarily a private facility . He said
there has been a lot of di scussion that there will be an association that will maintain the
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After much discussion on the proposed concept plan, Mr. Georgeson said there are many issues
that still need to be resolved and it is not possible for all the issues to be resolved tonight. He
said one issue that still needs to be addressed is in regards to phasing. He said the Planning
Commission still needs to finish updating the General Plan. He said the issue ofthe proposed
pocket parks needs to be addressed becau se the current City administration does not like small
parks because they are costly to maintain. He said the wetland issues need to be resolved. Mr.
Georgeson said the differences between Mr. Despain' s and the developer's density calculations
need to be resolved. He said there are also needs to be some decisions made regarding what off
site improvements are going to be required.
Mr. Deauvono said they have waited for 2 Y2 years for the Planning Commission to complete the
General Plan. He said there are many property owners involved in the proposed annexation who
would like to see the annexation approved. He said there are 650 acres that they would like to
see annexed into the City.
He said phasing takes place as they present each site plan. He
again stated that the proposed overall density is 3.46 units per acre.
Mr. Nielsen told Mr. Deauvono that his proposed plan does not meet the intent of the City's
General Plan. He told Mr. Deau vono to bring a plan back that meets the General Plan and then
the Planning Commission will be willing to move his proposed project forward.
Mr. Deauvono stated that the City does not have a General Plan. Mr. Nielsen said the City does
have a General Plan. He also pointed out that the Planning Commission has been working on
updating the General Plan for two years. Mr. Deauvono said that he disagrees with the General
Plan.
Chairman Hadfield suggested that Mr. Howden and Mr. Despain work together on some ofthe
issues regarding density. He told Mr. Deauvono to back up some of his statements that he has
made regarding what the City's overall density has been for the last few years because he does not
agree with his comments relative to what the City' s overall density is. He stated that when Mr.
Deauvono talks about the City's overall density he is only using the footprint of the lot and not
including the open space when he calculates the City's overall density.
Chairman Hadfield stated that none of the members of the Planning Commission dislike the
proposed plan. He said a lot of progress has been made on the proposed plan. He said that things
never go as fast as the developer would li ke them to . He said there are still some things that
need to be cleaned up.
Chairman Hadfield asked for comments from the residents of American Fork.
Jess Green asked if the land in the boating facility is going to be turned over to the City to
enhance the Ameri can Fork Boat Harbor.
In reference to Mr. Green 's above co mment, Mr. Deauvono said the City has not said that it
would like to have the boating faci lity turned over to them to help enhance the Boat Harbor.
Mr. Despain said that he assumes the boati ng facility will be primarily a private facility. He said
there has been a lot of discussion that there wil l be an association that will maintain the
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competit ion ski area. He said the City will probably not get involved wit h the boating facility.
He said the real issue that needs to be add ressed is whether the resort area is driving the
commercial uses o r whether the co mmercial uses are driving the resort area.
Mr. D eauvono talked about the great tax base that the City will receive from the proposed
commercial uses.
Bert Carter asked why the P lanning Commission is against the proposed project.
Chairman Hadfi eld said the Planning Commission is concerned about the proposed densities and
the natural areas, but it does no t dislike the proposed project.
Mr. N ielsen said the reason the proposed project is being held up is because of the densities that
the develo per is proposing on the north end.
Jim Cates asked if the City is willing to embrace the proposed wat er sp01is park. He said that if
the City is willing to embrace the wat er spOiis park, he can see some great pot ential for the
American Fork Boat H arbo r. He expressed concern about the American Fork Boat Harbor
deteriorating if the City is no t part of the pro posed water sports park.

Mr. Cates also expressed concern about losing half of his 25-acre piece of property with the
proposed development . H e st ated that he is part of the proposed Boat H arbo r Annexation, but he
is not planning on developing hi s pro perty at this time.
Mr. D espain explained to Mr. Cates that his pro pe1i y is not being used to calculate the density for
Mr. D eauvono' s proposed project Mr. Deauvo no told M r. Cates that he would not be losing
any of his property and told him that he wou ld be happy to spend some time with him discussing
the pro posed concept plan for the Harbor Road Annexation.
There were a lo t of people present who were interested in the proposed H arbor Road Annexatio n.
Kevin Smith, one of the people interested in the proposed H arbor Road Annexatio n, said that he
and many ofthe other peo ple present do not have any commercial interest in the pro posed
annexation. The reason Mr. Smith stated that many ofthe people present do not have commercial
interest in the pro posed annexati o n is because earlier in the meeting Mr. N ielsen st ated that many
of the people in the audience who are present for thi s item are probably on Mr. Deauvono 's
payro ll. Mr. D eauvono stated t hat he did not know many of the people who w ere present for
discussion on the proposed Harbor Road Annexation.
Kevin Smith stated that he is co nsidering buying a home in the proposed project and also stated
that he would possibly like to locate his business in the proposed project.
Chairman H adfield said that the Planning Commission has spent a lot of time talking about various
things like neighborhood zo nes, transfer of develo pment rights and various other things to help
move the proposed annexatio n fo rward, but the proposed project continues t o change. H e stated
that at one ti me there was discussion about having a golf course in the project. H e said that the
P lanning Commission continues to be " chastised for moving at the speed of cold tar," but the real
issue that needs to be dealt w ith is the proposed density. H e said that Mr. D espain and Mr.
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Howden need to spend some time addressing the density issues.
Chairman Hadfield said the Planning Commission 's job is to make sure that the proposed plan
meet the requirements of the General Plan.

Mr. Richan expressed concern about whether the land south ofl -15 is really buildable. Mr.
Richan also expressed concern about the high water table. He said that he does not want to have
a situation like what happened in Spanish Fork where a developer built on ground that was not
really suitable for development and the property owners have had problems and now the City is
left trying to resolve the problems.
Chairman Hadfield stated that the plan for the Harbor Road Annexation needs to comply with the
ordinances.
DISCUSSION ON THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Mr. Despain said he has the affordable housing element ofthe General P lan in draft form, but he
was not able to finish it because he spent so much time working on the summary for the proposed
Harbor Road Annexation.
Chairman Hadfield pointed out that the affordable housing element of the General Plan was
suppo sed to be adopted as of Janua1y 2000. He said that he will probably put discussion on the
affordable housing element of the General Plan on the next Planning Commission Agenda.
SITE PLAN COMMITTEE REPORT
There was nothing to repo11.
OTHER BUSINESS
Chairman Hadfield said Mr. D enney has done some research in regards to the high tension power
lines on 500 East. H e also pointed out that the November 17, 1999, Planning Commission
Minutes, w hich discuss the high tension power li nes on 500 East, were included in the P lanning
Commission Packet.

Mr. Denney stated that he counted the power poles on 500 East, but he can't verify that there is
nine less power poles than there were originally because the old poles still remain in the City
limits; but the old poles outside of the City limits below the DR&G Tracks have been removed.
Chairman Hadfield reminded the Planning Commi ssion that it will meet on January 3 and January
17 for the regu lar scheduled Planning Co mmi ssion Meetings and will also meet in a joint work
session with the City Council on January 24, 2000 to discuss the use of lift stations in the City.
The Planning Commission again discussed the proposed Harbor Road Annexation. Mr. Baldwin
stated that there are still many issues that have not been addressed with the proposed Harbor
Road Annexation. He said most of the hou sing in the proposed Harbor Road Annexation is
going to require a lift station. He also expressed concerns about being able to provide City
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services to the people who will live south ofi-1 5.
Chairman Hadfield stated th at in Febru ary the Pl anning Commission will elect a new chairman.
He also stated that the Planning Commi ssion Di nner will be held in February. He thanked the
Planning Commjssion Members for their service and wished them all a Merry Christmas.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE N OVEMBER 29. 2000. CC/PC JOINT
WORK SESSION

Mr·. Georgeson moved approval of the Novem ber 29, 2000, CC/PC Joint Work Session
Minutes. Councilman H m1ter seconded the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Ge01·geson, and
Councilman Hunter. Voting was unanimous. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MINUTES OF THE DECEMBER 6. 2000, PLANNING
COMMISSION l\IIEETING

Mr. Nielsen moved approval of the December 6, 2000, Planning Commission Minutes with
the followin g corrections:
On Page 2, Line 6 " accommodatde" should be changed to "accommodated." On Page 6,
Line 5 " property, which the ordinance" should be changed to "property. The ordinance."
On Page 8, Line 10 " it prudent" should be changed to "it is prudent." On Page 9, Line 40
" hydro logic" should be changed to " hydrologic." On Page 25, Line 35 "attractive the"
should be changed to "attractive to the. "
Mr. H ansen seconded the motion.
Chairman Hadfield called for a vote on the motion.
Those voting aye: Mr·. Hanse n, M r. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Georgeson, and
Co uncilm a n H un ter. Voting was unanimous. The motion canied.
ADJO URNl\I!ENT

M r. Hansen moved to adjourn. Mr. Georgeson seconded the motion.
T hose voting aye: Mr. Hansen, Mr. Nielsen, Mr. Richan, Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Geoa·geson, and
Co uncilm an Hunter. Vo ting was unanimous. The motion carried.
The meeting adj ourned at 10 :42 p.m.

~T= tt~

Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE DECEMBER 20,2000 PC MINUTES - PAGE 1 OF 5

MEMORANDUM
Date: Dec 20, 2000
To: AFPC
From: Rod Despain
Subject: Summary of proposed Harbor Park Concept Plan
At the direction of the Chairman, I have conducted an analysis of the
most recent draft of the Harbor Park concept plan. To facilita te the
review, I have divided the proposed annexation area into four separate
analysis areas. A map showing the annexation area and the boundary
of each analysis area is attached.
Area 1 consists of the area north of the Sam White Lane Road and
includes the area designated as 3 du/acre. Areas 2 and 3 are also
defined by major streets and both are in the area designated on the
plan as a density of 2 dul ac.
Attached is a summary of the results for each of the four areas.
The primary purpose of the review was to determine whether the
proposed concept plan was consistent with the densities set forth on
the proposed land use plan. At this point it should be viewed as
primarily a statistical review. It does not include any comments
regarding adequacy of layout or other design questions or compatibility
with wetlands, accommodation of major drainage channels or flood
channels, etc.
The determination of the number of dwelling units in each area has
been primarily done by counting the lots and/ or squares as shown on
the plan. The numbers used may not be in agreement with the
summary provided by the applicant with the plan.
As can be seen from the summary, densities proposed by the plan
exceed the densities set forth in the plan in all three of the residential
- areas. . Further, the plan for the resort area appears to be intensively
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developed as a commercial enterprise, and as such, no TDR's have
been used.

Area 1 - North Residential Designated Residential Density - 3
Dwelling Units per gross acre.
TOTAL AREA

136 ac.

ALLOCATION (in acres)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Major Streets
Park Areas
Commercial
Unallocated
Residential

4.0
15 . 8
2.8
1.5
112 . 8

TOTAL

136.9
acres

units

density

1 family
2 family
townhouse north
4-plex
townhouse south

64.0
4.8
19.0
8
17.0

241
30
136
52
86

3.8
6.3
7.1
6.5
5.0

summary
(res only)
summary
(res+parks)

112.8

545

4.83

128.6

545

4.23
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Area 2 - South Residential Designated Residential Density - 2
Dwelling Units per gross acre.
TOTAL AREA

156 ac.

USE ALLOCATION (in acres)
1.
2.
3.

Park Areas
Commercial
Residential

22.7
15.2
118.0

TOTAL

156.0
acres

units

density

1 family (LgLot)
1 family (MedLt)
townhouse / apt
4-plex (north)

12 . 9
90.2
12.6
2.4

25
307
82
12

1.9
3.1
7.4
5.0

summary
(res only)
summary
(res+park s)

118.0

426

3.6

140.7

426

3.02

t-
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Designated Residential Density - 2
Dwelling Units per gross acre.

Area 3 - East Residential

TOTAL AREA

134 ac .

USE ALLOCATION (in acres)
1.
2.
3.

Park Areas
Commercial
Residential

8.6
20 . 3
79.7

TOTAL

108 . 0
acres

Area 4

units

density

1 family (MedLt)
Multi-family

61 . 1
18 .6

174
240

2.8
12.9

summary
(res only)
summary
(res+parks)

79.7

414

5.2

87 . 6

414

4.7

- Resort

TOTAL AREA

90 . 5 ac.

USE ALLOCATION (in acres)
1.

2.
3.

Marina Resort and
boat re l ated commercial
Unrelated Retail Commercial
Parking
TOTAL

36 .4
16 . 6
37.5
90.5

